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TRANSACTIONS. 

I.—Chapters on the Mineralogy of Scotland. Chapter Fifth—The Micas ; 

with description of Haughtonite, a new Mineral Species. By Professor 

HEDDLE. 
(Read 3d February 1879.) 

MUSCOV ITE. 

Muscovite is so easily recognised by its optical properties that the only 

cases which seemed to me to call for analysis were those which, from being 

possessed of characteristic colour, were of special interest. 

Of these the most singular is a variety found rarely in the great vein of Ben 

Capval, Harris ; it occurs in crystals of a peculiar green tint, the crystals are 

small and have somewhat of a pearly lustre. 

On 1-2 grammes— 

Silica, : : ool 

From Alumina, . “a6 

aye = 43 +083 

Alumina, . , ‘ iy a2" 858 

Ferric Oxide, . } ; Wao 

Ferrous Oxide, . b ~ | 2764. 

Manganous Oxide, . 2 083 

Lime, ; : : 2 LOK 

Magnesia, . : , ; 333 

Potash, . ; : ~. 9084: 

Soda, : f : : 847 

Water, . 3 : nee) 22 

dor 983 

Loses in bath 2° 793 of the above water. 

It would thus appear that the ferrous oxide is the source of the colour. 

VOL. XXIX. PART I. A 



bo PROFESSOR HEDDLE ON THE MINERALOGY OF SCOTLAND. 

The iron of muscovite has hitherto been almost invariably set down as being 

in the ferric state :—it is very probable, however, that its condition had not 

been often determined. 

The amount of water is here high ; most analyses of micas would seem to 

have been executed on material dried at 212°. 

Two other delicately-tinted micas may be suggested to future investigators 

for examination; namely, a brilliant-lustred yellow mica, from Struay Bridge in 

Ross-shire, and a somewhat rose-tinted variety, from Glen Skiag in une same 
county. 

Muscovite is not so markedly typical of granites in Scotland as elsewhere, 

being largely replaced by the dark-coloured micas ;—doubtless some dark grey 

muscovite may exist, but I have never myself found such, or any of a brown or 
black colour. 

The finest specimens of muscovite in Scotland are found at the following 

localities :— 

Large rosette crystallisations occur in a very quartzose vein to the west of 

Bigsetter Voe, in Mainland, Shetland ; still larger at Loch Glass, in Ross-shire, 

at Glen Skiag in the same county, and at Struay Bridge in Inverness-shire. 

A crystal 15 inches in length was found in the very singular vein, if vein 

it should be called, in Glen Skiag. The windows of the smaller houses in 

Duffus are said to have been at one time “ glazed” with sheets of muscovite. 

I have determined the optic angles of the following micas :— 

Axis im plane of longer diagonal. 

Rich brown, great vein of Rubislaw, ; : é; ; 67° 45’ 

Yellow green, great vein of Ben Capval, . ; : : We le: 

Light brown, third vein east of Portsoy, . ; ‘ : 64° 30’ 

Pale rose, Glen Skiag, . ; ! ; ; : : Tl 45" 

Silvery, exfiltrative vein, Rubislaw, 2 : : ; 69° 5’ 

Light brown, Loch Glass, ‘ : 71° 40° 

In taking the specific gravity of the Glen Skiag mica, it was found that after 

having been boiled in water—to expel air bubbles—and being suddenly cooled, 

its specific gravity was 2° 832; but after lying for twenty-four hours in water, its 

specific gravity was only 2°782. Upon being suddenly cooled after boiling, the mica 

seems to contract beyond its normal condition ; there being a difference of ‘05. 

A. specimen of the Rubislaw mica, treated in the same way, gave after 

boiling and sudden cooling a specific gravity of 2°813 ; after lying in water for 

four hours, of 2°783. Here there would appear to be the same undue contrac- 

tion, resulting from the sudden cooling, though not to the same extent. 

The larger plates of mica contain imbedded substances which will be after- 

wards noticed. 

Muscovite chiefly occurs in veins, either intrusive or exfiltrative ; in these 
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jt invariably presents itself in larger crystals than those which are present 

in the general mass of the rock; and it would also appear to be present in 

these veins in a greater total relative amount than in the parent rock itself. 

This, should it be so, is not altogether difficult of explanation, if we are entitled 

to regard the rock as the parent of the vein. 

To the granitic belts of metamorphic rocks, and the intrusive granitic dykes 

of all rocks, such a term of relationship could only be very indirectly applied ; 

but to the exfiltrative veins of granitic rocks themselves, there is every reason 

to believe that the word fittingly applies. 

Such veins, in the old terminology of the science, were called contempora- 

neous,—a word somewhat puzzling in its application, and misleading at the best. 

A disquisition by Professor JAMESON on these “ contemporaneous veins ” 

forms the first of the publications of the Wernerian Society. 

It would appear to have been JAMESON’s purpose to show the distinction 

between these veins and what we would now call metallic lodes ; though it is 

not altogether clear that his description would not in some respect include 

injected veins therewith. 

He thus defines them :— 

“1, True veins traverse different strata, and are confined to single beds or strata only in those 

cases where the strata are of uncommon thickness. Their direction is not tortuous, and they 

seldom give off many branches. The mass of the vein is generally distinctly separated from 

its walls: it is frequently disposed in beds or layers, and these are parallel with the walls of 

the vein. The beds of these veins are so arranged that the newer beds are contained in the 

older. They often contain fragments which lie promiscuously, and are either acute angular, 

blunt angular, or rounded. Lastly, the materials of true veins are more or less different from 

the rock which they traverse, and the same vein contains several formations. 

“2. Contemporaneous veins.—Their course is tortuous, and they give off numerous branches. 

The mass of the vein is generally intimately mixed with, and passes into that of its walls, and 

differs but little in its component parts from that of the rock which it traverses. They never 

contain more than one formation, and when they contain apparent fragments the structure of 

these is ever conformable to that of the contiguous rock. Lastly, they traverse but single beds 

and strata, and are observed to wedge out in every direction, and consequently have no out- 

going above, below, or laterally, intimating that they have not been filled from above or below, 

but are as it were a secretion from the rock itself.” 

The above, so far as it goes, is an admirable description of exfiltrative veins, 

but it hardly sufficiently draws a line of demarcation between them and injected 

veins ; while the illustrations which JAMESON supplies show unmistakably that 

he had confounded exfiltrative veins both with injected veins and with the 

granitic and other bands or belts of rocks. 

Such bands in gneiss are instanced as illustrations, as are also the quartzose 

and micaceous bands of mica slate ; and these are placed in the same category 

with the “ veins of calespar which traverse transition-limestone.” 
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Perhaps nothing could better show the objectionable character of the term 

contemporaneous than JAMESON’S statement that “serpentine contains contem- 

poraneous veins of asbest, talc, steatite, and lithomarge.” 

In Jukes’ “ Manual of Geology” the name is confined to their occurrence 

in intrusive rocks, but the above quotations from JAMESON will show that the 

word orginally had a much wider application. The authors of the most recent 

edition of this work propose to “retain the name for the purpose of expressing 

that the veins belong to the same intrusion as the masses which contain them.” 

While the very name of vein is objectionable, there is little hope of setting it 

aside, or, sooth to say, of getting a more fitting word from our own language; but 

it is the adjective to which strong exception must be taken, if contemporaneous 

is held to be at all synonymous with simultaneous. It is more than difficult to 

conceive of any one of the structures to which the term has been applied being 

paragenetic in time with the rock-masses in which it is imbedded. 

Of such of these structures as occur in volcanic rocks, we read in JUKES’ 

“ Geology :”— 

“They seem in certain cases to have been produced from some movement of the whole 

mass during consolidation, whereby yet fluid portions were injected aie cracks or 

between divisional planes of the mass. 

“In other instances, where they are found to merge into the surrounding rock along both 

their bounding surfaces, they rather suggest the idea of segregation and crystallisation 

of the mineral along particular lines.” 

The former of these modes of accounting for their formation is certainly 

adequate to explain the mode of fillg up of crevasses,—especially volcanic 

rents,—in lava streams or other plastic igneous rocks; while the second may 

suffice for rectilinear, though hardly for branching or angularly tortuous veins : 

but it is evident that the above explanations are intended to be restricted 

to veins in igneous rocks; and as regards their occurrence in metamorphic 

rocks, where they are not only immensely more numerous, but very much 

more important as bearing upon the nature of metamorphism itself, no such 

modes of explanation can meet the facts of the case. 

Putting out of consideration, meanwhile, the granitic bands or layers of 

hornblendic gneiss, and also the intrusive dykes which cut and ramify through- 

out them, we observe of these so-called contemporaneous veins, where they 

show themselves in their extraordinary development in the grey granite of 

Aberdeenshire, that they present three features which are unvarying :— 

First,—That though their course may be in the main tortuous or curving, 

it, if followed sufficiently far, will suddenly become angular and zig-zag ; as 

if, though the general solidity and cohesion of the rock mass was only such 

as to enable it to rend by tearing, it in certain of its parts was so rigid that 

it had been cracked or split. 
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Second,—The occurrence in the veins of fractured, and occasionally of 

apparently floating angular fragments of the rock, likewise points to an actual 

solidification of the rock previous to the disruption and envelopment of the 

fragments. 

Third,—The gradual increase in the size of the crystals which fill these 

veins as they approach the centres thereof, the frequent capping of the quartz 

crystals (a recognised proof of intermittent growth), and the fact that any free 

crystalline summits which may be present invariably point to these centres, 

show that a sudden injection from without, and consequent more or less uni- 

form and rapid cooling and solidification, could not be the manner in which 

the rents were filled. The relationship of the vein to the rock mass itself also 

negatives injection. There is no dine of separation between the vein and the 

rock ; the granular structure of the rock is, in narrow space it is true, but 

still gradually augmented in size; and this ampler crystalline structure of the 

vein seems to grow out of, to be rooted in the substance of the rock. 

The change of structure takes place within the space of an inch, but within 

no part of that inch can the stroke of a hammer effect a separation. 

The information conveyed by the hammer is indeed of a most instructive 

description. : 

Granular though the structure of granite is, its grains do not lie in con- 

fused arrangement. It may not be to the smallest extent bedded in the 

quarry, though it generally is; but granite has a perfect cleavage and cross 

cleavage, so determinate in their directions that the workmen speak of the 

bedding of even such quarries as present great faces of apparently perfectly 

continuous and unvarying rock. 

These cleavages result from a general polarity in the crystals of felspar, 

which have their axes, and hence their cleavages, lying in the main in one 

direction. Thus the quarryman by blow and cross blow cuts the rough 

paving stone, so as to leave himself only the narrower faces to “dress to 

square.” 

But, inasmuch as the crystals of felspar which grow out of the rock to fill 

these exfiltrative veins do so at right angles to the sides of the vein, and as no 

one of the cleavages of felspar is at right angles to its main axis, the hammer 

blow cannot effect a separation throughout any part of the space wherein this 

rectangular riveting of the two structures is effected. 

It would be far from easy to adduce any evidence which could more 

conclusively show that the present contents of these veins had exuded from 

the rock mass itself; and it need hardly be noticed in this connection that 

these veins never contain a single mineral substance which is not to be found in 

the rock mass itself; though, in the latter, many of these substances are of 

difficult recognition from their comparatively very small magnitude. 

There is a fourth feature, moreover, which is not infrequent, namely, that 

VOL. XXIX. PART T. B 
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the veins are cut by others. In one of the smaller openings of the granite 

quarry of Anguston this is admirably seen: here a darker shaded, finer grained, 

and narrower set of veins cuts others, which are wide, and which are paler in 

colour than the ordinary granular rock. 

The numberless quarries which pockmark Aberdeenshire afford unusual 

facilities for studying its “ grey granite ;” such study, whenever entered upon, 

tends to the conclusion that the granite results from the metamorphism of the 

gneiss in which it is everywhere embosomed, and with which it is so intricately 
wrapped up. 

In this district the metamorphism appears to have taken place under three 

different sets of circumstances. 

In the first of these,—by what may be called a gradual incrementation of 

the granitic over the normal gneissic structure. 

In the second,—by an abrupt and, as read by the eye alone, an inexplicably 

sudden transition of the latter into the former. 

In the third,—by a general fading or softening away of the transmutible into 

the transmuted. 

Throughout the whole of the gneiss of central Scotland, and more especially 

in these districts where the rock exhibits the clearest marks of alteration, it is 

pervaded by granitic bands, which, there is reason to believe, have not un- 

frequently been considered to be intrusive or injected veins. 

That they are not so, but are merely the segregation of certain of the 

mineral constituents of the rock—like consorting with like—is evidenced by the 

following four facts. 

These bands or layers of felspathic and quartzy matter invariably follow 

implicitly every flexure of the rock (developed and disclosed by the adjacent 

micaceous layers), never cutting across these or branching to the smallest 

extent. They do not maintain anything of a uniform width, but repeatedly 

diminish and expand, in accordance with the abruptness or looseness of the 

folds into which the rock is thrown. Though highly felspathic, and often 

markedly crystalline, they exhibit unmistakably in some portion of their bulk 

a laminated arrangement of particles, which becomes more and more distinctly 

pronounced as it passes into the ordinary structure of the rock. The blow of 

a hammer recognises no point at which the two structures are of facile separa- 

tion; the transition of the one into the other being so gradual that no two 

persons would agree as to the point where each terminates,—and a hand- 

breadth would not cover the debatable space. 

The ingredient of mica, moreover, is markedly deficient in these so-called 

granitic bands. 

I instance the north-east side of the hill of Scoltie, near Banchory, as a 

locality where such “veins ” may be studied, specially in connection with the first 

of these changes ; because about a couple of miles north of this, in the railway 
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cutting west of Banchory, this gneiss is becoming granitic through a regular 

increase in the number and in the volume of these granitic bands. Here also 

there is a marked change in the nature of the bands themselves ; they no longer 

exhibit the laminated structure, but are throughout their whole extent true 

granite of a uniform fine grain; and although the hammer can still discover no 

line of separation, yet a finger’s breadth will here cover the space through 

which the structures pass from one to the other.* 

In following the line of railway to its next cutting, nearer to the Hill of 

Fare, the granitic bands will be seen progressively augumenting in width, and 

the gneissose bands dwindling to evanescence. 

For such as I have now described, and also for the more rectilinear modifica- 

tion thereof which occurs in hornblendic gneiss, I would propose the term 

bands of metamorphic segregation. 

The second mode of change is well seen in the quarries at Tillyfourie. 

The gneiss, which here presents bold features,—being highly contorted, 

broadly banded, the bands showing an abrupt contrast in their coloration,— 

passes into granite with an abruptness which is quite startling. 

There is not a trace of interstitial skin or intermediate mineral body ; most 

assuredly there has been no intrusion of the granite here,—the one rock ceases 
to be, and the other commences along no line which can be seen or felt ; there 

is no portion of space in which the one can be said to be in contact with the 

other ; the continuity is everywhere unbroken, the material continuous, the eye 

alone appreciating a marked change of colour and of structure, for the openings 

between the foliz of the gneiss suddenly cease to exist, but this they do not 

along a rectilinear but a wavering course. A hammer blow rends the rock in 

any direction, the line of fracture crossing the zone of changed structure at all 

angles, and the straight course of the fracture being uninfluenced in the so doing. 

The only modification of this structure is, that occasionally the dark mica of the 

granite has its plates disposed in arrangement somewhat parallel to the course 

of the transition, within the space of an inch or two from the unchanged rock. 

The third mode of change is seen in the several quarries of the Stony Hill 

of Nigg; here a fine-grained, plicated, and darkly-striped gneiss may be 

traced, with gradually fading layers, into a uniformly granular, dark grey 

granite. In many of the Aberdeenshire quarries, moreover, semiangular frag- 

ments, large and small, of the darker and more micaceous layers of the 

gneiss, are found imbedded, rounded in their outlines into kidney-form 

“neres”), and darkening the granite in their immediate vicinity by a quantity 

of the black-mica (Haughtonite) which these “neres” contain. It would 

* While confounding these bands with “contemporaneous veins,” JAMESON saw clearly their marked 
features. He writes—‘These veins do not present the slaty structure which is one of the discriminating 
characters of gneiss when it occurs in strata; hence contemporaneous veins, filled with common granular, or 
what may be called granitic gneiss, have been confounded with true granite.” Thereby meaning common or 
eruptive granite. 
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appear that the plates of the black mica have been loosened from the surfaces 

of the neres, and have become impacted in the adjacent substance of the 
granite, but have remained unresolved into smaller crystals; the metamorphism 

being arrested, or incomplete at these points. 

Of the metamorphism of this granite, however effected, the exfiltrative 

veins would appear to have been one of the last stages. 

How often the grey granite may have been depressed to the zone of 

metamorphism we cannot say, any more than we can how often the aquo- 

thermal agencies had to operate upon it; but, during some one of the sub- 

sidations, it is rational to conceive of its having been rent by pressure, and 

that subsequently—perchance forthwith—the rents were filled up, not by any 

sudden injection from their open terminations, but by a process of transfusion 

Jrom all points of the surface of the rent, a transfusion of the plastic or soluble 

matter of the rock itself—endosmose and exosmose exercising their resistless 

force. The resulting plug is thus—to use JaMEson’s words—“ a secretion from 

the rock ttself.” 

DAUBREE’S experiments have shown that in the presence of water a tem- 

perature of 400° C. sufficed for the alteration of silicates,—crystallisation 

of silica and of felspar,—or for the actual formation of the latter and of mica, 

through the action of alkaline silicates on argillaceous rocks. Considering the 

changes which would result from aquo-thermal action in the light of these 

experiments, and knowing that the repeated action of heated water upon the 

more highly siliceous rocks invariably results in the greater adhesion of water 

for the alkalies,—progressively abstracting them, to leave more and more 

highly-aluminous silicates,—it is not difficult to understand how the amount of 

mica in these exfiltrative or exudation veins should be in excess of its pro- 

portion in the parent rock. For, if the general mass of that rock be held in 

solution through aquo-thermal action,—or if not in actual solution, in a condi- 

tion favourable to chemical change, the rock upon solidification must yield a 

mass which is less alkaline as a whole; and as in the case of granite it is the 

orthoclase which is the alkali-bearing mineral, it is this which would suffer loss. 
The resolidifying material, after the watery abstraction of some of the alkali, 

could no longer attain to the production of so much felspar,—some of which 

would be degraded, so to speak, into an increase of the amount of mica.” 

Now there is what may be called a physical-outcome of this change. 

In virtue of this abstraction of alkali from orthoclase, and consequent 

increase of free silica and formation of mica, there results the production of a 

less alterable, that is, a more enduring material; and if it be the case that 

granite-veins contain more mica than does the rock which they intersect, these 

veins must necessarily be more enduring than the granite itself. 

* The alkali-charged waters are, however, potent, even at low temperatures, to change clay slates 
and argillaceous gneiss into granite, and so to extend the sphere of the metamorphism. 
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The protrusion of granite veins above the ordinary level of the rock—quite 

a familiar fact—may be partly due to their less minutely granular, that is, less 

uniformly porous and loose-grained structure ; but the almost invariable pro- 

trusion of the plates of mica, even above the quartz, in granite veins, vouches 

unmistakably for the greater endurance which that mica must impart. 

The not unfrequent occurrence of loose blocks of large-grained granite 

in straight line across a heath-covered or grass-clad surface points also to 

a former vein, which had longer resisted the denudation due to atmospheric 

decay than had the inclosing rock. 
This is a subject which, as a whole, has certainly not engaged the amount 

of attention which it merits. Probably the following structures have to be dis- 

criminated, and have been more or less confounded with one another :— 

Ingredients same as those of the Rock-Mass itself. 

1. Plugging pre-existent Rents. 

Contemporancous plugs of rents in igneous rocks 

intersect rock in curving and angular manner; structure smadller than that of the rock- 

mass; both branching and intersecting; formed by sudden injection. 

Veins of eafiltration 

intersect rock in curving and angular manner; structure Jarger than that of con- 

taining rock; both branching and mutually intersecting; formed by a single con- 

tinuous process. 

Metalliferous veins 

frequently intersect more than one rock-mass; generally rectilinear but angular ; struc- 

ture larger than that of containing rock; branch,and cut rocks of different natures ; formed 

by intermittent actions, diverse in their natures, and markedly so in their products. 

2. Not filling pre-existent Rents. 

Bands of dominant crystalline action 

accordant with the floor or surface of igneous flow ; structure larger than that of contain- 

ing rock; neither branching nor intersecting ; frequently spherulo-radiate in structure. 

Bands of metamorphic seggregation 

accordant with flexures of rock strata; structure larger than that of containing rock ; 

neither branching nor intersecting ; of ever-varying thickness in plicated rocks. 

Veins of seggregation 

angular, and intersecting rock strata; structure larger or smaller than containing rock; 

both branching and intersecting ; generally accuminated at their terminations. 

Ingredients not the same as those of the Rock-Mass 

intersect more strata than one, in all directions and ways; frequently branch and 

intersect each other. 

a. Granitic dykes, structure larger than including rock ; frequently fill faults. 

b. Trap dykes, structure smaller than including rock; fill rents. 

VOL, XXIX. PART I. Cc 
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MARGARODITE. 

From Gneissose Rocks. 

1. From a stratum of kaolin which occurs at Mouwick, Lambhoga, Fetlar, 

Shetland. 
Kaolin is not found in many localities in Shetland, but when found it 

occurs in considerable quantities. Mouwick and Grunies’ Geo in Fetlar, the 

burn of Tractagill, and the trough which runs north from Weesdale Hill are the 

chief localities. It has been in these islands used as a Fuller’s-earth, and for 

white-washing houses. In all of the above localities it has a glistening appear- 

ance, which seems in all to be due to its containing, like that found at Mouwick, 

a quantity of minute scales of margarodite. Of this the kaolin of Mouwick 

yields to elutriative processes about one-fifth part. This margarodite has a faint 

yellow colour, a pearly lustre, and is very unctuous to the touch. It may by 

continued friction be reduced to very minute scales, but not to an absolutely 

impalpable powder like talc ; this is a physical mode of discrimination between 

these minerals. 

1-302 grammes of this margarodite yielded— 

Silica, ; : : °655 

From Alumina, ‘ -006 

"6600 "== “0 468 

Alumina, . : ‘ SEB AL CHAIe 

Ferric Oxide, . ; a dca Lis, 

Manganous Oxide, . ; “23 

Lime, ; ; : : "946 

Magnesia, "786 

Potash, . ; eer ait 

Soda, : : "io 

Water, . ; J M969 

99-347 

It absorbs «89 per cent. of water. 

The “kaolin” also contains a quantity of grains of angular quartz. 

2. From Vanleep, Hillswick, Shetland. Occurs, associated with reddish 

coloured kyanite, in the quartz veins of a very micaceous gneiss; it is imbedded 

along with ripidolite (?) in crystals, or crystalline plates, among the interlacing 

crystals of the kyanite 
Colour almost white, sometimes very pale greenish: lustre very high 

pearly, almost equal to tale. 
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Crystalline system the orthorhombic, form like muscovite,—optic axis in 
plane of longer diagonal of the crystal,—optic angle 67° 5’. 

A twin crystal, with two intersecting systems of rings, is in the author’s 

possession. 

A small quantity was treated with sulphuric acid, and a similar quantity 

with hydrochloric. 

The sulphuric acid seemed rapidly to decompose the mineral, the silica 

rising in light clouds when stirred. 

The hydrochloric acid was rapidly turned yellow; but, even after repeated 

evaporation with fresh quantities of acid, perfect decomposition could not be 

effected ; the mineral remaining as a heavy white powder. 

Specific gravity 2°825; H. 2:25. 

22°87 grains yieldea— 

Silica, ; ; . 45°426 

Alumina, . - 29652 

Ferric Oxide, . : TESio2S 

Manganous Oxide, . ‘ 022 

Lime, ; : : *788 

Magnesia, . 1° 702 

Potash, : : . 6°94 

Soda, : ; : -. « 28267 

Water, 5293 

100°418 

Insoluble silica, 5:68 per cent. ; possible impurity, kyanite. 

Was examined under the suppositicn that it was Damourite. 

3. It is very probable that most of what has been regarded as talc-slate in 

the Highlands of Scotland will in almost all cases prove to be margarodite- 
slate, or other hydrated mica-slates. 

HipBERT mentions many such slates as occurring in the Shetlands. One, 

which he specially draws attention to, he says is to be found a little to the 

north of Vanleep in Hillswickness. He describes the pellicular form, brilliant 

pearly lustre, and remarkable unctuosity of the mineral to which the schistose 

character of the rock is due. He also notes the want of elasticity in the 

“pellicles.” These pellicles were analysed specially to ascertain if so-called 

tale-slates were of the nature assigned to them in the name. 

The pellicles were picked from the more quartzy bands of the rock, as there 

they seemed always to be of increased size. 

They had little or no elasticity, but this I find to be not unusual with 

margarodite. 
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18°5 grains yielded— 

Silica, : d ) 45° 421 

Alumina, . : ‘ OS 

Ferric Oxide, . : 62 874 

Manganous Oxide, . ; *816 

Lime, ' ' : : °6 

Magnesia, . 2°6 

Potash, : : - 708s 

Soda, : : ? milan (ik 

Fluorine, . 1°06 

Water, axon OLE 

100°78 

4. From Botriphnie, Banffshire. Is the matrix of kyanite, in a specimen 
ticketed by ABRAHAM CLaRK of Portsoy. 

Lustre very splendent, colour white ; appeared to be in six-sided plates. 
On 11:°011 grains— 

Silica, . : : , 45e4038 

Alumina, . : ; 2 329,59 

Ferric Oxide, . . cl TPpERSHT 

Manganous Oxide, . ‘031 

Lime, : : 5 , a2 

Magnesia, . : 5 123 

Potash, 7° 836 

Soda, 2°556 

Water, 5512 

Fluorine, . : , : tr. 

LOOP LoL 

Possible impurity, kyanite. 

Was thought Damourite. 

From Granular Limestone. 

5. Occurs in the limestone quarries in the balloch between Glenbucket and 
Glen Nochty, Aberdeenshire. 

Is associated with pyrite, pyrrhotite, rutile, and actynolite. Occurs in 
rosette groups of crystals; colour white ; lustre silvery ; very much resembles 
tale,—for which it was taken, until the hardness was tested. 
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1°141 grammes yielded— 

Silica, ; ; : *505 

From Alumina, . ; -022 

“hoF = 46°18 

Alumina, . 5 . A Uke Bs 

Ferric Oxide, 4-] 

Lime, 1°66 

Magnesia, i, OW 

Potash, 8°81 

Soda, dice 

Water, 5:714 

100° 834 

Absorbs ‘2 per cent. of water ; possible impurity unknown. 

Loses its water at the temperature afforded by a Bunsen burner,—talc 

requires a blast furnace for its dehydration. 

Both the stratum of limestone which first shows itself on the coast of the 

Moray Firth, at Sandend, in Banffshire, and which passes up among the flags 

of the Vale of Deskford, Glen Rinnes and Strath Avon, cuts the high ground at 

Inchrory and Loch Bulg, and possibly reaches the low country through Glen 

Tilt,—and that which first appears at Boyne-mouth, coursing to the east of the 

quartzite and causing the ballochs of Glenbucket, Glen Nochty, Strath Earnan, 

and Tornahaish, afford this brilliant margarodite. Throughout it simulates 

talc, and has as its unfailing associate pyrrhotite,—less frequently rutile, and 

sahlite or actynolite. 

MARGARODITE. 

Si. Alp. Fey. Mn. Ca. Mg. Kp. Nap. F. Ho. Total. 

Lambhoga, with Kaolin : . | 50°77 | 81-71 | 1°32 | -28 95 Te ayaa 53 so ee 99°35 

Vanleep, Shetland, with Kyanite, | 45°43 | 29°65 | 8-33 02 Os NWlstie 6:94. || 2:27 ... | 5°29 || 100°42 

Vanleep, Shetland, with Quartz, . | 45°42 | 30°30 | 6°87 82 6 2°6 6:09 | 2°01 | 1:06 | 5:01 || 100°78 

Botriphnie, Banffshire, : = | Apsl ) 29'9) | (7-87 03 "62 72 Net 2D tr. | 5°51 || 100715 

Glenbucket, Aberdeenshire, . . | 46°18 | 31°83 | 4:1 Pe eOOn el Zan Sirois |i tical me Ds fl || 10083 

Black Micas. 

Most geological works enumerate among the constituents of certain granites 

and gneisses,—‘a dark magnesian mica,”—‘‘a brownish-black magnesian 

mica,’—or “‘a greenish-black magnesian mica,’—as the case may be; but 

do not specify what the mica is. 

VOL. XXIX. PART I. D 
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Mineralogical works, again, present us with three “dark magnesian-micas,” 

—phlogopite, Biotite, lepidomelane. Mineralogical works, one and all, are 

unsatisfactory as regards the amount of information they convey as to the 

habitudes of minerals,—their lithological habitats. 

Phlogopite there is some precision as to; it is said, to be “ especially 

characteristic of serpentines, and crystalline limestone, or dolomite.” Biotite, 

or the micas placed under that heading, would, on the authority of said works, 

appear to occur almost everywhere. Lepidomelane is given as occurring in 

syenite, granite, and quartzite. 

Dr Haucuton has imported some precision into this question, as regards the 

dark granitic-mica, so far as Ireland is concerned ; but the conclusion he arrived 

at does not, singularly enough, apply to Scotland. And again, while I have 

not yet met with a single specimen of phlogopite in Scotland, I find that it 

must, as regards this country, be said of Biotite, and not of phlogopite, that it 

is “specially characteristic of crystalline limestones,” seeing that, with the 

exception of margarodite, and it only rarely, I find no other mica in that 

rock. 

The dark magnesian mica, which, in Scotland, is specially characteristic of 

granites, will be shown to be a new, or at least an unrecognised species. 

PHLOGOPITE. 

I have not yet, by analysis, been able to show that phlogopite occurs in 

Scotland. 
The light-brown Biotite from the limestone of Shinness—the analysis of 

which is given below—is in appearance very similar to some foreign phlogo- 

pites; but upon this proving to be Biotite, all resembling it which were not 

analysed were considered to be Biotite also. 

In specimens of granular limestone from the Vosges, there is a mica named 

phlogopite by Professor Kine, which is so similar to the limestone-mica of Glen 

Elg, that it is possible that the latter may prove to be this most highly magnesian 

species. It however occurs in so small an amount in the lime, thata spec ial 

visit to the locality could alone ensure a sufficiency for analysis. 
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BIOTITE. 

From Granular Limestone. 

1. The limestone, which is the near associate of the serpentine of Polmally, 

in Glen Urquhart, appears in greatest amount, at a height of 700 feet, in the 

hill above Milltown. The somewhat schistose gneiss, which here carries the 

lime, is thrown into endless and most intricate folds, which are laid bare in the 

numerous limestone quarries which are sprinkled over the hill-face ; several of 

these, and markedly the most, northerly, show a peculiar granite vein or belt, 

which generally cuts but occasionally follows the bedding of the lime. This 

vein consists of little quartz, and much of a bluish white, opaque, fatty-lustered 
andesine, carrying imbedded crystalline plates of Biotite. 

Any associated minerals belong to the lime. 

The Biotite is in plates of an inch or more in size, of a dark pinchbeck brown 

colour, a shining lustre, sometimes somewhat greasy. 

Its specific gravity is 2 ° 867. 

1-3 grammes yielded— 

Silica, . : ‘ ; ‘476 

From Alumina, . ; °037 

‘513 .= 38<692 

Alumina, . ; 4 “17661 

Ferric Oxide, . ’ F “255 

Ferrous Oxide, . E » 127952 

Lime, ‘ ‘ 3 al bros 

Magnesia, . ‘ : . Lv ‘d88 

Potash, . ; ; 5 te) OR AL7/ 

Soda, : : ; : *126 

Fluorine, . ’ : , °522 

Water, . : . at 2° 137 

99-963 

Insoluble silica, 1: 391 per cent. Possible impurity unknown. 

A similar vein in the large quarry carries, in addition to the above minerals, 

crystals of delicate green apatite, crystals of brown sphene, of grammatite, and 

of dark-green Allanite. 

2. Found in a quarry on the north side of the road about a mile east of 

Laggan Inn, Inverness-shire. 

The lime, which has a north-north-east and south-south-west trend, contains 

little else than a fine-grained chlorite, and this is immediately associated with 

the Biotite, which is usually imbedded in the former in thin plates of an inch or 

two in size. Its colour is bronzy. 
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On 1° 2 grammes— 

Silica, : : ; *458 

From Alumina, . : *016 

‘Aya == B0R 

Alumina, . : 2 . 15-036 

Ferric Oxide, . : ; "244 

Ferrous Oxide, . : . 1L0°229 

Manganous Oxide, . ‘ 75 

Lime, : ; : a eles: 

Magnesia, . : . 18°461 

Pasty ci Moe aflame nabs 
Soda, ‘ ; 3 : *618 

Fluorine, . ' : a 2) 

Water, ; ; . 3§°214 

99° 558 

Insoluble silica, 2°531 per cent. Possible impurity, chlorite. 

3. From the limestone at Shinness, Sutherland. Biotite, similar in appearance 

to the last, is to be seen rarely at this locality. More frequently it occurs 

in dark-brown almost black plates which sheathe sahlite, and still more fre- 

quently in the form which was chosen for the analysis,—namely, in small 

crystals superimposed on one another, so as to present a foliaceous structure. 
It was in immediate association with sahlite and brown sphene. 

The crystals were of a light greyish-brown colour, and a greasy lustre ; they 
were suspected to be phlogopite. 

1°3 grammes yielded— 

Silica, ‘ : ’ Jaye) 

From Alumina, . : -004 

Dilly, ==  aoeno9 

Alumina, . ; : > 26" G76 

Ferric Oxide, . : 2 *653 

Ferrous Oxide, . : epee 

Manganous Oxide, . ; 615 

Lime, ; ‘ . 5 PG 

Magnesia, . ; . 5 620923 

Potash;  . : d » WENO 

Soda, : : : : “476 

Water, . ; Re suai re) 

99 + 936 

Insoluble silica, 1°74 per cent. Possible impurity, sahlite or sphene. 
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4, From granular limestone at Glen Beg, Glen Elg. 

At about one-fourth of a mile to the north-east of the hamlet of Balvraid, 

the limestone contains Biotite (in association with the hydrated labradorite— 

noticed in Chap. II. of this series), necronite, and balvraidite. 

The mineral is generally immediately in association with the balvraidite. 

Its colour is rich chocolate brown, its lustre brilliant. 

1°28 grammes yielded— 

‘Silica, . : : . 39°46 

Alumina, . : : 5 MUG O25 

Ferric Oxide, ; ; , Tao 

Ferrous Oxide, . , 5 dls: 

Manganous Oxide, . : "53 

Lime, . ; 4 : a ll Obst, 

Magnesia, . : : Ae 

Potash, : ; F A AGBED2 

Soda, . * 26 

Fluorine, . F 3 P “32 

Water, k ‘ ; f2 a 04 

99°56 

Possible impurity, balvraidite. 

From Hornblendic and Serpentinous Rocks. 

5. Hornblendic gneiss, highly contorted and fractured, occurs in the pen- 

insula of Hillswick, in Shetland. 

At the point called the banks (7.¢., shores) of Nudista, a bed—simulating a 

vein of precious serpentine—protrudes, just north of the spot where these 

“banks ” rise into rocky cliffs. 

This bed is in contact on the south with one of matted anthophyllite ; while 

it carries, partly in its centre and partly on the side opposite to the antho- 

phyllite, another consisting of actynolite with a matrix of snow-white talc; 

this latter, in passing shorewards, loses the actynolite, and gradually merges 
into a soft talc-chlorite, as it reaches and passes beneath high-water mark. 

Just about this point a considerable portion of the bed—here almost pulpy 

from absorbed water—consists of Biotite. 

It is in a very loose and incoherent state, much resembling a friable talc. 

Its colour is bronzy brown ; it is translucent in thin fragments. 

The scales fall asunder in water, so that the specific gravity could not be 

determined. 

1657 grammes gave-— 
VOL. XXIX. PART I. E 
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Silica, ; P : 634 
From Alumina, . ; *026 

* 660 = 39 +803 
Alumina, ; ; : 14-185 
Ferric Oxide, : 2°594 
Ferrous Oxide, 11-373, 11°748, 11°578 
Manganous Oxide, 24 
Lime, . ; : : : PUNE 
Magnesia, . : ‘ : : 18°32 
Potash, . : : ; ; ‘ 8°43 
Soda, 4 : : : et ibil 
Fluorine, : : s . . *56 
Water, . Dron, 

100° 437 

7°905 per cent. of the silica were insoluble; possible impurity unknown. 

The larger than normal quantity of soda was, doubtless, due to marine submer- 

gence. In the larger quantity of ferric oxide which replaces alumina this 

Biotite differs from the others. 

From Edenitic Rock. 

6. At a turn of the road a little south-east of the Free Church of Milltown, 

Glen Urquhart, the serpentine appears at the surface, and here there is a 

small quantity of a very peculiar rock. 

This is composed of large pale-green crystals of edenite, of the form of 

actynolite ; these are bedded in a mass of plicated crystals of what has more 

resemblance to talc than to Biotite ; their usual colours being a very pale green, 

little removed from white, and they are devoid of elasticity. As accessories, 

there occur thick veins of hydrous-anthophyllite, thinner ones of fibrous 

Wollastonite, garnet with imbedded zircons, and crystalline granules of a new 

mineral resembling chondrodite in appearance. This talc-like Biotite is 

unusually soft, softer indeed than the nail; its specific gravity is 2°781 : occasion- 

ally it passes into flat and elastic plates of a rich brown colour, and high lustre. 

The pale-coloured yielded on 1:3 grammes— 

Silica, 5 : ; “yt 
From Alumina, A °005 

iy et ANTS 20h 
Alumina, ‘ : _ 12°582 
Ferric Oxide, . ; . 1°809 
Ferrous Oxide, . a OMOOD 
Manganous Oxide, 384 
Lime, : f , we Beil 
Magnesia, . ‘ ; + pale 
Potash, ‘ ’ : > 16> Soi: 
Soda, ; ; ; : °953 
Water, : ; ; Oo as 
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Loss in bath -454 per cent. 

The amount of iron only was determined in the dark brown plates; these 

contained of ferric oxide 4913, and of ferrous oxide 19°802 per cent., this 

large amount replacing lime and magnesia. 

The large amount of lime in the pale variety is singular, taken in connection 

with the small amount of that earth contained in the Biotite found in limestone 

from a near-adjacent quarry. (See analysis No. 1.) 

Biotite. 

Sei) sl ae Woe, |) Fem! te, | ea | ae. | ky | way | a | By, Total. 

Glen Urquhart, . | 2867 || 38°69| 17-66] -25 |12°95| ... | 146 |17-54| 8-92] as] s2| 214|| 99-96 

Laggan, . .| ... |(39°5 |15-04| -24|10-23) -75| 1-4 [18-46] 9-37] -62| -73| 3-21 || 99°55 

Shinness, . .| ... ||39°77|16-68| -65| 6-73| -62| 22 |20-:92| 65 | -48| ... | 5-4 || 99-95 

Glen Beg, . . [2°85 |[39-46|16-45| 39 |10° | -53| 1:59 [19 | 822] -26| -32| 3°34 || 99-56 

Hillswick, . .| .. ||39°8 |14-19| 2°59 J 11-58] -24| -1 | 18-32] 8-43 | 2-11| -56| 2-52 || 100-44 

Milltown, Urquhart| 2-781 |) 40-31 | 12°58] 1-81 | 3-35| -38| 7-58 |a1- | 6-56| -95) ... | 5:74 || 100-25 
| 

The latest published analyses of Biotite show that the iron is almost totally 

in the state of protoxide, and the above analyses put the matter beyond doubt. 

The above Biotites were optically uniaxial, or biaxial to a very small 

extent—1° to 2°. 

LEPIDOMELANE. 

From Gneiss. 

1. This mica—which Haughton has the credit of first introducing as British, 

if not of firmly establishing as a species—I have only found in Scotland at two 

localities. The first is near the north shore of Loch Shin, in Sutherland. 

Not a little of the gneiss of central Sutherland is, in this neighbourhood, horn- 

blendic. A bed of hornblendic rock occurs immediately over the limestone of 

Shinness, like it, with a northerly dip ; to the north, and superior to this, again, 

a hornblendic gneiss stretches west and east for several miles. 

The country is for the most part covered, but the rock has been exposed 

here and again in the drain cuttings made in connection with the great 

improvements at present being undertaken by His Grace the Duke of 
Sutherland. 
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Masses of rock, raised on the farm of Achadhaphriz, contained, imbedded 

in a felspathic and hornblendic base, crystals of sphene, very rarely of rutile, 

more commonly of apatite, and plates of from two to three inches in length of 

lepidomelane. 

Colour yellowish brown to chocolate brown. Lasily cleavable, but only in 

small pieces, bemg brittle ; slightly biaxial; of a muddy yellow-brown by trans- 

mitted light. 

Reduced to powder with comparative ease. Specific gravity, average of 

three pieces, 2 : 971. 

On 1-3 grammes— 

Silica, , é all 

From Alumina, ; (OSs 

"525 = 40°384 

Alumina, . ; 5 > 2 

Ferric Oxide, . E . G4 <523 

Ferrous Oxide, 2 10a 

Manganous Oxide, . §8°146 

Lime, ‘ : : - 0338 

Magnesia, ; : oe aS 

Potash, : 3 ; : SO IS 

Soda, ; : Sere alee sO)! 

Water, d ‘ ; PhS 

99-722 

Insoluble silica, 2° 856 per cent. ; possible impurity unknown. 

The “glass” formed by the fusion of the mineral with Fresenius flux is of 
a very dark, almost black, colour. 

From Exfiliration Veins in Granite. 

2. Is one of the numerous minerals which accompany the Amazonstone 

in the vein in the “syenetic” granite, a boulder of which was found on Ben 

Bhreck, Tongue, as described in Chap. Hl. The lepidomelane was found in 

considerable quantity, in plates of an inch or two in size. 

The appearance was very similar to the last. The colour was of a deep 

rich brown ; it cleaves into somewhat larger folize than does the mineral from 

Achadhaphriz, these foliz are almost opaque, slightly biaxial, and crush with 

ease. Specific gravity, 2° 965. 
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1:3 grammes yielded— * 

Silica, : f ae: 

From Alumina, . °01 

“pal = 40°06 

Alumina, : : . 12°408 

Ferric Oxide, ‘ f . 138°474 

Ferrous Oxide, ‘ . 2°668 

Manganous Oxide, : «* 7615 

Lime, : 4 , . 11076 

Magnesia, ; é . 14°661 

Potash, ' ; ; On 

Soda, ; ; : 5 wai Los 

Water, : p : . 99293 

99 994 

Loss in bath none; insoluble silica, 2° 879 per cent. The “ glass ” is of the 

same pitchy blackness as that from the last locality. 

Lepidomelane. 

S.G Si ‘Alp. | Fey. | Fe. | Mn Ca, | Mg. | Ke. | Nag | He Total. 

Achadhaphriz, . , 2°971 || 40°38 | 12°11 | 14°58) 3°03) 3°15) 1:03] 13° 713) 1°8 3°57 || 99°72 

Tongue, : : : 2°965 || 40°08 | 12°41 | 13°47 | 2°67 62) 1:08] 14°66} 7°57) 2°15) 5°29]| 99°99 

HAUGHTONITE. 

From Dykes in Hornblendic G'neiss. 

Lepidomelane—the ordinary black mica of the granites of Ireland—has 

been shown to be extremely rare in Scotland. There is another black, 

indeed much blacker mica, which is extremely common; this, however, 

is a perfectly different, in fact an unrecognised, if not an altogether new 

mineral. 
I give the occurrence, description, and analyses first, and consider the 

question of specific-individuality later. 
Two huge vertical granitic dykes cut the north-eastern foot of the great 

hill of Roneval in Harris ; the most southerly of these runs from Loch Finsbay 

through the hill, striking towards the west shore; the other is seen half-way 

between this and Scuir Ruidh. 
VOL. XXIX. PART I. F 
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The white orthoclase of these veins is plentifully studded with crystalline 
masses of magnetite, and intersected by large plates of a dark brown-black 
mica, which are disposed more or less parallel to the sides of the vein, so as to 
exhibit only their edges on its glaciated section. 

These edges are frequently eight to ten inches in length; some, measured 
by my confrere Mr Dupcron and myself, were fifteen and sixteen. This mica 
splits readily into plates of considerable size, being tough, and not brittle like 
those of lepidomelane. 

The plates transmit light of a dark brown-black colour, and are slightly 
biaxial. The mineral is powdered with extreme difficulty ; the powder is black, 
with a slight shade of green. 

The specific gravity is 3 ° 03. 

1°34 grammes gave— 

Silica, 3 , -486 

From Alumina, : *012 

A498 = Bre 64 

Alumina, . : : . 15°006 

Ferric Oxide, : : ee ots) 

Ferrous Oxide, . f Sey “Ooo 

Manganous Oxide, : . 1:044 

Lime, 1°128 

Magnesia, ; 1 88188 

Potash, : : : me eras 

Soda, 1°605 

Water, 221 

100-16 

The specimen seemed absolutely pure. The glass was of a light olive 
brown colour over the Bunsen; of a light blue after having been subjected 
to the heat of the blast furnace. 

The state of the oxidation of the iron and its quantity were twice deter- 
mined,—on both occasions by the action of calcium fluoride * and sulphuric 
acid,—a stream of carbonic acid being passed, during the whole process, through 
the apparatus. 

On the first occasion :1178 grammes yielded of ferrous oxide, 17 : 26 
per cent.; on the second -172 grammes yielded of ferrous oxide, 17° 443 
per cent. 

* My assistant, Mr Dauzrnt, finds it advisable to use a mixture of potassium fluoride and calcium 
fluoride—the former being in excess. Less calcium sulphate is thus formed, and the platinum crucible 
is more speedily emptied of its contents. 
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In the ascertaining the percentage of water, it was found that the heat of 

the Bunsen produced no change of colour or of molecular state ; the heat of 

the blast, however, caused some agglutination. 

1° 499 grammes lost ‘022 in water-bath ; over the Bunsen for two hours, 

lost -0238; over the blast for a quarter of an hour, 0318. The water is, 

therefore, retained with extreme tenacity. 

2. From the great vein of Ben Capval. 

Though this vein and those parallel to it, which cut the strata on the 

south shore of Harris between the Toehead promontory and Huishinish House, 

afford this mica, it occurs in these north and south veins in such very small 

quantities as to constitute a marked point of distinction between them and 

the radiating veins which intersect Roneval and the adjacent country. 

Towards its northern extremity, the Capval vein afforded a sufficiency for 

analysis. The crystals here are of only an inch or two in size, elongated 

and diverging, jet black, rarely slightly rusty. They are biaxial to a small 

extent. 

Their specific gravity is 3° 071. 

25 grains yielded— 

Silica, : . : . 36°806 

Alumina, . y, ens 22 

Ferric Oxide, . : oe Gl 

Ferrous Oxide, . : > 2£i* 308 

Manganous Oxide, . : bas 

Lime, 1°54 

Magnesia, : . 8:°784 

Potash; ~. : J who ce 

Soda, 1: 342 

Water, 2°47 

100 - 396 

Possible impurity unknown. 

3. From Loch Roag, Lewis. 

The road which passes along the north shore of Loch Roag skirts a small 

fresh-water lake called Loch-na-Muilne. 

Granitic veins cut the gneiss on its northern banks, and in these and in 

similar veins in the cliffs, and in the highest knoll which is to be seen to the 

north-west, the mineral is to be found in plates of an inch or two in size. I is 

associated with pinkish orthoclase, pale blue oligoclase, fatty quartz, and occa- 

sionally hornblende. Its colour is dark brown to black. 
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1°3 grammes yielded— 

Silica, . ; ’ : -468 

From Alumina, : * 006 

“Alt = 

Alumina, . 

Ferric Oxide, 

Ferrous Oxide, . 

Manganous Oxide, 

Lime, 

Magnesia, . 

Potash, 

Soda, . 

Water, 

Loss in bath, ‘325. 

36 * 461 

17 + 253 

4°18 

15 * 325 

*538 

689 

12°23 

9° 204 

657 
3° 385 

99 +922 

4. From Foinaven in Sutherland. The mineral occurs in bundles of inter- 

locking plates, imbedded in great veins, at a height of 750 feet, on the west slope 

of the hill. The associates are large crystals of orthoclase, and oligoclase. The 

Haughtonite is here jet black in colour, and of an extremely brilliant lustre. 

It seemed to be in hexagonal crystals. 
Its specific gravity is 3 ‘032. 

1-2 grammes yielded— 

Silica, , ; *428 

From Alumina, . °013 

Alumina, . 

Ferric Oxide, 

Ferrous Oxide, . 

Manganous Oxide, 

Lime, 

Magnesia, . 

Potash, 

Soda, 

Water, 

Loses ‘ 967 per cent. of water in the bath. 

extreme difficulty. 

5. From Rispond, Sutherlandshire. The 

36°75 

17° 858 

2°781 

15°175 

"416 

*933 

11°166 

9° 437 

1: 247 

4° 232 

go 999 

It is reduced to powder with 

mass of graphic granite which 

occurs in the gneiss at the north side of Rispond harbour has been described 
in Chap. IL. 
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The other associates of the Haughtonite are here oligoclase and magnetite. 

The crystalline plates are here generally of only an inch or so in size ; 

occasionally, however, they are much larger. They are of a deep black colour. 

All other characters and reactions agree with those of the Roneval mineral. 

The specific gravity is 2° 99. } 

1°3 grammes gave— 

Silica, ‘ : : "457 

From Alumina, ; *028 

“475 = .86°538 

Alumina, . ; , 4+ 22.8282 

Ferric Oxide, . : 5 OAS 

Ferrous Oxide, . : s 16009 

Manganous Oxide, . i "784 

Lime, : : : » 1°249 

Magnesia, . : . LOF 

Potash. : : eo abe: 

Soda, ‘ : : 794 

Water, : : syarite 506 

99° 856 

Insoluble silica, 3:791 per cent. Possible impurity, oligoclase. 

From Micaceous Gneiss. 

6. The gneiss of the hill of Clach-an-Eoin (Yone), situated between the 
mouths of the Navir and the Borgie, in Sutherland, exhibits on its glaciated 

front a peculiarity of structure which I have not seen described. In feeble, 

comparatively very feeble development, something of the same kind is to be 

seen in the gneiss of Boggierow quarry near Portsoy,—at Strath Virick Bridge, 

near Arguish,—and at Innisbae, on the Dirrymore road in Ross-shire. 

At the first, and possibly also at the second of these localities, the structure 

may be regarded as a mere modification, or a badly-developed instance of 

porphyritic arrangement in the felspathic portion of the stone. At Boggierow 

the crystals of the felspar, if crystals they be, are devoid of all edges and 

angles, appearing rather as kernels or nodules, of some half inch or so in size. 

Of these there is here no definite arrangement whatever,—they are pro- 
miscuously scattered throughout the mass. 

As regards the size and want of angularity of the felspathic portions of the 

Innisbae rock, the above also holds ; but there is here no promiscuous scattering 

—no absence of arrangement. These felspathic kernels lie in regular layers 
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accordant with the micaceous lamination of the rock, following obediently that 
lamination where it has been crumpled * 

This approaches, though it does not come up to,—it resembles, though it is 

really different from what is to be seen at Clach-an-Eoin. 

The study of the Boggierow rock leaves the impression that the felspathic 

portion had attempted to arrange itself as crystals, or had been crystals, 

porphyritically disposed. Such a conclusion will hardly apply to the Innisbae 

rock ; the felspathic matter is certainly not porphyritically disposed when it is 

confined to a regular arrangement in layers; and such a conclusion certainly 

will not apply at all to what obtains at the northern locality. First, it will not 

apply in s¢ze; the individual collections of felspathic matter, to which inches 

applied at the other localities, are here of the dimensions of feet and yards. 

Second, it will not apply as to internal structure; a certain amount of rough 

cleavage which is to be obtained in the first cases showed that each—all being 
much of a size—was to be regarded as an individual mass, of which the 

components were zs molecules; here nothing like cleavage is to be got; the 

components are crystals, granules, plates, promiscuously agglutinated, and 

forming masses of greatly varying size. ‘Thirdly, it cannot apply as to shape ; 

there is here no trace of geometric form, for the masses are lenticular. 

The strike of the rock is north by east and south by west; it stands nearly 

vertical ; its bedding is well shown by the parallel. disposition of its layers 

of black mica; it is singularly free from all plication; but, between the 

bedding of its mica sheets, there occur in marked abundance, but at quite 

irregular distances, parallel arrangements of the segregated felspar of the 

rock, disposed like the glands on a duct, or ganglia on a nerve, the enlarge- 

ments being of ever-varying size. 

In one respect the comparison with ganglia on a nerve is not satisfactory; the 

felspathic bands are generally not continuous, but the juxtaposition of the two 

micaceous layers which Jately sheathed what I have represented under the 

figure of ganglionic enlargements, leads, in straight course, to the next, and 

not far separated lenticular mass. 

There can be little room for doubt that this is a modified development of 

that segregatory process in virtue of which the felspathic material of gneissose 

vocks so frequently arranges itself in layers or bands. As these bands consist of 

a material more plastic than the less fusible quartz and mica, they are, in the 

ordinary case, when plicated, thinned off to nothing at the more compressed 

flexures, only to re-appear in ampler development among the loosened or more 

drooping folds. But at Clach-an-Eoin we have no plications to compress or 

* Something very close to this is given by Corta as his description of typical porphyritic gneiss—“ In the 
otherwise uniform schistose mass there occur at intervals large egg-shaped crystals of orthoclase (sometimes 
amorphous), round which the foliated texture bends itself with a wavy sweep.” Ruskin, in treating of the rock- 
structure of the Alps, gives an admirable drawing of such gneiss. 
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loosen ; and the portions of the rock where the felspar thins off are actually the 

least compressed of the whole. This is seen by the opening out of the micaceous 

layers there, und in the immediate vicinity. 

Can it be that the metamorphism—for it is a district of considerable though 

not extreme metamorphism—has rendered the more fusible material so plastic 

that cohesion has here been tugging hard to cause it to assume actually a 

spherical form, and has been baffled only by gravitation (acting before the 

rock was tilted), which flattened out the sphere into a lens-like shape,—or 

rather retained in a lens-like shape, that which without its action would, 

through the operation of cohesion, have assumed the form of a sphere ¢ 

But the description is as yet faulty. I have used the recognised geological 

term “lenticular” as the adjective altogether most applicable—but the relative 

proportions of these masses, which vary from the size of a goose’s egg to that of a 

grampus, is a length about twice as great as their breadth. As they, however, 
thin away also somewhat as they merge into their connecting band, they present 

in section an appearance so similar to that of an eye, that it appeared to my 

fellow-workers, Dr Joass and Mr DunpGEon, that it would be most fitting that 

we should, meanwhile, designate what I have described as an occulitic structure. 

The black mica, which so clearly defines the rock layers, is here Haughtonite. 

Towards the north-east cliff of the hill it is to be found in plates of some 

inches in size; these plates protrude edgeways from the quartz veins of the 

rock, are much weather-worn, and have the colour and lustre of tarnished metal- 

lic lead. They are associated with garnet, rutile, ilmenite, and chlorite. 

The colour of their cleavage surfaces is clove-brown ; red-brown by trans- 

mitted light ; they are uniaxial, or very-slightly biaxial. 

Specific gravity (average of three specims), = 2°96. 
1°3 grammes yielded— 

Silica, ‘ ; : *453 

From Alumina, . : °0138 

“466 = 35:°846 
Alumina, . : 3 . 21°539 

Ferric Oxide, . : . | 4°467 

Ferrous Oxide, . : 2) 82306 

Manganous Oxide, — . ‘307 

Lime, 5 ; ; > e240 

Magnesia, . ; : 2, SHO76 

Potash,  . ; , aie (argo 

Soda, : : ; : "794 

Water, : , / Zee AO GG 

100-299 

Insoluble silica, 3-648 per cent. ; possible impurity, quartz. 
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From Intrusive Veins in Geiss. 

7. The following specimen was found by Mr James WItson of the Geological 
Survey, and I examined it at Professor GEIKIE’s request. 

It was imbedded in a very pale lavender almost white orthoclase, which 

forms a vein which in a semicircular curve cuts the schists to the north of the 

Kinnaird Head lighthouse. 

The orthoclase is interesting not only from its rare colour, but also from its 
showing in an unusually distinct manner, the structure described by me in my 

paper on the felspars,—it is probably DESCLOIZEAUX’ microline. 

Radiated cleavlandite is imbedded in bundles of divergent crystals at the 

surfaces of the orthoclase ; its colour is the same, or somewhat paler. 

The mica is in foliz of half an inch in size. It is black in mass. but when 

cleaved thin it has a fine, dark, grass-green colour. It is very slightly biaxial. 

It powdered with unusual facility, being brittle. Its specific gravity is 3°126. 

1-2 grammes yielded— 

Silica, . : : ‘42 

From Alumina, . ‘008 

‘428 =s 35° 666 

Alumina, 7° 94:7 

Ferric Oxide, tuo. 

Ferrous Oxide, 18-063 

Manganous Oxide, 26 

Lime, 1°4 

Magnesia, Le, 

Potash, 9° 273 

Soda, . ayano 

Water, ao 

100°05 

The portion examined seemed quite pure: the possible impurity was the 

felspar, in which it was imbedded. 

This specimen is remarkable on account of the small quantity of magnesia 
which is present. 

From Intrusive (?) Veins in Granite. 

8. From the granite quarry of Cove, Kincardineshire. Occurs in veins, in 

elongated crystals, which lie frequently imbedded in and parallel to the 
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longer diagonal of crystals of muscovite. It calls for the exercise of some 

force to separate the plates of the two micas. This is somewhat singular, 

seeing that they are so seldom associated even in the same rock, not to say 

locality. 
Colour very dark brown. Uniaxial, or axial divergence small. 

1°3 grammes yielded— 

Siliea, é , = *43T 

From Alumima, . : ‘03 

‘461 = 35°469 

Alumina, . ; ; . 18°798 

Ferric Oxide, . : . 4°611 

Ferrous Oxide, . : 5 di) Salesyes: 

Manganous Oxide, . 643 

Lime, : ° : *904 

Magnesia, . : - «O07 

Potash; »: , ; IMOSMLSS 

Soda, : ' , : * 238 

Water, : : ; . , 4:97 

100° 016 

Possible impurity, muscovite. 

The “glass” of this mineral was of a dingy green colour, slightly tinged with 

yellow. 

The state of the oxidation and quantity of the iron was twice determined. 

First on ‘4 grammes by hydrochloric acid and fluorspar; secondly, on ° 1407 

grammes by sulphuric acid and fluorspar, yielding identically the same amount. 

From Eajiltration Veins in Granite. 

9. A mass of fine-grained granite occurs on the west shore of Harris, 

opposite to Taransay, forming a point of land which lies intermediate between 

Nishibost and Borve. 

This granite has many veins, plentifully studded with jet black crystals of 

this mica. 

These crystals are here some inches in size, of somewhat unusual hardness, 

and of high lustre. 

They are seemingly of great purity, though occasionally coated with a loose 

ochrey rust. 

They are biaxial to the extent of 2° to 3°. Their gravity is 3°05. 
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1°3 grammes yielded— 

Silica, ; 4 : -445 

From Alumina, . : °012 

a5, = ~So-iibe 

Alumina, . . ; - 16 704 

Ferric Oxide, . : . SSG 

Ferrous Oxide, . ; . 19063 

Manganous Oxide, . ». 2306 

Lime, : : 5 °818 

Magnesia, . . 7° 461 

Potash, . : y . 9°243 

Soda, 1°259 

Water, 8°133 

99-812 

Possible impurity unknown. 

From Eajiltration Veins in Syenitic Granite. 

10. From an exfiltration vein in the so-called syenitic granite of Cnoc-dubh, 

about a mile east of Lairg, Sutherland. 
The associated minerals in this vein are quartz, orthoclase, oligoclase, sphene, 

and Allanite. Colour dark green. Lustre greasy. No plate large enough and 

transparent enough to determine the optical properties could be got; nor 

could a portion large enough for determining the specific gravity be found. 

On ‘72 grammes— 

Silica, : f : *245 

From Alumina, . : Our 

256 = 35:°565 

Alumina, . ; ‘ . 16°694 

Ferric Oxide, . ‘ Lei: 883 

Ferrous Oxide, . : , ub 037, 

Manganous Oxide, . ; 694 

Lime, F , ; 2 2 722 

Magnesia, . 8'472 

Potash) = : , 9:896 

Soda, { ; : ; 105 

Water, 5° 714 

99-772 

Insoluble silica, 10°546 per cent. No fluorine; possible impurity, ortho- 

or oligoclase. Some lighter-green plates had a slight appearance of decom- 

position. 
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From Diorite. 

11. For long I had fruitlessly endeavoured to procure specimens such as 

could be analysed of the black mica which occurs throughout the dioritic rocks 

of Banffshire, in some localities sparsely, in others in large amount. 

In the summer of 1878, along with Mr Peyton, lately of Portsoy, I, how- 

ever, by the merest chance obtained, on the west shore of the Bay of the Durn, 

a large mass thereof, consisting of interplated crystals: it apparently formed 

a part of a vein ; it was attached to diorite, and passed somewhat into it. 

The colour was brown, somewhat bronzy ; the crystals, of about half an inch 

in size, were twisted among each other, and so had a glimmering, somewhat 

greasy lustre. Specific gravity 3° 074. 

On 1° 3 grammes— 

Silica, : : : 425 

‘From Alumina, . ‘ °018 

443 = 34°06 

Alumina, . ‘ : ih 39 

Ferric Oxide, . 5 2613 

Ferrous Oxide, . : ew el 

Manganous Oxide, . 384 

Lime, : oP 928 

Magnesia, . . 10°538 

Potash, . ; 6276 

Soda, : ‘ : preheat gs 

Water, . : . 4°052 

Loss in bath, * 217 per cent. 

12. The next specimens differ from the foregoing in containing more 

magnesia. They were obtained out of a granitic mass which lay on the south 

side of the road which runs along the side of Loch Stack, Sutherland. The 

mass lay towards the west end of the loch; it appeared to have fallen from 

the cliff on the north side of Ben Stack, but whether it was from an in- 

trusive vein or from a band of metamorphic segregation could not be ascer- 

tained ; it had much of the appearance of the former. 

It was in plates of some inches in size ; colour, brownish black ; greenish on 

being crushed ; lustre not very high. 

The only associates were the quartz and felspar of the granitic vein. Specific 

gravity, 3° 05. 
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1-3 grammes yielded— 
Silica, : : : ‘445 
From Alumina, . : °019 

"464 = 35°692 
Alumina, . s : » 20°086 
Ferric Oxide, . ; =) pe woe 
Ferrous Oxide, . : de ONT 
Manganous Oxide, . ieee be 
Lime, : , : » ULES95 
Magnesia, . ; me tel. lA eeiG9 
Potash, . : ; ee Ook 
Soda, 4 . F ; °529 
Water, 3 K we 405 

100: 058 
Insoluble silica, 3-448 per cent. Possible impurity, quartz; no fluorine, 
These micas were not all examined for fluorine, but it was not found in any of those which were examined. 

HAUGHTONITE. 

S.G | Si | Al. | Fe | Fe. | im | Ga, | Me Hp || Nae. ee, Total. 
Roneval, * 6 ; 3°03 || 87°16 | 15° 7°69 | 17°35] 1:04 1°3 8°88 | 8°18 | 1:6 2°12 100°17 Capval, : ‘ F 3°07 || 86°81 | 15:22 | 7-61 17°35 “96 | 1°54 8°78 | 8°31 | 1°34 2°47 100°40 Loch-na-Muiine, ‘ : a 86°46 | 17°25 | 4:18 | 15-33 *b4 *69 | 12:23) 9:2 66 | 3°39 99°92 Foinaven, ‘ : d 3°03 || 36°75 | 17°86 2°78 |15°18 “42 93 | 11°17 | 9:44 | 1-25 4°23 99°99 Rispond, ; ; 2°99 || 36:54 | 22°98 | 2-43 16°01 78 | 1°25 | 10° 8°26 79 | 1°51 99°86 Clach-an-Eoin, ' r 2°96 || 35°85 | 21°54 | 4:48 18°31 81 | 1:25 8:08 | 7°76 ‘79 | 1:96 || 100°33 Kinnaird Head, ; 5 3°13 || 85°67 | 17:95 | 7-19 18°06 | 2° 1°4 1°5 9°27 | 3°81 | 3:2 100°05 Cove, . ‘ : ; nee 35°47 | 18°8 4°61 | 19°19 64 9 7°01} 8:19 24 | 4:97 100°02 Nishibost, . ; ‘ 3°05 || 35°15 |16°7 | 5-96 19°06 |} 1:02 "82 7°46 | 9°24 | 1:26 | 3-13 99°81 Lairg, : ; : ae 35°56 | 16°69 | 1°88 | 18-04 Hoe) |] tO) 8°47 | 9°9 SIS |) fase7fal 99°77 Portsoy, ; : : 3°07 || 34:08 | 17 34] 3-61 18°70 ‘88 | 3°23 | 10°54] 6°78 | 1 19 | 4:05 99°9 Ben Stack, . 5 ; 3°05 || 35°69 | 20:09 | 2-23 14:01 | 1° 1:89) | 14°77 | 7°38 "BS | DAZ 100°06 

The two micas which follow, though probably belonging to the same species, are, on account of their differing somewhat from the others, meanwhile placed 
apart. 

13. The first oceurs on the west coast of Sutherland, about a mile and a- half south of the lighthouse at Cape Wrath. 
In two of the small indentations of the coast, beds of the red conglomerate are to be seen covering the tilted strata of the hornblendic gneiss. The more southerly of these little bays may be additionally recognised by several striking granitic veins which intersect the dark hornblendic rock. On the north side of an indentation immediately to the south of this, a bronzy mica is to be found, plentifully interspersed in a brownish white felspar (oligoclase), 
Its physical characters are the same as those of the micas already noted: It is in rich dark-brown crystals of an inch in size. It seemed slightly altered at the edges, but these were cut away from the portions analysed ; still from 
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the loose state of the rock I conceive that alteration and peroxidation may 

have extended to the centre of the crystals, and that specimens from a greater 

depth will altogether accord with Haughtonite. 

ts sole associate was the felspar. 

1°3 grammes yielded— 

Silica, . : Ses, ‘44 

From Alumina, . ; °004 

Aa. ==) 849453 

Alumina, . ; ; ») Laa837 

Ferric Oxide, . ; 5» IMLS 

Ferrous Oxide, . : | tena. 

Manganous Oxide, . . 1:°384 

Lime, ; : : “1 L809 

Magnesia, . : OP SOT 

Potash, . ; f we AIS 

Soda, : 2 : 2 BURBS 

Water, : : ; Se Ns: 

99° Oil 

14. The following does not accord with the others as regards the quantity of 

alumina, which is here much larger ; in other respects it seems the same. It 

occurs in comparatively small amount on the southern slopes of the hill of 

Clashnaree, in Clova, Aberdeenshire. 

It is associated with red andalusite, labradorite, fibrolite, and margarodite, 

which minerals occur not in veins, but in layers or bands of the rock. The 

mica is of a brilliant lustre, and a bronzy-brown colour. <A sufficiency for 

analysis was got with much difficulty, and it may not have been altogether free 

from gaugue, and possibly also from labradorite. 

1:2 grammes yielded— 

Silica, . é ‘ : "448 

From Alumina, . ; °02 

SAGG? == gos 

Alumina, . f ; . 25°096 

Ferric Oxide, . : ~ "or ol4 

Ferrous Oxide, . A eo te Ou 

Manganous Oxide, . : 666 

Lime, 5 : B ~ "933 

Magnesia, . ; ‘ ae 21166 

Potash, ~~: A P as 0 084 

Soda, ! ‘ : £626 

Water, . ; : . 3°466 

100332 
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BLACK MICAS. 

SL. | Ale: | Fee Be, | Wim 4 CGme wate, || de. |oNes ll omeell ane ‘Ti. | Totals. 

Biotite— 
Glen Urquhart, . | 38°69 | 17°66 *26|/12°95| ... 116 |17°54) 8°92] 18) 2:14 52 99°96 
Loch Laggan, . |89°5 |15°04|) +24/10°23) °75 |) 1:4 | 18°46) 9°37] 62] 3°21 73 99°55 
Shinness, . . | 39°77 | 16°68 *65| 6°73) “62 | 2:2 | 20°92) 6°5 48 | 5-4 i 99°95 
Glen Beg, . . | 89°46 | 16°45 *39 | 10° ‘53 | 1°59 | 19° 8°22 "26 | 3°34 32 99°56 
Hillswick, . . |89°8 |14°19] 2°59/11°78| -24 "1 | 18°32] 8:43) 2°11 | 2°52 “56 100°64 
Milltown, . . | 40°31] 12°58] 1°81) 3°35) °38 | 7°58 | 21° 656] ‘95 | 5°74] nd. 100°25 

Haughtonite— 
Roneval, . . | 87°16 | 15° 7°69 | 17°35 | 1°04 | 1°3 8°88) 818] 16 | 2°12 100°17 
Capval, é . | 86°81)15:°22) 7°61)17°35| °96 | 1:54 | 8°78| 8°31} 1:34 | 2°47 100°40 
Loch-na-Muilne, . | 36°46] 17°25| 4°18} 15°33 54; °69 | 12°23) 9°2 66 | 3°39 99°92 
Foinaven, . . |86°75]}17°88| 2°78|15°18| -42 93.) 11°17 | 9°44) 1:25 | 4:23 99:99 
Rispond . . | 86°54] 22°28} 2°43)16°01| °78 | 1°25 | 10 8°26) 79} 1°51 99°86 
Clach-an-Eoin, . | 35°85 | 21°54) 4:48/18°31| -31 | 1°25 | 808) 7°76) -79 | 1:96 100°33 
Kinnaird Head, . | 85°67 |17°95| 7:19) 18°06 | 2° 14 15 | 9°27) 3°81 | 3:2 100°05 
Cove, . . . |85°47;18°8 | 4°61)19:19); 64 9 7°01); 8:19; °24) 4:97 100°02 
Nishibost, . . | 85°15 | 16°7 5°96 | 19°06 | 1°02 *82 | 7°46) 9:24) 1°26 | 3:13 99°81 
Lairg, ; . | 35°56] 16°69 | 1°88|18:04} “69 | 2°72 | 8°47) 9:9 ‘11 | 5°71 99°77 
Portsoy, : . | 84:08] 17°34 | 38°61 | 18-70 88 | 3°23 | 10°54) 6°78| 1°19 | 4:05 99°9 
Ben Stack, . . | 85°69 | 20°09 | 2°28) 14:01} 1 1°89 |14°77| 7:38] ‘53 | 2°46 100°06 

Foreign do.— 
16. Brand, . | 87°18] 17°53 | 6°20) 15°35) ‘31 79 | 9°05| 5:14] 2°93) 3°62) ... 2°47 || 100°57 
17. Brand, . | 37°06 | 16°78 | 6°07 | 15°37 | tr. 57 | 9°02| 5:96] 2°86 | 3°77 one 3°64 || 101°1 
18. Hartzburg, 36°17 | 18°09 | 8:7 | 18°72] ... 52 |11°16| 7°59] tr. 2°28 36 gnc 98°59 
Schwarzwalder,* | 33°6 | 15: 4:99} 19:29| ... 3°36 | 11°62} 7°53) ‘51 | 4°58 | tr. .-- || 100°48 
Tyrberger,t . |35°5 | 18°01] 9°24)12-11) tr 3°02 | 10°86} 9°18] 1°93] ... Pa = 99°85 

Cape Wrath, . | 34°15 | 14°84 | 10°96 | 13°47] 1°38 | 1°81 | 10°31) 7:93) 2:14 | 2°8 99°79 
Clova, . : 5 eye i acl 6'51| 9°8 67 ‘93 | 6:17] 7:08] 1°63 | 3°47 100-33 

Lepidomelane— 
Achadhaphriz, . | 40°38) 12°11 |14:53| 3°03) 3:17 | 1:03 413: (ls) || ales |i B85 99°72 
Tongue, ; : 40°08 | 12°41 | 18°47] 2°67 "62 | 1°08 | 14°66} 7°57] 2:15 | 5:29 99-99 

In the above table I have inserted three analyses by other observers—16, 

17, 18—from Dana’s list, and two from a more recent source. 

A condensation of this table gives the following averages of the composi- 

tion of these micas,—from which averages the oxygen ratios are calculated ; 

the Irish lepidomelane being the average of Dr Haughton’s analyses :— 

* Hebenstreit. From gneiss, with axial angle small. 

+ Hebenstreit. From the granite of the Tyrberger water-fall ; specific gravity, 3°07. Zeitschrift 
fiir Krystallographie und Mineralogie, Zweiter Bund, erstis heft. 

{ One or two of the Haughtonites were not included in calculating the average, their analysis 
having been very lately executed ; as they agreed with the others, their exclusion does not effect the 
result. 
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Lepidomelane, Scottish. 
Oxygen. 

Silica, : P : ; a pO 28 21°46 2L°46 . . eae 

Atamine, ts ge ee 5-71 ACh "ip 
Ferric Oxide, : ; : ~ ae 4:2 

Ferrous Oxide, . : ' et Oo °63 

Manganous Oxide, : : kes) “42 

Lime, ; : : : . eos 6 

Magnesia, .( 5. 38 Apes pees eee roe 
Potash, : : a eae 2 

Soda, : f : : Pele G7, DAL 

Water, : ; : A oe 3°49 

Lepidomelane, Irish, 
Oxygen. 

Silica, é f s : 5 S062 LOwad | OCD Sm: Palme 

Alumina, . 3 ‘ 5 liane) 8°15 

Ferric Oxide, : : : . 24:09 12 ee 

Ferrous Oxide, 2: '70 6 

Manganous Oxide, : yp. exer 3 

Lime, . ‘ ‘ , ‘ . ase “4 

Magnesia, : , 4°81 92 a aR | 

Potash, : , e : a One 1:48 

Soda, . ; ‘ ; : ‘ Dealt -08 

Water, DSi yaa 

These ratios show, firstly, that, as is usual in the micas, the oxygen ratio of 

the bases is, in each of the above, in excess of that of the silica. 

Secondly, that the ratios of the sesquioxides to the protoxides in Biotite 

and Irish lepidomelane are inverted ; being in Biotite only half of that of the 

protoxides, while in the Irish lepidomelane it is twice as great as that of the 

protoxides. 
The foreign and Scottish Haughtonite is evidently the same compound ; 

and this is one which stands intermediate between Biotite and Irish lepidome- 

lane ; the oxygen of the protoxides and sesquioxides being in,Haughtonite more 

nearly equal in amount than in either of the other species. 

And what I have called the Scottish lepidomelane is, as regards the 

balancing of the oxygen of the bases, more closely associated with Haughtonite 

than it is with the Irish lepidomelane. 

That which really, however, constitutes the distinguishing features of these 

micas is the state of oxidation or the iron. 

In Biotite the relative proportion of ferrous to ferric oxide is as 25 to 1; 

in Scottish Haughtonite as 4 to 1; while in lepidomelane these proportions are 
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altogether inverted, being in the Scottish lepidomelane as 1 to 5, and in the 
Irish as 1 to 9. 

A consideration of the foregoing tabulation also makes manifest the follow- 

ing additional chemical distinctions between these minerals. 

Biotite differs from Haughtonite in containing an amount of magnesia which 

is twice as great as that of the protoxide of iron ; the iron also is in Biotite 

present almost solely in the ferrous state; while in Haughtonite the relative 

proportions of the above protoxides are fully more than inverted, there being 

also a considerable quantity of iron in the ferric state. 

In all, the alkalies and water are present in about the same amount ; nor do 

the proportions of the silica and alumina differ largely. 

Altogether, there can be no question that the substance standing in an 

intermediate position in the table is distinct; and I conceive that it is most 

fitting that it should be named after the gentleman who first analysed the black 

micas of Ireland, and so established the specific individuality of the mineral 

which stands next to this in the system,—happily fitting also, seeing that it 

exists as the distinctive mineral of one of the varieties of granite, a rock in 

the study of which Dr Havcurton has for long been closely engaged. 

The geognostic position of these minerals is for the most part well marked. 

As the plates or crystals in which they are found are usually of extreme 

tenuity, it is not easy to obtain, under the ordinary circumstances of local 

collecting, a sufficiency for analysis, and hence the unimpeachable evidence 

afforded thereby is not great in amount; nor is it, in the absence of charac- 

teristic specimens, easy to distinguish between the three species. The instances, 

however, that I shall adduce in addition to those analysed, have, for the most 

part, been established by partial examination or fairly satisfactory proof. 

Every case in which there is doubt will be notified. 

The four first analyses show Biotite to occur in association with granular 

limestone. In Glen Urquhart, in a most peculiar granitiform belt in the centre 

of the lime ; * also, near Milltown, in a singular rock, in association with edenite 

and Wollastonite ; at Loch Laggan, imbedded in chlorite, in the lime; at Shin- 

ness, immediately in contact with sahlite, &c., at the junction of the lime with the 

inclosing rock; at Glen Beg, in contact with two known and a new felspar ;— 

these may together have formed a belt similar to that at Urquhart. Additional 

limestone localities are the following :—In the most westerly of the two great 

beds which traverse the North of Scotland, I only know of it at Redhythe, 

where it is associated in the limestone itself with talc, pyrrhotite, and rutile. 

In the most easterly it occurs at Glen Gairn, with prehnite and coccolite, at 

* This peculiar granitiform belt I have seen cutting limestone strata elsewhere in Scotland,—as at 
Laggan near Dulnan Bridge, Inverness-shire ; and Boultshoch, in Aberdeenshire. This belt always 
carries Biotite, and the felspar in two of these cases has upon analysis proved to be Andesine. 
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the junction of the bed with the gneissose matrix. At Crathie, in similar 

association. In the great bed which traverses the country down Dee side, it 

occurs here and again, as in the openings on the Leac Ghorm Hill, in Boultshoch 
quarry near Abergeldie, and in Craigs, Muir, and Midstrath quarries—in all 

bemg imbedded in a granitic belt very similar in appearance to that at Glen 

Urquhart ; this belt is, in the three last quarries, composed of little quartz, 

much fatty lustred white orthoclase, and little of the mineral itself. 

It is likewise found in the limestone of Froster Hill, near New Meldrum ; 

along with blue malaccolite, near lime, at Allt-Cailleach, Coyle Hills; along 

with zoisite, pyrrhotite, sahlite, and the usual lime minerals, at Dulnan Bridge 

south of Grantown ; and along with similar minerals and cinnamonstone at Allt- 

na-Gonolan, in the same neighbourhood—at both localities in limestone. 

Its occurrence with ripidolite at Hillswick, near the junction of what has 
been called hornblendic gneiss with micaceous rocks, is somewhat exceptional ; 

but that first-named rock, which I shall elsewhere describe, is new to me. 

Biotite is thus seen to occur generally associated with granular limestone. 

This is probably also the dark mica which occurs as an accessory mineral in 

hyperyte and tufa. It is nowhere associated with another mica. 

Passing to Haughtonite, we find it, in the specimens analysed, a component 

of granitic ves, whether these be intrusive or exfiltrative. Extending the 

evidence, it is to be noted as occurring in specimens equally characteristic with 

the above, in Rubislaw, Anguston, Sclattey, and other quarries in the “grey 

granite,” and the large, distinctive crystals are always in the veins. 

At Blirydrine, Brathans, and many other places, it is seen in the felspathic 

bands of the gneiss. 

In these situations it may be regarded as replacing muscovite, which very 

rarely, as at Cove, accompanies it. In every case where it occurs in exjiltra- 

tion veins, oligoclase is also present; less frequent associates are sphene, 

Allanite, and in one locality (Anguston) ilmenite ; what may be called chance 

associates are beryl, apatite, tourmaline, and garnet. 

But besides its position in the exfiltration veins of the grey granite, it goes 

largely to form the mass of that rock itself. Ifthe word granite be confined to 

a compound of quartz, orthoclase, and muscovite, then must “ grey granite ” 

lose all title to the name; for though quartzose in spots, as a rule it contains 

comparatively little quartz, hardly any muscovite, and not the excess of ortho- 

clase normal to granites,—being composed in greatest bulk of oligoclase, 

quartz, and Haughtonite, with smaller quantities of orthoclase. The distinctive 

feature of the rock is the large quantity of this black mica. 

In the ascertaining the nature of the dark mica of grey granite, it will not 

suffice to evade the trouble of picking out the minute scales from the general 

mass of the rock, by making use, instead thereof, of a portion of those curious 
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dark micaceous patches which so frequently occur in grey granite—called 

neres by the quarrymen. 

These somewhat kindey-shaped masses most frequently show an angularity 

of form,—-they also almost invariably have the dark mica, which is their chief 

constituent, arranged in a laminated manner, parailel to their longer diagonal, 

whatever be the position of that diagonal,—whether horizontal or vertical. 

These facts alone would lead us to regard them as being not concretions in the 

rock, but fragments of gneiss ;—unresolved, if the word is admissible—unre- 

solved or residual fragments of the gneiss, the metamorphosis of the general 

mass of which resulted in the granitic paste which now holds these fragments 

imbedded. 

Till however the actual nature of these “ neres” is placed beyond question, 

any evidence derived from them must be received with caution. 

Examination, to the extent of ascertaining the relative proportions of the 

two oxides of iron in the minute black scales of the rock itself, shows that 

Haughtonite is the mica of the grey granites of Aberdeenshire. 

I have only lately been able to offer analytical evidence as to its second 

mode of occurrence ; namely, as the mica which occasionally replaces horn- 

blende in diorite. . 

Typical diorite has no mica. In perhaps the most important mass of diorite 

in Scotland, that namely which, showing itself first in the north in the vicinity 

of Portsoy, stretches up the country as far as Morven, the character of the 

rock changes repeatedly and even suddenly to a marked extent. 

This diorite, however, which is most simple in its composition in its northern 

portions, I have elsewhere shown to be not typical even there ; for /abradorite 

is there, as it is throughout, the species of felspar characteristic of the rock ; 

indeed, it is the only felspar to be found therein. 

The repeated changes which take place in the rock seem to result from the 

substitution of augite and Haughtonite for hornblende in the first place,—of 

hypersthene for that Haughtonite in the second,—and from the removal of all the 

chief ingredients, except labradorite and Haughtonite, in the third. Marked as 

such changes are, and absolutely dissimilar as are the extremes of such rocks, 

the gradual steps of the transmutation can be detected, leading to the convic- 

tion that all must be regarded as but varieties of one great rock mass. 

Such has been the conclusion of MaccunLocu, of CUNNINGHAME, and of 

Nicox, who unite in laying them down with one colour,—that colour indicating 

an igneous rock of the granitic type. 

Of this, however, there is, as I have pointed out in my paper on horn- 

blende, considerable doubt ; I therein considered the amount of information to 

be derived from the augitic and hornblendic ingredients of the rock, and we 
have now to see what light may be thrown upon it by its mica. The chief 
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difficulty lies in connection with the question of the whole rock so coloured 

constituting one mass, unless it be admitted that the rock has at different points 
suffered a varying amount of metamorphism. 

The rock where first seen, near the old battery at Portsoy, consists of a grey 

striated labradorite and a grey brown (red by transmitted light) hornblende, 

with extremely rarely a speck of menaccanite. Here the rock is of a very 

coarse grain; it carries occasional veins of labradorite, and in these only is 

Haughtonite here to be seen. As this rock passes to the eastward, the labradoric 

ingredient increases in quantity, the hornblende becomes light green and uralitic, 

and the rock is altogether much finer in structure. This is, however, the only 

change which can be here detected, and an examination of the rock in all its 

relationships, and a consideration of all its appearances, leaves no room for 

doubt that it has a stratified structure, and is here of a metamorphic nature. 

Upon the west side of the Bay of Durn, however, a rock of a somewhat 

similar nature to this appears, the two being separated by bands—well seen at 

the Harbour of Portsoy—which have a minute crystalline and _ perfectly 

schistose structure. 

The evidences as to the rock on the Durn Shore being a metamorphosed, and 

not an intrusive mass, are by no means so clear; and its constituent minerals 

also differ considerably. 

The small amount of felspar here visible is, indeed, the same; but the 

hornblende has given place, apparently entirely, to a mixture of augite and 

hypersthene, both being in minute crystals, with rare and minute occurrences 

of Haughtonite. Now it is the union as laid down in geological maps, of this 

rock with that previously described, which has not been, and, from the covered- 

up state of the country inland, probably cannot be proved; so that here at 

the outset, as regards this locality at least, it cannot be shown that the horn- 

blende is replaced by augite and Haughtonite, for the rock may be intrin- 

sically different—may, in fact, be of the nature of a non-chloritic diabase. 

In the more southerly portions of this last rock, and also to the eastward, a 

gradual increase in the quantity of Haughtonite and disappearance of the 

hypersthene is obvious; and when we get further south, the rock which 

appears to be the continuation of one or other, or perchance of both of the 

above, becomes pervaded with exfiltration veins, in which the Haughtonite 

again gives place to true hypersthene. This is to be seen on the west slopes 

of Craig Buiroch and at Retannach. The occurrence of a labradoric pitchstone 

gives countenance to the view that the rock is here volcanic. 

As a rule, Haughtonite and true hypersthene do not occur in the same 

locality ; the rock on the west side of the Bay of the Durn, and that on the 

north side of Barra hill, however, contain both. Pyrite is a rare accessory at 

the first, pyrite and menaccanite at the second of these localities. 
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In many localities the augite and hypersthene both give place to the mica, 

the felspar only remaining the same; these transmutations occur repeatedly. 

At the Barry granite quarry near Knock the mica is hardly to be seen, at the 

Bin of Huntly augite and hypersthene replace it entirely. Where the rock 

appears on the south side of the Burn of Craig, near Towanrieff, the labra- 

dorite has again the mica as its sole associate. A loose block or two of a 

similar rock occurs at New Merdrum near Rhynie ; in these the crystals of both 
minerals are over an inch in size. 

Up the valley of the Blackwater, a bed of diorite, with occasional specks 

of doubtful hypersthene, or in its. place of a black mica, is. to be seen. There 

can be little doubt that it is the same belt of rock which reappears at Glen- 

bucket and Colquhanny, and here hornblende, with a little Haughtonite, is again 

present, menaccanite and sphene also occurring.* 
The lithological position of the new mineral is, therefore, clearly defined and 

altogether distinct from that of Biotite; they never occur together, or replace 

each other in the same rocks. 

Of lepidomelane this cannot, to the full at least, be said. 

Though I have never found it in association with Haughtonite, one of the 

specimens analysed was taken from an exfiltration vein in a rock very similar 

to that which at Lairg carried the Haughtonite ; the other lay bedded in the 

felspathic belt of a hornblendic gneiss. 

It is possible that lepidomelane may also be the dark mica of other gneisses,— 

ex grege, of the peculiarly bronzy gneiss of Tiree, which carries garnet. 

Chemically quite different from the former micas, this is not clearly 

separated from the last in its modes of oceurrence, being found, though only 

once, in an exfiltration vein. Still in Scotland it does not, as in Ireland, per- 

tain to the granites, being here probably solely a gneissic mica. 
Be this as it may, these geologic relations go to establish very clearly the 

specific individuality of Haughtonite. 
Two important distinctive properties remain to be noticed,—crystalline 

form, and chemical features. 

* Localities in which it is doubtful whether the black mica is this species or Biotite are the 
following :— 

At Badnagauch on the Deskery there is a rotting syenite, which is riddled with exfiltration veins 
composed of large crystals of labradorite and hornblende, with a hydrated Biotite (?), menaccanite, 
sphene, and Allanite as accessories, 

In the hyperite of Scuir na Gillean in the Cuchullins, and of Halival in Rum, a black mica is 
rarely seen, which is most probably Biotite. 

Scales of a dark brown uniaxial mica, which occur in tufa at Kinkell and Kincraig in Fife, I also 
set down as Biotite. Haughtonite probably is the brown mica which, in somewhat small quantity, is 
found in the andalusite layers of the gneiss of Clashnaree, Glendarff, and other hills of the Clova 
district. The associates here being andalusite, quartz, fibrolite, and labradorite. The composition of 
the mineral from this locality does not altogether accord with that of the generality of specimens, 
and its occurrence in gneiss is somewhat exceptional. 
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I have noted, as regards the optical properties of Haughtonite (where its 

extreme opacity permits of observation), that it was found to be biaxial, though 

only to a small extent—2* to 3°. It is not this fact so much as the habit of its 

plates, which induces the belief that it is orthorhombic in form. 
Distinct, or at least free, crystals I have not met with. In many instancesit 

is found in plates devoid of regular form and definite appearance: this is the 

case at Roneval, Nishibost, Rispond, and Clach-an-Eoin ; but at most of the 

localities in which it occurs in exfiltration veins in granite, the crystals are 

disposed in lengthened, radiating, somewhat fan-shaped arrangements, with 

oblique terminations ; these crystals are frequently three or four inches in 

length, by a fourth of an inch in width: they so occur at Lairg, Rubislaw, 

Cove, the graphic granite and the adjacent granitic vein at Portsoy, at Bliry- 

drine, and at Craig Burn, near Rhynie. 

The accompanying sketch of a Craig specimen, expresses a not unusual 

appearance. 

The peculiarity of the association with the muscovite of Cove has already 

been noted. ; 
Before the blowpipe, the three species function differently, though to but a — 

slight extent. All give with fluxes the iron reaction,—Biotite to the smallest, 

Haughtonite to markedly the largest extent. All fuse to a black magnetic 

bead,—Biotite with ease, Haughtonite-with considerable difficulty,—lepidome- 

lane, again, standing intermediate. The Biotite bead is but feebly magnetic ; 

that of lepidomelane distinctly so; that of Haughtonite powerfully so. 
Under the breath of the blowpipe flame the plate of Biotite, even if brown, 

whitens ; that of lepidomelane pales; that of Haughtonite, if of a pale tint, or 

however black, becomes still blacker from increased opacity. 
Under the action of acids, thin scales of the three substances are affected 

in the same order. When treated in the cold with hydrochloric and sulphuric 
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acids, it is found that the former acid decomposes all; leaving scales of glistening 

silica in times which bear for the three, as arranged B.L.H., about the propor- 

tions of 1,2, and 4. Sulphuric acid splits up the larger flakes into fungoid 

masses, accomplishing the same decomposition in times about 3, 5, and 9. 

When gently heated, however, the action of the sulphuric acid overtakes the 

more immediate action of the hydrochloric, the thorough decomposition being 

accomplished by the former in a considerably shorter time. 

As might be expected from the large quantity of ferrous oxide in its com- 

position, Haughtonite is subject to change on exposure. 

At the one locality of Nishibost, the edges of the foliz are covered with a 

bright red rust ; elsewhere there is the development of first a dark green, and 

ultimately of a light green colour; the folic at the same time becoming friable 

and talcose ;—the incipient change is well seen at Lairg, in Sutherland, the 

completed one at Blirydrine, Kincardineshire. 

When it occurs as the cryptocrystalline constituent of granites and 

granitites, there can be little doubt that the peroxidation of the mineral is a 

chief cause of the rotting and disintegration of these rocks. 

Granites, with feeble cohesion of their parts to a considerable depth, and 

which crumble rapidly into fine gravels, are to be seen at the south-east foot of 

Morven, and along Culbleen in Aberdeenshire. At Strontian in Argyle, whole 

banks of such gravel have to be dug through before anything like rock is 

reached. The springs of these districts are highly chalybeate: the changed 

mica has become bronzy or ochre-coloured, and talcose to the sense of touch. 

Peroxidation is in such cases the agent of waste. 

One other question remains to be considered: seeing that the marked 
distinction between Haughtonite and lepidomelane lies in the state of oxidation 

of the iron, may the latter mica not be merely weathered or peroxidised 

Haughtonite ? 

As regards the Achadhaphriz and Ben Bhreck specimen, the answer is a 

distinct negative ; from both localities the specimens were perfectly unaltered. 

The Achadhaphriz block had been broken up but a few days before the plates 

were removed from it ; the Tongue boulder was split up by dynamite immedi- 

ately before the collecting of what was analysed; and the associated minerals 

were all unchanged. 

Altered (?) Black Mica. 

From Eajiltration Veins in Syentte. 

The exact nature of the specimens now to be described it is not easy to 

assign, as they may have undergone more or less change. 

They occur in the rocky bank of a road-cutting, which had been made only 
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about a year before the writer obtained the specimens; this rock cutting was 
about 20 feet in depth, and it was nearly at this greatest depth that the 

specimens: were gathered. The locality is near the farm of Badnagauch, on 
the Deskery, in Aberdeenshire. The rock is the syenite of Morven, here 
much decomposed—heing almost gravelly. Through this rock numerous anasti- 

mosing exfiltration veins occur ; there is also an intrusive porphyry vein. The 

exfiltration veins had not suffered nearly so great.an amount of change as the 

rock mass ; indeed, except. as regards the mica, there was little or no change 

in them. They contained large crystals of dark-green hornblende ; large and 

finely-shaped crystals of labradorite, a few, apparently, of muscovite ; granules, 

the size of peas, of menaccanite ; folize of the mineral in question of about an 

inch in size; sphene and Allanite rarely. None of these minerals, with perhaps 

the exceptionof the mica, showed any appearance of change. It was in dark- 

brown, rather dull crystals, which in parts were somewhat softened and 

bronzy ; the amount of change did not, however, appear to be great. The 

crystalline foliz were somewhat loose. The specific gravity, taken on the 
mineral in its ordinary state, was 2°63 to 2'645; after being boiled to expel 

air it was 2° 845. 

1° 302 grammes yielded— 

Silica, . : : , “42 

From Alumina, . : 10% 

‘43 = 30°026 

Alumina, . : : » Jocton 

Ferric Oxide, . : © 26°07: 

Ferrous Oxide, . 2:°009 

Manganous Oxide, . : °153 

Lime, " : é 1°634 

Magnesia, . 4°831 

Potash, , 4°02 

Soda, : ; oe a SaNGi, 

Water, ; : ' . 13882 

99°95 

Was apparently pure. It contained no fluorine. The portions which appeared 
to have suffered some change were, as far as possible, cut away. 

It lost in bath 5-731 of this water; the greater amount of this was lost 
in half an hour—the whole in half a day. 

This composition is unquestionably nearer to that of lepidomelane than to 

Biotite ; indeed, it is like a hydrated lepidomelane. The writer is disposed, 

however, to regard this as a fortuitous resemblance. It is difficult to believe 
the mineral to be merely a hydrated mica; these are not prone to exces- 

sive alteration, and the duration of the exposure could hardly have been suffi- 
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cient to have effected any marked change. If it be a hydrated mica the amount 

of change is much greater than mere appearance would indicate, and care was 

taken to exclude, as far as possible, the altered portions. It may be an 

altogether different substance, intermediate between Voightite and Jollyite. 

PIHLITE. 

This species, hitherto unrecognised as British, is possibly not uncommon. 

Probably it is the chief material of the very peculiar schistose rock, which, 

plentifully studded with imbedded crystals of andalusite, forms the trough of 

the small sandstone basin of Lumsden and Kildrummy. 

A very similar rock, only carrying crystals of actynolite instead of andalusite, 

occurs stretching from north of Mulben up the valley of the Burn of Achanachy. 

The rock of the first of these localities is largely quarried in the Coreen hills 

and in Glen Mid Clova, being used in the district as a paving, and also to a 

smaller extent as a building stone. 
It is, doubtless, due only to the perfect seclusion of the district that the 

peculiar excellences of this rock are elsewhere unknown, seeing that it 

possesses qualities which fit it for its use as a paving stone, which are superior 

to those of both Caithness and Forfarshire. 

Splendidly bedded, and with a most convenient dip, it can with the greatest 

possible facility be raised in slabs of large dimensions, of any required thick- 

ness, from an inch to a foot or more. 

Quarried on the very summit of a hill, the trouble from water is so small 

that the little that occurs is actually stored for drinking purposes, and the car- 

riage is aided by gravitation through a descent of some 900 feet. 

The stone itself, being in its general mass formed of a material which yields 

to blows, is readily cut and fashioned ; but this material, being acted upon by 

atmospheric agencies with extreme tardiness, “resists exposure ;” while, inas- 

much as its softer mass is everywhere studded with closely-packed crystals of 

one of the hardest mineral bodies known, it long resists the wear and tear of 

friction ; and, as these enduring crystals project above the softer portions of the 

stone, slipping on its surface is noways to be feared. 

The flags are, moreover, full of beauty. The micaceous particles which form 

the layers are arranged not in flat, but in minutely undulating disposition ; 

they reflect a tremulous lustre, something between a nacreous glimmer and a 

silver sheen, while the dark brown of the andalusite crystals stipples this with 

a peculiarity which is quite unique. 

The writer was formerly acquainted with a gentleman whose most suc- 
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cessful research in geology consisted in his once having discovered “an unques- 

tionable specimen of petrified maggots” in a pigstye, and whose faith therein 

was only slightly shaken after a dire amount of argumentation. Had he cast 

eye on one of these slabs, he would, in all probability, have believed in petrified 
maggots to the end of his days. 

The specimens of this mineral which were analysed were got in North Glen 

Clova, where it is somewhat rare. They were specially selected on account of 

their being much lighter in colour, and hence apparently purer than those 

ordinarily procurable. This lightness of colour might, however, be due to 

incipient weathering. In appearance they were very similar to the paragonite of 

Monte Campione ; indeed, they were supposed to be that mineral. They were 

scaly in structure and cream-coloured; soft and somewhat unctuous when 
rubbed along the lamination of the scales, but rough when rubbed across it. 

They contained throughout their mass minute almost invisible crystals of 

magnetite ; these were separated, it is believed absolutely, by crushing, repeated 

edulcoration, and sifting with a magnet. 

The mineral absorbed *579 per cent. of moisture. When slightly heated in 

powder before the blowpipe, there was a slight decrease in bulk and the assump- 

tion of a brown colour; when highly heated the contraction is very marked, 

and the powder agglutinates and shows traces of vitrification, the original colour 

being restored. 

The two specimens analysed differed very slightly in appearance. 

On 1°3185 grammes. On 1°584 grammes. 

Silica, : ‘ . vow o2e 61 sd 

Alumina, , : « 26 °455 26516 

Ferrous Oxide, . ee 2 9 2° 556 

Lime, 2 : : "467 * 669 

Magnesia, . : : *568 "694 

Potash, . ; Sb STS n. det. 

Soda, ; : wid *685 n. det, 

Water, . ; . 4,847 4°23 

100+ 611 

Insoluble silica of first, 1° 842 per cent.; of second, 1°584 per cent, 

Possible impurity, magnetite or quartz. 



Il.— General Theorems on Determinants. By Tuomas Murr, M.A. 

(Received 6th March 1879.) 

§ 1. The rows of a determinant of the n™ order having been separated into 

two sets, one containing the first p rows and the other the rest, if each minor of 

the p degree formed from the first set be multiplied by a minor, called its com- 

plementary, formed from the second set, and the result have its sign chosen in 

accordance with a certain law, it is well known as an elementary theorem that 

the aggregate of the products thus obtained is equal to the original deter- 

minant. 

This suggests the inquiry as to the possible existence of a corresponding 

theorem in the case where the two sets of rows, instead of being contiguous, 

overlap each other. On a review of the properties of determinants it is found 

that what may be considered one case of such a theorem is already known, viz., 

the case in which the first set includes all the rows except the last, and the 

second set all the rows except the first. Taking a determinant of the fifth 

order— 

yO ia Onis 

Go Con Won Cox (Was 
31 Ago Agg Ag, Ae | Or D(a) 

Uy Ugg Ug Uy Uy 

Qs; Uso 53 A54 55 

this special theorem is 

(@q3 “29 M33 44) (oa Ugg 44 U55) — (Myo Mog Ug4 Uys) (a1 Ugo 4g U4) =| go Ugg Uy4 | D(A), 

B49, 443 V 44 

or, in its usual form, 

Azo M33 Azq | D(a45) Sole) 

| Ugo Vg Faq 

Ay Ays 
Na oN 51 55 

where it has to be observed that in the right-hand member the original deter- 

minant is now accompanied by a factor, and that this factor is the minor 

common to all the determinants on the left. 

The general theorem which has been found to include this is as follows :-— 
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In a determinant of the un degree, if the rows from the 1% to the q" inclusive 

and the rows from the p” to the n™ inclusive be taken; and if a minor of the 

(q—p +1)” degree be chosen from the rows common to these two sets; and if from 

the first set each minor of the q* degree containing the chosen minor be multiplied 

by the minor which contains both the complementary of the former and the chosen 

minor; and tf the sign (—1)° be preiaed to the product, s being the sum of the 

numbers indicating the rows and columns from which the first factor is formed 

increased by qa—p +1 for every such number greater than q : then the sum of the 

products thus obtained is equal to the product of the chosen minor and the 

original determinant. 

Let 
44 9 Ars . . . A» . . . Ayq . . . Un 

Wg My Migs was ee Opa ee lan a Onn 

A, Aso Uz . . . Asn . . . Aq . . . Azgn 

iy Cop clnsheara- ape ee Ang + 8s Eon Wen a Oa) 

Lay Uo Ag i Lap aq Lan 

Ga Gaede ce ae Oa 

be the given determinant, and 

yp : Ung 

ee tae F or 6 

Lg - Wag 

the chosen minor. 

From the elements of D(a,,) we form a determinant 

CAREER Cp Oyq 9 0 Bn 
ON EET Tipe Aq 0 Gen 

@31 Azo 33 Asp Azq 9 0 W3n 

Gis, Oye “Os Ap | Gy, 0 0 Bi, 

Beso ai cake es ee a Pha MeL ccomauiegite ie 

Qy Lae Qa Lp iq ag 0 0 Zz Lan 

Up Ang Ug 0 > 0 Lp Lng Cnn 

Aq, Uqq Ags 0 0 Ag Cag gn 

On Ane Ans 0 : 0 np ’ Ung Onn 

which is of the (1 +g—p+1)™ degree, its rows from the 1% to the g™ inclusive 
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being the same as those from the 1* to the g™ in the given determinant, except 
that g—p+1 zeros are inserted after the g* element in each, and those from 
the (g+1)" to the last inclusive being the same as those from the p™ to 

the last in the original determinant, except that g—p+1 zeros are inserted 

before the p** element in each. Of this determinant the selected minor 6 

occurs twice as a minor, having zero elements below it in the one case and zero 

elements above it in the other. Hence, if we take the first g rows and form 

every minor of the g™ degree preparatory to finding the expansion of A as a 

sum of products of complementary minors, we see that, although the full list 

of minors would be exactly the same as if we had been dealing with D(q,,) 

instead of A, still we need only take those which include the selected minor 64, 

because all the others have here complementaries which vanish ; also we see 

that the complementaries of those thus taken are not of the degree n—g as 

in D(a), but of the degree »—p +1, each one including, in fact, the correspond- 

ing complementary in D(q,,) and the selected minor besides. Now it is evident 

that the sum of products thus found as the equivalent of A is exactly the sum 

of products referred to in the theorem, the addition of g—p+1 in the deter- 

mination of the sign of a product being due to the g—p+1 zeros which are 

inserted in A, and which for certain elements make the number of their column 

greater by g—p+1. It thus remains to show that 

A=D(dp) x8. 

Adding each element of the (g+1)* column to the corresponding element of 

the p™ column, each element of the (g+2)* column to the corresponding ele- 

ment of the (+1), and so on, as far as the zeros continue, we have 

Oi, M12, Org Cail ay, O 0 Cn 

Oe yp oR Com: og O 0 Can 

31 Az9 Ass 3p sq O 0 C3n, 

Ap, Ape Ang App Upq 9 0 Opn 

ne i a eR Ma Sina fete 

Aq Uq2 A%Uq3 Aap - qq O 0 Gan 

Ap, Apg Upg Upp - Ung Upp pq pn 

Ag U2 Ags Cop - gq Cop gg Can 

Sige, Chie Cay” 3-2 Oia OC SR ERR 

Now, in this determinant, subtracting each element of the p‘ row from the 
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corresponding element of the (g+1)™ row, each element of the (p+1) row 
from the corresponding element of the (q¢+ 2) row, and so on until the elements 
of the g row have been reached and subtracted, we have 

yy yg Cya.o yen Gp este ia 9. ung, a eae nia 

Bn. ling: Cag spe biel Conoger Coy 0 epee ee ll 

Gg, Ago Ugg . +. Agp « As, O 0 (zn 

| Ap, App Ups yp An, Y 0 lyn 

ges 
gy Con (araed dle becurs Geko «ists RAO spon. hen 

OO Ore eaten eMac Ok, Upp 2B ncaa atl’) 

Diese 0 Reta tO te enOP Win. cm sll ety ee 

Cy. Onde Onna tnt h Cnnte won Uigljp incua Onan teams Oy, 

But here there is a set of g—p+1 rows having only one non-zero minor of 

the (y—p+1)™ degree, and this minor being 6 and its complementary D(q,,) 

we have 
AO DG), 

the sign of the product 6D(q,,) ‘being positive, because the numbers of the 

rows in which the elements of 6 occur are the same as the numbers of the 

columns, and the sum of the two sets of numbers therefore even. This identity 

is what remained to be proved, hence the theorem is established. 

In the introductory example all the rows but two were overlapped, the chosen 

minor of D(a,,) being thus of the third order. The other possible cases for the 

same determinant are (2) where the chosen minor is of the second order, 

say | 435 @, |, and then we have 

| 39 44D (Ay5) = 441% o9b 39% 44l|4g9% 44455] — [Cy 1 4o3%34@45||%39%43%54] + [112% 03%g4%45||%g1%43%54 | 

(3) where the chosen minor is of the first order, a, say, in which case we 

have two identities, viz., 

tsgD (dys) = | @y1 gb || 33% 44455 |—| 11 %03%3¢ || C3%43%55 [+ | 11% 93%95 || 0% 4354 | 

+ | Ayo%o3434 || C31 %43%55 |—| A12%3%35 || 31% 43%54 | +] @13%24%3p5 || 31% 49%ss | » 

and 

A330) (yz) = | Agy@gg || go@43454%15 |—| C0439 || @31%43%s4%15 |+| Cos%34 || 3144245315 

— | Ay3g5, || Mp1 Ugo%53%4 | 
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If the excess of the number indicating the order of the original determinant 

over that indicating the order of a minor of it be E, it is readily seen that the 

number of possible expansions thus obtainable for the product of the determi- 

nant and its minor is the highest integer in 4 E. 

2. REDUCTION OF THE ORDER OF A DETERMINANT.—Taking the determinant 

Ue a we 

Gage Wa Mijn as Dy, 

Cesk ie en |,.00 Di Gin), 

Grr Gn2 Uz + + + Un 

and multiplying each element of the first column by —a,, and adding to the 

result @,, times the corresponding element of the second column, we have 

0 Ogi Gig». «-» Gin 

Wis Cog | doo. Eons - » Coy, 
Ol) | | Cay Gen] Oon Doge. - - Can 

aa One | One Ong aE Sin se Gan 

Similar operations lead finally to 

(1) ayy yg +. 

Hence, dividing by (—1)""a,, 

1 Ca) A43 ef he Qn 

Ao Ag9 M53 Te octets Aon 

431 Azo Ugg . . « Azn 

) 0 ie ) Gn 

Vay Goo | tala Cowl eaten | Crest Gay dl oben 

din D(Qin) = | | yy Ago | | Aq %g| - - - | @in-1 Gan | sn 

| Ay M2 | | A495 Ung | i ae a8 | Un-1 Dan, Ann 

a 

@yg... Ain, we have 

[241 Gq] [@y9 Gog] - - + [@in—1 Gen] 

ihe 1 241 Uo] 19 Ugg] ~~ - [@in—1 Gon 

CO SS GS ie) py Cd 

ay Ang| a4 Ans| Oe \@1n—1 Un 

the second determinant being of the (n—1)* order. 
This identity has been long known: it is proved in Brioscut by means of 
VOL, XXIX, PART I. O 
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the multiplication theorem. But now applying to the determinant of reduced 

order the theorem by which it itself was obtained, and putting 

| [441 a9] |My2 Cos! | 
|= Qo | My Agq Mog, 

| 411 Ag9] |Qyq Aa! | 

l@12 U3] [A213 ol 

l@y2 Ug] [413 Ayal 
|= yg | A Mog gq], 

as the identity in the opening paragraph entitles us to do, we find 

Ayo |Ay1Agoltgg] Cyg|@ yo g3g4l - - - | 

| 
1 il Ay9|My4Agobgg] A yg|My9A og 44) - - - D(a,)= (Gin) M913 eae Ont |@49Mo3| \d134o4| cee lan aon —1| 4 

Qi lO 1Oootns! Taito tosa a mee 
and therefore 

Ga Ging Cac) \Oio Cog Gay\» + amo Con ay Oem 

D(a \= 1 yy 99 Ay 49 52 Giale sell ales Aon —1 Usn| (A ) 

1 eee 

‘i [Oia Gog) ig Gp,l = [an ke Con jie eet ee ; 

7 ign, One| \Bin Gog Onal- - na Co, One 

In exactly similar fashion we can next show that 

at Moo As Ay4| » ++ |Un—3 Cen—2 U3n-1 Us| 

| 

[dit (io ht Wives pes ee eee a 
Hay 99 Ass gal. - |Un—3 Con—2 C3zn-1 Asn (A ) 

eee 3 D(4in) = 

G11 Uqq Agg Anal «+ - |Cin—g Fon—2 Ton Ann 

and so on, the extreme case being, as it is curious to note, the extreme case 

also of the theorem of § 1., viz., that exemplified by (a). 

(A,) is practically useful in evaluating a determinant whose elements are 

given in figures. It suggests, however, another identity closely ce it 

and established in the same way, viz., 

Ay, Gon G13 -- - Gn dite aleea acre ee Br Gon 
+ Wixi Won Coy. » « ap 

itis ny ty ARES (11 Ua) [yy Ags] - «+ (qa Corl Ne ee 

Qn Une Ang - - + Onn 1 Aa ee Ara oval a hae 

which is still better adapted for this purpose, more especially if @,,=1 or a low 
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integer. By the continued application of (B,) there results a series of identities 

corresponding to (A,), (A;) . . . Viz., 

11 Uz Ugg] |@q1 Cog Ugg - - + U1 Mog Gn 

Dia;,)— 1 Coa Uys] [O41 Con Gay, - ~~ G1 Lop Un Peta ha unre By) 

‘ | 

Britny Onn Gry Cag lOna x < «iy Don Din| 

| (el Opa Can Gaul ® 2 «yy Ope Onm Den Gin 

Tia.) | GiGi Gas idig\l ao AA Ogi Opa Wen Lea abe! OURS 

Oia One Gay Ousl 62's 2 \@yy Cog Bay Gaal 

and so on. 

§ 3. PRODUCT OF A DETERMINANT AND A POLYNOMIAL.—The product of a 

determinant of the n” order by an expression of n terms is equal to the sum of 0 

determinants, the first of which is got from the given determinant by multiplying 

each element of the first row by the corresponding term of the given expression ; 

the second by multiplying similarly each element of the second row, the third by 

multiplying similarly each element of the third row, and so on. 

Let the given determinant be 

Gidat. ... d, or D@,,), 

and the given expression 

Giteetegt ... thi, 
then the 2 determinants referred to are 

Ry ee E.On | leer cepa aloe Oin 

Mg “Waar. sy Cy, Sp Neopet EiCon 

| ; 

Tn pe MS Oi) ere Grane | 3 

Now the coefficient of €, in the first of them is evidently a,,A,,, in the second 

@,A,,, and the third @,,A;,, and so on: therefore in the sum of the x dcter- 

minants the coefficient of €, is 

Qy, Ay + Gq, Aoi +45, Agy t+ . . - +Qn1 An or D(Gin) 

Similarly the coefficient of €, is seen to be 

yy Ayo t+ Ag Ago t Gyo Agot - - - +On2 Ane or D(a,) 
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and so on. Hence the sum of the 2 determinants is 

(& ae S - S Ethie wt é,) D (din) 

as was to be shown. 

From this simple theorem there follows at once Mr MAtet’s theorem* 
regarding the multiplication of 

1 1 1 1 

a” B® y" oO” 

a” p” y" 6” 

a? B? y o” 

or F( Ms, 1, p) 

by a+B+y+6, the product in question evidently being 

F(a mM, N, ?) + F(o, m+1,n, p) + F(o, Mm, 2 + 1,7?) + F(o, Mm, N, p + 1) F 

and the theorem is seen to be capable of extension not merely as regards the 

order of the determinant (as Mr Mater indicated), but as regards also the 

degree of the multiplier, which, instead of being 2a, might as easily be 2a". 

* “ Hducational Times” Reprint, vol. xxviii. p. 51. 



III.—Chapters on the Mineralogy of Scotland. Chapter Sixth.— 

“Chloritic Minerals.” By Professor HEDDLE. 

(Read 3d March 1879.) 

“CHLORITIC MINERALS.” 

There is no department of natural science which is so defective in its general 

scheme of arrangement as mineralogy ; and its sectional grouping is, if possible, 

still more defective. 

Such correlations as are expressed by the terms, “the Micas,”—“ the 

Felspars,’—“ the Garnets,” &c., are only admissible if the substances united 

in such groups are included under one general formula, and function in a more 

or less similar manner as rock-formers. 

Under such methods of arrangement as are in vogue, many substances are 

left to stand isolated as intermediates,—substances which frequently form im- 

portant integers of a regular sequence. And when such groups are constituted 

upon the possession of merely some one general feature, it almost invariably 

results that there are linked together substances which have nothing else in 

common. 

Mineralogy presents numberless examples of the misleading effect of being 

guided by mere externals ; and the more the geognostic relations of minerals are 

sought out, the more clearly do we see the false conclusions into which we are 

drawn when we are guided by externals alone. 

To no group does this perhaps apply more emphatically than to that of the 

“ Chlorites.” Of the twelve minerals which in our systems find a place therein, 

some are the products of mere solution, some of direct chemical change, some of 

metamorphic transmutation. Of these, some are found in sedimentary rocks, 

some in volcanics;—in limestone, in serpentine, in schists, in granite, and in 

traps. 

The extreme injudiciousness of founding a natural history group upon so 

trivial a character as colour alone, is shown by the laxity which has gradually 

crept in—by the expanding as it were of the name into “ the chloritic group,” 

or “ chloritic minerals.” 

From the difficulty of discriminating between several substances which fall 

under such a term, there can be no doubt that the term has not unfrequently 

been adopted as a convenient cover for ignorance. 

“T always say chloritic mineral when any of my students ask me what they 

are; it covers a vast amount of ignorance.” This was the remark made to 

me by a teacher of geology when we were discussing the green substances 
VOL. XXIX. PART I. P 
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which plug the steam-holes of amygdaloids:—the deductions to be drawn 

from the present investigation will show that the term employed, instead 

of covering, exposed that which it was intended to conceal. 

From the very frequent occurrence of difficultly-recognisable green minerals 

in volcanic rocks, it is to them that this term of “chloritic” is now specially 

applied ; it is so applied in the belief and hope that the mineral is a chlorite of 

some kind, and this is conceived to be quite a sufficient amount of knowledge. 

In proof that the case has, in the above, neither been misstated nor over- 

stated, I beg to refer to a paper, entitled ‘‘ Notes on the Occurrence of Chlorite 

among the Lower Silurian Volcanic Rocks of the English Lake District,” which 

was lately published in the “ Mineralogical Magazine,” by Mr J. Cutrron 

Warp, of Her Majesty’s Geological Survey. 
In this paper, which is a record of much careful observation, Mr Warp very 

seldom uses the term chloritic mineral, and commits himself to the substance 

being chlorite itself. In this belief he is so confident that he states that the 

chlorite can be seen to pass into magnesian mica, and even into potash mica; 

he discusses the nature, or rather the stages of the metamorphism which 

accomplishes this change ; and yet the paper not only does not state that any 

steps were taken to determine the actual nature of the substance treated of in 

this important speculation, but it bears internal evidence that neither analysis 

or any satisfactory test had been adopted for the determination. 

In this memoir the mineral in question is directly referred to upwards of 

thirty times, and indirectly several times more; and yet, 2 the evidence of 

Scotch rocks is not in absolute discordance with those of the English rocks, I 

am able to say that, while at three of the localities mentioned,” it is possible 

that the mineral may be chlorite, in all the rest it is certainly a substance 

which has no connection therewith. 

It is not meant to be insisted on that true metamorphism may not take 

place in volcanic rocks ; but a study of Mr Warp’s admirably precise descrip- 

tions goes to show that degradation, or at least not metamorphism pure and 

simple, had altered the rocks he treats of—had filled their vesicles, and lined 

their nests. And, while decomposition and recomposition through degradation 

is not insisted on as the sole possible change, it has to be said that it is the 

only one which has as yet been clearly shown to alter such rocks. 

But Mr Warp’s position, as he himself shows, is precisely that of the first 

petrologists of the day. He writes :—-“ Under the head of Diabase, ZIRKEL 

* Great Gable, Eskdale, and Harter Fell. The fan-shaped crystalline groups of Harter Fell are 
very probably chlorite. The nests from the same locality, ranging up to 1 inch in diameter, composed 
of a “fibrous crystalline” mineral, can hardly be so. As these large nests, a single one of which 
would suffice for an analysis, can, with “a little careful hammering, be taken out whole from the rock,” 
it is much to be regretted that they were not examined ; as a fibrous crystalline green mineral would 
in all probability prove to be either Kirwanite, or new. 
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remarks (‘ Microskopische Beschaffenheit,’ p. 407), that the diffused greenish 

mineral seems to be chlorite, and probably a decomposition product of augite, 

and the same is very likely the case among the Cumberland rocks, for the larger 

augite crystals, which occur in considerable abundance among some of the lava- 

flows, are often replaced by,” &c. Now, here surely is evidence of a sufficiency 

being obtainable for analysis. The eye can be educated to such a use of the 

microscope as to be able to trace a gradual process of decomposition, but never 

to determine the composition of an unknown mineral. 

Cotta also isin much the same position. In defining diabase, and enumerat- 

ing its components, he says, “and some chlorite.” ‘The green colour of the 

rock is chiefly owing to its chlorite.” ‘The most marked feature of its differ- 

ence from dolerite is its chlorite, and its consequent green colour. If this 

chlorite be a product of transmutation, then all the original difference between 

diabase and dolerite probably consists in the level or depth of solidification.” 

It is significant that CotTa does not enumerate chlorite among the minerals 

accessory to diabase in its clefts and veins; while he says, ‘The vesicular 

cavities are filled with ..... chlorite, glauconite, ..... and the like.” It is 

well known that the veins of a rock contain the materials of its general structure 

in giant-development of crystals, while its amygdules and druses contain the 

products of the transmutation thereof, through aqueous change and transfer. 

Lately, however, clearer light is beginning to be thrown on the matter, for 

we have Dana supporting RosensuscH when he says that chlorite is not an 

essential characteristic of diabase ; and those who look in Scotland for chlorite 

in rocks in all other respects entitled to the name of diabase will certainly find 
none. 

If we are to accept and found upon the above admissions—namely, that the 

amygdules of these so-called chloritiferous-volcanics contain the material which, 

diffused in minute granular or flaky condition throughout their mass, imparts 

the occasional green tint, then my analyses have determined that material to 
be in no way connected with chlorite except in colour. 

The results of the following investigation go to show that the minerals 

usually thrown together under the term which I somewhat unwillingly adopted 

as the heading of this chapter, are to be grouped under two absolutely distinct 

heads. For the first the old term of the chlorites may be retained ; to the 

second the term the saponites may be applied, from the unctuous feeling which 

is a marked characteristic of them all. 

So far as the evidence of over fifty analyses and much contingent observation 

entitles me to speak, the members of the first of these groups are found only 

in sedimentary and metamorphic rocks, never occurring in volcanics; the 
second are confined invariably to the latter, never being seen in the former 

class of rocks. 
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The members of first are not decomposed by chlorhydric acid, and there is 

no peculiarity in the manner in which their constituent water functions. 

The members of second are (with one exception) readily decomposed by 

chlorhydric acid, and the mode in which a portion of their constituent water is 

held in combination is anomalous. | 

The first are to be regarded as constituents of the rock mass which 

contains them,—paragenetic in time with the minerals associated with them. 

The second are products of the degradation of the primal constituents of the 

rock, and are compounds of a more stable nature than the originals which yielded 

them through a destructive change. 

It has to be admitted that the minute granular or crypto-crystalline nature 
of certain of these minerals renders them extremely difficult of discrimination, 

but the above may safely be used as leading-lines for the separation of the two 

classes, and the distinctions which will enable us in future to identify the 

individual members will be noticed after the consideration of the whole. 

So far as I have yet ascertained, the following members of each of these groups 

occur in this country :— 

Chlorites. 

Glauconite. 

Talc-chlorite. 

Penninite. 

Ripidolite. 

Chlorite. 

Chloritoid. 

Saponites. 

Delessite. 

Chloropheeite. 

Hullite. 

Saponite. 

Celadonite. 

THE CHLORITES. 

Many of the denser “ chloritic minerals” are so crypto-crystalline in their 

structure that we can call in the aid of neither the goniometer nor the polari- 

scope in their determination ; we are thus confined for the most part to physical 
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and chemical characters. Sooth to say, the first of these lend hardly any aid, 

if they do not even somewhat tend to confuse. 

As thus: Taking Dana as usual as our English guide, we find the following 

ranges of specific gravities 

from to 

Of Penninite ; = 0 all ; ; : ‘ (2°85 

Leuchtenbergite, . 2°61 : ey gl 

Ripidolite, . : . 26D)" ; Bee wits 

Chlorite, : : : : : : EG. ; 2°96 

Pyrosclerite, . : ‘ : : eure 

Epichlorite, . i ; i ar6 

Delessite, P : d P : ¢ ; : dH 42:89 

Strigovite, . ‘ : : : 2 : ‘ 2 . 37144 

Thuringite, . : : : ' : : «oO Lon 

to 

LOW 

From out of these, no one of which in their fine-grained or ill-defined forms 

can easily be distinguished from the others, only the two last can be selected 

as standing in any measure apart. 

But even as regards the three commoner species, I cannot say that the 

evidence of such specimens, as analysis indicates to me should be placed under 

each of these species, bears out the ranges of specific gravity as limited by 

Dana. 

In allocating them by constitution alone we have little difficulty as regards 

true chlorite. Its low content of silica, and to a certain extent its lower 

magnesia and water, and its high alumina and ferrous oxide, enable us clearly 

to draw the line between it and the others. 

But the larger amount of alumina in ripidolite is the sole feature of distinc- 

tion between that mineral and penninite. 

Allocating the varieties I have analysed in accordance with these lines, I 

find the specific gravities to have the following ranges :— 

' from to 

Of Penninite, . A pegs?) : ; : q A : : : 3° 099 

Ripidolite, . : f é ; f : 3 2° 823 ; 2° 959 

Chlorite, . : : : mei 09k. .. ; ' ; : odos 

Supposing my allocation to be correct, this shows that the three species do 

not differ in gravity. 

Searching for aid from geognostic relationships we find little or none, and 

are again brought painfully in face of one of the shortcomings of mineralogical 

works, a shortcoming which I have already alluded to in speaking of the 
VOL. XXIX. PART I. Q 
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micas,—namely, the dearth of information accorded to us by them, relating to 

the special rocks in which minerals are found, and also as to the other mineral 

species which are associated with them. 

Even the ponderous and classical work of Dana tells us no more than the 

following :— 

Penninite, “ with serpentine ;” 

Ripidolite, “in connection with chlorite and talcose rocks in schists and serpentine ;” 

Chlorite, “ same as for ripidolite.” 

There is certainly no geognostic distinction in this, and the evidence of the 

specimens analysed by me, so far from importing more precision, has an opposite 

effect; for, while it widens the geognostic scope of the occurrence of these 

minerals, it does so at the cost of opening up the habitats very much to each 

and all. 

I speak only from evidence drawn from specimens actually analysed, and 

the record runs thus :— 

Penninite,—serpentinous belt in hornblendic gneiss ; ditto in mica slate; in 

serpentine ; pseudophite in uralitic diorite. 

hipidolite, in actynolitic belt in hornblendic gneiss ; in steatitic belts in 

chlorite slate ; in granular limestone in mica slate. 

Chiorite, in serpentinous belt in mica slate; in intrusive granite; in quartzose 
belts in mica slate ; in granular limestone ; in mica slate and gneiss. 

Were we to lay weight upon numerical evidence, or frequency of occur- 

rence in each rock, we should have to make the record more confusing still, by 
saying that chlorite most frequently affects granular limestones and quartzose 

belts ; while penninite and ripidolite affect “ chloritic rocks.” 

Premising then in these general remarks that the fine-grained varieties are 

arranged in virtue of their chemical features, I now give the analyses of each, 

considering the three more important species first. 

Arranged in the order of their content of silica, they stand as on page 58. 

PENNINITE. 

From Serpentine in Hornblendic Gneiss. 

1. From the island of Scalpa or Glass, near Harris. 

A small promontory and a short stretch of the adjoining eastern coast of 

this island consists of a bed of serpentine ; this is regularly interstratified with 
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the gneiss, which dips to the south-east. The serpentine along the coast is very 

inaccessible, on account of its extending but little inland from a line of precipi- 

tous cliffs. The small protruding point was many years ago chosen as the site 

of a lighthouse. The works connected with the cutting a foundation platform, 

and the building of a pier exposed the stratum, and showed its relations to 

the gneiss. This spot acquired some interest shortly after the building of the 

lighthouse, on account of the mineral zircon having been first here found in the 
British Islands by Parrick NEILL in 1811. The crystals of zircon, which are 

very minute, lie imbedded in the mineral analysed. This constitutes a bed of 

about a couple of feet in thickness; its colour is a very dark green; the larger 

bed is divided into smaller, differing somewhat in structure. The general mass 

which contains the zircon crystals is hard, somewhat coarse and slaty; it carries 

veins of steatite, Dolomite, and thinner portions of chlorite itself, of a structure 

which is softer, minute-granular, or even scaly. The scales, however, are so 

minute that they are hardly recognisable, and this closeness of structure has led 

to its having been called potstone; at least potstone has been said here to 

occur, and this is the only substance which I found at the locality likely to 

have been mistaken for it. 

The specific gravity of this finer-grained and purer variety is 3° 099. 

1-628 grammes yielded— 

Silica, : . °465 

From Alumina, . *036 

* 501 = 30° 405 

Alumina, . : : a E256 

Ferric Oxide, . ; eer ono 

Ferrous Oxide, . . LO Ee 

Manganous Oxide, . ~ grag 

Lime, : : ; . trace 

Magnesia, . . 30° 634 

Potash, =: ; : : Saal 

Soda, 5 F : » 306 

Water, : jcmict a AS 

99° 921 

1:3 per cent. of the silica were insoluble. It possibly contained a very 

minute quantity of magnetite, as crystals of this were seen in other specimens. 

2. From half a mile south of the farm of Corrycharmaig in Glen Lochy, 

Perthshire. 

The rock of the district is a mica-schist, with veins of a peculiar claret- 

coloured hyaline quartz carrying chlorite and rutile. 

At the locality whence the mineral was taken, chromite had been wrought. 
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It occurred in a highly tortuous vein, which, with its veinstone, was about six 

feet wide. This vein runs in a general sense along the strike. 

A considerable quantity of penninite lay about the old workings, but pure 

pieces were rare ; it was also associated with picrolite and “ baltimorite.” 

The first specimen I saw I obtained from the dealer Doran, who sold it as 

Leuchtenbergite: this differed from any specimen I have seen either on the 

spot or elsewhere in Scotland. It consisted of a band or layer of foliated 

crystals of half an inch or more in thickness, said crystals lying transverse to 

the sides of the layer. Its colour was leek green. The specimens I obtained 

on the spot were of a dark-green colour: they all consisted of masses of 

foliaceous crystals of half an inch in size, but these all lay in parallel arrange- 

ment with the rock matrix. Their lustre was high, and not pearly. Specific 

gravity, 2 : 895. 

1-542 grammes yielded— 

Silica, : ‘ * 505 

From Alumina, . * 024 

* 529 = 34° 306 

Alumina, , : » 18°64 

Chromium Sesquioxide, . _ trace 

Ferric Oxide, . : . * 364 

Ferrous Oxide, ‘ ; 6.10 305 

Manganous Oxide, . ‘ 227 

Lime, . , ‘ : 8°97 

Magnesia, ; : . 18:°041 

Potash, . : ‘ : 1°36 

Soda, 4 ‘ ‘ : lies 

Water, . : : ie saline 

oo 75 

Insoluble silica, 6:79. Was apparently quite pure. 

3. Kammererite.—This chromiferous variety I first found in Britain in the 

year 1848. It occurred in a granular massive form in considerable quantity in 
the great quarry of chromite at Hagdale in Unst, Shetland. Its colour is 

purple to bluish purple. It ordinarily contains nodules of the size of shot, 

which are quite granular, and probably differ in composition. These were 

removed. Rarely it is foliaceous, and still more rarely regular imbedded 

hexagonal crystals are to be seen; these are less than a quarter of an inch in 

size. They are pale violet in colour, and sometimes light green. They are 

readily cleavable into thin folie. 

Of the massive variety, which was analysed, the specific gravity is 3-099. _ 
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The analysis on 25 grains yielded— 

Silica, 5 : , . 29°894 

Alumina, . ‘ ; SAO Si 

Chromium Sesquioxide, . 5:*967 

Ferrous Oxide, . : A eQbo 

Nickel Oxide, . ; . trace 

Lime, , : : oo Bb 

Magnesia, ‘ : ae oo 

Potash, *~. , ‘ oe eda 

Soda, ; é : ; “974 

Water, . : ; . for 206 

Carbonic Acid,. ‘3 igeee: . 

99-616 

4, Five and twenty years after the first discovery of this very rare mineral 

in Unst, it was again obtained by Mr DupceEon and myself among the vein- 

stones of a new chromite quarry which lay to the north-west of the House of 

Buness, some two miles from the original locality. It was here occasionally in 

fairly well-formed crystals, which are elongated rhombohedra. 

The cleavage folize of these crystals are optically uniaxial, or with a very 

slight axial divergence. Their colour is a bright purple. They are over a 

quarter of an inch in length and breadth. 

1°38 grammes yielded— 

Silica, : : ‘401 

From Alumina, . ‘019 

VAD, = a2, 307 

Alumina, , 7°497 

Chromium Sesquioxide, . 7° 888 

Ferrous Oxide, 2° 076 

Lime, 3° 833 

Magnesia, 32°153 

Water, 14: 246 

99-90 

Insoluble silica, 5: 233. Was apparently pure. 

At both of the above localities of Kammererite it was associated with a 

pulverulent substance of a light-yellow colour. Analysis showed this sub- 

stance to be new. I have elsewhere described it under the name of Hibbertite. 

5. Pseudophite.—This allomorph, which I now introduce as new to Britain, 

was obtained by Professor Nico and myself from the east side of Beauty Hill, 

in Aberdeenshire. 
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It occurred in thin veins in a gabbro, which was composed of apparently a 

dark granular augite or uralite, the crystals of which, of the size of large shot, 

were singly imbedded in a waxy-looking massive labradorite,—‘ Saussurite ” (?) 

The veins were sharply defined, but the labradorite was seen within an 

inch or so of the veins to become greenish in colour and actually to pass by 

insensible gradation into the mineral described. 

The colour of this substance in the veins was pale sap-green : it was trans- 

lucent, tough, and like slate-pencil, and had a specific gravity of 2:59. There 

were no associated minerals. 

1-264 grammes yielded— 

Silica, ‘ . *431 

From Alumina, . °008 

* 439 = 34° 731 

Alumina, , ‘ z , 12-444 

Ferrous Oxide, . é 2 wos 

Manganous Oxide, . e erledi 

Lime, : ‘ : Cel Soe 

Magnesia, : , . 34°098 

Waters; 5 : » W3ast 

99 - 822 

Insoluble silica, 6 * 884 per cent. The specimen analysed was perfectly pure. 

Since the above analysis was made, my attention has been particularly 

directed to pyrosclerite by Professor Kine of Galway, with a view to the cor- 

relation of the gneissic limestones of the west of Scotland with those of Conne- 

marra in Ireland. 

The Beauty Hill mineral differs from a specimen of pyrosclerite sent to me 

by Professor Kina as from Elba, in the single respect of being somewhat 

harder, perhaps also in being a little paler in colour. But it is a question if 

the Elba mineral is truly pyrosclerite. 

Dana makes pyrosclerite a micaceous mineral, with. eminent cleavages ; 

pseudophite he refers to as compact-massive, and without cleavages ; in other 

physical characters, as well as in chemical composition, they are almost 

identical; and if, as is held, pyrosclerite occurs in a colloidal state, it is not 

easy to see how any line can be drawn between the two. 

As regards the present mineral, considered in the light of the slight differ- 

ences which do exist between them in their typical forms, it more agrees with 

pyrosclerite in hardness,—with pseudophite in gravity and in structure,—while 

its being apparently an alteration product of a /élspar, is a feature which has 

as yet been assigned to neither. As certain of the “colloidal pyrosclerites ” 

sent me by Professor Kine, both from St Phillipe in the Vosges, and from 

Ireland, very much resemble pseudomorphs (set down as serpentine after 
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sahlite), which occurs in the Glenelg limestone, and also thin veins which cut 

the serpentine of Portsoy (set down as being precious serpentine), I shall, after 

analysing these, take this question up in treating of the serpentines. 

RIPIDOLITE. 

From Limestone in Mica Slate. 

1. It is probably the continuation of the great bed of limestone which 

courses down Glen Tilt which crosses the Garry to the south of the village of 

Blair Athol, and which then curves westward by the Allt Bhaic. 

A small quarry of this limestone has been wrought on the south side of the 

stream, under the slopes of the Hill of Tulloch. 

The highly plicated beds of the lime contain scaly masses and rosette 

erystallisations of ripidolite associated with Biotite and quartz. The ripidolite 

is pale olive green in colour, and has a pearly lustre. 

The rosettes have a hexagonal arrangement, but the structure is not suffi- 

ciently simple and evident to allow of the form being determined. 

1°34 grammes yielded— 

Silica, ; : * 383 

From Alumina, . *023 

*406 = 30 * 298 

Alumina, . ; : xe Le OOT 

Ferrous Oxide, . : 7° 8 °232 

Manganous Oxide, . : 373 

Magnesia, . ‘ = 29 104: 

Water, . ‘ , ~ 13207 

100-474 

Insoluble silica, 6: 182 per cent. 

A perfectly similar mineral occurs in a limestone quarry north-east of 

Edintian ; this lime is probably the continuation of the Lude bed. The asso- 

ciates here are pyrrhotine, Biotite, sphene, and ilmenite. 

From Chlorite Slate. 

2. The southern half of the promontory of Hillswickness in the mainland of 
Shetland is composed of rocks which may be grouped under the above name. 
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At a point on the south-west shore of that ness, near the prominent Gardie 

Stack, there is a crevice called Sandy Geo. Stakes of wood are driven into the 

turf, from which the islanders suspend themselves by ropes while gathering 

sea-weed from the foot of the cliffs. By the exercise of extreme care, how- 

ever, ropes may for a certain part of the descent be dispensed with, and a bed 

of steatite which protrudes from the slippery bank be reached. This bed has 

—as has another such in Shetland—been applied by the Shetlanders to the 

singular purpose of serving as a record of pledged vows—the names of the 

engaging parties being carved, with date attached, into the steatite. Numerous 

single individuals have, however, by the exercise of their graphic powers, pro- 

faned this sanctuary. 

The locality is called the Klebber-names,—Klebber being the Norwegian 

name for steatite. 

The greater mass of the steatite here, if it be steatite, is of a purplish-red 

colour. Disposed throughout it, and perhaps chiefly in those portions which 

are somewhat green in colour, are numerous isolated rosette crystallisations, 

nearly spherical in form, and the centre of each sphere is occupied by an octo- 

hedral crystal of magnetite. 

As the crystals of the magnetite are of sharply and regularly developed 

form, of a fine blue colour and a high lustre, they contrast well with the 

ripidolite, the diverging plates of which are smooth, of high transparency, and 

a beautiful emerald green. There are thus formed specimens of so singular an 

appearance that the small size of their parts alone prevents their being regarded 

as among the most striking of Scottish minerals. 

The form of the individual crystals of the fan-shaped radiations cannot, 

from their small size, be determined. Their minuteness also alone prevented 

investigation of their optical properties, for they were perfectly transparent. 

1-275 grammes yielded— 

Silica, : ‘41 

From Alumina, . * 005 

“A15 = 32° 549 

Alumina, . : : me ley BGs 

Ferric Oxide, . ; ; ' 972 

Ferrous Oxide, . : - =) U2 

Manganous Oxide, . ? ceils) 

Lime, : ‘ : ; m9 

Magnesia, . ; : , 32-785 

Potash; : . ‘ ; : ‘48 

Soda, y : F , ‘062 

Water, . ; ; Be oars 

100 +192 
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Insoluble silica, 4:819 per cent. ; loses 1-961 per cent. of water in the 
bath. 

From Hornblendic Geiss. 

3. At the grandly picturesque headland of Cape Wrath,—or more correctly 

Rath,—the hornblendic gneiss of the west coast differs in its features very con- 

siderably from those which it possesses elsewhere, and which may be said to 

be almost unvarying. The dip here is low, and to the east. or east-south-east. 

It is highly corrugated and folded, and it is rent and shifted and reagglutinated 

by an anastimosing and mutually intersecting series of granitic veins. Its own 

granitic belts, instead of assuming as elsewhere much of the character of a set 

of parallel dykes, with abrupt and sharply-marked surfaces, blend by insensible 

gradation into the ordinary material of the rock, which is here even somewhat 

of the nature of granite itself. 

It is this greater consistency of the rock as a whole, this more intimate 

interpenetration and consequent firmer cohesion of its parts, coupled with the 

altogether unique manner in which its every layer is bound together by granitic 

cords of unusual toughness—interlaced in such a manner as to defy unravelling 

—that has enabled it to form so fitting a termination to a kingdom,—so 

enduring a rampart against even Atlantic billows. 

Such are the features of the rock for about a mile to east and south of the 

lighthouse. Another feature has, however, to be noticed ; it is, within the space 

so included, much less characterised by the presence of particles of hornblende 

than is usual, being of a pinkish instead of a green cast of colour. This local 

deficiency of hornblende is, however, more than compensated for at a point 

about one and a half miles south of the lighthouse, where the strata have 

gradually increased their dip, and assumed a line of outcrop which is that 

normal to the rock in the south. Here the beds suddenly become almost alter- 

natingly hornblendic and felspathic ; and as the intermediate felspathic bands 

have frequently yielded to the weather, those which are hornblendic stand 

erect in repeated sequence, simulating dykes of a dark igneous rock. 

Just about the same spot also, in cove-like recesses of the older rock, the 
horizontal strata of that many-coloured conglomerate which has been assigned to 

the Cambrian epoch, make their appearance in outlying portions of very circum- 

scribed dimensions. 

In the second (in progressing southward) of these coves of the Cambrian 

Sea,—one which is now sentinelled on the north by a grand development of 

the black bands of the older rock, and on the south by an equally grand illustra- 

tion of intrusively anastomosing granite,—my companion, Professor GEIKIE, and 

I hit upon an interesting mineral locality. 
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This is situated on the grassy bank, only some few feet below where the 

conglomerate reposes in horizontal and peacefully rectilinear beds upon the 

denuded gneiss, which dips from the under surface of these beds almost at right 

angles thereto. 

The first of these erected beds to which interest attaches, carries hydrous 

anthophyllite, amianthus, and a jasper-like chert ; the second, which is some 

twenty yards to the south, contains a layer of ripidolite in close association 

with lavender-grey steatite and actynolitic hornblende. 

A year after our discovery of this mineral locality, the present writer found 

two other localities which lie in similar recesses among the rocks some little 

distance to the south. These contain the ripidolite in much larger quantity, 
but here its only associate is hornblende. 

This ripidolite forms belts in the rock, which consist of a mass of nearly 

parallel scales, of about the size of peas. They have a greasy lustre, and a 

blackish-green colour. Specific gravity, 2° 823. 

1-102 grammes yielded— 

Silica, , 5 Ook 

From Alumina, . RO 

342 = 31° 034 

Alumina, . : : . 14°845 

Ferric Oxide, . ‘ 2 ATO hae 

Ferrous Oxide, . J SATs ALT 

Manganous Oxide, . : ° 998 

Lime, : : : 4 [30D 

Magnesia, . : ; . 17°422 

Water, . ‘ ; . 12°481. 

100 - 292 

‘802 per cent. of the water were given off in the bath. Was apparently 

pure ; possible impurity, hornblende. 

4, Aphrosiderite.—I retain for the specimens now to be noticed the name 

assigned to them by Grec, as their high content of iron entitles them thereto. 

They occur in the chlorite-slate of the south-west of Scotland. An analysis 

probably of this variety from Bute by VARRENTRAPP is to be found in GREG 

and Lrerrsom’s “‘ Manual of Mineralogy.” It occurs in large masses along with 

guartz in the scars on the east side of the Bishop’s Hill above Dunoon. Here 

the structure is coarse and loose scaly, and the colour light green. Imbedded 

in quartz boulders which lie in the mouth of the stream (the Dirty Burn) which 

descends from these scars, the mineral is found in a brilliant dark-green minute 
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scaly form. It is here associated with wad and pyrite. Its specific gravity is 

2° 959. 

1-381 grammes yielded— 

Silica, E ; *AT5 

From Alumina, . °014 

*489 = 35 * 409 

Alumina, . : : t 1S08% 

Ferric Oxide, . : : *484 

Ferrous Oxide, . : . 26°466 

Manganous Oxide, . : 608 

Lime, : : oo.) Bots 

Magnesia, . ‘ : 6 SN 76T 

Potash, . : : ‘ “O77 

Soda, é : ; ; "522 

Water, . , : » e026 

100° 355 

The silica here is large in amount. In other respects the analysis is similar 

to that of the aphrosiderite from Bonschener analysed by ERLENMEYER. It is 

possible that in several of these minutely foliated chlorites there may be inter- 

stitial quartz, but it is not probable that it would have escaped notice in the 
grinding in the smooth agate mortar. 

CHLORITE. 

From Micaceous Gneiss. 

1. The first occurrence I notice was in a serpentinous series of beds, which 

are interstratified with the gneiss of the north point of the Mainland of Shet- 

land; this point is called Fethaland. 

At a small bight termed Pundy Geo there is a bed of massive chlorite of a 
fine colour, which carries large crystals of magnetite. In association with this 

there is a picrolitic bed. The gneiss here being almost destitute of felspar, has 

- much of the character of mica slate. 
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The chlorite here is of a very pure appearance: it has a minutely granular 

structure composed of foliated crystals confusedly matted together. Its colour 

is bright green. It is so pervaded with crystals of magnetite that a portion suffi- 

ciently free therefrom could not be got for the determination of the specific 
gravity. 

1° gramme yielded— 

Silica, 3 : 239 

From Alumina, . ° 004 

* 243 = 24°3 

Alumina, . ‘ , . 20:°858 

Ferric Oxide, . : -  omeon 

Ferrous Oxide, : . . phos 

Manganous Oxide, . : "55 

Lime, ; é P : * 504 

Magnesia, * : ~ aan 

Waters ~ ; : » it o4ay 

From Mica Slate. 

2. The great band of this rock which passes from north-east to south-west 

through the lower Highlands of Scotland is everywhere characterised by thin 

rifts and layers of quartz, which presents features which are markedly different 

in the different districts where the rock occurs; and there are three very 

characteristic bands of quartz which follow its strike, though not without 

frequent interruptions in the continuity of their course. 

The rock itself is not possessed of well-marked features until in traversing 

westward we reach the neighbourhood of Ben Bhrackie. Here the quartz 

presents itself in nodules and lamine; these are much flawed, and they 

are characterised by having every here and there a disposition to a yellow 

coloration, which is sometimes very brilliant. The yellow appears sometimes 

only disposed in spots, in either a milk-white or in a colourless variety. It 

has much the appearance of staining ; but from the coloration appearing fre- 

quently in the interior of the stone and not on its surface, it can be no staining 

from without, even if we admitted that an outside stain could do more than 

lodge in cracks. 

After having collected specimens of this bright yellow quartz from many 

localities, I have discovered it to be due to the decomposition of crystals of 

pyrite ; these, now converted in greater part into limonite, lie in the centre of 

the coloured portions. 
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I have said that this yellow quartz is first seen on the hill of Ben Bhrackie ; 

it re-appears with even a red hue on the ridge to the east of the Hill of Tulloch, 

and it may be found here and again—notably on Ben Derag in Glen Lyon, Meall 

Luaidhe, and Meall Ghaordie (Girdy), along the whole ridge as far as the north 

slopes of Fiarach near Crianlarich, and the col between Ben Yoss and Ben 

Laoigh (Loy). 
Parallel to but north of the belt of yellow quartz, there occurs a more 

strongly developed snow-white saccharoid variety; but this is also found 

in quartzose gneiss, as on the east slopes of Carn Aosda and Carn 

Chrionaidh in Glen Clunie, and the south-east slopes of Ben Uran; it is 

not in that rock, however, by any means so strongly developed as in the 

mica slate. 

Of its localities in the latter rock, in none is it so strongly developed as 

in a knoll to the north-east of the summit of Meall Ghaordie; on the south- 

west side of this knoll it forms layers of nearly a foot in thickness, and 

of a purity of colour which was quite equal to the snow out of which I once 

quarried it. 

In a nearly parallel arrangement to the above yellow and white belts, but 

to the south of both, lies the third, which is quite as marked in its peculiar 

features. 

In the most characteristic specimens, such as are found in the gorge of 

the Loch of Chat, between Meall Garabh and Ben Lawers, at the foot of 

the cliffs of Craig Cailleach, and in greatest abundance in the Creag 

Mohr of Glen Lochy, it may be said to present itself as a hyaline colloidal 

cairngorm. 

I purposely use the italicised word to give force to the peculiarity of its 

appearance, which is that of a large mass of gum, being never crystallised, 

and having a more than ordinary vitreous lustre. 

The colour here, in the finest specimens, is somewhat like that of 

the finer varieties of cairngorm, but it is very much more delicate, being 

of a pale brown, markedly dashed with an amethystine tint,—it might be 

almost called a watery claret. 
When cut, it forms stones much to be preferred to any of the brown 

varieties of the cairngorm. 
Now, this variety of quartz, in its finest specimens, carries filaments of 

rutile— Venus’ hair—and chlorite. When degraded somewhat in colour it still 

carries chlorite; and when still further degraded almost to a muddy white, 

when it is still somewhat hyaline, it carries ilmenite. 
The range of this variety may be said to commence on the western slopes 

of Meall Gruaidh (Croy) ; to be chloritic and rutiliferous to near Crianlarich; to 

carry ilmenite from Craig Cailleach, Ben More, and the group around the pic- 
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turesque Cruach Ardran, as far south at least as the slopes of Ben Ima; and 

to be chloritic from Ben Derag of Glen Lyon, probably nearly to Macrahanish 

Bay in Kantyre. 

From this stretch I obtained specimens fitted for analysis and also for 

forming cabinet specimens from the following places :—The west slopes of Ben 

Derag ; Craig-an-Lochan ; south-west of Meall Ptarmichan; Cruach Ardran ; 
and Ben Laoigh. 

I do not, however, know of rich specimens beyond the south-eastern slopes 
of the Ben Laoigh.* 

Of specimens from the above localities I analysed the following :— 

2. From the west slopes of Ben Derag of Glen Lyon.—Associated with 

quartz: colour, grass-green; structure, matted fine crystals, very dense. 

Specific gravity, 3° 002. 

On 1° 491 grammes— 

Silica, : ; - 3645 

From Alumina, . * 004 

3685 = 24°'715 

Alumina, L i : 21° 566 21° 657 

Ferric Oxide, . y ‘ aon Bs) 

Ferrous Oxide, , A 26 - 164 27025 

Manganous Oxide, . ; ‘47 

Lime, . : ; ; *45 

Magnesia, ‘ : ‘ 12 - 86 12°8 

Potash, . : ; ; 1°726 

Soda, : : F 3 * 054 

Water, . ; ; : 10° 886 

This is an aphrosiderite. 

3. From beneath the cliffs of Craig-an-Lochan, Perthshire—Occurs in quartz 
of a brown colour, as a confused mass of brilliant dark green minute crystals, 

rarely slightly brown from weathering ; associated very rarely with ilmenite and 

large flat transparent folic of chlorite (?) of a lighter green, which are imbedded 

in quartz in single plates. Specific gravity 2 °697. 

* The Old Red Conglomerate at Callendar contains rarely quartz nodules, with chlorite, very 
similar in appearance to that of Cruach Ardran, 
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On 1° 519 grammes— 

Silica, : : “360 

From Alumina, . * 006 

‘369 = 24° 292 

Alumina, ; : : Pol 9 

Ferric Oxide, 3 : “201 

Ferrous Oxide, . : 18-739 

Manganous Oxide, : °8 

Lime, . H 2 : 1:°659 

Magnesia, . ; : 21.* 033 

Potash, . ‘ ; é 1° 286 

pods, +". ; t 564 

Water, . 5 ? f 10° 083 

8-13 per cent. of the silica insoluble. 

From Granular Limestone in Mica Slate. 

4. The bed of limestone which appears near the house of Lude, running 

parallel to that of Glen Tilt, contains small imbedded masses of a pale olive- 

green colour, sometimes slightly browned. The structure is minute scaly, and 

the scales are so soft that the mineral has been thought to be “ potstone.” 

Specific gravity 2 : 852. 

1° 4635 grammes yielded— 

Silica, F 2 Boag 

From Alumina, . °019 

Oo = 23 * 922 

Alumina, j : ; 22-976 

Ferric Oxide, . : : 1:106 

Ferrous Oxide, : F 19°54 

Manganous Oxide, . ; "28 

Lime, . : : , 2° 453 

Magnesia, . ; 17° 259 

Water, . , p , 11: 784 

99-39 

5°67 per cent. of the silica was insoluble: possible impurity, lime. 

5. In the same quarry, translucent quartz in layers rarely cuts the lime; and 

this quartz contains chlorite, which differs from the above only in being of a 
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bright-green colour. It was examined to see if the difference of the matrix 

affected the composition of the mineral to any marked extent. Its specific 

gravity also is 2° 852. 

1° 396 grammes yielded— 

Silica, . ; , : 24 * 66 

Alumina, : , ‘ 23°19 

Ferrie Oxide, . ’ * 636 

Ferrous Oxide, ; 20° 579 

Manganous Oxide, . : *29 

Lime, . ; . : “4 

Magnesia, . : : 17°79 

Water, . ; : : 12°119 

99 - 664 

5°56 per cent. of the silica were insoluble. 

The same quarry contains bands of a dark, dense, granular rock rather than 

mineral ; this is perhaps entitled to the name of potstone. 

6. A bed of limestone is seen on the highway about a mile east of Loch 

Laggan in Inverness-shire. This contains much very fine granular chlorite, of 

a grass-green colour. It is here very soft, and has a specific gravity of 2° 834. 

It contains, imbedded in its mass, large plates of brown Biotite. 

1°586 grammes gave— 

Silica, . : : 5 26> 25 

Alumina, ; : : 19-22 

Ferric Oxide, : c on 

Ferrous Oxide, ; 4 16°44 

Manganous Oxide, . ‘ 1: 02 

Magnesia, . : : 24° 35 

Water, . 4 : . IA) S0/ 

100° 62 

Insoluble silica, 2 per cent.; possible impurity, Biotite. 

From Chlorite Slate. 

7. The stone of which the houses of Portsoy in Banffshire are built is 

obtained from a quarry of a very calcareous clay slate, situated on the sea-shore 

a little to the west of the town. Immediately to the east of this, the first rock 

seen is a chlorite-slate, or rock ; this occurs as a high-tilted bed, dipping south- 

east. It contains fragmentary and angular masses of dense hornblende rock, 
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imbedded in a most peculiar manner, and occasional nodules and layers of 

plicated folize of chlorite. These are much intermixed with grains of quartz. 

The colour of this chlorite is bright green, mixed with plates of a golden 

yellow; the lustre is high. It is soft and unctuous. The specific gravity of a 

portion, apparently nearly free from quartz, was 2 - 792. 

25 grains yielded— 
Silica, . ; 3 , 2 saat 

Alumina, ; 3 3 20° 424 

Ferric Oxide, . : on 42 

Ferrous Oxide, : ¢ 13:7 993 

Lime, . ; : : *'726 

Magnesia, . ‘ : 23 * 896 

Water, . : : : ded a 

100: 391 

The golden colour may be the result of peroxidation. 

From intrusive (?) Granite. 

8. The gneiss of the Girdleness, in Kincardineshire, is riddled on both sides 

of the point with tortuous intrusive veins of granite. One of these, cut across 

in sinking for the foundations of the new breakwater for the Aberdeen harbour, 

yielded, in small quantities, small crystals of orthoclase, with epidote and small 

scaly chlorite. 

This chlorite is of a dark-green colour and a high lustre; it sheathes the 

crystals of orthoclase, which are pale red in colour. Decomposed crystals of 

pyrite are imbedded both in the chlorite and in the orthoclase. The specific 

gravity of the chlorite is 3 - 038. 

1° 304 grammes yielded— 
Silica, ; : 2 a 

From Alumina, a UUS 

Gu eS 24 +769 

Alumina, . : F . 20° 164 

Ferric Oxide, . : «pe ~ b* 38a 

Ferrous Oxide, : , 2h 308 

Manganous Oxide, . ‘ *613 

Lime, : ; : ‘ “90 

Magnesia, : : . 13° 343 

Watery? : : 22051 

100-59 

Loses 1 ‘453 per cent. of water in the bath. | 

Chlorite occurs extremely rarely in Scotland in granite. One specimen of a 

substance which I take to be it was got at Rubislaw. 

That the goniometer and polariscope can effect the discrimination of well- 
VOL. XXIX. PART I. ul 
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crystallised or large-foliated varieties of these three minerals must be admitted; 
but of the specimens in the succeeding table (p. 80) the followmg would, 

after mere ocular inspection, be set aside as one and the same. 

Scalpay, Bishop’s Hill, Fethaland, Ben Derag, Lude, Loch Laggan, and 

Girdleness; these—which include the three species—would be generally regarded 

as fine-grained massive chlorite. 

Craig-an-Lochan, Portsoy, and specimens from Vanlup, Hillswick, and Ben 

Laoigh, Argyll, would be regarded as large-grained foliated chlorite. 

Corrycharmaig, Cape Wrath, and Blair Athol—which include two species— 

would be considered to be all ripidolite. 

Again, Bishop’s Hill, Ben Derag, and Girdleness, may, as regards the amount 

of iron, be all regarded as aphrosiderites. 

As regards the amount of silica, alumina, and water, those ranked as 

chlorites seem to stand apart; but, in the other ingredients, the three seem so 

to run into one another, that the question arises whether one and the same 

substance be not trimorphic. 

The finest rosette crystallisations of chlorite I have found in Scotland 

occurred at Glen Effoch in Tarffside, in mica schist ; on the south-west slopes 

of Aonach Beg, Inverness-shire ; and, along with sphene and fluor in limestone, 

at “the three burns” south of Gaulrig in Glen Avon. JAMESON mentions its 

occurrence in fine crystals upon the road from Ardsin to the harbour of the 

Small Isles in Jura. 

CHLORITOID. 

1. This mineral is inserted here on account of its name expressing some rela- 

tion to those first considered, and also from its geognostic relationships being 

similar. I have also found passages in geological works in which “ chloritoidal 

schists” and “ chloritoidal rocks” were referred to, and I quite believe that the 

name was there employed under the supposition that the word was synonymous 

with chloritic. It is very probable that the mineral itself was quite unknown to 

the writers, the present notice being the first occasion on which it has been 

introduced as a British species. 

I obtained it some twenty years ago at Vanlup, Hillswickness, Shetland, 

imbedded in quartz veins, in close association with kyanite and margarodite. 

The including rock is a margarodite-schist, generally considered a talc-schist. 

The colour of the first specimen found was misleading as regards its nature, | 

being clove or chocolate brown, from a partial peroxidation of its iron. 

Its lustre was shining, slightly pearly. Streak greyish. Cleavage basal, 

perfect, but interrupted; parallel to two lateral planes, imperfect and rough. 
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Structure foliated. Was in rough lozenge-shaped crystals, which were appa- 
rently monoclinic. Brittle. 

Hardness, 5°5 on the cleavage plane, 6° on the lateral. Specific 
gravity, 3° 356. 

On 1-305 grammes— 

Silica, ; ; = 2002 

From Alumina, . 029 

eo) = 25 * 363 

Alumina, . J | . 41°736 

Ferric Oxide, . , SeVsrso5 

Ferrous Oxide, . ‘ £3 932. 

Manganous Oxide, . . “O19 

Lime, ; ; A ; "901 

Magnesia, . ; : ss O32 

Water, . , : hel inisy al 

100° 137 

Insoluble silica 4 * 58 per cent. 

2. The above analysis having disclosed the nature of the substances which I 

had regarded as that which had been by some considered Babingtonite, I 

found upon breaking up masses of the rock that deeper-seated crystals were of 

a fine dark-green colour ; and during a late visit to Shetland, in company with 

Mr Dupceron, I refound the mineral, and was thus enabled to examine perfectly 

unaltered specimens. 

These we obtained at the same spot, imbedded in reddish vitreous massive 

quartz-veins of mica slate, associated with margarodite and pale yellow sphene. 

The colour was dark green, the lustre shining and pearly, the streak pale 

greenish-grey. The specific gravity from 3° 313 to 3° 462. 

24 - 3 grains yielded— 

Silica, ‘ . 5° 746 

From Alumina, -2 

5: 946 = 24:47 

Alumina, ; : 2) GA 330 

Ferric Oxide, . : : * 383 

Ferrous Oxide, : fon Loe o22 

Manganous Oxide, : pail 

Lime, , : . : * 302 

Magnesia, , ; : 6°8 

Water, . ‘ : d 6°98 

Insoluble silica, 3 66 per cent. 
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TALC-CHLORITE. 

The composition of this mineral is expressed, as shown by Dana, by the 

same general formula as that of pyrosclerite ; but a considerable quantity of 
ferrous oxide here replaces magnesia. 

Its specific individuality cannot be said to have been hitherto absolutely 

determined ; it rests upon three closely accordant analyses by Martenac, and 

an optical determination by DESCLOIZEAUX. 

Dana, referring to the excess of its silica above that contained in ripidolite, 

remarks that “it is possibly ripidolite impure from mixture with talc;” but it is 

extremely improbable that DEScLoIzzEAux would not have detected such an 

admixture either while preparing plates for the polariscope, or during’ the 

employment of the instrument. 

The mineral, I now notice, goes a certain length im aiding in establishing the 

species. 

It was found forming a vein, which occurred on the foreshore, to the south 

of the Banks of the Nudister, at Hillswick, in Shetland. This vein was asso- 

ciated with a similar one of Biotite. The substance, being damp from recent 

marine submergence, could be raised in spadefuls. It formed a pulpy and 

slimy mass of minute glistening scales. These were floated in water to remove 

adhering salt, and being frequently examined during successive decantations, 

were seen to be absolutely free from talc, or any impurity. 

Their colour was grass-green, with a peculiar bronzy or golden lustre in 

certain directions. Their lustre was more pearly than that of chlorite or 

ripidolite. They were exceedingly smooth to the touch. 

1°38 grammes yielded— 

Marignac. 

silica,  . , ' yes cil 39 ° 87 

Alumina, . , 5 . 11°432 LOL 

Ferrous Oxide, . : Ort 134 

Manganous Oxide, . : * 259 

Lime, ; 2° 804 us 

Magnesia, ; : . 25° 648 28 + 76 

Potash, . ; ; 7 e203 

Soda, on 2, Ae 

Water, 7 Oils 7°98 

100-194 

The air-dried mineral lost at 212°, 10°945 of water in addition to the 

above ; a feature sufficing to distinguish it from either ripidolite or tale. 
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A ‘‘chloritic mineral,” differing from this merely in a greater brightness of 

colour and lustre, occurs a little west of Portsoy. 

The average of Maricnac’s three analyses is appended for comparison. 

GLAUCONITE. 

1. Incompany with Dr Gorpon of Birnie, Professor Nicot, and Mr DupGEon, 

I found this mineral—new to Scotland—in a kind of cornstone quarry at Ash- 

grove, near Elgin. 

It occurs, along with a manganesian calcite and well-crystallised pyrite, 
acting as an occasional cement of the nodular masses of lime. It is a very soft 
and friable, somewhat dull-green powder ; rarely a bright light-green. 

1-32 grammes afforded— 

Silica, : . * 644 

From Alumina, - 004 

* 648 = 49:09 

Alumina, : 3 — :L5"206 

Ferric Oxide . é Ono Ge 

Ferrous Oxide, i : 3° 056 

Lime, .. : ‘ P rata | 

Magnesia. , , 2° 651 

Potash, . : " ; 6° 052 

Soda, : f 1° 205 

Water, . ‘ , ao UG 

100: 017 

Loses 6° 03 of the above water at 212°. It was readily decomposed by acids. 

Glauconite possibly occurs in some of the silurian limestones of Ayrshire. 

VOL, XXIX. PART I. Ex 
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THE SAPONITES. 

DELESSITE. 

From Igneous Rocks of Old Red Sandstone Age. 

1. At St Cyrus, north of Montrose, there is a great cliff (a raised beach 

being between it and the sea) composed of thick beds of conglomerate, with 

occasional interstrata of amygdaloid. This amygdaloid is studded with agates 

filling long pipe-shaped steam-holes. These agates are for the most part coated 

with light-green, translucent, vitreous-lustered celadonite ; but the steam-holes 

themselves are also frequently entirely filled with Delessite. 

The structure of the Delessite is scaly,—perfectly recognisable here from 

the large size of the scales; the colour is sap-green, sometimes passing into 

red. It is translucent, and scratches easily with the nail. 

The specific gravity is 2° 652. 

The red variety is much of the colour of brick, and seems sometimes pseudo 

after natrolite ; this may be bole (plynthite). 

Some specimens of the green variety on being pounded become brownish- 

red during the progress ; this seemed to be partly due to the presence of minute 

quantities of the red mineral. 

Of the pure green 1-3 gramme yielded— 

Silica, . d *419 

From Alumina, ‘006 

*425 = 32 * 692 

Alumina, ; : . &5°435 

Ferrie Oxide . . . ~4#397 
Ferrous Oxide, " : 6° 624 

Lime, , : , ; ‘861 

Magnesia : « 28° 769 

Water, , : : . 138°245 

100 + 023 

Of the above water, 2° 774 was lost at the temperature of 212°. 

2. In the dense igneous rock above Bowling Quarry, on the Clyde, and 

between it and Glen Arbuck, this mineral occurs of a close, minutely-foliated 

structure, and a very dark-green, almost black colour. It is softer than the 

nail and has a specific gravity of 2:573. Its streak is pale green. 
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1-3 grammes yielded— 

Silica, ‘ ‘ ‘401 

From Alumina, O15 

*416 = aye 

Alumina," . ; oe vise ss 

Ferric Oxide, . ‘ k Le ey 

Ferrous Oxide, : 2 eee 

Time, 3 : : 1° 569 

Magnesia, . ; . 20°423 

Water, . : : kD aD 

100: 403 

Loses 5°7 per cent of water at 212°; insoluble silica, 5 ° 79 per cent. 

3. From Dumbuck, on the Clyde.—Occurs in imbedded patches up to the 

size of beans, in a somewhat decomposing porphyritic trap, a little north of 

Dumbuck hill. These small masses are frequently irregular in shape, and do 

not seem as if they had filled cavities which had been pre-existent. The rock 

contains in association decomposing augite (Ferrite, of WALLACE Youne), 

olivine, and calcite. 

The Delessite is of a very dark-green colour, but is markedly lighter in hue 

when first exposed; it is very soft, has a minutely-foliated structure, and a 

specific gravity of 2 ° 598. 

1 - 3028 grammes yielded— 

Silica, : 5 * 398 

From Alumina, °019 

“lily = 32° 014 

Alumina, : F 2 eS TA: 

Ferric Oxide, . : s tL 18i 

Ferrous Oxide, , + ph MOCK 

Manganous Oxide, . ‘ trace 

Lime, . ae Pm Os 

Magnesia, : : . 19:64 

Water, . : ; » - do e456 

100 - 644 

Lost 6° 3 of water at 212°; insoluble silica, 8 : 893 per cent. 

4. Occurs in a porphyritic amygdaloid, along with zeolites, at the Long 

Craig, Dumbartonshire. Colour very dark green, structure massive-granular, 

rarely glistening. Specific gravity, 2° 656. 

The first specimen I have from this locality was given to me by the late 
ALEXANDER BRYSON. 
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On 1° 303 grammes— 

Loses 4 * 678 of water at 212°; insoluble silica, 2-727 per cent. 

From Igneous Rocks intruded among the Coal Measures. 

From Alumina, ° 004 

‘403 

Alumina, 

Ferric Oxide, . 

Ferrous Oxide, 

Manganous Oxide, . 

Lime, 

Magnesia, 

Water, 

30° 928 

15 * 323 

3° 162 

15° 309 

383 

1°375 

18° 649 

14°692 

99° 821 

5. About a mile east of the town of Elie, in Fifeshire, two vertical basalt 

dykes cut tufa. 

Small cavities in these dykes are filled with this mineral, which is associated 

with massive iserine, rarely olivine, and still more rarely fragments of pyrope. 

Its colour is dark green, it is very minutely scaly, and itis very soft. 

gravity is 2‘ 672. 

On 1-3 grammes— 

From Alumina, *008 

* 399 

Alumina, 

Ferric Oxide, . 

Ferrous Oxide, 

Manganous Oxide, . 

Lime, ‘ 

Magnesia, 

Potash, 

Soda, 

Water, 

Loses 3: 389 of water at 212°. 

30° 692 

Its specific 

There is every probability that this is the substance mentioned by Mac- 
CULLOCH, under the name of chloropheite, as occurring in Fife. 

It is to be observed of all these Delessites that they darken in colour after 
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their first exposure. The water which is given out when heated to 212° is 

recovered upon mere exposure to an atmosphere in a normal condition as 

regards its dampness. 

There is so much of this mineral exposed upon the surface of the rock about 

Dumbuck that it cannot, in virtue of the manner in which it functions as regards 

the nature of the grasp with which it: holds part of its water, but affect to a 

certain extent the state of the atmosphere in the neighbourhood,—moistening it 

while the sun heats up the rock, and dessicating it in cold weather. 

6. There is an alkali-charged variety of this mineral which is found filling small 

nests in this tufa of Elie Ness near the old Summer-House. This is similar in 

all external characters to the others, but contains— 

Silica, ss : : HL OD. CoS 

Alumina, : : F 6° 589 

Ferric Oxide, . : ; 1° 232 

Ferrous Oxide, ; . 14:84 

Manganous Oxide, . : 246 

Lime, 4 ‘ . : S380 

Magnesia, : 5 . 8983 

Potash, ; ‘ 3° 048 

Soda, ; ] ' ; 5° 274 

Water, . : ‘ ee hays ire 

100° 535 

Loses 5 * 556 of water at 212°. 

Substances similar in general appearance to Delessite occur in thin veins in 

granitiform-diorite in a quarry west of New Leslie, in Aberdeenshire, and at 

the Mull of Oe in Isla. 

CHLOROPHALITE. 

1. This species, established by Dr Maccu.LocH on specimens obtained by 

him from beneath the Scuir More ridge of the hill of Creag-na-Stiarnin in 

Rum, has never been analysed. 

From a general similitude in appearance, Maccutiocu himself supposed that © 

the saponite from Fife (? Elie) was the same, and he states that a specimen 

brought from Iceland by Major Peterson was “similar in all characters.” 

Others have conjectured that certain substances more or less similar and 

similarly circumstanced were the same; but that all these conjectures were 

likely to prove correct was more than doubtful, seeing that they were based 

upon the substances having been said to be “ chlorite-like minerals,” while the 
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chloropheite of Maccutiocn’s description, and of the Scuir Mohr of Rum, is 

as little “ chlorite-like ” as it is possible for anything to be. 

Dana, in classifying a mineral from Farée, which was analysed by 

ForcHAMMER, under the head of “Chloropheite,” cautiously adds—‘‘ The 

chemical identity of the original chloropheite of Maccuttocn from Scuir 

More, with that of Farée and the other localities has not yet been ascertained.” 

ForcHAMMER himself should have doubted their identity, seeing that he 

gives the mineral from Farée a gravity of 1-809, while MaccuLtocu’s mineral 

had a gravity of 2 - 02. 

FORCHAMMER’S mineral yielded—silica 32°85, protoxide of iron 21°56, 

magnesia 3°44, water 42°15; and is a totally different substance. 

That Maccuttocn’s mineral, obtained at so near-home a locality as Rum, 

should, during the sixty years which have elapsed since its discovery, never 

| have been analysed, was an enigma to the writer, until he noted the discoverer’s 

statement, that the small quantities he himself obtained were got from fragments 

lying at the foot of the slope, for he “ believed the Scuir-More to be everywhere 

| inaccessible.” A personal inspection of the locality, and some experience of 

the impossibility of landing at the spot except during the very calmest weather, 

| also aided in the explanation. 

| At the Scuir-Mohr of Rum igneous rocks of an acidic, felspathic type (syenite, 

| Maccuttocs) have burst through and tilted strata of red “Cambrian” sandstone, 

| while mixed beds of amygdaloid and basalt have overflowed these strata merely 

| as far as the ruptured edges of the sandstone, and hang over their upturned 

| slopes as a capping and encircling cliff. 

At the northern end of the upturn, the angle of the tilt may be 45°; at the 

| southern, near the point of Bridianoch, it is about 78°;—vast and unbroken 

| sheets of sandstone rising here aloft to a height of about 800 feet. 

Toppled pillars and lumps of amygdaloid from the impending cliff could find 

| no resting-place on such a slope as this; and it was only when the waves had 

eaten out a shore terrace, and the gradually accumulating heap of debris crept 

up the gentler-angled portions of the slope, that the loose material assumed its 

| own angle of rest. When the rich “trap-grass” clad it, however, the still 

| falling materials were arrested before they reached the sea, to be grown over in 

| turn, and serve to impede the fall of others; so that there has come to be a 

| gradual sheathing and enveloping of the original rock-slope by a mass of 

| loose material which is devoid of all attachment to its immediately sustaining 

base. Hence there are constantly recurring stone-avalanches,—the slope being 

over 1100 feet in height,—these leave gashes in its substance, the crossing of 

| which broken ground may, through a slight disturbance, set much of the over- 

| | hanging slope in motion. 
Where grass-clad, the slope is, to well-tacketed boots, nothing beyond an 
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unusually tough hand-and-foot scramble ; but when the difficulties special to 

carrying heavy overbalancing hammers,—breaking rocks where there is little 

foothold,—and when that which is grasped is readily set upon the move,—be 

considered, it will not be wondered at that MaccuLtocu’s mineral has never yet 

been analysed. 

It moreover occurs in very small amount; it would take many days’ work 

to obtain a sufficiency of the perfectly unaltered green mineral. The writer in 

three days’ hard work obtained a sufficiency of what was either perfectly or 

moderately fresh. 

To the excellent description of Maccuttocy I can add nothing, except to 

emphasize some of his statements regarding that which is the most singular 
property of this mineral,—namely, the extreme rapidity with which it changes 

in colour when first exposed. From “the transparent yellow-green of the finest 

olivine ” sometimes in the space of ten minutes it passes to a dark green-black ; 

and in other specimens from the fine brown-orange of cinnamonstone to the 

rich brown and brilliant jetty-lustre of asphalt. By instantly after fracture 

wrapping up the one-half of an olive specimen tightly in repeated folds of paper, 

and keeping it as far as possible from exposure to air, heat, and light, I managed 

to retain the colour for about three weeks, only to see it lose it in half an hour 

when finally exposed. The other half became perfectly black after less than 

an hour’s exposure. 

Dr Maccuttoc# has noticed it scaling off in concentric crusts ; the finest 

piece I obtained showed, when first broken, layers of successive depositions, 

some very light, some dark green; this specimen could not at first have been 

distinguished from the celadonite which will be noticed as occurring at Tayport, 
in Fife. During ten minutes’ exposure to sunlight this specimen, which at first 

was rather dull, had assumed a lustre like that of obsidian; it had become in 

some of the layers dark green, in others black, and it had rent through the 

whole thickness of its layers into rude hexagonal prisms. 

Specimens securely bottled wp immediately upon extraction from the rock 

gave on analysis very little more of ferrous oxide than those which had been 

freely exposed ; the change of colour therefore is not due to peroxidation of 

the ferrous oxide, but must be due to molecular change ; and BrewstER* has 
stated that he has optically determined that it is due to the mineral splitting up 
into a multitude of minute hexagonal prisms. 

The material which I analysed was broken out of rude basaltic pillars; some 

of it, perhaps one-fifth, was green when placed in the bottles; none had changed 
further than to be rich asphalt brown, and this was still vitreous in lustre. It 

finally withers into a rusty brown or yellow friable lustreless powder. 

The specimen was analysed ten days only after having been collected. 

* Reference lost. 
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On 1° gramme— 

Silica, . A : 356 

From Alumina, . . 004 

* 360 = 36° 

Ferric Oxide, . ; . 22°8 

Ferrous Oxide, . ‘ . 2°462 

Manganous Oxide, . : °5 

Lime, : ‘ : ee ee ae 

Magnesia, . : : , oe 

Alkalies, . : : . trace 

Water, : : : . 26°463 

100 : 254 

Loses 19°227 of the above water at 212°. It was rapidly and perfectly 

dissolved in chlorhydric acid. 

2. The decomposed auneral.—Dr MaccutLocy was unable to ascertain the 

nature of the circlet of cliff which, like an Elizabethan collar, girdles the top of 
the Scuir. He supposed it to be imaccessible. It can, however, be easily 

| turned at its north-west corner by approaching it from the landward side, and 

_ is then found to consist from top to bottom of repeatedly alternating bands of 

| basalt and of amygdaloid. 

The basalt is in rudely columnar forms, and contains very sparsely distributed 

| amygdules of the chlorophzite, of about half the size of an almond, Its beds are 

| six to eight feet in thickness. 

The amygdaloidal beds are little over a foot in depth. This is a more 

| vesicular rock than I ever saw even in Farde. There has been very much more 
| of steam-hole cavity than of solid material; the amygdules are of about the 

| size of swan-shot, and they almost coalesce with each other on all sides. They 

are for the most part plugged with decomposed chloropheite and chalcedony ; 

| those on the surface being empty, from the nodules having dropped from their 

| casts,—which nodules may be gathered almost in handfuls at the foot of the 

| cliff. 
| I worked into this amygdaloidal bed as far as seemed safe under the over- 

hanging and by no means firmly attached columns, but did not reach to a part 

of the rock where the chloropheite was fresh, and had therefore to content 

| myself with analysing the altered mineral. 

Its colour is rich chocolate brown, it is friable and very soft, having all the 

| appearance of being altered; and as the chloropheite of the dense basalt may, 

| when exposed or within an inch of the surface of the rock, be seen to pass into 

| the ochreous variety, there can be little doubt that the mineral is the same. 
ee VOL. XXIX, PARP I. Z 
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Of this altered chloropheite, 1 +003 grammes yielded—- 

Silica, . F ‘ 7d 

From Alumina, . ‘007 

“178 = 17° 746 

Alumina, . ; ; ‘ 9355) 

Ferric Oxide, . ; » Ad -BR2 

Ferrous Oxide, . , ft  atieay 

Manganous Oxide, . « elelo 

Lime,. : : : i er 

Magnesia, . : 1 oes 

Water, ‘ i . 7 PALBUS 

100-172 

Loses 10° 454 of the above water at 212°. 

3. GreG and LertsoM, in their “ Manual of Mineralogy,” mention the Giant’s 

Causeway as one of the localities where chloropheite is to be found. I am 
happy to be able, by an analysis of the mineral found there, to show that this, 

which must have been of the nature of a conjecture from similarity of appear- 

ance, was a correct inference. 

That which I analysed was obtained by DurGEoN and myself at the basaltic 

point immediately east of the Causeway; it filled small druses, and also 

coated chalcedony. 

It was much softer than the nail, deep rich brown in colour, unctuous to 

the touch; its streak was shining, and its structure very minutely granular. 

Its specific gravity is 2° 278. 

1‘11 grammes yielded— 

Silica, ; i j ST 

Alumina, . ; ; » 10:°485 

Ferric Oxide, . ; e, Lhe 89 

Ferrous Oxide, . ; . £626 

Manganous Oxide, . : AO TTon 

Lime, . : : ; SP lls; 

Magnesia, . , ODI 
Potash, : ; P : * 338 

Soda, . ; : 3 : ‘761 

Water, : ; : ye2ow203 

99+ 997 

It lost at 212° 14° 156 of the above water. It was readily soluble in acids. 
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This is an aluminous chloropheite. The specimen had been kept for several 

years, and may have lost some water. 

HULLITE. 

’ In the “ Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy,” Mr HarpMan has given a 

description and analysis of a mineral from Carnmoney Hill, Antrim, which he 

names after Professor Hutt, but which possibly is merely a dessicated chloro- 

pheeite. 

Mr HarpMaN states that ‘“‘in physical characters it somewhat resembles the 

chloropheite of Maccutiocn, but is entirely different in composition.” Seeing 

that no analysis of the chlorophzeite of Maccuttocu has ever been published, it 

is not easy to account for this statement; probably the analysis by ForcHAMMER 

of the mineral from Farée was founded upon by Mr Harpmay. 

The description of the Carnmoney mineral 77 all respects agrees with the 

chloropheeite of the Giant’s Causeway. 

The analysis given is as in number 1. 

i, 2. 

Silica, , i : - 39° 437 35° 061 

Alumina, : : - dO ss geet: 

Ferric Oxide, , ; 5 202 18 421 

Ferrous Oxide, : no 099 SO Wal 

Manganous Oxide, ; trace 

Lime, . : : . 4484 3° 987 

Magnesia, . : . 7:474 6 + 645 

Water, . ‘ : 713:7628 23 + 203 

99 - 782 go 752 

Now, supposing this to be a chloropheite partially dehydrated, either 

from exposure to a warm atmosphere, or from having been carried in the waist- 

coat pocket, or dried in the bath previous to analysis,—and suppose there is 

given to it the same quantity of water which the Causeway mineral contains, 

then the analysis would stand as in No. 2. This would clearly make it chloro- 

pheite. The resemblance to this last mineral is altogether so close as to make 

it worth Mr Harpmay’s time to pick from the freshly broken rock, and secure in 

a bottle with greased stopper, a quantity of chips sufficient for a redetermination 
of the total water, and of the amount of loss at 212°. 
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1. The analysis of the following specimen, however, goes a long way to 

establish the specific individuality of Mr HarpMan’s mineral. 

In the basaltic pillars embedded in the tufa of the Spindle at Kinkell, in 

Fifeshire, there very rarely occurs, filling small druses, a dark-green almost 

black mineral, which has in certain lights a slight brownish tint. It has a very 

minute granular structure, is dull, but the impression of the nail leaves a 

polished streak, It is very soft. 

It is occasionally pseudo after analcime, and its associates are analcime, 
augite, and black lustrous titaniferous iron in angular fragments. 

It was conceived to be possibly one of the substances called ‘“ chloropheite 
from Fife” by Dr Maccuttocu, and was considered to be Delessite. 

*653 grammes yielded— 

Silica, . ; ; * 239 

From Alumina, . Oils 

“252 = 38° 591 

Alumina, . : : wOLT “337 

Ferric Oxide, . : sola 97 

Ferrous Oxide, . : pn otal 

Manganous Oxide, . = Loe2 

Lime, . : : : . 8'°944 

Magnesia, . ; . 8:°646 

Potash, . ; j : OT 

Water, : ; , » 137476 

100:196 

It lost 8:039 of the above water at 212°. It was readily decomposed by 

acids. 

It was found to contain ferrous oxide, but there was not enough material 

for the determination of its amount. While this non-determination of the 

ferrous oxide leaves its composition in doubt, the claim of Hullite to rank as 

a species is considerably fortified by the circumstance of the analysis of this 

specimen having been performed so speedily after its extraction from the rock 
that there was no reason to believe that any more than a merely trifling 

loss of water had occurred. 

It at the same time was so uniform in structure that it could not be 

regarded as a mixture, and its composition does not permit of its being ranked 

with either Delessite or chloropheite. 
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SAPONITE. 

From Igneous Rocks of Old Red Sandstone Age. 

1. A little westward of the Tod Head, in Kincardineshire, there is a small 

boat-harbour called Gapol. Here the conglomerate rocks are broken through 

by, and interstratified with, igneous rocks ; these are frequently amygdaloidal, 

especially on their upper surfaces. On the south-west side of the little harbour 
the rock is markedly serpentinous ; and it contains between its beds veins of 

saponite of a fourth of an inch in thickness. The mineral has here a pale leek- 

green to a blackish-green colour, sometimes with bright red spots. It is 

unctuous and very soft. It frequently shows slickenside markings, which impart 

a false appearance of a fibrous structure, but it is devoid of any structure visible 

toalens. Its specific gravity is 2:179. 

The purest green was analysed ; 1-3 grammes yielded— 

Silica, : ‘ ‘ . 42:127 

Alumina, . ; : wh 2s 

Ferric Oxide, . ; oe Oa, 

Ferrous Oxide, . ; : *189 

Manganous Oxide, . ; "129 

Lime, F : : : “798 

Magnesia, . ‘ , . LO So0 

Potash, . 5 : : ° 585 

Soda, ‘ ‘ ; ne O94, 

Water, . P : . 21:°069 

100°139 

Loses 15°746 of the above water at 212°; insoluble silica, ‘061 per cent. 

Was perfectly pure, but might have derived some of the soda from sea water. 
Some specimens during the pounding became brown, and were rejected in 

the fear that they might contain some chloropheite, the most marked feature 
of which, as above noted, is that it changes from green to brown with extreme 
rapidity upon exposure. This darkening or browning during the pounding is 
a feature of the saponite obtained from several localities. 

The above, and all the specimens which were examined, were readily 
decomposed by acids. 

In the cliffs immediately to the south of the Tod Head this mineral occurs 
filling amygdaloidal cavities of small size ; here it has a minute and ill-defined 
scaly structure, and is so frequently pervaded with red or brown portions that 
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it was not considered pure enough, or uniform enough, for being analysed 

further than by ascertaining the amount of the water; the determination of 

which showed that it was the same mineral. 

2. From the parish of Kinneff, in Kincardineshire—The road from Bervie 
to Stonehaven is, at a point a little north of where a side road branches to 

the church of Kinneff, cut on its west side into a small cliff of porphyritic 

amygdaloid,—the porphyritically disposed crystals being large twins of grey 

labradorite. 

This porphyry has occasionally druses of considerable size, which are filled 

with large sheafy almost vermilion-coloured crystals of stilbite, smaller ones of 

Heulandite, and small radiating quartz crystals which sheath the two 

zeolites. . 

The quartz is sometimes also capped by spheres of saponite of about the 

size of shot. These spheres have a fibrous structure, a pale olive-green colour, 

and they are extremely soft. 

Thrown into water they fall to pieces, expanding greatly ; thus the specific 

gravity could not be ascertained. They were freed from quartz with extreme 

difficulty. 

1°25 grammes yielded— 

Silica, . : ; . 42-1 

Alumina, 2 5° 948 

Ferric Oxide, . 4:°963 

Ferrous Oxide, . : ; °18 

Manganous Oxide, . : °088 

Lime, ; ; : Be ah 5) 

Magnesia, . : ; 5 R20 O77 

Potash,. . : F ? *276 

Soda, ; , : 5 *464 

Water, . : ; » 22°932 

100°078 

Lost at 212°, 14°092 of the above water; insoluble silica, 1:117 per 

cent. 

3. At the same locality there was also found the same mineral in a massive 

form. It occurred beneath the investing layer of quartz crystals ; it was very 

soft and friable, and was unctuous to the touch. It had a grey colour mottled 

with purple, being in appearance similar to Naples’ soap. Its specific gravity 

is 2°28. 
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‘9 grammes yielded— 

siligay), ' , . 42°56 

Alumina, . ; i pened 5a oi) 

Ferric Oxide, . : Sey ee el 

Ferrous Oxide, . 2 

Manganous Oxide, *122 

Lime, F : : ed SORA, 

Magnesia, : ; . 20° 742 

Potash, °188 

Soda, é : F *456 

Water, . : 5 By) Mears 

99 -'798 

Loses 14°52 of the water at 212°. 

4. From Glen Farg, in Perthshire.—This specimen was given to me by the 

late ANDREW Morray, Esq. of Conland, as from the amygdaloid of that glen, 

where I have seen smaller pieces of it. The specimen was about two inches in 

length, and had been carved into the shape of a tiger. It was devoid of 

structure, much fissured, very soft, unctuous to the touch, semitransparent, 

and of an oily sap-green colour. Its specific gravity is 2° 235. 
1°3 grammes yielded— 

Silica, . : ; "472 

From Alumina, . °003 

*475 = 36° 

Alumina, . : tS 

Ferric Oxide, - , OS Le 

Ferrous Oxide, . 5 

Manganous Oxide, : 

Lime, 2 ‘ ‘ lie 

Magnesia, . : : pene: 

Water, . : ; ee 

99° 

538 

*396 

852 

"246 

°153 

°498 

615 

681 

a9 

Loses at 212° 12-961 of the water ; insoluble silica, 2:947 per cent. Was 

quite pure. 

5. In making the curved cutting on the North British Railway, in Fifeshire, 

immediately landward of the Tay Bridge, beds some three or four inches in 

thickness of this substance of an impure description were come upon. 
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These beds were regularly interstratified with the igneous rock, here very 

friable and rotten. Apparently they consisted of a granular mixture of saponite 

with celadonite, and they carried softened and rounded granules of the rock 

matrix ; their whole appearance conveyed the impression that they resulted 

from the decomposition of the rock. 

A little eastward of this cutting a denser mass of the rock was laid open to 

afford a stance for the works connected with the building of the girders of the 

bridge. During the necessary blasting operations fine specimens of red chal- 

cedony were obtained, and the rock here rarely afforded in its rents, veins and 

lumps of a pure saponite much resembling a soft steatite. 

The colour is grass green, the structure dense and without any appearance 

of foliation ; it is opaque, unctuous to the touch, and cuts like soft slate-pencil. 

1-°207 grammes yielded— 

Silica, : : : . 42°839 

Alumina, . : : . 4°828 

Ferric Oxide, . : = 10° A96 

Ferrous Oxide, . A DS 

Manganous Oxide, . ; 22 

Lime, : ‘ : 2 162 

Magnesia, . : 2 Zirsi2 

Potash, . : , : trace 

Water, . E : . 920698 

101° 393 

Was apparently quite pure ; lost 13° 868 of the water at 212°. 

6. In clearing rock for the foundations of, and obtaining material wherewith 

to build a pier and patent slip at the harbour of Tayport, in Fife, some four 

miles from the last locality, the upper bed of the igneous rock was found to 

contain an abundance of agates, occasionally diversified by large nodules, which 

had more the appearance of celadonite than saponite, but which probably con- 

tained both. 

The lower bed was rendered strikingly beautiful in appearance by the 

quantity of lustrous white calcite which it contained ; this calcite was sheathed 

with a thin skin of brilliant red carnelian. 

A cutting, opened up some 400 yards west of this, in laying out the railway 

between Tayport and Newport, afforded the following substances :—Fibrous silky 

pilolite, highly lustrous and beautifully white ; yellow jasper, with a dendritic 

structure resembling corn-stooks ; druses, lined with an opaque mammillated 

and banded celadonite, and having a central core of translucent waxy saponite, 

and long pipe-shaped amygdules totally filled with the last-named mineral. 
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In order to be enabled to contrast the composition of the saponite 

from this locality with that of the celadonite, the former was picked 

from the centre of those cavities in which it was invested by the opaque 

celadonite. 
The mineral here is very translucent, devoid of structure, much flawed, 

resembles a green wax, has a somewhat brownish-green tint, and is easily 

bruised by the nail. 

Its specific gravity is 2 283. 

25 grains yielded— 

Silica, ; ’ , , 0 Ed 

Alumina, . : ¢ . 6:49 

Ferric Oxide, . : yy Er Ge 

Ferrous Oxide, . 5 5 Bae) 

Manganous Oxide, . ‘ trace 

Lime, : : : . 2°008 

Magnesia, . A : . 21° 666 

Potash, . 4 : é ob 7A 

Soda, P ’ 5 2 Spall 

Water, i : , wee 1ei6 

100 : 387 

Loses in bath 13 - 96 of the above water. I have lately found the mineral 

| at this locality in thin veins, with a pseudo-fibrous structure due to interstitial 

| fibrous calcite: in this form it is indistinguishable from the “ Bowlingite” of 

| Bowling Quarry. 

In the foundation rock of Broughty Castle, on the north side of the Tay, 

| saponite occurs both filling druses as a matted mass of fine scales, and also 

merely lining the druses in “rosettes” of minute crystals. These are of a 

_ brilliant dark-green colour, and in hexagonal combinations, apparently grouped 

_ like ripidolite. Their extreme softness is the only physical property by which 

they can be distinguished from that mineral. Their content of water at once 

| determines their nature. In Roy Quarry, in Broughty Ferry, saponite occurs 

in quantity both in veins and filling small druses. 

7. “ From the Catkin Hills,” in Lanarkshire.—This was given to me by the 

late Toomas Brown, Esq. of Lanfine.‘ It occurred filling small druses in a dense 
igneous rock; its structure was minute scaly; its colour a bright green ; 

when bruised or scratched the streak is nearly white; its specific gravity is 

2 + 279. 
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1-3 grammes yielded— 

Silica, , ‘ , . 41°341 

Alumina, . : : . 10°532 

Ferric Oxide, . s , Loeoo 

Ferrous Oxide, . : me seh S510) 

Manganous Oxide, . : * 087 
Lime, : ; : ~ aeg2aes 

Magnesia, . : ‘ nf oe Oroe 

Potash, . 3 i ‘ *05 

Soda, ; : ; : a ii/ 

Water, F : j . 19°481 

99° 481 

Lost 15: 61 of the water at 212° ; insoluble silica, 3. 98 per cent. 

8. From the Catkin Hills.—This specimen was sent to me by Mr Joun 

YounG, curator of the University Museum, Glasgow, as being a portion of the 

very specimen, an analysis of which was published by the late WALLAcE YounG 

in the ‘“ Transactions of the Geological Society of Glasgow,” as “a new fibrous 

green mineral.” 

The portion analysed was minutely fibrous in structure, but was also coarsely 

pseudo-fibrous, from interstitial fibrous calcite. 

Its colour was dark leek-green ; it was softer than the nail, giving almost a 
white streak, and it was in no way physically different from some of the speci- 

mens above described. 

It yielded to acid (which was weakened so as to dissolve the interstitial cal- 
cite, with hardly any visible effervescence) 10° 714 per cent. of calcite. With 

this amount of calcite its specific gravity was 2 : 288, 

1:3 grammes freed from calcite yielded— 

Hannay. 

Silica, : : ‘ . 42°223 35°82 

Alumina, . ; ; » Se = aboot 

Ferric Oxide, . , ,. 2g92 4°85 

Ferrous Oxide, . J £9876 6°99 

Manganous Oxide, . > "073 

Lime, ‘ é ‘ : *919 4°87 calcite. 

Magnesia... nad el apie ‘lle 

Water, 7 j ; SO aoe 19°63 

100°313 = 100°03 

Loses 1476 of the water in the bath ; insoluble silica, 4 - 238, 
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Mr Joun Youne also sent a portion of the same specimen to Mr J. B. 

Hannay, who has published an analysis of it (quoted) differing very markedly 
from the above ; and he unites it with specimens of the same mineral (saponite) 

from Bowling Quarry—next to be noted—and has introduced it in the “ Miner- 

alogical Magazine” as a new mineral, under the name of Bowdlingite. 

Among the discrepancies which exist between Mr Hannay’s analysis and the 

above, the most marked is the amount of magnesia, which, instead of the 21 ° 231 

per cent. obtained by me, amounts in his analysis to only 11°73. The late Mr 

WALLACE Youne, however, in his original analysis gives the quantity, according 

to one statement, at 20-95, according to another at 21 : 9. 

9. From Bowling Quarry, on the Clyde.—The specimens were sent me by Mr 

Hannay as his “ bowlingite” upon my writing him of the discrepancy in our 

analysis of the above mineral, and of my doubts as to “bowlingite” being 
anything else than saponite. 

The specimens were not to be distinguished from the vein-saponite of Tay- 

port, in Fife. They were in the form of portions of a vein of nearly one inch in 

width. Colour, dark grass-green ; structure, fine foliated, but with pseudo- 

fibrous markings like slickenside. Scratches easily with the nail; streak very 
pale green, almost white. Contained imbedded crystals of calcite. Specific 
gravity, 2-308, being the average of four pieces chosen as being those most free 
of calcite. 

Was scraped down with the back of a knife, all gritty particles (calcite) 
being so removed. 

On 1-3 grammes— 

Silica, : : ‘A487 

From Alumina, . -008 
——— Hannay. 

*495 == 38 076 34°32 

Alumina, : bix(65263 18:07 

Ferric Oxide, . : 5 » 4°362 3°65 

Ferrous Oxide, 4-975 6°81 

Manganous Oxide, . : : °23 

Lime, . i : ; » p22 5°14 calcite. 

Magnesia, : ; . 21°461 9°57 

Potash, . g : : : 946 

Soda; 01s : ; é ; 106 

Water . : é 3 . 20°477 22-70 

99°968  100°26 

Loses at 212°, 12-315 per cent. of the water. 
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Mr Hannay’s analysis, which I have appended for comparison, shows (as in 

the case of the Catkin mineral) very marked discordance with mine in the mag- 

nesia and alumina. 

Upon pointing this out to Mr Hannay, and asking him to re-examine the 

substance, as I suspected some error had crept into his process, he furnished 

me with the following numbers as the average results of a new inquiry—* 

Silica, é , ' about 38 

Alumina, . s ‘ eet) 

Ferric Oxide, . : es 4 

Ferrous Oxide ney I 

Lime, ; : f As 3 

Magnesia, . i MO 

Water, eS 

Which numbers are more accordant with those obtained by me, with still the 

marked exceptions of the magnesia and alumina. 

The question of this being a new mineral depending upon the quantity of 

these two ingredients, I put a second portion of what Mr Hannay had for- 

warded to me into the hands of Mr Joun Datziet, who has worked in my 

laboratory for several years. 

10. The specimen was hardly so pure as that previously examined, nor was 

it perhaps so absolutely free from calcite, though no effervescence could be 

detected when its powder was placed in acid. 

1°301 grammes yielded— 

Silica, ; 3 474 

From Alumina, . ° 004 

*478 = 36° 741 

Alumina ; oNab"'35 

Ferric Oxide, . ; 22 0! IBS 

Ferrous Oxide, . . 962 

Manganous Oxide, . : "076 

Lime, . : ‘ nf 31056 

Magnesia, : 5 . 20°215 

Potash, . 5 ‘ : * 494 

Soda, : : : , - 206 

Water, . , ‘ e216 

100° 314 

Lost at 212°, 12: 965 of the above water. 

* Undertaken I however understand by two of his students. 
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These numbers show that Mr Hannay’s process must throw down his mag- 

nesia too early in the analysis, so that it is set down as alumina; and as the 

analysis by myself and Mr Dauzreu of both the Catkin and the Bowling mineral 

agree with the others of saponite; and as the mineral is absolutely identical 

therewith in appearance, in gravity, in hardness, in the peculiar manner in 

which the water is combined, and im all its physical and chemical properties, 

we are forced to conclude that “ bowlingite” can be nothing but saponite. 

Saponite also occurs in very interesting specimens, which, according to in- 

formation derived from Patrick Doran, from whom I purchased them, were 

obtained at Berry Glen, in Ayrshire. 

Here the mineral is evidently crystallised, but the forms are minute, lustre- 

less, and apparently somewhat rounded at the edges of the crystals. Small 

groups of minute crystals are disposed upon the summits of acicular crystals of 

“ galactite ” (natrolite). 

The substances and order of deposition of these substances in the cavities 

which I have seen are :— Cluthalite ” (albite), cream-coloured galactite, red 

natrolite, saponite. The colour of the saponite is pale sap-green. 

The same mineral (apparently) was found by Dr Lauper Linpsay in 

| Corsiehill Quarry, on Kinnoul Hill, near Perth, disposed on the summits of 

| radiating quartz crystals ; here it is grass-green in colour, and of a minutely 

foliated structure ; it also colours the quartz throughout, so as to form a 

prase. 

Of the above localities affording saponite the following are all which afford 

any information as to the order of its deposition in the druses or rock-rents in 

| which it is found :— 
Kinneff—Heulandite, stilbite, quartz, saponite. 

Tayport—Celadonite, saponite :—and Calcite, saponite. 

Berry Glen—Cluthalite, galactite, natrolite, saponite. 

Corsiehill Quarry—Quartz, saponite. 

In the decomposition of the igneous rocks of the Old Red Sandstone age, 

therefore, the mineral (augite ?) whose decomposition yielded the saponite 

| would appear to have been the last to be disintegrated, the felspars giving way 

| first, to yield zeolites. 

From Igneous Rocks of Secondary Age. 

| 11. From the Storr, in Skye.—It here forms the outer—the first deposited 

| —layer, sometimes half an inch in thickness, of some of the druses which occur 

| in the rock at the east foot of the “Old Man of Storr.” Occasionally it alone 

fills the druse. When other minerals are present they are superimposed upon it. 

It is seldom that any other than chabasite is here present, but as this is the 
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earliest formed of all the zeolites, all must be posterior in formation to the 

saponite. 

This saponite is of a dark olive-green colour, passing into colourless. It is 

about the hardness of slate pencil—being here harder than at any other Scotch 

locality : it resembles a hard steatite. Its specific gravity is 2° 296. 

25 grains yielded— 

Silica, . : ; > “A Ary 

Alumina, . : : 5 9 On 

Ferric Oxide, . 3 . 292 0b4 

Manganous Oxide, . : ‘107 

Lime, F ‘ ; > RG 

Magnesia, : : « 2ArS 

Water, . E : SONOS 

100: 722 

It lost 13° 652 of the water at 212°. Some specimens crackled and fell to 

pieces in water. 

12. From the Quiraing, Skye.—The pathway which leads from the Uig 

Road to the Quiraing looks down upon a little grass-clad valley, at a distance 

about half a mile from that road. Large masses of fallen rock lie in this 

valley, out of which there are, or rather were, to be obtained the finest gyrolites 

and the largest crystals of apophyllite to be found in Skye or indeed in Britain. 

Along with these saponite occurs filling druses. The mineral, when these 

are freshly opened, is quite pulpy, but a day’s exposure hardens it. 

It is then milk-white and curdy-looking, being of almost a friable structure. 

Sometimes it is quite pure ; sometimes a small amount of microscopic crystals 

of stilbite (?) are impacted in the mass. It is dull in lustre, but polishes with 

the nail. 

It falls to pieces in water. 

1° 499 grammes yielded— 

pilica,) (4 ; : . 42°504 

Alumina, . A 2 7 056 

Ferric Oxide, . ; : ° 852 

Manganous Oxide, . : * 224 

Tame, ‘ , . 38° 274 

Magnesia, : : . 23° 954 

Potash, . 2 3 : Pilvall 

Soda, ; ‘ , s "45 

Water, . : : 7 2 org 

100° 136 

‘Loses 15 + 536 of the water at 212°. Insoluble silica, 24: 98 per cent. 
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13. The pathway to the Quiraing when followed northward from the last- 

mentioned locality winds round a projecting spur of rock; in this druses of 

about two inches in diameter occur, which are totally filled with saponite. Here 

its colour is dull wax yellow. Itis translucent—weathering white and opaque, 

but it readily reabsorbs water and becomes again translucent. It falls to pieces 

in water, with somewhat of a burst, in a manner similar to bole. It is softer 

than the nail, may be cut out of the druses like cheese, and is altogether 
very similar in appearance to common soap. 

1:29 grammes yielded— 

Silica, . t ‘ . 40°329 

Alumina, . : ; eee a 

Ferric Oxide, . } . WUE OF2 

Manganous Oxide, . : 7 TDL 

Temes WirKih Ade atiy “SKB 
Magnesia, : : St .7i 

Water, . : ; . 24°338 

99" 998 

Loses 15 - 132 of the above water at 212°. Insoluble silica, 7 - 83 per cent. 

Among the debris which occurs at the foot of a separate outlying ridge of 

rocks which lies north-east of the Quiraing saponite is found of the following 

colours :—Dark-brown, green, yellow, brown, light-green, and Venetian-red. 

It here is in dense structureless layers, also stalactitic and in minute crystalline 

spheres, but the forms are indistinct. A fine echo may give the name of 

Echoing Craig to this locality. The order of deposition of minerals here is— 

Saponite, chabasite, plynthite, calcite, Thomsonite, chabasite, apophyllite, anal- 

cime, mesolite. 

It has thus to be remarked that while the saponite of the volcanics of Old 

Red Sandstone age has been the substance /ast deposited in the druses, that of 

the volcanics of the Lias and Oolite has been the jirst. 

The inferences to be drawn therefrom will be considered in a future chapter 

on the Zeolites. 

There can be little doubt that the “ prasilite ” of THomson (“ Phil. Mag.,” III. 

Xvii. 416, 1840) is saponite. He describes it is a leek-green mineral, soft as 

Venetian talc, and with gravity = 2°311. Itis stated to contain silica, alumina, 

ferric oxide, magnesia, and about 18 per cent. of water. Its locality also was 

the Kilpatrick hills. 
The marked feature of saponite is the extreme ease with which it loses part | 

of its water when heated, and the speed with which it regains it upon cooling. 

If a quantity of the mineral half-filling a closely-stoppered bottle be placed in 
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the sun, the upper part of the bottle will speedily be bedewed with drops of 

water ; these will be reabsorbed, and the inside of the bottle be rendered per- 

fectly dry by placing it in a cold situation. If some of the mineral be weighed, 

and then be carried for half an hour in the waistcoat pocket, it will be found to 

have lost from 6 to 7 per cent. of its weight thereby. 

CELADONITE. 

1. Occurs filling druses and coating chalcedony in close association with 

chlorophzeite, in the basalt south of the Giant’s Causeway. 
Structure earthy, opaque; colour, brilliant dark apple-green; very soft, 

polishes with the nail. Specific gravity, 2 ° 63. 

Contained a little calcite, and was somewhat cavernous in spots, the cavities 

being slightly brown. The calcite and brown portions were cut away. 

On 1° 303 grammes— 

Silica, : : ie 

From Alumina, . *005 

Wao = 56° 408 

Alumina, . : : Sealers 

Ferric Oxide, . : br DAs 10% 

Ferrous Oxide, ‘ bet 1095 

Manganous Oxide, . 5 23 

Lime, , ; ; F ‘601 

Magnesia, : : 5 0909 

Potash, . : ; 14. jomoee 

Water, . : : . 6" 796 

100 : 292 

Loses 1° 364 of the above water at 212°. Was almost totally insoluble in 

acids. 

2. Occurs in bands of an inch or so in thickness in the amygdaloid of Scuir 

Mohr in Rum. These bands seem to be large flat cavities. They have some- 

times an obscure laminated structure, but the substance is impalpable, some- 

what greasy and not granular. The thin layers which coat the surfaces of the 

agates seem to be the same substance ; and it can be distinctly seen in the 

specimens around to be the colouring matter of heliotrope. Its colour is apple- 

green, and its specific gravity, 2° 574. 
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1° 301 grammes yielded— 
Silica, ; F “74 

From Alumina, . °011 

“Fol = 57 * 725 
Alumina, . : . ; oe 

Ferric Oxide, . ; a OAT 
Ferrous Oxide, , = coe FAG 

Manganous Oxide, . ‘076 
Lime, ; ; . : * 602 

Magnesia, ; ; . 38° 843 
Potash, . : 5 & bol 

Soda, : : ‘ J * 423 

Water, . : F LON 778 

100 * 204 

Loses 5°99 of the above water at 212°. Was very slightly acted upon by acids. 

I believe that the green “skin” of agates will prove to be celadonite, and 

not Delessite, as has been generally supposed. 

3. Found in the railway cutting about 400 yards west of Tayport, Fife. 

| It usually fills small druses of about an inch in size, in porphyritic amygda- 

| loid. Its colour there is a bright light apple-green ; it is opaque, dull, and its 

| structure is granular under the lens. Its specific gravity is 2 * 59. 

| Occasionally the mineral only coats the druse in mammillated layers. It then 

| somewhat resembles malachite, having lighter and darker bands of colour. The 

| interior of these druses is filled with the saponite, of which an analysis is given. 

| The saponite has a colour and structure markedly different from that of the 

' celadonite. Its colour is much duller than that of the celadonite, and slightly 

| dashed with brown ; it has a greasy or waxy lustre, and is semitransparent, 

| while the celadonite is quite opaque. There is no passage of the one mineral 

| into the other, and their line of junction is quite sharp. 

1°35 grammes yielded— 
Silica, ‘ : * 674 

From Alumina, . = (nt 

°685 = ba 692 
Alumina, . 5-786 

Ferric Oxide, 9° 752 
Ferrous Oxide, . ; Uae ach 

Manganous Oxide, . 307 
Lime, ‘ ‘ , oe weeeGS 

Magnesia, : 2958" 838 
Rotasin : ; 6 22 

Soda, ’ : ‘ : * 388 

Water, . : : . 10" 485 

100: 689 

Loses 5° 048 of the water at 212°. Is insoluble in acids. 
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In an upper bed of the igneous rock, close upon the spot where a patent 

slip has been cut, amygdules of the size of the fist occur among others of agate : 

these amygdules are totally filled, not with concentric layers of chalcedony, but 

with celadonite. The concentric structure is evidenced by brownish bands ; 

the structure is granular, and the material of the layers is not so pure as that 

analysed above. 

At Hare-Craig, on the opposite side of the Tay, this mineral rarely occurs in 

thin veins, of a very brilliant colour. 

4, From the same line of railway, but near its western extremity, where it 

joins the Tay Bridge. 

The mineral here is in veins, which frequently consist solely of a granular 

mixture of calcite with celadonite ; the pure mineral was obtained with diffi- 

culty. It was granular, but never in mammillated coatings. Its specific gravity 

was 2° 598. 

It yielded on 1°3 grammes— 

Silica, , ee 

From Alumina, . ORT 

683 = 52° 538 

Alumina, . : . or 824 

Ferric Oxide, . ‘ . -O ele 

Ferrous Oxide, . ; ., 9°4 

Manganous Oxide, . 307 

Lime, ; 4 eimade ene4S) 

Maenesia, : 98 8807 

Potash;” -. : ; sin 166. GAG 

Soda, : ’ ; ; ° 635 

Water, . ; : , lOeezhls 

100 + 927 

Loses 3° 879 per cent. of the water at 212°. 
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DELESSITE. 

S. G. oe Si. ‘Alp. Feo. Fe. Mn. Ca. Mg. a Nap. Hy Total 

| i — 

St Cyrus, Kincardine, ; 2°652| 2°744|| 32°69| 13°44] 4:4 | 662 XS || PRA) Ane 13°25 || 100-02 
Bowling Quarry, Dumbarton, 2°578| 57 32° WES UGH LD EAy | eee elit) 24 ane 15°45 || 100°4 
Dumbuck, do. 2:598| 6:3 32°01| 18°87| 1:18] 12°09} tr. 1:39 | 19°64] ... 15°46 || 100°64 
Long Craig, do. 2'656| 4678 || 30°93] 15°32] 316] 15°31) 38] 1°38 | 18°65] ... ... | 14:69 |] 99°82 
Elie, Fifeshire, 2°672| 3°389 || 30°69] 12:83] 1:63} 18°32] 1- 1°59 | 186 | <57 |1:11 | 18-77 || 100711 

Average, 2°63 | 4562 || 31°26] 15°56] 2°32] 12:96) ... | 1:38 | 21:29 14°52 

Formula, 31°53| 16-28) 2°8 | 12°61 21°02 15°76 

CHLOROPHAITE. 

| Scuir Mohr, Rum, me 19-228 |" S6° we 1 22:8 |. 9°46) +5 | 2:59] 9:5 tr. tr. | 26°46 || 100:25 
Giant's Causeway, Treland, 2°278 |14°156 || 35°99] 10°49] 11°89] 1:63) -08 | 515 | 10°52| 34 ‘76 | 23°2 |} 99°99 
‘‘Hullite” (hydrated), rid ... || 85°06] 9:21] 18-42] 3:25] tr. | 3°999| 6°65] ... 23°2 || 99°78 

HOULEITE: 

Kinkell, Fifeshire, ... | 8029] 38°59] 17°34] 15:97] n.d.| 1:56] 3°94 | 8:65)! °67 13°48 || 1002 
Carnmoney (Hardman), 1°76 na 89°44 | 10°35] 20°72] 3:7 ie 4:48 | 7:47 13°62 || 99°78 

Average, 39° | 13°84] 18°35] 3:7 4:48 | 8-06 | Tose steers 

Formula, 38°77 | 12:44] 19°38] 3°55 eo | $2) j 181 | 

SAPONITE. 

From ‘‘ Old Red” Volcanics— 
-Gapol, Kincardineshire, . | 2°179|15°746 || 42°13) 7:25) 657} 19] 13] <8 | 19°33] -58 |} 2:09 | 21-07 || 100-14 
Kinneff, do. (green), split |14:092|| 421 | 5:95) 4:96] 18] 09 | 2°15 | 20°98) -28]| -46 | 22-93 ]| 100-08 

| Do, do. (purple), 2°28 |14°52 || 42°5 | 5°88] 4:91) 12] +12 | 2:13 | 20°74] +19 | -47 | 22°75]] 99:79 
| Glen Farg, Perthshire, : 2:235 |12°961 || 36°54) 9°39] 2:85) 525] “15 | 2:5 | 21°62] ... ... | 21°68|| 99:97 
| Wormit Bay, Fifeshire, Be LS58742Sk I 4°88 8 Gbe |e '286r) =2) |) 26 | Ziel) tr ... | 20°7 || 101°39 
| Tayport, dome 2282/1396 |] 40°11] 649] 5:61] 2:37] tr. | 2:01 | 21°67] -32] -21 | 21-6 || 100-38 
| Catkin Hills (scaly), 2279 |15°61 || 41:34] 10°53} 1:86] 3°84] -09 | 1:22 | 21°07] ‘05 | :37 | 19°48]| 99-48 

Do., _ (fibrous) (Bowlingite’ \)| 22881476 |) 42°29) 8:52) 9°99)|* 488) “07 | “92 | 21°23) ... ... | 19°49 |] 100°31 
Bowling, Dumbarton (‘‘Bowlingite”) 2°308 |12'315 || 38°08] 626] 4:36] 4:98| -23 | 2:97 | 21:46] -95 | 11 | 20-48]/ 99-96 

im Do. do. (Mr Dalziel), 12'965 || 36°74| 5:35] 5:94] 6°96] -08 | 3:06 | 20°22] -49 | -21 | 21-28 |} 100°31 
| From Secondary Volcanics— 

Storr, Skye (olive), 2296 |13°652|| 41:41] 9:08) 2°05 11 | 1:86 | 22°8 * ... | 23°43 || 100-72 
| Quiraing, Skye (white), split |15°536 || 42:5 | 5:06] 85 23 | 3:27 | 23°95] 17 | 45 | 23°68 |] 100-14 

Do., do. (yellow), split |15°132 || 40°33) 8-72] 1:97 13} |] Bes |] DiEVALl) see ... | -24°34|| 99:99 

Average, 2:272 14:22 || 40°63| 7:18] 3:96] 2°38] ... | 2°14} 21-43] ... 21°76 

Formula, 40°81] 7:5 | 3:88] 2°62 2°04 | 20°61 22°73 

CELADONITE. 

7 Rum, 2:574| 5:99 || 57-72| -33] 17°05) 3:73} -08| 6 3°84] 5:5 “42 | 10°78 || 100-2 
Tayport, Fifeshire, 2°59 | 5048 || 52°69] 5:79| 9:75| 5:37] ‘31 | 116] 854] 6-2 39 | 10-48 || 100-68 
Wormit Bay, . ‘ 2'598| 3°879|| 52:54] 5:82] 9°71] 5:4 3 | 1:29 | 8:31) 65 ‘64 | 10°41 |] 10093 
Giant’s Causeway, Ireland, : 2°63 | 1:°364|| 56°41) 2714] 14:07} 5:09) :23 6 5°91] 8°83 6°79 || 100°29 

Average, 2°598| ... || 54°84] 3:52] 12°64] 4:9 89 | 665| 7 9°62 

Formula, 54:05| 3°83] 11°94] 5:4 676| 7:88 10°14 
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The above tabulation presents clearly to the eye the distinctive features of 

these five volcanic minerals, which are arranged therein in the order of their 

content of silica; and as no such extended research into the composition of these 

minerals has before been published, it is necessary, in the first place, to consider 

the formula of each. 

This in the following tables is done by giving in the first column the 

average composition. This is followed by the calculation of atoms—the last 

column giving the percentages calculated from the formule which stand 

below :— 

Delessite. 

Atoms. 

Silica, : | oi 26 1°041 =a) 3 ole 

Alumina, . se LOG 302 ) 1 1 16°28 

Ferric Oxide, . 2°32 0295 258 

Ferrous Oxide, . 12°96 * 36 \ 3 4 1261 

Magnesia,. . 21°22 1:061 ; 71:02 
Water, . a» 14 52 1°614 4°9 5 15°76 

Formula— 

(Fe! Mg?) Si? + (Al,* Fe,*) Si + 3H, + 2MgH,. 

Or generally— 

(R? R,) Si? + 3H, + 2MgH, . 

Or atoms— 

R4, Ry1, Si 3,1, 6; 

Chloropheite. 

Atoms, 

é es) 3 12 i 2 ped 36° 24 

Alumina, . . 10°54 * 205 \ 35 1: 8°87 

Ferric Oxide, . 12:04 i) 13°81 

Ferrous Oxide, . 2°04 ‘057 Da? 

Lime, : ee ae) 5} if 2° a8 

Magnesia, . 10% °5 10°01 

Water, . ) nee 2°87 2°87 fi 24°85 

Formula not evident. 

Atoms— 

R4,R,2,Si7, H,16. 
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Hullite. 

On the average, taking the ferrous oxide as in Mr HArpDMAN’s analysis— 

Atoms. 

Silica, 2 xo og" be3 #89, 8 Soe t 39° 67 

Alumina, . 13s coe 3 3 aay a 0s 

Ferric Oxide, . 18°35 “23 ~~ 938" — lar22 

Ferrous Oxide, . 3°7 mos g° 55 Soe 

Lime, : » 4°48 -16 \ 4:04 4 4°04 Aviles 

Magnesia, . . 8° 06 "403 8°72 8°92 

Water, .. patos ja 9°09 9 1$°a 13°40 

Formula— 

(Fe Ca Mg)* (Al, Fe,")*Si8 + 9H,,. 

Or generally— 

ht, i201: Ho. 

The Kinkell specimen gives the formula— 

(Fe Ca Mg)‘ (Al,? Fe,)*Sis + 9H, 

and the numbers in last column. These agree better with the results of 

that analysis than do those of the first formula with the average of both 

analyses. 

Saponite. 

Atoms. 

Silica, ‘ . 40°63 eso tea Soay 7 I 7 40°81 

Alumina, . dey gels) *14 i Siete 1 (nl 

Ferric Oxide, . 3°96 =05 3°88 

Ferrous Oxide, . 2°38 * 066 2° 62 

Lime, 2 >) 2s ‘70 b-33 G5 G25 204 

Magnesia, . ge2le4s 07 20°61 

Water, F speed 0G eae, 2 Ags LOD. 18 2273 

Formua— 

(Fe Ca Mg)* Si? + (Al? Fe.) Si + 13H,. 
VOL, XXIX. PART I. 245 
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Or generally— 

6R Si + R, Si+ 13 H,. 

Or atoms— 

RG) Real Sy as: 

Celadonite. 

Atoms. 

Silica, ; »  yil 3 Bat Waroyakes Tess 18} 8 54:05 

Alumina, . iy NOT 3°83 

Ferric Oxide, . 12°64 "1585 ABS net eto 
Ferrous Oxide, 4:9 136 4. 

Magnesia, . 6°57 : wo TOG 9 3 3 6°76 

Potash, . ~ 165 *148 7°88 

Water, 9-84 EO Soleo. 2oa> 10°14 

Formula— 

(Fe! Mg? K,#)? Si* + (Al,! Fe’) SP + 5H,. 

Or generally— 

3(R Si) + R, S? + 5H). 

Or atoms— 

RS Rela Gus, El, 5: 

In the above investigation every substance, the nature of which was at all 

doubtful, of which I could obtain a sufficiency for analysis was examined. 

In applying the results of the examination to the consideration of the geog- 

nostic relations of these minerals, those of the first or true chlorite type may 

be dismissed in few words. 

With the exception of the occurrences of chlorite at the Girdleness and at 

Rubislaw in granite, the minerals of the first class are to be found only in 

metamorphic rocks. 

Glauconite, occurring generally in rock which is believed to be of recent 

origin, may, by its occurrence, aid somewhat in the assigning the age of certain 

doubtful strata. 

The second group, which I have called the saponites, belong solely to 

igneous rocks; and, from the mode of their occurrence, there is no room for 

doubt that they result from the alteration of certain of the constituents of these 

rocks—augite and olivine in all probability. 

As regards our power of distinguishing them from each other, this is by 1 no 
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means so difficult as their want of form and general similarity of appearance 

would at first sight lead one to suppose. 

Delessite can be distinguished from chloropheite by its dull lustre, its 

minutely granular structure, its opacity, and its colour—in the field ; and 

rapidly in the laboratory by its much higher gravity, its much smaller loss at 

212°, and much smaller total content of water. 

From the specimen of Hullite found at Kinkell, I could not by physical 

properties undertake to distinguish it ;-the darker varieties of Delessite 

at least much resembled that specimen. 

From saponite, Delessite can be distinguished by its dark colour and 

granular structure and its opacity; and in the laboratory by its high gravity 

and its water. 

From celadonite it could not be distinguished either by its structure or 

opacity, or by its gravity, or satisfactorily by its water content ; but its colour, 

and its solubility in acids, at once suffice to separate the two. 

Chloropheite is readily recognised ; when fresh it resembles a green jelly,— 

when weathered it equally resembles drops of asphalt. 

The Kinkell Hullite resembles a dark Delessite, and therefore does not 

resemble chloropheeite. 

Saponite, in its usual green form, is easily known; its extreme softness, 

greasy lustre, great translucency, and soapy structure suffice to define it in the 

field; the extreme readiness with which it parts with and regains so large a 

quantity of water equally suffices in the laboratory, while its low gravity is of 

itself characteristic. 

The white variety is by no means so readily identified; halloisite, conite, 

the magnesian carbonate of lime, agaric mineral, and a peculiar superhydrated 

vein-serpentine, all closely resemble it. 

Celadonite may at once be known by its insolubility in acids; its loose 

granular or mammillated structure, its perfect opacity, and brilliant colour, 

are likewise well-marked characters. 

Such are the minerals occurring in Scotland, which are without question to 

be referred directly to one or other of the above species. I now note certain 

which cannot be so unhesitatingly classed.under any of these heads, and two 

which appear to be new. 

1. About one hundred yards above the bridge of Cally, in Perthshire, a 

singular bedded boss of friable trap protrudes out of the north bank of the 

Ardle. This contains amygdules from the size of shot to that of a bean, filled 

with a dark, greenish-brown, soapy substance, which is much impregnated with 

both calcite and chalcedonic quartz. Its structure is minutely granular. 
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1°499 grammes gave— 

Silica, : : T7200 

From Alumina, - 026 

eH bal = 54°'702 

Alumina, ’ ‘ ; wie) 

Ferric Oxide, : : 2-599 

Ferrous Oxide, . E 9°82 

Manganous Oxide, ‘ *24° 

Lime, . . : ; ae fil 

Magnesia, . : : 16° 34 

Water, . 3 ; ‘ 10° 82 

100 : 467 

Loses 6° 101 of the water in the bath; insoluble silica, 7 - 66 per cent. 

The above is the analysis of the substance, purified as far as possible from 

its two associates, and it accords fairly well with celadonite ; but I incline to 

regards its apparent similarity therewith as being fortuitous, and probably the 

result of imperfect separation from quartz, and I conceive that the mineral may 

actually be saponite, impure from chalcedonic admixture. 

I take this view from its colour and lustre, from its being partly soluble in 

acids, and from finding that some portions gave a loss in bath of 12-447 per 

cent. of water, with about 9 per cent. of residual water ; so if the substance 

analysed be not impure saponite, saponite itself must here occur. 

2. In crystalline granular limestones which do not manifest well-marked 

features of alteration there are no minerals to be found, if we except such a 

common one as pyrite ; but there are frequently also to be seen plates or inter- 

rupted layers of an ill-defined green mineral generally in too intimate a state of 

intermixture with the lime, or with included portions of the matrix, to permit 

of separation for analysis. 

I was so fortunate as lately, in company with Dr AITKEN of Inverness, to 

obtain some of this substance from the limestone quarry of Reelig, near the 

Beauly Firth; this was sufficiently pure, and no more than so, for analysis. 

_ Its colour is a somewhat dark green, its structure is granular, or foliated 

crystalline. It is softer than the nail. Its appearance is intermediate between 

chlorite and saponite. In pounding it became brown. It was associated with 

a slaty steatite, which contained layers of minute crystals of talc. Belts of 

banded and mottled steatite, like Naples’ soap in appearance, also occur in 

the lime, carrying rarely crystals of calcite. 
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1°3 grammes of the green mineral yielded, when fused with Fresenius’ 

flux— 

Silica, ; : * 596 

From Alumina, “005 

°601 = 46 * 23 

Alumina, : ; : ih) bey) 

Ferric Oxide, : : 1° 882 

Ferrous Oxide, . : or ite 

Manganous Oxide, : 384 

Lime, . : : . (ee: 

Magnesia, ./-. . 14°153 
Water, : 4 ¢ 13)"308 

100: 142 

Loses in bath 7° 657 of the above water. 

This looks very like a new mineral, but upon treating some of it with 

chlorhydric acid the greater part dissolved, leaving a small quantity of white 

silvery scales. 

As saponite is soluble in chlorhydric acid, while talc is not, and as an 

admixture of a little tale with saponite would give a composition similar to the 

above, there can be little doubt that this is some such mixture. 

The two substances which appear to be new are the following. I name 
them from their localities :— 

BHRECKITE 

Occurred in very small quantity in a large granitic boulder, which lay upon the 

west slope of Ben Bhreck, Tongue, Sutherland, and which I have already 

referred to as containing amazonstone and many other minerals. 

Is a bright apple-green, minutely granular or scaly powder, nearly as bril- 

liant in colour as celadonite. Is soft and friable. 

Was disposed upon the surface of quartz crystals, and therefore was one of 

the last substances to solidify; its immediate associates were specular iron and 

strontianite. 

The small quantity analysed was to all appearance pure. 

YOL. XXIX. PART I. 2F 
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On : 484 grammes— 

Silica, . F ‘ *166 

From Alumina, . * 003 

*169 =e 34°917 

Alumina, . ; 3 ey bles) 

Ferric Oxide, . . = wba felis 

Ferrous Oxide, . : a, 20S 

Manganous Oxide, . : "414° 

Lime, : : ; « 62082, 

Magnesia, . ‘ f yo 264: 

Water, ; f ; 7 768 

99 + 655 

Of the above water 1° 033 was lost at 212°. There were traces of alkalies, 

but there was not enough material to determine them upon. 

The mineral was freely soluble in chlorhydric acid. 

Atoms. 

Silica, . : , 34:°917 1:164 8 36°28 

Alumina, . 7°158 VA) : 7:78 

Ferric Oxide, . 12°713 ‘6a Pas 12°41 
i f 5 : 16°082 c 7:6! Lime, ; 6 é 574 i 104 7 17°69 

Magnesia, . : 8:264 +413 46 

Water, . : : eos 1:974 13 17°69 

Formula— 

(Ca: Mgr)’ Si? + 2(Al,, Fe,) Si + 13H,. 

Or ae 

RY Rie SisEa3: 

RUBISLITE. 

This substance I found along with Professor NicoL in a deep pat of the 

quarry of Rubislaw, near Aberdeen. 

It was imbedded along with crystals of muscovite in an exfiltration vein. 

It occurred in a solid lump, and also forming a “corded structure,” pervad- 
ing felspar, identical in appearance with that noted by me in felspar: it thus 

occupied the position of the oligoclase or albite which usually forms that 

structure. 
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Its colour was dark green, its lustre dull, its structure was minutely foliated 

to granular, its particles could be separated from each other by the nail, which 

left a streak paler than the original colour. 

It was readily and totally decomposed by chlorhydric acid, silica alone 

being left. 

Its specific gravity was 2. 442. 

1:3 grammes yielded— 

Silica, . 3 , *488 

From Alumina, . * 004 

* 492 = 37 * 846 

Alumina, . . : 5 ilet py 

Ferric Oxide, . : ra 

Ferrous Oxide, . ‘ - 9005 

Manganous Oxide, .. Y *461 

. Lime, A : 3) ea 2211 

Magnesia, . : : ant Bs 

Potash, 7 : . 38:°334 

Water, 3 ; 5 S Onell 

99-763 

Loses in the bath 8571 of the above water. Before the blowpipe semi- 
fused into a vesicular brown slag. 

This gives in atoms— 

Atoms. 

Silica, . ? S71 846; 2615 22 122, 37°42 

Alumina, . 10 +924 spa i +395 6 4 11°68 

Ferric Oxide, 9-84 123 2 9:06 

Ferrous Oxide, 9°005 25 | 5 10°19 

Lime, . 4°221 uo 5 3 Ae 

Magnesia, 8 + SAE #26 7 93 

Potash, 3° 334 ; at 1 BON 

Water, : NGSts2 9 L792 32 © 32 16°31 

General Formula— 

8 (Fe, Ca, Mg, K,) Sit+3 (Al, Fe.) Si+16 Hy. 

Or Atoms—-- 

Row Rise Siti) H,.16: 

Possibly there might have been some slight admixture of felspar. The 
replacement in the protoxides is confused. 
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This is very like a Hullite in which much of the iron is in the ferrous con-_ 

dition, 

These two substances are noticed in the hope of more of them being found ; 

the quantity obtained of both of them was very small. 

SUPPLEMENT TO SAPONITE. 

In a letter from Professor Kine, received since the foregoing analyses of 

saponite were executed, he writes :— 

“ According to HAUGHTON, saponite occurs with serpentine in Cornwall. 

Some specimens I collected there I take to be the same mineral; but it is not 

‘soft like butter or cheese —it is hard, something like serpentine, and may be 

actually a white or cream-coloured serpentine. The specimen laid by for you 

will settle the point. I should like to see your saponite.” 

This sentence led me to compare the specimens which I have of what I 

have called the ‘“ super-hydrated vein-serpentine” (page 109) with the descrip- 

tions of saponite given by Dana,—and my analyses of these specimens with 

the column of analyses to be found at page 472 of his work. 

While the physical properties assigned to saponite by Dana agree perfectly 

with those of the specimens which I have analysed, and therefore warrant my 

assigning the name to the Scotch specimens, it cannot be said that the claim 

of certain of Dana’s specimens to the name is altogether beyond a doubt, and 

this on account of the most characteristic of the features of the Scotch 

mineral—namely, the low temperature at which it parts with some of its water 

—not having been observed in the specimens hitherto ranked as saponite. 
When, however, the analyses given by Dana are considered, there is no room 

for doubt that some of the substances analysed should not have found a place 

there, and there is even room for doubt if any but the ¢halite of OWEN should. 

Nothing, but their having suffered such a loss of water as I have pointed out 

as likely to occur through exposure to heat during carriage, could entitle us to 

associate under one name substances varying in their content of water to such 

an extent as from 10°5 to 20°66 per cent.—a variation which so far explains, 

though it hardly justifies, Dana’s remark, that “analyses give naturally no 

uniform results for such an amorphous material.” Had it been said that the 

name had been applied to substances which, filling the steam-holes of volcanic 

rocks, were unquestionably the products of change or degradation,—possibly 

not always of the same nature, or of the same material,—such a remark might 

legitimately be made. It is, however, a fairer inference that the analyses give 

no uniform results, because different substances have been included under one 

name. 
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And this inference is borne out in a marked manner by a consideration of 

the peculiar substance which fills the rents in serpentine rocks; and this con- 

sideration leaves little or no doubt that the so-called steatite or seifenstein from 

Cornwall and from all serpentine rocks must be withdrawn from the species, 

and that the name must, as I have shown above, be in future confined to 

one of the materials which plug the amygdules or rarely the rents of igneous 

vocks. 

The suggestion of DAna’s that as, if we suppose the alumina to be present 

as kaolinite, the rest is a silicate allied to aphrodite,—as if the mineral were a 

minture of the two,—I cannot regard as sound, for the two reasons that, accord- 

ing to Dana himself, neither kaolinite nor aphrodite occur in volcanic rocks 

(nothing of the kind is to be seen in the Scotch ones), and because, as he him- 

self states, kaolinite is not decomposed by acid, while saponite is. 

Any admixture “as kaolinite,” with a mineral soluble in acid, would after 

treatment therewith disclose itself by remaining as an insoluble residue. 

The features, so far as I have yet attained to the recognition of them, 

whereby this super-hydrated vein-serpentine can be discriminated from saponite, 

are the very much smaller amount of its loss of water when heated,—its smailer 

content of water,—and a peculiar opalescence and girasol appearance, which 

it presents, when transparent varieties are looked through. 
In five analyses of these “ vein-serpentines” from Scotland which I have 

executed, I have found the quantity of total water to lie between 15°16 and 

16 ‘58 per cent.; and of this the loss at 212° ranged from 1 * 63, which was that 

of the lowest total, to 3-53, which was that of the highest. 

The deduction of these losses, it will be observed, brings the residual water 

to about the amount normal to serpentine. 
Such were the conclusions I had arrived at when the receipt of a box of 

Trish serpentines from Professor Kine, containing specimens of the “ saponite 

veins ” of Cornwall collected by himself, enabled me by analyses to speak with 

more precision on the matter. 

The specimens of the Cornish “saponite” were at once seen to be physically 

very similar to the paler-coloured vein-serpentines of Portsoy. Being apparently 

somewhat weathered they were opaque, and the girasol appearance could not 

be seen. 
A weathered vein from the serpentine of Polmally, in Glen Urquhart, which 

was very similar, was analysed along with this Cornish saponite. 

It is not necessary here to quote more than the content of water, and loss 

thereof at 212°: this was— 

Total water. Loss at 212°. 

Mineral from Cornwall, .. 5 14°133 1°166 

re »  Polmally, : : 15:162 1° 626 

VOL. XXIx, PART I. Ee 
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This, taken in conjunction with a general accordance with their other com- 

ponents, shows that these specimens are similar to other vein-serpentines, and 
are quite distinct from the mineral which occurs in volcanic rocks. | 

As the specimen sent by Professor Kine is quite similar to other smaller 

ones which I have seen in the Lizard serpentine, there is every probability that 

the mineral analysed by KLAPROTH, SVANBERG, and HAUGHTON was the same ; 

and that of the substances classed under the head of saponite by Dana, only 

those narrated as filling geodes in volcanic rocks properly fall under the title. 

SUPPLEMENT TO CHLORITE. 

I have lately observed what I believe to be a chloritic mud occurring in a 
form in which it bears a great resemblance to glauconite. 

The circumstances of its occurrence are of much interest, and the explana- 

tion of these circumstances is attended with no small amount of difficulty. 

Immediately to the north of the village of Callander there is a cliff of 

conglomerate of the Old Red Sandstone ; this is here formed of nodules, from 

the size of a walnut to that of the fist, of gneiss, mica slate, and quartz,—rocks 

of the immediate neighbourhood. 

Rarely thin interstrata of a finer almost of a sandy grain,—more fitted for 

building purposes,—occur to the north-eastward of the village. 

In several small quarries, opened with a view to work these gritty beds, the 

characters of the conglomerate may be studied. It has somewhat of a vitrified 

aspect, and is more broken up by “backs” and “cutters” than is usual to that 
rock. The dip is to the north-east ; the backs run along the strike at distances 

of about six feet from each other; while the cutters, lying generally at right 

angles thereto, are much more closely adjacent to each other. 

The backs, in those cases in which they have stood open, are invariably 
filled with one of the varieties of the substance to which the names of reddle, 

or keely or keels has been attached: the cutters are as invariably lined, and 
usually no more than lined, on each side with sheets of cockscomb barytes, 
which sometimes carry vitreous copper, malachite, and calcite. 

The dull red of the vertical sheets of reddle is everywhere besprinkled with 

spots and blotches of a vivid green, of the colour of glauconite,—these spots 

are circular in form, or consist of a number of confluent circles, each circle being 

of about the size of a large bean. 

The contrast of these colours is so striking as to arrest the attention of the 

passer-by ; it is found upon examination to be due to the occurrence in the 
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pseudo-vein of reddle, of “concretions” of granular pale purple carbonate of 

lime, of a discoid form; and to these concretions being invested by the 

glauconite-like material, disposed in a laminated manner. 

Portions of the calcareous concretions,—of their green coating,—and of 

the reddle, were examined in the laboratory, after isolation each from the 

others, } 

The concretions did not appear to have any structural arrangement of 

particles, being similar to a very fine-grained saccharine marble ; they dissolved 

readily and totally in acid, without leaving any save a glauconitic residue ; and 

neither they nor their associates contained any trace of barytes. 

The glauconite-like matter was found to be insoluble in all acids; but after 

treatment therewith and agitation in much water, it separated into minute 

colourless pearly scales (like mica), and a green powder, which was also 

minutely scaly, 

The reddle had a laminated arrangement of its particles parallel to the sides 

of the vein ; it resembled a red sandy clay, and glistened with minute scales of 

mica. Treated with chlorhydric acid it yielded readily a ferruginous solution, 

_ but left behind the greater part of its bulk as a green powder, similar in 

| appearance, and also in its insolubility similar to that which presented itself 

originally with a green hue. 

| From the evident admixture of scales of mica, it may be doubted if an 

_ analysis of these green powders—probably identical—would definitely disclose 

| their nature; but the above chemical features sufficiently show that they cannot 

be any one of the saponites, unless it be celadonite, and their being the latter 

is contradicted by their scaly structure. 

Their insolubility in acids equally proves that they cannot be glauconite ; 

_ and, having regard to the occurrence in the conglomerate of quartz nodules 

_ with a chlorite which is very similar to that of Cruach Ardran and the hills 

| surrounding it, there is every probability that the green portion consists of 

chlorite alone. | 

| While the impurity of this substance prevents a more accurate determina- 

| tion, enough has probably been attained to, in the direction of indicating several 

| points of marked interest connected therewith. 

The following questions present themselves for being answered :— 

By what process were these veins filled? The ready reply,—-neither by 

| infiltration nor injection, but by exfiltration,—goes but a little way. Con- 

_ glomerated rocks are more pervaded by a system of inosculating holes than by 

fissures,—but I broke many pieces of the rock without being able to detect in 
| its cavities any green matter in the course of being transported to its resting 

| place in the vertical rents ; but an exfiltration of reddle-like matter may be 

| observed, and this may obscure a concomitant chloritic transfusion. 
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Then, What is the action whereby the segregating calcareous matter repels 

the hematitic,—thus operating as a pseudo-bleacher ? 

And lastly, How comes it that the one set of rents are lined with ae ‘yte, with 

vacuous interspaces ; while that which lies at right angles thereto contains no trace 

of baryte, but is totally filled with a clay-like material ? 

An explanation which may be said to lie upon the surface—namely, that the 

first mentioned set had been of earlier formation, and had been the seat of a 

process which had reached its termination before the formation and filling up 
of the latter,—does not meet the facts of the case, because the rock-rents which 

form the “ backs” seem to have been antecedent to those existing as “cutters ” ; 

for the former pass numbers of the latter, while these but very seldom cut 

across the former. 

The rock seems to be sti// purveying hematitic and chloritic matter to the 

cracks which form its “faces” ;—is there a polarity in the guidance of its 

decomposition, acting so as to fill its minor and secondary rents with barytes 

and with copper,—-enabling them at the same time to reject the slimy plug 

which chokes the backs, that they may at least aspire to the dignity of being 

true mineral veins ? 

Some questions of weighty mining import might possibly be answered 

through a study of this narrow field ;—the points of chief mineralogical interest 

are the occurrence of a chloritic mud in a form simulating glauconite,—and the 

singular manner in which a large quantity of chlorite may be entirely masked 

by a comparatively small quantity of peroxide of iron. 
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IV.—On some Physiological Results of Temperature Variations. By JoHn 

Berry Haycrart, M.B., C.M., B.Sc., Assistant to the Professor of 

Physiology (Edin. Univ.). Communicated by Professor TuRNER, 

one of the Secretaries to the Society. (Plate I.) 

(Read 17th February 1879.) 

While trying to verify by actual statistics some of the ‘‘ Laws of Population” 

first enunciated by MALruHus, a curious fact was observed, viz., that some seasons 

of the year are more prolific in the number of births than others. 

This led to the further investigation of the subject, the results of which are 

before the Society. 

In pursuing this inquiry, data were drawn from the monthly returns of births, 

deaths, and marriages (Scotland). I may here express my hearty thanks to 

| Dr Witi1Am Rosertson, for much kindness shown in furnishing the necessary 

reports. 

| Two courses were open: to take the births of the whole of Scotland, where 
| the illegitimate are mixed together with the legitimate, therefore vitiating the 

results when compared with the marriages ; or to take only data from the legi- 

_ timate births of ‘The Eight Large Towns of Scotland,” where seasonal varia- 

‘tions in the number of inhabitants are continually taking place, there being 

/always more in winter than in summer “in town.” 

It was deemed advisable to avoid both fallacies by working with both sets 

| of data, the one correcting the other. 
The data quoted in this paper are those, however, of the eight large towns 

alone, those of Scotland generally not being given for sake of brevity. They 

will be, notwithstanding, quoted once or twice to correct the other. 

In all cases large numbers were used, and these numbers taken never from 

the single year’s returns alone, but always from an average of at least ten. 

On studying the monthly returns of “births,” it is seen that there are some 

| months in the year in which more births occur than others. 

Thus in April of every year there are more than in November. 

Averaged Monthly Returns of Births of Years (1866-1875) inclusive, 

Corrected to equal Months of 30:42 Days. 

January, = 3154 births (legitimate). 

February, = 3057 . 2 

March, = SPAT rs 5 

April, = 3387 7 3 

VOL, XXIX, PART I. PAae | 
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May, = 3290 births (legitimate). 

June, = 3289 x 3 

July, = 3107 5 » 

August, = 2915 53 . 

September, = 2979 f 3 

October, = 3072 i % 

‘November, = 3001 Me ie 

December, = 3050 a a 

Average, = 3127. 

If the births are diagramatically represented, the ordinates being the number 

of births, and the abscisse the time of the year in months, a curve is produced. 

Now every year this curve may be seen recurring with striking regularity, 

there being always some months in the year which are fertile in births, and 

others which are comparatively barren. There must be a cause, or causes, 

working with equal regularity to produce it. | 

It is our task to investigate these, and, if possible, to ascertain their value. 

On thinking over the factors which might exert an influence upon the 

number of births, it is natural that the number of “marriages” (which likewise 
varies in the different months) should be first thought of. On reference (see Chart 
I.) the marriage curve is seen to be of quite a different character from that of 

the birth curve. It may here be remarked that all the charts are prepared from 

the averaged returns in the same way: the abscisse are taken as months. and 

ordinates as numbers of births, &c. The “birth curve” rises to a maximum 

and then falls once in every year. The “marriage curve” exhibits two striking 

and sharp maxima recurring every year. - Obviously at any rate the marriage 

curve is not the only factor. It is, as we shall afterwards see, by no means the 

main one. 

On seeking further to elucidate the problem, it becomes apparent that in all 

probability it is not the births themselves which could have this seasonal or 

other influence brought to bear upon them, but rather the conceptions from 

which the births result. If the birth curve be shifted back nie months (so 

that October numbers are in January), a corresponding curve—in character— 

is produced. This is now not the “birth curve,” but the “conception curve.” 
And now at the onset we can dismiss the birth curve from the question. 

It is the “conception curve,” which we shall afterwards prove is subject to 

seasonal and other influences ; whose effects, however, only become apparent 

by the increased number of births. | 

“ The Conception Curve” (Chart I.) 

From January to February the curve falls, there being not so many concep- 
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tions. It then rises through March and April, falls in May, rising through 

June to its maximum in July. It falls again through August, September, to 

November, rising through December, January, and so on. 
Now, what can cause this ? 

One is struck by the fact that the number of conceptions is greater in the 

hot than in the cold months. The effect of temperature becomes more evident 

when the “Temperature Chart” (Chart I.) is referred to. 

It is then seen that when the temperature rises the number of conceptions 

increases, and that the temperature reaches a maximum in July, in which month 

the number of conceptions is also greatest. The temperature and conception 

curves then sink together to a minimum. 

On referring carefully to this Chart, it will be seen that, although the 

two curves correspond in their principal features, in detail they do not always 

| tally. 

In the first place, a unit increase of temperature does not always produce a 

corresponding increase in the number of conceptions ; thus, in the temperature 

curve, from August to September there is a fall of 4°, while the conception 

curve shows hardly any depression. Again, in three instances can be remarked 

a distinct deviation from the similarity. The number of conceptions in 

| December and January increases, while the temperature slightly descends ; 

/ and in May it descends while the temperature rises. It is seen then, that if 
'the temperature curve is a factor—and we have not distinctly proved that 

_yet—it is not the only one. 
We shall afterwards find that the temperature and marriage curves are the 

| great causes of the variations in the number of conceptions (with also other 

smaller factors). 

Influence of Temperature Curve. 

Although to the eye the temperature and conception curves so much agree, 

‘it is necessary to prove that the latter actually depends for its formation upon 

‘the former, and is not merely the result of some strange coincidence. 

Having proved that, it will be necessary to formulate, as a law, the tem- 

perature influence, and to state arithmetically the influence of an increase of 

a temperature unit on the number of conceptions. 

| By means of “ Fourter’s Harmonic Analysis” we can analyse a curve into 

its harmonic constituents. The temperature and conception curves may be 

analysed into curves recurring respectively every twelve months, six months, 

‘four months, and so on. By this method the phase is given, and by compar- 

‘ing the two curves thus analysed the dependence can be seen (if any). 

Thus, if it be found that there is one primary temperature curve (with 

‘maximum every twelve months), whose maximum falls exactly in the middle 
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of the year; and that the conception numbers, when analysed, give just such a 

curve with a maximum at a corresponding phase, then the two correspond. 

They are due to the same cause, or one is the result of the other, In this case 

the conception curve would be the result of the temperature, not the tempera- 

ture the result of the conceptions. 

If, however, the maximum of one falls over the minimum of the other, there 

is certainly no direct relation, 

On making such an analysis * it is seen that the temperature curve gives a 

well-marked primary wave. 

If the time of one year be divided into 360 parts or fa ees, then the maxi- 

mum of this primary wave falls, at 185°, a little over the half year. The height 

or value of this curve may be represented by 10 units (see Mathematical Chart), 

The secondary curve—namely, that one whose maximum recurs every six 

months—is well marked, but of not so great a value as the former. It may be 

represented by the number 2°3 as its value, with the maximum at + 55°. 

There are other curves of temperature which result from this analysis 

(Mathematical Chart) ; they are of shorter wave length, but their nature is not 

known—perhaps they result from errors of observation. Their value is small, 

and they may be discarded from this question. On making a similar analysis 

of the conception data one finds a primary wave with maximum at +183", and 

with an altitude of 162°23 units, It is seen that the primary waves of the two 
curves correspond ; the one—temperature—having its maximum at +185°, and 

the other—conception—at 183°. There is, then, not a difference of 1 per cent. 

between them, and for this we shall account hereafter. The two then 

undoubtedly correspond. The secondary conception curve has an altitude of 

81:23, and the maximum fall at 53°. 

It will be remembered that the corresponding wave of temperature was at 

55°. These two again undoubtedly correspond, and the dependence is made 

yet more apparent when we see that the primary and secondary conception 

waves were just 2° behind (in point of time) the corresponding temperature ones. 

There will also be seen other conception curves of yet shorter wave length 

on reference to Table. 

Temperature, Conception. 
Maximum at Altitude. Maximum at Altitude. 

No.1 = + 185° 10 + 183° 162:23 

No.2 = +. 55° 2°3 + 55° 81:23 

Wo. Serato 0°0 — §2° 90 

No 4. 27-0" 1:0 — 37° 33°4 

No, 5 = + 225° 0:0 + 112° 17:0 

Nos, 1-5 are primary, secondary, tertiary, &c., waves of temperature and conception, 

by FourtEr’s Harmonic Analysis. (See Mathematical Chart for details.) 

* For a complete account of this method consult THomson and Tarr’s “ Natural Philosophy.” 
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Having shown that the conception variations are produced chiefly by changes 

in temperature, it is necessary to determine more definitely the influence, and 

to find out the percentage increase which would follow an elevation of 1° (Fahr.) 

or unit of temperature, | 

By calculating from the original numbers in the register books, or still better, 

perhaps, by comparing the altitudes in Fourier’s curves, it will be seen that 

an elevation of 1° (Fahr.) causes an increase of about ‘5 per cent. 

This can readily be done from the Fourier curves. The altitude of the 
primary temperature curve is 10 units above the mean, while the altitude of 

the corresponding conception curve is 162 units. Therefore 1 unit is the cause 

(or corresponds to) 16:2 of conception. 

To arrive at the percentage, find out the average mean number of monthly 

conceptions, which is 3127, Therefore 1° or unit causes an increase of 16:2 
conceptions over the mean of 3127, or ‘51 per cent. This may be taken roughly 

at ‘5 per cent., it being absurd to state such a law very exactly where so many 

slight fallacies exist, from false registration and otherwise. 

The influence of temperature on conceptions may be stated as a physiological 

law as follows :— 

“Temperature is the main factor regulating the variations in the number of 

conceptions (and consequently of births) which occur during the year, It 

increases their number with its elevation, and this on an average of ‘5 per cent. 

for an elevation of 1° Fahr. (in Scotland).” | 

It would be interesting to know what produces the secondary and other 

waves of temperature given by Fourier’s analysis. 

May it not be, that the one with a maximum in spring and autumn (the 

secondary curve) is caused by the local winds which then occur, and which no 

doubt greatly influence local temperature, being probably the great cause of its 

local variation (these themselves, of course, being primarily due to temperature) ? 

Marriage Factor. 

By examining Chart II. or the following figures, it will be seen that in January 

the number of marriages contracted is very high. The numbers fall through 

February to March, rising in April only to fall again in May. From May, the 

month in which fewest marriages occur, the numbers suddenly rise to their 

highest maximum in June ; falling through July, August, September to October, 
rising again in November, and falling slightly in December. 

Average Marriage Curve of Years (1866-1875) inclusive. 

January, = 1245 

February, 611 
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March, = 566 

April, = 634 

May, = 473 

June, = 1430 

July, = 1097 

August, = 664 

September, = 664 

October, = 649 

November, = 933 

December, = 919 

It is, in short, a curve with two maxima; one occurring in November, 

December, and January, and the other in June and July. 

We shall now endeavour to investigate its influence upon the conception 

curve. Influence it must have,—the interesting point is the average interval 

between marriage and conception. 

The best plan-—having found out that RAS is a factor—is to sub- 

tract from the conception curve the temperature influence, and to study the 

resulting figures or curve which may be formed from them in connection with 

the marriage curve. 

Find out the monthly average temperature, and in relation to this average 

express the other monthly numbers as + or — quantities. For example, the 

average monthly temperature is 47:1, and in January it is 38°5; therefore 

January will be 38:5 — 47:1 = — 8°6 (see Col. L.). 

De this for all the periods in the temperature and conception curves (see 

Cols. I. and ITI.): 
Now add up all the minus quantities of both columns, and divide the result- 

ing conception by the temperature numbers, which will give 18. 

Multiply the numbers in the temperature column (Col. I.) by this number 

18, which will give Column IT. 

Now that the temperature curve is so multiplied, it can be subtracted from 

the conception curve ; this gives Column IV., which is the resulting conception 

curve from which all temperature has been subtracted. 

Col. I. Col. II. Col. III. Col. III. 

January, = — 86 x 18 = — 155 subtracted from — 55 = + 100 

February, = — 74 Pe — 133 z » = 126 + 7 

March, =— 63 Ks Sees ig le) . fo le + 36 

April, =— 10 " — 18 i Po oF + 45 

May, =e -) + 238 x » — 70 — 108 

June, = —£° 86 ; + 155 3 ME LROn ve, 255 

July, —\stsalieD Aeneas 212 Ne job 260... cena 
August, = + 10°7 ‘3 + 193 ~ » + 163 — 30 
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Col. I. Col. II. Col. III. Col. IV. 

September, = + 64 x 18 = + 115 subtracted from + 162 + A7 

October, = 0:0 - 0 y we 2) — 20 

November, = — Tl is — 128 fs fie si = * 84 

December, = — 87 Fs — 156 a » =— 148 — 8 

Col. I. = Temperature numbers treated as + and — quantities. 

Cole Il; = The above x. by 18. 

Col. III. = Conception curve treated as + and — quantities. 

Col. IV. = Resultant conception numbers after temperature numbers in Col. II. have been 

subtracted. 

When it is plotted as a curve it can better be studied (Chart III.). 

It is difficult to see the dependence of the resulting conception curve upon 

the above marriage curve, although in some particulars they do agree. 

It was only by taking into account other sets of data and other facts, that 

it was possible to prune from this conception curve parts which depended upon 

yet other factors, the resultant (completed in the above curve by the dotted 
lines) agrees most conclusively with the marriage curve. On examining the 

conception curve in this Chart, a large crest is seen in the months of June, July, 

August, September, and October,—broken, however, in August, another in 

March and April, and a third sharp peak in January. 

After careful comparison with curves produced from other sets of data, it 

was found possible to completely explain all discrepancies between this and the 

marriage curve. 

If the illegitimate births be examined (on which the marriage numbers can 

have no influence), a large maximum is always seen in October, corresponding 

to a maximum of conceptions in January. This results from the license which 

always exists in Scotland at the time of the New Year. That this license is 

great, every medical man will allow; and it is quite capable of producing a 

sharp rise of the conception curve. 

Now this maximum in January may be discarded, and this leaves us a curve 

with only two maxima, which can be much better compared with the marriage 

curve. 

There is yet a curious discrepancy in the curve, namely, the sudden dip of 

the curve in August, in the very middle, in fact, of a well pronounced crest. 

This really does not exist in the curve of a whole country ; but is probably 

due to a fluctuation—local in character—in the number of inhabitants. 

On looking over the numbers, not of the eight towns of Scotland alone, 

but of all Scotland, August was seen to give not a fall, but a rise (see dotted 

line in Chart TIL.). 
This dip in August does then not exist in Scotland, only in the towns. In 

all probability it is due to the outflux of inhabitants from the towns into the 

country at that season. 
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A dotted line in Chart represents what would occur were the population 

stationary. It is now seen that when these two disturbing factors are discarded, 

that the two curves present a most striking contrast. There are two maxima 

in each, 

The smaller marriage maximum in December and January is followed by 

the smaller conception maximum in about two months,—this can be seen from 

this Chart, but will be proved from FourteEr’s curves. 

The larger marriage crest in June and July is followed in the same interval 

by the larger conception crest. 

It will be seen that directly after a marriage rise a conception increase also 

takes place, thus the rise from May to June in the marriages is followed directly 

by a rise in the conceptions. This is as might be expected; they go on increas- 

ing until a maximum is reached in the second month, when most occur, The 
numbers then diminish, falling to a minimum. 

By Fourier’s curves the interval between marriage and time of maximum 

of conceptions is almost exactly two months. 

This point, which is of some interest from both a physiological and statistical 

view, is brought out, namely, that most conceptions do not take place for some 

time after marriage,—not until, in fact, after an interval of two months; and 

that therefore most children are born eleven months after marriage. 

This has been already variously stated, and the interval quoted varies from 
10°5 (SADLER) to 17 (M. Duncan) months. 

For the results here given it may be claimed that by far the largest data 
ever used were brought to bear upon the subject (not being a mere tabulation 

of cases); and that the use of FourRIEr’s analysis gives an exactitude not 

otherwise attainable. 

Yet another point may be mentioned: by comparing the altitudes of the 

curves, it will be seen that an increase of 100 marriages on the average produces 

an increase of sixty-four conceptions within a period of five months. 

Stated otherwise, sixty-four per cent. of newly-married women have a child 
within a period of fourteen months. 

This latter fact must, however, be received with a certain caution, as the first 

births are mixed up with the second, third, and so on; and although the first 

births will give the chief character to the curve, and the phase will not be 

vitiated, yet the altitude cannot be taken as quite correct. | 

From these curves a very important series of investigations can be made. 

The ‘duration of pregnancy” can be arrived at, a result thought before impos- 

sible ; and also the interval between “insemination” and “ conception.” 

The results which are before the Society to-night must not on this point be 

considered final, merely the “‘method of inquiry” will be indicated, and its 
application to the above curves will be made. 
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It is only by most careful working with different sets of data, and with more 

exact ones than those of Scotland, that a final decision can be arrived at upon 
so nice a point, where the difference of a day or two is everything. 

When sufficient data are at hand, this matter will receive further attention. 

Scientifically defined, the “duration of pregnancy” is the length of time 

which elapses between conception (not insemination) and delivery. 

Now one knew nothing before about the time when conception occurs, and 

therefore nothing exact about the “ duration of pregnancy.” 

Statistics tell us that the time between “insemination ” and delivery is, on 

an average, 275 days. Now, however, by the temperature curve, we have an 

indication of when conception occurs. 

All we have to do is to find out exactly how far we must put back the birth 

curve in order to get the primary and secondary curves—FourRIER—ewactly to 

correspond to the similar curves; to do, in fact, exactly what we have already 

done roughly when we put the birth curve back nine months. 

This interval is the “ duration of pregnancy.” 

When analysed it will be remembered that the primary curve maximum was 

at 183° and the secondary at 53°; while the corresponding temperature curves 

give 185° and 55°. 

The difference in both cases is therefore 2°. They show therefore conclu- 

sively that the birth curve has been put back 2°, or =25th of a year, or a little 

more than two days too much. 

To make them agree exactly, it should have been put back 175° or 272 days, 

This 272 days elapses between conception as indicated by temperature curve, 

and delivery as given in the Register-General Reports. This 272 days is the 

duration of pregnancy. Now, it is already known that the average interval 

between insemination and delivery is 275 days; therefore 275 — 272 = 3 days 
is the time which elapses between insemination and conception. 

| These facts, important in their physiological bearings, enable us to construct 

' a complete table, showing the intervals between all the physiological processes 

concerned in the birth of a child. 

We have the time between 

Last menstruation and delivery = 278 days (Marr. Duncan) ; 

Insemination and delivery = 275 days (Matt, Duncan) ; 

Conception and delivery = 272 days. 

Insemination (which is to be followed by conception) then occurs three days 

on the average after last menstruations ; conception follows this in three more 

days; and delivery in 272 days. 

VOL, XXIX. PART I. 2K 
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It may be asked, What right have we to say that the influence of pee 

ture is on conceptions and not on insemination ? 

The answer is not difficult, for the interval between coition and delnean 1s 

greater (275 days) than our interval (272 days) between conception and delivery. 
The coition would therefore fall behind the temperature curve, therefore not 

affected by it. No doubt there may be some influence on the number of 

coitions, but this influence is not great enough to be shown. 

Law of Capacity of Conceiving. 

The facts that we have gleaned about the influence of temperature upon 

conception, enable us fully to state as a law the capacity of conceiving of women 

during different periods of their life. | 

There are three factors which are to be considered as modifying this capacity, 

namely, 

(I.) Time of Life. 

(II.) Temperature. 

(III.) Menstrual Rhythm. 

(I.) Time of Life. (For particulars consult “Fertility, Fecundity, and 

Sterility,” by Dr Marruews Duncan.) 

This influence effects woman’s capacity in that the sexual organs are only 

gradually developed as age advances; at a certain period they are developed 
fully, and then undergo a gradual involution. 

At birth the capacity is nothing ; it remains so until puberty, when capacity 
first appears. 

This increases with age until between twenty and twenty-four, when the 

maximum is reached. The capacity then weakens until about the fortieth or 

forty-fifth year, when it becomes, as at birth, nothing. 

This will be seen better on referring to the following curve (Chart IV.). 

This curve is however modified by the other factors; and the result, given 
when all the factors are considered, gives a curve such as is represented in the 

figure, where one year of the previous curve is depicted with the other ones 

superimposed (Chart V.). 

(II.) The Effect of the Temperature Curve is to give a maximum every summer, 
giving the age curve (Chart V.) a wavy appearance, with a crest and trough 
every year. 

How this temperature influence is exerted will be considered hereafter. 

(III.) The Menstrual Rhythm occurs twelve times in the year, and gives 
twelve maxima to Chart (V). About its influence little is known, whether a 
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successful coition may always occur, or only at a certain period in connection 

with this rhythm, is uncertain. It appears, however, that about six days after 

menstruation most conceptions occur. 

The capacity of conceiving in a woman is then strongest (I.) between the 

ages of twenty and twenty-four; (II.) in the hottest season of the year; and 

(IIL.) about six days after menstruation. 

In conclusion, a few words may be said as to the mode in which temperature 

effects conceptions. 
Certainly not, as has been suggested, by raising the temperature of the body 

and of the uterine mucous membrane, giving thereby, as was supposed, more 

favourable surroundings to the sperms or ova. 

It is certain that a temperature about that of the body is most favourable to 

the life of ova and sperms ; but the difference of a few degrees would be very 
immaterial, the latter (the spermatozoa) living for many hours in active move- 
ment at the ordinary temperature of the air. 

Then again the difference in warmth of the interior of the human body varies 

little in the year. There is hardly a perceptable difference between the tem- 

perature in depth of winter or height of summer. 

It may be received as a fact, that there are external agencies, such as cold, 

heat, rain, wind, &c., which are, under certain conditions, antagonistic to life, 

and, when in action, they affect all of us. 

On the weak a force which will produce an overpowering result which we 

call death, will on the strongest have its effect, may be, only producing a slight 

depression of the natural energy. So that a district which has a high mortality 

is bad for the strongest, and a season which has a high mortality is also dan- 

gerous to all. 

Now, if the “death curve” be plotted in the same way as the “ conception 
curve,” it will be seen to be an inverted temperature curve in the main. As 

the temperature rises, the gross number of deaths diminishes. 

From our maxim, then, an increase of temperature is favourable to the 

health of all. The “health curve,” could we delineate such a thing, would, with 

the conception curve, correspond mainly with the temperature curve. Indeed, 

the increased capacity of conception is, we imagine, only an indication of an 

increased energy of the whole body, in which this function naturally shares. 

We must here remember that the power of producing offspring is a function 

which perhaps of all others is most taxing to strength, and therefore depends 

much upon physical tonus. 

A very rapid glance at the influence of temperature upon the power of 
reproduction in the lower animals, may not be out of place. With those of 
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very low organisation, Bacteria, Vibriones, and all organic ferments, a certain 

temperature is absolutely necessary to their development. 

As we pass up the invertebrate animal kingdom, we find in every class 

seasons of reproduction. In the vertebrata we have spawning seasons for the 

fishes ; amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals have all their breeding seasons. 

We might note here many curious zoological facts connected with the seasonal 

development of sexual organs, if the subject of the paper permitted. In the 

foregoing examples the temperature no doubt mainly operates through the 

vegetable world, varying the amount and quality of food at different times. 

Thus few animals breed in winter, when food is scarce and their bodily powers 

are at a low ebb. 

Amongst civilised men and domestic animals the variations in the amount 

of food are brought to a minimum, and as a consequence conceptions can occur 
all the year round, mostly, however, in summer. 

A dog can have pups in every season of the year; his food is ensured to 

him, and he is never reduced to extremes of hunger, as are his antecedents the 

wolf and the fox, who almost never have young in winter. 

Here we have an instance of how temperature influence can be ameliorated 

by more favourable circumstances, Amongst savage tribes of men, living in 

rigorous climes, the conception curve probably is more marked than in Scotland. 
We see therefore that temperature is a great—the greatest—factor modify- 

ing life. It modifies the number of children born ; it is connected, directly or 

indirectly, with almost every disease that is known; and therefore becomes a 

chief factor in producing the retrogressive change which we call death. 

In conclusion, I wish to express how much I am indebted to Professor Tarr, 

not only for having directed my attention to and explained to me the mode of 

applying Fourier’s formula to this investigation, but for having checked the 

results. Without his aid I could not have carried out the investigation. 
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132 SOME PHYSIOLOGICAL RESULTS OF TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS. 

EXPLANATION OF CHARTS. 

CHART-I. 

Conception Curve—dark line. The actual numbers are given on left-hand side. The 

Temperature Curve represented by a dotted line. The numbers are omitted. (See pp. 2, 3.) 

CHART II. 

Marriage Curve placed for sake of contrast just underneath the Conception and Tempera- 

ture Curves, The numbers are on left-hand side. (See pp. 2, 5.) 

CHART III. 

Shows Conception Curve after Temperature factor has been subtracted. ............ line 

shows the real course of Curve (see p. 7). Below is Marriage Curve. (See pp. 6, 7.) 

CHART IV. 

Shows the capacity for conceiving at different ages of women. The numbers are years 

of age. (See p. 10.) 

CHART V. 

Shows all the factors influencing the conceiving power of a woman, taken fora single year 

(say 20-21). 

(A) Represents Age Curve, and rises in Chart, being that of a single year from 20-21. 

(See pp. 10, 11.) 

(B) Temperature Curve, rising every year in summer. 

(C) Curve representing Menstrual Rhythm, occurring twelve times in the year. 
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V.—On the Physiological Actions of Drugs on the Secretion of Bile. By. 

| ~Wiuiam Rutuerrorp, M.D., F.R.SS. L. and E., Professor of the Insti- 

tutes of Medicine in the University of Edinburgh. 

From Experiments performed with the assistance of Monsieur W, VIGNAL and WILLIAM 

J. Dopps, M.B., D.Sc. 

(Read on 5th March 1877 and on 17th June 1878. Abstracts in the ‘‘ Proceedings” of those dates. )* 

INTRODUCTION. 

(For References and Table of Contents, see end of Memoir.) 

Since the liver is an organ whose due activity is indispensable for the main- 

tenance of health; since it is frequently the subject of disorder, and conse- 

- quently receives a large share of attention from the physician, it is obviously 

of great importance that he should possess precise knowledge of the manner in 

which it is affected by medicinal agents. 

The physician has had no difficulty in determining when a substance excites 

the sweat glands, the salivary glands, or the kidneys, but as regards the liver 

he has been so much embarrassed, that although substances supposed to 

_inerease the discharge of bile (cholagogues, yon, bile; ayw, to drive away) 

have been administered to man for over 2000 years, there has always been 

-much uncertainty as to those which are really to be regarded as cholagogues ; 

and even in the case of any agent which increases the discharge of bile, he has 

been quite unable to determine whether this effect is due to a stimulation of the 
bile-secreting or of the bile-expelling mechanism. 

The reasons for these uncertainties are not difficult to find. The bile, when 

it enters the intestinal canal, mingles with other secretions, and with alimentary 

substances, whose quantities are variable. The physician roughly estimates the 

amount of bile discharged, by observing the colour of the dejections—a method 

which is of necessity so imaccurate that it is often difficult, sometimes indeed 

impossible, to say whether or not the discharge of bile is increased, diminished, 

* By the permission of the Council, I have been allowed a year to prepare this research for publi- 

cation in the “ Transactions.” The experimental work was, however, entirely completed before the last 
‘abstract was read before the Society. ‘ 
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or unchanged. ~ Thus, when rhubarb is administered, it gives a colour to the © 

dejections similar to that communicated by the bile, and the physician is there- 

fore puzzled to say whether or not rhubarb affects the liver ; yet, by another 

method of research,.it can be shown that rhubarb increases the secretion of 

bile. . Where the substance, as in the case of sodium sulphate, stimulates the — 

intestinal glands, and thus occasions copious dejections of a watery character, 

whereby their colour is diluted, the physician has found it difficult to say 

whether or not there is a variation in the quantity of bile discharged; yet by 

another method, it can be shown that this substance certainly stimulates the 

liver as well as the intestinal glands. Again, in the case of such substances as 

magnesium sulphate and castor oil, which stimulate the intestinal glands but 

not the liver, the physician, although he certainly did not suppose that they 

increase the flow of bile, nevertheless failed to observe the fact—which may be ~ 

shown by another method,—that they diminish the production of bile. Again, 

when a substance excites the liver to produce more bile, but does not excite 
the intestinal glands to pour forth their watery secretion, and as it were wash 

out the bile discharged into the canal, the clinical observer has in the case of 

benzoic acid and its compounds, sodium salicylate, and others, failed to observe 

that they are cholagogues. But again, the clinical observer is unable to say — 

‘whether or not any cholagogue actually stimulates the hepatic cells to produce © 

more bile, or merely excites the muscular fibres of the gall-bladder and bile 
ducts to expel their contents. Yet rational medicine imperatively requires se 

the first of these questions at all events shall receive a definite answer. 

There are two methods—the clinical and the physiological—by which the 

actions of medicinal agents are investigated. On the clinical method, experi- 

ments are made on men and animals in a state of disease, with a view to cure 

the diseased condition ; whereas, on the physiological method, experiments are 

made with drugs on animals and sometimes also on man in a state of health, 

with a view to determine how they affect the bodily system when its action is 

not distorted by the influence of disease. The clinical method is as old as 

medicine itself, but the physiological mode is of comparatively recent date, and 
has grown out of the fact that the clinical method.has proved to have very 

seriously failed—and nowhere more signally than in the case of the liver—to 

furnish the physician with that definite knowledge which is required to bring 

therapeutics even within sight. of the pale of exact science. . 
Of necessity the influence of a drug upon a diseased condition is the ulti- 

matum of pharmacology, and every experiment upon a healthy bodily system, 

whether of man or animal, is merely ancillary to experiments with the drug in 

disease. Therefore, if we discover that a drug stimulates the healthy liver 
of such an animal as a dog, we do not infer that it must also stimulate the 

human liver in health, and still less do we conclude that it must also act thus in 
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disease. The experiments on the healthy liver of the dog, on the normal, and 

on the abnormal human liver, are three sets of experiments closely related, but 

still distinct. The facts derived from any one of the three cannot be substituted 

for those of the other two. Each set of facts has its own proper place, and 

must be carefully kept there. When, therefore, we show by the physiological 

“method that such substances as sodium benzoate, sodium salicylate, ammonium 

phosphate, and others, powerfully stimulate the liver of a dog, we do not for a 

moment say to the clinical observer, you will find that these things have a 

similar action in man. We merely say it is likely that they also act thus in 

man; experiment with them in his case, and tell us if you find that they 

have on him a similar action, and tell us also m what diseased states you find 

- the employment of this or of that substance most advantageous. 

_ All-are agreed that medical science has much to gain from the attainment 

of a precise knowledge of the physiological actions of medicinal agents. The 

action of ipecacuan in dysentery is an apt illustration of this fact. On asking a 

highly experienced Indian physician how he explainéd the appearance of a 

large amount of bile in the dejections after the administration of sixty grains of 

ipecacuan in cases of dysentery, he at once replied, “ My theory is that it 

relieves a spasm of the bile ducts, and thus allows of the escape of pent-up 

bile.” But, when we give sixty grains of ipecacuan to a healthy dog, it never 

fails to cause the liver to secrete a greatly increased quantity of bile. Probably, 

therefore, no one will now be inclined to doubt that in dysentery, ipecacuan 

affects the liver in a similar manner, and that the increased discharge of bile 

is due to its increased secretion, and not to the relief of an imaginary spasm of 

the bile ducts. It must be admitted that the attainment of this precise know- 

ledge regarding the action of ipecacuan does not reveal to us the true pathology 

of dysentery, but it places us one step nearer to a knowledge of it; for once 

we know the action of a drug in a healthy state of the body, and find that 

| a diseased state is cured by that action, our knowledge of the nature of the 

diseased state is necessarily advanced. 

While all have admitted the limited and unsatisfactory character of our 

| knowledge of the effects of drugs on the liver, several investigators have 

attempted to advance the subject by the physiological method of experi- 

_ menting with drugs on animals. Nearly all the observations have been made 

| on the dog—that being the animal best suited for the purpose. The method 

| resorted to by the earlier experimenters was that of continuously collecting the 

| bile from a permanent biliary fistula, and observing how its amount and com- 

| position were affected by drugs. A permanent biliary fistula is established by 

oceluding the common bile duct, and establishing.a communication between 
the fundus of the gall-bladder and the exterior of the abdomen. When the 

wound in the abdominal wall has completely healed, and nothing remains but 
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. the fistulous opening into the gall-bladder, through which all the bile is necés- 

sarily discharged, a cannula is placed in the fistulous opening, and the bile 

collected either in a bag attached to the cannula, or in a large sponge placed 

in a tin box and secured to the abdomen of the animal. The difficulty of per- 

fectly collecting the bile continuously by day and night, while allowing of such 

freedom of movement on the part of the animal as is necessary for the main- 

tenance of its health, is so serious that few investigators have succeeded in 

accomplishing the task. By this method NassE (1852, Op. i.) KOLLIKER and 

Miter (1855, Op. ii.), and Scotr (Op. iv.), severally made observa- 

tions on a single dog with reference to the effect of calomel on the biliary 

secretion, and the results of their experiments will be detailed under the action 

of mercury. Being in some measure contradictory, the subject was in 1866 

taken up by a committee, of which the late Professor Hugues BENNETT was 

chairman and reporter. Professor ARTHUR GAMGEE and the author were the — 

two junior members of the committee upon whom devolved the task of per- 

forming the experiments. The investigation was laborious, and lasted two 

years. Very great difficulty was experienced in making a constant collection 

of the bile extending over a number of days, and it was repeatedly observed, 

that although the animals were kept on a fixed diet, remarkable variations 

took place in the amount of bile secreted daily, when no cause could be 

assigned. | . 

This circumstance rendered the method of experiment one from which it 

was difficult to arrive at just conclusions ; nevertheless the experiments seemed 

to warrant the statement that ‘ spontaneous diarrhoea, dysentery, and purga- 

tion produced by pilula hydrargyri, calomel, corrosive sublimate, and podo- 

phyllin diminished the solid constituents of bile, and, with one exception, the 

fluid portion of the bile also ” (“ British Association Reports,” 1868, p. 229). 
These are indeed meagre results, considering the great labour which their 

attainment entailed, and it must be admitted that they were to some extent — 

misleading; not because of any inaccuracy of observation, but because the method — 

of experiment was not adapted to supply, at brief successive periods of time, 

information regarding the state of the secretion of bile. On that account it 

failed to show that in the case of such a substance as podophyllin—which 

certainly increases the biliary secretion, but which also stimulates the intestinal 

elands,—if too large a dose be given, the effect on the liver may be overcome 

by its effect on the intestine, and a diminished secretion of bile result. (See 
Experiment 9 in the sequel.) ? 

In 1873 Rourie (Op. vi.) reopened the investigation of this subject. He 
observed the rate of biliary flow from temporary fistulee in fasting curarised dogs 

before and after the injection of purgative agents into the stomach or intestine, 

He found that large doses of croton oil greatly increased the secretion of bile, 
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and that a similar effect, though to a less extent, was produced by colocynth, 

jalap, aloes, rhubarb and senna, and sulphate of magnesia—the potency of 

_ these agents as stimulants of the liver being in the order mentioned. He found, 

moreover, that castor oil had little effect, and that calomel, while it seldom 

recalled the biliary secretion after it had ceased, nevertheless somewhat aug- 
| mented it when it was taking place slowly. 

| Rourie’s statement with regard to calomel does not much differ from that 

_ made by Hucues BENNETT’s committee, but nevertheless he did find that certain 

| purgative agents, when given to fasting animals with temporary biliary fistule, 
_ increased the biliary secretion, while the committee found that in non-fasting 

animals with permanent fistule, purgative action, induced by podophyllin, 

calomel, &c., diminished the amount of bile secreted in the twenty-four hours. 

| It appeared to me that this important subject could not be allowed to 
remain in a position so unsatisfactory. I therefore entered on the following 

| research, but ere I had proceeded very far I found its labours so excessive, that 

| I was glad to avail myself of the very valuable assistance of my pupils, 

| Monsieur W. Vienat, and latterly of Dr Wii1am Dopps, in performing the 

| experiments. 

METHOD OF EXPERIMENT. 

All the experiments recorded in the following pages were performed on 

| dogs. The dog was selected—1. Because the size of its common bile duct 

| renders it possible to introduce a cannula with an orifice sufficiently large to 

| prevent its being blocked up by particles of inspissated mucus from the gall- 

| bladder. 2. For the reason that its digestion resembles that of man, inasmuch 

| as its stomach becomes empty when the process is completed. It is very 

| different in the case of a rabbit, whose stomach is never empty. 3. As Rénric 

| had performed his experiments on dogs, it was necessary that we should com- 

| pare our results with his. The selection of the dog has proved fortunate, for 

| the results of our experiments are in complete harmony with every perfectly 

_ ascertained fact regarding the actions of medicinal agents on the human liver, 

and prove that the liver of this animal is affected in the same sense—although 

it may not be to the same degree—by substances that act on the human liver. 
| All the experiments having been performed on animals of the same species 
| placed as nearly as possible under similar conditions, the results are fairly 

| comparable ; although it must be borne in mind that just as no two members 

| of the human species can even in their normal condition be regarded as equally 

susceptible to the influence of any medicinal agent, neither can any two mem- 

bers of the canine species be held to possess identical susceptibilities. All the 

animals had a full meal of lean meat at three or four o’clock in the afternoon, 

VOL, XXIX. PART I. 2N 
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and the experiment was begun between nine and ten o'clock on the following 

morning, so that the digestion and absorption of the food were completed, and 

the animal was therefore in a fasting condition. This was an essential pre- 

liminary ; for, as is well known, the secretion of bile is accelerated during the 

process of digestion, and had we taken the amount of bile secreted per hour 

during digestion, as an index of the activity of the liver, previous to the 

administration of a drug, our experiments would necessarily have been worth- 

less. The disturbing effect of irregular muscular movements upon the biliary 

flow was prevented by injecting into a vein small doses of curara, repeated 

at intervals, when the motor paralysis which it induces became too slight. In 

consequence of the curara palsy, artificial respiration was had recourse to, and 

maintained at regular intervals throughout the whole experiment. Chloroform 

was used during the preliminary operation in two cases, but the stimulation of 

the liver which it induced rendered the experiments worthless.* On the other 

hand, we have abundantly proved that the doses of curara administered in the 

following experiments have no influence on the biliary secretion, and do not 

interfere with the effects of hepatic stimulants. It is, therefore, an exceedingly 

valuable auxiliary in a research of this nature. The method of experiment we 

adopted was always that of a temporary biliary fistula. Through an opening 

in the linea alba a glass cannula was inserted into the common bile duct near 

to its junction with the duodenum, and tied therein. To the end of the 

cannula projecting from the abdomen a short caoutchouc tube was attached, 

and to the free end of this a short glass tube drawn to a narrow aperture so 

that the bile might drop from it, as Rouric (Op. vi.) had recommended. The 
gall-bladder was then compressed, in order to fill the whole tubing with bile, 

and the cystic duct was clamped to prevent its return to the gall-bladder, and 

so compel all the bile secreted by the liver to flow through the cannula. The 

wound in the abdominal wall was then carefully closed, and in all save the 

earliest experiments the animal was thoroughly covered with cotton wool, in 

order to quickly restore it to its normal temperature; and guided by a ther- 

mometer in the abdominal cavity, great care was taken to keep the temperature 
normal,—a matter of no small importance,—for if the temperature fall several 

degrees, the liver secretes more slowly. 

The respiration requires to be maintained with regularity, otherwise the 

* Tt may be well to state, however, that in all the operations for the previous experiments on the 
action of cholagogues performed by Dr RuruErrorp twelve years ago, at a time when there was no 

antiphysiological excitement prevailing, chloroform was fully administered to every animal, because in 

those experiments the biliary fistula was of a permanent nature, and observations were not begun on the 
biliary secretion until some days after the operation—when of course the effect of the chloroform had 

completely passed off. The biliary fistula being of a temporary character in the present research, and 

the whole time taken up by each experiment being not more than a few hours, the use of anesthetics 
was inadmissible, 
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biliary flow is rendered somewhat unequal by irregular diaphragmatic com- 

pression of the liver. Moreover, if the respiration be deficient, the secretion 

of bile is always diminished. Some of the slight oscillations observable in the 

charts of the biliary secretion in these experiments are probably owing to varia- 

tions in the respiration ; for in the earlier experiments we were obliged to 

have the respiratory bellows moved by the hand, and this is never so regular 
asamachine. Notwithstanding this, however, the main results of these experi- 

ments are perfectly clear. 

Until it is attempted, one might suppose that this mode of experiment is 

extremely simple, but it is by no means so simple as it appears. It is needful 

to manipulate the abdominal viscera with great care, and to avoid all dragging 
at the bile-duct, otherwise the secretion of bile becomes so irregular that the 

experiment may be useless. The cannula must be very carefully retained in a 

position which will permit of its moving with the diaphragm, but will prevent 

it from twisting the duct, and thus impeding the exit of the bile by forming a 

valve at its orifice. 
Roéurie estimated the velocity of the biliary secretion by counting the 

seconds that elapsed between the fall of the drops from the orifice of the tube. 

A single trial convinced us that this method is extremely laborious, and leads 
to inaccurate results, because it does not permit of continuous observation for 

any length of time. Variations in secretion often occur independently of the 
administration of any substance, and it is impossible to estimate their signifi- 

cance, and make due allowance for them, unless the method of continuous 

collection of the bile be adopted. Moreover, we saw that the degree of 

viscosity of the bile caused a variation in the size of the drops, and, therefore, 

in the intervals between their fall. We therefore abandoned this for the more 

accurate method of allowing the bile to flow into a fine cubic centimetre 

measure, and recording the quantity secreted every quarter of an hour. In 

addition to constant collection of the bile, this method has the great advantage 

of permitting a graphic representation of the results. 

It is evident from the method of experiment that all our observations 

relate exclusively to the effects of substances on the 0zle-secreting mechanism. 

We have made no observations regarding their effects on the bile-expelling 

mechanism. Nor do we intend to prosecute the latter part of the inquiry, for 

the question, what substances stimulate the liver to secrete more bile, is of 

infinitely greater importance. We shall be able to give to it a precise answer, 

and thus for the first time to furnish the physician with definite knowledge for 

his guidance in the treatment of hepatic disorder. 

In several instances we analysed the bile secreted before and after the 

administration of a drug, but although valuable facts were thus ascertained, 

we found that in consequence of the excessive labour of this research it was 
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impossible to analyse the bile in all cases. We therefore discontinued the 

analyses, after observing that even when a hepatic stimulant renders the bile 

more watery, the increased velocity of secretion always more than compensates 

the diminution of the solids, and thus compels the liver to produce in a given 

time a larger amount of the biliary constituents proper. 

We were also at the pains to make in most cases post-mortem examinations of 

the small and sometimes of the large intestines and stomach, in order to com- 

pare the effect of the drug on the liver with its effect on the intestine. The 

results are valuable, because—1. They furnish for the first time a systematic 
account of the effects of well-known and also of many new drugs upon the intes- 

tinal mucous membrane ; 2. By separating the secretion of the liver from that 

of the intestinal glands, a more exact knowledge of the effects of substances on 

the latter is obtained, and a very important generalisation regarding the effect 

on the secretion of the bile, produced by stimulating the intestinal glands, has 
been arrived at, as will be shown in the sequel. It ought to be observed that 

some of the substances might perhaps stimulate the pancreas, and as the 
pancreatic duct was never tied, the fluid in the intestinal canal may have been 

a mixture of intestinal and pancreatic juices. But as the liver was the primary 

object of our investigations, it would have been altogether unjustifiable to have 

set up more irritation at the duodenum, by cutting down on the pancreatic duct 

and placing a cannula in it—always a difficult thing to do in the dog, and apt 

to involve a good deal of hemorrhage. Although by such a procedure, definite 

knowledge might have been arrived at with regard to what substances affect the 

pancreas, yet our results as regards the liver—a gland of greater importance—in 

the economy, might have been vitiated. Probably in most cases the fluid found 

in the intestine was chiefly intestinal juice, but for the reason mentioned no 

conclusive statement is permissible with regard to this point. 

The small doses of curara given to the animals were injected into the jugular 

vein, in order that their effect might be speedy ; but nearly all the drugs given 

for the purpose of affecting the liver or intestine were injected into the 

duodenum, because the animals being curarised could not swallow, and the 

penetration of the duodenal wall by the sharp nozzle of a small syringe was a 

much simpler operation than the introduction of a tube down the cesophagus into 

the stomach. Moreover, the stomach in a dog that has fasted for many hours 

usually contains a large quantity of mucus that must have retarded the 

absorption of the substance if given by the mouth. To avoid this delay was a 
matter of great importance, both on the animal’s account, and also because of 

the impossibility of continuing the experiment for more than a few hours. 

Moreover, it has been alleged that the action of a cholagogue may be due to 

a reflex excitement of the liver proceeding from the duodenal mucous membrane; 
therefore by always injecting the substances into the duodenum we ensured its 
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action—if any—on this portion of the intestine. It must of course be borne in 

mind, that when a drug is placed in the duodenum directly, and a certain effect 

on the liver ensues, it by no means follows that the same effect will accrue, if 

the drug be placed in the stomach and thus come in contact with the gastric 

juice. But the general harmony of the results of our injecting substances into 

the duodenum, with those observed in man when the drugs are taken by the 

mouth, convinces us that our method is reliable. In only one instance indeed— 

that of calomel—did it seem probable that its having escaped the influence of 

the gastric juice was vitiating the result, for the hydrochloric acid of the juice 

can convert calomel into corrosive sublimate, and we have discovered that while 

calomel does not, corrosive sublimate does stimulate the liver. A discussion of 

that case will be found under the action of mercury, and we think it the only 

one that needs special consideration. 

SECRETION OF BILE IN A CURARISED FAsTine Doa. 

It was of course necessary—as a preliminary step—to observe the amount 

of bile secreted in the course of a day by a dog that had fasted about eighteen 

hours, and to which nothing but curara was administered. The solution of 

“curara employed in all the experiments was a filtered aqueous solution, every 

minim of which contained one milligramme of the poison. The solution was 

always injected into the jugular vein. 

In all the woodcuts the numbers under the abscissa indicate the hours during 

which the secretion of bile was observed, while those to the left of the ordinate 

indicate in cubic centimetres the amount of bile which flowed from the cannula; 

the dots in the curve indicate the quantities of bile collected every quarter of 

an hour. The vertical dotted lines that cross the curves in the illustrations 

indicate that something was given to the animal. In all such experiments the 

amount of bile first collected is usually considerably larger than that at 

subsequent periods. This apparently results from the sudden diminution in 

the resistance to the exit of the bile consequent upon opening the duct. The 

first one or two collections 

are therefore not reliable in- 

dices of secretion, and they 

are consequently omitted 

from some of the charts. 
Experiment 1. Dog that 

had fasted eighteen hours. _ : : 
Ps é Fig. 1.—Secretion of bile by a fasting dog with nothing but curara ad- 

Weight 76 kilogrammes. ministered. a, 20 mill. ; , 2 mill.; cand d, 4 mill; ef, g, 3 mill. 
—Tw enty milligrammes of curara injected into jugular vein. 

curara were injected into jugular vein (at a, fig. 1). The abdomen was then 
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opened, and the cannula placed in the common bile-duct, as above indicated. 

The wound in the abdomen was closed, the animal enveloped in cotton wad- 

ding, and the bile collected. As the experiment proceeded, the effect of the 

curara gradually wore off, owing to its elimination, and it was necessary to 

inject from two to four milligrammes from time to time (3, ¢, d, e, f, g, fig. 1), 

If the curve be examined, it will be observed that these doses had no apparent 

effect on the biliary secretion, which was in this case tolerably regular. After 

falling until the middle of the third hour, it increased for a time and then fell 

somewhat. At the eighth hour it was slightly below what it had been at the 

close of the first. 

Experiment 2. Dog that had fasted seventeen hours. Weight 18:7 kilo- 
grammes (fig. 2). 

As it is evident from these 

two experiments that doses 

of curara such as those given 

above do not apparently 

affect the biliary secretion, 

the times at which they were 

given are not indicated in any 

of the subsequent charts, for 

in all cases curara was given 

Fig. 2.—Section of bile by a fasting dog with nothing but curara ad- as above indicated, The 

ministered. 20 mill. given atc; 4 mill. given atc’, c’, ¢”,c,;3 opeat value of this substance 
mill. given at c®. 3 . 5 ; 

in this connection is, that 

while not obviously affecting biliary secretion, as chloroform does, it paralyses 

voluntary movement, and thus prevents the irregular outflow of the bile that 

ensues when the abdominal muscles contract. 

The analysis of the bile in such a case as the above having been omitted, 

another experiment was performed for the purpose of supplying the want. 

Experiment 3. Dog that had fasted nineteen hours. Weight 15 kilogrammes. 

-—Nothing was given but curara 

in doses similar to those above- 

mentioned (fig. 3). 

The biliary flow was not so 

regular in this as in the previous 
cases. The mean has been 

taken, and triangles with dotted 

Fig. 3.—Secretion of bile ‘ a fasting dog with nothing but curara lines are superadded m fig. 3 

~ administered. for the purpose of indicating 
the probable position of the dots had the secretion been regwar. This was 

done on the supposition—entertained until more experience was gained—that 
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these irregularities in the curve were due, not to variation in secretion, but to 
irregularity of outflow, owing to a variation in the facility with which the bile 
could enter the cannula. It was in time ascertained, however, that an 
irregular curve generally ensued when there was much difficulty in inserting 
the cannula into the duct, and the latter had to be a good deal pulled about ; 
in consequence of which the liver probably suffered somewhat from nervous 
irritation. 

Composition of Bile in a Fasting Dog. 

Analyses were made of the bile secreted by the third dog during the first, 
fourth, and last hours of the experiment. 

The following are the results :-— 

TaBie I.—Composition of Bile secreted by a Dog paralysed by Curara after 

Jasting nineteen hours. 

Bile secreted during 

Experiment 3. : = 

First Hour. Fourth Hour. Last Hour. 

Water, ; : 5 ; 89°53 89°58 89:55 
Bile-acids, pigments, cholesterin, fats, 8°73 8°68 8°71 
Mucus, ' } : 0-71 0:72 0°72 
Ash, 1°08 1:02 1:02 

Total, 100-00 100-00 100:00 

It therefore appears that in the progress of the experiment the composition 

of the bile remained almost precisely the same. It should be mentioned that 

in taking the bile secreted near the beginning of such experiments for analysis, 

we were always careful to eliminate that which had been expressed from the 

gall-bladder into the cannula. 

Secretion of Bile per Kilogramme of Body-weight in a Fasting Dog. 

The absolute quantity of bile secreted by different individuals varies with the 

size of the animal; therefore, in order to ascertain the amount of work that is 

really done by the liver in any case, it is necessary to know the quantity of 

bile secreted per kilogramme of body-weight in a unit of time. In all these 

experiments, therefore, the animals were weighed, so that the secretion of bile 

per kilogramme of body-weight might be determined. 
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Eepetindlt 1. | Experiment 2, lies Experiment 3 

Seoretion of ite | Seurtionc bile Seretion of bite | Seueton of Pe seertion of il | Seration of hil 
parte’ dog: per hour. per dog: per hour. per dog: per hour. 

cc, CC, ce. cc. cc, ce. 

1:0 15 Det 
0°85 1:47 0°85 
0-7 15 0°55 
0°75 1-4 0°6 
0°75 , 15 : 0°75 : 
0:75 0394 1:35 0:307 0:6 0:17 

0-75 15 0°6 
0°65 1:4 0°45 
0°6 “ 1:42 é 1:0 : 
0-45 0:309 14 0:3 0:75 0:19 

0-65 j 14 0-65 
0:55 15 0-7 
0°75 ; 1°47 ss 0:45 : 
0:75 0381 | 1-45 0312 0:65 0-177 

0:85 1:42 0°8 
08 14 04 
0-77 : 1°52 ; 0:45 F 
0:77 0°393 1:37 0°305 0:45 0:12 

0-75 1:42 0°5 
08 1:42 0:45 
0-7 1:37 0°55 0-65 0°355 145 0301 0:5 0133 

0:55 1:4 : 0:5 
0°65 13 0°62 
0°6 : 1:27 ’ 0°55 : 
0°65 0°328 1:32 0:288 06 0°168 

0°6 15 0°75 
OF. 13 0°65 
0:5 1:25 0-4 

: 0:55 0:292 13 0:267 0-15 0123 

| 0-47 1:15 0°65 
! 0°6 1:05 
| Mean. 1:2 Mean. Mean. 
| 0:351 ce. 0°254 ce. 0°154 ce. 

In the three curara experiments detailed above, the mean secretion per 
kilogramme weight of the animal was 0°351 cc. in Experiment 1, 0-254, ce. in 
Experiment 2, and 0°154 cc. in Experiment 3. In the first case, the secretion — 

was, from some unknown cause, unusually high: the last two coefficients will 

be found a much nearer indication of what is usual in the fasting animal, and 
in subsequent experiments it will be seen that the secretion is requ 
below even the small coefficient in Experiment 3. | 

Undoubtedly the true test of hepatic work is the amount of bile solids 

secreted per unit of body-weight in a unit of time. Any one may calculate 

this from the analyses; but inasmuch as these were not made in every case, and 
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seeing that we have found that whenever a substance increases the biliary 

secretion, it augments the excretion of bile-solids by the liver, even although 

the bile be rendered more watery, we have thought that a statement of the 

amount of fluid bile secreted per kilogramme of body-weight will be sufficiently 

refined for the purpcse of this research. Because the question we set ourselves 

to answer was principally this, What substances have the power of exciting the 

secreting apparatus of the liver ?—a question which cannot be answered by the 

ordinary observations on man, for in his case it is impossible to determine whether 

an increased amount of biliary matter in the dejections be due—(1) To contrac- 
tion of the gall bladder and larger-bile ducts; (2) To the relief of some possible 

spasm of the larger bile ducts; or (8) To an increased secretion by the liver. 

A second question before us was the relative powers as hepatic stimulants 

of the various substances employed. Our answer to this can only be approxi- 

mative, for it would require a considerable number of experiments with any one 

substance to ascertain the most effective dose in the dog. This would entail 

an amount of suffering and of labour that seems altogether unwarranted by the 

result to be attained. We therefore believe that we do enough if we give a 
definite answer to the first of our questions, and an apprcximative answer to 

the second. The latter will be fairly well given by determining the amount of 

bile secreted per kilogramme of body-weight per hour. 

ACTION OF CROTON OIL. 

Rouric has placed croton oil at the head of his list of hepatic stimulants, 

with the statement that in doses from _ 

eighteen drops to a “teaspoonful” it ~ 

has an exciting effect on the biliary 

secretion even under the most un- : 

favourable circumstances (Op. vi. p. 

250)... This substance was therefore 

made the subject of our earliest ex- 

periments. 
Experiment 4. Dog weighing 7°3 

kilogrammes.—Considering the small 

size of this dog, the secretion of bile 

was unusually great. This probably 

resulted from digestion being incom- 

plete; for, although the animal was 

fed seventeen hours before the ex. Me f Seton of fie when dermis se 
periment, at death a quantity of 

elastic tissue, and a greyish fluid resembling chyme, were found in the stomach. 
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After the secretion had fallen very low, 15 grains (about 30 drops) of croton 

oil, in 60 minims of almond oil, were injected directly into the duodenum (at ¢, 

fig. 4). The dose was a large one, but not so large as quantities given by 

Rouric. After half-an-hour, the fall in the bile-secretion was arrested, and a 

slight rise took place. Towards the close of the experiment, the pulse became 

extremely weak. 

Necropsy.*—-The mucous membrane of the upper three-fourths of the small 

intestine was intensely red, especially in the duodenum, the colour of which 

resembled that of claret. There was evidence of impending purgation in the 

small intestine. The weak pulse at the close of this experiment, together with 

the violent intestinal irritation, suggested that the collapse had been occasioned 

by the drug, and that a smaller dose should be given in the next experiment. 

Experiment 5. Dog weighing 5°9 kilogrammes.—This animal had refused 

almost all food for nearly two days. 

Six grains of croton oil in 60 minims 
of almond oil, were injected into the 

duodenum (¢, fig. 5). No increase of 

the biliary secretion followed. The 

pulse became so weak that the experi- 

Fig. 5.—Secretion of bile before and after 6 grains of ment was ended two hours and a half 
* croton oil were injected into duodenum at c. after the oil was given. 

Necropsy.—The oil had found its way into the stomach. The gastric mucous 

membrane was of a claret colour. There was slight redness of the duodenum,: 

but no evidence of purgative action. 

Experiment 6. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours. Weight 3:1 kilo- 

erammes.—In this experiment only 3 grains 

croton oil in 60 minims almond oil were in- 

jected into the duodenum. A decided increase 
in the biliary secretion began within an hour 

after the injection. The secretion soon reached 

a maximum, and then fell in the course of two 

MiB Oaing of crnten oil nave inectal imo Hours to the same level as before the injection 
the duodenum at c. (fig. 6). 

Necropsy.—A portion of the oil was found in the stomach, and another 

portion half way down the small intestine. The gastric mucous membrane 

was intensely red. There were patches of slight redness here and there in the 

duodenum. No evidence of purgative action. 

These experiments were undertaken simply to test the accuracy of Rourie’s 

conclusion arrived at by his method of counting the drops of bile. Our method, 

* In all cases, unless otherwise stated, the necropsy was performed immediately at the close of the 
experiment. 
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which, as we have explained, is far more reliable, gives no evidence that croton 

oil is to be regarded as more than a feeble hepatic stimulant; and, seeing that 

it has no reputation as such in practical medicine, we deemed further experi- 

mentation with it uncalled for. But as these experiments convinced us that 

Rouric had, owing to the faultiness of his method, fallen into serious error, we 

deemed it necessary to subject all the substances he had employed, to our 

method of experimentation. 

That there was no purgation from these doses of croton oil is a singular 

fact, which has been laid hold of by some persons as evidence that medicines 

affect the dog and man very differently, and that therefore the results seen in 

the one cannot be applied to the other. It is well known, however, that a 

difference in action is guite exceptional, and certainly the following experiments 

fully bear out this opinion. The only explanation of the non-purgative action of 

the oil in the above cases that suggests itself is, that possibly too great a dose 

of this violent irritant was introduced into the intestine, and that a paralysis of 

Lieberkiihn’s follicles was the result. The large doses were given in imitation 

of Rouric’s experiments. 

ACTION OF RESINA PODOPHYLLI OR “‘ PODOPHYLLIN.”’ 

Resina podophylli, or “ podophyllin ” as it is commonly termed, is very often 

employed in practical medicine for increasing the discharge of bile, but the 

| physician is unable to say whether or not it really does stimulate the liver, for 

_the result he observes might be due to an action of the agent on the bile- 

expelling mechanism. The maximum dose of podophyllin for a man is two 

| grains. 

Experiment 7. Dog that had fasted nineteen hours. Weight 15°35 kilogrammes. 

| —The secretion of bile fell very gradually (fig. 7). Ten cubic centimetres of 

water were injected into the duo- ~ 

/denum at w. There being no 

| apparent effect, 100 cc. were in- 

jected at w’. The slight rise in 

secretion that ensued at the end 

of an hour may have been owing 

to this ; but it is not likely, seeing 

that water is absorbed with rapidity. 

At p, ten grains podophyllin, sus- Fig. 7.—Secretion of bile before and after water and podo- 

l re In- phyllin. w, 10 ce. water; w’, 100 ce. water; p, 10 grains 

geuded my 40) €c. water, OE resina yodophylli in 19 ce,” water injected into duo- 

jected into the duodenum; and denum. 

it is probable that the rise in secretion two hours afterwards was due to the 

podophyllin. 
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Necrorsy.—The mucous membrane of the duodenum, and to a slight ex- 

tent below it, was very vascular, and this part of the intestine contained a con- © 

siderable quantity of a slightly brown fluid, thereby affording evidence of a 

purgative effect. 

Erperiment 8. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours. Weight 6°6 kilo- 
grammes.—Six grains podophyllin in 9 cc. water injected into duodenum (p, 

fig. 8). The subsequent rise in the bile-secretion is very evident. The secretion 

attained its maximum between three and four hours after the administration of 

the podophyllin. As in the previous case, the effect on the liver had very 

ereatly diminished by the end of the sixth hour after administration. 

Necrorsy.—Distinct, though not abundant, evidence of purgative action in 

small intestine, and decidedly increased vascularity of the mucous membrane 

in its upper two-thirds. Nothing remarkable in stomach or large intestine. 

Fig. 8.—Secretion of bile before and after 6 grains of resina podophylli in 9 ce. water were 
injected into duodenum at p. 

Experiment 8. 

Secretion of bile ae enue Secretion of bile Secretion of bile 
per 15”. [eee kilogramme of | per 15”, per kilogramme of 

| dog: per hour. dog: per hour, 

ce. cc. % 

0°3 0°57 

Ol 0°52 
0°07 | 0-6 

|. 908 | oo 
: | 0°6 

oe ) | 0°75 

0-05 0°042 cc. } as 0°47 ec 
0°03 | 0-8 
i 0°75 

OL | 0°75 

0°15 | 0°62 

| 0°2 ] 0°52 
| 0°27 | 0°42 
| 0°52 | 0°35 

0°52 | 0°35 

Probably every one will be struck by the slowness and the small extent of 
the purgative action in these experiments, notwithstanding the large doses of 
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podophyllin. That this was owing to the insolubility of podophyllin in water 
is probable from the two following experiments. ZwICKE, HAGENTORN, and 

KOuter having shown (Fraser’s Report in Op. vii., vol. v. p. 393) that convolvulin, 

elaterin, and some other substances have no purgative action unless they come 

in contact with bile—which, therefore, appears to be a solvent for them—it 

occurred to us that the tardy action of the podophyllin might be owing to the 

non-entrance of the bile into the intestine. Accordingly in the next experi- 

ment, the podophyllin was suspended in bile. 

Experiment 9. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours. Weight 11 kilo- 

grammes.—12°2 cc. bile injected into duodenum (8, fig. 9). Unfortunately, there 

is a hiatus in the curve immediately before the injection, owing to a loss of the 

bile ; nevertheless it is evident that increased bile-secretion followed the injec- 

tion when the biliary flow had become fairly constant. Nine grains podo- 

phyllin, triturated in a mortar with 12 ‘cc. bile, were injected into the duodenum 

Experiment 9. 

Secretion of bile 
per kilogramme of 
dog : per hour. 

Secretion of bile | 
per 15”. 

bo po bo De Hb DOR OF 

s 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Fig. 9.—Secretion of bile before and after podophyllin, 0. 122 cc. bile; 
Pp, 9 grains resina podophylli in 12 ce. bile injected into duodenum. 

SOOM HE HH pen bo bP OU CO EDD O10 C9 OD CO DD HB OO 

(p). A rapid increase in the bile-secretion ensued ; but it soon diminished, and 

three hours after the injection it was lower than it had ever been. In this 
remarkable experiment, therefore, the diminution of bile-secretion after podo- 

phyllin was far more remarkable than its increase ; indeed, the increase might 
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possibly have been owing to the injected: bile, and not to the podophyllin, 

Towards the close. of the experiment the pulse became weak, but not exces- 

sively so. 

NECROPSY. Bavinwoas membrane of stomach and whole length of small in- 

testine intensely red. The small intestine contained a large quantity of fluid, 

The large intestine contained a considerable quantity of liquid feecal matters. 
There was, therefore, abundant evidence that excessive ipueoacn was immi- 

nent. 

In this experiment, the mmeestinal irritation and the purgative effect were 

far greater than they were in any of the previous experiments with podophyllin, 

and it is evident that the principal change in the bile-secretion was diminution. 

It therefore appeared that, with a powerful solvent such as the bile, nine grains 

of podophyllin produced a. too violent effect upon the alimentary canal. The 

previous experiments having shown that, with a slighter action on the intestine, 

there was a more powerful action on the liver, suggested that with a smaller 

dose of podophyllin given in the biliary solvent, an action on the liver would 

be evident, and that this would follow the injection more speedily than it had 

done in the experiments where the podophyllin was. not given in a state of 

solution. The next experiment realised this anticipation in a very striking 

manner. 

Experiment 10. hee that had fasted nineteen hours. Weight 17:1 kilo- 
grammes.—The bile-secretion was about 2 cc. per fifteen minutes before 

injection into the duodenum of 6 cc. bile and 6 cc. of water (4, fig. 10). The 
subsequent increase of secretion was trivial. An hour after this, four grains 

podophyllin, in the same quantity of bile and water, were injected (p). 
About half an hour afterwards a great acceleration of the biliary flow began, 

and lasted about an hour. In one of the periods of fifteen minutes, no 

less than 5°8 cc. of bile were secreted ; a quantity never noticed in any 

other experiment, even on larger dogs. When this great hepatic excitement 

had disappeared, 6 cc. of bile and 6 cc. of water were again injected (0’), 

as in the first instance. The fall in the secretion was for a time arrested ; 

but within three hours after the administration of the podophyllin, the 

action of the liver had almost entirely ceased. The pulse was weak, but not 
extremely so. 

Necropsy. — The mucous membrane of the duodenum was mtilel 

vascular, but that of the remainder of the small intestine did not show an 

increased vascularity nearly so great as in the previous experiment. The 

upper three-fourths of the small intestine contained very decided evi- 
dence of purgative effect. The gastric mucous membrane had a dull red 

appearance. 
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omposition of Bile before and after Podophyllin. 

The next question to be answered was evidently this, Is the increase in the 

quantity of bile after podophyllin merely due to an increase of water, or are the 

bile-solids also increased? The bile secreted by dog 10, between the second 

Experiment 10. 

Secretion of bile 
per kilogramme of 
dog : per hour. 

| Secretion of bile 
per 15”. 

Bret SIWAS 
NOW PRNNe - bo @ 
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Fig. 10.—Secretion of bile before and after podophyllin. 6 ce. bile 
and 6 ce. water injected into duodenum at 6 and 0’. 4 grains 
resina podophylli in the same fluids injected at p. 

hour and a half and the third hour, and that secreted an hour and a quarter 

_after the administration of podophyllin, were analysed with the following 

results (Table IT). 
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TABLE II.—Podophyllin. 

Experiment 10. Before. After. 

Water, ; : : : : 90°83 91:07 

Bile acids, pigments, cholesterin, fats, . oO 7°84 

Mucus, 1:00 0°60 

Ash, 0:42 0:49 

100-00 100-00 

Velocity of secretion per half hour, | 46 ce. 9:6 ec, 

| 

It thus appears that, notwithstanding the great velocity of hile-formation, 

the special bile-solids were not diminished; the only noteworthy diminution 

being in the amount of mucus. 

TABLE III.—Podophyltin. 

This remarkable result was confirmed by the 

following analysis of the bile in another case (Table IIL). 

Experiment 10a. Before. After. 

Water, ; : ; ; 94:26 94:28 

Bile-acids, pigments, cholesterin, fats, . 4°66 4:68 

Mucus, 0°73 0°70 

Ash, 0°35 0:34 

100-00 100:00 

Velocity of secretion per half-hour, 1:86 cc. 2-47 cc. 

Results of the Experiments with Podophyllin.—1. Podophyllin, when injected 

into the duodenum of a fasting dog, increases the secretion of bile. It is 

inferred that the increased biliary flow in the preceding experiments was due 

to increased secretion, and not merely to expulsion, because the gall-bladder 

had been emptied by compression, and the cystic duct had been clamped: 

moreover, the increased flow was far too prolonged in some of the experiments 
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to be attributable to spasm of the larger bile ducts; therefore, an increase in 

secretion must have been the cause. 2. When the bile is prevented from 

entering the intestine, the podophyllin acts less powerfully and less quickly 

than when bile is introduced. 3. Augmentation of the biliary secretion is most 

marked when the purgative effect is not severe ; indeed, if the purgative effect 

be very decided (Experiment 9), diminution and not augmentation of the biliary 

secretion may be the chief result. 4. Podophyllin purgation is apparently due 

to a local action, for the irritation of the intestinal mucous membrane extends 

gradually from above downwards. It is a severe intestinal irritant. 5. The 

bile secreted under the influence of podophyllin, although it may be increased 

in quantity, contains as much of the special biliary matter as bile secreted under 

normal conditions. 

These results are in exact accordance with clinical experience of the action 

of podophyllin in man, but in addition they show that this substance actually 

increases the secretion of biliary matter, and that the liver is stimulated to 

secrete bile of the normal composition. They therefore supply information of 

a precise and important character, which the observations on the human subject 
have failed to give. 

In the experiments with podophyllin, performed by Hucures BEnNeETT’s 

committee above referred to, it was found that podophyllin diminishes the 

secretion of bile. How is that statement to be reconciled with the above ? 

The principal explanation is probably this, that in the experiments of the 

committee the doses given were large, and generally produced profuse purgation. 

We see that in Experiment 9 of this series diminished bile-secretion was the 

chief result of a dose that was too large, and it may be repeatedly observed in 

the following experiments :—1. That when a substance produces purgation, but 

does not stimulate the liver, it diminishes the secretion of bile. 2. That when 

a substance stimulates the liver as well as the intestinal glands, a moderate 

dose increases both the hepatic and the intestinal secretion, the effect on the 

former being most marked in the earlier part of the experiment, and diminishing 

as the purgative effect increases ; but an excessive dose, by producing a violent 

purgative effect early in the experiment, may occasion nothing but diminished 

secretion of bile. 

Speaking broadly—if in a fasting dog the administration of any substance 

cause the bile-secretion per hour, for every kilogramme of body-weight, to rise 

to 04 cc., the substance is to be regarded as a powerful hepatic stimulant. It 

will therefore be found of importance to compare the coefficients of secretion ob- 

tained after the administration of different substances. Necessarily, the results 

are only approximative, but are nevertheless of much value as furnishing for 

the first time the exact data necessary for a comparative estimate. Table IV. 
shows that in Experiment 10, the coefficient of secretion rose to the very high 
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figure of 1:01 cc. per kilogramme per hour. It is to be admitted that the 

dose was excessive ;* nevertheless it is worthy of remark, that we have found 

no other hepatic stimulant have so powerful an effect. 

ra 

TABLE IV. 

| 

Secretion of Bile per Kilo- 
gramme of Body-weight 

: ? Grains per Kilogramme ie EO. 
Podophyllin. Total Dose in Grains. of Body-weight. 

Before. 

| Experiment 8, . | 6 without bile . 2 0:90 0°04 ce. 

FOE . | 4 with bile : ‘ 0:23 0°52 ce. 

ACTION OF ALOES. 

Aloes is very commonly employed as a purgative agent, but the physician 

has been unable to determine whether or not it affects the liver. The indefinite 

state of our information regarding it is shown by the following sentence—“ By 

some observers the bile is asserted to be increased in quantity” after its 

administration (GARROD, Op. vill. p. 380). Rouricg (Op. vi.) found that in a — 
rabbit aloes increases the secretion of bile, but his experiment is not satis- 

factory, for he found that the secretion stopped at the end of three hours. 

Experiment 11. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours. Weight 8°6 kilo- 

erammes.—Sixty grains of aqueous extract of Socotrine aloes in 12 ce. of 

water were injected into the duodenum (a, fig. 11). A decided increase in 

the biliary secretion was perceptible within half-an-hour thereafter. After — 

attaining a maximum about an hour and a half after the administration of 

the drug, secretion gradually fell; but although the experiment was continued 

for seven hours after the aloes was given, the effect had not disappeared. 

Necropsy.—The aloes had extended along two-thirds of the small intestine, — 

which contained about an ounce and a half of viscous fluid as the only evidence 

* This dose was doubtless much larger than need have been given, but when these earlier experi- 

ments were performed, we were under the impression that the dog requires larger doses than man. 

Further experience convinced us that this is exceptional. In many subsequent experiments we found 

that doses of various substances similar to those given to man act on the hepatic and intestinal glands 

of the dog. 
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of purgation. There was a decided increase in the vascularity of the mucous 

membrane in this part of the intestme. The stomach contained a little mucus. 

Its mucous membrane was pale. 

Experiment 11. Experiment 12. | 

| 

Secretion Secretion | 
Secretion | of bile per | Secretion | of bile per | 
of ir in kilogramme jof bile per) kilogramme | 

of dog: per} 15”. of dog: per | 
hour. hour. | 

ee. ce. | 4 
0°85 0°65 | 
0-9 : 0°42 0:5 tt 
0-7 0°348 ce. 0°37 | 

he O°8 | $0-264 ce. | 
0°75 0°3 
1°05 a —— 
1°4 0°35 

1-15 0:97 Fig. 11.—Secretion of bile before and after 60 grains extract ‘of 
1°75 0°697 cc. 0°87 | Socotrine aloes in 12 cc. of water were injected into the duo- 
155 0°85 | denum at a. 
1°55 11 | 
1°4 1:2 
1°3 1°05 ; 
1°45 1°05 0°93 ce. 

1°45 1:35 
1:25 0:8 | 
1°25 abot 
14 al 
1°25 115 
1°25 1:05 
12 1°05 
1°05 Tots 
1:15 0:9 
11 
1°2 
1:0 
0°65 
0'9 

0'9 Fig. 12.—Secretion of bile before and after 60 grains extract of 
he Socotrine aloes in 12 ec. water were injected into the duodenum 

at a. 

Experiment 12. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours. Weight 5 kilo- 

_grammes.—Sixty grains* of extract of Socotrine aloes in 12 cc. of water were 

injected into the duodenum (at a, fig. 12). As in the previous experiment, 

_ the biliary secretion was increased within half an hour, and it became very 

strongly marked. 

| Necropsy.—The aloes had extended half way down ae small intestine. 
_ This portion of the intestine contained about two ounces of viscous fluid; and 
_its mucous membrane, together with that of the stomach, was intensely red. 

* See preceding Note. 
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TABLE V, 

Secretion of Bile per Kilo- 
gramme of Body-weight 

Aloes. Total Dose in Grains. tho ae 

Before. After, 

Experiment 11,  . | 60 without bile, . 6-9 . 0:34 ce. 0°69 ce, 

4 12, “fee Al) A ¥ 7% 12:0 0°26 ce. 0°93 ce, 

Composition of the Bile before and after Aloes. 

It is evident from Tables VI. and VII. that, under the influences of aloes, 

the bile became more watery ; nevertheless, the amount of bile-solids secreted 

per unit of time increased. 

TABLE VI.—Aloes. 

Experiment 11, Before. After. 

Water, ‘ ‘ : ; : ; ; ; , ; 84:11 91°44 

Bile-acids, pigments, cholesterin, fats, ; : ; , 12°45 rds 

Mucus, ; : ; ; j : . : ; ‘ 177 0°38 

Ashi : ; i 3 ‘ : ' ; ‘ j 1:67 0°65 

100-00 100-00 

Velocity of secretion per half-hour, . . : ‘ : 1-5 ce, 2°65 

TABLE VII.—Aloes. 

| Experiment 12. | Before. After. 

Water, ; ‘ ; ; ; : 5 : ; E 83:93 86°75 

Bile-acids, pigments, cholesterin, fats, . ; : ; : 12°30 10°79 

Mucus, : : : ; : : ; : ; é 2°74 1:49 

Ash, . : ? : ; ; ; : : , : 1:03 0:97 

| 100-00 100:00 

Velocity of secretion per half-hour, . : : ; : 0°66 ce. 2'2 ce. 
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Results of Experiments with Aloes.—1. Sixty grains of the extract of Socotrine 

aloes, when placed in the duodenum, without bile, powerfully stimulated the 

liver, causing the coefficient of secretion to rise in Experiment 11 to 0°69 cc., 

and in Experiment 12 to 0°93 cc. The doses given were, however, so excessive 

—the maximum dose for a man being 6 grains—that it would be misleading to 

infer that the small doses given to man produce a decided effect on his liver. 

Yet we have definitely proved that this substance really does increase the 

secretion of bile. 2. Under its influence the liver excreted a greater 

quantity of biliary matter in a given time, although the bile was rendered more 

watery. 3. Coincident with the marked action on the liver there was only 

slight purgation. 

ACTION OF RHUBARB. 

As rhubarb gives to the dejections an appearance similar to that due to an 

increased discharge of bile, it is not possible from observations on the human 

subject to arrive at a definite conclusion regarding its influence on the liver. 

In consequence of this, in the latest works on Materia Medica, its action on 

the liver is ignored. The following experiments, however, prove that it 

stimulates the liver. The ordinary infusion of the “British Pharmacopceia” was 

made with Indian rhubarb; it was then filtered and concentrated until 5 ce. 

contained the active part of seventeen grains of rhubarb. This was the dose 

employed. ‘Thirty grains is the maximum dose for a man. 

Experiment 13. Dog that had fasted fifteen hours. Weight 22:2 kilogrammes. 

—5 cc. of the above infusion of rhubarb were injected into the duodenum four 

} 

Experiment 13. 

\| | 
Secretion of || | Secretion of 

Secretion of | bile per kilo- || tare | bile per kilo- 
bile per 15”. | gramme of } Bion 1 | gramme of 

dog: per | dog: per 
hour. hour, 

ce. ec 
LS hoa 

095 \ ose | 8 |) 
0:80 | 1°45 os ce. 

r— | 14 
0 *O5 I 7 UL, we 2h I 

1:3 2°0 j 

aa es boon ce, ! , | | 
1155) 14 1 2 3 4 5 

Lg 1°45 Fig. 13.—Secretion of bile befor 1-45 0°27 ce. 115 ig. 13.—Secretion of bile before and after 5 cc. of 
14 1-4 a concentrated infusion of rhubarb were injected 

into duodenum at 7, 7’, 7°”, 7”. 

times in succession (7, 7”, 7’, 7”, fig. 13). Within half-an-hour after every 
| dose there was an increase in the biliary secretion. 

VOL. XXIX. PART I. i) Nn 
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Necropsy.—The rhubarb had extended along about a third of the small 

intestine. There was no unusual redness of the mucous membrane, and there 

was only slight evidence of purgative action. 

Experiment 14. Dog that had fastedeighteen hours. Weight13-4kilogrammes, 

—The artificial respiration, which was deficient at the commencement of this 

experiment, was improved at @, fig. 14. This was followed by an increase in 

Experiment 14. 

Secretion | Secretion 

Secretion of pe bet || Secretion of bie ee 

cr pile eee gramme of o re gramme of 
dog: per dog : per 

hour. | hour. 

° 3} ° 2° 
0°37 | o— 
0°37 | 0°8 
0°35 2°0 
0°45 7 
0°65 1°6 
115 2°2 
07 2°05 ; 16 1:9 he 604 ce. 

1°3 1°95 
1°2 15 
1:0 1°55 
1:05 1:72 

. s ; ‘ : A ee 0°95 1:37 
Fig. 14.—Secretion of bile before and after rhubarb. Artificial re- 0°75 a 

spiration improved ata. 5 cc. concentrated infusion of rhubarb 0°85 0°227 ce. | Vl 
injected into duodenum at 7, 2”, and 7”. 0°5 | 1°75 

| 1:97 

the secretion, of short duration: 5 cc. of the same infusion of rhubarb as that 

used in the previous experiment were injected into the duodenum three times 

in succession (7, 7”, 7”, fig. 14). The biliary secretion was augmented within 

half-an-hour after each injection. 

Necropsy.—The rhubarb had extended along four-fifths of the small 

intestine. There was no unusual redness of the mucous membrane. The 

portion of intestine through which the rhubarb had extended contained 120 ce. 

of a thick yellowish fluid: there was, therefore, decided evidence of purgative 

action. 

The amount of water given with the rhubarb in these experiments was so 

trivial that it may be entirely disregarded. 
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Rhubarb. 

Experiment 13, 

» 14, 

TABLE VIII. 

Total Dose in Grains Grains per kilogramme 
¥ of Body-weight. 

68 without bile, 3°06 

» ”) 3°8 

Secretion of Bile per 
kilogramme of Body-weight 

per hour. 

Before. After. 

017 cc, | 0:32 ce. 

0°22 cc. 0°60 ee. 

Composition of the Bile before and after Rhubarb. 

TABLE 1X.— Rhubarb 

After At the Close 
Experiment 13. Before. the Second of the 

Dose. | Experiment. 

r | 

Water, 88°80 89-28 : 88:98 

Bile-acids, pigments, cholesterin, 
fats, ; F 9°60 9°60 9-60 

Mucus, 1:00 0°60 0°80 

Ash, 0°60 0°52 0°62 

100-00 100-00 100-00 

Velocity of secretion per half- 
hour . ‘ : , iOice: 2°95 ce 2°55 cc. 

TABLE X.—Rhubarb. 

Experiment 14. Before. | After. 

Water, . 85°47 86:23 

Bile-acids, pigments, cholesterin, fats, 11°59 11:03 

Mucus, . 1:87 1:72 

Ash, EO? 1:02 

100-00 100-00 

Velocity of secretion per half-hour, 1-45 cc 3°95 ce. | 
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It therefore appears that rhubarb, like podophyllin, excites the liver to 
secrete bile, having a composition similar to that secreted under normal 
conditions. 

Results of Experiments with Rhubarb.—1. An infusion of seventeen grains 
of Indian rhubarb, when placed in the duodenum, never failed to increase 

the secretion of bile within 

half-an-hour after it was 

given, Although in Experi- 

ment 14, the coefficient of 

secretion was raised to 0°6 cc., 

thereby indicating a very ac- 

tive secretion of bile, it must 

be observed that in this case 

the action of the liver was 

irregular. Experiment 13 is, 
3 cc. bile and 5 ce. water 

injected into duodenum at b. 4 cc. bile and 5 ee. concentrated in- ; : u 
fusion of senna injected into duodenum at s, s’, s”, and s”. 

Fig 15.—Secretion of bile before and after senna. 

therefore, a better index of 

Bapeximentalb, the activity of the drug, and 
| as in that case sixty-eight 

Secretion I Secretion pay . 
Secretion | of bile per | Secretion of bile per Salis of the substance did 
of bile per kilogramme || of bile per kilogramme not raise the secretion of 

5! | ofdog: per | i of dog : per ; ‘ hour. | hour. bile higher than 0°32 cc., we 

| | moe ~ | may conclude that, although 
ec ce. | 6 : : 
12 | 12 | rhubarb is a hepatic stimu- 
12 | | s’ on 0 

| 1:3 a 212 ce 1-2 | lant, it is not a powerful one 
| 1°2 1°3 : . = | 1-2 —a conclusion completely in 

2 | 15 ; | ie | 13 ' harmony with the results of 
| 15 | Walz e ee Nee coca’ observations onman. 2. The 

| 12 | ‘ A sere: ae bile, although secreted in 
12 1-4 é eae : 

| 8 15 0238 ce, increased quantity, had the 

: ie composition of normal bile 
1:4 /—— p iliar B ae a as regards the biliary con 

1 Aa stituents proper. 3. The 

doses which excited the liver 

had in one case no marked purgative effect, but in another case the purgative 
effect was considerable. 

ACTION OF SENNA. 

Senna is a well-known purgative agent. Probably no physician has ever 

ascribed to it any cholagogue property, and had not Rouric stated (Op. vi.) that 

it excites the liver as much as rhubarb, we should not have deemed its powers 

worthy of investigation, The ordinary infusion of senna of the “ British Pharma- 
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copeeia” was prepared and concentrated until 5 cc. contained the active part of 

forty-five grains of senna ; a small dose for a man. 

Experiment 15. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours. Weight 23:1 kilo- 

grammes.—+ cc. bile and 5 cc. water were injected into duodenum at 6 (tig. 

15), and 4 cc. bile, with 5 cc. infu- 

sion of senna of the strength above 

mentioned, at s, s’, s’, s’’. There 

was only a slight increase in the 

biliary secretion. 

Necropsy. — The senna had 

_ passed through the whole length 

of the small and had entered the 

large intestine. The amount of 

fluid in the small intestine was 

103 cc., showing that a very con- 

siderable purgative effect had been 

produced. 

Result of Experiment with 

Senna. —- Although senna is a 

powerful intestinal, it is a very 

feeble hepatic stimulant. RonrIc’s 

error with regard to it was doubt- 

less the result of his faulty method. 

Fig. 16.—Secretion of bile before and after 60 grains extract 
of colchicum in 10 cc. water were injected into the 
duodenum at c. 

Experiment 16. 

aqueous extract of colchicum of the 

q Secretion | Secretion 
ecretion of bile per Secretion of bile per 

ACTION OF COLCHICUM. of bile per | kilogramme | of bile per sctlogenanroe 
alla\/F of ace per | alive of dog: per 

: hour. 
Colchicum has been recom- oF | a 

mended by Garrop as a chola- — = eae | 
gogue in cases of gout, but its ie wl ees | 

i ; A 3 0-5. 0'138 cc. |} 1°45 0246 cc. 
action on the liver has not hitherto ope | et 

iT a1 ¢‘- 1 7 | been tested by direct experiment. rm |) aos |) lea 

Two grains of the extract is the 0-207 ce Bee () 
maximum dose for a man. uae s ao 

Experiment 16. Dog that had 1 han | ee page ¥ i 1:05 ire: 
fasted sixteen hours. Weight 23°5 0°95 Hi 

_kilogrammes.—Sixty grains of the al 

“British Pharmacopceeia” in 10 cc. of water were injected into the duodenum 

_ (¢, fig. 16). In an hour the biliary secretion began to increase, and five hours 

| after the injection it was nearly five times more than before the drug was 

given. The secretion then fell, and just at the close of the experiment a 

VOL. XXIX. PART I. Pa 
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large quantity of liquid feces was discharged. The rise in the curve in 

fig. 16 suggests a very powerful stimulation of the liver, but it must be 

remembered that the animal was of large size, and the table of numbers 

shows that the secretion per kilogramme of dog never went higher than 

0°453 cc. ; 

Necropsy.—There was great vascularity of the upper four-fifths of the 

mucous membrane of the 

small intestine. The vas- 

cularity of the duodenum 

was intense. The mucous 

membrane of the large 

intestine was also unusu- 

ally vascular. The gastric 

mucous membrane was 

pale. There was evidence 

of considerable hydroca- 
Fig. 17.—Secretion of bile before and after 60 grains of aqueous extract tharsis in the small in- 

of colchicum in 10 ce. of water were injected into duodenum at c. ‘ . 
testine. The large intes- 

tine was empty, owing to 

the recent discharge of 

feecal matter. 

Experiment 17. 

| 

: | Secretion | : Secretion 

| SRE | Steetet. | SIRS | URES, | Keperiment.17. Dog that 
Bs eed ae of dog: Per | had fasted eighteen hours. 
——| |— | Weight 23°6 kilogrammes. 

ie ve | —Sixty grains of aqueous 
O47 1) ae. ane extract of colchicum in 

es j ue 10 cc. of water were in- 

oes | es jected into the duodenum 

ee i i186 ec ee (c, fig. 17).  Althougm 

vas J 1 the biliary flow thereafter 
1°02 | 0-75 | varied much, a decided 

1°02 0°55 ' increase was evident an 

1°22 kata 0-4 hour and a half after the 

i a administration of the drug. 
| | | | 

The increase lasted about 

four hours, after which the secretion gradually fell. The liver was certainly 

excited, but not powerfully, for the secretion of bile per kilogramme of dog 

did not rise above 0:205 ce. 

Necropsy.—There was increased vascularity of the mucous membrane of 
the upper three-fourths of the small intestine. The whole small intestine 

contained evidence of powerful cathartic action. 
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TABLE XI. 

Secretion of Bile per Kilo- 
| gramme of Body-weight 

, vad Kil per hour. 
| Colchicum. _ Total Dose in Grains. f ccne ae pe | 

Before. After. 

_ ; ey) . . | 

Experiment 16, 60 without bile, 2°5 "Ol See. 0-45 ce 

o 17: : 60 A bs Dit) Orie: OE 2mee: 

TABLE XII.—-Composition of the Bile before and after Colchicum. 

| Experiment 17. Before. After. 

Water, : 88434 90°63 

Organic Bile-solids, 10°616 8°75 

Ash, . 0-950 0°62 

100-00 100-00 

Velocity of bile-secretion per half hour, ; : 7 ne 1-2, ee. 2°24 ce. 

It appears from the above analysis that colchicum rendered the bile more 

watery ; nevertheless, owing to the increased velocity of secretion, more biliary 

matter was excreted by the liver under its influence. 

Results of Experiments with Colchicum.—1. Sixty grains of the aqueous 

extract of colchicum powerfully excited the liver in Experiment 16, but 

feebly in Experiment 17; yet, in both cases, the relation of the dose to the 

size of the animal was the same. In the latter case the purgative action was 

more marked, and the decided fall in the curve at the close of the experiment, 

as well as the never very great excitement of the liver, was probably due to~ 

the greater purgation. The dose was needlessly large ; but we were still under 

the erroneous idea that the dog requires larger doses of drugs. 2. Although 

colchicum increases the amount of biliary matter secreted by the liver, it renders 
the bile more watery. 

As in all the preceding experiments, the drugs stimulated the intestinal 

glands as well as the liver, and as the podophyllin experiment (9) and the 

colchicum experiment (17) seemed to show the stimulating effect of the mole- 

cules of a substance on the liver may be overcome by a very powerful action 
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on the intestinal glands, it was obviously important to ascertain the effect 

which a purely intestinal stimulant has on the bile-secreting mechanism. The 

following experiments with magnesium sulphate, castor-oil, gamboge, and 

ammonium chloride afford conclusive evidence regarding this point of great 

importance in practical medicine; regarding which it ought to be observed 

that, although the physician has correctly pointed out that certain substances 

increase the discharge of bile, he has never detected the fact that purely 

intestinal purgatives diminish the biliary flow. Nor is this surprising, for, 

when the fecal matters are much diluted by secretion from the intestinal 

glands, it is impossible from their appearance to say whether or not the 

normal quantity of bile has been discharged into the duodenum. 

ACTION OF MAGNESIUM SULPHATE. 

Experiment 18. Dog that had fasted seventeen hours. Weight 5:4 kilo- 

erammes (fig. 18). 

Necropsy.—Great purgative action in upper half of small intestine. 
Mucous membrane intensely reddened. | 

Experiment 19. Dog that had fasted seventeen hours. Weight 8°2 kilo- 
grammes (fig. 19). 

05 

Fig. 19.—-Secretion of bile before and after mag- 
nesium sulphate. 60 grains in 12 cc. water 
at m. 60 grains in 6 cc. water at m’, m’”, 

Nig. —Secretion of bile before and after mag- Ly Ss 
ME ea fae RZ av”, and 120 grains in 12 ce. water at m’”, 

nesium sulphate. 60 grains in 6 cc. water 
: all injected into duodenum (360 grains given 

injected into duodenum at m, m’, and m’ J ( 8 8 
: : - in all). 

{180 grains given in all). 

Necropsy.—Small intestine contained 90 cc. of fluid, whereas only 42 ce. 

had been injected. There was, therefore, evidence of decided purgation, and 

there was intense irritation of the mucous membrane in the upper half of the 

small intestine. 
Result of Experiments with Magnesium Sulphate.—Experiments 18, and 

more especially 19, show that magnesium sulphate does not increase but, on 

the contrary, lessens the biliary secretion. The fall in secretion was probably 
due to an indirect effect of the action of the substance on the intestinal glands. 
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ACTION OF CastTor-OIL. 

As Rouric experimented with castor-oil (Op. vi.), and found that it has 

scarcely any effect on the hepatic secretion, it appeared desirable to emulsify 

the oil with bile, so that its condition in the intestine might more closely re- 

semble that in any normal case. 

Experiment 20. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours. Weight 7°7 kilo- 

grammes.—3 cc. of bile were injected into the duodenum at b (fig. 20). One 

ounce of castor-oil, emulsified with 3 ce. 

of bile, was injected into the duodenum 

at c,and againat c’. A slight increase 

in the bile-secretion followed the second 7 J 

dose; but as its extent was trifling, it 

should probably be disregarded. There = 

was a great diminution towards the : 

close of the experiment. sai 

Necropsy.—There was decided evi- j 

dence of purgation in the small intes- Fig. 20.—Secretion of bile before and after castor-oil. 
: 3 ce. of bile injected into the duodenum at 0b. 

tine. There was no unusual redness The same, with one ounce of castor-oil, given at c, 

[sa oo > SS > 

_ of the mucous membrane, save at the and at c’. 

lower part of the duodenum. 

Experiment 21. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours. Weight 24°5 kilo- 

grammes.—3s cc. bile injected into 

the duodenum at e (fig. 21), and 

28°5 ce. castor-oil with 3 cc. bile 

2 

15 

Necropsy.—The oil had ex- 

tended throughout the whole ! 

length of the small and large in- 

testine. There was evidence of 05 

profuse purgative action, but the 

increased vascularity of the in- 

_ testinal mucous membrane was 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

slight. Fig. 21.—Secretion of bile before and after castor-oil. 38 cc. 
bile injected into duodenum ate. The same with 28'5 ce. 

castor-oil injected at 0, and again at o’. Result of HEaperiments with 

Castor-Oil.—It stimulates the in- 
testinal glands, but not the liver. It lowers the bile-secretion, probably 

indirectly, owing to its action on the intestinal glands. The appearance of the 

‘intestinal mucous membrane was in complete harmony with the belief that 
castor-oil is an exceedingly bland purgative. 

| VOL. XXIX. PART I. ee 
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ACTION OF GAMBOGE. 

Experiment 22. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours. Weight 48 kilogrammes. 

—8 cc. of bile and 3 cc. of water were injected into the duodenum at 6 (fig. 22), 
Previously to this there was, considering 

the small size of the dog, a large secre- 

tion of bile. The increased secretion 

which followed the injection was probably 

owing to the action of the bile. Twenty 

grains of gamboge in the same quantity of 

bile and water were given at g, and 40 

ee Core ndhaigine. id eae duedenum at 5; 20 grains gamboge at g, and our after the first dose there was a de- 

40 grains at ¢’, in the same fluid injected into Cided acceleration of the biliary flow, but 
in an hour afterwards it had temporarily 

sunk nearly to zero. If the mean be taken, it will be found that the increase 

of secretion was so slight that it might have been due to the bile that was given 

with the gamboge. On the whole, therefore, it can scarcely be said that the 

amount of bile secreted was increased by the gamboge, and certainly the next 

experiment lent no support to such a view of the matter. 

Necropsy.—There was great redness of the mucous membrane in the upper 

half of the small intestine. There was evidence of profuse hydrocatharsis in 

this portion of the gut. Some of the gamboge had passed into the stomach, 

the mucous membrane of which was somewhat reddened. 

Experiment 23. Dog that had fasted nineteen hours. Weight 8 kilogrammes. 

—1 ce. of bile and 2 cc. of water were injected into the duodenum at 6 (fig. 28) ; 

4 grains of gamboge in 

0-2 cc. of bile and 2 ce. 

of water were injected 

at g,g’,andg”. Atg’”, 

9g, g’, twice the amount 

of gamboge was given in 

Fig. 23.—Secretion of bile before and after gamboge. (See text.) the same fluid. The in- 

crease in the bile-secre- 

tion after the first dose was triflmg. The chief result of the experiment was 
diminution of the secretion. 

Necropsy.—There was profuse hydrocatharsis in the smallintestine. There 

was no very noteworthy increase in the vascularity of the mucous membrane. 

In Experiment 23 a smaller quantity of bile was given than in Experiment 

22, in order to eliminate, as far as possible, its stimulating effect on the liver ; 

23 is therefore a better experiment than 22. 
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Result of Experiments with Gamboge.—It is a powerful hydrocathartic, but 

is not a hepatic stimulant. It is extremely interesting to contrast the negative 

effect on the liver of this hydrocathartic with the positive effect of colchicum, 

also a hydrocathartic. In both there was violent irritation of the mucous 
membrane of the duodenum and small intestine generally. And it is important 

to observe that in the case of gamboge this irritation gave rise to no increased 

action of the liver, showing that duodenal irritation is not of necessity followed 

by hepatic excitement. 

ACTION OF AMMONIUM CHLORIDE. 

According to GARROD (Op. viii. p. 51), chloride of ammonium is “ by some 

considered a cholagogue.” The most valuable evidence which we have regarding 
the action of this substance is that furnished by Dr Stewart of Brecon (Op. ix. 

p. 316). The large experience in the treatment of hepatic affections acquired by 

Dr Stewart in India has led him to regard ammonium chloride as an invaluable 

agent in the treatment of active hepatic congestion, chronic hepatitis, and in 

“torpor of the liver,” associated with congestion of the organ and lithemia. 

Many such cases he has seen cured by from ten to twenty grain doses, given twice 

or thrice daily, with attention to diet, rest, and such other general indications. The 

drug produces diuresis, a sensation of warmth beginning in the epigastrium and 

gradually extending over the whole body, diaphoresis, exhilaration of the nervous 

system, and an undoubted effect on the liver, as shown, not only by gradual 

disappearance of the symptoms referable to hepatic congestion, but by other and 

more immediate signs, “ peculiarly and directly referable to the liver and related 

parts.” Thus, within five minutes or half an hour after a dose of the salt, the 

patient may experience one or more “shocks” as of “something giving way,” 
or a “ pricking” or “ gnawing” sensation in the hepatic region. In addition to 

these, a full dose increases intestinal peristalsis, ‘‘as evidenced by the twisting 

and other movements experienced in the situation of the duodenum, or all over 

the abdomen, and which, at times, are more sensibly felt in the situation of the 

umbilicus, er in the inguinal region. The abdominal muscles may also be 

thrown into tonic contractions, which are perceptible at times to both sight and 

touch. ‘“Torpor of the liver,” and functional derangements attended by 

lithemia (Murcuison), associated with congestion of the liver, want of sleep, 

and depression of spirits, are benefited in a remarkable manner by a course of 
ammonium chloride, with careful attention to diet and regimen. In such cases, 

he has known a few twenty-grain doses of the salt ‘‘remove symptoms of dis- 

ordered liver, restore sleep, and revive the drooping spirits, after the failure of 

other remedies.” Dr Stewart, however, nowhere says that he ever observed 

any cholagogue effect of this remedy. 
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Experiment 24. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours, 

(fig. 24). 

NECROPSY.— 

Fig. 
6 ce. 

24.—Secretion of bile before and after 
ammonium chloride. 
jected into duodenum at w. 
with 6 grains ammonium chloride, 

water in- 
The same 

in- 
jected at a, and again at @’ and an” (18 
gr ains giv en in all). 
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Weight 7 kilogrammes 

Small intestine, in nearly its whole length, contained a large 

quantity of a very watery fluid. The vascu- 

larity of the mucous membrane was only 

slightly increased. 
Experiment 25. Dog that had fasted twenty 

hours. Weight 13:7 kilogrammes (fig. 25), 

Necropsy.—Somewhat increased vascular- 

ity of the mucous membrane of the upper 

three-fourths of the small intestine. There 

was evidence of a moderate purgative effect. 

Result of Experiments with Ammonium Chloride.—The two experiments with 

this substance show that doses capable of stimulating the intestinal glands did 

65 

£0 

1 2 

Fig. 25. 
4 ce. 

3 4 a 

—Secretion of bile before and after ammonium chloride. 
bile and 5 ce. water injected into duodenum at 0. 

The same with 10 grains ammonium chloride injected at 
a. Ata’ the same ‘with 20 grains, at aw” the same with 40 
grains, at a” the same with 60 grains. 

Experiment 25. 

not excite the liver. The effect on 

the biliary secretion is comparable 

to that of sulphate of magnesia (Ex- 

periments 18 and 19), or other sub- 

stance having a stimulant effect on 

Lieberkiihn’s glands, but not on the 

liver. In proportion to the body- 

weight, the doses we gave to the 

dog were greater than those given 

to man, and therefore it need not 

Secretion 
of bile per 

nee 

Secretion 
of bile per 
kilogramme 
of dog ; per 

hour. 

Secretion 

be expected that, in the doses re- 

i ae} commended by Dr Stewart, a pur- 

eas gative effect should be observed in 

of dog : per man. Inasmuch, therefore, as these 

experiments give no evidence of any 

stimulant action of this substance on 

the liver, and seeing that in the 

human subject also there is no cer- 

tain evidence of its having any direct 

cholagogue action, one is led to ask 

whether the effects observed by Dr 

STEWART, in cases of chronic hepatic 

torpidity, may not have been the 

et result of some indirect action on the 

liver, due to a slight but prolonged 

increase of the intestinal secretion, 

or to some effect on the system generally. Our experiments supplement Dr 
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STEWART’ observations, and plainly narrow the range of speculation in searching 

for a rational theory of the action of the drug in hepatic congestion. 

These experiments (Nos. 18 to 25), with purely intestinal stimulants, all 

point to one great fact, that ¢ntestinal purgation per se lowers the bile-producing 

function of the liver, and it may therefore be inferred, that when the molecules 

of a substance have the double effect of exciting the liver as well as the intes- 

tinal glands, the former effect has in some measure to contend withthe latter, 

and may indeed be overcome by it, if the purgative effect be rapid and severe. 

This has been already pointed out in Experiment 9, and indeed it may be 

generally observed, that although a substance with this twofold effect 

excites the liver in the early part of the experiment, the secretion of bile soon 

begins to diminish as the substance finds its way down the intestinal canal 

and implicates a greater and greater number of Lieberkiihn’s glands. (See 

Experiments 10, 17.) In the concluding observations an important indication 

for the guidance of the physician will be deduced from this significant fact. 

ACTION OF SCAMMONY. 

The resin of scammony, being insoluble in water, was dissolved in dilute 

alcohol, and some bile was added, in order still further to promote its absorp- 
tion from the alimentary canal. 

Experiment 26. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours. Weight 9°5 kilo- 

grammes.—2°5 cc. bile were 

injected into the duodenum 

(b, fig. 26). This produced 

no notable effect. Twenty 

grains of scammony resin 

dissolved in 3°5 cc. recti- 

fied spirit, 3 cc. water and 
: in. Lig. 26.—Secretion of bile before and after scammony. Bile injected into 

3 cc. bile were then in ~ duodenum at b, and scammony with bile and alcohol at s ands’. (See 

jected (s), and this dose ‘*t) 
was afterwards repeated (s’). There was a slight increase in the biliary 

secretion. 
Necropsy.—There was greatly increased vascularity of the mucous mem- 

brane of the whole length of the small intestine. Vascularity of the gastric 

mucous membrane was also somewhat increased. There was evidence of severe 

purgative action in the whole extent of both the small and large intestine. 

Experiment 26a. Dog that had fasted nineteen hours. Weight 6:8 kilo- 

grammes.—lIn this experiment it was determined to give scammony in smaller 

doses. 1 cc. bile and 2 cc. water were injected into the duodenum at 4, fig. 26a. 
VOL. XXIX. PART I. 2x 
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The exact effect of this was not ascertained, owing to the loss of the bile 

secreted during one of the periods. About an hour after this, 0°25 cc. bile, 
05 cc. rectified spirit, and 

1:25 cc. water, were injected 

(0°). This having scarcely 

any effect, it was given with 

four grains of scammony 

resin at s, and again at 

Fig, 254. Sesretion of bie befor end alee eummzoni g Ti even tial No Wend Onn aia ame 
mony was doubled, and this 

dose was given at s’’ and s’”. There was an increase of the biliary secretion 

after the first two doses of scammony, but after the third and fourth the 

secretion diminished. 

As two experiments (73, 74) in which alcohol was given, prove that it 

certainly does not augment the biliary secretion, this experiment shows that 

scammony is a hepatic stimulant, although not a powerful one. 

Necropsy.—The scammony had passed along two-thirds of the small intes- 

tine. There was decided evidence of purgation, but no remarkable increase in 

the vascularity of the mucous membrane. 

From these experiments it appears that scammony is a hepatic stimulant of 

feeble power, and it seems unnecessary to detail them further. 

ACTION OF RESINA EUVONYMI oR “ EUVONYMIN.” 

It is stated by Woop and Bacue (Op. x. p. 374), that “the precise virtues 

of the bark of Huwonymus atropurpureus have not been determined.” Mr C. A. 

Santos—quoted by them—describes it as “tonic, hydragogue cathartic, diuretic, 

and antiperiodic.” Dr TipyMaANn informed them that he had obtained useful 

effects from it, as an alterative of the hepatic function. Woop and BacuHe 

conclude that “on the whole its character is somewhat uncertain; and it might 

well form a subject of further examination.” The American “ Eclectics”* give 

“euonymin” as a mild aperient in doses of from 1 to 2 grains. The substance 

used by them, however, is an impure resin, only a portion of which consists of 

the active principle—the «we euonymin. Mr CLoTuier (Op. x. /. ¢.) found it 

to produce active purgation without griping. The substance employed in our 

experiments is an impure resin, said to be prepared by precipitating the tincture 

of euonymin with water acidulated with hydrochloric acid, and mixing the 

* The American “ Eclectics” are charlatans, who nevertheless employ substances many of which 
are of undoubted value, and have received too little attention from the physician. 
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precipitate with an equal bulk of some inert powder. It was obtained from 

TiwpEN & Co. of New York, through Messrs Duncan & FLockHartT of 

Edinburgh. 
Experiment 27. Dog that had fasted seventeen hours. Weight 19 kilo- 

grammes (fig. 27).—2 cc. bile and 2 cc. water injected into duodenum at 6. Five 
grains of euonymin in the same fluid injected at e. 

The irregularity in the biliary flow in this case was certainly owing to an 

irregularity in secretion, for the cannula was perfectly patent throughout the 

whole of the experiment. The irregularity did not consist in the bile being 

Experiment 27. 

| Secretion of bile Secretion of bile 
ner 15”, per kilogramme of 
I | dog: per hour. 

| —— —— ~--- ————— 

ee. | 
1°82 

| 1°2 
16 

| 1°85 
2°2 
13 
1°95 
22 

(foresee 

1°35 
17 
1-2 

Fee | \ 02578 ce. 
0-95 | 

——— 

2°6 
1°5 
1°5 
16 
2°95 | 

se hous ee. 

Fig. 27.—Secretion of bile before and after euonymin. 2 ce. bile 27 
and 2 cc, water injected into duodenum at 6. 5 grains of 11 | 
euonymin, together with the above fluid, injected at e. ay 

11 | 
ean | 

| 

expelled in jets, as might have been expected had it been owing to contraction 

of the larger bile-ducts at intervals; but there was a rapid aud steady flow for 

some minutes, and then for a while it flowed much more slowly. This irregu- 

larity of secretion was probably in large measure due to unusual traction upon 

the bile-duct and liver during the introduction of the cannula, which in this case 

was much more difficult than usual. We have repeatedly observed that unless 

this part of the preliminary operation be conducted so as to very slightly disturb 

the bile-duct and its surroundings, the biliary secretion is rendered irregular. 

Nevertheless it is evident that in this case the euonymin stimulated the liver. 
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Necropsy.—There was very slight evidence of purgative action, but the 

mucous membrane of the upper fourth of the small intestine was much more 

vascular than usual. 

Experiment 28. Dog that had fasted twenty-four hours. Weight 23:3 kilo- 

grammes (fig. 28).—The unusually long fast resulted from the animal having 

refused to take food on the afternoon of the day preceding the experiment. It 

was probably owing to this circumstance that the secretion of bile was so low 

Experiment 28. 

| Lic . Secretion of bile 

3 . 
dog: per hour. 

or 

orm woo 
_ 

~ | oooeolsg 

eooo°o © Od eR 
UO St OH 

\ 0:0708 ce. 

| | 
| 0°6 

0°35 
1 2°4 

2°35 
BY) 
2°4 : ] i a ho 4678 ce. 

05 \ ! 
2°5 

2°8 
\4 2-45 

2°25 
0 , 1°75 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 2°25 

Fig. 28.—Secretion of bile before and after euonymin. 11 ce. bile and ree 
3 cc. water injected into the duodenum at b. The same with 5 16 
grains euonymin injected at ¢. 12 

1:45 
11 
1°25 

at the beginning of the experiment. 1°1 cc. bile and 3 cc. water injected into 
duodenum at b. The same with 5 grains of euonymin injected at e. 

NeEcropsy.—Stomach contracted, mucous membrane normal, The euonymin 

had extended along about a third of the small intestine. The mucous mem- 

brane of the upper third was extremely vascular. Mucous flakes were scattered 

over the surface. But notwithstanding the increased vascularity, the intestine 
at this part contained only a small quantity of a watery fluid. The remainder 
of the intestine was dry and contracted, without any signs of irritation. 
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TABLE XII : 

Secretion of Bile per Kilo- 
gramme of Body-weight 

i i er hour. 
Euonymin. Total Dose in Grains, Grains Bape aoe P 

| 

Before. | After. 

a | 

Experiment 27, , 5 with bile, 0:21 0:07 ce. 0°46 ce. 

- 28, : tae 3 0:26 0°25 cc. 0°47 ce. 

Results of Experiments with Euonymin.—1. Five grains of euonymin, when 

mixed with a small quantity of bile and water, and placed in the duodenum, 

powerfully stimulated the liver. 2. Coincident with the marked action on the 
liver there was only a slight increase of intestinal secretion. 

Experiments with Euonymin on Man.—In consequence of the powerful 

stimulation of the liver produced by euonymin in the above experiments, we 

were induced to make observations with it on the human subject in cases of 
biliousness, and we found the remedy of such value that it will, in consequence 

of these experiments, doubtless ere long be generally employed as a hepatic 

stimulant. Two grains made into a pill with conserve of roses, and taken at 

night, is a fair average dose for a man, though as much as five grains may be 

taken. A dose of two grains produces no sickness, headache, or other dis- 

agreeable sensation, and leaves no depression. But it must be remembered 
that while euonymin is a powerful hepatic, it is a feeble intestinal stimulant, 

and therefore it is well to follow it in the morning with some intestinal stimu- 

lant, such as two or three ounces Piillna water, or some other saline aperient. 

We are convinced from many observations that euonymin is particularly suited 

for cases in which the liver requires to be frequently stimulated. ) 

ACTION OF ReEsINA [RIDIS or “ [RIDIN.” 

The root of the Lis versicolor, or American Blue Flag, is said by Woop 

and Bacus (Op. x. p. 487) to possess cathartic, emetic, and diuretic properties. 

The American “Eclectics ” have used, under the name of iridin or irisin, an 

oleo-resin prepared in the same way as euonymin (p. 170). The dose of this is 

1-5 grains as a purgative. -“It is thought to unite cholagogue and diuretic 
with aperient. properties ” (Woop. and Bacue, doc. cit.).-.-An-anonymous writer 
in the Lancet (August 30, 1862) states that “it is gentler in its action than 

VOL. XXIX. PART I. 2Qy 
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podophyllin, and more reliable when a slight cholagogue action is required for 

a lengthened period.” This statement, however, has been generally neglected,’ 

and the substance appears to be unknown to most persons. 

The substance employed by us was obtained from Messrs Duncan & 

FLockHaArt of Edinburgh. 

Experiment 29. Dog that had fasted seventeen hours. Weight 22°7 kilo- 

grammes (fig. 29).—2 cc. bile and 3 cc. water injected into the duodenum at 0. 

The same with 5 grains of iridin injected at 7. 

Experiment 29. 

Secretion of bile 
per kilogramme of | 
dog: per hour. | 

Secretion of bile 
per 15”. 

o> 

Call aed ell ell lS Ee Sw aOS or or 

be et 

a 

bd CoE or 

0'227 ce. 
| | 

ORD e 
UK 

ror or or 

boa ce. 

Fig. 29.—Secretion of bile before and after iridin. 2cc. bile and 3 cc. 
water injected into the duodenum at d. 5 grains iridin in the 
same fluid injected at 7. 

HRPDNDNDNDNNNYHENNNH HH EE VOD DR OTHE SIS GO ATO SH 

Nercropsy.—Stomach normal, Mucous membrane of upper two-thirds of 
small intestine rather more vascular than usual. This portion of the intestine 
contained 63 cc. of fluid, thus affording evidence of a decided purgative 
effect. 

Experiment 30. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours. Weight 5.4 kilo- 
grammes (fig. 30).—2 ce. bile and 2 cc. water injected into the duodenum at 8. 
The same with 5 grains of iridin injected at 7. 
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Necropsy.—Stomach normal. There. was increased vascularity of the 

mucous membrane of nearly the whole length of the small intestine. The 

redness was not very marked, but it was greater than in the previous experi- 

ment. There was decided purgation, the small intestine containing 87 cc. of 

fluid with abundant mucous 

flocculi. 

Results of Experiments with 

Tridin.—1. Five grains of iridin 

when mixed with a little bile 

and water and placed in the 

duodenum very powerfully 
stimulated the liver. It is not Fig. 30.—Secretion of bile before and after iridin. 2ce. bile anl 2 ce. 

water injected into the duodenum at >. 5 grains iridin in the 

so powerful as large doses same Auid injected. at. 

(four grains) of podophyllin, 

we ne SS ~ 

but it is more powerful than amik: get 
i i xperiment 30. 

euonymin, as is shown by the |__ bt Dat Divs ocd > elaine 

amount of bile secreted per Pe coms | Secretion of bile | nh I eaonetion of bile 
; *Secre of bile} per kilogramme || Secreti i r kilogre 

kilogramme of dog; the hourly | __ per 1s”. a dog: per | eer IB aaa 

coefficients of secretion for | pap ieeation | ple eases 
. . 

| 7, al = $$ $$$ 

the two euonymin experiments ee | A 

being 0°4789 cc.and0-4678cce., gs we 

whereas in the iridin experi- | 95; 0-8 
0°25 | 0-4 

ments they are 0°537 cc. and ar | ke 
Ze ‘00 

0-638 cc. respectively. The bars 0°6 | 

. . . 0 25 0°35 | 

high coefficient in the second Ws ] 0-7 
i. 3 0-25 0°166 ve. 0:85 
iridin experiment probably re- 0-25 0°9 

: 0-2 0°8 

sulted from a much smaller re 0°85 OreBaice, 
. 

4 
0:9 

dog getting the same dose as Seluaee og | 0-7 
; : | 0-2 Gzp.:) | 
in the first experiment, the 

smaller liver being thereby 

stimulated to do a proportionally greater amount of work. 2. Iridin is also a 

decided stimulant of the intestinal glands. Judging from these experiments, its 

irritant effects on the intestinal mucous membrane are decidedly less than 

those of podophyllin, while the purgative effects are greater than in the case 

of euonymin. The statement of the writer in the Lancet (above quoted) that 

in man “it is gentler in its action than podophyllin ” is fully supported by these 

experiments. 
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TABLE XIV. 

| | Secretion of Bile per Kilo- 
gramme of Body-weight _ 

Iridi Patel Woseauitireins | Grains per Kilogramme per bape 
ies: ; 5 of Body2weight: 9; |j:t2 2c) ts | 3 Seu ee 

Before. After. 

Experiment 29, ; 5 with bile, . 0°22 0°22 ce. 0°53 ce. 

7 30, ‘ 5 5 0:92 0:16 ce. 0°63 ce. 

Experiments with Iridin on Man.—In consequence of the striking results of 

the above experiments, we have made many observations with iridin on the 

human subject, and it is certain that we have in this substance a remedy for 

functional hepatic derangement of such value that it will probably in due time 

be universally employed. As yet we have found four grains of iridin a certain 

remedy for biliousness. It may be made into a pill with conserve of roses and 

taken at bedtime. It produces no disagreeable sensations, and on awaking in 

the morning the yellow tongue is clean, and the headache and madaise are gone. 

As iridin, though a powerful hepatic, is not a powerful intestinal stimulant, it 

is well to give in the morning an ordinary mild saline aperient, such as Piillna 

water. Iridin is a more powerful excitant of the liver than euonymin, and a 

more powerful remedy for biliousness,* and is particularly suitable when the 

bilious attack is very pronounced, but we find that when taken two nights in 

succession it is apt to leave a somewhat depressed effect, and therefore it 

probably ought not to be taken more than once a week. Euonymin is there. 

fore to be preferred when repeated stimulation of the liver is required; and 
further, observations which we have made on an elderly gentleman suffering 

from indolent liver and irritable prostate, convince us that iridin is a prostatic 
irritant, and that as euonymin produces no apparent effect on the prostate, it is 

to be preferred as a stimulant of the liver in cases of prostatic irritation. It 
will also be of practical importance to bear in mind that iridin and euonymin 

are both of them diuretics, iridin being the more powerful of the two. 

ACTION OF RESINA LEPTANDR& OR “‘ LEPTANDRIN.” 

“ Leptandria” or “Leptandrin” is a resin prepared from the root of the 

American plant, Leptandra virginica or Veronica virginica, in the same manner 

as euonymin (p. 170). It is a remedy that has been much lauded by the 

* Tt is difficult to say what is the exact cause of biliousness, but it is certain that this condition is 
speedily cured by iridin and euonymin, and that both of these substances powerfully stimulate the 
liver, while they stimulate the intestine to only a moderate extent. 

——— a 
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“ Eclectics” as a cholagogue and tonic. As this remedy is now a good deal 

employed in the case of children, it seemed desirable to obtain more precise 

information regarding its mode of action. The dose for a man is 3-3 grains 

three or four times daily. 

Experiment 31. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours. Weight 20-4 kilo- 

grammes (fig. 31).—3 cc. bile and 3 cc. water injected into the duodenum at 0. 

6 grains leptandria in the same fluid injected at ¢. 12 grains leptandria in 

2 cc. rectified spirit and 8 cc. water injected at e’. 

Experiment 31. Experiment 32. 

Secretion Secretion 
Secretion | of bile per Secretion | of bile per 
of bile per | kilogramme | of bile per | kilogramme 

15”: of dog: per 15”. of dog: per 
hour. hour. 

| 
ce. ce. 

0°8 0°35 
0°85 0°2 
0°95 0°25 
0°85 0°3 ) 

b a a 00839 cc. Fig. 31.—Secretion of bile before and after leptandria. 
; j 3 ce. bile and 8 cc. water injected into the duodenum 

1°2 0°191 ce. err Te at b. 6 grains leptandria in the same fluid injected 
0°95 0°55 ate. 12 grains leptandria in 2 cc. rectified spirit and 

x 0°95 ae 8 ce. water injected at e’. 

1°4 0°35 
1°3 0°55 
1°45 e —— 
1°45 ; 0°4 1°35 he 272 cc. 0°55 

1°3 0°55 
1:2 0°5 
1:2 e” —— 

e —— 0°5 
1°45 07 
1°3 0°85 
1°45 ; 1:2 15 lo 274 ce. 0-9 

1°35 0°9 
1°2 1:05 
El 1°0 
1°4 1°05 ‘ Pan 

1°25 0°95 ; Fie, 32.6 grains leptandria in 4 cc. water injected into 

12 11 le eteier *" the duodenum ie e 1% cc. bile and 8 cc. water 

1°05 injected at ec’. 12 grains leptandria in the same fluid 
injected at e”. 

Experiment 32. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours. Weight 13:1 kilo- 

grammes (fig. 32).—6 grains leptandria in 4 cc. water injected into the duo- 

denum at ¢. 14 ce. bile and 3 cc. water injected ate’. 12 grains leptandria in 

the same fluid injected at ¢”. 

Necropsy.—Slightly increased vascularity of the mucous membrane of the 

upper half of the small intestine. There was slight purgation ;—the upper half 

of the small intestine containing 37 cc. of a viscous fluid. 

VOL. XXIX. PART I. 22 
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TABLE XV. 

‘ = [ay or meses s 

Secretion of Bile per Kilo- 
gramme of Body-weight 

Grai Kil per hour, 
Leptandria. Total Dose in Grains. “ai tederaahe 

Before. After, 

Experiment 31, . 18 with bile, 0°88 0191cc. | 0:274 ce. 

~ 32, =| 18 > 11 0083 ce. | 0°316 ce, 

TABLE X VI.—Composition of the Bile before and after Leptandria, 

Experiment 33. Before. After. 

Water, ‘ ‘ ‘ , ‘ ; ; ; ; : 91°34 91°41 

Bile-acids, pigments, cholesterin, fats, : 5 J : 6°64 6°60 

Mucus, ; ; ; a ; : : ‘ ‘ : 0:95 0:92 

Ash,» ; i : ; : ‘ ; , ; : 1:07 1:07 

100:00 100-00 

Velocity of secretion per half hour, : ; 3 : iL-2%cc: 2'5 ce. 

It appears from this analysis that the bile secreted under the influence of 
leptandria retained its normal composition. 

Results of Experiments with Leptandria.—Leptandria is a feeble hepatic 

and intestinal stimulant. Notwithstanding the large doses employed, the 

hourly coefficient of secretion did not rise above 0°316 cc. The bile has the 

normal composition. As in the case of other resinous matters, the absence of 

the biliary solvent from the duodenum greatly lessens the effect (Experi- 
ment 32). 

ACTION OF RESINA SANGUINARLIA, OR “ SANGUINARIN.” 

Dr Woop (Op. xi. p. 367) states that, “although the Sanguinaria cana- 

densis has been used more or less for so many years, we are still without any 

really definite knowledge of its action. Little or nothing has been added to 

our knowledge since the papers by Dr TuLLy in 1830, who stated that when 

given in small repeated doses it acts as a very decided cholagogue ; and more 
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recently it has been affirmed that it is also a stimulating expectorant. 

In full doses it is certainly a harsh emetic, and in overdoses, according to 

TuLLy, it produces with the vomiting, burning at the stomach, faintness, 

vertigo, dimness of vision, general. insensibility, coldness, extreme reduc- 

tion of the force and frequency of the pulse, great prostration of the muscular 

strength, and sometimes a convulsive rigidity of the limbs.” Dr Woop 

states that he has never known of its employment except as a stimu- 

lant expectorant in obstinate 

bronchitis. Dr MoTHERSHEAD, 

of Indianapolis (quoted in Op. 

x. p. 741) however “speaks in 

the strongest terms of its effi- 

cacy as an excitant of the liver, 

when given in alterative doses.” 

On the other hand, Professor 

Tuomas of Philadelphia (quoted 

in Op. x. p. 742), found the 

active principle sanguinarina to 

“have no effect of any kind 

directly on the liver” of man. 

* Sanguinarin” is, however, re- 

commended by the American 

“ Eclectics ” in doses of 1-1 

grain as a hepatic alterative. 

Fig. 33,—Secretion of bile before and after sanguinarin,. 2 ce. bile 
and 2°5 ce, water injected into the duodenum at 6, 1 grain 
sanguinarin in the same fluid injected ats, 2 grains sanguin- 
arin in the same fluid injected at s’. 

Experiment 33. | 

The substance employed in the Secretion Secretion 
: - 6 F Secretion | of bile per Secretion of bile per 

following experiments 1s a resin of bile per | kilogramme of bile per kilogramme 
: 15”. | of dog: per 15”. of dog: per 

prepared in the same manner hour. hour. 

as euonymin (see p. 170). | 
a8 ‘ ee. ce. Experiment 33. Dog that oe 1-15 

had fasted seventeen hours. ee id 
Weight 27:7 kilogammes (fig. A paarete nee! 
33).—2 cc. bileand 2°5 cc. water | ae ae 

injected into the duodenum at ie a an 

%. 1 grain sanguinarin in the ae ae 5 

same fluid injected at s, 2 1-0 2-2 
: : age s 2°2 

grains sanguinarin in the same 1-15 2-2 
. ape 1-12) 2:0 

fluid injected at s’. 1-0 | 
Nercrorsy.—Mucous mem- 

brane of upper two-thirds of small intestine was of a clear claret colour, 
here and there it was marked by brownish patches of a size varying from that 
of a sixpence to that of a half-crown. There were 35 ce. of a thick brown fluid 
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in the small intestine. The brown colour was apparently owing to the presence 

of the sanguinarin, a substance of a brownish-red colour. 

Experiment 34. Dog that had fasted seventeen hours. Weight 20 kilo- 

grammes (fig. 34).—2 cc. bile and 3 cc. water injected into duodenum at 0. 

The same with 1 grain sanguinarin injected at s. 

Experiment 34. 

Secretion 
Secretion of bile per 
of bile per kilogramme 

15”. of dog: per 
hour. 

re S 

0°65 0°12 ce. 
0°65 

2-15 
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Or 

Or 
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Fig. 34.—Secretion of bile before and after sanguinarin. 2 cc. bile 
and 3 cc. water injected into the duodenum at b. 1 grain 
sanguinarin in the same fluid injected at s. 
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Nercropsy.—Vascularity of the mucous membrane of upper half of small 

intestine somewhat increased. Considerable evidence of purgative action in 

upper half of small intestine. Contents of a viscid mucous character. 

TABLE XVII. 

| Secretion of Bile per 
Kilogramme of Body-weight 

5 Same P : Grains per Kilogramme per hour. Sanguinarin. Total Dose in Grains. of Bo dareik “5 

Before. After. 

Experiment 33, . 1, with bile 0:05 0-12 ce. 0:30 ce. 

| O45. 4 6 OF ‘, 011 0:16 cc. 0:40 ce. 
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TasLtE X VII.—Composition of Bile before and after Sanguinarin. 

Experiment 33. Before. 

Water, ‘ ’ ; d : : : : x . 90:09 

Bile-acids, pigments, cholesterin, fats, . Sint ee 3 ‘ 7°38 

Mucus, : : i : : : : . ; é 1:04 

Ash, . : 5 : : , : : 5 : ” 1:49 

100-00 10000 
as | 

Velocity of secretion per half hour, . : : : ; 2:4 ce, 4:25 ce: | 

It appears from this analysis that under the influence of sanguinarin the 

bile becomes more watery, nevertheless the velocity of secretion having been 

nearly doubled by this agent, it is evident that the liver secreted more biliary 

matter. 

Results of Experiments with Sanguinarin.—1. In one experiment three 

grains, in another experiment one grain, of sanguinarin when mixed with a 

small quantity of bile and water and placed in the duodenum powerfully 

stimulated the liver. 2. It rendered the bile more watery, nevertheless it 

caused the liver to secrete more biliary matter in a given time, 3. The 

secretion of the intestinal glands was slightly increased by these doses. These 

results show that the statements of TuLty and MoTHERSHEAD ought not 

to be treated with indifference and neglect, as they appear to be, in practical 

medicine. 

ACTION OF IPECACUAN. 

As is well known, ipecacuan is regarded as almost a specific remedy in 

certain cases of dysentery. It is stated that it gives rise to evacuations con- 

taining a large quantity of bile. The manner in which it does this is not 

definitely known. Some maintain that it permits of biliary discharge by 

relieving spasm of the bile-ducts. The following experiments, undertaken at 

the desire of Sir Ropert Curistison, prove beyond a doubt that this substance 
is a powerful stimulant of the hepatic secreting apparatus. The maximum 

dose for a man is 60 grains. 
Experiment 35. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours. Weight 15 kilo- 

grammes (fig. 35).—2 cc. bile and 3 cc. water injected into the duodenum at 3. 
60 grains ipecacuan powder in the same fluid injected at 7. 

Nercropsy.—The ipecacuan had extended along the upper half of the small 
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intestine, the mucous membrane of which portion was covered with thick white 
No purgation. mucus. 

Fig. 35. Secretion of bile before and after ipecacuan. 2 cc. bile and 
3 cc. water injected into the duodenum at b. 60 grains ipecacuan 
powder in the same fluid injected at 7. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Fig. 36. Secretion of bile before and after ipecacuan. 2 ce.bile 
and 5 cc. water injected into the duodenum at b. The 
same fluid with 60 grains ipecacuan powder injected at 7. 

Experiment 35. 

Secretion 
Secretion of bile per Secretion 
of bile per | kilogramme | of bile per 

15”, of dog: per 15”. 
hour. 

ce. 1:0 
0°8 09 

0°55 We 
0°25 1°3 
04 1°5 

b —— 1°0 
0°3 ) 1:0 
0°4 10 
0'5 leas: cc, 0°5 

0-5 1°0 

—— 1°0 
0'°8 1°0 

20 ) 1:05 
a: 1‘1 

1°5 0°7 
11 

Experiment 36. 

Secretion of bile 
per 15”. 

Secretion of bile 
per kilogramme of 
dog : per hour. 

Hee ee sro 6 © ] 
eee Dw & Vt O1 Or 

or 

bo Or 

or 

SNHSSASHAKR DIO 

or 

bo Or 

on 

PNNNNWHORRWNWWWrD We eee “I 0d 09 00 GB 

0°24 ce. 
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Experiment 36.. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours. .Weight 27:2 kilo- 

grammes (fig. 36).—2 ce. bile and 5 ce. water injected into the duodenum at b. 

The same fluid with 60 grains ipecacuan powder injected at 7. 

Necropsy.—Stomach normal, The ipecacuan extended along the upper 

two-thirds of the small intestine, the mucous membrane of which exhibited a 

slight increase of vascularity, and was covered with thick mucus, but there was 

no purgation. 
Even in much smaller doses, however, ipecacuan excites the liver, as is 

shown by the two following experiments. 

Experiment 37. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours, Weight 61 kilo- 

grammes (fig. 37).—1°5 cc. bile and 2 cc. water injected into the duodenum at 0. 

The same fluid with 3 grains of ipecacuan powder injected at 2. 

‘Experiment 37. 

Secretion Sectetion 
Secretion | of bile per | Secretion | of bile per 
of bile per| kilogramme | of bile per | kilogramme 

15”, of dog: per 15”. of dog : per 
hour. hour. 

ec." 4—— 
0°2 0°4 
0°2 0°25 
0°2 0°3 
0°25 0°7 
0°3 07 : Fig. 37. Secretion of bile bef d after i 5 ee ; é 0°385 ce. » 37. of bile before and after ipecacuan. 1°65 ce. 
0°25 0°45 ” pile and 2 cc. water injected into the duodenum at d. 
0°3 0°5 The same fluid with 3 grains of ipecacuan powder injected 
0°3 07 at 7. 
0'2 07 

b — 0°35 
0°25 0°45 
0°25 4 0°5 03 0°18 ce. 0-45 

0°3 0°4 

Experiment 38. 

Secretion Secretion 
Secretion | of bile per | Secretion | of bile per 
of bile per | kilogramme | of bile per} kilogramme 

15”. of dog: per 15”. of dog: per 
hour. hour. 

ce. 0°9 
0°3 0°6 
0:2 06 
0°25 09 

ea me bose ce. 
b — 1°15 

0°3 0°55 

bs 0186 ce. ee Fig. 38.—Secretion of bile before and after ipecacuan. 17°5 ce. 
0:3 0°35 bile and 2 cc. water injected into duodenum at b. 3 
a 0-4 grains ipecacuan powder in the same fluid injected at 7 

0°45 0°3 
0°6 

Necropsy.—Thick mucus covering the mucous membrane of upper fourth 
ef small intestine. No purgation. 
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Experiment 38. Dog that had fasted seventeen hours.. Weight 6:8 kilo-_ 
grammes (fig. 38).—1°5 ce. bile and 2 cc. water injected into duodenum at 4, 
3 grains ipecacuan powder in the same fluid injected at 2. 

Nercropsy.—The appearances of the intestine were similar to those observa 
in the preceding experiment. 

TABLE XVIII. 

Secretion of Bile per Kilo- 
gramme of Body-weight 

Ipecacuan. Total Dose in Grains. ea Wae per hour. 
: 

/ 

‘ 

| Before. After, . 

| 
[ 

.. . . 

Experiment 36, : 60 with bile, 9-9 0:24 cc, 0°55 

| 

| 
| 
| 

» 37, : 3 » »” 0°49 0:18 ce. 0:38 

Experiment 36, Before. After. 

Water, ; : ; ; é : : : 89°631 89:77 

Bile acids, pigments, cholesterin, fats, . : : ; ; 813 8129 

| Mucus, : d ; 5 : : : : ‘ ; 1:01 0°87 

| Ash, . SS eit eh ng. i 1:229 1:231 

/ 100:000 100:000 

| Velocity of secretion per half hour, . : : : ; 3:2 ce. 6°35 ce. 

TABLE XX. 

Experiment 38. 

| Water, ; ' : 

| Lile-acids, pigments, cholesterin, fats, 

| Mucus, 

| Ash, 

V Biodip of secretion per half hour, . 
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-. These analyses show that, notwithstanding the acceleration of secretion by 
ipecacuan, the percentage amount of the special biliary constituents remains 
unchanged. 

Results of Experiments with Ipecacuan—t1. Sixty grains of powdered 

ipecacuan mixed with a small quantity of bile and placed in the duodenum 

powerfully stimulated the liver. Even three grains had an effect on a dog 

weighing 6°8 kilogrammes very nearly as great as the effect of sixty grains on a 

dog weighing 27:2 kilogrammes ; the amount of bile secreted per kilogramme 

of dog being nearly the same in both cases. 2. The bile secreted under its 

influence was of normal composition as regards the biliary matter proper. 

3. No purgative effect was produced, but there was an increased secretion of 

mucus in the small intestine. The composition of the bile did not afford any 

evidence of an increased secretion of mucus having taken place from the glands 

of the bile-ducts. The sickness which ipecacuan is apt to induce will prevent 
its use as a hepatic stimulant in ordinary cases. 

The increased biliary flow that followed ipecacuan could not in these experi- 
ments be ascribed to any relaxation of “spasm of the bile-ducts,” for that no 

such thing existed was clearly shown by the free flow of the bile before the 

substance was given. Nor could it be-owing to contraction of the gall-bladder, 

for the cystic duct was clamped. Nor could it be ascribed to contraction of the 

bile-ducts, for the increased flow was far too prolonged to be attributable to 

any such cause. It is therefore certain that this substance, like the others, has 

the power of stimulating the secreting apparatus of the liver. This being now 

‘proved as regards the dog, it can scarcely be doubted that the modus operandi 

is the same in man. The results of these experiments will therefore lead to 
new speculations regarding the pathology of dysentery ; for every step towards 

greater accuracy of knowledge regarding the modus operandi of any therapeutic 

agent is certainly calculated to advance our knowledge of the true nature of the 

pathological condition that is relieved or cured by tt. 

ACTION OF COLOCYNTH. 

Colocynth and jalap are well known intestinal stimulants, but nothing is 
said in works on Materia Medica regarding their influence on the discharge of 

bile. Rouric, however (Op. vi. p. 240), investigated their action in the dog, 
and found that they excite the liver. He thought them so powerful that he 

placed them next to croton. oil in importance. We have already pointed out 

the faultiness of Rouric’s method, and have shown that croton oil is scarcely 

worthy of being classed amongst cholagogues. It seemed therefore desirable 

that we should experiment with colocynth and jalap in order to have results 
comparable with our experiments on jother substances. The maximum dose of 
colocynth pulp for a man is eight grains. 
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Experiment 39. 

PROFESSOR RUTHERFORD ON THE 

Dog that had fasted’ sixteen hours, Weight 26:3 kilo- 
grammes (fig. 39).—2 ce. bile and 2 cc. water Injected into the duodenum at 6. 

Fig. 39. Secretion of bile before and after colocynth. 
2 cc. bile and 2 cc, water injected into the duo- 
denum at 6. The same fluid with 7 grains of 
powdered colocynth pulp injected atc. The same 
dose repeated at c’. 

Experiment 39. 

Secretion of bile 
15” 

Secretion of bile 
per kilogramme of 
dog : per hour, 

oa 

6 

va LS o> o9* 

DNNeHNwH] HPWH DH NOOOE] annwsA 

or on 

i} 

or 

m+ Et bo © op GD tO BD bb ROR OMEN 

OUST ON 

\ 0'2908 ce. 

0°452 ee. 

The same fluid with 7 gras of powdered colocynth pulp injected atc. The 
same dose repeated at ¢’. 

Necropsy.—Gastric mucous membrane very vascular. The mucous membrane 

of the small intestine was intensely vascular throughout its entire length. There 

was evidence of powerful purgation—the small intestine containing 82 cc. of fluid. 

‘ig. 40. Secretion of bile before and after colocynth. 

3 ce, bile and 3 ce. water injected into the dugdenum 
at b. The same with 7 grains colocynth injected atc. .~ 
The same repeated at ¢. 

Experiment 40. 

Secretion Secretion 
Secretion | of bile per Secretion | of bile per 
of bile per | kilogramme || of bile per | kilogramme 

15”. of dog: per | 15”. of dog: per 
hour. hour, 

ce. ce. 
0°6 0°8 
0°6 11 
0°55 115 
0:6 11 
0°55 0165ee. || c—— 

b-—-— | 1:0 
3 608) - 2 | 0°95 

0:75 | 0°65 
¢— 0°6 

0'9 | 0'8 
1°15 1:05 
13 ; 0°85 

1°05 | 
| 
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Experiment 40. Dog that had fasted sixteen hours. Weight 16:3 kilo- 

grammes (fig. 40),—3 ce. bile and 3 cc. water injected into the duodenum at 0. 

The same with 7 grains colocynth injected atc. The same repeated at ¢’. 

‘Necropsy.—There was increased vascularity throughout the whole length 

of the mucous membrane of the small intestine, especially marked in the upper 

part. There was considerable evidence of purgation. 

TABLE XXI. 

| Secretion of Bile per Kilo- 
gramme of Body-weight 

¢ Kil per hour. 

Colocynth. Total Dose in Grains. Bea eee 

Before. | After. 
| | 

Experiment 39, . 14 with bile, | we oom. al O29 ec. |e O'45.cc, 

7 () e 7 r | 0-4 | O-16 ce. 0:27 cc. 

In Experiment 40, the pulse became very weak towards the close of the 

experiment, and it may be that this weakness rendered the effect of the colo- 
cynth upon the liver less than it otherwise might have been. Be this as it may, 

we did not think it necessary to perform another experiment, for the first 

experiment with this substance may be regarded as sufficient. 

TABLE X XII.—Composition of the Bile before and es Colocynth. 

Experiment 39. | Before. | After. | 

ee ee 94:13 
Bile-acids, pigments, cholesterin, fats, : | 549 4:70 

SS a a 0-90 0°70 

Ash, | 0°62 0°47 

100-00 10000 

Velocity of secretion per half hour, . | 34 ce, 6°35 ee 
| 

The analysis shows that colocynth renders the bile more watery, but it is 

evident from the increased velocity of secretion that it compels the liver to 

secrete more of the biliary solids proper. 

Results of Experiments with Colocynth—Colocynth is, in large doses, a 

powerful-hepatic, as well as intestinal stimulant. Though rendering the bile 

more watery, it increases the secretion of biliary matter. 



Aciion of Jalap. 

What is known of the action of jalap on the liver has been already referred 
to under colocynth. The maximum dose of jalap powder for a man is 30 grains. 

PROFESSOR RUTHERFORD ON THE 

2 Experiment 41. 

I Secretion Secretion 
Secretion of bile per Secretion of bile per 

15 of bile per | kilogramme || of bile per | kilogramme 
De of dog : per By, of dog : per 

hour. | hour. 

1 ce. | ce. 
ileal 1°6 
11 15 
1:0 1°65 

on 1°0 1:4 } 5 ——= 18 
0°95 19 
1°0 1°9 
1°05 0°16 ce, 1°8 of ( 1-0 1:9 0°296 ce. 

—— 1'8 
1°0 1°6 

Fig. 41.—Secretion of bile before and after jalap. 2°5 cc. | ileal 1:2 
bile and 2°5 ce. water injected into the duodenum at 0. 115 14 
30 grains of jalap powder in the same fluid injected | ee 11 
at j. 1°45 

| 

Experiment 41. Dog that had fasted seventeen hours. Weight 25 kilo- 
grammes (fig. 41).—2°5 cc. bile and 2°5 cc. water injected into the duodenum 

at 6. 30 grains of jalap powder in the same fluid injected at /. 

TABLE XXIII. 

Secretion of Bile per Kilo- 
gramme of Bocewelens 

Shang A baaaa per hour. 
Jalap. Total Dose in Grains. | eae Boiy woe aE ~ : 

Before. After. 
i= = = ae = 

| Experiment 41, 30 with bile, 1:2 0:16 ec. | 0:20 5m 
, 42, 40 . su 0°17 ce. 0°35 ce. 

TABLE XXIV.—Composition of the Bile before and after Jalap. 

| Experiment 41. Before. After. 

Water, ‘ ; : , 89°31 89°75 

Bile-acids, pigments, cholesterin, fats, . 8:41 8°05 

Mucus, 0:93 0°87 

Ash, 1:35 1:33 

‘ " 100-00 | 100-00 

| Velocity of secretion per half-hour, : 2d oC." | 37 CC. . 
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Necropsy.—The jalap had extended along about four-fifths of the small 

intestine, the mucous membrane of which was more vascular than usual, 

especially at the lower part of the duodenum. The purgative effect was con- 

siderable—there being 64 cc. of fluid in the intestine. The fluid was of a 

very watery character. 

Experiment 42. Dog that had fasted twenty-two hours. Weight 12°3 kilo- 

erammes (fig. 42).—2 ce. 

bile and 3 cc. water injected 

into duodenum at 6. 20 

grains jalap powder in the 

and 7”. 
The fall of the bile-secre- 

tion towards the close of the 

experiment is only another Fig. 42.—Secretion of bile before and after jalap. 2 cc. bile and 3 
; 2 ee. water injected into duodenum at 6. 20 grains jalap powder 
illustration of the fact often a Ge anti Wiad tniecied at? 4" and 7”. 

witnessed by us—that severe a 
. ot cee Experiment 42. 

purgation diminishes the se- | 
cretion of bile. Secretion | Secretion 

Secretion of bile per Secretion of bile per 
Necropsy.—20 cc. of of bile per | kilogramme || of bile per | kilogramme | 

: aes : 15”. of dog: per | 15”. | of dog : per 
fluid had been injected into hate hour. | 

the duodenum, much of fi a r ie 

i bly been 0-6 | 1-05 
which had probably . 0°55 | 1-05 0°357 ce. 
absorbed ; the small intes- aS 095 | 

. . 4 x | 

tine, however, contained in 40° 1°05 
. 5 . aaa | oy) 

its upper third 117 cc. of 05 fou Se Se 
; f 0°6 0-7 

watery fluid, showing that 0°6 0°5 
° ° j-— 0°75 

a profuse purgative action 0°65 0°75 | 
‘ : 0°85 0°25 

was taking place. The jalap 0°8 0°25 
0°6 0°25 

had extended along only a 0-9 0-35 ) 
° é é pee 2s “4 

third of the small intestine. I eas pone ce. 
The analysis shows that oe Sie ae IK 

although jalap renders the 
bile more watery, it so increases the velocity of secretion that more biliary 

matter is secreted in a given time. 

Results of Experiments with Jalap—1. Jalap is a hepatic stimulant of con- 

siderable power. It renders the bile more watery, but at the same time increases 

the secretion of biliary matter. 2. Its effect on the liver is however far less 

notable than its effects on the intestinal glands. Its hydragogue cathartic 

effects were fully manifested in these experiments. 
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ACTION OF TARAXACUM. 

There exists a vague idea that taraxacum has some influence on the liver. It 

is stated that it is ‘‘supposed to modify and increase its secretion” (Op. viii. 

p. 295), but it is generally felt that its action is extremely doubtful. 

Experiment 43. Middle-sized dog that had fasted twenty-four hours.—180 

grains of solid extract 

of taraxacum in 25 ce, 

water were injected 

into the duodenum (é, 
fig. 43), and, two hours 

after this, 120 grains 

in the same quantity 

of water were injected 

(t'). After both doses 
Fig. 43.—Secretion of bile before and after taraxacum. ¢, 180 grains ; ¢', 120 

grains of solid extract of taraxacum in 25 ce. of water were ee eed into there was a greater 
the duodenum, (The triangles and dotted lines indicate the mean of.the . , : sate 
high and low readings in “order that a conclusion regarding the effect of INCrease 1n the biliary 
the substance may be more easily arrived at.) secretion than wasat all 

likely to have been caused by the same quantity of water. (See Experiment 7.) 

Necropsy.—The taraxacum had passed along nearly the whole length of 

the small intestine. Most of the fluid had been absorbed. There was no 

evidence of purgative action. 

Experiment 434. Small dog that had fasted eighteen hours.—120 grains of 

solid extract of taraxacum in 15 

cc. of water were injected into the 

duodenum (¢, fig. 48a), and this 

dose was repeated in two-and-a- 

half hours. The increase of the 
Fig. 434.—Secretion of bile before and after taraxacum. 120 biliary secretion after the second 

grains of solid extract of taraxacum in 15 ee. of water in- ee 
jected into the duodenum at ¢ and /’. dose was trivial; but after the 

first it was considerable, though of short duration. An examination of the 

intestine at death revealed no purgative action. 

From these experiments it may be concluded that taraxacum is a very 

feeble hepatic stimulant, a conclusion that is in harmony with clinical experience, 

although the observations on man—from the nature of the case—have yielded 

nothing perfectly definite. We think it unnecessary to detail these two experi- 
ments more fully. 

ACTION OF NITRO-HYDROCHLORIC ACID. 

The dilute nitro-hydrochloric acid employed by us was prepared by mixing 

3 cc. nitric acid with 4 cc. hydrochloric acid, and after an interval of twenty- 
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four hours, adding 25 cc. water (“ British Pharmacopeceia’). The dose for a 

man is from 5 to 20 minims. 
The employment of this substance in hepatic disorder was first recommended 

by Dr Scorr of Bombay, who used it largely in congestion of the liver. It was 

administered as a foot-bath, and also internally. Its effects, however, were by 

some held to be so doubtful, that its use appears to have been abandoned for a 

time (CHRISTISON, Op. xii. p. 41). ANNESLEY, Martin, and others—experienced 

in the diseases of India—have, however, supported the opinion held by Scort. 

Woop (Op. xi. p. 88) maintains, from 
his own observation, that it increases 

the flow of the bile. 0-5 

Experiment 44. A small dog 

(weight not ascertained) that had 
fasted seventeen hours (fig. 44).—20 cc. 1 

water injected into duodenum ata, The Fig. 44.—Secretion of bile before and after nitro-hydro- 

same with 20 minims dilute nitro-hydro- The Gane ee ao miilne dilate Bai ohydre 
fs Wee chloric acid injected at 6, c, d, and e. 

chloric acid injected at 0, ¢, d, and e, 

Necropsy.—The duodenal mucous membrane was slightly congested. 

There was no evidence of purgation, 

Experiment 444, Dog that had fasted seventeeen hours. Weight 17:7 

nN rs si 

Experiment 44a. 

Secretion 
Secretion of bile per | 
of bile per kilogramme | 

15y. of dog: per 
hour. | 

ce. 

0°55 

ve boa ce, 

0°65 
a ——— 

1:00 
0:95 
1:05 
1:10 
1°40 
1°45 
ileayty; 
1°60 
1°40 
1°50 

2°20 0°392 ce. 1°72 Fig. 444.—Secretion of bile before and after nitro- 
1°62 hydrochloric acid. 40 minims dilute nitro- 
1°45 hydrochloric acid in 8 cc. of water injected into 

a’ —— duodenum at a, and again at a’. 
1°50 
1:35 
0°95 

kilogrammes (fig, 444).—40 minims dilute nitro-hydrochloric acid in 8 ce. 

| water injected into duodenum at a, and again at @’. 
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Necropsy.—There was slight congestion of the upper part of the small 

intestine to the extent of about 10 inches. In the duodenum the mucous 

membrane had a yellowish-grey appearance, as if it had been slightly corroded 

by an acid. There was no evidence of any purgative effect. 

Results of Experiments with Nitro-hydrochloric Acid.—The positive effect 
of the acid in Experiment 444 is in remarkable contrast to the negative result 

observed in Experiment 44. In consequence of the positive result in the former 
case, and seeing that it com- 

pletely agrees with observa- 
tions on man, we did not think 

it necessary to perform another 

experiment. In view of the : 

positive effect in 444, we do : 

not attach any importance to | 
the negative result of Experi- 

ment 44; for the animal was 

a small one, and in such cases 

we have found that undoubted 

cholagogues sometimes fail 

to act. It is proved, then, 

that dilute nitro-hydrochloric 
10 ce. 

The same with 120 grains 
(480 grains given in all). 

Fig. 45.—Secretion of bile before and after sodium chloride. 
water injected into duodenum at w. 
sodium chloride injected at's, s’, s”, s Uda 

Experiment 45. 

acid is a hepatic stimulant of 

considerable power. 

Secretion Secretion ACTION OF SODIUM CHLORIDE. 

Srrle ees i Wlocenty (cameras eieliofane Sodium chloride son Racal 
15”. of dog: per | Wa, of dog: per 

Hon: poe artic when given indoses of 120 
; | to 240 grains. Itis not stated 

1 | 1-90 t 0-308 am to be a cholagogue, but as it 

1°82 , 180 is contained in considerable 

oa i 135 | quantity in the mineral waters 
175 Nios ae 215 be —— of Carlsbad, Ems, Friedrich- 

i (|S 222 |S shall, that have a reputation 

” 1-70 rate ! in abnormal conditions of the 

ae Wik ee liver, we thought it desirable 
Paci re to test its action on this organ. 
ee eon ae Experiment 45. Dog that 
sihiag : had fasted eighteen hours. 

Weight 25 kilogrammes (fig. 

45).—10 cc. water injected into duodenum at w. The same with 120 grains 

sodium chloride injected at s, s’, x’, s’” (480 grains given in all). 
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_ Necropsy.—The small intestine contained 203 cc. of fluid, with numerous 

mucous flakes. As only 50 cc. of fluid had been injected, decided purgative 

action had taken place. The vascularity of the mucous membrane was slightly 

increased. 

Result of Experiment with Sodium Chloride.—Inasmuch as the first three 

doses of sodium chloride, amounting in the aggregate to 360 grains, produced 

scarcely any effect on the secretion of bile, it may be concluded that. this sub- 

stance is a very feeble hepatic stimulant. Another experiment did not appear 

to be required. 

ACTION OF SODIUM AND PoTASSIUM TARTRATE. 

Rochelle salt is well known as an intestinal stimulant, but its action on .the 

liver has not hitherto been pointed out. The dose for aman is 120 to 240 

grains. 
Experiment 46. Dog that had fasted seventeen hours. Weight 5:2 kilo- 

grammes (fig. 46).—10cc. water 1 
injected into duodenum at w. 

The same with 60 grains Ro- 

chelle salt injected at 7, 7’, 7”, 

and?” (240 grains given in all). 

No Necropsy. a 

Considering the small size .. y - mae Fig. 46.—Secretion of bile before and after tartrate of potash and soda. 
of this animal, the exciting 10 cc. water injected into duodenum at w. The same with 60 

: grains Rochelle salt injected at, 7’, 7’, 7” (240 grains given in all) 
effect of the salt on the liver = 

was very remarkable, the se- Bectnctac: | 
cretion of bile per kilogramme , : 

of body-weight CE hour being Secretion of Ae | Secretion of bien kilo. 
raised to 0°653 cc. The fall Meyer Is, | cme of | bile per 15”. | gramme of 
in the secretion towards the oh = oH Sskcamede 
close of the experiment was ce. | ce, 
doubtless owing to purgative wee ue 
action taking place. OB fon - "0-80 

Experiment 46a. — Dog are, Oy Sis lens ce. 
that had fasted twenty hours. aan aay J 
Weight 12:5 kilogrammes (fig. pk cue 
464).—3 cc. bile and 55 ce. ne lee) ie ge 
water heated to 37° C. injected 

_ into duodenum at d. The same with 463 grains Rochelle salt heated to 37° C. 
| Injected at 7. 

NeEcropsy.—Small intestine contained 130 cc. of a clear mucous fluid, | 
VOL. XXIX. PART I, 3D 
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Mucous membrane of small intestine exhibited a slightly increased vascu- 

larity. 

Results of Experiments with Rochelle Salt.—It is certainly a hepatic stimulant. 
Experiment 46 shows what a rapid secretion of bile it called forth in a liver that 

was nearly passive before it was given. The effect was by no means so remark- 

able in Experiment 464, where the liver was relatively more active before the 

substance was given. Probably the latter affords a better general indication 

Experiment 46a. | 

Secretion of | Secretion of 
Secretion | bile per kilo-| Secretion | bile per kilo- 
of bile gramme of of bile gramme of 

‘ per 15”. dog: per per 15”. dog: per 
hour. | hour. 

ce. ce. 
ee 075 0°85 | 

0°70 0°90 
0°70 0°95 
0°70 0°85 

pas 0°85 
0 0°75 1:00 

0°80 ; 1:05 0332 ce, 

Fig. 464.—Secretion of bile before and after Rochelle salt. woo an 
3 cc. bile and 55 ce. water heated to 37° C. injected into < O75 0-90 
duodenum at b. The same with 463 grains Rochelle salt 0-70 1°00 
heated to 37° C. injected at 7. 0°70 0-90 

0°80 0°70 
0°90 

than the former of the power of this substance as a hepatic stimulant, and it 

must be remembered that in both cases, especially in the first, considering the 

size of the animals as compared with man, the doses were large; so that, on the 

whole, it may be anticipated that observations on man—now that we specially 

‘direct attention to the matter—will show that this substance stimulates the 

liver, but not powerfully. 

TABLE X XV. 

Secretion of Bile per Kilo- 
gramme of Body-weight 

Rochelle Salt. Total Dose in Grains. pee Dea ee aa | 

Before. After. 

Experiment 46, . 240 46:1 0115 cc. | 0°653 ec, 

Experiment 464, . 463 372 0:236 cc. | 0332 ce. | 
| 
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ACTION OF SODIUM PHOSPHATE. 

Sodium phosphate is described in the text-books as a mild saline purgative; 
nothing being said about its action as a cholagogue. Professor STEPHENSON of 

Aberdeen (Op. xiii.), however, has found it specially useful for children when 

there is a deficiency of bile in the discharges. The dose as a purgative for a 

man is 120 to 480 grains. 

Experiment 47. Dog that had fasted twenty hours. Weight 26:9 kilo- ’ 

Experiment 47. 

Secretion of bile 
per kilogramme of 
dog: per hour. 

Secretion of bile 
per 15”, 

ce. 
2°05 
2°07 
1°90 ) 
1°90 5 
1°80 ‘i 278 ce. 

1°80 

25 

NNNNRFRReE EEE SOMOS sy NNT SSO 

prnrwnr me bd ND DD coouns 

2°30 

2°60 

lost. 
| 2°70 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 | 2°80 

2°90 
Fig. 47.—Secretion of bile before and after sodium phosphate. 77 2°95 hou os 

grains in 15 ce. water injected into duodenum at s, and 124 grains 3°15 
in 25 cc. water injected at s’. 3°05 

. | 2°30 
2°57 

grammes (fig. 47).—77 grains in 15 cc. water injected into duodenum at s, and 

124 grains in 25 cc. water injected at s’. 

NeEcropsy.—Somewhat increased vascularity of mucous membrane of small 

intestine. Evidence of a very decided purgative effect: the contents of the 

_small intestine being of a very watery character. 
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TABLE XX VI.—Composition of the Bile before and after Sodium Phosphate. 

Experiment 51. Before. After. 

Water, 5 : ; 3 : ; : : . : 84:69 85:15 

Bile-acids, pigments, cholesterin, fats, : : 13:23 12:91 

Mucus, ; ' ; ‘ ; ; , : : ; 107. 0:93 

Ash, . ’ : : : ; ; ‘ : : 1:07 1-01 

100-00 100-00 

Velocity of secretion per half-hour, . ; : ; ; 3:6 ce. Eeaeas 

Results of Experiments with Sodium Phosphate.—1. This substance is a 

powerful hepatic stimulant. 2. Although it renders the bile more watery, it 

increases the amount of biliary matter secreted per unit of time. 3. Itisa 

moderately powerful intestinal stimulant, and, while acting as a purgative, it 

irritates the intestinal mucous membrane very slightly. 

The results of Experiment 47 were so satisfactory—both doses of the sub- 

stance producing an effect—that it was thought needless to repeat it, as it 

confirms Dr STEPHENSoN’s observations on the human subject, adding to these, 
however, the definite knowledge that it has the power of actually increasing the 
flow of the bile, and that it does so by stimulating the hepatic cells. 

It will be shown by Experiment 65 that ammonium phosphate is also a 
powerful hepatic stimulant. 

ACTION OF SODIUM SULPHATE. 

Works on therapeutics generally make no mention of any cholagogue action 

of this substance. In the fourth edition of GARRop’s Materia Medica, however, 

it is stated that, in addition to its action as a saline purgative, it ‘“ probably 

influences the biliary secretion.” 240 to 480 grains is the dose for a man. 

Experiment 48. Dog that had fasted nineteen hours. Weight 19°5 kilo- 

grammes (fig. 48).—12 cc. water injected into duodenum at w. 60 grains 

sodium sulphate in 12 cc. water injected at s, and again at s’. 

Necropsy.— Evidence of decided purgative action: in small intestine, the 

mucous membrane of which exhibited a considerably increased vascularity. 
Experiment 484. Dog that had fasted twenty hours. Weight 15:7 kilo- 

grammes (fig. 484).—3 cc. bile and 5 cc. water—heated to 37° C.—injected 
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into duodenum at }. 508 grains sodium sulphate, in the same fluid heated to 

37° C., injected at s. 

Experiment 48. Experiment 484A. 

1 
Secretion Secretion 

Secretion | of bile per | Secretion | of bile per 
of bile per | kilogramme | of bile per| kilogramme 

15” of dog: per 15”, of dog: per ne 
hour. hour. 

ce. ce. 0 
0°25 1:00 
0°25 0°95 1 2 3 4 5 

ah cee Fig. 48.—Secretion of bile before and after sodium sulphate. 

0°55 ‘hia 12 cc. water injected into duodenum at w. 60 grains 

0°50 0°95 sodium sulphate in 12 cc. water injected at s, and again at s’. 

0°50 0°107 ce. 1°05 0-251 ce. 
wo — 0°95 

0°55 1:00 
ess SS —— 

0°80 1:00 15 

1:00 110 | 
1:05 ty 1°05 | 
1°65 0'266 ce. 115 

1:50 1:25 
0°65 1°40 . 
1:00 1°45 

sf —— 1°50 
0°60 1°60 ’ 
1:30 1°55 0°388 ce. 05 

1:40 Oe 45 ay) 
1°50 0°279 ce. 1°55 

1:25 1°45 
1°35 0 
1°50 

rae 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1°35 Fig. 484.—Secretion of bile before and after sodium sulphate. 
3 ce. bile and 5 ce. water, heated to 37° C., injected into 
duodenum at 6. 508 grains sodium sulphate, in the same 
fluid heated to 37° C., injected at s. 

Necropsy.—Mucous membrane of whole length of small intestine slightly 

reddened. The small intestine contained 147 cc. of clear fluid with greenish 

flakes, thus affording evidence of a decided purgative effect. 

TABLE XX VII. 

Secretion of Bile per Kilo- 
gramme of Body-weight 

per hour. 
p . Asse Grains per Kilogramme | Sodium Sulphate. Total Dose in Grains. | of Bo dy-weight. | 

| | 
{ Before. | After. 

Experiment 48, : 120 6-1 | (O7O%ee: 0°25 ce. 

ae 508 | 3273 (25 ce. 0°38 ce. 
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Results of Experiments with Sodium Sulphate.—In addition to being a power- 

ful intestinal stimulant, it is also a moderately powerful hepatic stimulant. 

The positive character of this result is important, because it is well known that 

the waters of Carlsbad have a cholagogue action, and although they contain, in 

addition to sodium sulphate, sodium carbonate, sodium chloride, potassium 
sulphate, and small quantities of other substances, sodium sulphate is the prin 
cipal salt, and to it the cholagogue action is doubtless chiefly due. 

Sodium sulphate, however, has for a considerable time been, in practical 

medicine, almost entirely superseded by magnesium sulphate, on account of 

its more agreeable taste, but it must in future be borne in mind that while 

sodium sulphate stimulates the liver, magnesium sulphate does not. (See 

Experiments 18 and 19.) 

ACTION OF PoTASSIUM SULPHATE. 

Potassium sulphate is sometimes employed as a purgative agent, but no 

mention is made in the books of its having any action on the liver. Dr Wap 

of Birmingham, however, informed us that he finds this substance a cholagogue 
in man, and at his request we tested its action on the liver of the dog by our 
method. 

Experiment 49. Dog that had fasted seventeen hours. Weight 17 kilo- 
grammes (fig. 49).—23 cc. bile and 16 cc. water injected into duodenum at 8. 

The same with 124 grains potassium sulphate heated to 37° C. injected at p. 

Experiment 49, 

Secre- | Secretion i Secre- | Secretion 
tion of | of bile per || tion of | of bile per 

bile |kilogramme|| bile | kilogramme 
| per jofdog: per} per |of dog: per 

Has" hour. 15” hour 

Coan | ce. | 1°45 | | 1:42 | 
1°40 | es 
1:35 | | 1:40 | 
1°40 1°42 
1:32 | 1°35 

b | 1°42 
1°32 ) | 1°20 
1°32 ; | 1°35 
1°40 i’ 315 ce. | 1-20 

é ’ a 1°32 | 1°45 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 pee | 1'27 

Fig. 49.—Secretion of bile before and after potassium sulphate. 24 ce. 1°40 ee 
bile and 16 ce. water injected into duodenum at 6. The same with ee 1°22 
124 grains potassium sulphate, heated to 37° C., injected at p. 1-42 1 10 0266 ce. 

1:20 1°02 
1°52 | 

Sebi | 

NeEcropsy.—Small intestine contained 137 cc. greenish fluid with mucous 
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flakes. The mucous membrane exhibited increased vascularity with small 

ecchymoses in its upper fourth. 

In this case, therefore, this substance irritated the intestine and produced 

purgation, but did not excite the liver. It was decided to give in the next case 

a larger dose. 

Experiment 49a. Large dog that had fasted seventeen hours. Weight not 

recorded (fig. 494).—23 cc. bile and 35 cc. water injected into duodenum at 4, 

the same with 142 grains potassium sulphate injected at s, and again at s’. 
4 

Experiment 49a. 

Secretion 
of bile per 

15”. 

2:20 Fig. 494.—Secretion of bile before and after potassium sulphate. 2% cc. 
2:25 bile and 35 cc. water injected into duodenum at b, the same with 142 
2:05 grains potassium sulphate injected at s, and again at s’. 

Necropsy.—Small intestine contained 148 cc. watery fluid. The vascularity 

_ of the mucous membrane in the whole length of the small intestine was slightly 

increased. 

There being in this case evidence of a slight increase of the biliary secretion, 

another experiment was thought desirable. 
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Experiment 498. Dog that had fasted seventeen hours. Weight 21°5 kilo- 

grammes (fig. 498).—232 grains potassium sulphate dissolved in 32 cc. water 

at 37° C. and injected into duodenum at p. 

Experiment 49s. 

Secretion 
Secretion of bile per 
of bile per | kilogramme 

15”, of dog: per 
hour. 

ce. 
1°80 
1:90 
1:70 

5 1°65 . 2 1°65 | 0°316 ce. 

1:70 
p 

1°80 
15 1°70 

1°90 
1°80 
1°90 

‘ 2°05 
2°07 
2°10 
2°25 
2°37 

05 2°45 
2°40 
2°45 
2°50 
2°47 
2°55 

- 2°55 ; 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9°57 he 47 ce. 

2°45 
Fig. 49.—Secretion of bile before and after 232 grains potassium sulphate 2°40 

dissolved in 32 ce. water at 37° C., and injected into duodenum at p. 2°30 
2°40 
2°40 
2°20 f 1:95 ho 352 ce. 

1°29 

NeEcropsy.—Increased vascularity of mucous membrane in whole length of 

small intestine. The small intestine contained 90 cc. clear brownish fluid, 

with numerous mucous flakes. There was, therefore, evidence of considerable 

purgative action. 

Results of Experiments with Potassium Sulphate-—Experiment 498 shows 

that potassium sulphate is undoubtedly a hepatic stimulant. The dose of 232 

grains, given in this case to a full-sized dog, was just the maximum dose for a 

man. ‘The negative effect of 124 grains in Experiment 49, and the slight effect 

of 142 grains twice repeated in Experiment 49a, show that this substance is 
uncertain in its action on the liver. Regarding its action on the intestinal 

glands, however, there was no uncertainty, for its purgative effect was pro- 

nounced in all the three experiments. Possibly, the sparing solubility of the 

salt may render its absorption into the portal vein uncertain. The bile given 

along with the salt in Experiments 49 and 49a had probably nothing whatever 
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to do with the result. The result of Experiment 498 completely supports Dr 

WADE'’s opinion, that potassium sulphate is a cholagogue. Indeed, the amount 

of bile secreted per kilogramme of body-weight under its influence in that 

experiment was greater than in either of the experiments with sodium sulphate 

(48 and 484). The apparent uncertainty, however, in the action of potassium 

sulphate must not be lost sight of. 

ACTION OF SopIuM BICARBONATE. 

The previously mentioned salts of sodium and potassium having all been 

found to have some action on the liver, it was determined to try the effect of 

the bicarbonates. 

Experiment 50. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours. Weight 16:3. kilo- 

grammes (fig. 50).— 

5cc. water and 2 cc. 

bile were injected 

into the duodenum 

at b (a needless pre- 

caution); 31 grains 

of sodium bicarbon- 0; 

ate in the same fluid 

were injected at s, s’, 

and s”’; and 124 ; ; F ; : , E : : 

grains in 15 cc water 
Fig. 50.—Secretion of bile before and after sodium bicarbonate. 5 cc. water and 

and 2 cc. bile were 2 ec. bile injected into the duodenum at 6. The same with 31 grains sodium 
™ my bicarbonate injected at s,s’ and s”. 15cc. water with 2 ce. bile and 124 
injected tes ye 2h7 grains sodium bicarbonate injected at s’”. 

grains being given 

in all. Only after the last dose did the secretion of bile begin to rise 
slightly. 

Necropsy.—The vascularity of the mucous membrane of the small intestine 

was slightly increased. The viscus contained 60 cc. of a greenish mucous 

fluid. 

Experiment 504.—Dog that had fasted eighteen hours. Weight 19-9 kilo- 

grammes (fig. 50A).—5 cc. of water and 2:dcc. of bile were injected into the 

duodenum at } (a needless precaution), and the same fluid, with 64 grains of 

sodium bicarbonate, was injected at s, s’, and s’—192 grains being given in all. 

The secretion of bile rose slightly after each dose. 

Result of Experiments with Sodium Bicarbonate.—In Experiment 50, the 
hourly coefficient of secretion per kilogramme of body-weight during the first 
hour was 0°294 cc.; during the seventh hour, it was 0:287 cc.; and during the 
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last hour, after 217 grains of the salt had been given, it was 0°341 cc. In 

Experiment 50a the coefficient during the first hour was 0:23 cc.; during the 

fifth hour, when the secretion was at its height, it rose to 0°28 cc.,—128 grains 

of sodium bicarbonate having been given. It is, therefore, evident that, though 

the blood of the portal vein was, comparatively speaking, laden with this very 

readily decomposable sodium salt, the hepatic cells were scarcely at all excited 

thereby. It may, 

therefore, be inferred 

that, although sodium 

is required to form 

the salts of the bile- 

acids, a liberal supply 

of sodium has a 

feeble influence in 

leading to an in- 

: : : : : i a creased formation of 

Fig. 504.—Secretion of bile before and after sodium bicarbonate. 5 ce. water and bile. Sodium bicar- 
2°5cc. bile injected into duodenum at b. The same with 64 grains sodium bonate is, therefore, 
bicarbonate injected at s, s’, and s”. 

an exceedingly feeble 

hepatic excitant even in large doses; and it may, therefore, be inferred 

that the ordinary dose of 10 or 20 grains, given to the human subject, 

produces no appreciable influence on his bile-secretion. It should be stated 

that the introduction of bile into the intestine—though of great service 

when resinous substances are given, as has been already explained—was in 

these experiments entirely needless. Indeed, the introduction of 10 cc. of bile 

in the case of dog 50 was of itself calculated to slightly increase the bile- 

secretion ; but in Experiment 50a the distinct rise of secretion after each dose 

of the sodium salt was combined with the 2 cc. of bile and water that had pre- 

‘viously had no effect, clearly shows that the sodium bicarbonate was the cause 

of the increased hepatic activity. . | 

| 
| 

Experiment 51. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours. Weight 19:3 kilo- 

grammes (fig. 51).—31 grains of potassium bicarbonate in 8 cc. of water were 

injected into the duodenum at p, p’, and p”, and 108 grains in 8 cc. of water — 
were injected at p’’—201 grains being given in all. The bile-secretion was | 

distinctly increased. 

Necropsy.—58 ce. of a clear brownish fluid, with numerous mucous flakes in 

‘small intestine. Vascularity of mucous membrane considerably increased. ~ 

ACTION OF PoTAsstuM BICARBONATE. 
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Result of Experiment with Potassium Bicarbonate.— Before the alkaline salt 

was given, the hourly coefficient of secretion per kilogramme of body-weight 

was 0°238 cc. ; and, after 201 grains had been given, it rose to 0°384 cc. Seeing 

that 31 grains produced no effect, it may be safely assumed that, when a dose 

_ of 10 or 15 grains is taken by man, his biliary secretion is not sensibly affected. 

Fig. 51.—Secretion of bile before and after potassium bicarbonate. 31 grains in 8 cc. 
water injected into duodenum at p, p’, and p”. 108 grains in 8 cc. water in- 

UL 
jected at p”. 

| Experiment 51. 

Secretion Secretion 
Secretion of bile per Secretion of bile per 
of bile per | kilogramme || of bile per | kilogramme 

| 15”. of dog : per aE of dog: per 
| hour. hour. 

ce. ce. 
1°30 1°30 
1 85 yl eer, 

1°10 1°45 
115 J 1°40 
1-20 ho 288 cc. 1°45 

1°15 1°50 
Oo 1°50 

1°20 1°60 
115 1°50 
1°15 1°67 

p—— 1°70 
1°25 1°50 
1°30 1°80 

| 4 \ mae hoa ce. 
| 0287 ce. 

1°50 1:90 
1°30 1:70 

‘a 1:40 
1°25 1°45 
1:30 1:30 

ACTION OF IODIDE OF POTASSIUM. 

Potassium iodide is sometimes. administered in hepatic affections, in the 

hope that it may produce an ‘“‘alterative” effect. On that account it seemed 
desirable to ascertain whether or not it affects the biliary secretion. 
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Experiment 52. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours. Weight 17 kilo- 
grammes (fig. 52).—10 grains of 
potassium iodide in 8 cc. of water 
were injected into the duodenum at 
Pp, 20 grains at p’, and 30 grains at 
p’. There was no increase of secre- 
tion, but, on the contrary, a rather 

greater fall than is usually ob- 

served in a normal case. A repe- 

tition of the experiment was there- 
fore necessary. 

Fig. 52.—Secretion of bile before and after potassium iodide. ° 
” At p 10 grains, at p’ 20 grains, and at p” 30 grains in 3 NEcROpSY.—54 ce. of a thick 

Ge, OF watenazs eater toto che auc oaa yellowish mucous fluid found in 
the small intestine, thus affording evidence of a slight purgative action. 

Experiment 52a. Dog that had fasted nineteen hours. Weight 16-9 kilo- 

grammes (fig 52A).—5 grains 

of potassium iodide in 2 ce. of 

water were injected into the 

duodenum at p, 10 grains in 2 

cc. of water at p’, 20 grains in 

5 cc. of water at p”, 30 grains 

in 5 ce. of water at p’”, and 40 

grains in 8 cc. of water at p””. 

The trifling increase of secre- 

tion after the second and fourth 

doses may be discarded, and 

the fall of secretion as the ex- 
Fig. 524.—Secretion of bile before and after potassium iodide. : : 

~ At p 5 grains in 2 cc. of water, at p’ 10 grainsin2ce. of periment advanced might very 

co, of water, andl at p™ 40 grains in 8 ce of wate, nected PTObably have been equally 
age ee cae marked had nothing been given. 

Necropsy.—Small intestine contained 25 cc. of a clear mucous fluid, indi- 

cating a slight purgation ; for, though 22 cc. of water had been injected, much 

of it had doubtless been absorbed. 

Result of Experiments with Potassium Iodide.—This substance does not 

appear to affect the biliary secretion. 

ACTION OF PHYSOSTIGMA. 

Since the well-known researches of Sir Ropert Curistison and Professor 

FRASER, the physiological actions of Calabar bean have been made the subject 

of extensive inquiry; its action on the liver has not, however, hitherto been 

investigated, owing to the want of a reliable method of experiment. As stated 
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by Professor FRASER, this agent excites the salivary, intestinal, and lachrymal 

glands; and at his request we performed the following experiments on the 

liver. The extract of Calabar bean of the “ British Pharmacopceia” was the 

preparation employed, the maximum dose of which for the human subject is a 

quarter of a grain. 

Experiment 53. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours. Weight 26°7 kilo- 

grammes (fig. 53).—1 

grain extract of Calabar 

bean triturated with half 

cc. of bile, half cc. of rec- 

tified spirit, and 5 cc. of 

water, was injected into 

the duodenum at ¢, and 

the same dose was given 

again at c’. The in- 

creased secretion of bile 

was decided and pro- 

longed after the second 

dose. The bile and al- 

cohol were employed 

merely to promote ab- 

sorption of the active 

principle, and it may be 

safely assumed that none 

of the effect was directly 

due to either, for it has 

been already stated that 

mece. or 3 cc. of bile 

introduced into the duo- 

denum does not notably 

affect the biliary secre- 

tion; and it will be 

shown that a much 

larger quantity of alco- 

hol than was given in 

this case has also no 

effect (Experiments 73 

and 74). 

Although the anta- 

gonism between atropia 

Fig. 53.—Secretion of bile before and after Calabar bean and atropia. 1 
grain extract Calabar bean with 4 cc. bile, 4 cc. rectified spirit, and 5 cc. 
water, injected into duodenum at ¢, and again at c’; $ths grain atropia 
sulphate injected into duodenum at a; #thsgrain into jugular vein at a’. 

Experiment 53. 

Secretion Secretion 
Secretion of bile per Secretion of bile per 
of bile per | kilogramme || of bile per | kilogramme 

15% of dog : per 15”, of dog : per 
hour. hour. 

ce. ce | 
0°70 2°50 
He 2°40 ) 
6 2°15 0°55 | 2°40 Vs 365 cc. 

0°70 ; 2°20 
0°60 \ 0098 ce. 1°75 

0°80 2°00 
¢—— a —— 

0°75 1:90 
0°55 1°80 
0°85 1°90 
1°10 1°65 | 
1°60 a 
1:30 1:20 
1°35 0°60 
0°90 0:90 ) 
0°75 0°50 : aa ' 0-70 ‘S 098 ce. 

2°05 

and physostigma has been abundantly proved by Fraser, ARNSTEIN, HEIDEN- 
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HAIN, and others, it was nevertheless deemed desirable to definitely ascertain 

whether or not, in the case of the liver, this antagonism also obtains ; accord- 

ingly, four-fifths of a grain of atropia sulphate, dissolved in 3 cc. of water, was 
injected into the duodenum at a. The effect being somewhat doubtful, three- 

fifths of a grain dissolved in 3 ce. of water was injected into the jugular vein. 

The bile-secretion speedily fell, and it is evident from the chart that within 

half-an-hour after the administration of the second dose the effect of the physo- 
stigma had entirely disappeared. 

Necropsy.—There was decided irritation of the duodenal mucous membrane 

to the extent of 8 inches below the pylorus. Evidence of only slight purgative 

action was found in the small intestine. 

Experiment 534. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours. Weight 13°6 kilo- 

| Experiment 534. 

Secretion 
Secretion of bile per 
of bile per | kilogramme 

1b”. of dog : per 
hour. 

cc. 

0°35 
0°45 ; 
0°50 lo 138 cc. 

) 2°70 0'758 ce. 

s 

0°65 
0°50 : 
0°15 ho 121 ce. 

Fig. 584.—Secretion of bile before and after Calabar bean, atropia, and lead 1°25 
acetate. 2 grains extract of Calabar bean with 1 cc. of bile and 5 ce. of 1°10 
water injected into the duodenum atc; 14 grain extract, with same, at c’; 
2 grains extract, with same, at c’; ¢ths of a grain of atropia sulphate in 4 ce, 
of water injected into the jugular vein at a; ths of a grain at a’; 8 grains 0°25 
of lead acetate in 20 cc. of water injected into the duodenum at J. 0-00 

grammes (fig. 534).—Two grains of the extract of Calabar bean, triturated 

with 1 cc. bile and 5 ce. water, were injected into the duodenum at c. The 

7 
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stimulating effect on the liver was rapid and very powerful. Four-fifths of a 
grain of atropia sulphate, dissolved in 4 cc. water, was injected into the jugular 
vein at a. This was done just five minutes before the next reading of the 

bile. It is, therefore, certain that much of the bile that formed the highest 

reading in the experiment was secreted previous to the injection of the atropia; 
and, as atropia did not increase the secretion in the preceding experiment, it 

follows that the very high reading of the bile immediately subsequent to the 

- atropia administration is to be attributed to the action of the physostigma not 
yet antagonised. Ere long, however, the atropia asserted its influence and 

antagonised the physostigma. At a’, three-fifths of a grain of atropia sulphate 

was again injected into the jugular vein, and it is evident from the chart that 

the physostigma was completely antagonised thereby. A continuation of the 
experiment was, perhaps, scarcely necessary; still a grain and a half of Calabar 

extract, triturated with 1 cc. bile and 5 cc. water, was injected into the 

duodenum at c’, and two grains of the extract similarly treated were injected at 

¢’. The exciting effect was not very marked; nor need this be wondered at, 
considering how powerfully the liver had been previously stimulated, and its 

partial exhaustion induced not merely owing to the above cause, but also owing 

to the duration of the experiment. 
’ As the action of acetate of lead on the liver was to be investigated, eight 

grains of that substance, dissolved in 20 cc. of water, were injected into the 

duodenum at /, and the secretion of bile soon thereafter came to a standstill. 

Subsequent experiments show that this effect was unusual and attributable to 

the depressant effect of the lead on a liver already well-nigh exhausted. 

Necropsy.—Great irritation of the mucous membrane of the small intestine 

to the extent of about fifteen inches below the pylorus. The viscus contained 

only slight evidence of purgative action. 

Result of Experiment with Physostigma.—The relation of the dose to the size 

of the animal, and the coefficients of the secretion before and after its adminis- 

tration, are stated in Table X XVIII. 

a a aca 

TABLE XXVIII. 

Secretion of Bile per 
Kilogramme of Body- 

: : weight per hour. 
Physostigma. Total Dose in Grains. ae oN 

| Before. After. 

| eS |— 

| Experiment 53, . 2 with bile 0:0074 0:098 ce. | 0°365 ce. 

Experiment 53a, . 2 Yi 0:0147 0'138 ce. | 0°753 ce. 

Ce 
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It is interesting to observe that in Experiment 53a the dose, which, in rela- 
tion to the size of the animal, was twice as great as in Experiment 53, raised 

the coefficient of secretion to a little more than twice the figure attained in 

Experiment 53, showing forcibly the precision of the experimental method 

employed. The high coefficient in Experiment 53a indicates a very powerful 
effect; yet, since the dose employed was four times the maximum dose for a 

man, and seeing that one grain produced only a trifling effect in Experiment 

53, it may be inferred that, in the human subject, physostigma will probably be 

found to have, in the relatively small doses administered, an insignificant effect 

on the liver ; for many of the preceding experiments have demonstrated that, 

when the same dose of a substance that powerfully excites the human liver is 

given to an average-sized dog, it powerfully excites its liver. It is an error to 

suppose that the dog requires much larger doses of all drugs than are necessary 
for the human subject. The effect of physostigma on the liver is completely 
antagonised by atropia sulphate. 

Prevost of Geneva, in a communication to the Paris Academy of Scions 

(August 3, 1874), states that muscaria increases the biliary secretion, and that 
atropia checks the hypersecretion due to muscaria. 

ACTION OF ATROPIA. 

It is known that atropia causes purgation and diuresis in dogs (Op. viii. 
p. 322). On the other hand, it paralyses the chorda tympani and the secretory 

nerves of the sweat and milk glands, and thereby arrests their secretions. It 
therefore seemed desirable to give atropia previous to the administration of any 

other substance, in order to determine its influence on the liver. 

Experiment 54. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours. Weight 16:1 kilo- | 

grammes (fig. 54.)—In this experiment the secretion of bile rose at the end | 

of the first hour, although no drug had been administered. Our previous 

experiments have convinced us that this is due to reaction, which is apt to — 
ensue unless great care is taken to pull as little as possible at the bile-duct | 
during the operation for inserting the cannula. | 

Half a grain of atropia sulphate, dissolved in twenty minims of water, was | 

injected into the jugular vein at a, a’, a’, and again at a”; and one grain was | 
injected at @’””. Thus three grains were given in all. The fall of secretion 

after the first dose may be discarded, as it would probably have taken place | 
had no atropia been given. It is evident that the atropia does not arrest the | 

secretion of bile as it does that of saliva, sweat, and milk. Nor can it be said | 

to augment it; for the increased secretion that followed the third dose is | 
trivial, and may be discarded in view of the sequel to the second dose m 
Experiment 53a. 
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Ten grains of acetate of lead, dissolved in 20 cc. of tepid water, were in- 

jected into the duodenum at /, without producing any notable effect. 
Having, in other experiments—mentioned in the sequel—discovered that 

the alkaline salts of benzoic acid are powerful hepatic stimulants, we suspected 

Experiment 54. 

Secretion 
Secretion of bile per 
of bile per | kilogramme 

15.” of dog: per 
hour. 

Fig. 54.—Secretion of bile before and after atropia sulphate, lead acetate, and ; 
sodium salicylate. 4 grain of atropia sulphate in 20 minims of water in- 
jected into jugular vein a, a’, vw’, and a@’”; 1 grain injected into vein at a”; 1°10 
10 grains of lead acetate in 20 cc. of warm water injected into the duodenum 
at 7; 25 grains of sodium salicylate in 25 cc. of water injected into the 0°95 
duodenum at s. 

0°260 ce. 
(=) ive) Or 

% 7 

2°75 
2°90 foo ee! 

that the alkaline salts of salicylic acid would be found to have a similar action. 

Accordingly, twenty-five grains of sodium salicylate, dissolved in 25 cc. of 
water, were injected into the duodenum, and within half an hour a very rapid 
secretion of bile had begun; and this, notwithstanding the previous administra- 
tion of lead acetate and three grains of atropia sulphate. 

Result of Experiments with Atropia.—Atropia sulphate does not paralyse 
the hepatic cells, neither does it appear to excite them. Whether or not it 
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possesses the power of paralysing the hepatic secretory nerves is doubtful; but, 

seeing that it antagonises the effect of physostigma on the liver, and remember- 

ing the action of these substances on the nerves of the heart and salivary 
glands, the suspicion is entertainable that physostigma stimulates the hepatic 

cells through a nervous apparatus that is affected in an opposite sense—possibly 

paralysed—by atropia; while the hepatic cells, and perhaps some nervous 

mechanism like the motor ganglia of the heart in close relation to them, are 

unaffected by atropia. 

ACTION OF RESINA MENISPERMI oR ‘‘ MENISPERMIN.” 

The substance termed menispermin by Keira & Co. of 41 Liberty Street, 

New York, is derived from the root of the yellow parilla (Wenispermum 

canadense). Messrs KeitH have informed me that the crude root of the plant 
is dried, crushed, and percolated with alcohol. The alcohol is then evaporated 

or distilled off, leaving the active principles in the form of an extract, which is 

then “freed from impurities,” dried, and pulverised. How it is freed from 

impurities is not stated. This is also the manner in which they prepare 
baptisin, phytolaccin, hydrastin, and juglandin—substances whose actions are 
described in the sequel. 

Menispermin is stated by Krrru (Op. xiv.) to be “alterative, tonic, laxative, 

diuretic, stimulant, and resolvent, and to be useful in hepatic torpor, indiges- 

tion,” &c. On this account, we experimented with it on the liver; but we pro-— 

bably would not have taken the trouble had we at the time been aware of the 

account given of its effects by Woop and BacuE (Op. x. p. 1555). In that 

account the root is said to be a gently stimulating tonic, probably very closely 

allied to -."umba, which also belongs to the Menispermacez. The medium 

dose of KeITH’s menispermin for a man is two grains. 

Experiment 55. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours. Weight 23:1 kilo- 

grammes (fig. 55).—Seven grains of menispermin, triturated with 1°5 cc. of bile | 

and 3 cc. of water, were injected into the duodenum at m; and, as no obvious 

effect ensued, seven grains of baptisin, similarly treated, were injected into the | 

duodenum at &. The secretion of bile thereafter speedily rose. The result was 

evidently somewhat equivocal, and therefore another experiment, in which 

menispermin was alone given, was performed. 

Necropsy.—The duodenal mucous membrane showed only one slightly 

reddened patch. There was but scanty evidence of purgative action, for the | 

upper part of the small intestine contained only 35 cc. of fluid; but whether 

due to a purgative action of the menispermin, or of the baptisin, could not be 

apparent from this experiment. 

Experiment 56. Dog that had fasted seventeen hours. Weight 15:7 
kilogrammes (fig. 56).—Two cc. of bile and 2 cc. of water were injected into the 
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duodenum at b. This producing no perceptible effect on the secretion, five 

grains of menispermin were triturated with the same amount of bile and water, 

and injected into the duodenum at m; and the same dose was repeated at m’. 

The secretion remaining unaffected, ten grains with bile and water, as before, 

Experiment 55. 

- Secretion of bile a Secretion of bile 
“aoe per kilogramme aes as per kilogramme 

. rr ia of dog: per || ° 1 5” P of dog : per 
hour. hour. 

| a — 

ce. ce. 
1.65 1°40 
2°00 1°35 0233 ce.| 

Bae |; W811. ce. peer 
1°55 1°50 

m —— 1°65 
1°45 1°95 

ma ee 0°394 ce. 

1:25 2°05 
1:05 1:95 
1°30 0°233 ce. 175 

Fig. 55. Secretion of bile before and after menispermin 
and baptisin. 7 grains of menispermin in 1°5 cc. of 
bile and 3 cc. of water injected into the duodenum 
at m; 7 grains of baptisin in 2 ce. of bile and 3 ce. of 
water injected at b. 

Experiment 56. 

Secretion Sain | Secretion ae ee a 

sf ag Per | kilogramme of || o me Per | kilogramme of 
; dog : per hour. | : dog : per hour. 

| | 

ce. | ce, 

1°4 || m’ —— 
1-4 | 1°80 
13 l 1°25 
at Lite 
— | 1°25 f 
1-4 ie ce. | 130 OiS1D Ce 
1°3 i 1:25 
1°25 a" —— R 4 q 

| i — 1:30 Fig. 56. Secretion of bile before and after menispermin. 
1°25 | 115 2 ce. of bile and water injected into the duodenum at 
1:20 | 1:16 b; the same, with 5 grains of menispermin, injected 
1°25 1:25 y at m, and again at m’; the same, with 10 grains in- 

} 1°30 1:05 0'287 ce. jected at m’”. 
: 115 , ) 1°05 

| were injected at m’. The bile-secretion was remarkably constant, and the 
experiment clearly proyed that this substance, even in large doses, does not 
excite the liver; and that the rise of secretion observed in Experiment 55 
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could not be ascribed to the menispermin. Indeed, the chart of this experiment 

(fig. 56) simply shows the normal curve of bile-secretion in a fasting animal. 

Necropsy.—The mucous membrane of the upper third of the small intestine 

was slightly reddened, and there was evidence of decided purgative action ; for, 
while only 16 cc. of fluid had been injected, the small intestine contained 

170 cc. of yellowish fluid containing much mucus. 

Result of Experiments with Menispermin.—This substance is an intestinal, 

but not a hepatic, stimulant. 

ACTION OF RESINA BAPTISLE OR ‘‘ BAPTISIN.” 

The substance termed “ baptisin”” is an impure resin prepared from the root 

of the wild indigo plant (Baptista tinctoria) after the same manner as meni- 

spermin. The specimen employed in these experiments was obtained from 

Keith & Co. of New York. The root of this plant is said to be a powerful 

emetic and cathartic in large, and a mild laxative in small, doses. STEVENS of 

Pennsylvania recommends a decoction of the root in epidemic dysentery. It is 

said to have proved useful in scarlatina, typhus fever, and in that state of the 

system that attends mortification (Op. x. p. 1469). The physiological actions 

of this plant have apparently not been investigated, and it is nowhere stated that 

it is a cholagogue. The dose of baptisin for a man is from one to five grains. 

In Experiment 55 it has already been shown that baptisin increases the 

biliary secretion ; but, as in that experiment its administration followed that of 

menispermin, it was desirable to give baptisin first in another experiment. 

Experiment 57. Dog that had fasted seventeen hours. Weight 18-7 kilo- 

Experiment 57. 

- Secretion of || Vise Secretion of 
person. bile per kilo- || Sa bes bile per kilo- 

la ate P gramme of 15” P gramme of 
: dog: per hour. : dog: per honr. 

ce. ce. 
0°75 1:30 0'296 ce. 
0°80 1°25 
0°55 7 — 
0°60 1:15 
0°75 } 115 
0°65 ‘ 0°95 

0°40 0°85 

Fig. 57. Secretion of bile before and after baptisin and lead | Oat | 7 wae 
acetate. 7 grains of baptisin, with 2 cc. of bile and 5 ce. 0°50 0°55 
of water, injected into the duodenum at; 8 grains of lead 0°75 | 0°50 
acetate in 15 ce. of water injected at7 ; 12 grains in 25 ce. ‘ : 
of warm water at 7’ 1°35 | O25 0098 cc. 

Wetas a 1°45 0°296 ce. 0°40 
1°45 0°50 

grammes (fig. 57..—Seven grains of baptisin triturated with 2 cc. of bile and j 

5 cc. of water were injected into the duodenum at b. In half an hour its | 
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stimulating effect on the liver was perceptible, and in the course of an hour it 

became very evident. As this result confirmed the observation made in 
Experiment 55, no more baptisin was given. 

With a view to follow up the observations made with lead acetate in Experi- 

ments 53A and 54, eight grains of lead acetate dissolved in 15 cc. of water were 

injected into the duodenum at /, and twelve grains of the same in 25 cc. of tepid 

water were injected at /’ into the lower part of the small intestine. The result 

was equivocal, in so far as the secretion of bile would doubtless have diminished 

had no lead been given. The experiment is, therefore, decisive as regards the 

action of baptisin, but inconclusive as regards that of lead. 
Necroprsy.—Considerable redness of the mucous membrane of about 15 

inches of upper part of small intestine. Slight evidence of purgative action. 
Result of Experiments with Baptisin—The two experiments with this sub- 

stance prove it to be a hepatic stimulant, and Table X XIX. indicates its power 

as such, 

TABLE X XIX. 

Secretion of Bile per Kilo- 
gramme of Body-weight 

a - per hour. 
Baptisin, Total Dose in Grains. Pere eraen hea 

Before. After. 

Experiment 55, 7 with bile, 0:303 0:233 ce. 0°394 ce. 

3 Sy 7 . 0:374 0°120 cc. | 0:296 cc. 

Taking into account the fact that in Experiment 57 the coefficient of bile- 
secretion did not rise higher than 0-296 cc., when nothing but baptisin had been 
administered, and at the same time the dose being relatively larger than in Ex- 
periment 55, it may be concluded that this substance is a hepatic and also an 
intestinal stimulant of moderate power, and it may possibly be found of service 
as a hepatic stimulant in casés of torpid liver with a depressed condition of the 
system tending to gangrene. We commend it to the attention of the physician. 

ACTION OF ResInA PHYTOLACCE OR “ PHYTOLACCIN.” 

The poke-plant (Phytolacca decandra) grows abundantly in the United 
States. The root is the part employed; and in small doses it is said to act as 
an alterative, and has been highly recommended in chronic rheumatism. In 
large doses it produces excessive vomiting and purging, with great prostration 
of strength, and sometimes with convulsions (Op. x. p. 646). The preparation 
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employed by us was a substance termed “ phytolaccin,” prepared from the root, 

of the plant by Ketru & Co. of New York, after the same manner as meni- 

spermin (page 210). The dose for a man is from one to three grains. The 

physiological actions of phytolacca have not hitherto been investigated. 

Experiment 58. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours. Weight 31:1 kilo- 

grammes (fig. 58.)\—Two grains of phytolaccin triturated with 2 cc. of bile and 

4 cc. of water were injected into the duodenum at ». The subsequent excitement 
of the liver was unequivocal. When the increase of secretion was well declared, 

Experiment 58. 

Secretion as Secretion eee oie 

on Lie Per | kilogramme of us re Per | kilogramme of 
: dog: per hour. 5 dog: per honr. 

ce. evs t 
1:10 2°00 ; 
0°85 prep ak 0'244 ce. 

0-90. 1°80 
1°10 2°25 
1°30 ; a’ —— 
1-20 \ 144 ce. 1:90 

— 2°20 
1°45 2°30 
1°55 a!” —— 
1°65 2°40 
1°85 2°35 
1°85 |” —— ; . ' 1:90 2°35 \ 299 ce. 

Fig. 58.—Secretion of bile before and after phytolaccin and 1:90 0-244 2°30 
atropia. 2 grains of phytolaccin in 2 cc, of bile and |} 1:90 ote 
4 cc. of water injected into the duodenum at p; 1-10th | 
of a grain of atropia sulphate injected into the jugular 
vein at a, a’, a”, and a”. 

one-tenth of a grain of atropia sulphate dissolved in ten minims of water was 

injected into the jugular vein at a, and again at a’, a’, a”’—in all four-tenths 

of a grain; but the stimulating effect of the phytolaccin was not antagonised 

thereby. Had this experiment been performed after instead of before Experi- 

ment 53, a larger dose of atropia would have been given. Remembering the 

non-exciting effect of atropia on the liver, the high secretion at the close 

of the experiment may be safely referred to the continued action of the 

phytolaccin. 

Necropsy.—The duodenal mucous membrane was slightly reddened, but 

there was no evidence of purgative action worthy of mention. 

Experiment 59. Dog that had fasted seventeen hours. Weight 19:2 kilo- 

erammes (fig. 59).—Two cc. of bile and 2 cc. of water were injected into the 

duodenum at 4, and 2 grains of phytolaccin triturated with the same fluids 

were injected at py. A considerable increase of bile-secretion ensued. Owing 

to the high secretion previous to the administration of the drug, the result is 

less striking than in the preceding experiment ; yet, in this case, the coefficient 
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of secretion was much higher than in the former experiment (Table XXX), a 

circumstance which was probably largely due to the fact that, while the same 

dose was given in both cases, the subject of Experiment 59 was much smaller 

than that of Experiment 58. The liver of the fifty-ninth dog was, therefore, 

more powerfully affected than that of the fifty-eighth dog. 

Experiment 59. 

Secretion of bile 
per kilogramme of 
dog : per hour. 

Secretion of bile 
per 15”. 

—_—— 0°338 cc. 

2°30 i) 

2°20 j 0°471 ce. 

1°60 
1°95 

Fig. 59.—Secretion of bile before and after phytolaccin. 
2 cc. of bile and 2 cc. of water injected into the 
duodenum at db; 2 grains of phytolaccin with 2 cc. 
of bile and 2 cc. of water injected at p. 

Necropsy.—The small intestine contained 40 cc. of liquid, indicating a mild 

purgative effect. 
Result of Experiments with Phytolaccin.—It is a mild intestinal, but a 

powerful hepatic stimulant, as is shown by Table XXX. 

TABLE XXX. 

Secretion of Bile per Kilo- 
gramme of Body-weight 

< : : Grains per Kilogramme per hour. 
Phytolaccin. Total Dose in Grains. of Bo dy-weight. 

Before. After. 

Experiment 58, . 2 with bile, 0:064 0144 cc. | 0°299 ce. 

”» 59, . 3g » 0:104 0:338 ce. 0°471 cc. 
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Considering the small dose that was given, the high coefficient of secretion 
in Experiment 59 is probably to be regarded as a nearer indication than that 

in Experiment 58 of the power of phytolaccin as a hepatic stimulant, This 

substance appears to be eminently worthy of the attention of the physician. 

ACTION OF RESINA HYDRASTIS oR ‘“‘ HYDRASTIN,” 

The root of the Hydrastis canadensis has had various medicinal properties 

claimed for it. It is admitted by all to be tonic, and by some it is said to be 

aperient, cholagogue, diuretic, antiseptic, &c. “It has been employed in 

dyspepsia, and other affections requiring tonic treatment, in jaundice and other 
functional disorders of the liver, as a laxative in constipation and hemorrhoids, 
and as an alterative in various diseases of the mucous membranes, such as 

catarrh, chronic enteritis, &c. By some it is used as one of the best substitutes 

for quinia in intermittents.” These and other statements regarding it are made 

by Woop and Bacue (Op. x. p. 458), who further aver that a “ more precise 

investigation of its physiological and therapeutic properties is necessary before 

we can venture to decide its place among medicines.” It contains an alkaloid, 

hydrastia or hydrastin, which has been found to be identical with berberina 

(Op. x. p. 457), found in the Berberis vulgaris and in calumba. The 
“hydrastin” employed in the following experiments was not the alkaloid, but 

a resinous substance prepared from the root of the plant, in the same manner 

as menispermin (p. 210) by Kritru & Co. of New York. The dose for a man of 
this preparation is from one to two grains. 

Experiment 60. Dog that had fasted seventeen hours. Weight 25:9 kilo- 

grammes (fig. 60).—Two grains of hydrastin triturated with 2 cc. of rectified 

spirit, 1 cc. of bile, and 2 cc. of water were injected into the duodenum at h, — 

and the same dose was repeated at h’.. A wave, as it were, of increased bile- 

secretion followed both doses, the second being higher than the first. It is 

notable that the periods of excitement after both doses were of the same 

length—an hour and a half. Twenty grains of sodium salicylate in 10 ce. of 

water were then injected into a lower part of the small intestine (s), and it pro- 

duced a higher bile-secretion than had resulted from the hydrastin. 

Necropsy.—Decided redness of mucous membrane in the upper 12 inches 

of the small intestine ; but there was only scanty evidence of purgation where 
the hydrastin had been injected. 

Experiment 61. Dog that had fasted seventeen hours. Weight 13°6 kilo- 
grammes (fig. 61).—Two grains of hydrastin, triturated with 2 cc. of bile, 1 ce. 

of rectified spirit, and 6 cc. of water were injected into the duodenum at h, and 

the same dose was again given at h’. Before the experiment was begun, it 

was observed that the animal was somewhat unhealthy, which accounts for the 
result being less definite in this than in the previous case: yet, ere the second 

¥ 
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dose was given, the bile-secretion had begun to rise, and after the second dose 

the increase was decided. 

Experiment 60. Experiment 61. 

\ Secretion Secretion 

Secretion oa pee Secretion te oe 
of bile per Lp of bile per | P&P “V0” 

15”. g peme 15". shar me 
o ; of dog: 

per hour. per hour. 

GC; ee. 
1:40 ) 07 
1:60 Pei! (0°85 
165 a 230 ec. 0°60 

145 0°35 
—— 0°30 

0°60 0-40 
0°95, 0°30 

: 160 0°35 > 0°09 ce. 

2°15 h —— 
| 1:90 0°17 
| L 175 017 

{—— 0°15 
1:40 010 
0°85 0°30 3 5 7 

| 0 fon 2 3 4 a. 6 7 

855 0°15 Fig. 60.—Secretion of bile before and after hydrastin and 

) 2°45 0386 cc 0°30 sodium salicylate. 2 grains of hydrastin in 2 ce. of 

2°30 j "| 0°35 rectified spirit, 1 cc. of bile, and 2 cc. of water in- 

170 0°55 jected into the duodenum at / and /’; 20 grains of 
2-15 —— sodium salicylate in 10 ce. of water injected into the 

) ote ae lower portion of the intestine at s. 

$ —— 0°80 
ied 0°90 ) | 
1°40 : 
3:95 tis | poser! 
3°45 ’ 1:05 

) 1°10 
0°95 
1:05 

05 

7 

Fig. 61.—Secretion of bile before and after hydrastin. 2 grains of 

hydrastin in 2 ce. of bile, 1 cc. of rectified spirit, and 6 cc. of 

water injected into the duodenum at / and 7’. 

Necrorsy.—Slightly increased redness of duodenal mucous membrane. 

Very slight evidence of purgative action. 

Result of Experiments with Hydrastin.—It is a hepatic stimulant of consider- 

able power, and a feeble intestinal stimulant. The fact shown in Table XXXI.— 
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that in Experiment 61 a dose relatively larger in proportion to the size of the 
animal than in Experiment 60 produced a smaller effect on the liver—seems — 

only explicable by the fact that the subject of the former experiment was, as 

already stated, in an abnormal condition. Altogether, hydrastin appears to be — 

a substance eminently worthy of the attention of the physician. 
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TABLE XXXI. 

Secretion of Bile per Kilo- 
gramme of Body-weight 

. . } b 

Hydrastin. Total Dose in Grains. pecans gan iy Baie 

Before. After. | 

Experiment 60, . 2 with bile, 0:077 0:23 cc. | 0386 ce. | 

n Giles 2 5 0:147 0°09 ce. | 0°323%ce 

ACTION OF RESINA JUGLANDIS OR “ JUGLANDIN.” 

The juglandin employed in the following experiment was not an alkaloid, but 

an impure resin prepared by Keira & Co. of New York, from the bark of the 

root of the butternut or white walnut (Juglans cinerea), after the same manner 

as menispermin (p. 210). Regarding the properties of the bark of the butter- 

nut, Woop and Bacue (Op. x., p. 492) state that it is a mild cathartic, operating 

without pain or irritation, and resembling rhubarb in the property of evacuating 

without debilitating the alimentary canal. It was much employed during the 
late American civil war by Dr Rusu and other army physicians. It is especially 
useful in habitual costiveness and dysentery. Nothing is stated regarding any 

influence on the liver. An extract of the bark is officinal in the United States. 

The dose of Kxrrn’s juglandin—the substance used in the following experiment 
—is from two to five grains. 

Experiment 62. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours. Weight 21:1 kilo- 

grammes (fig. 62).—Five grains of juglandin, triturated with 2 ce. of bile, 

2 cc. of rectified spirit, and 5 cc. of water, were injected into the duodenum at 

Jj, and the same dose was repeated at 7’. Both doses were followed by increased 
bile-secretion, which lasted four hours, and would probably have lasted even 
longer. ‘Twenty grains of sodium salicylate in 10 cc. of water were injected 
into a lower part of the small intestine at s, and speedily caused a much greater 
hepatic excitement. Before any drug was given, the coefficient of secretion 

was 0104 ce. of bile per kilogramme of body-weight per hour. After the first 
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dose, it rose to 0'286 cc., and after the second to 0°327, showing that juglandin 

is a hepatic stimulant of moderate power. Indeed, it occasions a coefficient 

Experiment 62. 
| 

Secretion of bile 
Secretion of bile | per kilogramme 

per 15”. of dog: per 
hour. 

Ge: 
0°75 
0°65 
0°45 
0°45 
0°40 
0°45 
0°45 ~0°104 ce. 
0°45 
0°65 
0°65 
a 

0°60 
0°85 
0°95 
1:80 
1-40 \ 

| 155 ~ 0'286 ce. 
| 1°30 j 

1°30 

1°45 
175 
1°65 \ 
1°65 ~ 0°327 ce. 
1°85 
1°55 
1°60 

‘ ae Fig. 62.—Secretion of bile before and after juglandin and sodium 
eee, salicylate. 5 grains of juglandin in 2 ce. of rectified spirit, 2 cc. 
1:95 of bile, and 5 ce. of water injected into the duodenum at 7 and 7’; 
3°40 20 grains of sodium salicylate in 1C cc. of water injected into the 
3°75 lower portion of the intestine at s. 

of secretion almost precisely the same as rhubarb (0°32 cc.) and leptandria 

(0°31 cc.). 
Necrorsy.—Slightly increased redness of the duodenum, and slight pur- 

gation. 

Result of Experiment with Juglandin.—lIt is a mild hepatic stimulant and a 

mild purgative, and seems eminently worthy of the attention of the physicians 

of this country. 

ACTION oF BENzoIC ACID AND ITS COMPOUNDS. 

Benzoic acid is said to act as a stimulant of the system generally, and 

particularly of the kidneys, mucous membrane of the bladder, and bronchial 

glands. It is nowhere stated to be a cholagogue. Yet it is sometimes used 
empirically in hepatic affections. TANNER, in his “Practice of Medicine,” recom- 
mends ammonium benzoate in hepatic congestion with deficient urine, and 
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benzoic acid in suppressed action of the liver and uremia. Dr Wap of 

Birmingham employs benzoic acid in cases of catarrh of the bile-ducts ; and we 

owe to the deep interest which he has taken in this research the valuable sug- 

gestion that we should endeavour to furnish a rational theory for the use of this 

agent in hepatic affections, by ascertaining whether or not it hasthe power of 

‘stimulating the liver. For a man, the dose of benzoic acid is from ten to thirty 

grains ; that of benzoate of ammonia, from ten to twenty grains. Benzoate of 

soda has been employed by SocqueTt and BonsEAN (Woop and Bacug, Op. x: 

p. 1471) as a remedy for gout and rheumatism; but we have not been able to 

ascertain the dose given. Probably the dose of the sodium is similar to that of 

the ammonium salt. 

Experiment 63. Dog that had fasted seventeen hours. Weight 14:3 kilo- 

erammes (fig. 63).—Fifteen grains of benzoic acid, partially dissolved in 

20 cc. of water, were injected into the duodenum at 6. A slight increase of 

Experiment 63. 

Secretion of bile 
Secretion of bile | per kilogramme 

per 15”. of dog: per 
hour. 

I 0228 ce. 

1°30 0°332 ce. 

bs 

acid and sodium, benzoate. 15 grains of benzoic 2°35 
acid in 20 ce. of water injected into the duo- 2-05 
denum at 6; 20 grains of sodium benzoate in 21 
10 ce. of water injected at ds. - 

2 
Fig. 63.—Secretion of bile before and after benzoic ee 

0°646 ce. 

the bile-secretion ensued; but:it was not thought judicious to repeat the 

benzoic acid, owing to the fallacy that would have arisen from the effect of the 

large quantity of water required for its solution. Accordingly, twenty grains 

of sodium benzoate—an extremely soluble substance—dissolved in 10 cc. of 

water, were injected at bs, and a very powerful stimulation of the liver was the 

result, the coefficient of secretion rising as high as 0°646 cc. of bile per kilo- 

gramme of body-weight per hour. 
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Necropsy.—Very slight increase of redness of the duodenal mucous mem- 

brane. No purgation. 

Experiment 64. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours. Weight 27:1 kilo- 

grammes (fig. 64)—Twenty grains of ammonium benzoate, dissolved in 25 cc. 

of water, were injected into the duodenum at 46. Within half an hour a 

| 

Experiment 64. 

Secretion of bile 
Secretion of bile | per kilogramme 

per 15”. of dog: per 
hour. 

ia antic te AMKAHMwoeRS AAA MNS * 
1°70 boas ce. 

1°80 

3°63 
4:05 
4°00 0°544 cc. 

2°50 
2°50 f 
2°50 0°37 ce. 

2:25 Fig. 64.—Secretion of bile before and afterammonium benzoate and atropia. 
2°30 20 grains of ammonium benzoate in 25 cc. of water injec ted into the 

———_ : duodenum at >; one-fifth of a grain of atropia sulphate injected into 
2°40 the jugular vein at a, a’, and a’. 

powerful stimulation of the liver ensued that lasted five hours, and would pro- 

bably have continued still longer had the experiment been continued. One-fifth 

of a grain of atropia sulphate, injected into the jugular vein at a, a’, and a’”— 

three-fifths of a grain in all—did not antagonise the action of the benzoate. 

Necropsy.—There was no purgation, the intestine being perfectly dry ; but 

the mucous membrane of the small intestine was considerably reddened to the 

extent of three feet below the pylorus. 

A repetition of experiments so entirely satisfactory was unnecessary ; never- 

theless, in Experiment 70 there was a reason for giving sodium benzoate, and 

hepatic excitement again resulted from it. 

VOL. XXIX, PART I. Bio 
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Taste, XXX, 

Secretion of Bile per Kilogramme of - 
Grains per ; Body-weight per Hour. 

Total Dose in Falogminmidiee 

eed Body-weight. 
Before. After. 

Sod. benzoate —Ex. 63 . 20 1:320 0:223 cc. 0°646 ce. 

Ammon. ,, MrGl 20 0:737 0:247 ce. 0:544 ce. 

Result of Experiments with the Benzoates—Sodium benzoate and ammonium 

benzoate are both very powerful stimulants of the liver, but are not stimulants 

of the intestinal glands. It appears from the above experiments that the salt of 

sodium is a more powerful stimulant than that of ammonium; but the experi- 

ments are inconclusive on this point, because in Experiment 63 the sodium salt 

was assisted in its action by the previous administration of benzoic acid, and in 

addition the dose of the salt was greater in proportion to the size of the animal 

than in Experiment 64. Now that we have proved this action of these sub- 

stances on the liver of the dog, a similar action on the human liver will doubt- 

less be found; and probably the reason why it has hitherto escaped the attention | 

of physicians is, that these substances, being hepatic but not intestinal stimu- 

lants, the hypersecretion of bile induced by them has not been revealed so as 

to attract attention. But probably, if a dose of sodium or ammonium benzoate — 

were given at night, and a purely intestinal stimulant, such as magnesium sulphate, 

given in the morning, clear evidence would be found of the increased secretion 

of bile. These results, therefore, furnish a rational theory for the employment 

of the benzoates in congestion and some other affections of the liver. In view 

of the above discovery, we would ask the practical physician to consider the 

propriety of testing the effect of the benzoates in dysentery, for while they, like — 

ipecacuan, powerfully stimulate the liver, and not the intestinal glands, they, | 

unlike ipecacuan, induce no sickness or depression, but on the contrary, are — | 

nerve stimulants. Both the sodium and ammonium salts should be tried. It | 

may also be well to observe that it would be perhaps advisable to increase the — 

administration of the benzoates in ordinary catarrh, for they stimulate the liver 

as well as the bronchial glands, and the action of the liver in a common cold - 

generally becomes somewhat defective. 
One cannot leave the subject of benzoic acid without recalling WOHLER and 

KELLER’s well-known discovery, that when benzoic acid is introduced into the 
economy, it is eliminated by the kidneys entirely in the form of hippuric acid. 

The fact that the latter, when treated with boiling hydrochloric acid, splits up 
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into benzoic acid and glycin, suggested that the hippuric acid consequent upon 

the ingestion of benzoic acid arises from the union of that substance with glycin. 

Seeing that the two bile-acids—glycocholic and taurocholic acids—are conju- 

gates of cholalic acid with glycin and taurin respectively, the thought naturally 

arose that the formation of hippuric acid by the conjugation of benzoic acid 

with glycin probably takes place in the liver. This theory of the seat of its 

formation was supported by Ktune and Hatiwacus (Op. xv.) ; but, on the 

other hand, Meissner and SHEPARD (Op. xvi.) maintained that the transforma- 

tion of the benzoic acid takes place more in the kidneys than in the liver, and 

this opinion is supported by SCHMIEDEBERG and BuNGE (Op. xvii.). The evidence 

adduced by Ktune in favour of the liver as the exclusive seat of formation, or 

that by the other observers in favour of the kidney, need not here be entered 

into, for no light would thereby be thrown on the fact that, while benzoic acid 

is allying itself with glycin and carrying this substance into the urine, the 

hepatic cells are stimulated to produce more bile. In reviewing this subject, 

we have to express our regret that the bile was not analysed in the last two 

experiments, for the purpose of ascertaining whether or not its percentage 

amount of glycocholic acid was diminished, and to find out whether or not 

hippuric acid is excreted by the liver as well as by the kidney.* 

ACTION OF SODIUM SALICYLATE. 

Scarcely anything is known regarding the physiological actions of salicylic 

acid. BERTAGNINI (quoted in Op. xviii. p. 696) took 100 grains within two days 

in 4-erain doses, and felt nothing but ringing in the ears and some degree of 

deafness. He observed that the acid was excreted in the urine in the form of 

salicyluric acid. It is known that this is a conjugate of salicylic acid and 

glycin. The formula of benzoic acid is, C;H,O,; that of salicylic acid, C;H,O). 

Their near chemical alliance and their similar behaviour towards glycin rendered 

it probable that salicylic acid, like benzoic acid, excites the hepatic cells. This 
substance has been lately much employed as a remedy in acute rheumatism. 

The dose for a man is from 15 to 20 grains. 

Experiments 54, 60, and 62, already detailed, furnish abundant evidence of 

the remarkable powers of sodium salicylate as a stimulant of the liver, and 

other experiments yet to be described (Experiments 65, 67, ‘714, and 73) 

furnish evidence still more striking ; indeed, this substance is a certain hepatic 

stimulant, never failing, when placed in the duodenum, to excite the liver 

* Since the above was written we have ascertained that Mosier (Op. iii. p. 45) found, from 
several experiments on adog with a permanent fistula, that when 60 and even 90 grains of benzoic 
acid are administered by the mouth, no hippuric acid is found in the bile. It is singular that he did 
not collect and measure the bile secreted daily, otherwise he would doubtless have anticipated our 
discovery of the stimulating effect of benzoic acid on the liver. 
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within half-an-hour. Owing to its certain and speedy action, it has been 

repeatedly used in the later experiments merely to furnish an effect which 
might be readily compared with that produced by some other substance. 

Table XX XIII. gives the coefficients of bile secretion under its influence. 

TABLE XX XIII. 

Secretion of Bile per Kilo- 
| gramme of Body-weight 

| per hour. 
| | “a1 iloo 
| Sodium Salicylate. Total Dose in Grains, ba eee ae | 

Before. After. ) 

| Experiment 73, F 20 1:00 0-178 cc. | 0:565 ce. 

- 54, : 25 1:55 2:260 ce. 0°664 ce. 

. 65, : 20 2°15 0329 ce. | 0:890ice 

Result of Experiments with Sodium Salicylate.—It is a very powerful hepatic 

stimulant in the dog. Its slight action on the intestine is probably the reason 

why its effect on the human liver has passed unobserved by the physician. We 

have given to a man 3() grains of sodium salicylate at night, and next morning 

a purely intestinal stimulant, such as magnesium sulphate, and we feel con- 

vinced that there was an increased discharge of bile. We commend this point 
to the attention of physicians. 

ACTION OF AMMONIUM PHOSPHATE AND OF TANNIC ACID. 

The similar effects produced on the liver by the sodium and ammonium salts 

of salicylic acid, led us to think again of the stimulating effect of sodium 

phosphate, and induced us to test the action of ammonium phosphate. It is 

employed in cases of chronic gout, and in urinary affections where uric acid 

calculi exist or threaten. Nothing has been hitherto known regarding its 
action on the liver, probably because it is not an intestinal stimulant ; and, 

therefore, the increased secretion of bile—which it probably induces in man as 

it certainly does in the dog—has passed unobserved. The dose for a man 

is from 5 to 20 grains. 

The first experiment with this substance yielded a negative result ; but it 

has been thought right to discard it, because the ammonium phosphate was 

injected after liquor bismuthi into the same part of the intestinal canal. 
Experiment 65. Dog that had fasted seventeen hours. Weight 9:7 kilo- 
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grammes (fig. 65).—20 grains of ammonium phosphate dissolved in 22 cc. of 

water, were injected into the duodenum at a. The subsequent increased bile- 

secretion. was decided and prolonged. Since tannin is employed as an astringent 

in cases of diarrhoea, 20 grains, dissolved in 20 cc. of warm water, were injected 

into a fresh portion of the small intestine (¢) ; but, as it did not affect the bile- 

secretion, it was not thought worth while to repeat the dose. 20 grains of 

sodium salicylate, in 10 cc. of water, were then injected into a fresh portion of 

the small intestine (s), and, within half-an-hour, its never-failing effect was 

evident. Obviously it stimulated the liver much more powerfully than the 

ammonium phosphate. At the beginning of the experiment, the coefficient of 

Experiment 65. 

Secretion of 
Secretion of | bile per kilo- 
bile per 15”. | gramme of dog: 

per hour. 

0°50 
0°45 te 

150 
ae 0-634 cc, 

tannin, and sodium salicylate. 20 grains of ammonium phosphate 
in 22 cc. of water injected into the duodenum at a; 20 grains of ~ 
tannin in 20 ce. of water injected at¢; 20 grains of sodium sali- 
cylate in 10 cc. of water injected at s. 

0°85 Fig. 65.—Secretion of bile before and after ammonium phosphate, 

} 0°329 ce. 

1°25 
2°50 ; 
2°65 ho 89 ce. 

secretion was 0:19 cc. per kilogramme of body-weight per hour; a fair average 
for a fasting dog. After the ammonium phosphate, it rose to the unusually 
high figure of 0-634 cc.; but after the sodium salicylate, it rose still higher to 
0°39 cc. The result of this experiment being apparently so unequivocal, it was 
not thought necessary to repeat it. Nevertheless, considering the small size of 
the animal (9°7 kilos.), and that the dose was the maximum dose for a man, 
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it seems reasonable to regard the effect of the ammonium phosphate in this 

case as perhaps unduly exaggerated. 

Necropsy.—Nothing notable observed in the intestine. 

Result of Experiment with Ammonium Phosphate and Tannic Acid.—Am- 

monium phosphate is a powerful hepatic stimulant, but not so powerful as 

sodium salicylate. It is not an intestinal stimulant. Probably now that we 

have directed attention to the matter, it will be found to be a stimulant of the 

human liver also. Tannin does not appear to affect the liver, 

ACTION OF ACETATE OF LEAD. 

The well-known astringent effect of lead acetate in cases of diarrhoea renders 

it desirable to know whether or not it has the power of diminishing the secre- 

tion of bile. RouHRtcG (Op. vi. p. 270) experimented with acetate of lead, and 

found that 0°6 gramme (9°2 grains), dissolved in 4 ounces of warm water, and 

injected into the small intestine of a dog, diminished the secretion of bile. The 
erroneous nature of some of Rouric’s results, due to his very imperfect mode of 

experiment—as pointed out in the introduction—rendered necessary a re- 
investigation of the effects of lead acetate. 

It has already been stated that, in Experiment 53a, the administration of 
8 grains of lead acetate was followed by a diminution of the bile-secretion, 
but that the result was of an equivocal nature. In Experiment 54, 10 

grains produced no effect. In Experiment 57, a first dose of 8 grains, 

with a second dose of 12 grains, was indeed followed by a diminished bile- 

secretion; but, as stated in the 

description of that experiment, the 

result was entirely equivocal, and 

therefore other experiments were 

obviously required. 

Experiment 66. Dog that had 
fasted seventeen hours. Weight 

not ascertained (fig. 66).—Owing to 

great difficulty in introducing the 

biliary cannula, and consequent 

serious disturbance of the bile-duct 

and its surroundings, the secretion 
Fig. 66.—Secretion of lile before and after lead acetate. ear 

2 grains in 15 ce. of water injected into the duodenumat of bile became, as mostly happens 
land /,; 4 grainsin 32 ce. of water at 7; 4 grains in 15 cc. 

of water at 7,3 8 grains in 15 cc. of water at ly; and 10 in such a case, very irregular ; so 
evains in 15 ce. of water at 7, (80 grains given in all). 

much so, indeed, that the record of 

the first three hours is omitted from the chart. Two grains of lead acetate in 

15 cc. of water were injected in the duodenum at / and /,; 4 grains in 32 ce. 
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of water at /,; 4 grains in 15 cc. of water at /;; 8 grains in 15 cc. of water at 

Z,; and 10 grains in 15 cc. of water at /;. Thirty grains were given in all. 

The irregularity of secretion rendered the experiment unsatisfactory, and the 

Fig. 67.—Secretion of bile before and after lead acetate and sodium salicylate. 10 grains 
of lead acetate in 20 cc. of water injected into the duodenum at / and /’; 10 grains 
in 10 ce. of water at l’, 7”, and Z’”; 20 grains of sodium salicyate in 10 ce. of water 
injected into the duodenum at s. 

Experiment 67. 

Secretion of Secretion of 
Secretion of bile per kilo- Secretion of bile per kilo- 
bile per 15”. gramme of bile per 15”. gramme of 

dog: per hour. dog: per hour. 

| ce. ce. 

1°8 0°75 
115 0°90 
1:25 U’ — 
1:80 0:95 
1°55 0°95 
1:70 0°95 
1°40 | 0°80 
1°85 | 0°70 
1°55 Yess 

1-20 0°60 
1°60 | 0°80 
1°15 ) 0°70 

12 0°331 ce. : Raya ) 25 f 0°75 atest 
12 0°65 en 

U 0°55 J 
1:2 | 0°55 
115 | s 
1:10 0°55 : 
0°90 | 1°55 ; 
1-05 210 0°452 ce. 

1°00 2°40 
vv — 

discovery that the acetate of lead used in this and the DreHneus experiments 
was impure, necessitated another experiment. 

Experiment 67. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours. Weight 14°6 kilo- 
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grammes (fig. 67).—Ten grains of pure lead acetate, dissolved in 10 ce. of dis- 
tilled water, were injected into the duodenum at J, /, 1’, 0”, and l””; 50 grains in 

all being given. The decided fall in secretion towards the close of this experi- 
ment is abnormal, and may fairly be ascribed to a depressant effect of the lead; 

but it is obvious that the first doses did not produce the effect which might 

have been anticipated from Roéuric’s experiments. That the liver was not 

exhausted, however, and was capable of increased action, was proved by 

injecting into the duodenum 20 grains of sodium salicylate dissolved in 10 ce. 

of water. Although it was the ninth hour of the experiment, the biliary secre- 

tion became greatly accelerated, and reached a point decidedly higher than it 

had been at the beginning of the experiment. All the more, therefore, may the 

previously diminished secretion be ascribed to the depressant action of the lead; 
while it is obvious that an ordinary dose of sodium salicylate can excite the 

liver thus poisoned and depressed. 

Result of Experiments with Lead Acetate.—In large doses, it has a depressant 

effect on the secretion of bile. Sodium salicylate can overcome that effect. 

The obstinate constipation observed in cases of lead-poisoning may, to some 

extent, be owing to the depressant effect of lead on the liver; but it is probably 

chiefly owing to a depressant action on the intestinal glands; for, in view of the 

astringent effect of a dose of from 1 to 4 grains in diarrhcea, it seems likely, 

from the above experiments, that it affects the intestinal canal more than the 

liver. It is a remarkable fact that, of all the substances employed in this 

research, lead acetate is the only one which depresses the action of the liver 

without producing purgation. It seems to be a direct hepatic depressant. As 

previously explained, every purely intestinal purgative agent depresses hepatic 

action, in a manner which is probably, however, purely indirect, and to which 

allusion will again be made in the sequel. é 

ACTION OF JABORANDI. 

Jaborandi being a powerful stimulant of the salivary and sweat glands, 
we thought it desirable to ascertain its influence on the liver. The mean 

dose for a man is a watery infusion of sixty-four grains of the leaves. 

Experiment 68. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours. Weight 21°5 kilo- 

grammes (fig. 68).—Eight cc. of water with 2 cc. of bile were injected into the 

duodenum at 0b, and 8 cc. of a concentrated aqueous infusion containing the 

active principle of 64 grains of jaborandi leaves were injected at 7, and 
the same dose was again given at’. Powerful salivation began half-an-hour 

after the first dose fat s), and it is to be observed that shortly afterwards the 
bile-secretion also underwent a slight increase, that became more marked after 

the second dose. 
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Necrorsy.—Ninety-seven ce. of liquid in the small intestine (30 cc. had 

been injected), but whether most of it had been secreted by the pancreas or by 

Lieberkiihn’s follicles was undetermined. There was no unusual redness of the 

intestinal mucous membrane. 

Experiment 68. Experiment 684. | 

Secretion Secretion | 
of bile of bile 

Secretion | per kilo- | Secretion | per kilo- 
of bile per | gramme of| of bile per | gramme of | 

15”. dog: per 15”; dog: per | 
hour. hour. 

ce. ee. | 
1°40 1°80 
1°42 1°70 
1°40 1°67 
\— 1°70 

1:40 ) (== 
1°45 0'265 cc.) 1°70 u 2 3 + o 6 d 8 

F 1°40 if : 72 0°314¢c.| Fig. 68.—Secretion of bile before and after jaborandi. 2 ce. of bile 
Lae 165 and 8 cc. of water injected into the duodenum at 6; 8 cc. of 

: 1°40 1°70 infusion of jaborandi with 2 cc. of bile injected at 7 and 7’ ; sali- 
1-40 ae yation began at s. 

: s— 1°70 
1°40 : 
1°50 
1°50 
1°55 

: 1°50 
: 1°60 

1°45 

j— 
1°50 

| 1.50 
1°60 

| | 60 | 1-72 0°310 ce. 

. 1°55 
| 1°80 
) 1°55 
| 1°65 
| 1°50 

1°40 
1°70 
1:50 6 

1°35 1°70 Fig. 684.--Secretion of bile before and after jaborandi. At b, 2 cc. 
175 | of bile and 10 cc. of water ; at j and 7’ the same fluid, with 10 cc. 

infusion of 75 grains of jaborandi leaves injected into the 
duodenum. Salivation began at s. 

Experiment 684. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours. Weight 21°5 kilo- 

grammes (fig. 684).—Ten cc. of water with 2 cc. of bile were injected into the 

duodenum at 6, and the same fluid, with 10 cc. of aqueous infusion of jaborandi, 

was injected at 7 and again at 7’. As each cubic centimetre of the infusion 

contained the active principle of 7} grains of the leaves, 150 grains had been 

given. Salivation began half-an-hour after the first dose, and soon thereafter 

the bile-secretion rose, but to no great extent. It was observed in this experi- 
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ment that the bronchial glands were much stimulated by the jaborandi, the 

respiratory cannula being completely obstructed by a watery mucus, which 

must have been secreted in the bronchi and trachea. 

Necropsy.—The jaborandi had traversed the whole length of the small 

intestine, which contained 107 cc. of a clear greenish fluid without mucous 

flakes. Thirty-six cc. of fluid had been injected; but how much of the remainder 

had been secreted by the pancreas and how much by Lieberkiihn’s follicles 

could not be determined. 

Result of Experiments with Jaborandi.—In doses that were much more 

than sufficient to excite the salivary glands, jaborandi produced only a slight 

increase in the biliary secretion. It is therefore to be regarded as a very 

feeble hepatic stimulant. 

ACTION OF SULPHATE OF MANGANESE. 

It is stated by Parerra (Op. xix. I. p. 635) that “C. G. GMELIN tried the 

effect of the sulphate of the protoxide of manganese on animals, and found 

that it caused vomiting, paralysis with convulsions, and inflammation of the 

stomach, small intestines, liver, spleen, and heart. He notices as a remark- 

able fact, the extraordinary secretion of bile produced by it, and which was 

so considerable that nearly all the intestines were coloured by it, and the 

large intestines had a wax-yellow colour communicated to them.” At the 
suggestion of PARErRA (/oc. cit.), its effects on the human subject were tested by 

Mr Urez, who found that, in doses of from 60 to 120 grains, it acts as a 

purgative and cholagogue. In a recent communication to the Lancet (1878, 

i. 882), Dr R. H. Goo.pen states that he has been in 

the habit of using the substance as a cholagogue for 

more than thirty years. He finds that, in doses 

of from ten to twenty grains, it produces large 

bilious evacuations. Ten grains he regards as a 

sufficient dose for ordinary purposes. This he 

dissolves in a tumbler of water, and adds some 

citrate of potash or magnesia. These statements 

rendered it desirable for us to test the action of this 

Halen: substance by our method of experiment. 
Fig. 69.—Secretion of bile before and ‘ ‘ 

” after sulphate of manganese. 60 Experiment 69. Dog that had fasted eighteen 

in 30 do cf otel aeRohtae nee hours. Weight 15 kilogrammes (fig. 69).—Think- 
the duodenum at m. 3 ° 

ing, from Parerra’s statement of the amount given 

to the human subject by Urs, that 60 grains of manganese sulphate would not 

be too large a dose for a dog, we injected that amount in 30 cc. of water 

1 z 3 4 
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into the duodenum at m. So far from any increase of the bile-secretion resulting, 

there was a decided fall, the secretion coming nearly to a standstill. The weak 

pulse of the animal suggested that collapse had been occasioned by the drug, 

and the necropsy fully confirmed the idea that too much had been given. The 

fall of secretion, however, was in the first instance indirectly due to the effects 

of the powerful purgation that was induced, though the very low secretion at 

the close was, in all probability, due to collapse. 

Necropsy.—Evidence of powerful purgation in the upper third of small 

intestine. Very violent irritation of the mucous membrane of this region of 

the gut, the surface of which was covered with a yellowish-white pulpy 
matter, as if the epithelium had been dissolved by a caustic alkali. 

Experiment 70. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours. Weight 17:7 

kilogrammes (fig. 70).—As the dose in the previous case had evidently been 

too large, only 20 grains of manganese sulphate were given, in the same 

manner as before, in this instance (m). But there was not the slightest rise in 

the bile-secretion ; on the contrary, there was a decided fall, as is the rule 

under the influence of a substance that produces 
purgation without exciting the liver. It now 

came to be the question, Would the bile-secre- 

tion rise in spite of the purgative drain from 

the portal vein, if a hepatic stimulant were 

administered? To determine this, 21 grains of 

sodium benzoate in 15 cc. of water were in- 

jected into the duodenum at s; and, in spite of 

the disadvantageous circumstance of its being 

introduced into a column of intestinal juice 

actively being secreted, it excited the liver to 

secrete more bile, showing that the liver could 

be excited by a substance possessed of the pro-— 
Fig. 70.—Secretion of bile before and 

: aftermanganese sulphate and sodium 
perty of so doing. benconte. 20 grains of manganese 

es : ‘ 7 a sulphate in 15 cc. of water injected NeEcropsy.—Copious watery purgation through into the duodenum at m; 21 Paine 
out the whole length of small intestine, whose Gi eoer* Deurdate uu Ubiee. ob water injected at s. 

mucous membrane was, however, scarcely at all 
reddened. The dose had, therefore, been efficient as an intestinal, but not as a 
hepatic, stimulant. 

Results of Experiments with Manganese Sulphate—Experiments 69 and 70 
entirely bear out the statement that manganese sulphate is an intestinal 
stimulant, but lend no support to the idea that it is a hepatic stimulant. The 
effect on the biliary secretion is, indeed, similar to that of magnesium sulphate 
(Experiments 18 and 19), or any other purely intestinal stimulant ; that is, it 
diminishes the biliary secretion, probably by draining the portal system. Yet 
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Dr GooLDEN’s statements are explicitly to the effect (“b. cit.) that the same 

result was not produced by sulphate of magnesium as by sulphate of manganese, 

We cannot, of course, from the above experiments, deny that the manganese 

salt is a cholagogue in man; but, looking to the general harmony between our 

observations on the dog and those on man, we think we are entitled to throw 

very grave doubts upon the idea that manganese sulphate excites the human 

liver. It might, indeed, be maintained that it has the power of inducing con- 

tractions of the gall-bladder and larger bile-ducts, and of thus increasing the 

amount of bile in the dejections ; but we can only commend to the attention 

of physicians Dr GooLDEN’s positive observations as to the increased amount 

of bile in the dejections of man, and our negative results as to any stimulating 
effect on the bile-secreting mechanism of the dog. 

ACTION OF MORPBIA. 

As morphia has the well-known power of arresting diarrhcea and of 

producing constipation, it is desirable to know whether this is to be 
ascribed to its effect on 
the intestine alone, or 

also to a power of di- 

minishing the secretion 

of bile. 

Eaperiment 71. Dog 

that had fasted eighteen 

hours. Weight 33 kilo- 

grammes (fig. 71).—One 

grain of morphia hydro- 

chlorate in 3 ce. of bile 

and water was injected 

into the duodenum at m, 

Fig. 71.—Secretion of bile before and after morphia hydrochlorate. 1 grain m, m’, and m’”, 4 grains 
with 2 cc. of bile and 1 ce. of water injected into the duodenum at 
m, m', m", and m”, being given in all. The 

first two doses had no 

obvious effect on the bile-secretion; but it began to fall after the third, 

and continued to do so after the fourth, doses. As it was impossible to 
know, from this single experiment, whether or not this fall in the secretion 

was due to the morphia, a second experiment was performed. 
Necropsy.—The mucous membrane of the small intestine was almost 

perfectly dry. 
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Experiment 714. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours. Weight 19-9 kilo- 

grammes (fig. 714)——One grain of acetate of morphia in 5 cc, of water was 

injected into the duodenum at m, and 2 grains in 10 cc. of water were injected 

at m’. No diminution of secretion was the result ; in short, the morphia did 

not appear to affect the secretion. As it seemed desirable to know whether 

Experiment 71a. 

Secretion 
Secretion of bile per 3 
of bile per kilogramme 

15”. of dog: per 
hour. 

| pies See ee o5 

ce. | 
aKa 
0°85 
0°80 ) 2 
0°70 : , 0-70 i 0°15 ce. 

0°80 

ees 5 is) 
0°95 
110 
0°95 

7 —_—— 

0°90 1 
0°85 

ae ae ce. 
0:90 

A 0-5 

1°05 
3°05 
3°35 7 ; 2°45 ho 565 ce. q 

2°40 
2°15 

2°30 Fig. 71A.—Secretion of bile before and after morphia and sodium 
. salicylate. 1 grain of morphia acetate in 5 cc. of water 

i injected into the duodenum at m; 2 grains in 10 ce. of 
s water at m’; 20 grains of sodium salicylate in 10 cc. of water 

injected into the duodenum at s. 

or not the liver of an animal so narcotised could be excited by an appropriate 

stimulant, 20 grains of sodium salicylate in 10 cc. of water were injected 

into the duodenum at s. Powerful and prolonged excitement of the liver 

was the result. 

Necropsy.—Slightly increased redness of the duodenal mucous mem 
brane. Evidence of slight purgative action in the upper part of the small 

intestine. 

Result of Experiments with Morphia.—Three grains of morphia acetate did 
not affect the secretion of bile. 
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ACTION OF HyOSCYAMUS. 

As extract of hyoscyamus is often administered with cholagogue 

substances, it is import- 

ant to know whether or 

not it diminishes the 

secretion of bile. The 

dose of this substance 

for a man is from 5 to 

10 grains. 

Experiment 72. Dog 

that had fasted eighteen 

hours. Weight 21 kilo- 
grammes ° (fig. 72).—2 

Fig. 72.—Secretion of bile before and after hyoscyamus, 2 grains of TA] a 
~ extract of hyoscyamus with 8 ec. of water injected into the duodenum ee of aqueous eX 

ath, h’, h’, and hi”, tract of hyoscyamus in 3° 
cc. of water were inject- 

ance: ed into the duodenum at 

: = fee h, h’, h’, and h’”, 8 grains 
ee Secretion | , Secretion being given in all. It 

Secretion | of bileper || Secretion of bile per = i i 
of bile per kilogramme | of bile per kilogramme was impossible, from this 

15”. of dog: per | 15”. | of dog: per , . 
hour, | | hour, single experiment, to say 

as Se : —|————|—— _ whether. or not; them 

io | 145 in the secretion was 
ai 1°55 ee i due to the hyoscyamus ; 

1°65 1°50 p ee | uae but the unusually high 
1°65 1°30 : ° 
ee fos Pigs | (58 coefficient of secretion 
1°60 1°35 1 1 | au | ae in the earlier part of 

h re. | hi’ Reet. ° 7 

a a | oan the experiment (0°311 
1°65 1°10 1 465 | 0-90 cc. per kilogramme per 

io | ae ) hour) favoured the con- 
es j | 0° 20, . 

Ee Al | p80 j kei clusion that the fall 
1°55 | was not due to the 
a) ae anal [a Re 

Necropsy.—Mucous membrane of small intestine pale and dry. 

Experiment 73. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours. Weight 16:8 kilo- 

grammes (fig. 73).—To decide the point left in doubt by the previous experi- 

ment, larger doses of the drug were administered. Eight grains of extract of 
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hyoscyamus triturated with 1 cc. of bile and 10 cc. of water were injected into 

the duodenum at /, and the same dose was injected into a lower part of the 

intestine at h’. It is difficult to account for the slight rise of secretion that fol- 

lowed both doses. It may be safely assumed that it was due neither to the 

bile nor to the water. At all events, there was no fall of secretion, notwith- 

standing the administration of sixteen grains of the drug. 

Experiment 73. | 

| 
Secretion 

Secretion of bile per | 
of bile}per kilogramme 

W57, of dog : 
. per hour. 

0-90 
0°85 hoa ee. 

1°25 

1-25 0°288 ce. 
pt 

a) 

X 

a’ — 0°231 ce. 

Fig. 73.—Secretion of bile before and after hyoseyamus and absolute 
alcohol. 8 grains of extract of hyoscyamus in 10 ce. of water 
and 1 ec. of bile injected into the duodenum ath; the same, 
injected into a lower part of the small intestine, at h’ ; 5 cc. 
of absolute alcohol in 20 cc. of water injected into the small 
intestine at @; 8cc. of absolute alcohol in 32 cc. of water 
injected into the small intestine at a’; 20 grains of sodium 
salicylate in 10 cc. of water injected into the duodenum at s. 

cyamus, it was proposed to investigate the action of pure alcohol; accordingly 

5 ec. of absolute alcohol, diluted with 32 cc. of water, were injected into a fresh 

portion of the small intestine, and, as there was no notable effect, 8 cc. of abso- 

lute aleohol in 32 cc. of water were injected into another part of the gut. Not- 

withstanding the administration of 13 cc. of alcohol (219 minims), the bile 

: 

| As the experiment was entirely conclusive regarding the effect of hyos- 
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secretion was virtually unaffected. It was now sought to determine what such 

a liver could do if stimulated. Twenty grains of sodium salicylate in 10 ce. of 

water were injected into the duodenum at s, and speedily thereafter the bile- 

secretion was enormously increased, and that so late as the ninth hour of the 

experiment. 

Result of Experiments with Hyoscyamus.—Sixteen grains of extract of hyos- 

cyamus, prepared according to the “ British Pharmacopeeia,” did not notably 

affect the biliary secretion, and did not prevent such a stimulant as sodium 

salicylate from augmenting it. From observations on the human subject, we 

are also able to state that hyoscyamus does not seem to interfere with the 

stimulating effect of euonymin on the liver, and very probably it may be safely 

given with all hepatic stimulants that are also intestinal stimulants, and happen 

to cause griping. 

ACTION OF ALCOHOL. 

It is a matter of common opinion that alcoholic drinks affect the action of 

the liver; but, whether their hepatic effects may be ascribed to the alcohol, 

ethers, or other substances they contain, no one has hitherto sought to deter- 

mine. The results of the preceding experiment already go far to determine 

the question as regards pure alcohol; but as hyos- 

cyamus had in that experiment been previously 

administered, it was desirable to perform another | 

experiment in which nothing but pure diluted 

alcohol should be administered. 

ig: 7h = Season eee ae Experiment 74. A small dog (net weighed) 

after alcohol. Atw 15 cc. of water; that had fasted eighteen hours (fig. 74).—Fifteen ce. 
at a, a’, w’, a”, 5 ec. of absolute 

alcohol with 15 ee, peas injected of water were injected into the stomach through — 

phagus tube. an oesophagus tube (w); then 5 cc. of absolute — 

alcohol diluted vue 15 cc. of water were injected into the stomach in the same 

manner at a, a; a’, and a”, 20 cc. (838 minims) being given in all. 

Result of ee with Alcohol—In Experiment 73, 13 cc. of absolute 

alcohol, and in Experiment 74, 30 cc. of absolute alcohol, moderately diluted 

and introduced into the alimentary canal, did not produce any apparent effect 

on the biliary secretion. These experiments, however, furnish no evidence of 

what might be the effects of the prolonged action of alcohol on the liver; and, in 

consideration of the great labour and length of this research, we could not un- 

dertake experiments designed to show the effects of various sorts of alcoholic 

drinks, or of the substances other than alcohol which they contain. Such 

research could scarcely be of great practical importance, for we already know 

that certain alcoholic drinks—such as ale, stout, &c.—tend to produce “bilious- 
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? ness;” and, by experiments on the human subject, we have ascertained that 

the condition, thus induced, may be cured by giving iridin or euonymin, sub- 

stances which powerfully stimulate the liver. As far as they go, however, our 

experiments show that pure alcohol has, at all events, no immediate action on 

the liver of the dog. iSite 

ACTION OF MERCURIAL SALTS. 

Calomel, and mercury in the form of blue pill, are the two preparations of 

mercury commonly employed for the purpose of inducing purgative action. 

The most generally received opinion regarding the action of calomel as a chola- 

gogue is thus expressed by CurisTIson (Op. xii. p. 505) :—“ The cathartic action 

of calomel and other mercurials is uncertain, unless other cathartics are united 

with them. Their action on the bowels is believed to be always attended by 

an increased discharge of bile from the gall-bladder.” But although this has 

long been the prevalent opinion, some physicians have doubted the cholagogue 

property of calomel, and on that account several attempts have been made to 

determine its action by experiments on animals. NassE (Op. i. p. 158) seems 

to have been the first to make the attempt. He established a permanent 

biliary fistula in the manner already indicated (p. 3), and he found that calomel 

increased the absolute quantity of fluid bile, but diminished its solid con- 

' stituents. By a similar method Korurer and MUtter (Op. ii.) found that 4 

grains of calomel given to a dog diminished the secretion of bile. Mosier (Op. 

iil.), adopting also the method of permanent fistula, found that even when large 

doses of calomel were administered, not a trace of mercury was found in the 

bile. Scorr (Op. iv.) gave to a dog with a permanent biliary fistula 3 

grains, 6 grains, and 12 grains of calomel on four separate occasions. He 

collected the bile continuously before, during, and after each dose of the 

mercurial, and he found but one result, viz., a diminution in the amount of 

bile and bile-solids secreted after the administration of these doses. ScorTti’s 

experiment appears to have been very carefully conducted. Its result was 

so much at variance with the prevalent opinion regarding the action of calomel 

im man, that some authorities alleged that there must be some difference 

between the action of mercurials on man and on the dog. Impressed with 

the necessity for obtaining precise information with regard to this point and 

others, Hucures BENNETT organised the committee to which reference has 

already been made. The committee settled beyond all possibility of doubt that 
mercury produces in the dog the same general effects as in man (Op. v. p. 201). 

When small but increasing doses of corrosive sublimate were injected. under 
the skin for several days in succession, salivation occurred, the breath became 

_ foetid, the gums ulcerated, emaciation ensued, and in dogs without biliary 
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fistulae (when therefore the bile was discharged into the intestine), the drug set 

up profuse diarrhoea, while in dogs with biliary fistule: there was no diarrhea, 

The significance of this fact struck no one at the time, but the experiments 

hereafter to be detailed furnish what is probably the true explanation (see p. 

244). The committee further found (Op. ci. p. 214) that when calomel was 

administered to dogs with permanent biliary fistule in doses of one-twelfth 

of a grain given from six to fourteen times daily, and in doses of 2 grains from 

two to six times daily, it did not increase the biliary secretion, nor did it pro- 
duce purgation ; but when 

given in doses of 10 grains 

once a day, it produced pur- 

gation and diminished the 

biliary secretion. More 

recently experiments were 

performed by Rouric (Op. 
Fig. 75.—Secretion of bile before and after calomel given without bile. 10 ; ps 

grains calomel in 7 ce. water injected into duodenum at c, and again VI. Dp. 254), who found by 
BC. 

the method of temporary 
| am ce | Experiment 75. fistula, that when “ calomel 

| | was administered to dogs 
| | | . 5 . 

Secretion of bile | | Secretion of bile In large doses (20 grains), it 
| Secretion of bile | per kilogramme || Secretion of bile | per kilogramme 
| per 15”. of dog: per per 15”. of dog: per rarely happened that the 

| hour. hour. ‘ c 
i secretion of bile was re- 

ga de called after it had come to 
. 0°45 . . . 

nae ) 0-45 / a standstill, although it in- 

ad ae i 0103 ce ans ered creased the secretion when it 
og | cae was only diminishing.” The 

: od | | . = . . ae 

ee boon H peek bons ce. imperfections of RéuRIG’s 
oe | He method render such a state- 

Aigo ) eeu \ 0116 cc. ment of very little value. 
2 | > 0102 ce A ‘9 & 

pee j med Our method of experiment 
o 

ale ) oe pre fou i being better adapted to 
« 0° - 

0-40 f fe 0-40 afford accurate data, we 
160 

hy L _ shih accordingly performed the 
following experiments :— 

Experiment 75. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours. Weight 19°6 kilo- 

grammes (fig. 75).—10 grains of calomel in 7 cc. water were injected into the 

duodenum at ¢, and the same dose was repeated at c’. 

Necropsy.—There was evidence of a profuse purgative effect, the small 

intestine containing a large quantity of a thick greyish fluid with greenish 

flakes. The mucous membrane was pale throughout the greater part of its 

extent, but at intervals in the duodenum there were limited areas of redness. 
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The post-mortem examination in this case was not made until fourteen hours 

after death. 

In Experiment 75 the administration of 20 grains of calomel in two doses of 

10 grains was followed by a powerful purgative effect and by a slight increase 

in the bile-secretion ; but considering that the coefficient of secretion never rose 

above 0'133 cc., it is evident that the increased activity of the liver was very 

trifling. Yet one would be apt to be 

misled by such an experiment as this, 

had we, after the manner of Rouric, 

failed to show the amount of bile secreted 

in relation to the weight of the animal. 

Judging from subsequent experiments, 

Fig, 75a.—Secretion of bile before and after calomel it can scarcely be doubted that the trifling 
given without bile. 10 grains calomel in 3cec. . - , : : 
water injected into duodenum at c, and the same INCYrease of secretion in this experiment 

cece ats. had nothing to do with the calomel. 

ae Experiment 75s. Dog that had 
xXperiment /OA, ¥ < : 

fasted eighteen hours. Weight 7 kilo- : 
Secretion Secretion | grammes (fig. 75 A).—10 grains of calo- 

Secretion | of bile per Secretion | of bile per 1s Yaa : 
of bile per |kilogramme|| of bile per |kilogramme| Mel in 3 cc. water were injected into the 

n, f dog: 15”. f dog : ; ‘ 
m Ser hou, per hour, | duodenum at ¢, and again at c’ (20 grains 

| given in all. 
ce. ce. | aes I Sea nie | NECROPSY. The upper third of the 

he | cee hoa cc. | Small intestine was semi-distended with 

0°85 aad) ORL. a brown, somewhat clear, viscous fluid 
0-75 | eee | . s ae. 
0°75 fey ote | with patches of green, thus affording 
a | ‘oa 5 é : c 

on7s ee O36 ce. evidence of purgative action. The gas- 
0°87 | 0°45 tric mucous membrane was pale, and 
0°62 | 0°50 ee : : 
0°67 | 0°55 ““ee. | contained some viscous fluid of a brown- 
0-60 0°45 ; 

ish colour, with a patch of green matter 

clinging to the mucous membrane near 

to the pylorus, which was evidently due to the entrance of calomel from the 

duodenum, for a little unchanged calomel was perceptible at the margin of 

the patch. The cause of the brown colour of the fluid was not apparent. The 

necropsy was in this case performed fifteen hours after death. 
The exceptionally high secretion in Experiment 754 was probably due to 

the circumstance that the animal was a young one. In proportion to the weight 

of the animal, more bile is secreted by a young than by a full-grown dog. The 

administration of calomel was followed by decided purgation and by diminished 

bile-secretion. 
Experiment 758. Dog that had fasted eighteen hours. Weight 12°9 kilo- 

erammes (fig. 758).—The secretion of bile was unfortunately very irregular in 
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the early part of the experiment. 10 grains of calomel in 9 cc. water were 

injected into the duodenum at ¢, and again at ¢ ; 20 grains being given in all. 

Experiment 75n. 

Secretion of Secretion of 
Secretion of bile per Secretion bile per 

bile per kilogramme || of bile per | kilogramme 
15”. of dog : 15”. of dog =: 

per hour, per hour. 

aa. ce. 
1:00 c 
1°25 0°56 
112 0°80 
1:07 0-74 ; 
1°65 0°62 ke 29 ce. 

1°45 0°54 
1:42 c —— 
0:97 0°20 
2°05 0°28 
1:00 0°32 

Fig. 75p.—Secretion of bile before and after calomel given 0:94 0-28 ce 0°50 
without bile. 10 grains calomel in 9 cc. water in- 0°62 : 0°30 0°12 ce 
jected into duodenum at c, and the same dose repeated 1:12 on = 

at c’. 
: 

A profuse purgative action was the result, but the bile-secretion was only 
lowered. 

NeEcropsy.—Stomach contained a colourless mucous fluid, with here and 

there a green patch of calomel that had entered it through the pylorus. The 

upper half of the small intestine contained a large quantity of a greyish fluid 

with green patches, thus affording evidence of a powerful purgative effect. The 

mucous membrane in this region of the intestine was very vascular. 

The general result of the three preceding experiments is that calomel did not 

stimulate the liver, although it did not fail to stimulate the intestinal glands. 

But it is to be observed that the calomel was introduced into the duodenum 

suspended in water, it could not come into contact with bile in the intestine, 

for owing to the fasting condition of the animal previous to the establishment 

of the fistula, there was no bile there. Calomel is insoluble in water, and as 

HEADLAND (Op. xx. p. 380) had pointed out that it is to a slight extent soluble 

in bile, we were led to suppose that possibly its non-action on the liver in these 

cases might have resulted from the absence of bile from the intestinal canal. 

And it was apparent that this source of fallacy had also vitiated every experi- 

ment that had been performed by previous observers. We accordingly per- 

formed the two following experiments, in which the calomel was mixed with 

bile, and then injected into the duodenum, and we gave smaller doses than in 

the preceding experiments. 

Experiment 76. Dog that had fasted seventeen hours. Weight 147 

kilogrammes (fig. 76).—2°5 cc. water and 0°5 cc. bile were injected into the 
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duodenum at b, and 2 grains of calomel in the same fluid at ¢, c’, c’, and d: 8 

grains being given in all. 

irregular. 

Unfortunately, the secretion of bile was very 

The main result of the experiment was diminished biliary secretion, 

still the slight increments of secretion that followed the first, second, and fourth 

doses, rendered a repetition of the experiment desirable. 

Necropsy.—The upper half of the small intestine contained evidence of 

decided purgation. 

Experiment 76. | Experiment 76a. 

Secretion | | 
|} Secretion of bile per || 
of bile per|kilogramme' 

15 of dog : : per| 
hour. 

} 

f 0°125 ec. 

J 

Jorss ce. | 
J | 

Jone ce. 

Secretion 
of bile per 

15”, 

Secretion 
of bile per 
kilogramme 
of dog: per 

hour. 

0258 ce. 

SSS) 

10-204 ce. 
| 

J 

Experiment 76. 

e”7,and c*: 

Dog that had fasted seventeen hours. 

grammes (fig. 764).—2°5 ce. water and 0°5 cc. bile were injected into the duo- 

denum at 0, and 1 grain of calomel in the same fluid was injected at ¢, ¢’, ¢” 

5 grains being given in all. 

Its mucous membrane was considerably congested. 

Fig. 76.—Secretion of bile before and after calomel given with bile. 
0°5 cc. bile and 2°5 cc. water injected into duodenum at 5. 2 grains 
calomel in the above fluid injected into duodenum at c, c’, ¢” and d, 
respectively. 

Fig. 764.—Secretion of bile before and after calomel given with bile. 
0°5 ce. bile and 2°5 cc. water injected into duodenum at 5. 1 grain 
calomel in the above fluid injected into duodenum at ¢, c’, ¢”, ¢’”, 
c+, respectively. 

Weight 25°7 kilo- 

’ 

The bile-secretion was never increased. 

Necropsy.—The upper half of the small intestine contained 187 cc. of a 
VOL. XXIX, PART I. 3 Q 
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viscous fluid with grey flakes; thus affording evidence of strong purgation. 
The vascularity of the mucous membrane was decidedly increased. 

Result of Experiments with Calomel mixed with Bile.—The biliary secretion — 

in Experiment 76A was so regular, and the doses of calomel so graduated, that 

its result may be regarded as conclusively showing, that calomel when mixed 

with bile and placed in the duodenum, does not excite the liver, although it 

powerfully stimulates the intestinal glands. The addition of bile to the calomel 
made therefore no difference in the result. 

As is well known, M1AnLe (Chimie Appliquée) ascribed all the effects of 

calomel, and other mercurial preparations, to the production of mercuric 

chloride, by the action of the alkaline chlorides in the secretions of the alimen- 

tary canal, more especially in the gastric juice. This theory has, however, been 

strongly opposed by BucHHEIM, CETINGER, and WINCKLER (referred to by Woop 
in Op. xi. p. 330), on the grounds that, at a temperature so low as that of the 

body, calomel undergoes no transformation into mercuric chloride in a solution 

of alkaline chlorides. Nevertheless, one must remember that the gastric juice 
contains free hydrochloric acid. The amount is only 0°02 per cent. in the juice 

of man, mixed with saliva: in that of the dog, the amount is 0°031 per cent. 

(C. Scumipt). When Mr1Auze wrote, the free acid of the gastric juice was 

thought to be lactic; therefore, the effect of very dilute hydrochloric acitl on 

calomel, at the body temperature, has not hitherto been investigated. As no 

conclusion could be legitimate in the absence of definite information on this 

point, we performed the following experiment :— 

Experiment 77.—Calomel was washed with ether, the filtrate tested with 
caustic potash, and proved to contain no mercuric chloride. Of the calomel— 

thus ascertained to be pure—we placed three grammes in 500 cc. distilled 

water containing 0°02 per cent. anhydrous hydrochloric acid,and submitted the 
whole to a constant temperature of 100° Fahr.—the temperature of the stomach 

—for thirty-six hours. The fluid was then filtered, concentrated, and tested 

with sulphuretted hydrogen. A distinct precipitate—first white, then changing 

to yellow, and finally to black—was obtained, thus proving the presence of cor- 

rosive sublimate. Judging from the precipitate, the amount was considerable ; 

but a large quantity of calomel had been employed, and it had been acted on 

by the acid for a lengthened period. We repeated the experiment, using the 

same amount of calomel, and acid fluid, but keeping it only seventeen hours at 
the temperature of the body. The fluid was then filtered, the filtrate evapo- 

rated, the residue dried and weighed, and it was found that three grammes of 

calomel had yielded 17 milligrammes of mercuric chloride. Under similar cir- 

cumstances, 5 grains of calomel—the ordinary dose for a man—would, if digested 

seventeen hours with about 50 cc. acid fluid, have yielded =}; grain mercuric 

chloride. Whether or not so minute a quantity of the latter substance is likely 
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to affect the human liver will be considered in the sequel. Calomel is usually 

taken at bed-time on an empty stomach. We do not know if it can call forth 

a secretion of gastric juice sufficient to exert an appreciable jnfluence upon it ; 

but in any case, it probably does not remain in the stomach more than five or 

six hours atthe utmost. We however postpone for the present the further con- 

sideration of this point. 

Obviously, our next duty was to ascertain whether or not corrosive sub- 
limate has the power of stimulating the liver. | 

Experiment 78. Dog that had fasted seventeen hours. Weight 8°8 kilo- 

grammes (fig. 78).—Into the duodenum there were injected the following frac- 

tions of a grain of corrosive 

sublimate dissolved in 3 cc. 

water : = ata, 75 at b, Js ate, . 

go at d, 7; at 2, + at /: two- 

fifths of agrain being given inall. 

Necropsy.— The mucous ° 

membrane of about fourteen 
Fig. 78.—Secretion of bile before and after mercuric chloride (cor- 

inches of the upper portion rosive sublimate) given without bile. a 2, grain, b +5 grain, 
' E ¢ ps grain, d ; grain, e 7; grain, f 7 grain mercuric chloride in 

of the small intestine was 3 ce. water injected into duodénum. (2 grain in all.) 

much congested. In the upper part of the duodenum there were minute 

hemorrhagic extravasations. There was evidence of a very slight purgative 

effect. 
- The increase of secretion that followed the fourth dose of mercuric chloride 

was so slight, that on the whole the result must be regarded as negative. 

Considering the solubility of mercuric chloride in water,—and the striking con- 
trast between it and calomel in this respect,—it is not at all probable that the 

negative result in.Experiment 78 was due to the non-absorption of the mer- 

curial salt. Possibly it was simply owing to the circumstance that, in small— 

somewhat weak dogs—such as that employed in the above experiment, the 

most certain cholagogues sometimes fail to stimulate the liver, probably because 

of the depressing effect of the preliminary operation adopted in these experi- 

ments. At the same time, we resolved in the next experiment to add some 

bile to the mercuric chloride solution, in case its presence might facilitate 

absorption, or, at any rate, in order that the conditions encountered in the 

intestine in a normal case, might be more exactly imitated. 

Experiment 78a. Dog that had fasted nineteen hours. Weight 16:2 

kilogrammes (fig. 78A).—2°5 cc. water and 0°5 cc. bile were injected into 

the duodenum at 6, and ; grain corrosive sublimate in the same fluid 

was injected at c, and the same dose was repeated at c’. At the end of 

two hours the bile-secretion began to rise, and rose still higher after the 

second dose. 
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Necropsy.—The mucous membrane of the upper ten inches of the small 

intestine was decidedly reddened, and there was evidence of a very slight pur- 
gative action in this portion of the intestine. 

2 Experiment 784A. 

| | 
| Secretion | | Secretion 

15 Secretion | of bile per || Secretion of bile per 
of bile per | kilogramme || of bile per | kilogramme 

15”. | of dog: per 15”. of dog : 
hour. | per hour. 

ce. ce, 
0°60 1) 0°65 
0°80 | 0°65 

07 b + 0°171 ce. 0°80 
0-80 =| | 11 
0°95 ) } ce’ —- 

c 1°45 
0°80 | | 1°60 

9 0°80 2°10 
1 2 3 4 5 0°70 1°80 

Fig. 78A.—Secretion of bile before and after mercuric ee ee 0°472 ce. 
chloride given with bile. 0°5 ce. bile and 2°5 0-65 1°70 
ce. water injected into duodenum ai 0. The 
same fluid with yy grain mercuric chloride in- 
jected into duodenum at c and again at c’ (3 
grain siven in all). 

25 

Experiment 783. 

ss i 2” | 

| Secretion | Secretion 
“ | Secretion of bile per || Secretion | of bile per 

| of bile per | kilogramme | of bile per | kilogramme 
15% of dog: per || lj of dog: per 

hour. I hour. 

15 oe || = 

ce. | ce 
0°85 ears 
0°80 H. 170 

1 0°80 \) 1°70 
—— | I] t.2-0 

1:05 70'202 ce. || 2°15 
0°90 | | 2°55 

7 0°80 J | 2°15 
rb ¢ | 2°40 

| 0°95 | 2°35 
1°00 | 2°80 3 ea ate js 557 ce. 

0 | 1°20 || 2°40 

; | 1:30 | 
if 2 3 4 5 

Fic, 78n,—Secretion of bile before and after mercuric 

~ chloride given with bile. 4, c, and ¢’ indicate pre- 

cisely the same as in fig. 784. 

Experiment 788. Dug that had fasted nineteen hours. Weight 175 kilo- 

orammes (fig. 78B).—In this experiment the same doses were given and in the 

same manner as in the preceding experiment. The result was similar, a 

decided increase of secretion following the second dose. 
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Necropsy.—The state of the duodenum and its contents was precisely 

similar to that described in the preceding experiment. 

Experiments 784 and 788 prove conclusively, and in a very striking manner, 

that mercuric chloride is a hepatic stimulant ; and that it is a powerful one is 

shown by the fact that in Experiment 784, 4 grain raised the bile-secretion per 
kilogramme of body-weight to 0°472 cc. per nites while in Experiment 788 it 

raised the secretion to 0°557 cc. per kiiogramme per hour. 

The contrast between the last two experiments with mercuric chloride and 

those with calomel is remarkable, both as regards the effect on the /iver, and 

on the intestine ; for while the mercuric chloride powerfully excited the liver, 

but scarcely affected the intestinal glands, notwithstanding its immediate con- 

tact with the latter, the calomel did not stimulate the liver, but did powerfully 

excite the intestinal glands. 

This startling result so clearly established by these experiments is a striking 

_ proof of the value of this method of investigation as an auxiliary to clinical 

observations on man. 

To render these experiments still more complete, we in the next two cases 

injected into the duodenum a minute dose of mercuric chloride along with 

calomel and bile. These experiments are valuable in showing the very remarkable 

stimulation of the liver that followed an unusually small dose of the mercurial. 

Experiment 78c. Dog that fasted seventeen hours. Weight 9:9 kilo- 

Experiment 78c. 

Secretion || Secretion 
Secretion of bile per Secretion of bile per | 
of bile per | kilogramme || of bile per | kilogramme | 

LD of dog: per | 15”. of dog: per 
hour. hour. 

AE rs | i 

ee. ce. | 
1°2 1°65 
se 1°80 
b— 0°48 ce. iy 4s) : 
11 1°85 I 72 ce. 

1:3 IEG 
™m —— 1°50 1 2 3 4 

| 1°4 1°35 
1°65 1°15 Fig. 78c.—Secretion of bile before and after 
1°50 | 115 mercuric chloride and calomel given 

\ with bile. 0°5 cc. bile and 2 ce. 
7 water injected into duodenum at 0.- 

gy grain mercuric chloride and 1 grain 
calomel in the same fluid injected into 
duodenum at m. 

|grammes (fig. 78c).—0°5 cc. bile and 2 cc. water were injected into the 

‘|duodenum at 6, and 5 grain of corrosive sublimate and 1 grain of calomel 
\in the same fluid were injected at m. 
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Necropsy.—Slightly increased vascularity of mucous membrane of duo- 

denum. No purgation. : 

In the above experiment, the bile-secretion per hour rose to 0°72 cc. per 

kilogramme of body-weight, but the secretion was so high—0-48 cc.—before 

the drug was given, that it was difficult to know exactly how to regard the 

very high figure first mentioned. Another experiment was therefore desirable. 

Experiment 78D. Dog that had fasted seventeen hours. Weight 18:4 kilo- 
grammes (fig. 78D).—.45 grain of corrosive sublimate and 1 grain of calomel 

mixed with 2 cc. water and 0°5 cc. bile were injected into the duodenum at m, 

and the same dose was repeated at m’ and at m”. 

Experiment 78D. 

Secretion 
Secretion of bile per 

{ of bile per kilogramme 
15”. of dog: per 

hour. 

Se} 

0°228 ce. 
HHHOOG PDonwnvas 

7 

to 

bo oro eo NO HS SNSNWWSBO 
f F. 
Vit 

Heer Do “Tod ROO 

aad PSar ar 

or 

1 2 3 4 5 

Fig. 78p.—Secretion of bile before and after mercuric 
chloride and calomel given with bile. 5 grain 
mercuric chloride with 1 grain calomel in 0°5 cc. 
bile and 2 ec, water injected into duodenum at m, 
m', and m” respectively. 

Necropsy.—Considerable irritation of the mucous membrane of the upper 
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fourth of small intestine. The contents of this portion of the canal indicated 

considerable purgative action. 

The increase of bile-secretion in Experiment 78D is very remarkable, not 

only for its absolute extent, but also because of the smallness of the dose that 

occasioned it.. The amount of bile secreted per kilogramme of body-weight 
rose to the very high figure of 0°85 cc. per hour. The effect of so small a 

dose as 3}, grain of corrosive sublimate in this experiment is very remarkable, 

for the animal was rather larger than those employed in Experiments 78A 

and 7838, where ; and even ¢ grain had not so powerful an effect. Consider- 

ing the result of Experiment 764, it is not in the least likely that the addition 

of one grain of calomel to the dose of the mercuric chloride had anything to do 
with the difference in the result. We can only suggest, by way of explanation, 

that possibly in some cases the liver is more susceptible to a mercurial stimulus 
than it is in others. 

With the mercuric chloride we had given bile in every case save in Experi- 

ment 78, and that was the only instance where the result was negative ; we 

therefore thought it desirable to perform another experiment, with mercuric 

chloride given without bile. 

Experiment 78E. 

Seore- | Sfbile per | Sete. | of bile per 
tion of il re per || tion of tail oe ee bile per ogramme || +16 per | Kilogramme 

15” of dog: per | 15” of dog: per 
: hour. | fee hour: 

ce. i, ee, 
1°80 || 1°35 
1:70 || 1°50 
1°50 1°50 
1°85 1°55 
1°45 Neel so 
1°35 ‘ 1°30 
1°30 lo 388 ce. 1°65 

1:10 1°70 
c—— 1°50 
115 1°30 
0°80 ce’ —— 
1°45 | 1°90 
lost | 1:70 0°50 cc Fig. 78n.—Secretion of bile before and after mercuric chloride given without bile. 
1:25 1°65 : 2 orain mercuric chloride in 6 cc. water injected into duodenum at ¢, c’, and 
i 1°45 ce’. (2 grain given in all.) 

q 1°50 
1:10 |) 1°45 

¢ —— || 1°60 

Experiment 78r. Dog that had fasted seventeen hours. Weight 134 
kilogrammes (fig. 78E).—+4 grain corrosive sublimate in 6 cc. water was 

injected into the duodenum at c, and the same dose was repeated at c’ and 

¢. The liver was stimulated, the coefficient of bile-secretion rising as high 

as 05 cc. But the experiment is inconclusive, for a reason mentioned in the 

necropsy. 
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Necropsy.—The upper fourth of the small intestine contained a consider- 

able quantity of somewhat dark fluid, looking as if bile had been injected. 

Possibly some bile had, in this case, escaped from the bile-ducts into the 

intestine during the performance of the operation. The presence or absence 

of bile would have been determined by testing the fluid for bile-pigment, but 

unhappily a portion set aside for that purpose was lost. 

This experiment therefore is inconclusive as regards the point at issue, viz., 

whether or not mercuric chloride is absorbed from the intestine without the 

presence of bile. But we felt that it would scarcely be justifiable to perform 

yet another experiment to settle the point; for it is to the last degree im- 

probable that bile:is necessary, and probably no one will feel inclined to main- 

tain that it is. 

TABLE XXXIV. 

Secretion of Bile per Kilo- 
gramme of Body 

= 5 2 our. 

Mercury Soe | ees call 
Before. After. 

Te eee sae seat) 0:0077 017 cc. | 0-47 cc, 

ee eee \ aes 00071 | 020ce, | 055 ce, 

" Experiment 78 | a Powe ae 0-48 ce. | 0°72 ce. 
to) . ” 

Me cee Se O04} | 02200 | Oebige 
D se) » 

* Result of Experiments with Mercuric Chloride.—These experiments con- 

clusively prove that mercuric chloride is a powerful hepatic stimulant in the 

dog. Probably—now that attention is specially directed to the subject—it will 

also be found to stimulate the liver of man; for the experiments already 

referred to (p. 105), that were carried out by the author for Bennert’s Com- 
mittee, showed that the general effects of mercuric chloride on the dog are 

similar to those observed in man. Doubtless the converse will be found to hold. 
In the series of experiments, just referred to, on the production of mer- 

curialism in the dog, the mercuric chloride was always injected subcutaneously, 

and in two experiments on the action of this substance on the biliary secretion, 

performed for that committee, the drug was given in the same manner. This 
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mode of administering a substance for the purpose of acting on the liver was 

faulty, and its results are not fairly comparable with those of the ordinary 

method, where the substance is placed in the alimentary canal, from which its 

molecules are absorbed into the radicles of the portal vein, and so pass to the 

liver in a much more concentrated stream than they possibly can when the 

substance passes first into the general and then into the portal circulation. 

With regard to these two experiments, Huncrs BenneTT stated in the report 

(Op. v. p. 221) “that corrosive sublimate when given” [subcutaneously] “in 

small doses, gradually increased in strength, does not augment the biliary 

secretion, but that it diminishes it the moment the dose reaches a strength 

sufficient to deteriorate the general health.” The latter part of the statement 

was warranted by the results of both experiments. But the first part, though 

true as regards one of the experiments, was certainly untrue as regards the other 

(Op. cit. p. 212, Table XIII.), where an unequivocal increase of bile-secretion 

took place when the dose of mercuric chloride, given subcutaneously, was raised 

from one-sixth grain once a day to one-sixth grain twice a day (oc. cit. June 9th 

and 10th). The reporter of the experiments on that occasion overlooked the 

important fact here stated, and deduced the above general conclusion from 

misleading results, arrived at by taking the daily average quantity of bile 

secreted during too prolonged a period. 

Resulis of Experiments with Calomel._—-With regard to calomel, we have 

proved the following :—(1) That calomel in doses of 10 grains, 5 grains, or 2 

grains, several times repeated, when placed, without bile, in the duodenum of a 

fasting dog, produces a purgative effect, varying with the dose; but, so far from 

increasing the secretion of the bile, usually diminishes it, just as happens when 

any other substance that is not a hepatic stimulant—e.g. magnesium sulphate—- 

is administered. (2) That when calomel is mixed with bile, and then introduced 

into the duodenum, there is no difference in the result, even when, as in Experi- 

ment 76A, the calomel is given in 1 grain doses several times repeated, and the 

chance of acting on the liver, previous to supervention of the depressing effect 

of purgation, thus allowed. (3) That if 5 grains of calomel be subjected at 

100° Fahr. for seventeen hours to the action of dilute hydrochloric acid, of the 

same strength as that of the human gastric juice, not more than =; grain of 

mercuric chloride is produced. 

The question now arises, seeing that calomel does not usually remain in the 

human stomach for more than a night, probably not more than from five to six 

hours, is it likely that even so much as 3; grain of mercuric chloride is pro- 

duced from the ordinary dose of 5 grains, and if it is, what effect may it be 
supposed to have on the human liver? It must be borne in mind, however, 

that we are here on dangerous ground, for we are inclining to reason about the 

action of the gastric juice itself from experiments on the action of dilute hydro- 
VOL. XXIX. PART I. 38 
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chloric acid, and a solution of alkaline chlorides. It would clearly be more 

conclusive if we could substitute direct experiment for mere inference. We 

are in a position to do this. 

As regards the dog, it is evident that the only link wanting to complete our 

chain of evidence is, that we should place the calomel in the stomach instead of 

the duodenum, and thus render the case analogous to that of the human subject 

as regards the administration of this drug. With regard to the cases of calomel, 

we did indeed seriously think for a time that the negative effect of the calomel 

on the liver might possibly have been due to the circumstance, that the drug 

was introduced directly into the duodenum, and thus escaped the action of the 

gastric juice. 

Experiment 78¥.—Into the stomach of a curarised dog, that had fasted the 

usual time, we injected 5 grains of calomel in water. The injection was made 

with a fine syringe, through the gastric wall, in order that the whole of it might 
certainly reach the interior of the viscus. Injection through an cesophagus 

tube was avoided, because a substance so insoluble as calomel would certainly 
have clung to the interior of the tube, and would thus have been partly lost. 

The result of the experiment was entirely negative, both as regards the 

liver and the intestinal glands. This was readily explained by the fact, that at 

the necropsy the calomel was found apparently unchanged, enveloped in the 

mucus of the stomach. The saliva of the dog is peculiar in containing a very 

large quantity of mucin. As previously stated (p. 140), the accumulation of this 

viscous saliva in the stomach during fasting is calculated so seriously to interfere 

with absorption, that we, on this account, in nearly all these experiments, 

injected the various drugs directly into the duodenum. 

We would not however have attempted the preceding experiment had we 

at the moment recollected that the question at issue had already received a 
satisfactory answer from the previous experiments of KOLLIKER and MULLER, 

Scott, and BenNer?’s Committee. In those experiments the calomel was given 

by the mouth in the usual way, and the animals had their usual diet. very 

opportunity was therefore afforded for a transformation of the calomel into 

mercuric chloride—probably indeed a better opportunity than is afforded in the 

human subject, for the gastric juice of the dog is—as previously stated, p. 242 

—more acid than that of man, and yet we find that the action of the calomel, 

when placed in the stomach of the dog, was just the same as when introduced 

directly into the duodenum. We have proved that 34, grain corrosive sublimate 

with 1 grain of calomel when placed in the duodenum (Experiment 78D) can 

powerfully stimulate the liver of the dog, but we find no reason for enter- 

taining the idea that the amount of mercuric chloride produced by the gastric 

juice from 5 grains of calomel has any appreciable effect on the liver, for in 

one of the experiments for BENNEeT?T’s Committee the amount of calomel placed 
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in {the stomach was 10 grains, and it occasioned no increased secretion 

of bile.* 
But it may be said, Although these facts render it impossible to entertain 

the idea that the action of calomel is due to the mercuric chloride produced 

from it by the gastric juice, is it not possible that the entire absence of the bile 

from the intestine in the case of the experiments of BENNETT’s Committee 

interfered with the absorption of the drug, so that while it excited the intestinal 

glands with which it came directly in contact, it failed to excite the liver because 

it could not reach it? This objection cannot be entertained—(1) Because 

Experiments 76 and 76a of the present series prove that when calomel mixed 

with bile is placed in the duodenum it does not stimulate the liver. (2) In the 

experiments of BENNETT’s Committee, although the calomel could not possibly 

encounter bile in the alimentary canal, a part of it must have been absorbed, 

because when given in small doses, frequently repeated, the animal speedily 

lost its appetite and became extremely unwell, although the doses were too 

small to produce purgative action. 

The conclusion is inevitable, that while corrosive sublimate does—calomel 

does not—stimulate the liver of the dog, and that when calomel is placed in 

the stomach of the dog, there is—if the dose be sufficient—the characteristic 

action on the intestinal glands, but no excitement of the liver. There is there- 

fore no evidence that a purgative dose of calomel, when acted on by the gastric 

juice, gives rise to mercuric chloride sufficient to exert any appreciable effect 

on the liver. 

Seeing that in these observations we have submitted to direct experiment 

on the liver of the dog, every substance that has any reputation as a cholagogue 

in the case of man, and seeing that we have found that, with the exception of 

calomel, they all increase the biliary secretion in the dog, it appears to us that 

the remarkable harmony between the vast majority of our results and those of 

clinical experience, entitles us to maintain that our experiments with calomel are 
not to be set aside by the clinical observer, merely because he is of the opinion 

that calomel in some way or other increases the discharge of bileinman. There 

has been on the part of one or two physicians—who in their lamentable ignorance 

and narrow-mindedness imagine that physiological pharmacology studied on a 

dog cannot help them to know the action of a drug on man—a tendency to 

altogether set aside the results of previous experiments with calomel, because 

they do not harmonise with their previously entertained opinions. These 

physicians appear to imagine that they can end the discussion by simply saying 

“the liver of a dog is not that of a man.” That truism cannot be disputed, and 

* The dose of calomel was 10 grains given on three successive days. On the first it produced 
“slight” and on the other two days “decided” purgation, but on all the days the fluid and the solid 
bile was diminished. 
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we are perfectly willing to admit that it is possible that the human liver may 

be more or less susceptible than the liver of the dog to the influence of various 

substances, but we maintain that up to this time there is really no proven 

discord between our results and those arrived at by observations on man. 

All our experiments have had reference to the secretion and not the expulsion 

of bile. For the purpose of arriving at definite knowledge, we intentionally—in 

the manner described at the outset of these experiments—threw out of action 

the bzle-expelling mechanism, in order that we might have to deal with the bz/e- 

secreting apparatus only. We do not profess to have ascertained anything 

regarding the action of any drug on the bile-expelling mechanism. 

The clinical observer has supplied most valuable information regarding the 

power of various substances to increase the amount of bile in the dejections. 

He observes dejections of a clay colour, he gives five grains of calomel, and 

further observes that in some cases the dejections thereafter assume their 

natural appearance. He cannot be certain of the manner in which this result 

is brought about. For anything he knows, it might be occasioned (1) by stimu- 

lation of the hepatic secreting apparatus; or (2) by stimulation of the muscular 

fibres of the gall-bladder and larger bile-ducts—to wit—the bile-expelling 
apparatus; or (3) by removing a catarrhal or congested state of the orifice of 

the common bile-duct, or of the general extent of the larger bile-ducts; or (4) 
by removing from the intestine substances which had been passing therefrom 

into the portal vein and depressing the action of the hepatic cells; or (5) by 

stimulating the intestinal glands, and thus producing drainage of the portal 

system, whereby the “loaded” liver might possibly be relieved. Yet notwith- 

standing the inability of clinical observers to unravel this complicated web, and 

supply us with any definite statement, one of them* has felt inclined to think 

the results arrived at by BENNETT’s Committee of no value, because they proved 
by direct experiment that calomel does not in the dog stimulate the hepatic 
secreting apparatus. 

Seeing that calomel stimulates the intestinal glands in the dog as in man; 

seeing that mercury produces salivation, ulceration of gums, and other charac- 

teristic phenomena in the dog as in man, the obvious inference is that the 

reputed cholagogue action of calomel in the human subject is probably not 

owing to stimulation of the bile-secreting apparatus. And why should we, in 

the face of our experiments, believe the opposite until the clinical observer 

substitutes—for vague conjecture—definite proof of that opposite, by experi- 

menting in a case of biliary fistula in the human subject, when it happens that 

no bile enters the intestine, and where the amount secreted may be measured 

by collecting it as it flows from the fistula. 

* Vide Dr Moxon, “ Hunterian Oration,” 1877, “ Medical Press and Circular,” March 1877. 
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Our experiments therefore suggest that the cholagogue action of calomel in 

the human subject is to be sought for, not in any supposed power of stimulating 

the bile-secreting mechanism, but in some one or more of the last ows modes 

of action above indicated. Calomel undoubtedly excites the intestinal glands, 

and for anything we know there may be something peculiar in the nature of its 

action thereon. For anything we know, it may also have some special influence 

on the mucous glands and mucous membrane generally of the larger bile-ducts, 

whereby a catarrhal condition of these ducts may be relieved and the pent-up 

bile thus permitted to escape. There is evidently still abundant room for 

conjecture, but our experiments plainly narrow its range, and thus contribute 

to the attainment of definite knowledge. The practical physician would, how- 

ever, do well to observe our discovery, that when a small dose of corrosive 

sublimate is combined with calomel, stimulation of the liver, as well as of the 

intestinal glands, is the result. He may probably find it of advantage to apply 

this combination in the case of man. 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS. 

1. In a curarised dog that has fasted eighteen hours, the secretion of bile 

is tolerably uniform during the first four or five hours after the commencement 

of the experiment, but falls slightly as a longer period elapses. Its composi- 

tion remains constant. 

2. Croton oil is a hepatic stimulant of very feeble power. The high place 

assigned to it by Réuric was probably the result of his imperfect method of 

experiment. 

3. Podophyllin is a very powerful stimulant of the liver. During the 

increased secretion of bile, the percentage amount of the special bile-solids is 

diminished. If the dose be too large, the secretion of bile is not increased. It 

is a powerful intestinal irritant. 
4, Aloes in very large doses is a powerful hepatic stimulant. It renders 

the bile more watery, but at the same time increases the secretion of biliary 

matter by the liver. 
5. Rhubarb is a certain, though not a powerful, hepatic stimulant. The 

bile secreted under its influence has the normal composition. 

6. Senna is a hepatic stimulant of very feeble power. It renders the bile 

| more watery. 

7. Colchicum in very large doses is a powerful stimulant of the liver and 
intestine. It renders the bile more watery, but increases the secretion of 

| biliary matter proper. 
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8. Magnesium sulphate stimulates the intestinal glands, but not the 

9. Castor oil stimulates the intestinal glands, but not the liver. 

10. Gamboge stimulates the intestinal glands, but not the liver. 

11. Ammonium chloride stimulates the intestinal glands, but not the 

12. Scammony is a powerful intestinal but feeble hepatic stimulant. 

13. Euonymin is a powerful hepatic but a feeble intestinal stimulant. 

14. Iridin is a powerful hepatic stimulant. It also stimulates the intestine, 

but not so powerfully as podophyllin. 

15. Leptandria is a hepatic stimulant of moderate power. It is a feeble — 

intestinal stimulant. 

16. Sanguinarin is a powerful hepatic but a feeble intestinal stimulant. 

17. Ipecacuan is a powerful hepatic stimulant. It increases slightly the 

secretion of intestinal mucus; but has no other apparent stimulant effect on the 

intestine. The bile secreted under the influence of ipecacuan has the normal 

composition. 

18 Colocynth is, in large doses, a powerful hepatic as well as intestinal 

stimulant. It renders the bile more watery, but increases the secretion of 
biliary matter. 

19. Jalap is a moderately powerful hepatic, and a powerful intestinal 

stimulant. 

20. Taraxacum is a very feeble stimulant of the liver. 

21. Dilute nitrohydrochloric acid is a hepatic stimulant of considerable 
power. 

23. Sodium chloride is a very feeble hepatic stimulant. 

23. Rochelle salt is a feeble hepatic, but a powerful intestinal stimulant, 

24, Sodium phosphate is a powerful stimulant of the liver and a moderately 
powerful stimulant of the intestine. 

25. Sodium sulphate is a moderately powerful stimulant of the liver and a 
powerful stimulant of the intestine. 

26. Potassium sulphate is a hepatic and intestinal stimulant of considerable 

power. Its action on the liver is, however, uncertain, probably owing to its 

sparing solubility. 

27. Sodium bicarbonate has scarcely any appreciable effect as a stimulant 
of the liver, even when given in very large doses. 

28. Potassium bicarbonate does not excite the liver unless it be given in 
very large doses. 

29. Potassium iodide has no notable effect on the biliary secretion. 

30. Calabar bean stimulates the liver, but not powerfully, unless it be given 
in very large doses. | 
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31. Atropia sulphate antagonises the effect of Calabar bean on the liver, 

and thereby reduces the hypersecretion of bile produced by that substance. It 

does not, however, arrest the secretion of bile, and, when given alone, does not 

notably affect it. 

32. Menispermin does not stimulate the liver. It slightly stimulates the 
intestinal glands. 

33. Baptisin is a hepatic and also an intestinal stimulant of considerable 

power. 

34, Phytolaccin is a powerful hepatic stimulant. It also slightly stimulates 

the intestinal glands. 

35. Hydrastin is a moderately powerful stimulant of the liver and a feeble 

stimulant of the intestine. 

36. Juglandin is a moderately powerful hepatic and a mild intestinal 

stimulant. 

37. Sodium benzoate is a powerful hepatic stimulant. It is not an 

intestinal stimulant. 

38. Ammonium benzoate stimulates the liver, but not quite so powerfully 

as the sodium salt of benzoic acid. It does not stimulate the intestinal glands. 

39. Benzoic acid stimulates the liver, but, owing to its insolubility, its 

action is less rapid and much less powerful than that of its alkaline salts. 

40. Sodium salicylate is a very powerful stimulant of the liver, but a very 

slight stimulant of the intestinal glands. 

41. Ammonium phosphate is a powerful stimulant of the liver. It does 

not stimulate the intestinal glands. 

42. Tannic acid does not affect the secretion of bile. 

43. Acetate of lead, in large doses, somewhat lessens the secretion of bile, 

probably by a direct action on the liver. 

44, Jaborandi is a very feeble hepatic stimulant. 

45. Sulphate of manganese does not excite the liver, but it is a powerful 

stimulant of the intestine. 

46. Morphia has no appreciable effect on the secretion of bile, and does not 

prevent the stimulating effect of such a substance as sodium salicylate. 

47. Hyoscyamus does not affect the biliary secretion to any noteworthy 

extent, and does not interfere with the stimulating effect of sodium salicylate. 

48. Pure diluted alcohol does not affect the biliary secretion. 

49. Calomel stimulates the intestinal glands, but not the liver. 

50. Mercuric chloride (corrosive sublimate) is a powerful hepatic, but a 
feeble intestinal stimulant. When mercuric chloride and calomel are ad- 

ministered together, both the liver and the intestinal glands are stimulated. 

51. The injection of 100 cc. (1543 grains) of water into the duodenum gives 

rise to only a trifling increase of the bile-secretion (Experiment 7). 
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52. The injection of 3 cc. (46-2 grains) bile into duodenum does not affect 
the bile-secretion (Experiments 20, 21); 6 cc. (92°4 grains) increase the secretion 
slightly (Experiment 10). 

53. Purgation produced by purely intestinal stimulants, such as magnesium 
sulphate, gamboge, and castor oil, diminishes the secretion of bile. 

54. When a substance—e.g., podophyllin—which powerfully stimulates the 

intestine as well as the liver is given in too large a dose, the bile-secretion may 

never be increased (Experiment 9), and though it should be increased in the 

first instance, it is soon diminished as the excitement of the intestinal mucous 

membrane extends downwards and implicates a larger and larger number of its 
glands (Experiment 10). 

All the above conclusions are based on experiments performed on the dog, 

and have no reference to any observations made on the human subject. 

Although the hourly coefficients of secretion per kilogramme of body-weight 
before and after the administration of the principal hepatic stimulants have 

been already given in detail, it will facilitate a comparison of the effects of the 

different substances if the results be thrown together as in Table XXXV._ 

As already explained, the coefficients of bile-secretion under the influence of 

hepatic stimulants cannot be regarded as an absolute index of the relative 
powers of the stimulants, even in the case of the dog, because, in some instances 

—e.g., those of aloes, podophyllin, colchicum, and physostigma—the doses were 
excessive. It would be unfair to compare the effects of such doses with those 
of moderate doses of other substances. And, as also has been previously 

stated, young dogs secrete, in proportion to their size, more bile than old dogs ; 

therefore, a higher coefficient is the rule m their case. We have, as far as 
possible, taken these points into consideration, and the summary of results, 
above given, contains the conclusions at which we have arrived. 

TABLE XXXV. G) 
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TABLE XX XV. 

Secretion of Bile 
per Kilogramme 
of Body-weight 

Experi- per hour. 

Substance Given. 

Grains per 
Name. Total Dose in Grains, | Kilogramme of} Before. | After. 

Body-weight. 

ce. ce 
1 Normal secretion of bile during the \ 0°35 

influence of small doses of curara, ae ~~ 
9 .. 7 nai x 0:25 

3 ” ” ” mere a 015 

8 Podophyllin, . ; : : 6, without bile 0:9 0:04 | 0-47 
10 Podophyllin, . : : : 4, with bile 0:23 0°52 1:01 
11 Aloes, . ¢ : ‘ , 60, without bile 69 0:34 0°69 
12 Aloes, . ‘ 5 ' y 60, ‘ 12:0 0:26 0:93 
13 Rhubarb, . ; : : : 68, bs 3°06 0:17 0:32 
16 Colchicum, ‘ ‘ ; . 60, ¥ 2'5 0:13 0:45 
17 Colchicum, . : ’ , 60, ” 2-5 0:10 0:20 
28 Euonymin, . ' : : 5, with bile 0:26 0:25 0:47 
2H Euonymin, , : : : Oy 5 0°21 0:07 0:46 
33 Sanguinarin, . ‘ ‘ F i, 53 0:05 0:12 0-30 
34 Sanguinarin, . c : ; ae a O11 0-16 0:40 
929 Tridin, : : ; : 5, 9 0:22 0:22 0:53 
30 Tridin,  « j j d ; 5, a 0:92 0°16 0-63 
32 Leptandria, . ‘ ; , 18, 1:10 0:08 0-31 
31 Leptandria, . E : : 18, , 0°88 0:19 0:27 
36 Ipecacuan, ‘ q , 60, wf Pee 0:24 0:55 
Ol Ipecacuan, ' " ; 4 on ‘5 0°49 0:18 0:38 
39 Colocynth, : ; : A 14, ey 0:53 0-29 0:45 
40 Colocynth, . é ‘ ‘ % " 0-4 0:16 0-27 
41 Jalap, . : : : : 30, = 12 0:16 0:29 
42 Jalap, . 40, ‘ 32 Us Ordo 
444 | Dilute Nitro- hydrochloric Acid, 36°4, without bile 2°0 0-11 0:39 
464 | Rochelle Salt, . , 463, with bile By hy 0:23 0:33 
AT Sodium Phosphate, : : ‘ 201, without bile 7:4. 0:27 0:44 
48 Sodium Sulphate, . : : 120, : 61 0°10 0:25 
48a | Sodium Sulphate, . : ; 508, with bile 32'3 0:25 0:38 
498 | Potassium Sulphate, : i 232, without bile} 10:7 0:32 0-47 
53 Extract of Physostigma, . : 2, with bile 00074 | 0:09 0:36 
53a | Extract of enorme 2. yi 0:0147 | 0:13 0°75 
55 Baptisin, . ts 0°303 0:23 0:39 
57 Baptisin, . 16 a 0:374 0-12 0:29 
58 Phytolaccin, 2, ” 0:064 0144 | 0:29 
59 Phytolaccin, . , ’ ay - 0-104. 0338 | 0:47 
60 Hydrastin, , : “es 2, 8 0:077 0:23 0:38 
61 Hydrastin, : : f 2, is 0°147 0:09 0°32 

62 Juglandin, ; ; , 10, i 0472 0-10 0:32 

63 Sodium Benzoate, : J 20, without bile 1:320 0:22 0°64 
64 Ammonium Benzoate, . ; 20, F 0:°737 0:24 0:54 
73 Sodium Salicylate, . ‘ : 20, is 1:000 017 0°56 

-s 1°550 0°26 0°66 54 Sodium Salicylate, . " ‘ 25, 
65 Sodium Salicylate, 20, i 2:150 0:32 0:89 
784 | Mercuric Chloride, 2, with bile 0:0077. |). 0417 0:47 
78B | Mercuric Chloride, i, i 0:0071 | 0:20 0°55 

HeCl?, A 5 dy ” 0-005 A ci Bey ec steam eve \ 048 | 0-79 
HeCl?, ao Dy) 0:0027 . . 78D {ec Be | ote 22 | 0°85 
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MopeE or ACTION oF HEPATIC STIMULANTS. 

Although we have definitely proved that a large number of substances 

stimulate the liver to secrete more bile, we do not profess to have absolutely 

shown in what manner they do this. It may be asked— 
1. Do they excite the mucous membrane of the duodenum or other part of 

the small intestine, and thereby induce reflex excitement of the liver? One 
would be readily disposed to entertain this idea from the fact that stimulation 

of the oral mucous membrane so readily induces secretion in the salivary 

glands; yet we are obliged to reject the idea that this likewise holds true of 

the liver, because such substances as gamboge and magnesium sulphate power- 

fully irritate the intestinal mucous membrane, while they do not in the least 

increase the secretion of bile. On the other hand, such substances as ipecacuan, 

sodium benzoate, and ammonium benzoate powerfully excite the liver without 

inducing any notable excitement of the intestine. 

2. Do these substances stimulate the hepatic cells by merely increasing the 

stream of blood through the liver? Whatever be the state of the hepatic 

vessels during increase of the biliary secretion, it is quite certain that increased 

secretion of bile does not necessarily follow dilatation of the intestinal capillaries; 

the effect of which, if it be not carried to excess, may with reason be supposed 

to increase the stream of blood through the portal vein, and thence through the 

liver. But castor-oil greatly dilates the intestinal capillaries, yet the bile- 

secretion does not rise in the least. 

3. We therefore believe that the effect of hepatic stimulants is to be assigned 

to a direct action of their molecules upon the hepatic cells or their nerves. The 
effect of physostigma and atropia rather points to an action on the latter—in 

their instance, at all events—as has been already indicated (p. 210). But we 

do not think it advisable at present to pursue this difficult subject, which, as 

far as we can see, is of little importance compared with knowing what does and 

what does not stimulate the liver. 

It is particularly to be observed that all our experiments concern the influ- 

ence of substances on the bi/e-secreting mechanism. The nature of our method 
has forbidden any observations on the action of drugs on the bi/le-expelling 
mechanism. Seeing that the acid chyme, by irritating the duodenal mucous 

membrane, effects a reflex expulsion of bile, it may be that many substances 

which stimulate the duodenum have a similar effect. Yet we cannot but think — 

that to bring about an expulsion of bile by muscular contraction of the gall- 

bladder and bile-ducts is, in all probability, a small thing when compared with — 

increasing the secretion of bile. One might expect that such powerful intestinal — 
irritants as magnesium sulphate and gamboge would be likely to bring about a _ 
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reflex expulsion of bile; yet no one has attributed any cholagogue power to 

these. But, without attempting to reason out a question that can only be 
determined by experiment, we would merely add that we leave the investiga- 

tion of the action of drugs on the bz/e-expelling mechanism to those who care to 

enter upon such an inquiry. We are satisfied to have shown that every sub- 

stance supposed to be a cholagogue has, with the exception of calomel (p. 242) 

and magnesium sulphate (p. 164), the power of exciting the bile-secreting 

mechanism; and, as our estimate of their powers, from an observation of the 

bile-secretion only, so closely agrees with observations on the human subject, 

where actions on the bile-secreting and on the bile-expelling mechanisms cannot 

be distinguished from one another, we cannot but infer that surely their actions 

_ on the human subject must be chiefly on the bile-secreting mechanism. 

The term cholagogue is of necessity a vague one, and is applicable to any 

substance that increases the biliary flow, whether by augmenting bile-secretion 

or by exciting contraction in the walls of the bile-passages. We have, there- 

fore, applied the more definite term hepatic stimulant to those substances which 

| we have proved to increase the secretion of bile. 

HEPATIC DEPRESSANTS. 

It cannot fail to strike the reader as a remarkable fact, that while, in the 

| long list of drugs whose hepatic effects we have investigated, we have found so 

| many that stimulate the liver, there is only one—acetate of lead (p. 226)—which 

| appears to have a directly depressant effect. We have, however, found several 
_ drugs that have an indirectly depressant action; thus, when the intestinal glands 

/ are excited to secrete, there is an indirectly depressant effect on the liver, 

| whereby the bile-secretion is lessened. This we have seen to happen when 

magnesium sulphate, castor-oil, gamboge, and calomel are given, and doubtless 

| other purely intestinal irritants have a similar effect. We invariably observed 
| that, while slight purgation—by a purely intestinal irritant—scarcely, if at all, 

| depressed the secretion of bile, powerful purgation produced a very marked 

effect. Why is the action of the liver thus depressed? In our experiments, 

we had to deal with fasting animals, whose intestinal canals contained neither 

bile nor food. Under such conditions, magnesium sulphate could not depress 

the bile-secretion by diminishing the absorption of substances that augment the 

formation of bile. Its depressant effect seems, therefore, attributable either to 

a drain from the portal blood of bile-forming substances, or to an excessive 
lowering of the blood-pressure in the liver, as in the system generally, by a large 

dilatation of intestinal and mesenteric vessels. But when such a purely intes- 

| tinal stimulant as magnesium sulphate is given to an individual under ordinary 
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circumstances, it doubtless depresses the secretion of bile, not only in the 

manner just indicated, but also by hurrying out of the intestinal canal. sub- 

stances which would otherwise have been absorbed and would have assisted in 

the formation of bile. Thus it cannot be doubted that, when the bile is pre- 

vented from entering the intestinal canal, less bile is secreted by the liver, and 
there is ample reason for believing that about {ths of the sulphur daily secreted 

by the liver is reabsorbed from the intestinal canal by the portal vessels —in the 
form of some sulphur-containing substance derived from the decomposition of 
taurocholic acid—the sulphur-containing acid of the bile. And it may be that, 

in abnormal states of the intestinal contents, various deleterious matters may be 

absorbed, and hamper hepatic action. Therefore, it is reasonable to suppose 

that a purely intestinal stimulant, such as magnesium sulphate, although it does 

not stimulate the liver, may nevertheless in some abnormal conditions exercise 

an important influence on that organ, by removing deleterious matters from the 

intestinal canal, and by draining the portal system. We believe, then, that by 

the discovery of the depressant effect on hepatic action of purely intestinal 

purgatives, we have furnished the physician with a fact which will not fail to 
be of service in rational therapeutics. 

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS. 

In the introduction we pointed out what had been ascertained regarding the 
actions of drugs on the secretion of bile by our predecessors. "We showed that, 

for want of a proper method of experiment, the definite knowledge arrived at 

was very meagre, and to some extent erroneous; and, if the statements in that 
introduction be compared with our summary of results, some idea may be 

formed of the extent of our labour, which we have striven to render as com- 

plete and as free from error as possible. We claim that, by means of a novel 

and precise method of investigation, we have been the first to place the whole 

subject of the physiological actions of drugs on the bile-secreting function of 

the liver upon a sound footing, and thus to lay a real foundation for the rational 

—that is, scientific—treatment of many diseased conditions of this important 

organ; and it is gratifying to know that, in consequence of this research, many 

physicians have been led to use new remedies to which we have specially 

directed attention. We have indeed occasioned, by our experiments, a con- 
siderable amount of pain to a number of dogs; but, considering that our dis- 
coveries are calculated to relieve much suffering, not only of men, but also of 
dogs, for all time to come, we believe that we have spared infinitely more 

suffering in the future than we have occasioned in the present. ’ 

In conclusion, I have to tender my warm thanks to my former pupils, M. 
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VIGNAL and WitL1AmM J. Dopps, M.B., D.Sc., for their valuable assistance in 

the performance of the experiments, and for their company during the long and 

weary hours through which they daily extended. I have very cordially to 

thank the Scientific Grants Committee of the British Medical Association for 

having voted upwards of £200 from the funds of the Association to defray the 

very heavy expenses incurred for the materials for the research, and for their 

energetic and powerful support at a time when the clamour of blind ignorance 

and silly prejudice seriously menaced and almost arrested the progress of this 

research. Having personally devoted not less than 1400 hours of severe labour 

to the accomplishment of this work, and having (as, of course, every medical 

man thinks himself bound to do for the alleviation of suffering) communicated 

to all every fact calculated eventually to cure affections so common as those 
of the liver, it is, to say the least, ungrateful, that a certain section of the 

public should have rewarded our unselfish efforts to cure their hepatic 

derangements by a flood of abuse; because, like most of our medical brethren, 

we believe that to be penny-wise and pound-foolish as regards pain is a 

policy as short-sighted, as narrow-minded, and as reprehensible here as else- 

where. Though profuse with their ingratitude, I doubt not that one and all of 

them will be very ready and eager to profit by the results of our labour ; for I 

suspect that most of them are scarcely willing to refuse all medical aid, and to 

thus push their logic to its practical issue. Desiring, as I think most of them do, 

to continue in receipt of all the medical assistance they can obtain, it may 

possibly satisfy their conscientious scruples to vainly attempt to make it appear 

that nothing worth knowing in medicine has been learned from experiments on 

animals. It is not difficult, by misrepresentation and by a multiplicity of 

words, to deceive a public ignorant of the machinery of life and of the pro- 

cesses by which its movements are studied and remedies found for its disorders ; 

but they cannot thus deceive any moderately well informed and right-minded 

medical practitioner. The discourtesy, misrepresentation, and injustice that 

_ we have suffered at the hands of those who should have acted otherwise, has 

| not, however, induced us to prove false to the interests of suffering humanity. 

We are conscious of having faithfully done our utmost to advance the scientific 
treatment of diseases of the liver, and while steadily pursuing this great object 

we have been most careful to avoid the infliction of all pain that was not 

absolutely necessary. 
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VI.—On Some New Bases of the Leucoline Series. Part Il. By 

G. Carr Rostnson, F.R.S.E., and W. L. Goopwin. 

(Read 19th May 1879.) 

In a former paper read before the Society, and published in the Society’s 

“ Transactions,”* on “Some New Bases of the C,H,,4,N series,” obtained 

from the “ vitriol-tar,” from the distillation of shale, evidence was given of the 

isolation of three bases of this series, in addition to the Leucoline, Iridoline, and 

Cryptidine of G. WILLIAMS. 
In this paper it was pointed out that the three new bases, C,.H,;N, C,;H,N, 

and C,,H,,N, were obtained by the fractional distillation of the mixed bases 

after treating alternately with caustic soda and sulphuric acid. In the first 

experiment, in which a comparatively small quantity of material was used, and 

where fractional distillation was continued to twenty-five times, the presence of 

these bases was indicated by the analysis of their chloroplatinates, in those 

| fractions which from theoretic considerations might be expected to contain 

_ them; ¢g., Cryptidine, the last of G. WILLIAMS’ series, was found by him to 

have a boiling-point of 274° C., whilst Iridoline and Leucoline had boiling- 

| points of 256° C. and 238° C. respectively, showing a difference of 18° C. for each 

_ addition of CH, to the molecule. The next member in ascending the series 

| would be expected to lie in fraction 290°-295° C., its theoretic boiling-point being 

| 292°C.; accordingly, analysis of chloroplatinate from fraction 290°-295°C. showed 

26:12 per cent. of platinum, corresponding with percentage of platinum required 

for chloroplatinate of new base C,,H,,N.t+ 

| The quantity of bases in this first experiment being much too small to allow 

of any satisfactory examination of their fractions, a second and larger quantity 

| was, after going through the same processes of purification, submitted to 

| fractional distillation, and the corresponding fractions 290°-295°, 310°-815°, &c., 

examined. Here a curious anomaly in the boiling-points was observed : the 

three bases C,,H,;N, C,;H,,N, and C,.H,,N, were obtained ; but each was found 

in the fraction one step lower than was anticipated, 7.¢, in fractions 270°-275°, 

290°~295°, 310°-315° respectively, instead of in fractions 290°-295°, 310°-315", 

and 325°-330°. The explanation offered was that in the first experiment twenty- 

* “Transactions Royal Society, Edinburgh,” vol. xxviii. part ii, “On Some New Bases of the 
Leucoline Series.” 

+ Trans. Royal Soc. Edin., vol. xxviii. pt. ii, page 563. 
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five complete fractionations had been made, whilst in the second experiment only 

sixteen fractionations were made; and it was the desire of more completely 

isolating the higher members of this series, and, if possible, ascertaining their 

true position in the series by longer continued fractional distillation, that has 

given rise to the present paper. ’ 

In order to carry out this investigation, we were again kindly supplied by 

Messrs GELLATLY and THomson with a quantity of crude bases, about one 
gallon; these were purified as follows:—the crude bases, being a mixture 

chiefly of bases, tarry matter, and paraffin, were digested for several hours with 

dilute sulphuric acid, the insoluble portion separated by filtration, and the acid 

liquor neutralised with caustic soda; the so-separated bases were again dis- 

solved in dilute sulphuric acid, again treated with caustic soda, and this process 

repeated other three times, when the mixture of bases was considered suffi- 

ciently pure to be distilled. After eight distillations, a large quantity of black 

tarry matter being left in the still from each operation, fractional distillation 

was commenced. 

Fractional Distillation of the Mixed Bases. 

After twelve complete fractionations, fractions ranging from 250°C. to 

390° C. about 5 germs. of fraction 260°-270° C. was dissolved in strong nitric 

acid, the solution evaporated to dryness on water-bath, the residue treated with 

water, and to the aqueous solution, cooled in freezing mixture, platinum 

chloride added. The precipitated platinum salt was washed with ice-cold 

water, then with a mixture of alcohol and ether, dried over sulphuric acid and 

finally at 100° C. 
Analysis gave— 

I. 25:52 per cent. platinum. 

II. 25:55 55 
” 

Fractional distillation was then continued to twenty times and platinum 

salts prepared from fractions 270°-275° and from fraction 290°-295° in same 

manner as from 260°-270". 

Analysis of platinum salt from fraction 270°-275°— 

I. 24°74 per cent. platinum. 

II. 24°63 ‘5 5 

This fraction might be expected to contain Cryptidine, C,,H,,N, and as the — 

chloroplatinate of that base, 2C,HiNHCI, PtCl, requires 27:13 per cent. 

platinum, the small percentage of platinum was quite inexplicable, except on 

the assumption that during the process of evaporating with nitric acid a nitro- 

substitution compound had been formed. Assuming that one atom of hydrogen 
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were replaced by (NO,.), we should have from cryptidine the body 

2C,,H,,(NO.)NHCl, PtCl,, which requires 24°14 per cent. platinum. 

Similarly, the chloroplatinate from fraction 290°-295° showed 23°37 per cent. 

platinum, this being far too low for platinum salt of base C,,.H,,N, that salt 

requiring 26°12 per cent., the presence of a nitro-compound was inferred from 

the fact that the percentage of platinum obtained agreed closely with the 

calculated quantity for the body having the formula 2C,,H,.(NO,)NHCIl, PtCh, 

this body requiring 23°34 per cent. platinum, found 23°37 per cent. 
In order to more completely separate the bases five more fractional distilla- 

tions were made, this making twenty-five fractionations in all, and involving 

some six hundred distillations. 

Again a platinum salt was prepared from fraction 290°-295° by dissolving the 

base in nitric acid as on former occasions, this yieided 23°54 and 23°52 per cent. 

platinum, agreeing with the salt made after twenty fractionations, thus 

showing that the last five fractional distillations had not effected any further 

separation, and further strengthening the supposition that the bodies obtained 

by the action of nitric acid were nitro-compounds. The further examination of 

these bodies was not proceeded with at this stage, as we considered it more 

advisable to attempt the identification of the bases in the first instance without 

the use of nitric acid, employing only hydrochloric acid as the solvent. 

The method adopted for obtaining the chloroplatinates was therefore as 

follows :—About 3-5 grms. of the fraction under examination was dissolved in 

20-30 cc. of dilute hydrochloric acid and the solution boiled, when a small 

quantity of a black tarry substance separated; this was filtered off, and the 

clear solution, diluted with five to six times its volume of water, was cooled in 

freezing mixture. To the diluted solution was added platinum chloride, the 

chloroplatinate precipitated as a fine granular yellow mass was collected on a 

filter washed several times with ice-cold water, then with a mixture of alcohol 

and ether, dried over sulphuric acid, and finally dried at 100° C. 

Examination of Fraction 270°-275°. 

Chloroplatinate prepared as above, 

0:2805 germs. gave 

0:0765 ,, platinum = 27:27 per cent. 

This agrees with percentage of platinum demanded by chloroplatinate of 

cryptidine, bg. pt. 274° C., the formula for which 2C,,H,,NHCI, PtCl, requires 

27°13 per cent., this being sufficient evidence of the presence of cryptidine, and 

also indicating that this time the increased number of fractional distillations to 

which the bases had been subjected had brought them up to their hypothetical 

boiling-points, the carbon and hydrogen in this salt was not determined. 
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Examination of Fraction 290°-295". 

Analysis of chloroplatinate— 

I. 0°198 grms. salt gave 

0051 ~=,,_ platinum = 25°76 per cent. platinum. 

II. 0164 ,, salt gave 

0°04225 ,, platinum = 25°77 ” 

IIT. 0°31175 ,, salt gave 
0082 ~=—s,,_~—s platinum = 26°30 $ ' 

IV. 0:2895 ,, _ salt gave 

040085 ,, CO, = O00 G carbon. 

0°122 Dy ee = 449 5 hydrogen. 

V. 0:52525 ,, salt gave 

OF 2670 5, CO; Seen) , carbon 

VZ208 ye ada = 437 » hydrogen. 

VI. 044725 ,, salt gave 

062270, ,,_. CO; =e »  earbon. 

OLISTS, 5-49 HO = Aran » hydrogen. 

These results agree with the percentage composition of chloroplatinate of 

first new base C,,.H,;N, the formula for which 2C,,H,,NHCI, PtCl,, requires— 

Found, ; oe 

Calculated. I. Il. III. IV. Vv. VI. 

Carbon, . >» 319 37°76 37°70 37°75 

Hydrogen, . 3°72 4:49 4:37 431 sae ote 

Platinum, . 26:12 << 2 as 25°76 25°77 26°30 

Examination of Fraction 305°-310°. 

Analysis of chloroplatinate— 

I. 0:216 grms. salt gave 

0-054 ,, platinum = 25°00 per cent. platinum. 

II. 0:2165 ,, salt gave 

0:054 , platinum = 24:94 » ” 

Examination of Fraction 310°-315°. 

Analysis of chloroplatinate— 

I. 0:277 grms, salt gave 

0:07  ,, platinum = 25:27 per cent. platinum. 

II. 0301 ,, salt gave MI 
0076 ,, platinum = 25:25 ” ? 
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III. 0-458 grms. salt gave 

01145 ,, platinum = 25-00 per cent. platinum. 

IV. 054275 ,, salt gave 

O7LSTS op, (CO, AT. » carbon. 

0:233 ja, == A479 z | hydrogen. 

V. 042525 ,, salt gave 

0°62 te O; = 39°95 os carbon, 

0:18 LO = £70 » hydrogen. 

Both these fractions, 305°-310° and 310°-315°, therefore consist of the 

second new base, C,;H,,N, the theoretical boiling-point of which is 310° C., the 

formula of its chloroplatinate 2C,;H,;NHCl, PtCl,, requiring— 

Found. 

Calculated. CRE Pe OT Gee WO er ag i 

Carbon, f ; : 39°89 39°47 39°95 

- Hydrogen, . : é 4:09 479 4:70 a5 us 

Platinum, . . : 25°19 oot sire 25°27 25°25 25°00 

Examination of Fraction 325°-330°. 

Analysis of chloroplatinate— 

I. 0:287 grms. salt gave 

00695 ,, platinum = 24:21 per cent. platinum. 

II. 0:183 » salt gave 

0:044 , platinum = 24:03 Bs os 

00 Remy yal » salt gave 

0:066 » platinum = 24°35 r 2 

IV. 0388 » Salt gave 

ioseao = CO; = 41°36 x carbon, 

0:16 5 120 = 4°56 b hydrogen. 

V. 02965 ,, salt gave 

04515 ,, CO, = Tg 4 carbon. 

Os205~ see = 4°52 » hydrogen. 

These results show this fraction to consist of the third new base, C,,H,,N, 

the theoretical boiling-poimt of which is 328° C. The formula of its chloro- 

platinate 2C,,H,,NHCl, PtCl, requirmg— 

Found 

Calculated. I. es II. III. IV. Vis 

Carbon, ; 2 ; 41:48 41°36 41°51 

Hydrogen, . ; ; 4:44 4:56 4:52 es age 

Platinum, . d F 24°37 re: ed 24°21 24:03 24:35 

VOL. XXIX. PART I. 3 Z 
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Examination of Fraction 345°-350°. 

Analysis of chloroplatinate—- 

I. 03695 grms. salt gave 

08725 ,, platinum = 23°61 per cent. platinum. 

II. 0:23025 ,, salt gave 

0055 ,, platinum = 23°84 Bs es 

III. 0:°2825 ,, salt gave 

04475 , CO, == Ake 3 carbon. 

O1135 4.,, « 0 = 440 » ‘hydrogen. 

IV. 05685 ,, salt gave 

0°896 ».. OR = 42:99 a, carbon. 

02295 “5 ec = 448 » hydrogen. 

These analyses show the salt to be the chloroplatinate of the fourth new — 

base, C,;H,,N, theoretical boiling-point 346° C. Its chloroplatinate has the 

formula 2C,;H,,NHCl, PtCl,, and composition— 

Found 

Ch an i his) 
Carbon, . ‘ : ; 42°95 42:99 - 43°18 

Hydrogen, . ‘ : 4:53 4:48 4-40 son 

Platinum, . : ‘ 23°50 ae on 23°61 23°84 

Examination of Fraction 360°-365". 

Analysis of chloroplatinate— 

I. 0:2525 grms. salt gave 

0:058  ,, platinum = 22:96 per cent. platinum. 

II. 0:288 ,, salt gave 

0066 ~=,_~— platinum = 22:91 - ee 

III. 0-414 ,, salt gave 

0667 6 eOO; “= 43°96 5s carbon. 

0°186 Pee: (10) =) AY ' hydrogen, 

IV. 0°435 » Salt gave 

O02 aay COs = 44:00 Ps carbon. 

0199 4. EO ==, 506 35 hydrogen. 1 

These analyses show this salt to be the chloroplatinate of the fifth new base, 

C,,H,,N, theoretical boiling-point 364° C. Its chloroplatinate has the formula 

2C,,H,,NHCl, PtCh, and composition— 

Found. 

Calculated. L ie I. in 

Carbon, . P : ; 44:34 43°96 44:00 

Hydrogen, ..- . : 5:08 4:97 5:08 

Platinum, . : : 225 Me ie 22°96 | 22°91 
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Fractions of higher boiling-points were not examined, one other within the 

series, viz., 380°-885°, was obtained (which would probably contain the base 

C,,H,;N) but only in very small quantity and containing paraffin; but from 

those fractions examined, viz., 290°-295°, 305°-310°, and 310-315°, 325°-330°, 

345-350°, and 360°-365°, we have been able, by the analysis of the platmum 

salts, to separate and identify five new members of the series of Leucoline bases, 

viz., the base C,,.H,,N' from fraction 290°-295°, C,,H,.N from fractions 305°— 
310° and 310°-815°, C,,H,,N from fraction 325°-330°, C,,H,,N from fraction 

345°-350°, and C,,H,,N from fraction 360°-365°. Taking Leucoline, Iridoline, 

and Cryptidine with boiling-points 238°, 256°, and 274° respectively, it will be 

seen that the boiling-points of the five higher members of the series would be 

292°, 310°, 328°, 346°, and 364°; we have not been able to ascertain the actual 

boiling-points of these higher members of the series, but have shown that the 

fractions, within a range of 5° C., consist practically of such bases; and, as is 

seen from analyses of chloroplatinate from fractions 305°-310° and 310°-3135", 

also from other analyses not noted, the same base extends over a considerable 
range of temperature. ; 

In a former paper on these bases,” wherein the identification of C,,H,,N, 

C,,H,,N, and C,,C,,N was recorded, an apparent anomaly in their boiling- 
points was observed; the base C,,H,,N being found in fraction 270°-275° 

instead of in fraction 290°-295°, C,,H,,N in fraction 290°-295°, instead of 

fraction 310°-315°, &c., and the explanation was offered that fractional dis- 

tillation had not been pushed far enough, that were it continued at least 

twenty-five or thirty times, these three bases would be found in fractions 

 290°-295°, &c. The present investigation has shown this to be the case, 

fractional distillation being continued to twenty-five times before the bases 

were submitted to examination, with the result already stated. 

It is necessary to mention that fractional distillation at these very high 

temperatures was effected by means of the high-range thermometers made by 

the late Dr GetssLtER of Bonn; these thermometers are so constructed as to 

indicate temperatures up to 460° C. All distillations above 300° C. were made 

in the above manner, distillation being pushed as long as any distillate was 

produced, the limit to this bemg found to lie about 390° C., when a thick tarry 

| residue was left in the flask. 
When recently distilled these bases are of a pale brown colour; they rapidly 

darken when exposed to the atmosphere, and even when enclosed in hermeti- 

cally sealed tubes the same darkening in colour goes on, but more slowly. 

They thicken and appear to become resinous when kept for some time in an 

imperfectly closed vessel, and, as the series is ascended, the more rapidly do 

they become resinous. 

* Trans. Royal Society, Edinburgh, vol. xxviii. part 11. p. 569. 
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The salts of these bases, if we except the lower members of the series, do not 

appear to crystallise. As already stated, the chloroplatinates are precipitated 
in the form of granular yellow masses, which under the microscope appear to 

consist of tufts of silky crystals, but we have hitherto completely failed to re- 

crystallise the precipitated chloroplatinate, as was effected by G. WILLIAMS 

with the platinum salt of cryptidine. 

We would suggest, that in order to distinguish these five bases from their 
isomers of the Chinoline series—Tetrahiroline, &c., they should be termed Tetra- 

coline, Pentacoline, &c., thus WILLIAMS’ bases being Leucoline, Iridoline, and 

Cryptidine, the series will now consist of— 

Leucoline, . : : C,H,N Pentacoline, . i OPN i 

Iridoline, . : C,H N Hexacoline, : C,,H,,N 

Cryptidine, . ‘ : OU Heptacoline, . ' C,,HoN 

Tetracoline, : ‘ C,.H,,N Octacoline, C,.Ho,N 

Action of Nitric Acid on these Bases. 

The study of the action of nitric acid on these five bases has not as yet 

yielded any very promising results. As was stated in an early part of this 

paper, we were led to believe from the analysis of the platinum salts prepared 

by evaporating the bases with strong nitric acid, that “ nitro-compounds” were 

formed. At two stages of the fractional distillation—at the twentieth and the 

twenty-fifth-—_platinum salts were prepared from fraction 290°-295° by dissolv- 

ing the base in strong nitric acid, evaporating the solution on water-bath, 

treating the residue with water, and from this precipitating the platinum salt 

by addition of platinum chloride ; both salts yielded 23°37 per cent. platinum, 

this corresponding with the calculated percentage of platinum in substance 

having the formula 2C,.H,,(NO,)NHCI, PtCl,, but further examination did not 
bear out this theory, for the same platinum salt yielded on combustion— 

I. Il. 

Carbon, . ” . 39°42 39°00 

Hydrogen, , : 4:5 45 

whereas the above formula requires only— 

Carbon, - ; 34:12 per cent. 

Hydrogen, . : ; BS! ti 

It is apparent also from these analyses that the chloroplatinate prepared 

with nitric acid have not the same composition as those prepared with hydro- 

chloric acid. 
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VII.—On some New Bases of the Leucoline Series. Part Il].—The Action of 

Lodide of Methyl on Tetracoline, Pentacoline, Hexacoline, Heptacoline, 

and Octacoline. By G. Carr Rostnson, F.R.S.E., and W. L. Goopwin. 

(Read 16th June 1879.) 

In the first paper read before this Society “On some New Bases of the 

Leucoline Series,” and published in the Society’s “ Transactions,”* it was stated 

that amongst other methods proposed for separating the members of the series 

and identifying the higher bases, was the process of converting the mixed bases 

into methyl-iodide compounds by digesting them with the iodide at a high 

temperature, and separating by fractional crystallisation the bodies so produced. 

It was found, however, that repeated crystallisation of these bodies could not 

be effected without great risk of their decomposition. This process was, there- 

fore, abandoned in favour of fractional distillation. 

Subsequent investigation of these bases by the latter process—that of frac- 
tional distillation—yielded five new members of the series, viz. :—Tetracoline, 

C,,H,,N ; Pentacoline, C,,H,,N ; Hexacoline, C,,H,,N ; Heptacoline, 
C,,;H,,N; and Octacoline, C,,H,,N. These bases, as was shown by the 

analyses of their platinum salts, being obtained in a state of great purity. 

We are now enabled to lay before the Society the results arrived at by the 

study of the action of methyl-iodide on the pure bases. 

This inquiry has shown that these bases combine readily with methyl- 

iodide, that the bodies so produced can readily be obtained in a state of great 

purity, and that, owing to this circumstance, they can be examined more easily 

and expeditiously than the platinum salts of the bases. 

With Tetracoline, C,,.H,,N, and Pentacoline, C,,H,.N, iodide of methyl 

unites at ordinary temperatures. On dissolving the base in the iodide and 

agitating the solution, yellow crystals of the iodide of methyl-tetracoline and of 

methyl-pentacoline appear in a few minutes. With Hexacoline, C,,H,,N, and 

the higher members, iodide of methyl only combines when digested for some 

time with the base at 100° C. 

When these bases are digested with iodide of methyl on the water-bath in 

a flask fitted with an inverted condenser, the methyl compound is quickly 

thrown down in a fine powdery condition and always of a green colour. By 

heating the solution of the base in methyl-iodide in sealed tubes, the salt is 

obtained in well-defined crystals, the yield is larger, and the colour of the salt 
varies with the different bases ; ¢.g., the iodide of methyl-tetracoline so obtained 

* “Transactions of Royal Society of Edinburgh,” vol, xxviii. part ii. 
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is pale yellow, that of methyl-pentacoline olive-green, of methyl-octacoline 
brilliant orange, &c. 

These*™bodies are sparingly soluble in cold, readily in hot, alcohol; the 
solution exhibiting the fluorescence which is observed in the recently-distilled 
base itself. 

When pure, these iodides of methyl compounds show considerable stability ; 

decomposition, in the case of iodide of methyl-tetracoline, not taking place 

below 190° C. 

Action of Iodide of Methyl on Tetracoline, C,,.H,,N. 

A portion of fraction 290°-295° C., consisting of the base tetracoline, C,,H,,N, 
was mixed with an excess of iodide of methyl (about 1 vol. base to 3 vols. 

iodide), and heated in a sealed tube in the water-bath for thirty minutes. On 

cooling, the semi-solid mass of yellow crystals was thrown on a filter, the excess 

of methyl-iodide filtered off, and the crystals, after being well washed with 

cold alcohol, in which they were very sparingly soluble, were dried at 100° C. 

Analysis showed these crystals to be the iodide of methyl-tetracoline, 

C,,.H,,NCHL,I. 
Analysis— 

I. 0°1855 grms. crystals dried at 100° C. gave— 

0341 4, CO, = 50°13 per cent. carbon. 

O0o7 "EEO o40 , hydrogen. 

Il. 03745 ,,  gave— 

0°69 » CO, = 50:20 per cent. carbon. 

OniSo te SEvO Roo 2 hydrogen. 

III. 03035 ,, gave— 

0:226 ,, AgIl= 40-23 per cent. iodine. 

C,,H,,NCH;I , iodide of methyl-tetracoline, requires— 

Found 
Calculated ooo — SEES, 

i 1 Ill. 

Carbon, : 49°84 50°13 50°20 

Hydrogen, ; S11 5°40 5°60 

Iodine, ; 40°58 eae io 40:23 

Chloroplatinate of Methyl-tetracoline. 

In order to obtain this substance, iodide of methyl-tetracoline prepared 

from fraction 285°-290° C. was dissolved in boiling alcohol. On cooling, a crop 
of minute pale-yellow crystals of the iodide was thrown down. The mother- 

liquor from these was treated with solution of silver nitrate, the iodide of silver 

filtered off, and the excess of silver thrown down by dilute hydrochloric acid. 
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The filtered solution of the chloride of methyl-tetracoline was cooled in freezing 

mixture, and to it was then added platinum chloride, when the platinum 

salt was precipitated in a fine granular condition, this was washed with ice- 

cold water, then with alcohol and ether, and dried at 100° C. 

Analysis of platinum salt— 

I. 0°187 grms. salt gave— 

0:0465 ,, platinum = 24°87 per cent. platinum. 

II. 0:294 =, salt gave— 

00735 ,, platinum = 25-00 per cent. platinum. 

III. and IV., a mean of the results of two combustions, gave— 

39°75 per cent. carbon. 

These analyses show the body to be the platinum salt of methyl-tetracoline, 

the formula of which, 2C,,H,,NCH,Cl, PtCl,, requires— 

Found 
Calculated ———_—— 

i II. III. 

Carbon, . 39°89 39°75 

Hydrogen, 2 4:09 aE at au 

Platinum, : 25°19 Sat 24:87 25:00 

It is apparent that the chloride of methyl-tetracoline, C,.H,,NCH,Cl, is 

isomeric with the hydrochlorate of pentacoline, C,,H,,NHC1. 

Owing to the very small quantity of material worked upon, we were unable 

to isolate the methyl base, the examination of whose properties would not 

improbably throw very considerable light on the constitution of this series. 

Action of Iodide of Methyl on Pentacoline, C,,H,;N. 

A portion of fraction 305°-310° C., consisting of the base pentacoline, 

C,,H,;N, was heated in a sealed tube with iodide of methyl in the water-bath, 
as in the case of tetracoline. The todide of methyl-pentacoline was obtained 

in olive-green crystals ; these, washed with cold alcohol and dried at 100° C., 

gave on analysis— 

I. 0°26125 grms.crystals dried at 100° C. gave— 

0489 , CO, = 51:24 per cent. carbon. 

Onis4y x) EEOr=. 5°69 i hydrogen. 

II, 01096 ,, gave— 

0:2065 ,, CO, = 51°37 per cent. carbon. 

GOGo, 5; ps0 = 5° hydrogen. 

TTI. 0252 =, gave— 

0481 ,, Agl = 38°80 per cent. iodine. 

IV. 0315 ,, gave— 

02255 ,, AgI = 38°66 per cent. iodine. 
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These results agree with the formula of dodide of methyl-pentacoline, 

OR EE ONCE. - 

; Found 
Caleulated ————- hi os 

It le JOU © ly. 

Carbon, : DicoT 51:24 537 

Hydrogen, . 5°50 5°69 5°50 F ticss 

Todine, ; 38°84 3 at: 38°80 38°66 

From fraction 310°-315° C., also consisting of pentacoline, the iodide of methyl- 

pentacoline was prepared. The salt was BOGEN in olive-green crystals, these, 

dried at 100° C., gave on analysis— 

L. 0:296 germs. gave— 

0:213 ,, AgI = 38°82 per cent. iodine. 

Il. 0:248 , gave— 

0177 ,, AgIl = 38:57 per cent. iodine. 

The formula of the salt C,,H,;NCH,I, as already shown, requiring 38°84 per ~ 

cent. iodine. 

Action of Iodide of Methyl on Hexacoline, C,,H,,N. 

A portion of fraction 325°-330° C., consisting of the base hexacoline, C,,H,,N, 
was heated in a sealed tube with iodide of methyl in the water-bath for thirty 

minutes. The iodide of methyl-hexacoline was obtained in lemon-yellow 

crystals ; these, washed with cold alcohol and dried at 100° C., gave on 

analysis— | 

I. 0:2125 erms.crystals gave— 

0'4125 ,, CO; = 52:96 per cent. carbon. 

"C107" EO ous » hydrogen. 

Il. 0:093 =, gave— 

0:0639 ,, AgIl = 37:12 per cent. iodine. 

These results agree with the formula of iodide of methy!-hexacoline, 

C,,H,,NCH,I. 

Found 
Caleulated -— SOEs 

I. ie 

Carbon, : 52°78 52:96 

Hydrogen, : ; 587 5'88 

Iodine, ; ", 37:24 a 37°12 
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Action of Iodide of Methyl on Octacoline, C,,H,,N. 

A portion of fraction 355°-360° C., consisting presumably of the base octa- 

coline, C,,H.,N, for in a former investigation it was from fraction 360-65° C. 
that this base was obtained, was heated in a sealed tube with iodide of methyl 

in the water-bath for thirty minutes. On cooling, the iodide of methyl com- 

pound crystallised out in brilliant orange needles. The crystals were collected 

on a filter, well washed with cold alcohol, and dried at 100° C. 

Analysis of orange-coloured crystals dried at 100° C. :— 

I. 0:231 grms.gave— 

0464 ,, CO, = 54°89 per cent. carbon. 

OLEG,,,! HO =. 15°36 a hydrogen. 

II. 0116 ,, gave— 

0074 ,, AglI = 34:39 per cent. iodine. 

III. 0:°249 ,, gave— 

01575 ,, AgI = 34:18 per cent. iodine. 

These analyses show this salt to be the zodide of methyl-octacoline, 

C,,H,,NCH;,I, the formula of which requires— 

Found 
Calculated |e 

5 II III. 

Carbon, F 55:28 54:89 

Hydrogen, } 6:50 5°36 ; Sas 

Iodine, ; 34°41 nas 34:39 3418 

The deficiency in the percentage of hydrogen found is inexplicable, but 

from the carbon and iodine determinations agreeing so closely with the 

theoretical quantities, it is apparent that these crystals are the iodine of 
methyl-octacoline. The fraction from which they were prepared, 355°-360’, is, 

therefore, the same in composition as the one previously examined, 360°-365° C. ; 
bearing out the statement made in a former paper that amongst bodies of such 

high molecular weights and high boiling-points the same base is found in a 

state of considerable purity, extended over several fractions. In the present 

investigation ¢etracoline has been found in fractions 285°-290° and 290°-295° C., 

its theoretical boiling-point being 292° C.; likewise pentacoline was found in 
fractions 305°-310° and 310°-315°, its theoretical boiling-point being 310° C.; 

and lastly, octacoline was found in fractions 355°-360° and 360°-365°, its theo- 

retical boiling-point being 364° C. 
VOL. XXIX, PART I. 4B 
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Action of strong Nitric Acid on these Bases. 

When these: bases are dissolved in dilute hydrochloric acid, and the solution 

is boiled with the addition of a few drops of dilute nitric acid, the only 
apparent effect the latter has is that of a purifying nature, by causing the 

separation of a small quantity of a black tarry substance. This was observed 

by GREVILLE WILLIAMS, and was mentioned by him as a means of. purifying 

Cryptidine.* ) 

When the bases are treated with strong nitric acid an intensely purple 

solution is obtained, and if this solution be evaporated on the water-bath a 

sticky resinous mass remains. The resinous mass, when digested with water, 

is dissolved only to a very small extent, yielding a solution which, when treated 

with dilute hydrochloric acid and platinum chloride, gives a platinum salt 

showing percentage of platinum agreeing with that requiredt for a nitro- 

substitution body. Further examination into that portion of the resinous mass 

insoluble in water has led us to regard it as the nitrate of the base. A quantity 

of tetracoline was dissolved in strong nitric acid, and the solution evaporated 

on the water-bath; the resinous mass was digested with three successive 

quantities of water, and the insoluble portion dried at 100° C. A. brittle 

amber-coloured resinous substance, readily soluble in alcohol, was obtained. 

Analysis gave the following :— 

I. 0226 grms. gave— 

0509 ,, CO, = 61°41 per cent. carbon. 

0:12 » HOH 589 " hydrogen. 

II. 0:2105 ,, gave— 

04755 ,, CO, = 61°60 per cent. carbon. 

O12" = Ol or89 .. hydrogen. 

These analyses would show the resin to be the nitrate of tetracoline, 

C,,H,,;N.HNO,, which requires— 

Calculated ek een oP 

Carbon, : ; 61°54 61°41 61°60 

Hydrogen, ; ’ 598 5'89 5'89 

Nitrogen, ; : 11°96 

In the first paper on this research t the extreme difficulty experienced in 

* “Transactions R.S.E.,” vol. xxi. p. 401. : 
+ “Some New Bases of the Leucoline Series,” part ii., Transactions R.S.E., vol. xxix. part i. 
t “ Transactions R.S.E.,” vol. xxviii. part ii., “ On some New Bases of the Leucoline Series,” 
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obtaining crystalline salts from the mixed bases was noted; “the double 

chlorides of platinum, gold, cadmium, mercury, lead, and zinc were tried, but 

without success, only resinous sticky masses being obtained.” With the pure 

and isolated bases we have since been able to get crystalline salts. Crystals, 

nearly one-eighth of an inch in length, of the double chloride of mercury and 

tetracoline, were prepared by adding solution of mercuric chloride to solution of 

chloride of tetracoline, and dissolving in hot water the sticky globules that are 

produced, on cooling white transparent crystals of the double chloride 

appear. 

When solution of chloride of cadmium is added to solution of chloride of 

tetracoline a white precipitate of the double chloride comes down. If now the 

contents of the tube be agitated, the precipitate settles on the sides in sticky 

globules of a dark purple colour, which allow of the liquid to be poured off 

and the globules washed. After some days tufts of minute silky crystals shoot 

from and cover the dark globules. Examination of these showed them to be 

the double chloride of cadmium and tetracoline. 

Pentacoline and the higher bases do not appear to form crystalline salts 

with these metals. 





VIII.—On the Transmission of Sound by Loose Electrical Contact. 
By JAmes Brytu, M.A. 

(Read 27th July 1879). 

In a paper published in the Transactions of this Society for Session 1877-78, 
I described an experiment which showed, that if a moderately strong current, 

such as that from four or five BUNSEN cells, be led through two jam-pots filled 

with fragments of carbon, and if any sound be uttered strongly in the one jam- 

pot it will be reproduced distinctly, although faintly, in the other. In this 

| experiment it has been found that the fragments of carbon may be replaced by 

| any kind of loose contact, such as microphones, or a handful of screw-nails put 

| into each jam-pot, or vibrating springs beating against metallic stops, or nails 

| laid across each other in log-hut fashion, and that in each case an effect similar in 

kind, although it may be differing greatly in degree, is produced. Hence it 

| may be almost laid down as a general experimental result, that if an electric 

circuit conveying a tolerably strong current contain two places of loose contact, 

_ A and B, and if any sound be produced loud enough at A a similar sound will 

| be heard proceeding from B. 

| To all appearance this phenomenon can only arise from the altered resist- 

| ance produced at A by the sound waves, and it becomes a problem to explain 

| how this altered resistance at A so affects the materials in contact at B as to 

' make them give forth waves which convey a similar sound to the ear. No 

_ satisfactory solution of this problem has as yet been given, and it was in hopes 

of getting some information on the subject that I made the following experiments. 

| Experiment 1.—Four strong Bunsen cells were included in the circuit, and 

| the loose contacts A and B placed in different rooms, so that the sound uttered 

at A could not be directly heard at B. (Throughout we shall understand by 

A the sending, and B the receiving station.) In order to make the alteration of 

| resistance at A as great as possible, an actual make-and-break was there inserted. 

| A toothed wheel driven round against a spring or any one of the ordinary loud- 
_ sounding automatic kinds would do; but what served my purpose best in this 
experiment was made in the following way :—One of the terminal wires of the 

circuit was firmly attached to a tin can and the other to a common round file. 

A hole was then pierced through the bottom of the can at its centre, and the 

file driven backwards and forwards in the hole as if for the purpose of making 

it larger. At the receiving end B a precisely similar can and file were used, 
and the file allowed to rest lightly in the hole. Every to-and-fro rasp of the file 
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at A was then distinctly heard at B, even when the can was at some distance 

from the ear. The same sound was heard when the file at A was laid against 
any part of the can, but most loudly when it happened to be against a corner or 

other sharp edge. It was remarkable also, that the sound was heard distinctly 

even when the file did not touch the can at all, but was merely laid against the 

wire attached to it, so as to complete the electric circuit without including the 
can in it. It would seem from this that some mechanical tremor is set up at 

the loose contact of the file with the wire which is transmitted along the wire 

to the can. As a variety of this experiment, I removed the can from the wire, 

and substituted in its place a poker, having the circuit wire firmly attached to 

its point. When the other end of the poker was put to the ear, and the file 

applied to the poker at any point, the sound of the distant rasping was distinctly 

heard. The same was the case when a long brass tube was substituted for the 

poker, all which very strongly suggests the idea of a mechanical tremor trans- 

mitted through the metal from the point of loose contact. 

Experiment 2.—In this experiment a common automatic make-and-break, 

consisting of a vibrating spring worked by a small electro-magnet, was intro- 

duced into the circuit at A, and a similar spring, only without the electro-magnet, 

at B. At B the sound of the vibrations of the springs at A was so distinctly 

heard, as to at once suggest the idea that the spring at B was itself vibrating. 

However, I was unable to detect any such vibration, either with the aid of a 

microscope, or by attaching a small polished bead to the spring and observing 

in it the reflection of a light. Still it would be rash, I think, to assert that such 

vibrations were not present, and it is possible that, by more refined experimental 

means, they may yet be made manifest. It was very noticeable in this experi- 

ment that the sound at B got less and less loud as the pressure on the vibrating 

spring was increased, until it ceased altogether when the contact was made 

perfectly tight. 

Experiment 3.—The sound from the poker in Experiment 1 was so like 

that produced by the TREVELYAN rocker, that it immediately suggested the em- 

ployment of that apparatus as the loose contact at B. For this purpose the 

current was led through the lead block, the rocker, and a brass plate, on which 

the ball at the end of the rocker rested. When this was done, and the make- 

and-break set agoing at A, a distinct sound was heard at B, suggesting very 

strongly the idea that the rocker was in actual vibratory motion. To test this 

in some measure, I heated the rocker and laid it on the lead block, when two 

sounds were distinctly heard, one due to the make-and-break, and the other to 

the heat effect. The one did not seem in the least to interfere with the other. 

Still farther to test the idea of actual vibration, it occurred to me to try if one 

rocker could not be made to act as the make-and-break to agitate the other. — 
For this purpose two precisely similar rockers were taken, consisting of two 
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long flat files. These were put edgewise on the lead blocks, with their tails 

resting on the edges of three-cornered files. The current was sent through the 

rockers by means of these lead blocks and three-cornered files. One of these 

rockers was placed at A along with the automatic make-and-break, while the 

other was placed at B. An arrangement was provided whereby the make-and- 

break could be at any moment shunted out of the circuit without interrupting 

the current. The make-and-break was then started, and having ascertained 

that the rockers at A and B were both sounding, the make-and-break was 

shunted off in hopes of hearing A and B still continuing to sound from the one 

acting as make-and-break to the other. These hopes, however, were doomed 

to disappointment, as, after many trials, I failed to hear any sound after the 

shunt was made. 

Experiment 4.—Being still not satisfied that there was not an actual vibra- 

tion at B in these experiments, I determined to test for it in another way. 

This time I took a tin can and riveted into the centre of its bottom a pointed 

piece of steel wire. The can was fixed to a wooden board, and an arrangement 

made whereby another pointed piece of-steel wire could be moved up opposite 

to the former piece, and as close to it as might be desired. The current was 

now led through the can and these pieces of steel, and the make-and-break 

started as usual, when very minute to-and-fro vibrations of the can were observ- 

able, especially when the steel points were not pressing hard against each other 

but loosely in contact, so that little sparks could be seen between them. To 

make perfectly certain of this observation, I hope to repeat the experiment with 

still greater care. 

From this experiment, notwithstanding the negative evidence of the others, 

it seems not unlikely that when a strong interrupted current is sent through a 

circuit where there is a loose contact, more or less of an actual separation of 

the surfaces there takes place, so as to make something of a make-and-break 

similar to the original make-and-break which causes the interrupted current. 

Should this suggestion be established, it will follow that it is something of the 

same kind, but only differing in degree, which sends the undulatory currents 

which transmit musical sounds and articulate speech from any form of micro- 

phone transmitter to a similar form of microphone receiver. 

As to the cause or causes of this separation of the surface at the loose con- 

tact B, or of whatever agitation else it may be which gives forth the sound, it 

is impossible in the present state of knowledge to speak with confidence. I am 

inclined, however, to look for one cause at least in that produced by the cur- 

rent at the loose contact. There the resistance and, in consequence, the rise 

of temperature produced by the current is greatest, and an effect similar to 

the TREVELYAN rocker will be set up, although immensely smaller in amount. 

Experiment 5.—This experiment has reference to the sounds heard in a 
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telephone by means of a microphone transmitter. It is well known that these 
can be heard with a very weak battery in the circuit, and even with no battery 

at all, provided the points of the microphone carbon be alittle moist. I find that 
sounds can be heard in the telephone without a battery, and with the carbons 

apparently quite dry, if we rub the carbons hard together. This rubbing is 
distinctly heard, and it seems that it must arise in part at least from thermo- 

electric currents produced by the friction. That such are produced is readily 

shown by attaching two wires to the terminals of a THomson’s reflecting gal- 

vanometer, and to the ends of these wires any two conducting substances. 

When these substances are rubbed against each other the movements of the 

spot of light clearly indicate the production of currents. I have roughly tested 

these currents, and find that they are stronger in proportion as the metals 

rubbed are wider apart on the theremo-electric scale ; but I have found no two 

substances, even of the same kind, which do not give them slightly. It is just 

possible, however, that such currents may not be wholly thermo-electric, but 

that some may be due, as I mentioned in a recent paper to the Society, to the 

currents suggested by Sir WiLL1Am THomsoN as the cause of friction. 
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Part I. 

Although the Spectrum whose linear record is now presented to the Royal 

Society, Edinburgh, is unfortunately not so perfect as it might have been with 

better apparatus (but which I did not possess)—yet it represents the labour 
and expense connected with two voyages in 1877-1878 to Portugal ; and many 

weeks work there in both years, with the sun in a more favourable position for 

observing really solar, and not telluric, or atmospheric, phenomena, than is 
ever, at any time, obtainable in Great Britain.* 

In fact, it purports to be a spectrum of the sun at an average altitude of 

about 70°, with everything from the ultra red, to the ultra violet, end,— 

so far as that is amenable to the human eye and glass transmission in an 

experimental apparatus ;t where prism trains of dispersions from 10° to 50° 

(between A and H), were employed ; magnifying powers from 10 to 20; aper- 

* I should here most thankfully acknowledge, seeing that the work was thereby so greatly 
facilitated, the extremely liberal and generous conduct of the Pacific Steam Navigation Co. of Liverpool ; 
who, four times over, kindly and safely conveyed all the large packages of scientific instruments, free 
of expense, in one or another of their several magnificent steam-ships of 4000 tons burthen. These 
fine vessels start every month on their grandly oceanic voyages to South America via the Straits of 
Magellaen, taking Lisbon in their way; and form an almost luxurious, at the same time that they are 
both a speedy and yet admirably economical, method of passing and repassing between cloudy Britain, 
and its favourite little, historic Ally in the clear and sunny South. 

Among those to whom my thanks are more particularly due, I trust to be excused for mentioning 
Captain Haminron of the Aconcagua, Captain Graves of the Cotopaxi, Chief Officer Frrmnp of the 
Liguria, Captain Hays of the Valparaiso ; and though last, by no means least, Mr SanpErson, the 
courteous Secretary of the Company, and Reainatp Harrison, Esq., the active and ever watchful 
Medical Officer of Liverpool’s most extensive and busy Port. 

+ Though the apparatus was put together at home, the several important parts of it were furnished 
by, and are altogether due to, the professional skill of M. Satiuron, 24 Rue Pavée au Marais, Paris ; and 
Mr Apam Hitcer, 192 Tottenham Court Road, London. 
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tures to prisms, and lenses, from 1:0 to 2°25 inches wide; the iength of the 

collimator being 31 inches ; and that of the telescope rather more. 

The Sun’s light was brought to the instrument by a heliostat mirror and lens 

of long focus, worked by endless screws and managed very steadily for me 

during the whole of the observations in both years by Mrs Piazzi SmyTu. 

Generally speaking too, all the apparatus, though its fittings were rough, 

answered well within its limits of power; excepting only this anomaly, 

that between E and F, from some cause I have not yet been able to 

ascertain, the telescope would not focus accurately ; or rather it had two 

foci thereabouts, and neither of them sharp, no matter how fine the slit was 

made, or how carefully the prisms were re-adjusted to position of Minimum 

Deviation for precisely the part of the spectrum there concerned ; while a very 

fine slit, when out of focus, makes some puzzling lines of its own; and may 

have occasionally increased unduly the number of the thinner ones noted for 

the Sun. 

Again after passing G, and more especially after passing little h, the con- 

tinuous spectrum’s light was too faint for good observation. This is indeed a 

region to be recorded by photography rather than the eye; and it is being so 

tabulated in a magnificent manner by Mr RurHerrurp (New York), Mr Lockyer 

(London), Dr Henry Draper (New York), M. Cornu (Paris), and many other 

most able savants. So that for full accuracy, number of lines, and extent of — 

spectral range into the ultra-violet, and more especially the fluorescent regions, 

their works should of course be referred to. But without presuming to com- 

pare with them in any degree, I trust there was no objection to my recording 

for the violet, as I had done already for the red, end of the spectrum, exactly 

where both lines, and continuous spectrum light ceased to be visible to the eye; 
especially as I made rather a point of abolishing the use of coloured glasses, so 

generally used by other observers, to prevent false glare in the field of view, by 

employing more or less of preliminary prism-separating power instead, with 

several unexceptionable advantages. 

All this however has merely to do with the ways and means, which may be 

various with different scientists, towards obtaining one and the same end; viz., 

procuring a continuous record of an eye-observed and glass-transmitted solar 

spectrum ; with, if possible, some improvement or extension over anything of 

the same kind yet made public. Now the documents to be competed with are 

not very numerous. In fact, the only published Solar spectrum that has any 

claim towards being both large, accurate, complete, and registered on an absolute 

or universal scale, is the map by the late admirable Professor ANGstrom, of Upsala, 
worthily called his “ Normal Solar Spectrum,” and referred to now by savants 

of all countries. It is about 137 inches long, and contains the places and 

physiognomies of about 1400 lines. 
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But, strange to say, ANGsTRoM’s map has not got Nature’s red beginning of 

the Spectrum at all; though too that beginning contains the grandest group of 

lines throughout the solar spectrum’s whole extent, viz., the colossal band and 

series of great A. And again, all the latter end of his map, throughout its violet 

and lavender regions, is not only miserably cramped by the untoward qualities 

of the Wave-length scale adopted by him,—but is very imperfectly rendered 

therein, or thereupon, through the failure of his “ grating” to show that part of 

the spectrum well. To such an extent was this the case, that although I could 

improve little or nothing upon his grand map in the orange and citron regions, 

and in fact did not see the lines there so clear, strong and black as he has often 

engraved them,—yet in the violet regions the lines appeared to me so very much 

clearer, blacker, stronger, and both more numerous and more spread out than 

in his edition of them, that it was on that account often embarrassingly difficult 

to identify his few, thin, contracted lines and groups, amongst crowds of grander 

lines, all of them far more notable. 

Hence, if it be asked, in what may the present spectrum document hope to 

benefit existing knowledge—lI beg, with all deference to the labours of others 

with which I may be, up to the present time, unacquainted, to answer 

thus— 

(1st) In supplymg to ANnestrom’s Normal Solar Spectrum its proper and 

natural head-piece at the Red-end ; including not only “great A,” but certain 

other lines beyond it, seldom seen by any one. 

(2d) In adding to it a large number of very observable lines and groups of 

lines throughout the indigo, violet, lavender, and gray Spectral regions ; 

increasing ANe&sTRoM’s total number of lines from 1400, to 2000, nearly. 

(3d) In recording all the lines on a scale, equally absolute with Wave-lengths, 

but more naturally suited for spectral phenomena; because both increasing its 

numbers in the direction of increase of refrangibility, instead of against it; and 

giving also, on a scale of equal parts, 4 times as much standing room to 

lines at the violet end, as when cramped up by the Wave-length method. 

(4th) In furnishing an account from direct observations of the whole Solar 

Spectrum for a more recent date than any of the larger maps now before the 

public, viz., for the years 1877-8 ; it still being a question in science whether the 

Solar radiations alter in quality with time; and if so,in what manner and to 

what degree. 

ParvT IT. 

With the above remark I might close this introduction to the present 
| spectrum, but for one feature which came out so strongly day after day, as the 

observations proceeded, that it formed at last the chief and abiding impression 
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on the mind of him who was privileged through so many weeks to contemplate 

the scientific glory and mysterious physical complexity of the light of an almost 

Zenith Sun, with a degree of instrumental power not yet possessed by many 

persons in the world. 

This feature was, the absolutely greater number of lines on approaching the - 

violet end of the spectrum. Beginning at the opposite or red end, there were 

often there large spaces without any lines at all. Spaces where you seemed to 

be looking into unfathomable ocean depths of nothing but pure, elemental scarlet 

light ; and not even the thinnest spider’s thread of a line was floating on their 
surface anywhere. But in further advance along the spectrum, first in the 

citron, and then in the green, the lines were evidently more numerous and often 

thicker ; and in the glaucous region more abundant still. While after passing 

F, a new feature began to appear; for amongst the other and stronger lines, 

faint visions of graduated bands and groups of markings from the extreme 

distance almost floated into view like ghosts, and became at length so numerous 

as almost to dispute standing room with one another. 

Continually too, with every further advance towards the violet, these 

eraduated bands of close fine lines became more and more pronounced, occa- 
sionally including some decidedly strong lines ; while amongst them again were 

not unfrequent specimens of perfectly gigantic size; and this too although I 

was continually decreasing the dispersive power of the spectroscope (after 

having passed the spectrum’s most luminous portion), to half, or a third, or even 

a fourth only of what it was before.* 

Now there are many very thick lines in that other grand Solar Spectrum 

Map of the world in the present age, viz., Professor KircHorr’s ; but somehow, 

I was never much impressed with their being a great deal more than a mere 

stretching out by a new hand, not Kircnorr’s own, of the exaggerated length of 

the violet in all uncorrected prism representations. But here, in these observa- 

tions in Portugal, what with the heat of the atmosphere, and the blinding 
light outside the house, and the magnificent action of the prisms with large aper- 

tures and powerful dispersions, causing one to travel slowly, and most carefully, 

making micrometer observations all the time, over immense angular distances, 

from one resplendent colour region of inimitable purity and ravishing beauty to 

another, there was first of all a reality of impression conveyed, respecting the 

awful supernal temperatures of those celestial fires ; fires containing not only so 

much red and yellow, but such sublime blue and surpassing violet radiations ; 

plunged into whose higher degrees, therefore, anything earthly would be utterly 

dissipated and vanish ; and then it was exactly in the very culminating regions 

* This was in fact adapting each part to our Wave-number Scale ; for, without such reduction, a 
prism formed spectrum is nearly sixteen times longer in the violet, than it is in the red, region, as 
compared with a diffraction spectrum, 

i 
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of those violet-hot furnaces that the more gigantic, as well as the numerous 

thinner lines, and all of them sharp-edged and well-defined, appeared with 

almost a personality, in their most marked physiognomies, about them; and 

were found continually multiplying with every further advance in the direction 

_ of greater refrangibility. This continual increase in the number of the lines 

almost reminded one, beginning at the red-end of the spectrum, of the few and 

far between individuals, you see by rail-road side when travelling through wild 

hills and Caledonian moors; and then as you go on through the spectrum 

colours, the lines increase, just as the human figures do when you approach the 

house-covered suburbs of London. While finally the spectral scenes of closely 

standing ranks behind ranks of lines between little # and great H, is like the 

crowds of passengers in Cheapside itself. And further, when at last all light 

itself fails and there is no more spectrum to be seen by the human eye 

through glass lenses,—you feel that you have not passed beyond, or even 

arrived at, by any means the last, or the least, or the most closely packed 

of those peculiar existencies, but are more probably left in the very thick 
of their legions still. 

Then how important in appreciating, or rather merely approximating to, 

the temperature of the Sun, the study of the mere statistical arrangement of the 
lines in its spectrum must be; if, nmdeed we can depend on the chemical 

elements being similar there, on the whole, to what they are on the earth! 

So at least I thought on that magnificently practical occasion; knowing 

well what is already so often remarked among spectroscopists, that in chemical 

investigations so long as we confine ourselves to the temperature of lamp-flame, 

the observable spectral lines are chiefly in the red, and only 2 or 3 of them 

are identifiable with solar lines; while when we introduce the higher 

temperature of the electric spark, an immediate increase of lines in the green 

and blue is noticed, and a far greater number of solar correspondences 

obtained. 

Having therefore collected about 5000 spectroscopic observations from 

various sources, and reduced them all to one and the same absolute scale 

of Wave-number, I have sub-divided them into the following six steps of 

temperature. 

Step 1. Lowest temperature, much below freezing. This being afforded 

by the telluric lines in the day-light sky spectrum, when a ray of day-light from 

beyond traverses a long stratum of the earth’s absorbing atmosphere in the 

upper regions. The data here are only 116 in number, and are partly taken 

from ANncsTRom’s solar chart, and partly from my own observations. 

Step. 2. Ordinary vital temperature, say 68° F, This has been presented 

by the absorption spectra of glasses and liquids printed by the Royal Society, 

Edinburgh, in my paper of last year ; the data being 719 in number. 
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Step. 3. Lamp-flame temperatures; these are taken mainly from M. 

Lrecog DE BoIsBAUDRAN’S admirable observations, discussed and arranged for 

this purpose by myself, and offer 370 data. 

Step. 4. Electric sparks 1 inch long; for this at present I have only 

one series of measures ; but that is of a rather collective order; being my own _ 

observations of ai in an end-on gas-vacuum tube ; its data being 221 in number, 

as published by the Royal Scottish Society of Arts in their Transactions for 

1878-79. 

Step 5. Electric sparks 2 inches long ; these are taken also from M. DE 
BoIsBAUDRAN’S admirable series of apparently all the simple substances known 

in chemistry as being easily amenable to the heating effect of the above spark. 

The data are 1048 in number. 

Step 6. Electric sparks of 6 inches and more long ; and very much further 

raised in temperature by the use of condenser and Leyden-jar apparatus. This 

is an extensive series of all the known chemical elements, as experimented on 

by THaLen, ANGsTROM, Bunsen, KirncHorr, PLucKER, HucGerns, and others, and 

probably represents the highest temperature yet attained artificially. The 

data here are 2685 in number. 

These several collections are exhibited in their numerical arrangement 

through the spectrum in Part IV., and graphically in the plate appended, with 

the effect of showing that for every increase of temperature, the maximum of 

spectroscopic phenomena is found farther and farther removed from the red, 

and towards the violet ; so that— 

Step 1 has its maximum in about W.N. 39,000 

Step 2 -f f 41,000 

Step 3 i es 47,000 
Step 4 ss ue 49,000 

Step 5 Ps 5 49,000, and 
Step 6 » 51,000. 

Now therefore comes the question, as to what is the similar spectrum place 

of the maximum of Solar Activity as exhibited by the number, size, and position 

of its lines 4 

If we take ANncsrrom’s Normal Solar Spectrum, then according to the 

numerical columns in Part IV., the maximum of its 1410 lines (treated as the 

other steps are, so as to give double weight to thick and intense lines over thin 

and faint ones), occurs at 55,000 of the Solar Spectrum scale. But as I have 

already indicated that the violet end of the Natural Solar Spectrum is cribbed 

and confined most lamentably in that map, I take my own Lisbon solar spectrum 

with 2016 lines, and can state according to the numbers also in Part IV., and 

the last figure in the plate, that its maximum is rather in 61,000 of W. N. 

spectrum place ; and that it ought even to have, though unseen by man through 
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glass, about as much more length still in that ultra violet direction; just as 

indeed, the fluorescent observers have already discovered with their peculiar 

apparatus. 

Wherefore what a result, we have hereby now obtained. Not free, I must 

confess, from innumerable little causes of discrepance, and uncertainty from varia- 

tion of details of instruments and modes of observing, between one spectroscopist 

and another ; but invested with a remarkable breadth of common-sense appre- 

ciation of a something all important, about what the public would call degrees 

of heat. And which, though not yet capable of being employed very positively 

for science itself, may at least and at once induce many scientific men to be 

more cautious in future as to what heating methods they should strive to employ, 

and be careful to define and record the temperature results thereby attained, 

whenever they compare spectroscopically, terrestrial! chemical elements in incan- 

descence, with the Solar elements in a similar condition. For, by how much the 

deflagrating temperatures of the most powerful electric sparks yet prepared by 

man, exceed the lower than freezing temperatures of the upper air,—by just 

about as much, and even a little more too, is the former exceeding high 

temperature surpassed by the almost unspeakably still higher temperature of 

the surface of the Sun, inch for inch, within its own domain. 

Parr III. 

Rit SOAR SPECTRUM ITSELF 

at the date 1877-1878. 

This is a complete spectrum from one end to the other of everything visible 

to the eye through glass lenses and prisms, under dispersion powers of 33° 

(A to H) at the red, down to 10° (A to H) at the violet or lavender end; 

and with magnifying powers of 10 to 20 on the telescope of inspection; the 

light being reflected to the slit occasionally by a silver-on-glass reflector, but 
more generally by a glass plate quick-silvered on the back. 

Hence this spectrum necessarily terminates a little beyond the H lines, and 

has no pretence of competing with metallic reflections, quartz lenses, fluorescent 

eye-pieces and photographic registrations, for their capacities in the more 

refrangible regions. It is simply an eye record of the luminous phenomena 

which are capable of being transmitted through glass. 

On the other hand it is peculiarly a spectrum of solar lines with the least 

possible ¢ellwtc admixture, as the observations were made at Lisbon, in June 

and July, and always near the middle of the day when the sun had an altitude 

of nearly 70°. It is also a peculiar record of solar spectrum colours, as direct 
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and pure as the narrowest slit, the elimination of reflections of adjacent 

portions of the spectrum from the sides of the prisms, and the non-employment 

PROFESSOR PIAZZI SMYTH ON 

generally of any coloured glass screens could make it. 

The spectroscope was an experimental one prepared by myself. 

Colour of the 
Continuous 
Spectrum at 
the Place. 

Ultra- 
Red. 

Crimson- 
Red. 

| Crimson- 
Red. 

Appear- TEAC Differences. 
, b rs ied DAT! Chemical-origin-|| Concluded 

Object > bees et etary) ke black, fixed eer raph ieal SRE " from : ana oon WAVE. = a g 
\ raphe eee \para- ngstrom Ss Angstrom, NUMBER- eS S, 

Ofine tive Rev Grating Nor-| Thalen, &c. PLACE, per |i og | 
y symbol. mal Solar British Inch. || 5 & a 

Spectrum. aR A 

At Lisbon in 1877, July ; and in part é 
revised there in June 1878. Time sane four, 
of observation generally near Noon, Sane 
when altitude of sun=70° nearly, i aribheees 
and thickness of atmosphere looked ee. ronnie 
through = 1:06 (a Zenith-atmo- Cane : 
sphere being assumed=1°00). This ie cope (Tempo- 
‘first portion was observed with ee Ca. : rary Con- 
the Aurora Spectroscope. _Disper- Ww. deW clusions 
sion=sometimes 14°, sometimes 33° ba 3 : only, up 
from A to H, mag. power of tele- RE PRS to great 
scope= 10. a Re iad A.) 

Light of Continuous Spectrum of Sun 
begins at Ultra-Red end of Spec- 
trum, at or near to, 48-296 27 800 

First line observed, a dark line on said 1460 
continuous spectrum, 2 | 49°721 (29 260) 29 260 

A strong line, called X, . a || 50144 |(29 680)| Unknown, | 29 680 "4 
but appar- 
ently Solar 
rather than 150 
Telluric. 

A fine, i.e. thin, line, il 50°333 (29 830) 29 830 

Ultra-Red ends and Crimson-Red on 
begins, more or less, approximately. (30 000) 

A fine line, 1 | 51000 30 480 
Haze intervenes and accompanies the 12 

next three lines, 0°5 er s 

Fine line, : 1 | 51°132 30 600 80 
Fine line, = : 1 | 51:208 30 680 40 
Fine line, 1 | 51°258 30 720 , 

120 
Ney ena Baer 51386 Chemical | 30 840 | ,, 

zk 2 | L | Beats yee seoy wien, | 89 Be0 | : nown, bu 
second side of, apparently 

Solar rather 110 | 
‘ : than Telluric. 1" 

Band of lines, whereof line 1, 3 | 51°527 30 980 | 

line 2, 2 | 51°601 31 030 505 
line 3, 1 51-674 31 090 60} 
line 4, 1 51°740 31 150 | 60 | 
line 5, 1 51°808 31 210 ae 

a 

Very faint line, supposed to be the Z | i 
of low Sun spectra, 1 ' 52°624 Probably 31 900 i 

Telluric. 870 if 

V.B.—When any of the above lines, Z excepted, are seen at all (in the high-sun spectrum), they are nsualiya 
seen very black; an effect in part probably due to the ultra-faintness of the background of continuous spectrum i. 
they are projected upon ; and, in part, to their being not telluric, but solar lines; so that instead of being seen at | 
their faintest, as the former are, they are seen, if not actually at their strongest, at least exceedingly strong, and | | 
stronger beyond comparison than acknowledged telluric lines, such as B and a, in a high-sun spectrum, through a — { 
minimum thickness of terrestrial atmosphere ; proper care being of course always taken by the phere to prevent | 
false glare of brighter parts of the spectrum entering the field with these lines. a 

| 
a ‘ LES =. —— a SE tr. — ta 



THE SOLAR SPECTRUM AT THE DATE 1877-1878. 

Colour of the 
Continuous 
Spectrum at 
the Place. 

Object Observed, generally a black, fixed 
Fraunhofer Line. 

A probable fine line, : 
Another probable fine line, 
Excessively faint and fine line, . 

Very faint thin line, 
Another, . i 
Another, 
A stronger line, 
A stronger line, 
Stronger and blacker, 

Strong, clean and black, 

stone sharp and black, . 
_ Very strong, black, thick, 
= and ae - 

the lines, . 

The same: do. do. 
Strongest of the whole: 
do. do. : . : 

Rather fainter: do. 

Still fainter: do. do. 
Fainter still, and thinner : 

do. 

do. i 

unknown. j 

|] The first of a grand bundle of close 
j lines, with haze between, 

' d Second do. do. . 

il Third do. do. 
| | Fourth do. do.. 

1] Fifth do. do. 

fee ||Sixth do. do. 
| Red. Seventh, near middle of 

undle 
ier An ziahths probable, 
| Ninth, probable, 

1K Tenth, or last, 
ip A pale space, but probably of far finer 

lines intervenes, thus . 
and then— 

pret side of a Bes gars 

Becond. side of do. 

The above 12 entries form the great A line itself, the colossus of all the Solar spectrum lines, and its chemical 
origin unknown. 

A fine, z.c., thin, line, . 
Very fine line, haze to right, 

Finest line, ; 
Suspected finest line, 

D 0. do. 

Do. do. 
Do. do. 

VOL. XXIX. PART I. 

Appear- 
4 ance by 

Intensity | ,raphical 
of black, or aorta 
thickness oe 
of line. symbol. 

0°5 | 
0°5 ] 
0°2 ' 

0°3 ' 
0°3 
0°5 ' 
07 ' 
1°0 | 
15 | 

2°0 | 

ee ES OA. GLE 

AH Clo Pp PB ow w 

iS) 

Micrometer 
Reading. 

Rey. 

53°730 
53°900 
54°018 

54°086 
54°093 
54°129 
54°163 
54°196 
54°227 

54°256 

54°283 

54'308 
54'331 

54'353 

54374 

54394 

54418 

54'431 
54°447 
54°461 

54°481 
54492 

54‘503 
54°515 
54°528 
54°541 

54°551 

54°578 

54°607 
54°621 

54°670 
54760 

55°041 
55°110 
55°210 

55 °292 
55°409 

PLACE- 
DATA, 
from 

Angstrom’s 
Grating Nor- 
mal Solar 
Spectrum. 

33'402 

Chemical-origin- 
data from 
Angstrom, 
Thalen, &c. 

Unknown, 
but probably 
Solar rather 

than Telluric. 

Unknown, 
but probably 
Solar rather 

than Telluric, 

Concluded 
WAVE- 

NUMBER- 
PLACE, per 
British Inch. 

32 770 
32 890 
32 990 

33 027 
33 053 
33 083 
33 104 
33 135 
33 165 

33 180 

33 198 

33 214 

33 240 

33 255 

33 272 

33 281 

33 295 

33 306 
33 318 
33 330 

Differences. 

Breadths & 
Doubles. 

Mal 

12 
12 
30 

293 

Distances. 

a 

worn NSS 

The above 17 lines, exquisitely graduated, sharp, clean, and strangely black, like admirably engraved lines on 
a copper plate filled in with black printing ink, form the preliminary band before great A. Origin in chemistry 

33 500 
33 570 

33 770 
33 820 
33 895 

33 960 
34 100 

10 

40 

20 
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Appear- PLACE- Differences. | 

4 2° I 57253 Telluric ° 35 346 
Second stron est, ; : - 15 I I) 

0°7 / ( Last and weakest, 57°288 vapour. 35 380 

Galourcrithe Intensity ance by : DATA, Chemical-origin-]| Concluded Fs 

Continuous Object Observed, generally a black, fixed, of black, or eeupiical Mimametér Sues pec hates ae 2g g 
Spectrum at Fraunhofer Line. thickness se 8 Grating Nor-| Thalen, Ee PLACE, per =3 g 

the Place: ‘ of line. | symbol. Rey. mal Solar British Inch. || $58 | 4 
Spectrum, BA) 6 

Suspected finest line, Ol ' 55°516 34 120 100 
Rather stronger line, 0°3 | 55658 34 220 30 
Fine line, 0°2 | 55°703 34 250 33 
Fine line, . 0:2 ' 55745 34 283 197 
Hazy line, 0:3 a | 55873 34 410 ad 

Suspicion of a line, 0-1 ' 55°912 ‘ 34 490 
Fine line, . 0°3 | 56°016 34 500 a 

Do. 0°3 | 56049 34 560 10 
Do. 0°3 | 56°136 34 570 : ) 
Do. 0°3 | 56°170 | 34 600 FO 

Stronger hazy line, 0°5 “rp 56°238 34 650 40 
Do do. 0°5 = 56288 34 690 oe 

Telluric ; 
Stronger and clearer line, . 1 | 56°344 34 722 water- 34 722 38 

vapour. :: 
Do. do. 1 1 56394 34 760 ” 
Do. do. 1 1 56°433 34 787 7 

Fainter line, O'5- , : 56°446 34 795 37 

First faint line of a band, 6 3 1 | 56°496 Telluric 34 832 . 
Second stronger, 3 1 Ment 56°516 water- 34 847 iy 
Third strongest, 2 56'541 vapour. 34 864 4 
Single line, 1 | 56°576 34 890 ; 

: First and strongest line of a band 2° ] 56°611 . 34 913 E 
nO Second rather weaker, : 25s 1] iI! 56623 fee ee 34 924 2 

- 14 Another still weaker, 1 «|p CHIN] 56-640 ore 34 933 L 
Last, weakest of all, 1 | 56 ‘658 Bors 34 947 = 

Strong line of a band, 2 J 56°701 34 980 19 
Weaker line, 1 Led 56°721 34 992 ‘aa 
Last and weakest line, 1 | 56°746 35 009 

Single line, strong, 2 | . 56°784 35 036 35 036. 

Very faint Line 0°3 } 56°801 : 35 050 y 
Fine line, 1: | 56°851 Telinries || “some ae 
Stronger line, . 2° | 56866 DOH 35 093 PY 
Very faint double line, 0-7 \ 56914 pour 35 129 " 

\ Fine line, 0°5 | 56-922 | 35 152 35 132 . 

The above bracketed lines, 34 722 to 35 132 W.-N., constitute the preliminary band, before the little w band ; it i 
apparently composed of water-vapour lines, and increases in number and thickness of lines egregiously with a low 
Sun and in warm, damp weather. 

/ CRIMSON-RED, as the colour of the continuous spectrum, ends at 35,000 ; and RED begins. 

Fine line, . : : : : : LT | 56960 35 159 
Fine line, . 3 ‘ ; ; : 1 ' 56984 35 178 
Fine line, . ; é 5 ; ; 1 \ 57036 35 212 

Fine line, . : : ; ; : 1 | 57084 Telluric 35 243 
Stronger line, . ; ; : 2 15 ! 57098 35 252 watery 35 252 
Fine line, . : : , : : 1 ' 57°110 vapour. 35 261 
Fine line, . 1 \ 57123 35 270 

Strongest line yet, . ; ; ; 3 | 57142 35 280 
Fine line, . z é ; . : 1 | 57°158 35 292 

RED. Faintest line of a bandelet, . ; 0°5 7 57'182 Telluric 35 308 
Stronger ofdo. . .  . .| o7 |y Sif} 57-204 watery 35 322 
Strongest of do. ; ; Lo” ih 57°214 vapour. 35 329 

Centre of a clear space, . : . 57°233 35 339 35 342 

i‘ Strongest line of a bsg ; 
57262 watery 35 363 
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Appear- PLACE- Differences. 
Intensity ance by DATA, |Chemical-origin-|} Concluded Sa 

é _”.,| graphical | Micrometer from data, from WAV k- = 
Object: ebeer ved aeuerally a black, fixed pace o compara-| Reading. Angstrom’s Angstrom, NUMBER- || 2 3 3 

3 of line. tive Grating Nor-| Thalen, &c. PLACE, per || 3 2 g 
* | symbol. Rey. mal Solar British Inch. || § 5 $ 

Spectrum. |ga} 4 

Strong line, . 2° | 57°323 35 405 7 
Strong line, 17 | 57350 Telluric 85 422 rl 

| Fine line, . il 57°366 watery 35 433 13 
Do. 1 | 57 ‘381 vapour. 35 446 9 
Do. 1 | 57°395 35 455 iS 

Ge Do: 1 | 577413 35 468 35 468 30 

The above bracketed lines, 35 243 to 35 468 W.-N., form the band of little a itself; a terrestrial water-vapour 
group, of which the lines increase so in both number and blackness, with a low Sun and in warm, moist weather, as 
to make the whole band one black club, excepting the light chink in the middle; though that may also be blocked 
at last. In this condition the so-called little a, and its preliminary band, look gigantic even as compared with great 
A and its preliminary band ; though with a high Sun, great A is the manic and ‘blaokest line in the whole spectrum. 

From this point begin the observations of 1878, at Campolide, near Lisbon, with a Solar Spectroscope, 3 prisms. 
Dispersion= 28°, A to H; and a telescope with mag.-power=20. Date=June 21. Time=9h. 50m. A.M. The Red 
colour of Continuous Spectrum i is a glorious background for the delineation of the black spectral lines. 

Suspicion of fine line or band, 0°2 12087 35 498 | li 
Do. graduating to left, . 0°2 re eelonag 35 509 18 

Suspected fine line, . 0-2 ' 12°181 35 527 14 
Fine line certain, ie | 12-228 35 541 2 35 541 27 
Suspected fine line, 0°3 : 12°296 35 568 24 

Do. do. 0°3 : 12°355 35 592 
Very fine line, - 0-6 12°450 35 627 
Fine line, 1:0 | 12°560 35 671 

57 
Suspected fine line, 0°5 12°700 35 728 3 

Do. do. 0°5 12°708 35 731 
Do. do. 0-4 12'756 35 750 a 
Do. do. 0°5 12950 35 830 34 
Do. do. 0'4 13°035 ; 35 864 

32 
Finest line, 06 | 137118 35 896 39 

0. ; 1:0 | 13198 35 928 | 
Suspected fine line, 0:5 : | 13-239 35 943 . 

Do. do. 0°5 13°242 35 947 
Do. do. 0-5 13:380 36 000 2p 

Fine line, double—1st line, oz || 1 13-482 SEGRE pares 36 038) || ¢ = 
2d line, Oe! leh yl 13-504 Aine 36 046 | 

Suspected fine line, 0°5 13°590 36 078 : 
2 

Fine line, double—l1st line, 0°8 13°661 36 108 36 105 
| 1 

2nd line, 06 | | 13°693 36 118 36 116 
8 

Suspected fine line, 0-4 13°720 36 124 
30 

, pists double be but fe - ! es nates Mellarie Pee 

= ban? He pon watery 24 4 Badlines 6° 4. 1 Wee Nee 13°880 |- 36171 Gipotls 36 176 2 

| Strongest line yet, but By, : ; 3 HIE 13°963 36 214 36 210 99 
i Fine line, hazy, ap oe a: | 14080 | 36240 36 236 a 

Strong line of a band, but hazy, : 3 Fa 14115 36 265 36 263 41 
il pee iat also pate . : 2 AE i a aie ee A ay 20 

ess strong sti . : : AE 27 2 watery 2 
q Less still, ‘ ae Bn pee) rr: a: | 14350 | 36343 | vapour. 36 348 es 
5 Very faint and close, ; F é 0°3 ae 14°380 36 362 36 360 36 

_— Hazy band, graduating down to right ; 36 396 
ie hand—beginning, ae ae ‘|t 15 i } ae ao cule 36 414 | 18 93 

b Cudkohmrnnn coe ery iy 
a 36 437 17 

Suspected fine line, . 3 : ‘ 0°5 : 14600 36 437 36 454 : 19 i. Domdo a) 45). OD : | 14-632 

sh Fine line, double, sharp—Ist line, . | 0-7 |) } ,, 14:673 36 471 36 473 é 
ae 'F 2nd line, . 07 | 14°687 36 477 21 

= - 
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Colour of the 
Continuous 
Spectrum at 
the Place. 

RED. 

Here begin the grand bands of fine lines before the great B line, of which we made three independent sets of observations 
on June 15 and 19, near Noon A.M., and p.M., with dispersions varying from 28° up to 50° (between A and H). 

PROFESSOR PIAZZI SMYTH ON 

Object Observed, generally a black, fixed 
Fraunhofer Line. 

Stronger fine line, double, been 
Ist line, 
2nd line, 

Stronger line, clean and sharp, . 
Fine line of band, : 

Do. do. 
Do. stronger, 

Stronger still, fine and sharp, 

Fine line, 
Do. 
Do. 

Stronger fine line and sharp, 
Fine line, : 
Stronger line, 
The step line before B’s preliminary 

band, : ; 

Wave-number places are a mean of the whole. 

Colour of the 
Continuous 
Spectrum at 
the Place. 

| 

RED. 

| 

Object Observed, generally a black, fixed 
Fraunhofer Line. 

The step line repeated, 
Very faint line, 

Preliminary band begins. 

First pair—lst component line, 
2nd do. do. 

Second pair—1st component line, 
2nd do. do. 

Third pair—ist component line, 
2nd do. do. 

Fourth pair—lst component line, , 
2nd do. do. 

Fifth pair—1st component line, 
2nd do. doy 

Sixth pair—1st component line, 
2nd do. do. 

Seventh pair—1st component line, 
2nd do. do, 

Kighth pair—1st component line 
2nd do. do. 

Ninth pair—1st component line, 
2nd do. do. 

eyed 

Intensity | ance by 

of Wladk, br graphical 

es ee 

orane. | symbol 

10) I] 
10 | | || 

: | 
1 | 
11055 
15 , iit 
oe 
0°6 
06 | 

07 | 

: | 
0°5 ‘ 

On | 

2 | | 

Appear- 
mga ance by 

of black, or| St@pbical 
thickness aoe 
of line. symbol. 

20 | | 
0-1 

0°5 | | 
0°5 | 

O7 |! Tl 
07 

10 |] diy | 
10 | ( 

goa 

15 if lly 
18 || 
vs |!) fll] 
2°0 | | | 
20 | | 

2°56 i | 
2°5 | 

2°5 | 

20 || 
20 | {ltt 

WAVE- 
NUMBER- 
PLACE of 
every line. 

36 663 
36 679 

PLACE- 
DATA, 
from 

Angstrom’s 
Grating Nor- 
mal Solar 
Spectrum, 

36 523 

36 565 

36 603 

36 663 

Differences 
of pairs. 

Chemical-origin- 
data from 
Angstrom, 
Thalen, &e. 

Telluric, 

Telluric. 

WAVE- 
NUMBER- 
PLACE of 
single lines, 
and Centres 
of doubles. 

36 663 

36 692 

36 719 

36 744 

| 36 770 

36 795 

36 817 

36 838 

36 858 

36 876 

Differences, 
Concluded — 
WAVE- 

NUMBER- 
PLACE, per 
British Inch. 

Breadths & 
Doubles. 

36 498 
36 502 

36 523 
36 532 
36 548 
36 560 
36 566 

36 578 
36 582 
36 596 
36 604 
36 618 
36 636 

36 663 

The following 

Differences, 

Telluric line 

31 

Telluric FL 
supposed 

27 dry gas, 

25 

26 

25 

22 

Tellurie hi 
supposes 

21 ry g0 

20 

18 

16 ; 
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WAVE- 
NUMBER- 
PLACE of 
single lines, 
and Centres 
of doubles. 

36 862 

36 907 

36 926 

36 936 

36 943 

36 949 
36 954 
36 958 
36 962 
36 968 
36 975 

36 982 
36 984 

36 990 

Differences. 

15 

10 

bo TNO PPO DD 

Telluric lines, 
supposed of 
dry gas. 

Appear- 

lour of th Intensity | @¢¢ bY | wave. 
eeaoncus Object Observed, generally a black, fixed of hack, or eae NUMBER- Diferences 

| Spectrum at Fraunhofer Line. thickness z PLACE of Bates 
the Place. of line. symbol. every line. 

Tenth pair—1st component line, G5) Gill | 36 891 3 
gnd do. do. . co ae 36 894 

: Eleventh line, single, 1:0 | 36 907 

i The above concludes the ‘‘ preliminary’’ band of Great B, and the double lines are eminently sharp, clear, well- 
, defined both within and without, having no haze whatever about them. 

A Next begins the so-called ‘‘ attached” band of Great B. 

; First pair—1st component line, Ors I a 36 924 4 
Qnd do. do. Oe dl. 36 928 

i Second pair—ist component line, 03 |] I 36 934 3 
2nd do. do. 0°5 | 36 937 

BED. Third pair—Ist component line, O38 i, | 36 942 2 
2nd do. do. 0°8 | 36 944 

66 
By Fourth pair, or single line ? 1:0 | 36 949 5 
} Fifth do. do. 2 1:0 | 36 954 i 

} Sixth do. do. 2 0°8 | 36 958 4 
A strong certain single line, 2:0 I 86 962 6 
Another like it, 20 J 36 968 z 
Another rather fainter, 15 | 36 975 

i Great B line, begins with a bundle 
of fine lines—1st edge whereof, 3 ae Hed 

2nd do. : , 
A pale space intervenes, shaded by 

apparently infinitely fine, close 
lines, . c ; : 3 

A strong terminal line, 2 ] 36 990 

du e, is not yet known. All the lines from 36 692 to 36 990 blacken immensely as the Sun goes down. 

The above terminates the whole of the very beautiful arrangement of great B and its bands; supposed to be due to telluric 
‘influence, because it thickens when the sun is low in the sky, but the particular element, or combination of elements to which it is 

' The beauty of the compound and rythmical structure of the lines is much enhanced by the magnificent full and perfect red on 
Which they are depicted when the Sun is high, and no false glare from other parts of the spectrum enters the field of view. 

brightness of the light. 

Appear- ee 
. ance by . ATA, 

! Object Observed, generally a black, fixed eee graphical Re A fro ON 
( Fraunhofer Line. thickness aes a peste eNO 

= Gree symbol. ae mal Solar 
Spectrum. 

| Pil : 

re Suspected fine line, 0°3 ! 
z ‘ De. do. 0°3 1 

be Certain fine line, 1:0 | 37 043 

" Suspected fine line, 0°3 ' 9°765 
Do. do. 0°3 \ 9°782 

q Do. do. 0°3 | 9°834 
= Do. do. 0°3 ' 9-862 

Scarlet- Do. do. 03 1 9°920 
Red. 

Certain fine line, 15 | 10°050 37 195 
Suspected fine line, 0°5 ' 10°160 37 247 
Certain fine line, 1:0 | 10°328 
Suspected fine line, 05 ' 10°426 

Certain very fine line, Jets s 1:0 | 10-913 
Certain fine line, 3 ae 5 16 | 10°992 87 553 
Very fine line, . c é c 2 1) | 11°268 

VOL. XXIX. PART I. 

Chemical-origin- 
data from 
Angstrom, 
Thalen, &e. 

Concluded 
WAVE- 

NUMBER- 
PLACE, per 
British Inch, 

37 013 
37 032 
37 043 

37 084 
37 093 
37 101 
37 122 
37 143 

37 192 
37 242 
37 308 
37 343 

37 526 
37 553 
37 638 

With W.-N. 37 000 the Red of the Continuous Spectrum verges towards a scarlet-red, more or less, partly depending on the 

Differences. 

Breadths & 
Doubles. Distances, 

_ Ne) 

11 
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sate ‘DATA, |chemical Consiniea | in Ttentit ance by Wicrombter ATA, emical-origin- onclude = 

Pecate Object Observed, generally a black, fixed of black, pee Reading. | 4, eT date ror ae = a g 
Spectrum at Fraunhofer Line. thickness wee Gratlig Nor: helen Ee PLACE, per =a a 

the Place. ofline. | symbol. Rev. mal Solar ; British Inch. || $ 8 
Spectrum. aA A 

Suspected fine line, 0-4 \ 11°407 37 682 
Do. do. 0°4 \ 11°465 37 700 y 

Fine line, 1:0 | 11°667 37 764 Calcium. 37 764 5 
Do. 1:0 | 11°740 37 789 7 

Strongest line yet, but sharp and dlean, 2°5 | 11°813 37 816 Calcium. 37 816 2 
Fine line, 5 Le | 12°005 37 898 37 892 r. 
Suspected fine line, 0°5 : 12-143 37 940 j 8 

40 

Stronger than previous strongest, or ; * } 
“* Half-way line” between Band C., a : | ete ge! SBaee 

Suspected line, 0°5 \ 12°570 38 073 . 
Do. do. 0°5 | 12°645 38 100 r. 

Strong line, 5) | 12°704 38 116 Iron. 38 116 124 
Do. Sd ee 15 | 13°037 | 38 238 38 240 7 

Strong line, and rather thick, TO- : 
ably double, : of : 2 | 13°200 38 291 2 38 291 

16 Scarlet- 
Red. Fine line, ; 1 | 13°638 38 465 38 459 

Suspected fine line, . 05 \ 13°734 ‘|| 38 486 
Suspected narrow band, . 5 0°5 He 13°830 38 502 38 504 
Double line, sharp and thin— - 

1st component, . 1°5 13°906 38 528 
Qnd do. 1-4 ' | 13928 2S 530 | 38 536 ts 

Fine line, 1:5 | 14:037 88570 | Tell. water 38 570 
vapour. 

Suspected faint band, 0°5 : 38 600 38 600 
Certain fine line, 11955 ; 38 640 Tron. 38 639 
Suspected fine line, . 0°5 : 38 654 
Certain fine line, 1:0 : 38 678 38 672 

Haze on left of Cline, . 0°3 ‘ 38 697 
Left side of thick C line, 5° 38 702 
Centre of C line 10° 38 706} Hydrogen. | 38 '706 || 77 
Right side of C line, 5: 38 709 
Haze on right of Cline, . 0:3 38 716 

The haze, dark and ugly looking about C, or Scarlet Hydrogen, may tend to show that the Solar hydrogen is in 
disturbed state. Otherwise the Scarlet-red of the continuous spectrum hereabouts is brilliant in the extreme, 

Very fine line, . : ‘ 5 A eb - 14°610 38 750 1 
Ose d0.0 8 ac . : ‘ : 15 : 14°660 Tell. water 38 765 

vapour. 
Dor Be. See— gastro ih aG ; 14-728 38 790 

Stronger fine line, . : ; _ 2°5 l 14°775 38 806 Tron. 38 806 
Fine line, 1°8 | 14°818 38 816 Tell. water 38 816 

a vapour. 
Scarlet- | Very fine line, 1 ; 14:995 | 38 882 38 880 
Red. Do. do. 1 é 15°018 38 888 

Fine line, , : ; : 15 ; 15 112 38 919 
Do. salt cine 15°180 38 939 

Fine line and hazy, perhaps double, . | 1° ae 15°275 38 968 
Rather stronger line and sharp, 2 ye 15°325 38 981 | Tell. water || 38 983 

vapour. 
Very fine line, ip 5 15°356 38 987 

(SCARLET colour ends, ORANGE begins hereabouts. ) 

Very fine line, . : ‘ : ; it : 15°404 39 010 39 010° 99 
Fine line and hazy, . ; : : ibe uw 15480 39 032 a1 
Cettainmine lines eer ime wry || lb | 15°660 39 088 Calcium. 389 093 a 
Band, probably of 5 or j Beginning, ale = ) = 15°695 39 115 ; Barium. 39 112 

6 very close lines = (= map Wt ae b Gieabe 8. (kndof Band, | 1: [II 15-773 | 39135 | Calcium. |} 39135 
9 June 21, Oh. 15m. Reset Prisms to Min. Dev. for Part. 

Ist line of 5 or 6 LL £€ 10°447 39105 | Tell. water 39 104 
Bund repeated ) ' a = a 

last line of do., a =| 10510 | 39135 | vapour, &e. || 39 134 x 



Colour of the 
Continuous 
Spectrum at 
the Place. 

THE SOLAR SPECTRUM AT THE DATE 1877- 

Object Observed, generally a black, fixed 
Fraunhofer Line. 

Very fine line, 
Very fine line, 
Fine band gra- 

duating down 
to right hand 

Single fine line, 

Ist and strongest 
line, 

last, and weakest, . 

Stronger line. 
Faint line, 
Faint line, 
Suspected line, . 
Strong line, 

Double in Angstrom, 

Suspected line, . : 
Certain line, but faint and hazy, 
Strong line, "hazy and faint, 
Still stronger line and sharper, : 

Hazy band suspected, 
Fine sharp line, 
Double line, very sharp, Ist component, 

2d do. 
Fine line suspected, 
Very fine, or thin, line, 

Stronger line, 
Do. do. 

Strongest line yet, - 
Strong line, . 
An important group for identification. 

Fine band suspected, 
Fine line suspected, 

Do. do. 
Do. do. 

Very thin line, . 
Certain fine line, 

Do. do. 

appe 
3 ance by 

of black, or| Saphical 
thickness tee a 
of line. symbol 

ite | 
9 | 

2 
0-2 lh, 

1 | 

3° | 
itis fl 
1 : ! 

0°3 ' 
3° 

0°3 ' 
0°5 =H 

2° Ae 
3° | 

ne 

15) | 

2° | 
05 . 
ie I 

2° | 
2:5 | 

4: 1 
3° | 

0°4 
0°2 ' 
0°2 ' 
02 ' 
0°5 I 
ie | 
its | 

ORANGE colour ends here, and AMBER begins. 

Micrometer 
Reading. 

Rey. 

10°565 
10°620 

10°690 
10°712 
10°755 

10°820 
10°885 
10-928 
10°955 
11°045 

11°090 
11°154 
11°290 
11°473 

11°584 
11°635 
11°796 
11°828 
11°878 
11-917 

11:976 
12°040 
12185 
12°305 

12°460 
12°554 
12740 
12°820 
12°890 
12°957 
13°027 

1878. 

PLACE- 
DATA : re 

t Cher l-origin- 

angiaars |e ts 
Grating Nor- ee 
mal Solar GHG CAE 
Spectrum. 

2 

39 178 

39 231 2 

Iron. 

39 306 Tron and 
Calcium. 

39 383 Calcium. 
39 450 Calcium. 

39 500 Tron. 
Tron. 

39 621 Tron. 
Tron. 

89 692 Iron. 
39 734 Iron. 

Tron. 
Tron. 

Concluded 
WAVE- 

NUMBER- 
PLACE, per 
British Inch. 

39 149 
39 160 

39 182 
39 190 
39 202 

39 228 
39 252 
39 264 
39 274 
39 303 

39 320 
39 341 
39 386 
39 452 

39 488 
39 500 
39 563 
39 574 
39 590 
39 603 

39 623 
39 648 

39 694 
39 735 

39 788 
39 819 
39 880 
39 905 
39 930 
39 950 
39 975 

299 

Differences. 

Breadtns & 
Doubles. 

Distances 

In the Solar spectroscope, when glare is prevented by a preliminary prism, rather than by coloured glass, the 
beauty and transparency of the amber colour of this part of the spectrum is something most exquisite to behold. 

Very thin line, . 
Do. do.} . 

Fine line, 1st of three, 
2nd do. 
3rd_—s do. 

Suspected fine line, 
Very fine line, . 
Fine line certain, 

Last edge of band Pesiing to left, . 
Line, hazy, : 2 = 
Suspected line, 5 . 0 
Do. dower 

Fine and sharp double line— 
1st component, 
2nd do. 

Fainter, wider double line— 
1st component, . 
2nd component, 

Suspected fine line, 
Do. do. 

Certain fine line, 

2 | 
2 | 

3 | 
3 III 
3 j 
-0°5 1 

I | 
1:5 | 

ie = 
1 AE al 
0-5 
0'5 1 

WW 

ae EI 

15 || i 
1°5 }§! 

0'5 
0-5 
1°5 

13°182 
13°235 

13°339 
13°383 
13°420 

13°510 
13°560 
13°667 

13°750 
13°810 
13°895 
13'973 

14°048 
14:065 

147104 
14°140 

147186 
14°250 
14°288 

——— 

40 086 

Tron. 

40 207 Tron, &e. 
Tron. 

2 

40 311 Tron, &e. 

Tron. 
2 

40 024 
40 040 

40 070 
40 086 
40 099 

40 129 
40 145 
40 178 

40 206 
40 230 
40 259 
40 286 

40 310 
40 318 

40 332 
40 340 

40 350 
40 378 
40 390 

16 

30 

16 
13 

30 

16 
33 

28 

24 
29 
27 

24 

14 

10 

28 
12 
33 
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Appear- PLACE- Differences 

Co’our of the Intensity ance by. Micrometer DATA, Chemical-origin- Concluded 
Continuous Object observed, generallv a black, fixed of black, or Sreniienl Reading. i fr ng “ data aed aoe 2 a 
Spectrum at Fraunhofer Line. thickness £ eel Giating Noe Angstrom, PLACE per Sa 

the Place. of line. symbol Rey. mal Solar Thalen, &€. British Inch. 3 8 
Spectrum. aA 

Faintest haze band—lIst edge, . : 0°3 147400 - 40 423 
and edge, “| 03 14-470 Telluric. ||} 40 440 || 17 

Stronger haze band—Ist edge, 015 14°505 ) : 40 453 
ond edge, . 0-5 14532 ( Telluric. |) 40.460 || @ 

Still stronger, but narrow haze band— 
Ist edge, . f 1:0 “705 14:565 5 40 469 
and edge, . j 10 HH 14590 40 464 Telluric. 40 480 11 

The above three bands constitute the @ band in the high Sun spectrum. They are there, the most delicate trace 
imaginable, like three faint touches of water-colour laid on an engraving with a small crow- quill camel’s-hair pencil, 
This a band i is telluric of course, blackens exceedingly, terrifically, spreading at the same time redward, towards sunset, 
and in dry weather as much as wet, Its constituent or originating gas is not certainly known. 

Th June 22, 1878. Prisms=Nos. 6, 8,and 4. Dispersion=28°. Re-arranged prisms for space C to D. Definition 

admirable. 10h. 30m. A.M. re-commenced with the a band. ‘ 
Amber. 

a Band: ist and faintest portion— ; 
Ist side 0°3 ne 8714 . 40 42 
Qnddo. | 0°3 = 8°737 Tellurie. 40 434 || @ 

2nd and stronger—lIst side, 07 =o 8°765 : 40 446 
gnddo. | 07 |) = 8-790 Rellarie.: 1/4050 sae 

3rd and strongest—Ist side 115 = 8°815 F 40 466 
~ © “pnddo. ule as — 8858) | 20 2024 st cleae. {40 474) ° 

Sharp line, 2 | 8-943 40 512 
Fine line suspected, . 0°5 ' 8983 40 526 
Clear and sharp line, 2°5 | 9°036 40 546 Iron. 40 546 

A graduated Solar group— 
1st line, thin, 07 1 9°100 40 572 
2nd line, double, A, 1 i 9-147 Titanium. 40 586 7 

Do,} do: 6.) a 9-160 40 593 
3rd, strong, . 2 | 9190 Titanium. 40 602 

| | 4th, stronger, 2 | 9230 Iron. 40 618 
vil 5th, stronger, 3 | 9-262 40 625 Tron. 40 627 

Double line—1st faint, 1 | | 9°354 40 654 15 
2nd stronger, a5 || 4! 9°374 | 40 669 Iron. 40 669 

Very faint double—1st component, Ob {I rT 9-417 40 674 | 45 
and do. 0°5 | 9-426 40 687 : 

Very faint but sharp single line, 1 | 9°483 40 712 
Very faint but sharp double— 

1st component, ile | 9°525 40 726 7 
Qnd do. 1 1g ll 9-545 40 733 

Strong double—1st line, 2 | 9°635 40 765 
2nd line, stronger, + I il 9667 40002 nee 40 774 : 

Suspected line, : : 07 ' 9°735 40 799 
Do. do. 0'7 ' 9°793 40 820» 

Strong fine line, 2 | 9°873 Titanium. 40 848 

Very fine line, . 1 1 9°918 40 863 
Fine line, : 1°5 | 9°945 Titanium. 40 872 

Amber Stronger fine line, 2 | 9980 Tron. 40 883 

Very fine line, . : ; : 5 if I 10°132 40 937 
Fine line, 1.3 ! 10°215 Iron. 40 966 
Strongest line this morning, 
perhapsdouble, .. 4’ Il | 10393 | 41029 Iron. 41028 

Fine line, 3 : ; , uf | 10°459 41 052 
Suspected fine line, : é : : 0°5 | 10°490 41 065 

Do. do. - 0°5 10°553 41 088 

Fine line, 1 j 10°610 Tron. 41 106 
Do. , : F ; é ile | 10°670 Nickel. 41 129 
Do. ; : : - ; , iz | 10°704 Tron. 41 140 
Do. ue | 10°745 41 152 
Do. 1 | 10°793 41 168 -_ 



THE SOLAR SPECTRUM AT THE DATE 1877-1878. 301 

Appear- i ACE- cee Differences. 

“Colour of th ; Intensity | @2¢¢ DY | Micromete ATA, —|Chemical-origin-y Concluded ||/> 
Pentingous Object Obseryed, generally a black, fixed of black, 7 ee Roadie. ue ory qaitos WaReR: 2 é g 
Spectrum at Fraunhofer Line. thickness eo Hye Grating Noe: Angstrom, PL ACE ner = rs 8 

abe Place. Gung: symbol NEE mal Solar Toalen; ide. British Inch. 5 8 2 
Spectrum. Fy A fa) 

Exquisitely fine close double— 
1st component EDs ell 10°813 bh . 41 176 
2nd do. ? 15 | ll 10°824 41 177 Calcium. 41 178 2 

Very faint, wider double— 16 
1st component, Oi II 6 10°866 41 194 8 
2nd do. 07 | 10°890 41 202 

11 
Amber. | Fine line, 15 | 10'928 2 41 213 5 

Strong clear line, . : 2°5 | 10°951 41 223 Calcium. 41 226 
Very faint. close double— 3 

1st component, 0°5 final r 10°962 41 229 9 
2nd do. 05 1 § 10°970 41 231 19 

Fine line, : 10 \ 11-030 Sodium. 41 250 18 
Stronger line, : : 2 | 11°080 41 268 4 
Clear line, 6 ‘ . . 1°3 | 11°093 Sodium. 41 272 16 
Do. do. 15 | 11°145 Iron. 41 288 

18 
Do. do. i! | 11°198 ; 41 306 10 

Strong line, 2° | 11°225 Tron. 41 316 20 
Very fine line, . 1:0 | 11°280 41 336 24 

Strong clear line, 3° | 11352 41 360 Barium. 41 360 
28 

Strong double : 1st and weaker, 1 | 11°434 41 388 Tron. 41 388 8 
2nd and stronger, 2 15! | 11°457 41 394 Tron. 41 396 35 

Finest of lines, . ; 0°5 11°550 41 431 30 
Do. do. . 07 \ 11°630 Titanium. 41 461 21 

Suspected line, . 0°5 ' 11°690 41 482 
12 

Strong clear line, 2°5 | 11°741 Calcium. 41 494 19 
Finest of lines, . if | 11°795 41 513 21 
Fine line, . 1°5 ! 11°855 Nickel. 41 534 35 
Very finest. of lines, : . 0°8 ' 11:954 Barium. 41 569 19 
Fine line, . ‘ : 3 ‘A 5 12 H 12:015 Nickel. 41 588 

Strong fine line ; single in Angstrom ; ue 
double here: Ist, . : 1-5) || 127110 oe 41 621 

2nd, 1 |) Il 12128 EE, ly CBee he atone "PO | 
Very finest of lines, . 07 ' 12245 41 668 

20 
Do. do. 07 ' 12°305 41 688 17 
Do. do. 0°5 ' 12°350 41 705 14 
Do. do. 5 5 - 0°6 ' 12°393 Titanium. 41 719 21 
Do., and double : Ist component, . 05 |i 12°465 41 740 5 

2nd —s do., 0°5 ny 12°485 41 745 
8 

Suspected line, . 0:3 ' 12°515 41 753 Bl 
Fine line, . 0°8 | 12°555 Titanium. 41 764 8 
Suspected line, . > : 05 ' 12°574 41 772 17 
Fine line, double : 1st component, os || 12°623 | 41 789 2 

2nd do., stronger, 15 | I 12634 41 790 Iron. 41 791 89 
Clear fine single line, : : 10 | 12°890 41 880 Tron and 41 880 

Titanium. 16 
Suspicion of fine line, A 0°5 ' 12942 41 896 39 
Fine clean line, : - Pp 13 | 13083 Tron. 41 935 - 83 
Very fine line, Vi i 13°385 42 018 122 
Fine and sharp, ills 1 13°708 Tron. 42, 140 

25 
Strong, fine, and heP, ON | 13°776 42 167 Tron. 42 165 15 

Do., do. 2° | 13°823 42 180 8 
Stronger and sharp, : 3° | 13°864 42 185 | Manganese. || 42 188 a 

Fine line and sharp, . 15 | 13°932 42 198 Tron. 42 200 25 
Do. do. 1: | 13998 Manganese. 42, 225 9 

Very fine line, . 0°5 - 14:027 Manganese. 42 234 a 

Fine and close double, perhaps triple— 
Ist, : 15 || 14°100 Manganese. || 42 257 4 
Didueae. (ny: \| 147110 42 261 || = 
3rd, 2 0°3 

VOL. XXIX. PART I. 
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ale ‘DATA, Conctuded! || =a lour of the Intensit: ance ©Y | Micrometer ical-origin-| CONC 7 
ye Object Observed, generally a black, fixed of black, 4 graphical Reading. iN se ’ pees nee = a 
Spectrum at Fraunhofer Line. thickness ear 7 a Nee Angstrom, PLACE per 35 
the Place. of line. symbol Rey. ST aleolae Thalen, &c. | Btish Inch. 3 zZ 

Spectrum. Bo 

Fine line. This not in Angstrom, 
and his two adjacent Iron lines not 
here, : 15 | 14-225 2 42 300 

Very fine line, . ily \ 14°343 42 344 
Amber. Suspected fine line, . 0°5 ' 14°378 Telluric water] 42 355 

vapour. 
Suspected line or lines, 0°5 © |, 14°457 42 382 

A fine line certain, 1955 | 14°590 Tron. 42 430 
Do. do. 13 | 14°644 ; Tron. 42 448 
Do. do. 1:3 : | 14°668 Tron. 42 454 
Do. do. 1°3 14°816 42 510 
Do. do. 13 | | | 14-343 | ( 42 512 Tron. Ue 519 

Very finest of lines, . iis ' 15:008 42 571 Tron. 42 570 
Do. do. 5 il: 1 15045 Titanium, 42 583 

Fine line, 1:5 | 15°235 2 42 653 
Do. - - 15 | 15°263 42 662 Titanium. 42 662 

Suspected line, | 5 - c 0°5 ' 15°304 Telluric 42 670 
watery vap. 

Fine line, possibly double, 07 \ 15°353 42 682 
Fine line, 0°5 ' 15°384 42 690 
Fine clear double, 1st line, 14 «|! (| 15°440 42 702 

"and do. 20 || If] 15-455 t 42 699 Tron. 42 705 || ® 

Very faintest of lines, : ° 0°5 ' 15°485 Telluric 42 715 
Do. doles : : 0°5 ' 15°510 watery vap.| 42 722 

Suspected thin band, 0°5 = 15°546 42 732 
Fine line, : it | 15°600 , Telluric 42 750 

watery vapour 
and chief 

“* Rain-band” 
lines, 

Finest of lines, . - : : 07 \ 15°618 42 753 
Do. ony. ; ; 1:0 ' 15°630 42 758 

Suspected fine line, ; : 0°5 ‘ 15°650 42 763 
Certain fine line, . ; 4 : 13 | 15°78 Tron. 42 802 
Very fine line, . ils \ 15°840 |. Telluric 42 822 

watery vap. 
Fine line, : : : : ‘ 14 | 15°878 Tron. 42 831 
Fine line; space between this and 

last line shaded, . : - 4 ily | 15924 Tron. 42 849 

Very fine line, probably | Sate : 0-4 ' 16°015 42 877 
Very fine line, . ; 5 geet | 16-048 Telluric water} 42 888 

rie : vapour. 
mber. Very fine triple line, 1st palest, : 0°5 16°108 F | 42 906 

y and line, Pl beoee ay l id 16-126 Telluric water! 45 gig i 
3rd darkest, .| 12 [I J 16°143 Vapour» | -apigie 

| Finest possible line, . ; E ie \ 16°190 Telluric water} 42 934 
| vapour. 

Do. do. 1 ; 16214 |} 42 942 
Strong line, : : : 4 3° 0 16248 42 953 Iron. 42 952 
Finest of lines, . : ; ie | 16274 42 960 
Excessively fine line, “double ? 07 Il 16°343 Telluric water) 42 981 

vapour, 
Excessively fine line, 0°5 \ 16°365 42 988 

AMBER colour ends here, and YELLOW begins. 
The large number of excessively thin, and generally unimportant lines encountered hereabouts is probably due 

faint traces of the rain-band lines, just visible, although the Sun is 70° high. 

| Vallow Excessively thin band suspected, . 0°6 a5 16400 43 000 
. : Certain fine line, . F - ; 1°3 | 16°458 Tron. 43 016 

Thinnest. and finest line, . ; ‘ ile ' 16°500 43 030 
Fine line, 3 ; : ; ; alt | 16°560 Telluric 43 048 

watery vap. 



THE SOLAR SPECTRUM AT THE DATE 1877-78. 

Observations end at 1h. 15m. P.M. 
( June 24, 1878. Prisms 6, 8, and 4. Dispersion A to H=28”. 10h. 15m, A.M. 

303 

Appear- PLACE Differences. 

Colour of th Intensity | 2¢° PY | Micrometer DATA. Ichemical-origin-| Concluded 2 
Sextinuons. Object Observed, generally a black, fixed of ‘bladk, al eae ee Renae) ie ae a data from saa Ee g g 
Spectrum at Fraunhofer Line. thickness He Grating Nor-| 28S8trom, | prace per = 2 5 
the Place. of line. symbol. Rey. aan Gian Thalen, &¢. | Byitich Inch. 38 z 

Spectrum. BA) A 

Yellow. Very fine double : 1st component, One alt » 16°592 43057 3 
2nd ~—s do. 07 is. 16-608 43060 7 

Fine line, . . A eS) | 16637 Titanium. 43 067 5 
Suspected fine, . ~ 0°3 ' 16658 43 072 13 

D' line; first side of it, . 16688 F 43 085 
second side, 10 | 16697 e2. CBG) Sodit 43 088 3 i 

Very clear line and sharp, 3° | 16°764 Nickel. 43 110 10 
Fainter line, but sharp, Is | 16°795 Telluric water| 43 120 
D’li | Vapour. 10 

* line; first side of it, . 16 830 : 3130 
second side, 10 16 840 || #3 130 | Sodiuins 23 134 LE) 

Suspected faint line or band, 0°5 ' 16°926 43 161 18 
Certain fine sharp line, i: 16'976 Tron. 43 179 19 
Suspected fine line (reset prisms), 05 , 11°845 43 198 10 

Do. do. 05 ' 11°870 Telluric water} 43 208 
vapour. 22 

Suspected band, 0°7 = 11:900 43 220 17 
Suspected fine line, 0°5 ' 11'948 Telluric water] 43 237 

vapour, 14 
Suspected band, F 07 = 11°985 43 251 9 
Suspected line, 0°5 ' 12°010 43 260 

66 
Suspicion of a line, 0°5 ' 12°183 43 326 12 
Certain very fine line, 16 | 12220 Tron. 43 338 6 
Suspicion of a line, 0°5 ' 12°243 Iron. 43 344 24 
Fine line, clean and sharp, 15 | 12°327 43 368 Calcium. 43 368 x 

12 
Suspicion of a band, . 07 = 12°360 43 380 14 

} Fine line, . WUD) | 12°402 43 394 1 
Yellow. | Strongest line hereabouts, Bs | 12°456 43 404 Barium. 43 405 11 

Excessively fine line, 1:0 | 12°486 43 416 
16 

Very thin but wide double ; 1st line, 10 || 12°543 43 432 rl 
Qnd line, | 1:0 | ;!! 12°585 43 443 

28 
4 Excessively fine line, certain, ne? | 12°690 43 471 102 

Finest possible line, . : 07 F 13075 43 573 102 
} Strong fine line, ; ; - i155) | 13°488 43 675 Tron. 43 675 7 
7 Thin faint band, : “ js 07 = 13°517 43 682 
i" 42 
‘ Very thin but certain fine line, . 1:0 | 13664 Iron. 43 724 20 
fi Do. do. 1:0 | 13°732 43 744 “6 

: Do. do. 1:0 | 13°763 43 750 
12 

Beginning of band fading to right, 1:0 = 13°797 Tron. 43 762 46 
Another band fading to Fae, 1:0 = 13946 Tron. 43 808 35 
Very fine line, . A 1:0 \ 14:068 43 843 

Beginning of a faint band, 1:0 ee 14128 Iron. 43 860 zs 
End of same, fading away, 01 = 14133 43 862 

20 
Line painfully thin, . 06 F 14°208 43 882 7 

Do. do, ; 0°6 14925 43 889 16 
Narrow band ; beginning, 0'7 = 14280 43 905 13 

end, 07 = 14°315 43 918 13 
Single very fine line, lc | 14:370 Copper. 43 931 16 

Very faint band, o3 | = 14-412 Barium, | 43 947 33 
Fine line, . iy | 14°558 Tron, 43 990 10 

Do. ile | 14583 44 000 20 
Do. : le | 14'640 44 020 20 

| Yellow. Suspicion of a line, 3 0°5 ; 14°720 44 040 
42 

Double, strong ; 1st component, 3° | | 14°872 44 082 Iron. 44 082 6 
Do. 2nd : 2° ij! 14890 44 088 
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apne PLACE- coaeieee Difference 
Col f the intensit ance by | wie eter DATA. Ghenicatorioins onclude = 

Sanita atlas Object Observed, generally a black, fixed of ‘ilnaie al eae eailnc. A f cle ‘ (osauivcne ‘i ee a a o 
Spectrum at Fraunhofer Line. thickness hee GacneaNoY- Angstrom, PLACE per = = f 
the Place. of line. | symbol. mer. mal Solar Thalen, &¢. | British Inch. S 8 z 

Spectrum. BA 

Yellow. Last double repeated ; 1st component 3 | TE 7/5O% 44 082 
” ond, ole 2 rsd] aazz4 | y 44 082 Tron. 44 088 || 6 

Suspicion of a line, 0°5 11°820 ee 44 100 
Fine line, 10 | 11'918 44 128 

| Stronger line, 2°0 | 11°970 Tron. 44 143 

| Fine line, 1°90 | 11°993 44 151 
/ Fine line, 15 | 12-018 44 156 

Thin line, 1:2 | 12-050 44 165 

| Faint band or group ; beginning, 0:3 = 12°143 44192 || 49 
end, 0°3 = 12°175 44 200 

Thin line, 1:0 | 12°315 44 249 
Strong line, 2 | 12°598 44 322 Tron. 44 322 
Fine line, as | 12°730 2 44 363 
Stronger line, 15 | 12°974 Iron. 44 432 

Do. do. 14 | 13043 Titanium and} 44 451 
Tron. 

Fine line, ile | 13°065 44 458 
Faint, and perhaps double 1: i S182 44 477 
Stronger line, 15 | 13°155 Tron. 44 481 
Strongest line hereabouts, 3° | 13202 44 496 Tron, 44 496 
Fine Tine, 1°33 13°233 44 502 

Double line; 1st component, 3° | 13°298 Iron. 44 522 7 
2nd a 13°318 az 44 529 

Fine line, 0'8 13°365 44 543 
Strong line, 2° | 13°430 Tron. 44 562 

Yellow. Faint line, ule ' 13533 2 44 586 
Fine line, ie | 13°614 ; 44 609 

Do. ibs | 13645 ‘ 44 614 
Do. 0°8 | 13-706 44 638 
Do. le | 13°734 Titanium, 44 644 

Strongest line so far, 2 | 13°794 Sodium, 44 662 
Strong line, 14 | 13°845 Iron. 44 677 
Fine line, 1'2 | 13°902 2 44 693 

Strong, close double ; 1st component, 3° J il 13°947 4 z 707° Tron and 44 704 6 
(Single in Angstrom) ; 2nd, 3° | 13°961 Sodium. 44 710 

Fine line, le | 14:052 Tron. 44 734 
Stronger line, : uy | 14°150 Titanium. 44 758 
Fine line (Not i in Angstrom), i ile | 14°328 44 803 

Do (Not in Angstrom), 1s | 14°353 44 810 

Faint group; beginning, . 0°5 | 14°385 44 820 6 
end, 0°5 ] 14408 44 826 

Fine line, . 1°38 | 14°447 2 44 837 
Do. 1°3 | 14°488 2 44 848 

Perhaps a close ‘double, iB Il 14°530 Titanium. 44 860 

Triple line ; 1st component, 3 | 14°647 . Tron. 44 890 9 
(1&2 single i in Angst.) 2nd component, 2 | lh 14°655 44 893 Tron. 44 892 6 

3rd, 1 14°675 2 44 898 

Faint band ; beginning, 1°5 14°740 | Tron. 44916 || « 
middle, 1 Se 14°755 44 922 || 5 
eat. 0°5 14:790 44 931 

Excessively fine line, 06 i 14°865 44 950 
Do. do. 07 | 14°903 44 962 
Do. do. 06 \ 15°013 44 995 

YELLOW Colour ends here: CITRON begins. 



| Colour of the 
Continuous 
Spectrum at 

| the Place. 

THE SOLAR SPECTRUM AT THE DATE 1877-1878. 

Strong double line : 1st component, . 
2nd component, 

(Stronger of the two in Angstrom) 
Fine line, Z ” 3 $ 

Do. 
Do. : Z c ” : 

Strong double line ; 1st component, . 
(Faint and single in Angstrom) 

2nd component, 

NOoOoOoN w 
aa 

bo 
/ 

Band (a single excessively strong line 
in Angstrom)— 

begins with a double line, 
suspicion of a line, . 
end of band, . 

co Ont “ wor Strong and sharp line, 

Strong line, 
Fine line, 
Strong line, HoH 

“wo 

oO ie) Suspicion of a line, 

Sharp line, : 5 
Faint and hazy line, 
Strong line, : 
Sharp line, 0 : 
Very strong and sharp, WHHOoH 

“WoO ~” 

Strong sharp line repeated, 
Fine line, . : ; : 
Strong line, 
Finer line, 
Fine line, 
Strong line, 
Fine line, PDH ep eH oo od 

Decided line, . i ‘ 

Strongest line hereabouts, . 
Strongline, . : : : 2 
Fine line, . 
Strong line, : ; : ; 
Double line, strong: 1st component, 

2nd do. DmwnewhF pw 

Decided line, 
Clear line, 
Strong line, 
Fine line, . 
Faint band, OHwHe 

od 0d 

a" NO Ot 

Double line : 1st component, 
2nd do. : é 

Strong! line (but only a fine line, 
Ist component of a very faint 
double, in Angstrom), . : c 3 

VOL. XXIX. PART I. 

eee 

Intensity | 20C° DY 
Object Observed, generally a black, fixed of black, Se ary 

Fraunhofer Line. thickness Awe 
of line. symbol 

1°5 | 
Band of lines—beginning, 6 ; oF 

end); AD 0°3 li 
Sharp line, : c : ; 7 2" | 
Hazy line, ; : : ; 13 
Fine line, 5 5 ; ; i ¥ | 
Sharp line, : hi : : ‘ 15 | 

Micrometer 
Reading. 

Rey. 

15-062 
15125 
15°187 
15°229 
15265 
15°315 
15°372 

15°653 

15°677 
15°764 
15°785 
15°805 
15°832 

15°873 

15918 
15°930 
15°950 

16°308 

16°360 
16°403 
16°453 

16°490 

16°575 
16°607 
16°650 
16°715 
16°757 

8196 
8°222 
8°257 
8°312 
8°357 
8°395 
8°500 

8°580 

8667 
8760 
8°825 
8°868 
8925 
8°950 

9:022 
9-080 
9175 
9-208 
9°418 

9°500 
9°533 

9°750 

305 

PLACE- Differences. 

‘irom’ |Cheniettorigi-| “wave [2a] g 
mal Solar | Thalen, &e. |! British toch, | 32 3 
Spectrum. 5A A 

Titanium. 45 009 
Tron. 45 027 16 18 

2 45 043 

Iron. 45 056 18 
45 066 10 
45 080 14 

Iron. 45 097 17 
70 

45 167 Tron ? 45 167 
6 

Tron. 45 173 
45 197 af 
45 202 5 
45 207 9 

45 216 

11 
45 227 

11 

45 238 Tron. 45238 || , 
45 240 8 

45 248 

92 
45 341 Tron and 45 340 

calcium. 11 
Calcium. 45 351 12 

45 363 : 
45376 | Iron and 45 376 18 

calcium, 11 
' 45 387 

21 
45 409 Calcium. 45 408 8 

45 416 9 
Tron. 45 425 18 

Calcium. 45 443 
45 455 | Caleium. 45 454 iW 

The image of the Sun thereby was exquisitely 

45 455 Calcium. 

45 473 Tron. 
Tron. 

Calcium. 
lron. 

Tron. 

45 586 Tron. 
45 611 Tron. 

Titanium. 
2 

Tron. 

45 728 Tron. 

45 820 2 
45 825 [ron. 

45 455 
45 462 
45 471 
45 487 
45 500 
45 512 
45 588 

45 560 

45 582 
45 609 
45 627 
45 640 
45 659 
45 667 

45 689 
45 708 
45 730 
45 741 
45 800 

45 820 
45 830 

45 893 

At 11h. a.m. shortened focus of collimator, readjusted prisms, and used blue glass, and silver-on-glass mirror, in 
place of the usual quick-silvered glass, as a temporary experiment. 
single, and optically good, but the dines in the spectroscope were not better, perhaps not so good, which I attributed 
chiefly to the silver-on-glass mirror being rather smaller than the other. 



306 PROFESSOR PIAZZI SMYTH ON 

ee DATA, Concluded Colour of tl Intensity | 2° PY | Micromet ATA, — |Chemical-origin-|| Conclude 
ee de Hane Object Observed, generally a black, fixed asthe HH gtephical Reine, ik es a dats fiom UES = a 
Spectrum at Fraunhofer Line. thickness ae Ps y Grating NOY Angstrom, PLACE, per =a 
the Place. of line. symbol Rev. minivSolan Thalen, &e. Britienmenn 8 

Spectrum. (<2) 

Fine line, 5 ; : : : 1 | 9°774 45 900 
Do. : : , 1 Ibe 9838 Iron. 45 918 

Strong line and ‘clear, 3 : : 3 | 9°955 45 951 | Magnesium. || 45 952 

Last line repeated after new focussing. 

Strong line and clear, 3 | 9983 45 951 | Magnesium. |} 45 952 
CITRON. | Strong ling, Z 2 | 10-030 Tron. 45 966 

Do. 2 | 10°078 45 976 
Do. 2 | 10°170 46 002 

Fine line, . 1 10°256 Barium. 46 021 
Do. 1 | 10°344 46 045 
Do. ; i : 1 | 10°425 Titanium. 46 066 

Strong double line : 1st component, . 3 10°470 Seer 46 080 
Qnd do. 3 ts 'Q| 10-493 | #6 088 | Titanium. |) 46 ogg || ° 

Fine line, 1 \ 10°557 46 103 
Do. 1 \ 10°608 46 119 

Strong line, . 3 | 10°658 2 46 134 
Fine line (very faint i in Angstrom), 2 | 10°687 2 46 142 

Very fine line, . il ' 10°778 46 166 
Strong sharp line, 38 | 10°819 46 174 Iron. 46 176 

Do. do. 3 | 10°937 46 214 Tron. 46 213 
Faint band, 1 = 11°055 46 247 

Very faint band, 05 = 11160 46 279 
(A Titanium line at Wave-number- 

place 46 290 in Angstrom not here), 
Unequal double : stronger member, . 2 | | 11°233 46 301 8 
(Not in Angstrom) : fainter, 1 pu! 11°257 46 309 

Fine line, 5 : 1 | 11°387 Titanium. 46 348 
Fine double : 1st component, : 4 15 | I 11°448 : 46 366 6 

2nd do. uaa il 11°465 Nickel. 46 372 

Fine line, 1 J 11°543 46 395 
Do. 1 ' 11°565 46 401 

Close triple line: 1st component, 2-0 11°594 Titanium. 46 408 5 
2nd do. 2°0 || 11°604 2 46 413 2 
3rd do. 2°0 11°613 2 46 415 

Fine line, ] | 11 685 Titanium. 46 433 
Do. 1 | 11°723 ‘ 46 445, 

Fine double line : 1st component, : 1 | 7 11°792 Iron, 46 464 2 
| (Single in Angstrom and thin), 2nd do. il | 11°802 46 466 

Unequal double line: 1st weaker, 1 | | 11°897 2 46 492 5 
2nd stronger, 2 Pe 11922 | 46 497 Iron. 46 497 

Very close double or multiple line, 1 II 12°018 46 516 

Distinct strong line, 4 | 12 262 46 562 Iron. e) 562 
Close double : 1st component, ; Ue Wh )) | 12°555 46 636 Tron and 6 636 3 
(Much stronger in Angst.), 2nd do. 15 if 12°565 Titanium. 18 639 . 

/ 

‘ + | Strong line 2 | 12°623 46 651 Tron. 46 652 
| CITRON. Fine line, j 1 | 12°736 46 685 
| Faintest band, beginning, 0°3 = || 12°890 46 728 

end, 03 = (| 12°907 46 733 

Strong line, ; : 3 | 12958 Tron. 46 746 
Fine double : 1st component, 1 | { 13000 46 757 

and do. 1 pq ll 13°010 46 760 
Very strong line, 4 | | 13104 |46 785; ton. | 46 784 
Strong rede ded by faint band, 3 = 13°305 46 831 Tron. 46 831 
Fine line and clear, 2 13°408 46 860 
Do. do. 2 | 13°440 Titanium. 46 872 

-—_— SE SS. :=.. SS 



Colour of the 
Continuous 
Spectrum at 
the Place. 

CITRON. 

GREEN. 

THE SOLAR SPECTRUM AT THE DATE 1877-78. 

Object Observed, generally a black, fixed 
Fraunhofer Line. 

Fine line, 
Do. B 

Strong line, 
Faintest band, . 

Strong double : 1st component, 
, 2nd do. 
Fine line, . S 

Do. i 4 é - 
Very strong double— 

Ist component, 

2nd do. 
Citron colour ends here. 
Green colour begins here. 

Strong line, 
Very fine line, . 
Fine line, : : 

Very strong line 
Fine line, 
Strong line, 

Do. 
Fine line, 
Clear line, 

A single, solitary line, 
Fine line, - ; 

Do. 
Do. 

Fine line, . 

Very strong line, 
Close double line : 

. 

Ist component, 
2nd do. 

Single line, . : j : 
Faint double line: 1st component, 

2nd do. 
Strong line, : : : 
Fine line, 

Intensity 
of black, or 
thickness 
of line. 

n 

PP eeDww omer 

ON 

n 

HHernme BP Hon 

a eo) 

Breen Heo 

Appear- 
ance by 
graphical 
compara- 

tive 
symbol. 

Then ensues a markedly blank portion of spectrum. 

Clear line, 
Hazy line, 
Sharp line, 

Do. 

Faint band : Ist side, 
2nd do. 

Clear double : 1st component, . 
2nd do. 

Fine line, 
Do. : c 
Do. ‘ : 

Strong line, 
Fine line, 

Do. 
Do. 

Strong double line: 1st component, . 

2nd do. 

He bop wp — 

mH HE bd po 

ow co Meet p 

PLACE- 

Micrometer Le i 
Reading. Angstrom’s 

Spectrum. 

13°490 
13°555 
13°615 

13°674 

13°753 
13-790 46 952 

13°810 
13°866 

. 15°762 

~_“. 

13'925 |46 993 

13980 | 47 007 

14°100 
14°130 
14°176 

14217 
14°305 
14°360 
14°425 
14°455 
14°495 

14°710 47 183 
14°778 
14°840 
14:907 

15030 

15107 
15°158 
15170 

15°250 
15°327 
15°345 
15°422 
15°465 

47 291 

47 305 

47 450 
15°893 
15°940 
16°020 

16°105 
16°122 

16193 |) 
16°243 | { 
16°325 
16°363 
16-430 

47 571 

16°510 
16°557 
16°610 
16640 

16°668 

16°683 

47 674 

47 680 

Chemical-origin- 
data from 
Angstrom, 
Thalen, &e. 

Tron. 
Chromium. 

Tron. 

Tron. 

Tron. 
Iron. 

Tron. 

Tron. 
Tron. 
Tron. 

Iron. 

Tron. 
Titanium. 

Tron. 

Cobalt. 
Calcium. 

2 

Cobalt. 

Tron. 

Titanium. 

Iron. 

Tron. 

Tron. 

Concluded 
WAVE 

NUMBER- 
PLACE, per 
British Inch. 

46 
46 
46 
46 

886 
900 
914 
926 

46 949 
46 958 
46 966 
46 978 

46 992 

47 008 

307 

Differences. 

Breadths & Doubles. 

16 

13 

Distances. 

1h. 10m. P.M. Sun cut off by stove-pipe. Mem.—Focus-tube of collimator is now pushed close in; and focus- 
tube of telescope is in middle of its range. 

6 June 25, 1878. 
10h. 30m. A.M. 

Prisms 6, 8, and 4: Dispersion =28°. 



308 

Colour of the 
Continuous 
Spectrum at 
the Place. 

GREEN. 

PROFESSOR PIAZZI SMYTH ON 

Object Observed, generally a black, fixed 
Fraunhofer Line. 

Very strong double line— 
st component, 

2nd do. 
Exquisitely fine double line— 

1st component, 3 
2nd do. , ; 

Strong line, . a : ¢ 
Fine double line: 1st component, 

2nd do. 

Strong line, the 1474 Kirchoff, or the 
Solar Corona, line, in conjunction 
with an Iron line, ; A 

Fine line, 
Do. 
Do. , 

Very fine line, . 
Clear line, 

Strong line, 
Fine line, 

Do. 
Strong line, 
Clear line, 

Group— 
1st is double or treble and ee 
2nd, single and sharp, 
3rd, do. do. 

Fine line, 
Do. 

0. 
Clear line, 

Band of fine lines followed by a 
strong line— 

1st component, 
2nd do. 
3rd do. = 
4th do. and chief, 

Clear line, 
Fine double line: 1st component, 

2nd do. 

Strong double line : 1st component, . 
2nd do. 

Clear line, é 

The Great E line— 
Ist component, 

2nd do. 

Haze follows above, Fine line, . 

Second pair of E lines— 
lst component, 
2nd do. 

Third pair of E lines: 1st component, 
(Not in Angstr.) fine intercalated line, 

2nd component, 

Last pair of E lines: 1st component, . 
2nd do, 

Very fine line, 

Intensity 

thickness 
of line. 

bop oe 

eee 

Beep wrhorH 

bo Go 0O 

So wp wow or Corot 

of black, or 

Appear- 
ance by 
graphical 
compara- 

tive 
symbol. 

| PLACE 
¢ DATA ro Concluded Micrometer ‘am ___|Chemical-origin- a 

Reading. | a,nestrom's reopen NUMBER- 

Rev. [Gmargiar | halen, &¢. |f pittisn Tach, 
Spectrum. 

8485 |47674| Iron. | 47674 
8496 | 47 680 Tron. 47 678 

8°564 47 693 
8595 47 700 

8643 47 710 Tron. 47 710 
8716 47 729 
8:°748 47 737 

8910 47 778 Tron and 47 779 
8970 Helium ? 47 793 
9°020 47 805 

9-040 47 810 
9°123 47 829 

9:207 47 850 

9°253 Tron. 47 860 
9°304 47 873 
9°367 47 887 
9°447 Tron. 47 906 
9°504 47 920 

9°608 47 944 
a3 640 47 951 Titanium. 47 951 
9°667 47 958 

9°718 47 973 
9°765 47 985 
9°814 Copper. 47 997 
9:967 Tron. 48 036 

10°086 48 068 
10105 48 073 
10°128 48 078 
107144 48 081 Tron. 48 082 

10°214 Tron. 48 097 
10°275 48 108 
10°292 Coeds 48 111 

10°445 48 142 10°480 48 146 Unknown. } 48 148 

10°556 Tron. 48 170 

10°675 | 48 199} Calcium and|/48 200 
ron. 

10°707 | 48 209 Iron. 48 210 

10°750 Cobalt. 48 220 

10°817 | 48 234|Iron& Cobalt.|| 48 234 
10855 | 48 239] Calcium. || 48 239 

10°918 48 245 Calcium. 48 247 
10°932 48 250 
10°954 48 256 Tron. 48 256 

10°995 Calcium. 48 265 
11°018 Calcium. 48 269 

11°055 48 279 

Differences, 

Breadths & 
Doubles 

nw 

10 



THE SOLAR SPECTRUM AT THE DATE 1877-1878. 

|Colour of the 
Continuous Object Observed, generally a black, fixed, 

| Spectrum at Fraunhofer Line. 

| 

gh Re 

the Place. 

Fine line, . 4 : 
Do. : F ; oe Aas 
Do. 

Strong line, 
Fine line, . 

Do. 

Fine double line: 1st component, 
2nd = do. 

Very fine line, . 

Strong double line: 1st component, . 
(This pair faint in Angstrom), 2nd do, 

Fine double line : 1st component, 
2nd do, 

Sharp and single line, 

11h. 30m, a.m. 

Single line, 
Very fine line, . = 5 : 
Clear double line : 1st component, 

2nd _—s do. 

Strong hazy line, 
Strong line, 
Fine line, . "5 c E 
Strong double or treble-— 

GREEN. Ist component, . 
(Single in Angstrom), 2nd do. 

Fine line, . : 
Very fine line, . é 
Fine line and clear, . , 
Thicker line (not in Angstrom), 

Faint band, 
Very faint band, 
Faint hazy line, 
Stronger line, 

Faint line, 
Stronger line, 
Faint line, 
Strong line, 

Reset Telescope. 

Last line repeated, 

Sharp line, 
Do. 

Do. 
Fine line, 

Triple line ; 1st component, 
2nd —s do. 
8rd_—s do. : : 

Band of most exquisitely graduated 
lines, clean and sharp, and ending 
with a strong line— 

1st component, 
2nd do. 
3rd do. 
4th do. 

5th and chief, 

VOL. XXIX. PART I. 

Intensity 
of black, or 
thickness 
of line. 

et et 

bo bp 

bo oo NoNwrrE bw wre 

HH Ooo | alll aol oe oo CO SS oS 

wore 
Haoicg) © 

Appear- 
ance by 
graphical | Micrometer 
compara- 

tive 
symbol. 

309 

Reading. 

Rey. 

11°160 
11°200 
11°255 

11°288 
11°347 
11°404 

11°465 
11°483 
11°533 

11°594 
11°624 

11°744 
11°754 
11-795 
11°900 

11:997 
12°032 
12°068 
12°104 

12°172 
12°303 
12°372 

12°426 
12°440 

12°480 
12°505 
12°540 
12°622 

12°710 
12°730 
12°797 
12°827 

12°868 
12°920 
13°110 
13°192 

5°468 

5565 
5632 

5°724 
5°803 

5867 
5902 
5914 

5-926 
5-940 
59738 
6-000 

6022 

PLACE- 
DATA, 
from 

Angstrom's 
Grating Nor- 
mal Solar 
Spectrum. 

48 545 

48 597 

48 773 

48 773 

48 794 
48 808 

48 828 

Chemical-origin- 
data, from 
Angstrom, 
Thalen, &c. 

Manganese. 
Iron. 
Iron. 

Tron. 

Tron. 
2 

Tron, 

Cobalt. 
Manganese. 

Tron. 
Tron. 

Tron. 

Titanium. 
Titanium. 

Copper. 
Tron. 

Tron. 
Tron. 

Titanium. 
Chromium 
and Iron. 

Chromium 
and Iron. 
Chromium. 
Chromium 
and Iron. 

Tron. 

Tron. 

Manganese. 
Manganese. 
Manganese. 

Tron. 

Concluded 
WAVE- 

NUMBER- 
PLACE, per 
British Inch. 

48 304 
48 313 
48 327 

48 334 
48 348 
48 363 

48 377 
48 382 
48 394 

48 408 
48 415 

48 446 
48 456 
48 481 

48 443 

48 504 
48 513 
48 520 
48 529 

48 546 
48 571 
48 586 

48 595 
48 598 

48 608 
48 613 
48 622 
48 640 

48 661 
48 667 
48 683 
48 687 

48 697 
48 709 
48 754 
48 773 

48 773 

48 794 
48 808 

48 828 
AS 844 

48 859 
48 868 
48 870 

48 873 
48 875 
48 883 
48 888 

48 893 

Differences. 

Breadths & 
Doubles. Distances 

Or O1 00 bo 

17 

4k 
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Colour of the 
Continuous 
Spectrum at 
the Place. 

GREEN. 

PROFESSOR PIAZZI SMYTH ON 

Object Observed, generally a black, fixed 
Fraunhofer Line. 

Fine line, . - 5 5 
Sharp double line: 1st component, 

2nd do. 

Sharp but unequal pair: 1st component 
2nd do. 

Sharp fine line, 

1 line, little more than cloud— 
1st edge of its nebulosity, 
a edge of of its line, faint 

UL 
Qnd edge ee ‘said line, 
2nd edge of the nebulosity, ” 

Sharp fine line, 
Sharp stronger line, . 
Sharp line, : 

Do. 
Do. 

Sharp fine line, 

2? line, cloudy exceedingly— 
Ist edge of its nebulosity, . 
Ist edge of its line, faint 
but thick, . 

Qnd edge of do. 
2nd edge of nebulosity, 

Line of blacker matter pee so in 
Angstrom), ‘ : : 

Fine line, 

, strong clear line, 

4, hazy, broad, and faint— 
Ist edge, : 

2nd do. 

Sharp line, 
Do. : 

Very fine line, . 

Strong line, 
Fine line, ; 
Very fine line, . 
Strong line (very faint in Angstrom), 
Fine line, 

Double line : 1st component, 
2nd do. 

Double line: 1st component, 
2nd do. 

Strong line, 
Very fine line, . ‘ : ; 
Very thin double : 1st component, 

2nd do. 

Strong close double : 1st component, 
2nd do. 

Fine line, . A | 
Strong hazy line, 

te-focussed Telescope. 

Same hazy line, , : : 
Sharp double line : 1st component, 

2nd_—s do. 
Fine line, 

Intensity 

thickness 
of line. 

* Go ox 

OrPrHOHH oN CO 

nr 

SCHOO CS. ae 

cn ~r 

Or 

on "pe 

HHOHD onn PR Ol uw “or 

HOt 

wreprp coon meet 

Cror o Oo 00 

onrrcw 

of black, or 

Appear- 
Concluded 
WAVE- 

NUMBER- 
PLACE, per 
British Inch. 

48 910 
48 917 
48 925 

48 952 
48 958 
48 979 

~ Fhe 

Breadths &| 

for) (o} Doubles. =a 

ic} g 

48 996 

49 002 
49 005 
49 011 

ance by Wiicrometer DATA Chemical-origin- 
hical : data fr 

pe es Reading. Pee pee 
tive Rev Grating Nor-| Thalen, &c. 

symbol. mal Solar 
Spectrum. 

; 6°100 
| I 6'128 Iron. 
| 6167 Tron. { 

}) | 6°283 . Calcium. 
ha 6312 Titanium. 

| 6°410 Tron. 

|= 6°485 

Ki B 308 | 49 004 Magnesium } 

= 6°556 

| 6°604 
| 6°659 Tron. 

6-712 | 
6°780 | 
6-814 | Nickel. 

| 6°928 

6°945 

6966 : 
49 107 |Ma esium | 

6:982 = 
7000 

| 7018 Iron. 
j 7:047 

| 7127 |49142| tonand 
Nickel. 

Sat 49 159 Magnesium | 

\ 7247 Tron. 
\ 7287 Tron. 

' 7323 

| 7°430 49 210 Tron. 
1 | 7573 Iron, 

‘ 7°670 
| 7716 Nickel. 

' 7743 Sodium. 

ry 7-792 2 { 
| 7830 Sodium. 
[ T 7885 Iron. 
| 7°924 Tron. 

| 8038 Iron. 
' 8116 Nickel. 

; 8177 
' 8190 

| \ 8:278 
| 8°285 

fipdes 8332 Nickel. 
HE 8°440 49 426 Tron. 

HH Ee 8-460 
| 8°558 ws lI 8°574 49 438 Nickel. 

| 8°635 
Saree ee eee, ee eee) eee eee ee 

49 022 
49 035 
49 047 
49 064 
49 072 
49 097 

49 102 

49 106 || 
49 110 
49 114 

49 118 
49 124 

| 49 142 

49 158 
49 163 

171 
180 
188 

212 
233 
262 
270 
277 

288 
296 
307 
315 

340 
856 
370 
373 

391 
393 
404 
426 

426 
440 
443 
457 

7 

6 

3 
6 

ul 



olour of the 
Jontinuous 

rum at 
fe Place. 

THE SOLAR SPECTRUM AT THE DATE 1877-1878. 

Object Observed, generally a black, fixed 
Fraunhofer Line. 

Strong line, . 
Very fine line, . 
Fine line, " 
Hazy line, 
Sharp line, 

Fine line, 
Strong line, 
Fine line, 
Strong line, 
Fine line, 

Double line: 1st component, 
2nd = do. 

Strong line, hazy, 

Great change of focus in the spectrum foraateuias 

Last line repeated, with new focus, 
Fine line, i 5 

Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

Strong line, 
Finer line, 
Strong line, 
Fine line, 
Stronger line, 

Fine line, 
Do. 
Do. : 

Strong line, 
Ultra faint band, begins faintly, 

ends sharply, 

eid faint double line— 
1st component, 
2nd do. 

Fine line, : 
Strong aud AS double line— 

1st component, 
2nd = do. 

Fine line, 
Strong and sharp line 
Sharp line, 

Do. : a 
Close double line : 1st component, 

2nd = do. 

GREEN colour ends here, and GLAUCOUS colour begi 

Strong line, . 
Fine line, 
Very strong line (not so strong in 

Angstrom), 
Unequal double line : Ist component, 

Zoe, 
Strong line, c : 
Fine line, 
Unequal double line: Ist component, 

2nd do. 

Intensity 
of black, or} ° 
thickness 
of line. 

br or bo 

HOWHMH HE 
ay : 

BREE DpH ww Hoo 

UN ~ 

Lael So) 

mM be bb eH 0 

th, 15m. p.M., Stove-pipe cuts off Sun. 
10h. 30m. A.m., 3 June 26, 1878. 
Bad definition. 

definition. 
definition good. 

Appear- 
ance by 
graphical 

a 
yy 

ti 

ytd 

Removed the blue. glass, and again adjusted prisms for space between E and F. At 11h. a.m., 
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PLACE- | Differences. 

Sfiesarier, | SUAS [Chemtestorlei| Onduted (rani 
SN Angstrom’s Angstrom, NUMBER- || 4 oS S 
Re Grating Nor-| Thalen, &c. PLACE, per || 3 3 EI 
Be mal Solar British Inch. || 52] 

Spectrum. gA| A 

8°724 Tron. 49 476 12 
8°780 49 488 10 
8°823 Tron. 49 498 20 
8920 Titanium. 49 518 16 
8-998 Tron. 49 534 13 

9:059 49 547 10 
9103 i eeeONs 49 557 2 
9°117 Tron. 49 559 ll 
9°167 Tron. 49 570 6 
9°195 49 576 14 

9°264 Tron. 49 590 13 
9-322 Titanium. 49 603 50 
9°557 49 650 Nickel. 49 653 53 
9-793 Tron. 49 706 10 
9°832 2 49 716 17 
9:920 49 734 Tron. 49 733 

this telescope focusses now close to one end of its tube range. 

10°067 49 734 Tron. 49 734 99 
10°164 Copper. 49 756 12 
10°233 49 768 14 
10°300 49 782 21 
10°406 49 803 

9 
10°450 49 813 Nickel. 49 812 6 
10°480 49 818 5 
10°517 49 §20 Iron. 49 823 12 
10°572 49 835 5 
10°600 Tron. 49 840 

23 
HOE Alris 49 863 20 
10°810 49 883 6 
10°834 49 889 9 
10°898 49 898 Tron. 49 898 14 
10°964 49 912 9 
11:008 49 921 

10 

11°054 49 931 9 
11°068 49 933 3 
11°140 ~ 49 936 

27 
11°215 2 49 963 9 
11255 Tron. 49 972 

9 
11'303 49 981 13 
11°373 49 994 6 
11-404 Nickel 50 000 8 
11°445 50 004 and 50 008 5 
11°472 Tron [ 50 013 3 
11°486 50 016 | 

ins. 26 

11°620 Iron ? 50 042 li 
11°668 50 053 

6 
11°704 Iron. 50 059 18 
11-800 tion 50 077 6 

11°832 5 50 083 29 
11°983 Tron. 50 112 17 
12068 Tron. 50 129 So 
12188 50 152 Tron and 50 151 1 os 
12°190 Titanium. 50 152 

Set and re-set the prisms several times for this part of the spectrum, but without improving the 
found 
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Colour of the 
Continuous 
Spectrum at 
the Place. 

Glaucous. 

PROFESSOR PIAZZI SMYTH ON 

Object Observed, generally a black, fixed 
Frauenhofer Line. 

Last double line repeated— 
1st component, 
2nd do. 

Suspected hazy line, 

Strong line, . 
Fine line, ] 

Do. 
Do. : 

Strong line, . 
Fine line, 

Do. 

Blank region 
in Angstrom. 

Fine line, 
Very strong double line— 

1st component, 
2nd do. 

A group of fine lines— 
Probably a water- 

vapour group 
said to be strong ze Le 
in summer and 4th au. 
in a low Sun. 

Fine line, 
Strong line, 3 
A triplet : Ist and faintest, 

2nd strong, 
3rd _ do. 

An even triplet— 
Probably a Tel- 

luric —_—water- 
vapour group. 

1st component, 
2nd do. 
3rd do. 

An inclined triplet : 1st and smallest, 
2nd and middle, 
38rd and strongest, 

Fine line, 
Do. 

A triplet : 1st component, 
2nd do. : : 
3rd do. strongest, 

Re-focussed. 

Last, or 3rd of inlet, ene, 
Fine] ine, 
Stronger line, 

A faint and uneven triplet— 
1st component, 
2nd do. 
3rd do. 

Fine line, ; F : 

A strong but uneven double— 
1st component, 
2nd do. 

| Fine line, : ; 

Strong double line: 1st component, . 
2nd do. 

Group of fine lines : 1st component, . 
| 2nd do. 
| 3rd do. 
apie: 4th do. 

1st component, 

Intensity 
of black, or 
thickness 
of line. 

me bo 

wo Be HH pH ee PD 

WOH ROH ERY EEE 

ee wnre do ww 

oo Ht ee 

Loe) me bo 

et ee 

Appear- 
ance by 
graphical 
compara- 

tive 
symbol. 

nee 

Micrometer 
Reading. 

Rev. 

7380 
7398 
7534 

data, from 
Angstrom, 
Thalen, &e. 

Angstrom's 
Grating Nor- 
mal Solar 
Spectrum. 

_ Iron and 
50 152 Titanium. 

Tron. 

Tron. 
Tron. 

Tron and 
perhaps 

Tell. water- 
vap. group. 

Tron. 

59 382 
50 393 

Calcium. 
Tron. 

Probably a 
Tell. water- 
vap. group. 

Titanium. 
Titanium. 
Nickel. 

Tron. } 

Tron. 

Chemical-origin- 

| 
| 

Tron, 

50 620 | Unknown. 
Nickel. 

Tron and 
Titanium. 

} 

Concluded 

PLACE, per 
British Inch. 

Differences, | 
e| 

17 

£6 00 ow Ss) wh n 

or 

cor 

for o>} 

a) 

3. é 
nn 

) 

35 ao a2 | 35 
ao) am 



| Colour of the 
| Continuous 

| Specti t 

THE SOLAR SPECTRUM AT THE DATE 1877-1878. 313 

pe | ae Differences. 

Intensity | 2° ?Y_| Micrometer ATA, hanlecikasare|| Coxekees |j-_——_——= 
Object Observed, generally a black, fixed of black, by pie dae, Reading. en from, : y data fn NOE. = g a 

Fraunhofer Line. thickness ‘ive Gr ci Nor-| Angstrom, PLACE. per apes a 

of line. symbol Rev. mal Solar Thalen, &c. British tneh 3 A = 
Spectrum. ae A 

Strong line, 3 | 9-800 50 681 Tron, 50 681 13 
Fine line, . 5 j : 1 | 9°848 50 694 8 
Sharp side of a faint band, 1 = 9°883 50 702 iW 
Vanishing side of do. 0-2 — 9928 50 718 21 
Strong line, 2 | 10°008 Iron and 50 734 

con Titanium. 13 
Strong double : 1st component 2 ‘060 50 747 

P gat db, 2 | I 10-083 | (50 748 Iron. Ve Tae A |. 
Faint haze from last line ends here, . 02 = 10°170 50 770 10 
Fine line, F 1 | 10°224 Tron. 50 780 11 
Strong line, 15 ] 10°278 50 791 6 
Very fine line, . 0°5 ' 10°307 50 797 9 
Fine line, . ihe | 10°350 50 806 

7 
Fine double line : 1st component, is 10°389 Hak. 50 813 

ond ao. oma | | } 10-406 Titanium. || 59 817 || 4 - 
Very fine line, . ; 0-4 ' 10°457 50 828 14 
Fine line, . 1 | 10°522 50 842 13 

Do. 1 | 10°589 50 855 
15 

Faint band of lines : 1st and strongest, 2° | 10°660 Tron. 50 870 3 
2nd strongest, ie | | 10°680 2 50 873 3 
8rd dow ~S iw |S? ( LL!) 10-690 2 50 876 || 3 
4th and weakest, O'> | 10°710 2 50 879 

17 
Strong line, 2 | 10°798 Tron. 50 896 21 

Do. : cl 1195) | 10°898 Tron. 50 917 1 
Fine line, : : 1 | 10950 50 928 23 
Strong line or lines, . 2 | or |] | 11:070 Iron. 50 951 

Nickel, 12 
Do. do. 2 | or|[] | 11°124 50 968 5 | Sodium, and {0 963 

Titanium. 6 
Fine line, 1 | 11160 50 969 

Nickel, 7 
Haze between last line and this one, . 2 11200 Sodium, and 50 976 6 

Titanium. 
Fine line, 1 | 11°243 50 982 

Nickel, 12 
Strong line, 2 | 11°317 } Sodium, and 50 994 

Titanium. 
Nickel, 14 

Do. 2 | 11400 } Sodium, and {a 008 
Titanium. 9 

Fine line, 1 | 11°462 Iron. 51 017 WW 
Do. 1 | 11°532 51 028 - 
Do. 1 | 11°578 51 035 : 
Do. 1 | 11°620 51 042 

Strong line, 2 | 11°687 2 51 053 Be 
Fine line, 1 | 11°778 51 068 15 

5 
Triplet of fine lines: 1st component, 1 | 11°810 51 073 9 

2nd do. 1 tell 11°820 51 075 3 
3rd do. 1 | 11°840 Tron. 51 078 

; 9 
Fine double line : 1st component, 1 | 11°895 Tron. 51 087 7 

Qnd do. ie aT well 11:936 51 094 re 
Strong line, - . 2 | 12-028 Tron. 51 109 9 
Fine line, f 15 | 12°088 Tron. 51 118 19 
Very sees ; : ee 1 | 12°207 51 137 105 

ese three lines were apparently 
omitted by accident, and are taken _ l ten 7 3 
from a subsequent re-examination 2 ' eon 51 190 

«Of the spectrum, . __. : c | . 
Little c;” avery strong but 
hazy line (strong and clear line FH Fe 

in Angstrom), . . . .| 4 H 12°470 | 51 242 Iron. 51 242 
The telescope’s focus about here is very troublesome. When the above thick iron line is seen single, the small one 

is seen sharp at focussing-tube’s 15th division; but at the 25th they are blurred; and at the 35th they become sharp 
again, but with the thick iron line notably doubled by bad focus. 

Reset all the prisms for F. 

VOL. XXIX. PART I. ae % 



314 

Colour of the 
Continuous 
Spectrum at 
the Place. 

Glaucous. 

Glaucous. 

PROFESSOR PIAZZ1 SMYTH ON 

aes DATAL Concluded Intensity ance by | Micrometer ? Chemical-origin- eee 
Object aaecreds ay a black, fixed i black, or Passa Readin ndit ading. aie Geta trom 7 owe = 3 ve | 

raunhoter Line. ckness ti Grati Nor- ngstrom, PLACE, Sa 

of line. evan. Rey. zal Solar Thalen, &. || British ta, 3 5 

: a 

“Little c,” line repeated, 
hazy and strong; Ist side, 9°345 51 238 

(Strong and clear line in ‘Angstrom)— 4 : 51242 Tron 
2nd side, . 9°380 51 245 

Fine line, 1 al 9°510 Tron. 51 273 
Do. 1 | 9°585 Iron. 51 288 
Do. 1 | 9°610 Tron. 51 293 
Do. 1 | 9°732 Tron. 51 318 

Strong double line : 1st component, . 2 | il 9905 Tron 51 358 
2nd do. C 2 | 9°944 2 51 360 

Faint and unequal double line— 
1st component, i | | 10086 Todi 51 392 
2nd do. 05 |. ' 10°118 i 51 398 

A doubly graduated group of lines— 
1st component, 0°5 f 10°220 ot fa 
2nd do. = 1:0 10°245 1 426 
8rd do. : 1:2 Nee 4 10°260 Tron and ? 51 429 
4th do. 10 || 10-297 | 51 436 
5th do. 05 |, J Ge "342 (51 446 

Fine line, F 1 10°425 Nickel. 51 468 
Strong double line: Ist component, : 3 ; 10516 51 485 Barium and || | 51 482 

2nd do. : 3 10°555 Tron. 51 490 

More trouble with the focus of tele De Changed silver-on-glass mirror, re-adjusted prisms, but found no benefit 
to the faulty definition. Tried simple coer magnifier for quartz eye-piece, but still no benefit ; for still, best focus for 
a thick line is not the best focus for a thin one ; and there seem to be two foci, about 0°7 inch apart on the telescope 
focus-tube ! 

The present amount of Dispersion by prisms 6, 8, and 4=28° from A to H ; and though found very suitable in the 
red and yellow, may be too much in the green and blue, which we are now working in; we shall therefore now tr 
prisms 6 and 8 alone, with Dispersion from A to H=21°. 

Thursday, June 27, 1878. 
9h. 30m. A.M. 

Last double line repeated— 
1st component, 3 8923 = | Bari d || § 51 480 
ond | id; sh II 8-956 |{ 5! 485 | on, ia 490 

Fine line, F 5 - 1 9°006 51 503 
Strong line, 2 9°074 Iron. 51 520 

Faint resolvable band: Ist component, | 1 | 9'165 51 543 
2nd dole: 1 tell 9°180 51 548 
8rd do. i | 9°204 51 554 

Fine line, iP | 9265 51 570 
Stronger line, | 15 | 9°302 51 579 
Strong thick line, 3° | 9°336 Tron. 51 587 
Fine line, aly 9°408 51 606 

Strong double line : 1st component, 3 | I 9°485 51 629 I 51 628 
2nd do. 3 9565 | 51 644 ae 51 644 

Re-set the Prisms. 

Last double line repeated— 

att” | gle Gee | sees | om” Were 
Hazy line, - ‘ : 1°65 9°645 Nickel. 51 650 
Fine line, 15 | 9696 51 663 

Faint hazy band: beginning, . 5 o-7 = 9°813 51 694 
en P : = 9°840 51 700 

Fine line, . és 1 | 9904 51.718 
Ou. i ote aah) 1 | 9-920 51 721 

Strong double: 1st component, 2 | i 9°955 I 51 730 
2nd do. 2 | 9°960 ey 51 733 



en 

Colour of the 
Continuous 
‘Spectrum at 
_ the Place. 

i eh 

— 

sn TI A OS 

| 

THE SOLAR SPECTRUM AT THE DATE 1877-1878. 

Object Observed, generally a black, fixed 
Fraunhofer Line. 

Fine line, 
Do. : 

Very fine line, . 

Fine line, 
Strong and sharp double line— 

1st component, 
2nd 0. 

Fine line, 
Strong line, 

Do. 0 
Very fine line, . 
Fine line, 

Do. 

Very strong double : 1st component, 
2nd do. 

Clear double line : 1st coupanent, 
0. 

Wide double line : 1st component, 
2nd do. 

Intensity 
of black, or 
thickness 
of line. 

an wv 

Appear- 
ance by 
graphical 
compara- 

tive 
symbol. 

nae 

in| 

Ally 

ria 

Micrometer 
Reading. 

Rey. 

9°993 
10°060 
10°104 

10°167 

10°183 
10°242 

10°357 
10°388 
10°535 
10°545 
10°646 
10°678 

10°738 
10°72 

10°835 
10°855 

10°913 
10°946 

10h. 80m. A.M., white cirri and cirrostrati cover all the sky. 

Band of fine lines: 1st component, 
(Not in Angstrom), 2nd do. 

8rd_—s do. 
4th do. 

Strong sharp line, 
Dow eido; 

Do. do. 
Fine line, 

Hazy fine line, 

Strong line (not in Angstrom ; pro- 
bably by error of engraving), 

Very strong double line— 
1st component, 
2nd do. 

Fine line, 
do. ; 

| Very fine line, . 

Fine line, 
0. 

Sharp line, 
Fine line, 

Do. “ 
Very fine line, . 

- Strong line, 

Haze begins, . 
The Great F line: Ist side, 

do. 
Its haze ends, . . 

Sharp and black a ; 
Faint haze, 0 ° j . 
Hazy line, 3 
Hazy group : 1st component, 

2nd and chief compt. 
3rd component, 

He et 

el el SC) bo bp 

ore oo oo bo 

Or 

= 

n 

ae 

HwWHHow SCOO0 NnoHrHHEHy 

HN 

itd 
| 

\ 

5 

TLL 

10°965 
10°978 
10°990 
11-004 

11:°060 
11117 

11288 
11'357 
11°382 
11°398 
11°425 

11°498 

11°554 
11590 

11°610 
11°640 
11°667 

11-720 
11°738 
11°796 
11°825 
11°860 
11°876 
11°905 

11/977 
11:990 
12:010 
12°082 

12 064 
12°095 
12°160 
12°216 
12°240 
12°267 

PLACE- 
DATA, |Chemical-origin- 
from data from 

Angstrom’s Angstrom, 
Grating Nor-| Thalen, &c. 
mal Solar 
Spectrum. 

Tron 

2 
Iron. 

Barium. 

51'982 Tron. 
51°940 Tron. 

2 
Tron. 

Tron. 
Tron. 

| 

Titanium. | 

62-021 | Iron. 

52°075 Calcium. 

Nickel. 

52°140 Tron. 
52°148 Tron. 

Cobalt. 

Nickel. 

Tron. 

52254 |HyprocEen 

52°265 Tron. 

52°312 Nickel. 

315 

Concluded 
WAVE- 

NUMBER- 
PLACE, per 
British Inch, 

51 
51 
51 

51 

51 
51 

51 
51 
51 
51 
51 
51 

51 
51 

51 
51 

51 
51 

52 

52 

52 

740 
758 
769 

786 

793 
806 

835 
843 
881 
883 
908 
917 

932 
940 

957 
962 

978 
985 

990 
994 
997 
001 

015 
030 

075 
093 
098 
102 
109 

127 

141 
149 

155 
163 
170 

183 
187 
203 
211 
220 
224 
232 

248 

260 

267 
274 
292 
306 
312 
319 

Breadths & 
Doubles. 

13 

Oo 

15 

i) 

Differences. 

Distances. 

a - 00 

14 

45 

ra 

“IH ©1 00 

18 

14 

“I00 O& 



316 

Colour of the 
Continuous 
Spectrum at 
the Place. 

Glaucous. 

PROFESSOR PIAZZI SMYTH ON 

Object Observed, generally a black, fixed 
Fraunhofer Line. 

Faint haze band, .. 
Double line: 1st component, 

2nd component, 

Fine line, 
Do. 

Sharp strong line na in Oe 
strom’s map), 

Fine line, 
Do. 

Fine line, 
Do. 
Do. : : 

Very fine line, . 

Strong and pe line, ) Very _ faint 
Do. 0. triplet here 
Do. do. in Angstr. 

Strong line, . 
Very fine double line; Ist component, 

2nd do. . 
Fine line, 
Clear line, 

Fine line, ‘ : é 
Strong double line : 1st component, . 
(Single j in Angstr.) 2nd = do. : 

Strong line, 
Fine line, 
Hazy line, 

Strong, unequal double line— 
1st component, 

(Singlein 
Angst.) 2nd and seid td ae: 

Fine line, ; ; 

Fine line, 
Do. 
Do. 

Strong line, 

Very fine line, . ; : : “ 
Do; sidos : P : 

Fine line, 
Stronger line, 
Fine line, 

Do. 

Strong line, 
Fine line, 
Stronger line, 
Fine line, 
Strong line, 
Fine fine, 

Faint double line ; 1st component, 
2nd ~— do. 

Faint double line : 1st component, 
2nd do. 

Faint hazy line, 
Fine line, ; 
Hazy line, 
Fine line, 

Intensity 
of black, or 
thickness 
of line. 

He 

| 

None HBPrHOoOOrF bo bd bp ce tl nll ool 

NA AAN a 

a 

oc) 

Be ee SHEED HH HHOO PH ee et BP pp 

* © oa aa 

———o—o? 

Appear- 
ance by 
graphical 
compara- 

tive 
symbol. 

Micrometer 
Reading. 

Rey. 

13°296 
13°380 
13°3938 

13°460 
13°497 
13564 

13614 

13°638 
13°678 

13°744 
13°776 
13°823 
13°884 

13°965 
13°990 
14030 
14068 
14:080 
14°131 

14°204 
14°286 
14333 
14°375 
14°460 
14°560 

14°655 
14°661 

14°693 
14°708 

14'755 
14°855 
15027 
15:07 

PLACE- 
DATA, |Chemical-origin- 
from data from 

Angstrom's Angstrom, 
Grating Nor-| Thalen, &c. 
mal Solar 
Spectrum. 

Calcium. 

Tron. 

Cobalt. 

Tron. 

Tron. 

Nickel. 
- Nickel. 

t 52 600 | Nickel. 

52 664 Manges 

Calcium. 

Titanium. 
Tron. 

Iron. 

Tron. 

53 005 Cobalt. 

Concluded 
AVE- 

NUMBER- 
PLACE, per 
British Inch. 

52 325 
52 346 
52 358 

52 382 
52 389 

52 720 

52 737 
52 743 
52 750 
52 759 
52 763 
52 776 

52 795 
52 816 
52 827 
52 838 
52 860 
52 887 

52 911 
52 913 

52 921 
52 924. 

52 937 
52 962 
53 005 
53 018 

Differences, | 

3. aq 
2s| 8 
ss] 8 
s5| 2 a°| @ 

} |) 
I 

| |, 

—____——— 

Ss =e 



THE SOLAR SPECTRUM AT THE DATE 1877-1878. 317 

nae DATA, Ich 1 Concluded fs aca ‘ bd o : jeal-origin- ee ee 

Object Observed, generally a black, fixed aettenalty erence Micrometer from daca fone WAVE. ar si 
Fraunhofer Line. Fagiteibeaeee compara 8 Angstrom’s Angstrom, NUMBER- || 43 3 

; omits tive Rew Grating Nor-| Thalen, &c. PLACE, per |] 33 2 
* | symbol ; mal Solar British Inch,|| 5 © a 

Spectrum. ae) 8 

Group of sharp lines: 1st component, 1 | 15146 53 036 3 
Qnd do. 1 etal 15°160 53 039 || 7 
3rd & strongest, 2 | 15°185 Tron 53 046 

12 
Fine line, 1 ' 15235 53 058 12 
Hazy band : beginning, 1 J 15°287 Nickel. 53 070 6 

end, 0°3 i 15°305 Nickel. 53 076 
33 

Very strong and eae line, | 4 | 15°446 | 53 109| Manganese. || 53 109 ei 
Fine line, iL 1 15°604 Cobalt. 53 147 7 

Do. 1 \ 15°636 53 154 
| 34 

Hazy band : beginning, : 1 F 15°73 53 188 || rfl 
end, 0:3 te 15°797 | 53 199 || : 

2 
Strong sharp line, 3 | 15938 Iron. | 53 226 12 
Line hazy to right, 2 EE 15990 | 58 2388 18 
Fine line, c 1 \ 16:070 | 53 256 16 
Stronger line, 166) | 16140 Tron. 53 272 21 
Fine line, 1 16°223 53 293 7 

Double line : 1st component, 1 | i 16°256 53 300 6 
2nd. do. il | 16°280 53 306 17 

Clear line, — 3 1b 16°357 53 323 
19 

Strong line, 3 1: 16°424 53 342 | Manganese. 53 342 12 
Fine line, c 1 \ 16°472 Manganese. 53 354 4 
Very fine line, . 0°5 : 16°490 53 358 19 
Fine line, 13 ' 16°573 Titanium. 53 377 13 
Very fine line, 05 , 16628 Titanium. 53 390 7 
Fine line, 1 | 16°660 53 397 

10 
Group of lines ; 1st component, 1:3 | 16°702 Nickel. 53 407 5 

2nd = do. 1 alll 16°728 Nickel. 53 412 3 
. 3rd do. 1 | 16°737 583 415 I 
Very fine line, . ¢ 2 05 ' 16-786 53 426 ; 

7 
Notable and strong line, 4 | 16'820 | 53 433) Manganese. |53 433 * 

Faint double line : 1st component, il r 16°898 53 452 4 
ond) © ‘do; il rfl 16:915 53 456 

8 
Fine line, 1 | 16°952 53 464 15 
Faint hazy and perhaps double line, . : il fs 17017 53 479 19 
Very fine line (strong in Angstrom), . 0-7 ' 17:096 2 53 498 

26 
Clear line, 155 | 17°205 Tron. 53 524 V7 
Fine line, 1°3 ; 17-275 53 541 ic 
Finer line, 0'8 : 17353 Titanium. 53 559 

14 
Triple group : 1st component, 2 | 17-415 Tron. 53 573 7 

gnd do. 1 rely | 177443 ’ 53 580 7 
3rd do. 2 | 17-475 2° 53 587 

15 
Fine line, é : 5 a \ 17538 53 602 18 
Triple group: 1st component, 1 | 17617 || 53 620 8 

2nd and chief, 3 Leil 17650 Iron. 53 628 || 49 
3rd component, . 1 ' 17690 53 638 3 

2 
Clear line, 11955 | 17°810 Titanium. 53 666 ll 
Fine line, 0°8 | 17°858 53 677 11 
Do. 1: in 17 ‘906 Iron. 53 688 : 
Do. ile \ 17945 53 697 8 
Do. ile F 17980 Manganese. 53 705 : 

; 1 
Clear line, 15 | 18:050 2 53 722 v5 
Strong line, 2 | 18104 Tron. 53 735 | 13 
Fine line, ; i \ 18163 53 748 23 
Very fine line, . 07 , 18-258 53 771 rT 

Do. 0°4 ; 18°304 53 782 12 

4M 
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Colour of the 
Continuous 
Spectrum at 
the Place. 

Glaucous. 

PROFESSOR PIAZZI SMYTH ON 

Object Observed, generally a black, fixed 
Fraunhofer 

Strong double line : 

Very fine line, . 

Line. 

lst component, . 
2nd do. 

Wide double line : 1st component, 

Fine line, 

Very strong ee and mint) 

2nd do. 

Haze extends thus far, 

Group of lines: Ist component, 
2nd do. 
3rd do. 
4th do. 
5th do. 

Fine line, 
Do. 
Do. : 

Strongest line hereabouts, . 
Fine line, . : : 

Do. 
Hazy line, 

Sharp line, 
Do. ; : : 

Double line : 1st component, 
2nd ~—s do. 

Very fine line, . 

Fine line sharp, 
Hazy line, 

Do. : : 5 : 9 
Strong line (from 54 050 to 54 240, 

all is vacant in sresgon, except 
ing this line), 

Perhaps double line, . 
_ Fine line, 
Hazy line, 
Sharp line, 

Sharp line, : 
Rather hazy group : ist component, . 

2nd — do. 
3rd do. 

Hazy band, ; : 

Do. ; ; ; : 
Group of lines : 1st component, 

2nd do. 
3rd do. 

Fine line, 5 

Hazy band, . 
Sharp double line: 1st component, 

2nd 
Fine line, 
Sharp double line : Ist component, 

2nd do. 

Then follows a group containing within it, amongst other finer lines, one very strong line, a notable haze at the 

Intensity 
of black, or, 
thickness 
of line. 

| | 

_ 

co 

pworworn oF HHHO ww 
oo 

OHHH HHHeRP PEE 

eo oro) ete 

Or K Her Dorn 

ou oO 

or © 

DNWHNNO CNWHO ONHNH 

Appear- 
ance by 
graphical 
compara- 

tive 
symbol. 

Micrometer 
Reading. 

Rey. 

18°358 hi 18°413 
18480 
18°550 
18592 
18°675 

18748 
18°865 

18°970 
19°002 
19°034 
19°084 
UG 

19164 
19-235 
19°304 

Angstrom’s 
Grating Nor- 
mal Solar 
Spectrum. 

53 885 

19°340| 54 013 
19°360 
19°382 
19°430 

19°478 
19°526 

. 19°555 
19°570 
19°667 

19°743 
19°790 
19°850 

19:915 

19°978 
20°000 
20°062 
20°117 

20°174 
20°221 
20°265 
20°320 
20°390 

20°470 
20°530 
20°547 
20°587 
20°615 

20°783 
20°833 
20'878 
20°930 
20°982 
20°039 

same time enveloping them all, in this manner and degree— 

fully coinciding With his apparent idea 
characterise the violet end of the spectrum. 

a of its bein 
The pl 

‘ 

Chemical-origin- 
data from 
Angstrom, 
Thalen, &¢. 

2 

Nickel. 

Titanium. 

Manganese. 

Tron. 

Unknown. 

Titanium. 

Titanium. 

Zine. 

Magnesium. 

Titanium. 

a new class o 

Concluded 
WAVE- 

NUMBER- 
PLACE, per 
British Inch. 

53 794 
53 808 

53 823 
53 840 | 
53 850 
53 869 

53 885 
53 912 

53 933 
53 941 
53 948 
53 959 
53 968 

53 977 
53 990 
54 007 

54 013 
54 018 

The whole group is sensibly different from Angstrom’s Ma 
g the first of ‘‘the hazy ones,’ 
aces of the lines or linelets in this particular group are thus- 

lines whic 

Breadths & 
Doubles 

it 

: 

_ = 



THE SOLAR SPECTRUM AT THE DATE 1877-78. 319 

Appear- PLACE Differences. 

Intensit ance by | yrierometer DATA, _|Chemical-oviein-|| Concluded || ——— 

Object Observed, generally a black, fixed of black, a graphics) Recnies AG pO F, See ae n | Sao S a 3 
Fraunhofer Line. thickness fee Grine or-| Angstrom, PL AGE. per ae 8 

of line. symbol, Rev. mal Solar Thalen, &e. British Inch. g 5 2 
Spectrum. gA A 

A group to be called ‘‘ the first of the 
hazy ones ””— | 

1st component, 0°5 ' 21°073 54 412 6 
2nd do. 15 I 21°100 | 54 418 3 

Srd and principal, 5) | 21134 |54 420) Titanium. | 54 421 10 
cous 4th, a close double, ‘ 15 { 21°160 54 430 Titanium. 54 431 3 

om : 5th component, 1 1 at 21°172 54 434 4 
6th do. 1 | 21°185 54 438 4 
7th do. 1 I 21°205 54 442 9 
8th do. 0°8 | 21°216 54 444 12 
9th do. 07 | 21°266 54 456 11 

ih. 10m. P.M. 

Friday, 28th June 1878. Prisms 8 and 6. Dispersion = 21°. 

The principal line of last / 
group, for reference place me | 
only, sre : te Ge ee 8365/54 420, Titanium |54 423 

A notable double line : 1st component, 25 8°545 § || 54 467 6 
: 2nd = do. 2°5 8567 (| 54 473 17 

Clear line, ; F : ies) 8624 54 490 7 
Z Do. i 8°656 54 497 10 
Fine line, 1 8691 ’ 54 507 9 

Do. 1 | 8'728 54 516 14 
Do. 1 } 8780 54 530 

Sharp double line, but with haze be- 16 
hind— 

1st component, 2 8'840 ; 54 546 10 
2nd do. 2 8882 | 54 556 

Tron and 21 

Strong and sharp line, 4 | 8:955 | 54 576) Chromium. || 54 577 31 
Sharp double line: Ist component, 2 | il 9-066 2 54 608 || 44 

2nd do. 2 | 9104 Copper. 54 619 31 

A group: 1st component, . 3 | ( 9-224 (|| 54 650 9 
Qnd_ = do. : 1 | 9°255 | 54 659 8 

. 8rd_—s do. 3 | Ih 9284 Chromium. { || 54 667 9 
4th do. 1 | 9°320 | 54 676 8 
5th do. 3 | 9°353 Ui) 54 684 8 

Faint haze, : il Ee: 9°385 54 692 10 
Faint hazy line, a3 1 IE: 9°423 54 702 8 

Do. do, i aE 9°453 54 710 8 
Strong line, 3 | 9°480 Tron. 54 718 29 

Faint hazy line, 05 oF 9°594 54 747 ll 
Do. do. 05 UE: 9°635 54 758 4 
Do. do. 0°5 rE 9°655 54 762 6 
Do. do. : A 3 3 0°5 AA 9°676 54 768 1B 

Strong double line : 1st component, . 2 | iI 9°730 a 54 781 8 
Qnd do. 2 | 9°757 54 789 iG 

Strong line, 2 | 9°831 54 808 Wl 
Fine line, 1 1 9°874 54 819 mI 
Strong line, 2 | 9-916 54 830 13 - 
Stronger line, 3 9°967 54 842 Tron. 54 843 

31 
Strong double line : 1st component, . 2 | 10:095 oy 54 874 

3 Sade tent tlegs | I] 10-130 eee Panola ee 
Very fine line, . : : bid in Bx 0°5 1 10°226 54 904 14 | 
Strong double line: 1st component, . 2 | II 10°285 ton 54 918 14 

2nd do. 2 | 10°340 i 54 932 20 

Quadruple group of fine lines— 
1st component, Oil (| 107430 54 952 7 
2nd do. ‘i 0°6 i : 10°455 54 959 4 
8rd_— do. 06 || Np 10°47 54963 || 5 
4th do. 0°6 | J 10°495 54 968 12 
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Colour of the 
Continuous 
Spectrum at 
the Place. 

Glaucous. 

BLUE. 

PROFESSOR PIAZZI SMYTH ON 

Appear- PLACE- 

Intensity set dt Micrometer ef ep Chemical-origin- 
Object Observed, generally a black, fixed of black, or et fans Reading. Tariana data from 

Fraunhofer Line. thickness 2 2 & Angstrom, 
of line ne Rey Grating Nor-| haien, &e 

; symbol. . mal Solar Lc 
Spectrum. 

Group of strong lines: 1st component, 25 =f 10°565 Trond 
2nd doses 2 wan 10°623 54 996 thieyathnern 

3rd dor. 2 | 10°645 . 

GLAUCOUS colour ends here ; and BLUE colour begins. 

Triple group: 1st component, 2 | 10°720 
Qnd_— do. 4 1 i clit 10°755 | , 
3rd do. “ 2 | 10°768 

Faint hazy line, ‘ : : 1 wn ee 
Do. 0. : 1 Ae 10°86 

Very strong and wide double line— 
1st component, 3 | 10°905 55 063 | Unknown. 

nd ado ~~ el Sad Uv sean lh ce 087 | Iron, 
Hazy or double line, : . il 1 ial ale) Calcium. 

Graduated triple— 
1st and smallest component, . Oxf 11°240 
2nd and mean do. : 1 I eal] 11263 
8rd and strongest do i195 i] 11:298 

Strong line, : 2°5 | 11410 Tron. 
Clear line, 1 | 11458 

Quadruple group of fine lines— 
1st component, 1 | 11°516 
Qnd do. 1 fi Cy} 11-5883 
8rd do. 1 | 11°553 
4th — do. to ti 11°570 

Triple group of lines— 
1st component, 1 y j 11°642 
2nd and chief do. a5 J byl,2| 11-665 2 
3rd do. 1 2 lip Vee eetivene 

Double line: 1st component, 15 I] 11°750 2 
and do. 15 | | 11°78 

Fine line, 1 11°792 

Ilh. A.M. 

Strong line (not in Seo : 3 | 11°904 
Fine line, : il i 11°925 
Strong clear line, 3 | Takyi7 55 316 Iron, 
Very fine line, . 1 oar 12012 
Strong line, 2 i] 12°050 

Clear line, 15 | 12°143 
Fine line, 1 | 12'200 
Group of strong clear lines— 

1st component, 2 | 12°248 Manganese. 
2nd do. 3 Peal 3} 12-262 
8rd do. 2 | 12°270 

Strong line, 2 | 12°317 Calcium. 
Stronger line, 3 | 12°367 
Very fine line, . 0°5 ' 12°428 

Very strong line, 4 | | 12.504 |55 448] Calcium. 
Hazy band, 1 Fe 12°574 Af 
Strong line, 2 | 12°655 Calcium. 
Fine line, 1 | ieee 

Do. : ; : : 1 | 2° 
Fine double line: Ist component, 1 | \ 12°846 

2nd do. 1 | 12°875 

Very poe double line— 
Ist component, .| 4 | i } 12°990 65 66S Titan 

itanium. 
ond ~ Ho. 2) aimee 13035 | 

Concluded 
WAVE- 
NUMBER- 
PLACE, per 
British Inch. 

54 980 
54 997 
55 003 

g : 

| Distances.| 2 Breadths & Doubles. 

sy ~ 

moO 

23 

- Oo 

Nor 

ior) 



THE SOLAR SPECTRUM AT THE DATE 1877-1878. a2 

Appear- PLACE- one Differences. 
Colour of the Intersit ance by | yj ter DATA, Chemical-origin- oncluded ynie aaa 

Continuous Object Obesrved, generally a black, fixed of black, ad ee Reading ia eras date Arbo ee 2 g g 
ectrum ai un. ine. thickne: 4 * ngstrom, a & 
e Place. eros of ae eathl Rey. Guiive Nor Thalen, &e. peepee 32 2 

Spectrum. (=) 
_—— it este sete | veers ey eee | ol 

Fine line, . 1 | 13107 55 580 1 
Hazy band: Ist side, 2 is 13°150 a oe 7 

2nd do. 2 = 13°180 5 
Hazy band, 1 = | 13-272 55 618 

1 
Triple group of lines: 1st component, 2 | ) i 13°338 ae 24 ee 9 

2nd do. 1 \ 13°373 55 642 nknown. 42 
8rd do. Nt 137430 Titanium. (|| 55 651 |) ° , 

Fine line, 1 | 13°635 55 704 16 
Do. 1 l 13705 ao 55 720 an 

Strong line, shaded to right, : 25 = | 13°845 fas 2 753 25 
_| Strong sharp line, : 3 13948 arium. 778 

’ Bicone line, 2 | 14-042 Titanium. 55 800 Ze Ds orm 20 Fine line, 1 | 14135 55 820 a 

Very strong line, 4 | 14:191 | 55 835] Titunium. | 55 834 f 
q Fine line, oar 1 | 14°228 55 842 12 
, _ Do. : A : 1 | 14°280 55 854 12 
j Strong line, 2 | 14°332 Iron. 55 866 im 
‘ 

’ Fine line, F 1 | 14°386 55 877 10 
Do. ; 1 | 14-428 55 887 a0 

Strong line, 2 | 14°470 55 897 é 

Haze band : 1st; side, : : é 1 = “V| 14°495 55 902 4 
2nd do. = 14°510 55 906 16 

n Group of graduated lines— 3 
Fp enon : i oe Titanium. ee aes 10 
0 oO. | : 9 

3rd and strongest, 3 14683 55 944 12 7 

LUE. | Very fine line, . 07 ; 14°733 55 956 12 
, Do. : . 07 | 14°790 55 968 

; Very strong double line— nae La 32 
1st component, é 3 14932 itanium. 

' ond ae e 3 Ff Il 14:945 56 000 Calcium. 56 002 2 I 
| } Fine line, : : 5 1 14:993 Calcium. 56 013 a 

Strong double line: 1st component, . 2 | 15:035 : 56 022 
(Single in ae 2nd do. 2 | il 15-085 penn aE 56 036 || 14 19 

Fine line, 1 ' 15°170 56 055 : 

Hazy band : 1st side, a eh)! geo Cobalt. |) 33 o69 || 9 
Fine line, ; 1 | 15°283 56 082 12 
Very black line, 3 ! 15°332 56 094 Iron, 56 094 

11h. 55m. 14 

A band of lines : 1st component, 1 15°393 a8 ae 8 
2nd do. 2 15°428 ops i) 
Sadi audtahier, 3 ull 15-455 el eneiaa || & 
4th and last, 2 15°476 56 126 a 

Strong hazy line, 2 AE 15543 Barium. 56 140 7 
Stronger and hazy line, 3 HH 15-672 56 167 Titanium. 56 167 36 
Fine line, 1 | 15°825 56 203 5 

Broad faint haze band : 1st side, 06 = 15°908 Titanium. 56 221 15 
2nd do. 0°6 = 15°977 56 236 af 

Wide double line: 1st component, 2 | 1 16°075 } 56 258 12 
2nd do. 2 | 16°130 56 270 56 270 

Last pair repeated: 1st component, | 2 | | 7780 a 56 258 || Jo 
(Very faint in ae rs 2nd do. Z | 7°835 56 270 i 56 270 16 

sine line, - 3 d 7 | iene 2 a 11 
0. 4 5 

Do. 412 | 7-973 56 302 41 

VOL. XXIX. PART I. f 4N 



322 PROFESSOR PIAZZI SMYTH ON 

toby vDaTA. * \Ghemfeaiconigind|\ Ganented 5 ance 4 : ical-origin- 
Sloueane Object Observed, generally a black, fixed yaya aca aecomete from a Ata toe WAVE. 
Spectrum at Fraunhofer Line. Prichncaa compara- 8 Angstrom’s Angstrom, NUMBER- 

the Place. of line. svratel, Rev. ga AD Thalen, &e. Perea 

Spectrum. 

Strong line (very faint double in 
Angstrom), : : oie: | 8°150 © 2 56 343 

Fine line, ; : : 5 il a 8°342 56 389 
Do. c : . : 3 1 | 8385 Manganese. 56 399 
Do. 15 | 8°487 56 422 

Strong line, hazy on either side, 3 Fl 8°548 56 436 Titanium. 56 436 
A narrow band, . : ; 2 = 8665 Manganese. || 56 466 
Fine line, : F F : ; 1 | 8724 56 479 
Strong line, : : - 2 | 8°780 Titanium. 56 492 
Fine line, 1 | 8°818 Chromium. 56 ‘501 

Do. 1 i 8°854 56 509 

Very strong line, ‘‘ little d,” with two 
following lines and haze (these latter 
particulars not in Angstrom)— | ) 

| lst component, 5 8904 | 56 522 Tron. 56 521 
2nd do. els LC hikea}) 8-926 56 526 

h 3rd do. é 1 | 8-948 56 529 

Band of fine lines, perhaps double 
ones, backed by haze— 

1st component, . 0°5 9-030 (| 56 547 
| 2nd do. iu 9-068 | 56 555 

3rd do. : 2 9103 - |Manganese. 56 563 
4th do. ; 3 9-150 Manganese 56 573 

| (The whole system and Iron. | 
very imperfect > 5th do. 2 9-195 Ul 56 582 
in Angstr. ) 

Fine line, : 15 | 9-240 56 591 
BLUR. Strong hazy line (not i in Angstrom), . : 2 HE 9-398 56 602 

Strong hazy line, : 2 Ht Ie 9°487 Iron. 56 642 
Clear line, preceding, : 2 | 9°572 ) 56 659 
Very strong and Elnck line, | | 56 663 Tron. 

following, . 4 9600 56 665 

Narrow haze band, . ; : 1 = 9°652 56 676 
Broad and fainter haze band— | 

Ist side, 0°5 = 9°720 . 56 692 
2nd do. 0-5 = 9°760 Magnesia eam 

Very strong line, 5 : : 3 1 9°937 Tron. 56 741 
Faint haze, ; : : : : 0°5 EH 10-020 56 760 
Clear line, ; : : : 2 | 107122 Manganese. || 56 784 

| Hazy line, 1 1: 10°195 56 800 
| Do. 1 10260 56 817 

Strong double line: 1st component, . 3 10°322 Iron and 56 830 
2nd do. 3 Th 10°365 56 834 | Titanium. 56 840 

| Strong hazy line, 3 10°490 56 870 
Do do. 3 10°610 Manganese. || 56 898 

Hazy band almost resolved into lines— 7 
1st side, 0°5 a= 10°727 - 56 924 

| 2nd do. 2 &)} 10°792 Manganese. } 56 940 

) Clear line, ; 2 | 10°852 Manganese. || 56 953 
Strong ‘line, 4 | 10°907 Iron. 56 966 
Clear line, ; : : fal a? | 10°950 Manganese. 56 976 

Do. ; F ; : Bly gv | 10°994 Manganese, || 56 987 
Vine line, . ; ? 4 , eee el \ 11-020 56 992 

Do, Wes A ee ee 11-042 56 997 

BLUE colour ends here ; INDIGO begins. 

Very thin line, . 1 1 11°065 57 002 
INDIGO. | Stouter line, 2 11°095 i 57 009 

Strong hazy Line: Ist siden 4 11143 loin, ) || 57 O20liam 
| Qnddo.. 4 11-181 (| 57 025) Titanium. 5) 7 o31|| 7 



THE SOLAR SPECTRUM AT THE DATE 1877-1878. 323 

Appee- PLACE- Differences. 

Colour of the ; ance by . f DATA, Chemical-origin-|} Concluded || ———————— 
Continuous Object Observed, generally a black, fixed ibe or| StaPhical ne from data trom WAVE. 3 | 2 
Spectrum at Fraunhofer Line. thickness | COMpara- -DERETONs Angstrom, NUMBER- || 22 S the Place. Gtiiries tive Rev Grating Nor-| Thalen, &c. PLACE, per || 32 § 

symbol. : mal Solar British Inch.]/ 52] 3 
Spectrum. ; 6A) 6 

Hazy line, 1 11:264 57 048 20 
Dok. ‘ : : : a ¢ 1 . 11°354 Manganese. 57 068 1 

Strong hazy line, . ; : ; 2 11420 Titanium. 57 081 
Hazy line, c : : : 1 11°507 57 100 oe 
Strong line, 3 11°583 Tron. 57 116 a8 
Faint hazy line, : ; 5 1 sk 11°635 Titanium. 57 127 tl 

Exquisite bands of beautifully graduated lines follow, thus :— 21 

Very fine line, . ; ; : : 0°5 oD) 11°730 (|| 57 148 
Tice Tino.) i ei ne oa | 11°750 7 111 ||? 

haze intervenes. | 3 
Fine line, ‘ 1:2 | 11°770 57 154 

haze intervenes. i 
Clear line, ch a at 2 11°798 ~ Titanium. | 57 161 

stronger haze intervenes. 4 11 
Strong line, . F ‘ 3 =| 11°849 Tron. 57 172 

stronger haze intervenes. | = | 8 
Strongest line, . 5 | =| 11886 Tron, | 57 180 

strong haze intervenes. 8 
Strong line, ihe eat | 11'915 Iron ? | 57 188 

weak haze intervenes. 4 
Fine line, 1 ie) 11:940 Wily bm, 192 

Very faint haze, 0°5 Ht 12°020 57 210 18 

Very fine line, . (Ra N59) 12°147 f 57 236 ze 
Fine line, 08 |. 12186 57 245 : 
Do. ea 12-207 57 249 

Clear line, 15 12°238 Manganese. 57 256 7 
Strong line, 2° | \ il 12°258 Manganese, | 57 260 4 

INDIGO. | Stronger line, a5 || al 12°286 pate | 57 266 6 

Do. 3 | 12°300 56 269 : 
i 6 

Strongest and darkest of all.| 5 J 12:332/57 274] Calcium. (57 275 
16 

Double line : 1st component, 2 I } 12°405 57 291 7 
2nd do. 2 iS Q)  12-435 57 298 a 

Meicentss .  . kel l 12°528 57 318 ae 
12 

Faint flat band : 1st side, 2 : 12°588 Ir 57 330 10 
2nd do. y) — 12°635 eae 57 340 18 

Fine line, 15 | 12°718 57 358 20 

Strong double line: 1st component, . 3 | 1 (} 12°804 Titanium. 57 378 20 
2nd do. é 3 | {| 12-905 Calcium. 57 898 

Fine line, i | 12:986 57 414 16 
Haze band : begins sharp, 1 ed, 13°045 57 429 15 

ends weak, 0°3 == 13-128 57 446 || 1° 
Fine line, j 13°340 57 492 = 

Do. : : : ; 1 | 13°385 Titanium. 57 501 hl 
Do. oS Oe eee ee ee | 13°433 57 512 

Very strong, black and 17 
hazy: Ist side, - . . 6 } 13°515 } 57 530), Irom and 57 529] 5 

2nd do. 13548 Manganese. § || 5'7 532 
1h. 10m. p.m. 
The field is now rather too dark, and is violet-coloured, approaching to lilac. On trying in place of present prisms 

8 and 6, Disp. =21°, the whiter pair 8 and 4, Disp. =14°, the field is instantly lighter and wer. 
And on trying the still more transparent pair 8 and 3, Disp. =10°, the field is still lighter, and a lighter and more 

cobalt blue, or verging back even to glaucous blue ; the actual spectrum-place, nevertheless, as tested by the last line, 
being absolutely the same all through. 

Similar, but mutatis mutandis, features having been noticed at the red end of the spectrum, it is plain that the 
colour has certain limits of change of place in the spectrum, according to illumination ; though spectral Jines have not. 
The limits, however, being very small, and not sensibly marring the general law for beginners with small dispersive 
powers, that colour and refrangibility march together. i 

Saturday, June 29, 9h. 30m. A.M. 
| Trou and ! | | 

Centre of thick hazy line, | 6 | | 6955 | 57 530 |Manganese. ||| 5'7 530} 12 
All the lines hereabouts are hazy, more or less. 



324 PROFESSOR PIAZZI SMYTH ON 

Appear: PLACE- Me caaairee Difference 
Golourcf the Intensity Soca Me ty t vee eeeersc sare aa ue = 

Continuous Object Observed, generally a black, fixed of Bae, or ied nce Romain er nom - ata, Oe NUMBER- || 22 
Spectr Fraunhofer Line. thick \para- eading. Angstrom s Angstrom, 62 

the Place. si maa? of line. ee, Rey. Se aa British Tih, 33 
Spectrum. BA 

Very fine line, ) ( 07 ' 6985 57 542 

mati” | an meeoanes (| EE | 1 | ra i a 
Do. P yee Ween 13 7-092 57 584 

Clear line, | 8 : 2 i 7114 57 593 
Do. 2 \ 7°160 57 611 

Strong unequal double— 
Ist component, 4 I | 7183 Calcium | || 5'7 620} 5, 
2nd Epub o Mens ¢ 2 l | 7°214 and Iron. 57 631 

Strong line, . : ; 2 ] 7°250 Calcium. 57 646 

Very strong line, “little e,” 
hazy— ‘ 

Ist side, 7 7300 1ron, |) 87 $88} x0 
' Zug eile 7 7324 : 57 676 

Fine line, . : 2 7°372 Nickel ? 57 694 

Unequal pe group— 
Ist component, 4 7426 Nickel. 57 715]| 13 
2nd component, 1 7°455 57 728 10 
3rd component, 3 7°482 2 57 738 

Close double line : 1st component, 2 ly 7°527 57 755 4 
2nd 0. 2 I 75388 57 759 

Fine line, . il | 7°580 57 778 
Do. 1 | 7°610 57 789 
Do. 1 77628 57 795 

Very strong line, . 4 7655 Titanium. || 57 806 
INDIGO. | Fine double line: 1st component, 1 7°685 57 818 8 

and do. 1 ppl 7°704 57 826 

Very strong line, 3 7°764 Iron. 57 849 
Strong line, 2 | 7793 57 860 
Fine line, . ie) 1 7804 57 865 
Strong line, 2 | : 7°833 Calcium. 57 875 
Fine line, 1 \ 7-840 57 878 

Group of lines : 1st component, 1 | 7874 | 57 890 5 
2nd do. 13 | 7°885 f 57 895 3 
3rd do. 13) Full 7896 57 898 8 
4th do. 1°3 { 7°910 { 57 906 5 
5th and chief, 2 | 7924 UL 57 911 - 

Strong haze band : 1st side, 3 7986 2 57 933 
Qnd side, 3 7-998 Calcium. |!’ 57 939 “la 

Flat or fainter haze band : 1st side, 2 7-998 57 939 13 
2nd side, . 2 8-030 57 952 

vee strong line, “‘little f,” 
azy— 

Ist side, 8030 57 952 
nd side, {9 Boag {|57 954| Inn. || BY Bgl 8 

rw ut ioe) S ap ow Haze continues up to this line, . Chromium. || 57 965 

Re-focussed telescope. 

Last line repeated, 2 | 8078 Chromium, |} 57 965 
An alternating series— 

ie are Re eI ie || 
3rd do. 2 I iyi] 8228 Calcium? || 58 013 || 78] 
4th do. 1 lll4} 8-240 58 022 |} 94 | 
bth — do. 2 id l 8-295 58 042 |) “4 
6th do. 1 J 8°303 58 046 

INDIGO colour ends here ; VIOLET begins. 



‘olour of the 
Continuous 
spectrum at 
the Place. 

Object Observed, generally a black, fixed 
Frauenhofer Line. 

Strong line, 
Very fine line, . 
Fine line, 
Very fine line, . 

Strong line, 
Fine line, 
Strong line, 
Fine line, 

Very powerful triple— 
lst component, 

2nd do. 

Sra do. 

Strong line, 
Very fine line, 
A notable group— 

1st component, 

2nd and chief do. 
3rd do. 
4th do. 
5th do. 

A triple group— 
Ist and smallest component, 

2nd and large do. 

Srd and large do. 

2nd do. 
3rd do. 
4th do. 

Quadruple group— 
1st component, 

2nd and chief = 
3rd, a thin line, 
4th, do. 

Strong line (barely seen in cae 
Strong line, 
Unequal tr iple er roup— 

1st component, 
2nd do. 
3rd and chief do. 

Violet Hydrogen, sometimes called, 
“near G”— 

Haze begins, . 
1st side of lines, 
2nd do. 

Fine line, 
Do. 

Stronger line, 
Very strong line, 

Fine line, 
Stronger line, 
Fine line, 

Do. 
Strong line, 

A band of small lines: 1st component, 

Following line, 
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Appear- PLACE- Differences. 
< a b DATA, Chemical-origin-|} Concluded 

ey speaiitel Micrometer from ati com WAVE- aor ee 
entcieitant compara- Reading. Angstrom’s Angstrom, NUMBER- 25 y 
“of nie tive Grating Nor-| Thalen, &c. PLACE, per || 5 g & 

* | symbol. Rev. mal Solar British Inch. || $2] 
Spectrum. aA ray 

3 | 8333 Tron. 58 056 
0°8 8°347 58 061 Zi 
1:3 | 8°360 58 065 ; 
0°8 8371 58 069 

if 
2 | 8390 58 076 7 
1 | 8412 58 083 ‘a 
2 | 8-438 58 094 ‘5 
1 | 8-452 58 100 

19 

a iP 8-505 2 (| 58 119 |) 9 
4 || i | 8562 on, {| 58 139] 

5 J 8633 Iron. 58 163 
14 

2 { 8670 58 177 
1 I 8688 58 183 6 

26 
1 8-760 (|| 58 209 

y ( | 12 
a | | 8-792 ji) ss 221 |"; 
2°5 | [rilll}1 8896 58 226 || 3 
Be i | S8iB || 58 229 |) 3 
1 Lg -895 (|| 58 239 

22 

1 8-888 58 254 ||, 

4 | 1) || }) 8-920 Chromium. }] 58 266) 
a | 8:955 ron, {| 5827877] 
1 9034 58 305 5 
1 |} 97050 58 311 3 
2 eu 9073 58 319 - 
2 | 9095 ( 58 328 

24 

2 | | 9164 (|| 58 352 F 

5 | 1+] |; 9195 /58 360] chromim || 58 362] 15 
1 j | tel l 9-232 and Iron. 58 377 3 
i! i? 9-240 tl 58 880 

36 
3 | 9°344 58 416 | a 
2 | 9-405 58 440 | 

| 28 

2 | 9°477 Chromium. 58 468 6 
1 atl 9-495 58 474 || 17 
3 | 9°527 Iron. 58 485 

27 

O5- |= 9°604 58 512 i 

{10 8-645 |} 58524) Hydrogen. } | BE 238] 1 
8 ae 9-665 (| 58 538 x3 

1 | 9°720 Chromium | 58 561 4 
1 ; 9°730 and + || 58 565 6 
2 | 9°745 Titanium. 58 571 7 
4 | 9760 58 578 54 

1 | 9821 58 601 a 
2 | 9°867 58 619 
1 | 9-914 58 638 19 
1 l 9°950 58 652 14 
2 | 9°972 58 660 8 

38 
15 | 10:062 58 698 15 

40 » XXIX. PART I. 



326 _ PROFESSOR PIAZZ1 SMYTH ON 

te Are Concluded — Colour of the Intensity | ance by | wicrometer \" > |Chemical-origin-|| Conclu E 

Gasuubane Object observed, generally a black, fixed of lack; or hore eeanets ie ALOU Papa Nae e g 
Spectrum at Fraunhofer Line. thickness ee S aaa ng Nor- Angstrom, PLACE, per 3 a 
the Place. of line. symbol. Rey. Saliba Thalen, &c. Britishinen.|0s 2 

Spectrum. GA 

| 10103 58 713 

Grand line, followed by 
lines in haze— i 

1st grand line, 2 eS ‘) 101385 | 58 727 Iron. (|| 58 726 
haze intervenes. — 

Qnd next grand line,.| 4 | || =||10170 58 738 
haze intervenes. 

3rd line, : é : : 1 58 752 
haze intervenes. 

4th line, ; : : : 2 | : 58 757 
haze intervenes. | 8 

5th line, : 3 | 10°244 Titanium. 58 765 

Fine line, ‘ : : : il | 10°304 58 786 
Strong line, . : : : é 3 | 10°337 Titanium. 58 796 
Less strong line, 2 | 10°424 Calcium. 58 827 
Fine line, 1 | 10495 58 851 

Sharp double line: 1st component, . 2 | 1 ; 10°568 Iron and 58 877 | 44 
2nd do. é 2 | 10°602 Titanium. 58 888 

Fine double line : 1st component 1 | 10°648 Pate 58 902 
Bnd fdas ned il 10-665 | een 58 909 || * 

Fine double line: 1st component, . 1 | ! 10°700 58 922 4 
Qnd do. blued is 10°715 58 926 

Fine line, 15 | 10°735 58 933 
Do. 1°5 | 10°745 58 938 
Do. 15 | 10°755 58 941 
Do. 15 | 10°767 58 944 

< Strong line 5 : A 3 10°780 58 949 
VIOLET. Less strong line, 5 ; : 3 2 | | 10°790 58 952 

Fine line, . 5 1 | 10°808 58 959 

The Great G line— 
Ist side, 10823 58 964) , 
middle, . 10 10838 | 58 967 Iron. 58 968) ; 
last side, . 10°850 58 973 

Sharp line, 3 | 10°877 Calcium. 58 982 

Triple group: 1st component, . 2 ) 10°907 58 993 4 
2nd do. 15 le {il 10-915 Titanium. 58 997 3 
Srd do. oa. i 4 10-926 59 000 

Strong line, 8 | 10°954 59 009 
Do. 2 | 10°995 59 023 

Hazy quadruple group— 
1st component, 1 \ 11°024 59 032 6 
2nd do 3 | | 11°038 | 59 038 9 
3rd do 1 ,_ ( dhtiik| ) 11-043 59 040 3 
4th do 3 | 11-054 Calcium. 59 043 

2 | 11087 Calcium. 59 055 
1 || L1eT08 59 062 

A group of lines and haze bands, D | 11°1382 59 070 
terminated by a very strong line, 1 = 11°150 Titanium. 59 077 

5 | 11173 Calcium and || 59 O85 
Tron. 

Strong line, é 2 | 11:216 59 100 : 

Strong double line: 1st component, . | 3 | (| 11°245 Iron. 59 110 3 | 
2nd do. .| 8 Mle} 11-265 59 118 

Unequal double line: 1st component, 3 | 11°335 Titanium. 59 141 

2nd do. 5 | [ | 11°385 Tron. 59 159 
| 



Spectrum at 

a 

the Place. 

THE SOLAR SPECTRUM AT THE DATE 1877-1878. 

Object Observed, generally a black, fixed 
Fraunhofer Line. 

Fine line and sharp, 
Strong line and sharp, 
Very strong and sharp line, 

Group of lines : 1st component, 
2nd and chief, . 
3rd component, 
4th do. 
5th = do. 

Single, strong, and sharp line, . 

Group of 8 lines: 1st component, 
2nd do. 
3rd and chief, 
4th component, 
5th do. 
6th do. 
7th do. 
8th do. 

Triple group : 1st component, 
2nd do. 
srd_—s do. 

Strong lines in haze band— 
1st : 
2nd : 
3rd and chief, 

Fine line, 
Do. c : 

Decreasing haze band— 
begins sharp, 
middle, 
vanishes, 

Very powerful line, and other lines in 
a haze band— 

Ist line, . 

Qnd and chief 
3rd line, : 
4th do. 

11h. A.M. 

Very powerful double— 
lst component, 

2nd do. 

Powerful line, 
Fine line, 
Triple group : Ist component, 

2nd = do. 
3rd_—s do. 

Very fine line, . 
Fine line, 
Strong line, 

Do. 
Fine line, 
Fine line, followed by haze, : 
Very powerful line, reached 
by said haze— 

Ist side, 
Qnd do. 

Hazy band—begins, . 
maximum, 
ends, 

Intensity 
of black. or; 
thickness 
of line. 

WOM OH jNooH 

NoOrN WA DH 

CHMND He jNowr MH roe on Or 

WME) w 

oO 

NOrNNHO Wr We DN oO o 

OV 

Appear- 
ance by 
graphical 
coupara- 

tive 
symbol. 

4 
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PLACE- Differences. 

ata ea Comet yg 5 
caaimg. | Angstrom’s Angstrom, NUMBER- || 23 8 
R Grating Nor-| Thalen, &c. PLACE, per || 32 | 
i mal Solar British Inch. |} $ © 2 

Spectrum. Fy a A 

11°415 59 170 14 
11°456 oy 59 184 ie 
11503 Titanium. || 59 200 es 

11-536 (| 59212 || , 
11°553 Chromium | |} 59 219 3 
11°564 and 59 222 4 

11°577 Calcium. 59 226 4 
11583 || 59 230 2 
11°620 Titanium. 59 242 = 

12 

11°655 (|| 59 254 || , 
11°673 59 260 8 

11°695 Titanium, 59 268 6 

11-718 Iron, and 9 274 3 
11°722 Calcium 50 277 3 
11°732 A 59 280 7 
L754 59 287 7 
Mal 7/75) 59 294 

15 
11°818 59 209 6 
11°835 Tron. 59 315 5 
11°850 59 320 

14 

11°890 59 334 10 
11-920 Manganese. 59 344 8 
11°945 59 352 ia 

11°972 59 362 8 
11°994 59 370 

12 

12°025 59 382 8 

12°046 Copper. 59 390 3 
12°060 59 393 

17 

12°107 Sci | ae ee tO 
12:138 son | | SOlAgD Nl 4 
12°170 Calcium 59 431 7 
12°188 . 59 438 

25 

12260 59463] _ 
59 467 Tron. 7 

12:278 59 470 es 

12°384 59 506 12 
12°424 f 59 518 9 
12°445 Tron. 59 527 6 
12-463 (|| 59 533 

15 
12°505 59 548 7 
12°524 59 555 8 
12°550 Tron. 59 563 7 
12°570 Tron. 59 570 16 
12°613 59 586 17 
12°668 59 603 

7 

12°715 |) Teeny 59 620 || 15 
12-745 | | 99 623 59 630 i 
12°780 59 642 10 
12°810 Manganese. 59 652 5 
12°824 59 657 92 



328 PROFESSOR PIAZZI SMYTH ON 

aot TATE lcnemicsorisin | Couetteed | aan Colour of the - uae . Intensity avht a Micrometer f 2 Pee ean WAVE. | Continuons’ | Ob est Observt gee a Diack xed ef biaian| SMMC | eedlage | gang | fuente || AU |e 
Spectrum at thickness tive R Grating Nor-| Thalen, &e. PLACE, per || 3's 
the Place. obiine: symbol. Ae mal Solar British Inch. 56 

Spectrum. i 

System of lines, very sharp— 
1st component, 1 1) 12°890 59 680 6 
2nd do. 2 | 12°905 59 686 3 
3rd do. : 3 12°914 duos 59 689 4 

j romium 4th do. -| 4 | Wilf} 12-924 Calcium,’ { | 59 693] 
5th do. 5 II 12-941 and Iron. || 59 698 

9 
6th and chief, sf 12968 59 707 
7th component, 2 | 2 (12°987 U| 59 714 7 

Group of lines— 
1st and small component, il fi) ( 13°040 59 733 95 

2nd and powerful, 6 | | |fij4 13110 | 59 758 Tron. 59 758 

3rd do. do. 6 i 13.134 | 59'765| Irn. || 59 765), 
4th component, small, 2 | J 13°154 59 771 6 

Fine unequal double line— 
1st component, . Oona 13°198 59 786 
2nd = do. : 2° | 13°216 Tron. 59 793 

VIOLET. | Grand double line— 
Ist component, .| 4 |{ [| 13252 59 805 
Qnd do. 4 || 13-282 59 814 

Fine line, 1 | 13°309 59 821 
Strong line, A ok” ee | 13°348 Iron. 59 837 
Strong group of lines : 1st component, 3 | 13°430 59 863 12 

nd do. 3 Teil 13°465 59 875 || 3 
3rd do. 3 13°473 59 878 

i 13°558 59 905 
3 | 13°585 59 918 

: “4 1 13°602 59 921 
Group of alternating lines, BS 3 u | 13°623 iran 59 928 

Bho , 13°638 59 932 
WET) | 13°656 Tron. 59 940 

A grand triple group, where place 
appears to be faulty in Angstrom’s 
Map— 4 

1st line, ee eee es | 13695 Titanium. || 59 952 F 

2nd and chief line, .| 8 i 13°736 |59959>?| iron. 59 965] io 
3rd and last line, . : 3 | 13°768 59 975 

haze includes all three. 

VIOLET colour ends here ; LAVENDER begins. 

Triple group (single in Angstrom)— 
1st line, 3 13°845 Tron. 

Qnddo. .| 4 | ¢i[]}| 13°854 Tron. 
3rd do. .| 4 | I 13-866 

Fine line, 1 | 13°912 
Strong line, 2 | 13°945 

0. : 2 | 13°965 
Lavender. | Strong double line : Ist component, . 3 | 1 13988 Tron. 60 054 6 |. 

(Single in Angstr.), 2nd do. 3 | 14:000 60 060 

“ Little g,” a very powerful and hazy 
line : haze ce 14:080 Manganese. || 60 089 ; 

Ist side of g, . 14'107 60 100 | 
g ’ 60 100) Calcium. 3 

2nd side of g, 14'128 60 103 
Terminal line to the 11 

haze, 14°162 Calcium. || 60 114 | 



jolour of the 
Continuous 
spectrum at 
the Place. 

THE SOLAR SPECTRUM AT THE DATE 1877-1878. 

Object Observed, generally a black, fixed 
Fraunhofer Line. 

Fine line, 
0. . 

Very fine line, . 
Do. do. 

Powerful line and sharp, 
Fine line (not in Angstrom), 

Fine line, 

Strong and sharp line (not 
in Angstrom), fs 

Fine line, 

Double line : 1st component, 
2nd do. 

A grand triplet— 
Ist line, . 
Ond and chief, 
8rd and last line, . 

Fine line (stronger in al alae 
Do. : : 
Do. ; 

Stronger line, 
Fine line, 

Very strong line and sharp, 

Strong line, 
Do. 

Fine line, 
Strong line and shar D 

Fine line, , 5 5 a : 
Do. (strong line in Angstrom), 
Do. : ; ‘ ; 
Do. 

Very powerful line— 
Ist side, 
Qnd do. 

Fine line, 
Do. 

Strong line, 
Clear line, 

Very powerful line (double in 
Angstrom)— 

Ist side, 
Qnd do. 

Very faint double line— 
1st component, 
2nd = do. 

Strong double line: Ist component, . 
2nd do. 

Strong line, 
Fine line, 

Very powerful line and 
haz 

Fine ae 

11h. 35m. A mu. 

Strong line, 

VOL. XXIX. PART I. 

Intensity 
of black, or 
thickness 
of line. 

OL Or 

BP pw rp oorrF 

Nr 

Appear- 
ance by 
graphical 
compara- 

HBroHeee wO 

meee coe prn Ol 

— 

et (oe) 

bo 0 

10 

a 
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PLACE- Differences. 

Micrometer Dp Fats z Chemical-origin- Coneaeet 3. a 

Hasse Angstrom’s pees NUMBER- 2 2 S 

Rev. |G g ne | Thalen, &. || pritisn inn. | 2 | = 
Spectrum. AR A 

14:208 60 128 5 
14°225 60 133 9 
14°252 60 142 3 

14°262 60 145 
16 

14313 tron. || 60 161 5 
14°340 0 169 

17 
14°398 60 186 

113) 

14-440 60 199 ve 
14-471 | 60 209 

| 16 

14°525 2 60 225 || 5 
14°534 moe 60 228 

14 

14°583 60 242) 9 
14'610 | 60 251 | Calcium and || 60 251] 5 
14°621 Tron. 60 256 

22 

14°683 Tron. 60 278 14 
14°724 60 292 ll 
14°760 60 303 14 

14'793 60 317 3 
14°809 60 320 

10 

14°835 Tron | 60 330 A 

14°852 Tron 60 336 14 
14°898 Tron 60 350 23 
14°960 60 373 8 
14°985 Tron 60 381 

19 

15'038 60 400 ” 

15056 Tron. 60 407 13 
15:098 60 420 3 

157107 60 423 

25 

15 174) | 60 448]| , 
15197 §|60 452) Tn. 7 | GO 454 ‘ 
15-240 60 469 | - 
15:275 Tron 60 480 

11 

15°316 2 60 491 5 
15°332 60 496 

6 

19358 | | 60 502 5 
15363 )|60 502) Irn. || G9 507 

24 

15°435 I 60 531 9 
15°443 pe 60 533 S 

11 

15°475 60 544 11 

15°505 60 555 
18 

15562 © Calcium. 60 573 17 
15°614 60 590 

: 12° 

15°655 02 Tron. 60 602 
15680 eure 60 612 10 

34 

15°773 Calcium. 60 646 16 
i 
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Appear- 

Colour of the Intensity ey, Micrometer 
Continuous Object Observed, generally a black, fixed of black, or pao vara. | Reading. 
Spectrum at Fraunhofer Line. thickness ae 5 
the Place. of line. symbol. Rey. 

Very strong line and sharp,| 5 15°820 
Very strong line and SDArp; Li, 
but with haze cea 5 Ens | 15844 

Said haze ends, Ob = 15°863 

Very strong pare; 4 i 15866 
Strong line, . 2 | 15°955 

Very strong line, 4 } 15°990 
Fine line, 1 | 16'010 

Do. 1 I 16°025 
Strong line, 2 | 16'036 
Fine line, 1 I 16°053 

Do. 1 l 16°072 

Very powerful line, 6 16:095 
Fine line, : 1 16°136 
Strong and sharp line, 3 | 16°202 

Fine line, 1 I 16°216 
Do. il ! 16°267 

Very strong line, 4 | 16:280 
Strong line and cen 3 I 16°330 
Strong line, 2 | 16378 

Do. 2 l 16°412 

Band of sharp lines, but with haze 
behind— 

1st component, 2 | 16458 

ondandchiefdo. .| 4 || 16-486 
3rd component, 3 | =| ) 16°514 
4th and last do. 2 | 16°554 

Lavender. | Strong line, 2 | 16592 
Fine line, 1 | 16643 

Do. 1 ’ 16°695 

Triplet: 1st component, 2 | 16°738 

2nd and. chief do. 6 Wh 16-762 
3rd and faintest line, 1 | 16°74 

Strong line, . 4 3 | 16°845 
Fine line. il | 16°880 
Strong line, . : 3 | 16925 
Very faint double line— 

Ist component, il hanes 17°020 
and do. 1 | 17030 

Very fine line, . 0°5 ' 17:063 

Double line : 1st component, if bee i 17°120 
2nd do, 5 1 | 17135 

Fine line, : a : . 5 1 | 17180 

Strong close double— | 
Ist component, 4 il 17237 

Qnd__ do. 4 |l 17:255 
Wider strong double— 

lst component, 4 | | 1 17323 

Qnd do. a || 17363 
Very strong line, 5 | 17°454 
Strong line, . 3 | 17538 

Do. 2 | 17°555 
Fine line, 1 | 17°560 

Powerful line, 5 17582 
Strong line, 2 | 17664 

PROFESSOR PIAZZI SMYTH ON 

PLACE- 
DATA, 
from 

Angstrom’s 
Grating Nor- 
mal Solar 
Spectrum. 

Chemical-origin-. 
data from 
Angstrom, 
Thalen, &e. 

60669] Iron. 

tel 124 

161147 

Titanium. 

Tron. 

Tron. 

Tron. 
Tron. 
Tron. 
Tron. 

Tron and 
Titanium. 

Tron. 

2 

Titanium. 

Tron. 
Tron. 

Tron. 

Tron. 

Tron. 
Tron. 

Tron. 
Tron. 

ame ee 

Concluded 
WAVE- 
NUMBER- 
PLACE, per 
British Inch. 

60 662 

60 672 
60 680 

60 681 
60 709 

60 720 
60 727 
60 732 
60 736 
60 742 
60 747 

60 755 
60 769 
60 789 

60 793 
60 810 

60 813 
60 830 
60 846 
60 857 

60 871 

60 880 
60 889 
60 902 

60 913 
60 930 
60 948 

Breadths & 
Doubles. 

i i=) 



olour of the 
Jontinuous 
spectrum at: 
the Place. 

THE SOLAR SPECTRUM AT THE DATE 1877-78. 

Object Observed, generally a black, fixed 
Fraunhofer Line. 

Fine line, 
Very powerful and close 
double— 

Ist line, 

Qnd do. 

Intensity 
of black, or 
thickness 
of line. 

Strong line (not in ek om), - 
Fine line, 6 

Do. 
Very fine line, 

Triplet: 1st line, . 
2nd, and chief line, 
8rd, and last line, 

Very powerful line, and 
thick a : : ; : 

Strong line, 
Do. 

Very Boer ane abick 
line, . 

Fine line (not in Angstrom), 
Do. do. 

Double line: 1st component, 
2nd do. 

Double line: 1st component, 
2nd_=s do. 

Very strong — 
Strong line, . 
Fine line, . 

Do. A : 
Do. ; 

Very powerful and thick 
ime... . 

Strong line, 
Do. 

Fine line, 

Strong line, 
Fine line, 

Very strong line, 

Fine line, 
Strong line, 
Fine line, 

Powerful line, . 

oo omg 

Hows prwpwrnm nwnwprwny gg) 

a 

Bmw © 

ol Hore Mm bo 

Appear- 
ance by 
graphical 
compara- 

tive 
symbol. 

—— ~_“ 

— 

—o 
— 
—— 

(From 61 667 to 61 880 entirely blank in Angstrom). 

Powerful line, 
Very strong line, 

Strong line, 
Fine line, g 
Very fine line, . 

Powerful line, 
Strong line, : 

Micrometer 
Reading. 

Rey. 

17°735 

17°834 

17°851 
17°898 
17-914 

18°004 
18016 

18°120 
187145 
187163 

PLACE 
DATA, 
from 

Angstrom’s 
Grating Nor- 
mal Solar 
Spectrum. 

ay 305 

18 oie 61 440 
18297 
18°354 

18393 | 61478 

18°485 
18°520 
18°586 
18594 

18°662 
18°695 
18'790 
18°800 

18843 
18°865 
18°910 

18953 
18°975 

19001 

19-054 
19°135 
19°145 

19195 
19°232 

19:297 

19°330 
19°361 
19°390 

19°415 

61 667 

301 

Chemical-origin- 
data from 
Angstrom, 
Thalen, &c. 

Tron. 

Tron. 
Tron. 

Tron. 

Concluded 
WAVE- 

NUMBER- 
PLACE, per 
British Inch. 

61 271 

61 302 

61 308 
61 322 
61 328 

61 
61 

358 
362 

61 
61 
61 

394 
402 
408 

61 442 
61 450 
61 470 

61 480 

61 509 
61 520 
61 538 
61 542 

61 
61 
61 
61 

563 
575 
602 
606 

61620 
61 626 
61 639 

61 653 
61 659 

61 667 

61 682 
61 708 
61 712 

61 727 
61 738 

61757 

61 768 
61 779 
61 787 

61795 

61808 
61 811 

61 818 
61 823 
61 833 

61 844 
61 863 

Differences. 

Breadths & 
Doubles. Distances. | 

oo Ho oO “I Co 

19 
7 



BB yy PROFESSOR PIAZZI SMYTH ON 

Appear- PEE: Goneeeen Differen 

Colour of the Intensity | 27c° bY | Micrometer a By Chemical-origin- one 
Gotan Object Observed, generally a black, fixed of Bice or Lesa Reading. ia she data ne aoe = a 3 
Spectrum at Fraunhofer Line. thickness ae a Gr nate g Nor- Angstrom, PLACE, per S35 f 
the Place. of line. | symbol Rey. rial Sale Thalen, &c. |! British Inch. 3 3 i 

Spectrum. BA iq 

Notable haze-enveloped 
group, containing the im- 
portant and thick line 
representing Lavender- 
Hydrogen— 

1st component, - |) 4 19°690 61 880 i 
Qnd, with haze, . .| 4 19°730 61 892 F 
3rd, with haze, .. .| 4 19°790 61 911 1 
Ath, being the first side | & 

of grand line, . .{|10 19°835 61 925 
ere Penis ee Becond 13 

side o e gran 
Tne oe a EEO 19°873 Hydrogen. || 61938] | 2, 

6th, being end of the haze, ; 1 nH 19°975 61 969 eS 

Monday, July 1, 1878. Prisms 8 and 4. Dispersion=14°. 
At Oh. 50m. came a sudden clearing of sky after a cloudy morning. Began immediately to work the apparatus, 

but the day’s measures, from 61 923 to 62 822, are most unfortunately not of the standard degree of definition. 

Lavender - Hydrogen re- 
peated for place only— 

| 

| 
| Ist side," -/10 |} {) 9340)! 61 ogi | tyarogen. || St 928 

2nd do. ; -|10 68 § | 61 935 
Haze, attending it, ends, . 5 : 0°5 HH 9°440 61 958 

Strong hazy band: Ist side, ; 2 =: 9°505 : 61 976 
‘ Dod do +.) blr e = | 9-534 Calefum. 4 61 986 

Weak hazy band, il z=: 9°583 Calcium, 62 002 
Hazy band or line, 2 = 9630 62 017 

Broad hazy band : 1st and sharp side, 3 = 9°674 62 030 
2nd and weak do. 1 == 705 | | 62 040 

Lavender. 
Hazy band or line : Ist side, 3 = 9°786 P 62 065 

2nd do. a= 9-803 t 62 Wah) sebuaiis, 62 070 

Strong line, 3 | 9°842 62 083 

Graduated haze band— 
Ist and faint side, . : 1 = 9°870 62 093 
2nd and strong side,.| 4 = 9910 62 106 

Hazy line, 3 HE 9°955 62 119 
Do. 5 : 3 HE: 9°972 62 126 

Hazy band, . 3 pd 10°045 62 149 
Hazy band line 4 = 10°083 62 162 

Stronger hazy band line, 5 = 10140 Tron. 62 180 
Hazy band line, : ; : 3 = 10173 62 191 

hice ateeonuer part) (eee 10-218 62 204 st ana stronger pa ; 
2nd and weaker st sibs bo ¢ lant 10°285 Manganese. | ea7nean 

Faint haze band, 1 = 10°344 62 246 
Stronger haze band, . ‘ ; : 2 = 10°395 62 262 
Still stronger haze_ band, 
sharpest on 2nd side, “ willl | 10°435 62 276 

Faint haze band, ; : ; 2 = 10°490 62 294 

Very strong haze band line,| 5 = | 10515 |62 305| Calcium. | 62 302 

| Powerful hazy group— i a 
Ist and stronger part, | 6 Hi 10°556 §|| 62 315]} 45) 
2nd and weaker part, ° 3 HH 10°604 (|| 62 830 |) | 

Hazy band line, 2 = 10°662 62 349 
Do. do. 2 = 10°715 62 366 



‘ 
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olour of the 
Continuous 
spectrum at 
the Place. 

me) VOL, XXIX. PART I. 

THE SOLAR SPECTRUM AT THE DATE 1877-1878. 

Object Observed, generally a black, fixed 
Fraunhofer Line. 

Grand line with haze— 
Haze begins, 
Ist side of line, 
2nd oO. 
Haze ends, 

Hazy line, 
Stronger hazy line band, 

Broad haze band, almost 
resolved into lines— 

Ist side, 
2nd do. 

Hazy band line, 

Very powerful line: lst side 
R 2nd do. 

Strong line, 
Do. 

Decided ane 

Fine ee 
Strong line, 

Powerful line, 
Strong line, 

Appear- 

(All this part very imperfect in Angstrom. ) 

Strong line, 
Fine line, 
Strong line, 

Powerful ee fee es 
Fine line, 
Strong line, 
Stronger line, 

Powerful and aE wo 
Strong line, 

Do. 
Fine line, 

Strong double line— 
lst component, 

2nd do. 
Fine line, : : : 
Strong line, . 
Triplet of lines— 

Ist and strongest, ., 

2nd and intermediate, . 

3rd and weakest, 

A grandly powerful line set in haze, 
and other fine lines— 

Haze begins, 
Fine line i in haze, 
Bee side of grand line, 

oO. do. 
Strong line in_haze, 

Do. do. 
Do. do. 

lh. 15m. p.m. Only one more very powerful line before H’.—The lines this morning are very hazy and 

Intensity | ANC? by of black, or| S™@Phical peas ive ; of line. symbol. 

0°5 

10 
10 iM 5-5) bate: 

p ‘ 2 ip 2 4 = 

4 
4 
2 

g ity} 8 

: l 3 
9 | 
2 | 
1 | 

2 | 

4 | 
2 | 

2 | 
t | 
2 | 

‘ l 
1 | 
D) ! 
3 I 

5 I 
| 2 

2 I 
il | 

4 | i} a hl 
1 | 
2 | 

4 I | 
ei al 
2 | J 

0°3 
1 

19: 7 = 4 — 
4 

‘‘worstedy,” perhaps from deficient illumination. 
Tuesday July 2nd, 1878. 

PLACE- | Differences. 

DATA, 
from 

Angstrom’s 
Grating Nor- 
mal Solar 
Spectrum. 

Micrometer 
Reading. 

Rey. 

data from 
Angstrom, 

10°800 
10 ‘819 jron. 

10°855 

62 390 

11185 
11°220 

11°247 
11°250 
11°286 
11°307 
11°395 
11°428 

11450 
11°470 

Tron. | 62 516 

11°500 
11°506 

11527 
11°580 | 

11°483 | 

11°610 
11°626 

11°650 
11°690 
11°712 
11'730 

11°774 

11°787 
11°835 
11°863 

11'904 

11-932 

Tron. 

Manganese. 

11°960 

12° 925 

Thalen, &e. 

Chemical-origin- 

Manganese. 

Manganese. 

| 
| 
— 

Concluded 

NUMBER- 
PLACE, per 
British Inch. 

fore brighter, and the definition improved, but the Dispersion is now too small for much accuracy. 

3393 

Cle a 

BaP) 6 

12 
4 

12 

22 

19 

10 

17 
12 

22 

11 

8 

11 
11 
7 

25 
9 

8 

6 

4 

5 
2 

6 

15 
10 
5 

7 

12 
Fh 
5 

14 

2 

15 
10 

13 

7 

8 

a1 | 

14 
8 

13 
5 
9 
9 

43 

Prisms altered ; being now Prisms 8 and 8, Dispersion=10. The illumination is there- 

4Q 



334 

Colour of the 
Continuous 
Spectrum at 
the Place. 

Lavender. 

PROFESSOR PIAZZI SMYTH ON 

Object Observed, generally a black, fixed 
Fraunhofer Line. 

The last grand line alone, 
repeated for place— 

1st side, 
2nd do. 

Triplet of sharp lines— 
Ist, and strongest, 
2nd, and moderate, 
3rd, do. 

Hazy double line : 1st component, 
Qnd. do. 

Faint band, 

Powerful double— 
lst component, 

2nd = do. . 
Strong double line: 1st component, . 

2nd do. : 
Strong line, : dj : 

Very powerful line— 
Ist side, 
2nd 

Strong line, 

A long hazy band of fine lines, ter- 
minated by a powerful line— 

1st component, 
2nd do. 
3rd do. 
4th do. 
5th do. 

6th do. 
7th = do. 
8th do. 
9th do 

10th, and chief, 
Band ended by a strong line— 

1st component, 
2nd do. : 
3rd_—s do. : ; 
4th, and chief line, 

Strong line, 

Powerful line, . 
Strong line, : 

Strong triplet of lines— 
lst component, 
2nd do. 
3rd do. 

Very fine line, . 
Fine line, 

Strong double line: 1st component, . 
2nd 0. 

Band of 6 lines: 1st component, 
2n do. 
3rd_—s do. 
4th = do. 
5th ~— do, 
6th = do. 

Intensity 
of black, or 
thickness 
of line. 

ee oo 

eHpop oodl 

rewcjt 

wd 

Re ep 

Ole ro po 

ec HEE coco wl oo Brrr 

wownwhd co 

Appear- 
ance by 
graphical 
compara- 

tive 
symbol. 

Micrometer 
Reading. 

| 
| 
ll 
| | 

J 

i Mi 

a4 

| 
if 
' 

lil 

9'142 
9162 
9°170 
9°202 
9°223 

9278 
9°295 

9°356 
9°377 
| 9398 

9°420 
| 9455 

| L 9-488 

PLACE- 
DATA, Chemical-origin- 
from data, from 

Angstrom, 
Thalen, &c. 

Angstrom's 
Grating Nor- 
mal Solar 
Spectrum, 

62 790| Iron. 

\ 

62 984 |Manganese. } 

63 O35 |Manganese. } 

Iron. 

63 231 Iron, } 

Reker — | 

Concluded 
WAVE- 

NUMBER- 
PLACE, per 
British Inch. 

From 63 230 to 63 400 empty in Angstrom ; but apparently from instrumental insufficiency only. 

Differences. 

Be| A 

13 

5 
14 
16 

6 | 
27 | 

45 

11 

10° 
6 a 

14 | 

13 | 

8 
10 | 

16 | 

| 

10 

12 

10 | 

16 
a 7 

5 - 
16 i 

a 
4 y 

26 
8 . 

8 
8 

13 
11 
21 



THE SOLAR SPECTRUM AT THE DATE 1877-1878. 30D 

Appear- PLACE- aren Differences. 

Intensit ance by Mi t DATA, Gtemicaleonteine oncluded a 

atone Object Observed, generally a black, fixed of ‘black, if ees eadiie, | An ae aiff alii ee 2 a = 
ectrum at Fraunhofer Line. thickness fie Grating Nor- Angstrom, PLACE, per || 52 & 

the Place. of line. symbol Rey. miallSolan Thalen, &e. British Inch.|| © 3 2 

Spectrum. a 

Solitary line, 2 ie 9°528 63 385 a 

Band of small lines : ist dings 3 . 2 ip . 396 4 
2nd do. . e 3 ie 3 400 
3rd do. 3 AC Uh} 9-586 63 409 |) 2 
4th do. 1 I 9°594 63 412 

Very powerful and black 8 
Ine— 

Ist side 9 \| 99g {| 63 420 
and do. 8 |t 9°640 |{ 63419) Irn. || 63 426]| © > 

oo. . ‘alle aaa Mer 83 460 18 0. : ' 
Very fine line, . 1 ' 9°727 63 468 

Doz do. . 1 ' 9°736 63 470 

Triplet of strong lines— 7 
1st component, . 2 ! 9°753 63 477 9 
2nd do. : : 2 ai | 9°777 63 486 14 
3rd and chief, . 4 | 9804 63 500 iy 

A group of one moderate and four 4 1 9/858 I | 63 524 4 : : n. 
very strong lines, . : | 4 / lil o aon 63532 mg | 3 542 S 

4 9°920 Ul 63 548 
Quadruple group of lines— I 13 

Ha component, 2 | 9°953 a ei 9 
Qn do. 3 | 9°970 6 
3rd do. 4 |pcilll| 9-99 63 579|| ,° 
4th do. 3 | 107030 63 598 a 

Berender.| vine line, 2 10-060 63 612 
Do. 2 \ 10°095 63 630 10 
Do. 2 | 10°130 63 640 

: 18 
Unequal double line— 

we a ee 5 63 poe 29 
nd and weaker, 

Haze band, 6 : 2 63 686 Manganese. 63 686 - 

Hazy line: Ist side MLE s 63 710 
é Onddo. : .|\# 63 7227) 

4 63 764| | 2 
2 63 783 15 

All these lines are more or less thick | 3 63 798 II 16 
- 3 63 814 and hazy, and in an atmosphere 22 

2 63 836 
(solar and spectral) of haze, 3 63. 850 ie 

3 63 860 
2 63 874_|| 35 

\) 4 63 887 

Hazy line, 3 63 922 15 
Do. 3 63 937 

The grand haze of H! begins, 1 63 938 
Fi 55 The first side of the grand] Begone 54 tae a| Konand | 63 993 

“ The second side of the 64012) Calcium. 39 
a grandly black H’, ~ | «1/10 64 032 ee 
a The grand haze of H1 ends nearly, 1 64 105 oe 

Prisms re-adjusted. 

Centre of the grand H! line 
as above, for new starting, | 10 11827 |64 012 64 012 



336 PROFESSOR PIAZZI SMYTH ON 

Colour of the 
Continuous 
Spectrum at 
the Place. 

Lavender. 

Object Observed, generally a black, fixed 
Fraunhofer Line. 

Hazy thick line: Ist side, 
2nd do. 

Finer line, 

Hazy thick line; Ist side, 
2nd do. 

Finer line, 

Hazy thick line: Ist side, 
2nd do. 

Hazy unequal band: Ist side, . 
nd do. 

Hazy strong line group— 

Ist side, 
2nd do. 

Faint band, 

The grand gloomy haze of H? begins, 

The first side of the grandly 
black H? line, = aE: 

The second side of the 
grandly black H? line, 

The grand gloomy haze of H? ends 
nearly, . ; “ : : . 

Hazy line darkest to right, 
Hazy line, : : : 

Very dark hazy 
Fainter haze group, . 

group, 

All the last 20 observed subjects have been badly defined, unsatisfactory and deficient in light ; while the spectrum || 
itself and all light formed thus, it is to be remembered, through glass and noted by the eye alone, ends at the last one. 

Intensity 
of black, or) 
thickness 
of line. 

coco coi coi 

10 

10 

rm Sow OD 

Appear- 
ance by mtlcrometer DATA, Chemical-origin- 

graphical Reading. from ‘ data from 
compara- Angstrom’s Angstrom, 

tive Rew Grating Nor-| Thalen, &e. 
symbol. mal Solar 

Spectrum. 

Fe fe 12074 <h 
i } 13-143 | 64 114 Aluminium } 

12424 
1p-4a4 {| 64 284) bon | 
12°585 i) 

12°668 { 

13738 | 64 424 Aluminium | 

= 12°884 

12°925 

13122 Trou and 

wh a 13:2'75 Be ee Calcium, 

13°420 

38 13°420? 
= 13°610 ? 

= 13°728? 
14324 ? 

Differences, | 
Concluded - 
WAVE- ||? ..| 4 | 

| Amerne| 2a) B 
'| British a 3 8 i 

ao) B 

64 117 11 
| 64 128 64 
| 64 192 | 

24 | 
64 216 5 
64 221 -| 
64 232 

48 
64 280|| 40 
64 290 

64 349 " 
64 381. || 22 

36 

64 417 13 
64 430 

BEY 
64 463 

17 | 
64 480 

| 76 

| 64 556 
| 51 

|| 64 607 
| 47 

|| 64 654 

oF 
64 654 64 | 

64 718 41 

64 759 

64 960 
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338 ; PROFESSOR PIAZZI SMYTH ON 

Part V.—STEPS or SPECTROSCOPY accorpinc To INCREASING TEMPERATURE AS 

COLLECTED DIRECTLY FROM OBSERVATIONS. Referred to in Part II., pp. 289-291. 

SPECTRUM PLACE. 

‘ Wave-NUMBER Part. Colour. 
per Britisu Incu. 

25000 to 26000 
26 27 

Ultra-Red. 27 28 
28 29 
29000 30000 

A 30000 to 31000 
a 31 32 

ry Crimson-Red. 32 33 
a 33 34 
fa 7 34000 35000 

35000 to 36000 RED. 36 37 

— 37 38 
Scarlet. 38 39 

Orange. 39000 40000 

40000 to 41000 
Amber. 41 42 

42 43 
= 43 44 
= Yellow. 44000 45000 
cc 
|— 

oS r 45000 to 46000 
a CITRON. 46 47 

Fis 47 48 
So Green. 48 49 
Lu 49000 50000 

= 
= 50000 to 51000 
= 51 52 

Glaucous. 52 53 
53 54 
54000 55000 

Blue. 55000 to 56000 
56 57 

Indigo. 57 58 
—_s Te 58 59 

s VIOLET. 59000 60000 

a 60000 to 61000 
eu 61 62 

fa Lavender. 62 63 
4 63 64 
S 64000 65000 

> 
65000 to 66000 
66 67 

Gray. 67 68 
68 69 
69000 to 70000 

—— | — | 

orale. | = 

STEP 1. 
TELLURIC- 
Lines 
below 

Freezing. 

CuIEF 
ONEs. 

et 

onnNO WwW ocoooco ROW 

STEP 2. 
ColourEdges 
in Warmed 
Chamber. 

STEP 3. 
FLAME 
LINEs. 

Chief 
Once ALL. 

HM oOonco orp GO 6 CO eit SornNrS — 

HH DHH oo © © 00 

ine) bo 

loo on ore >) § ONWrR WO 

bo bd Or Go Or 

bo ~ 

orooo 

et et pe 

aoOornwda 

oo ONOrF OS 

mr om “ICO OW O 

46 |370 

STEP 6. 
CHEMICAL 

to 10 Inch 
Condenser 
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PP ie N-D I. X. 

While the above paper was passing through the Press, I have had the honour of receiving 

from Prof. S. P. LANGLEY, of the Alleghaney Observatory, United States, North America, a 

copy of his double pamphlet on, 1st, the Solar Spectral lines, A and B, Oct. 7, 1878; and 2nd, 

the Temperature of the Sun’s visible surface, Oct. 9, 1878; printed subsequently in the 

Proceedings of the American Academy. 

Prof. LANGLEY has, if I may presume so to say, a speciality for doing whatever he has to 

do, most thoroughly ; so that his one drawing of a Sun-spot a few years ago, copied into Padre 

SEccur’s classical work on the Sun, outweighs at once the legions of drawings by almost all 

the other observers put together; and in the present instance, his labours have not been of a 

less excelsior kind. 

Remembering, as I do, the sudden delight with which my Wife and I recognised the exquisite 

duplicity residing in the lines of great B and its preliminary band, when we first saw them in 

June, 1878,—I must congratulate Prof. LANGLEY on having been able to detect a similar duplicity 

in the lines composing the preliminary band of great A. I can believe it too, most completely, 

though I did not see it so myself; for the Dispersion at that point of the spectrum with the “ grat- 

ing” he used (the most magnificent example yet given forth of Mr RuTHERFORD’s unequalled 

mechanics, containing 17296 lines per inch, over a surface 1°75 inch square), must have been 

some three times greater, and much better defined too, than anything which could be got out of 

the small compound prisms to which I was restricted in my examinations of A and its band of 

lines in 1877. But the larger prisms which I used in 1878 on the B line, enabled me both to 

see and measure, not only the duplicity of the lines of B’s preliminary band, but of those of its 

attached band as well; a higher and more refined kind of duplicity, which does not seem to 

have been noted yet by any one else, and may be the subject of further observation. 

Next, with regard to the Temperature of the Sun’s photospheric surface, Prof. LANGLEY’s mode 

of proceeding was so different from mine,—that the very similar, though more positively and 

numerically expressed, conclusions which he arrives at finally, are a most satisfactory confirma- 

tion on a point of exceeding difficulty, but of infinite importance to man and all his science. 

Prof. LANGLEY first calls attention to the extravagant differences of result among many of 

the best scientists, and especially to their later lowerings of the Sun’s surface temperature,— 

so that while, a few years ago, that all important quantity was announced by,— 

Sir JOHN HERSCHEL, . ? é : ; = 9,000,000" Kahr 

And by Mr ErIcsseEn, F 5 : . = 4,000,000 . 

The late Padre SECCHI made it only, . ; P= 239,000 a 

Sir WILLIAM THOMSON and others, from : = 108/000 i 

down to : . = 54000, 

Several French observers, . ’ : , = 4,500 - 

And lastly, M. VioLtx, of Grenoble, only = 2,800 £ 

the latter figure being lower than that for melting platinum. 
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The Alleghaney Astronomer determining therefore to make the most direct and practically 

convincing experiment possible-—sought out the largest available surface of the most intensely 

heated material to be had upon this earth; and this he found in Bessemer’s steel conyerter ; 

whose contents offer a surface of several square feet, of a proved temperature above that of . 

melted platinum; and of so intense a brilliancy, that ordinary cast iron, though proverbially 

bright, looked like a stream of dark coffee when poured into it. The radiation then of this 

terrible converter, flinging showers of burning particles around it, was then compared by a 

differential instrument immediately with the Sun; and though the attendant circumstances of 

the observation were always in favour of the Converter, and against the Sun, yet the latter was _ 

ever found vastly the superior. 

Indeed the Solar heat-radiation, so far from being comparable, as recently taught. in many 

places, to furnace heat, “is,” says Professor LANGLEY, “even at a minimum, at least 100 times 

the heat-radiation from melted platinum, area for area; and may be much more.” ‘That is, the 

temperature of the Sun’s general photospheric surface must be at least above, and probably 

very much above, 300,000° Fahr.; or if we take the Jight-radiations, which he considers a 

more trustworthy observation, the Solar superficial temperature, at every point of its area, 

must amount, on a mean, to more nearly 15,000,000° Fahr. ! 

Wherefore, he concludes, that everything “seems to point to the use of the highest attain- 

able terrestrial temperatures (ex. gr. that of the electric light) in comparisons, as the safest line 

for future investigations.” PS. 

HRRATA., 

Page 298, Line 39 112, for Burium read Iron. 

Page 299, Line 39 264, for Iron read Caletum. 

Page 312, Group 50 411, add but also Titanium and Iron lines. 

Page 321, Group 56 022, for Iron read Iron and Calcium. 

Page 324, Group 57 728, for Nickel read Nickel and Iron. 

Page 325, Group 58 139, for Tron read Iron and Chromium. 
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X.—On the Structure and Affinities of the Platysomide. By Ramsay H. 

Traquair, M.D., F.R.S.E., Keeper of the Natural History Collections 

in the Museum of Science and Art, Edinburgh. (Plates III.-VI.) 

(Read 5th May 1879.) 

INTRODUCTION. 

The genera, which I at present include under the family term Platysomide , 

are the following :— 

. Eurynotus, Agassiz. 

. Benedenius, Traquair. 

. Mesolepis, Young. 

. Lurysomus, Young. 

. Wardichthys, Traquair. 

. Chetrodus, M‘Coy. 

7. Platysomus, Agassiz. 

aor FO DS = 

Eurynotus and Platysomus (incl. Hurysomus) were classified by AGaAssiz in his 

Lepidoid family of Ganoids, the former genus forming in his opinion a transition 

between the latter and Amblypterus.* By GiEBEL, Hurynotus and Platysomus 

were included in his “ Heterocerci Monopterygii,” along with the Palzonis- 

coid genera known at that time, and unfortunately also along with ceriain 

other very heterogeneous elements (Hugnathus, Conodus, Megalichthys).+ By 

QvuensteDT Platysomus was also placed among the Heterocercal Ganoids, 

immediately after Palwoniscus, Amblypterus, and Pygopterus.t 

But already, before the appearance of QUENSTEDT’S ‘‘ Handbuch,” Sir PHILIP 

Grey-Ecerton § advocated the removal of the genus Platysomus to the family 

Pycnodontide on the following grounds:—The mandible of a specimen of 

Platysomus macrurus, Agassiz, from Ferry Hill, showed two rows of peculiar 

teeth with flattened crowns, supported on constricted necks, the dentary 

element of the jaw on which they were placed being also a “ dense triangular 

bone, very similar to the Pycnodont jaws found at Stonesfield and elsewhere.” 

* Poissons Fossiles, vol. ii. pt. 1, p. 153. + Fauna der Vorwelt, vol. i. pt, 3, Leipzig, 1848. 

{ Handbuch der Petrefactenkunde, Tiibingen, 1852. 
§ On the Affinities of the Genus Platysomus, “Qu. Journ. Geol. Soc., London,” v. (1849), p. 329-332. 
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Munster’s genus Globulodus, founded upon rounded pedunculated teeth from 

the Kupferschiefer, was cancelled, and merged in Platysomus, AGAssiz having 

also previously expressed a suspicion that these teeth appertained to the last 

named genus. Sir Pui. also considered his views as to the Pycnodont nature 

of Platysomus to be completely corroborated by the form and arrangement of 

the scales. For he had made the important discovery that the so-called 

“dermal ribs” of the Pycnodonts were in reality nothing more than thickenings 

of the anterior margins of the scales, obliquely sliced off above and below for 

articulation with the adjoining scales of the same dorso-ventral band. Pointing 

out that a similar conformation was to be found in the high and narrow scales 

of Platysomus, he maintained that the squamation as well as the dentition 

justified the incorporation of that genus with the Pycnodont family. 

In this view AGassiz concurred, and in a letter quoted by Sir Puiuip says, 

that the “teeth are conclusive evidence for placing Platysomus with the 

Pycnodonts.” It must at the same time be remembered that Acassiz himself 

had previously stated that the jaws of Platysomus were armed with “ petites 

dents en brosse tres-pointues,” and that in Platysomus gibbosus “on apercoit 

quelques petites dents au bord du maxillaire supérieur.”* And with regard to 

Globulodus, he had also, besides suspecting its identity with Platysomus, ex- 

pressed himself as follows with regard to its supposed Pycnodont affinities— 

“Nous connaissons du moins dans la famille des Lepidoides les genres Tetra- 

gonolepis et Dapedius, dont les dents également petites sont plus on moins 

renfiées au sommet ; mais je ne connais point de Pycnodontes qui aient des dents 

pédiculées comme celles du genre Globulodus,” t 

As regards EHurynotus, Sir Pattie GREY-EGERTON announced in the following 

year { that it also had obtuse teeth, having received from HucuH MILLER a 

letter on the subject, with a cast of a specimen from Fifeshire, showing some 

rounded palatal teeth im situ. He, however, hesitated to remove Hurynotus to 

the Pycnodont family, and stated regarding its dentition—“ These” (the teeth) 

“at first sight would seem to indicate a Pycnodont, but a comparison of the 

dentition of this family with other fishes, having blunt rounded teeth, especially 

with Lepidotus and Tetragonolepis, shows that there is so great a difference in 

the arrangement of the teeth in the two families, that even without the test of 

microscopic examination, the true affinities of the fish can be determined.” 
Accordingly Sir Puiiip retained Lurynotus as a Heterocercal Lepidoid, admit- 
ting, however, that its dentition, as well as that of Amblypterus macropterus 

(Rhabdolepis, Troschel), as ascertained by GoLpFuss, invalidated the definition of 
that family given by AGAssiz. 

* Poissons Fossiles, vol. ii. pt. 1, p. 165. + Ib. p. 203. 

{ Qu. Journ. Geol. Soc. London, vi. (1850). 
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These views as to the position of Platysomus met with very considerable 

acceptance ; accordingly we find, in the systematic works of GrrnitTz,* PicTET,*t 

and M‘Coy,{ this genus included in the family Pycnodontide. 

Nevertheless there were some dissentient voices. Voar, in his classification 

of the Ganoids, published in 1852,§ continued to associate Platysomus, as well as 

ELurynotus, with the Paleonisci, placing them together in the subfamily “ Palw- 

onisciden” of the family Monosticha. HecKEt|| and WAGNER,1 both of whom 

had laboriously studied the Pycnodontide, also declined to admit into that 

family either Platysomus or Tetragonolepis (Pleurolepis, Quenstedt), the latter 

genus having also, on account of its scales, been subsequently brought by 

Sir Puizip Grey-Ecerton under the same category. Their objections as 

regards Platysomus were chiefly founded upon its heterocercal tail, fulcrated fins, 

and non-possession of the peculiar premandibular bone, or “ Vorkiefer” of the 

Pycnodonts. With regard to the teeth of Platysomus macrurus (Eurysomus, 

Young), and those of Globulodus, Dr WAGNER recalled attention to the fact that 
AGASSIZ originally hesitated to recognise the latter as Pycnodont, adding,— 

“Tch setze hinzu dass die Zahne von Platysomus die grésste Aehnlichkeit mit 

denen des Lepidotus zeigen, also keinesweges auf die Pycnodonten hinweisen,” 

stating also that we knew nothing of the condition of the upper jaw in Platy- 

somus. He admitted that the form of the body and of the scales were in favour 

of Pycnodont affinities ; the other characters were, however, either not exclusive, 

or in contradiction with the peculiarities of the Pycnodonts. Dismembering 

the old “Lepidoidei” of Agassiz, Dr WAGNER now proposed to constitute a 

new family of “ Stylodontes,” which should include besides Platysomus, also 

the genera Pleurolepis, Quenst. (= Tetragonolepis, Bronn, Egerton),Homcelepis, 

Wagner, Heterostrophus, Wagner, Dapedius, Dela Beche, and Tetragonolepis, 

Agassiz (= dichmodus, Egerton). We shall see in the sequel that the associa- 

tion by Wagner of Platysomus with those other genera is just as unnatural as 

the classification which he himself wrote to oppose. 

In 1866, however, Professor Younc,** in a well-known paper, declined to accept 

the peculiar dentition of Platysomus macrurus as characteristic of all the species 

which had been referred to that genus, and recalled attention to the “dents en 

brosse,” mentioned by Aaassiz in his generic definition, which he said “are not 

Pycnodont, but Lepidoid (=Lepidosteid).” Minutely describing the structure, 
of a small Carboniferous fish, which he referred to the Platysomus parvulus of 

Acassiz, he stated that it also had its jaws “armed with slender conical teeth,” 

* Dyas, Leipzig, 1861, p. 8. + Traité de Paleontologie, 2d ed., 1854, vol. ii. p. 208. 
{t British Palzozoic Fossils, p. 614. § Zoologische Briefe, vol. ii., Frankfurt, 1852. 

|| Beitriige zur Kenntniss der fossilen Fische Oesterreichs, Denkschr. Ac. Wien. xi, 1856. 

“I Miinchener gelehrte Anzeigen., Bd. L., 1860, pp. 80-99. 
** On the Affinities of Platysomus and Allied Genera, “ Qu. Journ. Geol. Soc.” 1866. 
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and accordingly he separated Platysomus macrurus as the type of a distinct 

genus Hurysomus. More than this, he described two entirely new though closely 

allied genera, Amphicentrum and Mesolepis, in the former of which the dentition 

is entirely peculiar, while in the latter the teeth somewhat resemble those of 
Eurysomus, consisting of blunted cones with constricted necks. Though not 

correct in all his osteological details, Professor Youne clearly showed that these 

genera, in spite of the differences in their dentition, are naturally related to each 

other, and that Hurynotus also cannot be disassociated from them, notwith- 

standing the more paleoniscoid aspect of its scales. Unable to include these 

forms in the Pycnodontide proper, he proposed to class them, along with that 

family, in a new “suborder,” which should be equivalent to the suborders 

Crossopterygidz: and Lepidosteide, established a few years previously by 

Professor Huxtey. To this suborder he gave the name ‘“ Lepidopleuride,” its 

principal, and indeed only tangible character being the mode of articulation of 

the scales “by strong ribs traversing their anterior margin internally,” a 

character nevertheless absent in Hurynotus. According to Dr Youne, this 

suborder included five families which he tabulated as below :— 

I—VENTRAL FIN WANTING. 

PLATYSOMIDA.—Teeth uniserial, conical, sharp. Palate bones edentulous. 
—Platysomus, Agassiz, partim. 

AMPHICENTRID&.—Dorsal and ventral margins sharply acuminated. Teeth 

in the form of tuberculated plates on the maxillary, mandibular, and palato- 

vomerine bones. Premaxillary edentulous.—A mphicentrum. 

Eurysomip&.—Teeth in the form of blunted cones on a peduncle with a 

constricted neck.—EKurysomus (= Platysomus, Agassiz, partim). 

Il.—VENTRAL FIN PRESENT. 

MESOLEPIDA.—Teeth similar to those of Eurysomus.—Mesolepis, na. g.; 

Eurynotus, Agassiz. : 

Pycnopontip£,.— Teeth oval, hemispherical, or, if elongate, blunted cones.— 

Pycnodus, Mesodon, Gyrodus, &c. (except the Labroid forms of Cocchi). 

Tetragonolepis is here excluded, as its place “is undoubtedly among the 

Lepidosteide.” 
Professor Youna’s views have in their turn met with very general adoption 

so far as the institution of the suborder Lepidopleuride is concerned. 

Dr Livrxen, for instance, in his excellent treatise on the “ Limits and Classifica- 
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tion of the Ganoids,” has accepted the Lepidopleuride, but with this modifica- 

tion that the genus Tetragonolepis of Bronn and EGErrTon, rejected by Dr 

Youne as being a true Lepidosteid form, is introduced as the type of the family 

“ Pleurolepide,” while the four families ito which the last-named author 

divided the paleeozoic heterocercal forms are merged into one,—that of the 

“ Platysom.” To the Pleurolepide, Dr LUTKEN conceives it possible that the 

imperfectly known Cleithrolepis of EGERTON may belong; while of Hurynotus 

he says that perhaps it is “‘a palzeozoic, heterocercal Stylodont or Spheerodont.” 

Likewise, in Professor Vicror Carus’s “ Handbuch der Zoologie,’* the Lepido- 

pleuridz are accepted and divided into the three families of Platysomide, 

Pleurolepide, and Pycnodontide, Eurynotus being, however, retained in the first. 

More recently, however, Professor E. D. Copet has reverted to the plan of 

placing Platysomus in one family with Dapedius and Tetragonolepis, for which 

he adopts the term “ Dapediide ” in place of WacneEr’s “ Stylodontes.” Hury- 

notus, however, he places in the family “ Lepidotide,” along with Lepzdotus, 

Pholidophorus, &c., a group which he renders still more heterogeneous by the 

addition to it of Amblypterus, Palwoniscus, and Cosmolepis. Nothing is said 

regarding Amphicentrum and Mesolepis, and on the whole this classification 

can hardly be considered as an improvement on that of Professor Youne, of 

whose work the author seems to take no cognisance. 

That the paleozoic forms enumerated on the first page of this memoir 

constitute a connected series is undeniable, and considering the small number 

of genera, it seems convenient to follow Dr LUTKEN and Professor Carus in 

uniting them in one family group. I have already expressed my opinion { that 

these fishes have little in common with the Pycnodonts, while they are 

intimately allied to the Paleeoniscide, and that the suborder ‘“ Lepidopleuride ” 

must be abandoned,—to follow up this idea more in detail is the object of the 

present paper. I shall therefore first review the structural features of the 

Platysomide, genus by genus, and from the facts thus acquired endeavour, in 

conclusion, to justify my views as to their real position, and as to the validity, 

or not, of the suborder established by Professor Younc. 

To those who have kindly aided me by the loan of specimens of this group 

my best thanks are due, especially to Mr Warp of Longton, without the use of 

whose magnificent collection of carboniferous fishes I should not have been 

able to pursue the investigation far. I am also indebted to the Earl of 

ENNISKILLEN, Sir Partie Grey-Ecertron, Professor Huxtey, Professor GEIKIE, 

Professor Hucures, Mr WiriuiAm Davies of the British Museum, Dr RANKIN 

of Carluke, Mr Binney of Manchester, and Mr Puant of Salford for much 

valuable assistance. 

* Bd. i. 2te Halfte, Leipzig, 1875. + Proc. Am. Phil. Soc., May 20, 1877. 
t Carboniferous Ganoid Fishes, part i. Palconiscide, p. 41, “Mem. Paleontographical Society,” 1877. 
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STRUCTURE OF THE PLATYSOMIDZ. 

Before entering on the structure of the various genera, I must explain that 

the cranial roof bones of the Platysomide, being evidently, like those of the 

Paleoniscidee, entirely superficial or dermal in their nature, the terms 

“anterior” and “posterior frontal” are not used to designate bones abso- 

lutely identical with those so named in the Cuvierian nomenclature, for which I 

prefer Mr ParxkeEr’s terms, “ ectoethmoidal” and “ sphenotic.” The opercular 

bones being in this group also very similarly conformed to those in the Palzeo- 

niscidee, I shall, in accordance with the views expressed in my account of the 

last-named family, term that plate “interoperculum,” which has been hitherto 

known as ‘“ suboperculum.” 

Genus I. Eurynotus, Agassiz, 1835. 

Plectrolepis, Egerton, 1850 (Agassiz ?). 

Platysomus, Agassiz, pars (ML.S.) 

Platysomus, De Koninck, pars, 1878. 

Mistory.—Eurynotus is mentioned by AGAssiz in the report of the meeting 

of the British Association at Edinburgh in 1834, and also by H1ipBert- WARE in 

the “ Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh ” for December 1834, and 

in his Memoir on the Burdiehouse Limestone, in vol. xiii. of the Transactions of 

the same Society. Descriptions and figures of EL. crenatus from Burdiehouse, 

E. fimbriatus from Wardie, and E. tenwceps from Sunderland, Massachusetts, 

were given by AGassiz in 1835,* who considered the genus as “ Lepidoid,” and 

intermediate between Amblypterus and Platysomus—“ La forme de son corps et 

de sa nageoire dorsal le rapproche méme davantage des genres a corps plat, 

tandis que la forme des nageoires paires rapelle le genre Amblypterus.” Re- 

garding the teeth, he says that the margin of the inferior maxillary is armed 

with “ plusieurs rangées de dents extremement fines et obtuses,” but he seems 

to have mistaken the maxilla for a suborbital. Acassiz’s third species, £. 

tenuiceps, from the Triassic beds of North America, was subsequently ascer- 

tained by W. C. REDFIELD not to be a Lurynotus,t and it is now referred to Sir 

Putip GreY-EGErToN’s genus Jschypterus, belonging to a totally different 

family. . 
In 1850 Sir Puttip Grey-EceErton quoted a letter from Huca Miter rela- 

tive to the rounded palatal teeth of Hurynotus, having also received a cast of 

the specimen, but, as we have already seen, he did not consider these teeth as 

* Poissons Fossiles, vol. i. part i. pp. 153-160. 
+ Short Notices of American Fossil Fishes, “ Am, Journ, Se.” xli. 1841. 
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a sufficient cause for removing it to the Pycnodont family.* The same circum- 

stance is also noted by Professor Youne, who mentions another specimen in 

the British Museum showing the palatal teeth in this genus, whose affinity to 
Mesolepis he fully recognises.t 

In 1867 I myself published a description of several of the bones of the head 

of Hurynotus,t including the operculars, maxilla, branchiostegal rays and tooth- 

bearing palatal plate, pointing out the presence of similar rounded teeth also on 

the edge of the maxilla. The restored figure of the side of the head which I 

gave at that time is, however, erroneous as regards the form of the snout, 

which, not having seen any perfect examples, I represented as forming a pro- 

jection over the mouth similar to that which is characteristic of the Paleonis- 

cidz ; the mandible is also too long and slender. Subsequent examination of 

a large quantity of additional material has, in other points, confirmed the 
observations then recorded. 

Species.—The species of Hurynotus require revision as regards their dis- 

tinctive characters, but this I must reserve for another occasion. I may, never- 

theless, here observe that, in my opinion, the fish in Lord ENNISKILLEN’s 

collection, which Sir Pattie Grey-EceErtoy§ referred to the Plectrolepis rugosus 

of Aaassiz, is a species of Hurynotus, and that the Platysomus declivus of 

AGassiz contained in Sir Pxrxip’s own cabinet, and catalogued by Morris,|| is 

most undoubtedly a distorted specimen of Hurynotus crenatus. For the oppor- 

tunity of examining both of these specimens I am indebted to the kindness of 

their distinguished owners. 

I am also indebted to the kindness and courtesy of the authorities of the 

Royal Museum of Natural History in Brussels for the opportunity of examining 

one of the specimens from the Carboniferous Limestone of Viesville in Belgium, 

recently described by Professor DE Koninck under the name of Platysomus 

(?) insignis. I find it to be an undoubted ELurynotus, and closely allied to 

E. crenatus of AGASSIZ. 
Geological Distribution.—So far as investigation has hitherto reached, the 

genus Hurynotus is confined to the Lower division of the Carboniferous forma- 

tion. In Scotland it ranges from the Wardie shales up to the top of the Car- 

boniferous Limestone series, and is especially abundant in Edinburghshire and 

Fifeshire; indeed, in the Calciferous Sandstone series of the latter county it 

seems to form the great majority of all the smaller fishes which the collector 

* On the Ganoidei Heterocerci, “Qu. Journ. Geol. Soc, Lond.” vi. 1850. 
+ On the Affinities of Platysomus and Allied Genera, “ Qu. Journ. Geol. Soc. Lond.” 1866. 
{ Description of Pygopterus Greenockii, &c., “ Trans. Roy. Soc. Edinb.” 1867. 
§ Ganoidei Heterocerci, p. 3. 
|| Catalogue of British Fossils, London, 1854, p. 339. 
{| Faune du Calcaire Carboniftre de la Belgique, in “Annales du Musée d'Histoire Naturelle de 

Belgique,” Brussels, 1878, p. 25, pl. iii. 
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meets with. It occurs also in the west of Scotland, as in the Possil ironstones. 

No specimens, save those from Belgium mentioned above, have as yet been 

found in any other country, nor has it in any case occurred above the horizon 

of the Millstone grit. 

Structure—In Eurynotus (Plate IIT. fig. 1) the body is rather deeply fusiform, 

the tail very heterocercal, deeply cleft and inequilobate. There are largely 

developed pectorals and abdominally placed ventrals; the anal is acuminate 

with a short base, like that of most Paleoniscidz. But the dorsal fin is very 

long, extending from opposite the origin of the ventrals as far as the tail 

pedicle ; in front it is high and acuminate, but posteriorly it becomes low and 

fringe-like. 

The structure of the fins is, however, altogether Palzoniscoid. The rays 

are closely set, their demi-rays strongly imbricating from before backwards, 

except in the hinder part of the fins, especially in the fringe-like portion of the 

dorsal and the upper lobe of the caudal, where little imbrication is observable. 

They are ganoid externally, and articulated throughout ; the joints simulating 

the appearance of small scales. The stronger rays of the anterior parts of the 

fins dichotomise towards their terminations in the shorter rays ; posteriorly, 

this process creeps up towards their middle. The anterior margins of all the 

fins are set with prominent fulcra, which form a double row. 

The scales have not been quite accurately figured by Acassiz, whose artist 

(as is too often the case in the plates of the “ Poissons Fossiles”) has slurred 

over their salient peculiarities of form. Those of the body are arranged in the 

usual oblique or slightly sigmoidal dorso-ventral bands. Taking a scale from the 

front of the flank (Plate IIT. fig. 2), it is conspicuously higher than broad, though 

not so much so as in some other genera (Platysomus, Cheirodus, &c.). The 

anterior covered area is of considerable breadth, and marked off by a vertical 

groove from the exposed one, which is rhomboidal, the acute angles being 

posterior-superior and anterior-inferior ; the posterior margin is denticulated, 

or rather fimbriated, with fine sharp points, which, however, on some parts of 

the body, tend to pass into a coarse and prominent denticulation. The pointed 

articular spine or peg arising from the upper margin is of moderate size, and 

is quite distinct from the acute and upwardly produced anterior-superior angle 

of the scale. On the attached surface (fig. 3) a socket corresponding to the 

articular spine of the scale next below is seen at the lower margin, from which 

extending upwards to its own spine is an indication of the usual vertical keel. 

Towards the dorsal and ventral margins the scales become more equilateral, 
and that is also the case towards the tail, while they become at the same 

time more obliquely and regularly rhomboidal, and the keel of the attached 

surface more marked (figs. 5, 6). The scales of the sides of the caudal body- 
prolongation (figs. 8, 9) are acutely lozenge-shaped, and arranged in very — 
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oblique rows, whose direction is from above downwards and forwards; along its 
upper margin or ridge they are acutely V-shaped and imbricating (fig. 7). The 

free surface of all the scales is covered by a glittering layer of ganoine, orna- 

mented by scattered punctures passing into short grooves and streaks, the orna- 

ment usually fading away as we pass towards the hinder regions of the body. 

The shoulder-girdle also is constructed on the same type as in the Palecnis- 

cide. I have not obtained a satisfactory view of the plate, which in that family 

I have considered as post-temporal, but there is a well-marked supra-clavicular 

(s el, fig. 1) obliquely perforated above by the canal of the lateral line; its 

direction is more vertical than in the Paleoniscidee. This is followed by a strong 

clavicle (c/), of the same general form as in the last-named group of fishes, to 

the front of the inferior extremity of which there is articulated an in/ra- 

clavicular plate (7. cl), which is, however, proportionally shorter, while just 

behind the junction of the supra-clavicular with the clavicle we find a small 

post-clavicular of a narrow semilunar shape. 

The line of the top of the head, sloping pretty rapidly downwards and for. 

wards, shows a convexity over the region of the orbit, which has not the 

remarkably anterior position seen in the Paloniscidz, but is placed nearly 

right over the upper jaw; the snout, too, does not project in the same manner 

over the front of the mouth. Common as specimens of Hurynotus are in the 

Edinburgh district, I have never yet obtained a specimen giving a proper view 

of the bones of the cranial shield ; two short parvetals (pa) articulating with each 

other in the middle line, followed by two slightly larger /rontals (/), are all 

which can be made out with accuracy, owing to the crushed condition of the 

heads, though I have also seen indications of a squamosal and posterior 

frontal. The base of the skull is furnished with a powerful parasphenoid ; 

ossifications were doubtless present in its side walls, but cannot be described. 

The position of the suspensorium is nearly vertical, with perhaps a slight 
inclination forwards, consequently the gape does not assume quite the enormous 

extent characteristic of the Paleeoniscide. The mandible is stout; externally a 

dentary (d) and an angular element (ag) are visible, the former occupying nearly 

the whole extent of the jaw, and having its upper margin set with small obtuse 

teeth ; internally there is a splenial, also dentigerous. The maailla (ma, figs. 1, 

10, 11, 18, 14), always easily recognisable, is triangular, having two long sides, 

upper and lower, and a short posterior one, the latter being nearly vertical, with 

a slight backward inclination, while the upper margin slopes gently downwards 

and forwards to the bluntly pointed anterior extremity. The lower margin, 

nearly horizontal in position and very gently convex in contour, shows, seen 

from the outside (fig. 13), but few evidences of teeth, to get a proper view of 

which it must be looked at from within (figs. 10, 11, 14). Here it will be 

seen that a little in front of the posterior-inferior angle of the bone a narrow 
VOL. XXIX. PART I. 4x 
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band of obtuse teeth commences, and extends all the way along the internal 

aspect of that margin to the anterior extremity. These are at first closely 

and somewhat irregularly packed together, but as the anterior extremity of the 

bone is approached they become very small, and tend to be arranged in lines 

transverse or slightly oblique to the margin. Of the premaxilla I can say 

nothing. Of the palato-quadrate apparatus, the only element I have seen is a 

plate (fig. 12), evidently the representative of the large pterygoid or ectoptery- 

goid of the Paleeoniscidee, which I found lying detached on a slab of shale 

beside a maxilla (fig. 13) and numerous scales of Hurynotus; portions of the 

same bone, crushed and obscured, are often seen in the heads of entire specimens. 

It carries a large oval patch of obtuse teeth, this patch showing three slight 

longitudinal elevations, separated by two corresponding shallow depressions. 

Of these elevations or ridges, two form the margins of the tooth patch, one of 

them corresponding with the external margin of the entire bone at this place ; 

the third passes midway between them, and bears the largest teeth. The 

teeth themselves are all obtuse, often at the first glance suggesting an 

ageregation of small grains of shot. On examination they are seen to be 
mostly in the form of short blunt cones, sometimes round in transverse 

section, or somewhat elliptical, or polygonal from close crowding; on the 

dentary element of the mandible they are frequently laterally compressed in 

shape. The base is sometimes, though not always, slightly constricted, and a 

few slight vertical grooves commonly extend some distance up the sides. 

Microscopically they consist of dentine, traversed by delicate tubules radiating 

from a basal pulp cavity, and surmounted by a cap of structureless “enamel” 

corresponding to, but relatively much larger than, that of the teeth of 

Palzoniscide and many other ganoids. It is apparently the wearing down, by 

attrition, of this enamel-cap, and the consequent exposure of the softer dentine 

below, that gives the flattened tops of such worn teeth (fig. 15) the “ dimpled” 

aspect referred to by Hucu Miiier in his letter to Sir Paine Grey-EcErron. 
The orbit (07) is placed right above the middle of the maxilla, and in its 

boundary shows at least two conspicuous suborbitals (s.0). One of these is a 

narrow curved bone forming the posterior-inferior part of the orbital margin, 

and is joined in front by another (the so-called “lachrymal”) of a larger 

size and broader shape, forming the anterior-inferior orbital boundary, and 

extending along the anterior part of the upper margin of the maxilla towards 

the snout. 

The operculum (op) is small and of a quadrate shape, with the posterior- 

superior and anterior-inferior angles rounded off. Immediately below it is 

another plate (¢.op), somewhat larger and higher, whose posterior-inferior angle — 

is quite rounded off, while the anterior-inferior comes close behind the quadrate 

articulation of the mandible. This is evidently the exact homologue of the 
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plate, which in the Palzeoniscide I have called “ interoperculum,” for reasons 

given in my memoir on the structure of that family, which interpretation I 

therefore retain for it in the Platysomide. The anterior margins of the 

operculum and interoperculum form one continuous line, nearly vertical in 
direction, following that of the hyomandibular, and slightly concave in contour, 

not angulated at the junction of the two plates, as in the Palzoniscide. Now, 

fitting on to this line in front, and covering the hyomandibular and a portion of 

the cheek, is a narrow vertical plate (p. op.), broadest in the middle and pointed 

below, and filling in the space between the operculum and interoperculum 

behind, and the posterior margin of the maxilla and the suborbital chain in 

front. It is equally evident that this plate is the homologue of that which 

Ihave marked “preoperculum” in the Paleoniscide, though much modified 

in form by the altered direction and configuration of the hyomandibular. 

Succeeding the interoperculum and extending between the rami of the - 

mandible, there is on each side a series of branchiostegal rays (br) in the form 
of narrow, slightly curved, imbricating plates, whose exact number I have 

not in any case been able to ascertain. In front, however, exactly the 

same arrangement is found in Hurynotus as that which prevails in most 

Paleoniscide (¢.9., Palewoniscus, Elonichthys)—viz., the anterior plate of each 

lateral series is much broader than the rest, and there is a median lozenge- 

shaped one behind the symphysis corresponding to the median “ jugular ” in 

Amia, and in many extinct Lepidosteid forms (Eugnathus, Dapedius, &c.). 
The exposed surfaces of the bones of the shoulder, and of the exterior of 

the head of Hurynotus are brilliantly ganoid and ornately sculptured, usually 

with tolerably coarse and prominent corrugations and furrows. 

Owing to the great density of the scaly covering, no internal skeleton can 

be seen in ordinary entire specimens of Hurynotus, though numerous scattered 

ossicles, apparently spinous processes and interspinous bones, may be observed 

lying among the scales in disjointed examples. But the Belgian specimen of 

EBurynotus figured by DE Kontncx (op. cit. pl. iii. fig. 1a), which I have had the 

privilege of examining, displays in the dorsal region, where the scales of the 

left side have been removed with the counterpart, a considerable portion of the 

internal skeleton im situ, compressed against the inner surfaces of the scales of 

the other side of the body. What is here seen of the internal skeleton consists 
of a set of short neural spines, surmounted, as in the Paleeoniscide, by two sets 

of interspinous bones, proximal and distal, those of the distal set being also less 

numerous than the dorsal fin-rays which they support. As in Platysomus, the 

proximal set of interspinous bones may be observed extending in front of the 

dorsal fin towards the occiput. These little bones seem to have been over- 

looked by Professor Dz Koninck both in his description and figure, but, 

indeed, very close examination of the specimen is necessary for their detection. 
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In no specimen has any trace of vertebral bodies been observed, and the 

extraordinary distortions of form, so common in specimens of this genus, 

yield additional evidence that the vertebral axis was notochordal. 

Genus II. Benedenius, Traquair, 1878. 

Paleoniscus, P. J. Van Beneden, 1871. 

My distinguished friend, Professor Dr Konincxk of Liége, having come to 

entertain doubts as to the “ Palzoniscus de Denée” of Professor VAN BENEDEN* 

being really referable to that genus, did me some time ago the great honour 

of confiding to me for redescription the unique and valuable specimen of that 

remarkable fish from the Carboniferous Limestone of Denée in Belgium. As 
my detailed account of its structure has already appeared in the first part 

of Professor De Kownincx’s new great work on the Fauna of the Belgian Car- 

boniferous Limestone,t I shall here restrict myself to noting a few points 

concerning its generic peculiarities and its place in the system. 

Benedenius Denéensis, Van Bened. sp. (Plate IIT. fig. 17), has the body ovoid, 

with the dorsal and ventral lines pretty evenly arched, the caudal fin power- 

fully heterocercal and inequilobate. The dorsal fin, shaped much like that of 

Eurynotus, arises, however, as in Wardichthys, considerably behind the middle 

of the arch of the back; its base extends to the tail pedicle. The anal fin 

is triangular and acuminate, with a short base; the ventrals are placed rather 

far back ; the pectoral is not completely preserved, but appears rather delicate ; 

the fins are strongly fulcrated. The scales are of moderate size, and arranged 

in the usual oblique dorso-ventral bands, which, beneath the pectoral, turn 

forwards as in Mesolepis, Cheirodus, &c. Those of the flank are not much 

higher than broad, delicately striated with transverse and oblique ridges ; but 

as they all lie so very closely in position, and none are seen from the internal 

aspect, it is impossible to get a view of their entire contour or mode of articula- 
tion. A row of large and prominent median scales extends from the front of the 

dorsal fin to midway between that fin and the occiput; the belly between the 

ventrals and the lower extremity of the shoulder-girdle displays a series of pro- 

minent narrow plates, whose long axis are directed downwards and forwards. 

The shoulder-girdle is conformed as in Hurynotus. The suspensorium is nearly 

vertical, slightly inclining forwards ; the orbit is placed right over the middle of 

the jaw. The operculum is small and square shaped, the interoperculum is 

much larger and higher, and is followed by a series of branchiostegal rays. 
The outer aspect of the posterior part of the mandible displays a very peculiar 

* Bull. Ac. Roy. Belg. xxxi. 1871, pp. 512-515, plate iv. 

+ Op. cit. pp. 14-23, plate ii. 
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appearance, as if covered by a number of oval imbricating scales,—a similar 
appearance is seen on some of the branchiostegal rays. Unfortunately no 
teeth are visible. 

The curious form being evidently no Palwoniscus, but on the contrary 

standing out boldly as a hitherto unrecognised genus, I have bestowed upon it 

a new generic title, in honour of the eminent naturalist who first made it known 

to the scientific world ; and the structure of the head, as seen by the direction of 

the suspensorium and the position of the orbit, being clearly Platysomid, and in 

accordance with the disposition of the dorsal fin, I have transferred it to the 

family under examination. It resembles Hurynotus in the body being less 
deep than in the rest of the family, in the general aspect of the squamation (the 

singular ventral scales being left out of view) and in the form of the anal fin, 

but the dorsal has the position of that fin in Wardichthys. Benedenius may 

therefore be placed near EHurynotus as one of the most palzoniscoid, in general 
aspect, of the family Platysomide. 

Genus III. Mesolepis, Young, 1866. 

History.—The genus Mesolepis was first made known by Professor Youne 

in 1866, in whose original description we find the contour of the body and fins, 

and, in one species at least, the shape of the teeth correctly recognised : the 

figure of the scales given by him cannot, however, be said to give an accurate 

idea of their configuration. 
Specimens of Mesolepis (M. Wardi?), from the “ Drumgray ” coal shale at 

Carluke, occur in Dr Ranxtn’s collection, one of which gives an exquisite view 

of the mandibular teeth, with their “minie bullet-shaped” crown, elevated 

on a constricted neck or stalk. Is it not possible that this specimen may 
represent the Pododus capitatus, catalogued by Acassiz in his “ Tableau 

general,” as a “Sauroid” from the coal strata of the above named locality ? 
Certainly the name is descriptive enough of the peculiar form of the tooth. 
But as Acassiz left no description or figure behind him whereby Pododus — 

(and only too many other genera and species) might be identified, Youne’s name, 

Mesolepis, must be definitely adopted. 

Species.—Professor Youne has distinguished two species—M. Wardi, in 
which the length of the trunk is nearly twice its greatest depth, and the tail 

pedicle thick and elongate; and M. scalaris (Plate IV. fig. 1), in which the 

body is more arched dorsally, and the tail pedicle very short and slender. 

Iam indebted to Mr Binney of Manchester, and Mr BreresrorD WRIGHT 

of Aldercar Hall, Nottinghamshire, for the loan of two specimens of Mesolepis 
from the Dalemoor Rake Ironstone (Lower Coal Measures) of Stanton-by-Dale 
in Derbyshire, which seem to me to indicate yet another species, which I pro- 
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pose to call Mesolepis micropterus. We have in these specimens the deep body 
and narrow tail pedicle of M. scalaris along with a dorsal fin which is propor- 

tionally less high and acuminate in front than in that species. The mandibular 

teeth are exposed in the specimen belonging to Mr Beresrorp WricHT, and 

these, though the fish is in other respects an undoubted Mesolepis, are, like the 

teeth of Platysomus parvulus, slender and cylindro-conical in shape, and scarcely 

dilated above the root. 

Geological Distribution.—Mesolepis has hitherto been found only in the Coal 

Measures or Upper Carboniferous rocks of Great Britain, and seems to be 

nowhere very abundant as regards number of specimens. The best examples 

of the genus which I have seen are from North Staffordshire, and are in the 

collection of Mr Warp of Longton ; but it occurs also in the coal-fields of 

Derbyshire and of Lanarkshire. 

Structure.—The body is deeply fusiform, deeper than in Eurynotus, less so 

than in Platysomus. The scales of the flank are higher than broad, but 

as Professor YounG has observed, they have not yet assumed the extremely 

high and narrow aspect seen in Cheirodus and Platysomus. As usual, the 

scales become more equilateral towards the dorsal, ventral, and caudal aspects. 

Taking the external aspect of a scale from the front part of the flank (Plate IV. 

fig. 2), its marginal covered area is seen to be very narrow ; the exposed surface 

is quadrilateral and slightly rhomboidal, and is ornamented by raised tubercles, 

frequently running together into sinuous ridges, which are more or less vertical 

in their direction ; from the upper margin, and close to the anterior superior 

angle, there arises a prominent, flattened, and pointed articular spine, marked 

externally by one or two furrows converging downwards towards its base. 

The internal aspect of the scale (fig. 3) is smooth, and presents a vertical keel, 
close to and parallel with the anterior margin, passing above into the articular 

spine, and bevelled off below and behind by the anterior margin of the pointed 

fossette which lodges the spine of the scale next below. It is manifest that 

these flank-scales are conformed exactly upon the so-called ‘‘Lepidopleurid” — 

type, but further back, as for instance opposite the origin of the anal fin, the 

keel or “scale-rib” tends to pass back toward the middle of the scale, 
becoming less marked or even obsolete, while the articular spine and corre- 

sponding fossette appear upon the middle of the upper and lower margins re- 

spectively (figs. 4 and 5). No better instance could be had of the unimportance, 

as a “subordinal ” character at least, of the position upon the scale of these keels 
or so-called scale-ribs. The scales of the body are arranged in dorso-ventral 

bands, whose backward obliquity is rather less than in Hurynotus ; below the 

root of the pectoral fin the most anterior of these turn a little forwards; 

the same condition is observed on the back for a little distance behind the 

occiput. The scales clothing the sides of the caudal body prolongation are 
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small and acutely lozenge-shaped, and arranged in bands directed very 

obliquely downwards and forwards, this arrangement commencing as usual 
opposite the lower caudal lobe ; the upper margin of the same part is set 

with large and imbricating V scales. 

In general form the head of Mesolepis (Plate IV. figs. 1 and 9) resembles 
very closely that of Hurynotus. The sloping contour of the top of the head. 

shows the same rounded prominence over the orbit, below which it slopes stil] 

more sharply into the short pointed snout. The bones of the cranial roof are 

delicately sculptured with ridges and granules ; the lines of demarcation between 

at least some of them may be observed in a specimen belonging to Mr Warp. 

A pair of well-marked elongated /rontals (/) occupy the top of the buckler, but 

the boundaries of the plates in the parietal, squamosal, and post-frontal regions 

are obscured by crushing. The rounded prominence above and in front of 

the orbit is formed by a narrow median superethmoidal plate (e), with a broader 

anterior frontal (a. f) on each side; the posterior extremity of the former of 

these is pointed, and received into a notch between the anterior extremities 

of the frontals, while each of its lateral margins show a rounded notch com- 

pleted into a small nasal opening (”) by the inner margin of the adjacent anterior 

frontal. The portion of bone forming the snout in front of the last described 

plates is probably premazillary in its nature. 

The line of the suspensorium passes downwards with a slight forward 

inclination, the operculum (op) is short, the interoperculum (2. op) larger and 

higher ; the preoperculum is not exhibited in any specimen I have seen, but a 

well-developed series of narrow imbricating branchiostegal rays or plates (b7) 

follows the lower margin of the interoperculum. The mazilla (mz) resembles 
that of Wardichthys more than that of Hurynotus ; it is broad behind, pointed 

in front, the upper margin, sloping downwards and forwards, showing imme- 

diately behind the anteriorly directed apex a small rounded expansion; the 
lower or oral margin is gently convex, and displays no teeth when seen from 

the outside, nevertheless, on the internal aspect of this margin there are very 

evident traces of at least tooth-like tubercles. The mandible is short and stout, 

and peculiarly pointed in front ; the anterior part of the upper margin of the 

dentary element is separated off from the rest of the bone by a wide smooth 

shallow groove, below and behind which the surface is ganoid and sculptured. 

On the margin thus marked off is seen a set of peculiarly shaped teeth, all of 

the same size, and apparently in a single row. Each of these teeth, ordinarily 

and as seen in Plate IV. figs. 6 and 7, consists of a head with bluntly pointed 

apex, rounded below, and supported by a constricted neck, which again expands 

so as to form a conical base; but in M. micropterus (fig. 8), they are, as I 

have already stated, cylindro-conical, the apical dilatation and neck-constric- 

tion being scarcely if at all marked. Iam unable to give any account of the 
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palato-quadrate apparatus, but probably teeth were present on the palate in 
this as in allied genera. The orbit is placed as in Hurynotus, but the circum- 

orbital plates are badly preserved, a large anterior one (lachrymal) may, how- 
ever, be clearly seen, as in that genus, over the fore part of the maxilla. 

The shoulder girdle presents us with well-marked post-temporal supra- 

clavicular, clavicular, and infra-clavicular elements, the three latter, at least, 

shaped exactly as in Hurynotus. The fin-rays are ganoid and sculptured ex- 

ternally, divided by transverse articulations up to their origins, their demi-rays 

imbricate in the anterior part of each fin, and fulcra are conspicuously present, 

though these are smaller than in Hurynotus. The pectorals are of moderate 
size, the ventrals well developed and abdominal. The dorsal reminds us strongly 

of that of Hurynotus, commencing opposite the ventrals, and having its anterior 

margin in the usual condition of expansion of the fin continuous with the line 

of the back between its origin and the occiput; its anterior rays become very 

rapidly elongated towards the high and acutely pointed apex, from which they 

again rapidly fall away posteriorly, so that the hinder two-thirds of the fin is 

low and fringe-like. The anal is similar in form, but smaller, and its posterior 

fringe-like part proportionally shorter, the entire length of the base of the fin 

hardly equalling two-thirds that of the dorsal. The caudal is strongly hetero- 

cercal, deeply cleft and inequilobate. 

The affinities of Mesolepis to Eurynotus are clearly seen in the form and 

position of the dorsal and ventral fins in the powerfully heterocercal and 
inequilobate caudal, as well as in the form and general osteology of the head. 
But the scales have now decidedly assumed the Platysomid type, the body is 
deeper in shape, and the anal fin too has begun to resemble the opposing 

dorsal, though its base is still considerably shorter. The teeth differ consider- 

ably from those of Hurynotus in external form, but in such cases where they 
have a constricted neck they in so far resemble those of Eurysomus, a genus 

long confounded with Platysomus, but which has really much more affinity with 
Mesolepis. In M. micropterus the form of tooth passes into that which is 
found in Platysomus. 

Genus IV. Eurysomus, Young, 1866. © 

Platysomus (pars), Agassiz, Egerton, et cet. auct. 

(2) Globulodus, Minster. 

The remarkable fish from the English marl slate, designated by Acassiz 
Platysomus macrurus, was first figured, though without any name, by Professor 

SEDGWICK.* At the time, however, of the publication of the “ Poissons Fossiles,” 

* Trans. Geol. Soc, Lond., ser. 2, vol, iii. plate xii, figs, 1 and 2. 
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Agassiz had not himself seen a specimen, and he therefore contented himself 

with the reproduction of SEDGwicx’s figures and a few general remarks as to 

the leading peculiarities of external form which distinguished it from the 

associated Platysom.* But a much finer specimen, now in the Newcastle 

Museum, afterwards turned up, in which not only the entire shape of the fish 

but also the dentition of the lower jaw was preserved, and having been submitted 

to Sir Paitie Grey-EcGeErron, the mandible was figured by him in the “ Quarterly 

Journal” of the Geological Society,t the entire specimen in Kine’s “ Permian 

Fossils.”{ The peculiar form of the teeth as here shown, in which “ a. circular 

crown with flattened grinding surface” was “mounted on a pedicle of much 

less diameter,” was attributed by Sir Puiiip to the whole of the species then 

included under Platysomus, and, as we have seen in the introduction, was, 

along with some other circumstances, especially the form of the scales, con- 

sidered by him to warrant the removal of Platysomus, of which Gilobulodus, 

Minster, was now considered a synonym, to the family Pycnodontide. We 

have, however, also seen that although Agassiz concurred in this view, Pro- 

fessor Youne refused to accept the dentition of Platysomus macrurus as 

characteristic also of the true Platysomi, such as P. gibbosus, &c., and proposed 

therefore to institute for the former the new genus Ewrysomus. With Professor 

Youne, I must certainly agree as regards the distinctness of the genus from 

Platysomus, but at the same time it must be remembered that the resem- 

blance of the teeth of Hurysomus macrurus to those of Gilobulodus elegans is 

so great that were we only quite certain as to the generic identity in this 

latter case, MUnstrEr’s name would certainly be entitled to preference over, 

Dr Youne’s. 

Species.—Only one species of Hurysomus, viz., EH. macrurus, Ag. sp., has 

with certainty been determined. With this, Platysomus Fuldai of MUNSTER, is 

no doubt generically identical, and the latter has also been merged specifically 

in “ macrurus” by GEINITZ. 

Geological Distribution.—Eurysomus has as yet only occurred in strata of 

Permian age; in England in the marl slate; in Germany in the Kupfer- 

schiefer. 

Structure.—I am not in a position to enter minutely into detail regarding 

the structure of Hurysomus, the only specimens which I have seen being that in 

the Newcastle Museum, and a not very perfect head in the Edinburgh Museum 

of Science and Art. But no one can look at any of the published figures of 

the fish without being struck by the evident affinity which it bears to Mesolems, 

both in its general aspect and in the form and position of its fins. We have a 

* Poissons Fossiles, vol. ii. plate i. p. 170 ; Atlas, vol. ii. plate xviii. figs. 1 and 2. 

+ Vol. v. (1849). 
{ Mem, Paleontographical Society (1849), plate xxvi. fig. 1. 
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powerfully heterocercal and inequilobate caudal, a dorsal high in front and 

becoming fringe-like posteriorly, and an anal similar in form but considerably 

shorter in the extent of its base. There is also clear evidence of its well- 

developed and abdominally placed ventrals, a fact also alluded to by Sir Pumie 

Grey-Ecerton in his description, so that it is difficult to understand how 

Dr Youne, in his paper on “ Platysomus and Allied Genera,” has described 

Eurysomus as being deficient in that member. The scales seem to be somewhat 
more strongly keeled than in Mesolepis, nevertheless, as Professor Youne 

observes, “ the scale character allies it somewhat to the latter genus.” 

The specimen preserved in the Edinburgh Museum (Plate IV. fig. 10) is 

deficient as regards the top of the head, nevertheless it shows several details of 
the greatest importance. There is a large clavicle, similar in shape to that of 

Eurynotus and Mesolepis, in front of which is a broad interoperculum, having 

below it a number of narrow branchiostegal rays. All these bones are orna- 

mented externally by somewhat coarse crenulated wavy ridges passing into 

tubercles. But the points of greatest interest are those concerning the con- 
figuration of the jaws, and here the resemblance to Mesolepis is brought out 
in a manner still more remarkable. In front there is a beak-like portion of 

bone (p. mz), convex and smooth externally, and evidently praemaxillary in its 
nature ; its lower margin is injured, and here the roots of several broken-off 
teeth are visible. Behind this is the left maxilla (mz), which is narrow in front, 
but broadening out behind in a sort of angular spatulate manner; its broad 
posterior portion is covered behind by a tubercular ornament. Its upper 
margin is nearly straight, and slopes gently downwards and forwards; the 
posterior margin, gently convex, slopes also downwards and forwards, but at a 
less inclination than the superior one, with which it forms an acute angle above, 
while below it forms an obtuse angle with the lower margin, which is concave, 
and passes on to the lower margin of the premaxilla. No teeth are perceptible 
in the maxilla when looked at from the outside, but just below the left mandible 
we get a view of what is clearly the inner aspect of the anterior part of the 
maxilla of the opposite side (mzx’), but crushed out of its place, and this dis- 
plays a row of broken-off tooth-stumps. The mandible (mm) is not completely 
exhibited, being largely overlapped above and behind by the posterior-inferior 
angle of the maxilla, but its similarity in general form to that of Mesolepis is 
obvious. It is comparatively short and stout, pointed in front and broad 
behind ; a wide oblique shallow groove marks off the dentary margin. The 
exposed portion of the oral margin bears a row of the large characteristic 
pedunculated and flattened teeth (fig. 11) so well described by Sir Pxitip 
GREY-EGERTON. But there is a second or inner row of mandibular teeth, and 
these would seem to be borne upon the splenial element, judging from the 
anterior portion of the opposite mandibular ramus (mn' fig. 10), which, seen 
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from the internal aspect, is also displayed in the specimen, being displaced and 

dislocated below the other. The palate is not seen, but we might indeed be 

tempted to assume that it was as in Hurynotus amply supplied with crushing 

teeth. 

It is, therefore, clear that Hurysomus is a genus which, far from being 

identical with Platysomus, difters from it, as we shall afterwards see more fully, 

not only in its dentition, but also in its fins and the form of some of the bones 

of the head. And precisely in these respects it approaches the carboniferous 

genus Mesolepis, from which it indeed differs principally in the more broadly 

triangular shape of the mandible and in the shape of the teeth, which, although 

pedunculated have their crowns much flattened instead of being bluntly conical. 

Genus V. Wardichthys, Traquair, 1874. 

Wardichthys cyclosoma was described by myself in 1874* from a single 

Specimen contained in an ironstone nodule which occurred in the Lower 

Carboniferous shales (Calciferous Sandstone series) of Newhaven (Wardie), near 

Edinburgh. It is not a little remarkable, as well as unfortunate, that notwith- 

standing the large number of ichthyolites which have been collected in this 

locality, no other specimen of the fish, not even a detached scale, has ever been 

obtained. The name Wardichthys was bestowed upon it, not in reference to 

the locality, but in honour of my friend Mr Warp of Longton, whose untiring 

industry in collecting the fishes of his district has contributed so very largely 
to the advancement of our knowledge of Carboniferous ichthyology. 

Structure.—The length of the specimen is three inches, but, as the Am 

fin is entirely wanting, its original length was probably about four. The body 

is nearly circular, the dorsal convexity being, however, considerably greater 

than the ventral. The head is large, and several of the bones can be distinctly 

made out (Plate IV. fig. 12). Posteriorly there are two parietals (p) meet- 

ing each other in the middle line, and on the outer side of each is a small 

squamosal (sq). In front of the parietals are two more elongated /rontals (/), 

and again on the outer side of each frontal is a large posterior frontal (pf), the 

anterior part of whose outer margin apparently takes part in the posterior- 

superior boundary of the orbit. In front of this there is another plate (a. /) 

forming in like manner the anterior-superior boundary of the orbit, and which 

is clearly equivalent to the anterior frontal of Mesolepis, &c., but the median 

superethmoidal cannot be made out. Below this a portion of bone is seen in 

front of the maxilla, which is probably the preemaxilla. The orbit is thus seen 

to be placed as in Mesolepis, nearly right above the maxilla, but no circum- 

orbitals are recognisable. A portion of a slender hyomandibular is seen; it 

* Ann, and Mag. Nat. Hist. (4), vol. xv. 1874, p. 262, plate xvi. figs. 1-5. 
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is somewhat displaced, but from the position of the operculum and the 

direction of the bones of the shoulder girdle, it is clear that the axis of this 

element must have been, as in other Platysomids, downwards and slightly 

forwards. The operculum (op) is somewhat square-shaped, its posterior- 

superior angle being rounded, and its straight anterior margin nearly vertical 

with a slight forward inclination ; below it is a larger plate (7. op), which is 

evidently the cnteroperculum a little dislocated from its position ; no branchi- 

ostegal rays are preserved. The mazilla (mx) is shaped much as in Mesolepis, 

but the angle between its inferior and posterior margins is very much rounded 

off, so as to be nearly obsolete; as in that genus, a small laminar projection 

passes off from its superior margin close behind its bluntly pointed anterior 

extremity ; no teeth are shown. The mandible is not exhibited at all in the 

specimen. The post-temporal element of the shoulder girdle (p.7¢) most nearly 

resembles that of Platysomus, and is a large, somewhat square-shaped plate, 

with its posterior angles somewhat rounded off, placed right behind the 

parietal, and apparently in contact above with its fellow of the opposite side. 

The supra-clavicular (s.cl) is of considerable size, vertically oblong, rather 

broad above, where it is obliquely traversed by the lateral slime canal, and 

narrowing to a point below, where it is in contact with an elongated clavicle (cl) 

of the usual Platysomid form. Of the fins, only the dorsal and anal are 

preserved, and the latter is not in good condition. The dorsal is small, arising 

considerably behind the middle of the arch of the back, and both in that 

circumstance and in its shape it resembles the dorsal of Benedenius. It is 

acuminate in front, becoming fringe-like behind, and terminates at the com- 

mencement of the narrow tail pedicle; its anterior margin is distinctly ful- 

crated. But from what is seen of the anal, it is evident that it possessed a 

more extended base than that of Benedenius, and was conformed much like 

the dorsal. Unfortunately the caudal is not present in specimen, but the 

analogy of the rest of the structure of the fish leaves no reason for doubt as — 

to its having been heterocercal. The scales of the side of the body (figs. 13 

and 14) are high and narrow, and shaped according to the same general type 

seen in Mesolepis or Platysomus. The articular spine and internal rib are mode- 

rately developed; externally the smooth overlapped marginal area is well 

defined, while the free surface is ornamented with raised tubercles, which tend 

to be arranged in lines or to coalesce into short ridges, whose direction is 

across the scale from before backwards, some downward radiation towards the 

posterior-inferior angle being often observed at the lower part. As usual, the 

scales become more equilateral towards the dorsal and ventral margins (fig. 15), 
and the middle dorsal and ventral lines in front of the dorsal and anal fins 

are evidently furnished respectively with rows of azygous scales, having back- 

wardly directed spur-shaped points. 
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It is unfortunate that the dentition of Wardichthys is as yet unknown, but 

its affinity to Mesolepis seems pretty clear from the osteology of the head, a 

resemblance to Benedenius being also seen in the small size of the dorsal fin 

and the backward position of its commencement. But we have now got the 

deep short body of Chetrodus and Platysomus, as well as the narrow flank scales 

of these genera, the scale ornament being, however, very different from that of 

Platysomus, and more resembling what is found in Cheirodus and Mesolepis. 

Genus VI. Cheirodus, M‘Coy, 1848. 

(?) Platysomus, Binney, 1840. 

Cheirodus, M‘Coy, 1848 (not Pander, 1858) ; Traquair, 1878. 

Amphicentrum, Young, 1866; Hancock and Atthey, 1871; Traquair, 

1875, 

History.—In 1866 Professor YounG* instituted the genus Amphicentrum for 

a remarkable Platysomid fish from the North Staffordshire coal-field, which he 

also distinguished specifically as A. granulosum. A second species, A. striatum, 

from the Coal Measures of Northumberland, was in 1871 added by Messrs 

Hancock and Atruey.t 

Professor Youne’s original description of A. granulosum includes a minute 

account of the osteology of the head, illustrated by a restored outline showing 

the cranial and facial bones. But in 1875 I published a description of the 

cranial structure of the same genus, differing in many particulars of great 

importance from that given by him, especially as regards the determina- 

tion of those dentigerous bones, which so frequently occur in a detached 

condition. Since that time the examination of a considerable number of 

additional specimens from both the North Staffordshire and Lancashire coal- 

fields has amply confirmed these statements, in which I differed from Professor 

Youne, and has also brought to light a few additional particulars, though 

there are still some points regarding which some further information is 

desirable. 

But although to Professor Youne is undoubtedly due the credit of having 

first described and figured an entire specimen of this strange and interesting 

genus, its remains were nevertheless previously not entirely unknown or 

unpublished. As early as 1841+ Mr E. W. Binney figured some scales from 
the Manchester coal-fields as belonging to Platysomus, but which, judging 

* Op. cit., p. 306. 
+ Nat. Hist. Trans., Northumb. and Durham, vol. iv. 1871, p. 414; also in Ann. and Mag. Nat 

Hist., ser. 4, vol. ix. 1872. 
+ Trans. Manchester Geol, Soc, vol. i. 1841, plate v. figs. 14 and 15. 
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from the figures, have undoubtedly a much greater resemblance to those of 

Professor Youne’s fish. And during a recent visit to the Woodwardian 

Museum at Cambridge I was surprised to find that the original specimen 

described by M‘Coy in 1848* as Cheirodus pes-rane, and considered by him 

to be the tooth of a Cestraciont allied to Ceratodus, then still ranged among 

the sharks, was in reality nothing more than a mandibular dental plate of | 

the same Platysomid genus. I have, therefore, in a recently published paper,t 

felt compelled by the inexorable law of priority to propose the abolition of 

““ Amphicentrum,” however much we may regret the necessity for supersed- 

ing a name by which the animal in its entirety is so widely known, by one 

which was originally bestowed upon a mere fragment whose nature its describer 

did not understand. 

Since the discovery of the true position of Ceratodus, Cheirodus, M‘Coy, has 

been associated with the Dipnoi, both on account of M‘Coy’s original opinion 

of its affinities, and because PANDER{ not only referred to the same genus the 

teeth from the Devonian of Russia, which he named Cheirodus Jerofejewi, but 

also merged in it the Conchodus of M‘Coy, which he considered to have been 

founded on the palatal tooth-plate of a fish generally identical with that whose 

mandibular one constituted Cheirodus pes-rane. But it is now clear that 

Cheirodus, Pander, is not = Chetrodus, M‘Coy, though it is indeed possible that 

the former may be identical with Conchodus, the Dipnoous nature of which is 

undoubted. 

Species.—One unfortunate circumstance connected with the establishment 

of species upon mere fragments, like M‘Coy’s Chetrodus pes-rane, consists in 

the difficulty which we so often experience in satisfactorily deciding as to the 

identity or non-identity with them of more perfect specimens from other 

horizons or localities. The difficulty is seriously felt in the case of Cheirodus, 

and although I have, in my paper last referred to, felt inclined “ pes-rane,” 

M‘Coy, and “granulosus,” Young, as best kept separate, I must nevertheless 

own that this view of the case is also open to serious doubt. In any case the 

retention of Professor Youne’s specific name seems justifiable, on the ground 

that M‘Coy’s specimen is hardly sufficient to characterise the species, although, 
on the other hand, the genus to which it belongs is unmistakable. The only 

other species known is C. striatus of Hancock and ATTHEY. 

Geological Position.—This is entirely a Carboniferous genus. C. pes-rane, 
M‘Coy,is from the Carboniferous Limestone of Derbyshire, and Mr W. J. BARKAS 

has recorded the occurrence of C. granulosus in the same formation at Rich- 

* Ann, and Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 2, vol. ii. 1848, pp. 130-131. British Paleozoic Fossils, p. 616, 
plate 3 g, fig. 9. 

+ Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., July 1878, pp. 15-17. 
} Die Ctenodipterinen des Devonischen Systems, St Petersburg, 1828, pp. 33-37, plate vi. 

figs, 15-22. 
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mond, Yorkshire.* Chetrodus is, however, chiefly known as a fish of the Coal 

Measures, in which horizon C. granulosus is abundant in North Staffordshire, 

occurring also in a more fragmentary condition both in Lancashire and in 

Lanarkshire, while the smaller C. striatus has been yielded by the coal strata 

of Northumberland. 

Structure.—The body of Cheirodus (Plate V. fig. 1) is deep and rhombic, the 

dorsal and ventral margins elevated into peaks, of which the dorsal is slightly 

in advance of the ventral; the tail is completely heterocercal, but not very 

inequilobate; no ventral fins have been as yet observed, and the pectorals are 

rarely seen, owing to their having been placed a little higher up than usual on 

the side of the flattened body, as indicated by the position of their roots, which 

are always observable behind the lower extremity of the clavicle. The dorsal 

and anal fins arise immediately behind the respective dorsal and ventral peaks 

of the body, and extend to the narrow tail pedicle; they are therefore nearly 

equal, with elongated bases, and fringe-like for the greater part of their extent. 

Their anterior margins are fulcrated ; their rays are numerous, closely set, and 

closely articulated ; the joints being externally ganoid and sculptured. The scales 

of the body are arranged in bands, which are nearly vertical, with a slight back- 

ward obliquity; just below the insertion of the pectoral fin they curve slightly 

forwards, as in Mesolepis and Benedenius, turning also slightly backwards just 

in front of the dorsal and ventral peaks. They are very high and narrow, 

especially on the flanks, above and below they become lower ; while on the 

caudal body prolongation they are very small, lozenge-shaped, and arranged in 

oblique rows, whose direction is from above downwards and forwards. The 

scales are also peculiarly modified on the anterior margins of the dorsal and 
ventral peaks, where they assume a spur-like appearance, with backwardly 

directed points; on the upper margin of the caudal body prolongation they have 

the usual V-shaped aspect and imbricated arrangement. In the body scales the 

harrow anterior covered area is very distinctly marked off from the sculptured 

one, which in C. granulosus (Plate V. fig. 13) is ornamented with closely set 

tubercles, which sometimes assume a more or less linear arrangement, while 

in C. striatus they coalesce on the scales of the middle part of the body into 

actual though somewhat irregular vertical striz. The articular spine is very 

Strong, its base often extending back along the whole of the upper margin ; 

the vertical rib or keel of the attached surface (fig. 14) is close to the anterior 

margin, and is very strongly and sharply defined. 

The upper contour of the head continues the downward slope of the back 
in front of the dorsal fin, showing also, as in Hurynotus and Mesolepis, a slight 

convexity above and in front of the orbital region, whence its descent to the 

front of the mouth is more rapid. Most of the cranial roof-bones can be made out 

* Geol. Mag. ser. 2, vol. i. 1874, p. 431. 
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with great distinctness. There are two parietals (p) in contact with each other 
in the middle line, in advance of which are two somewhat longer frontals (/). 

External to each parietal and the posterior part of the outer margin of the 

corresponding frontal is a large squamosal (sq), in front of which there is a 

smaller posterior frontal (p./), forming the posterior-superior part of the orbital 

margin. The anterior-superior part of the orbital boundary is formed by another 

plate, the anterior frontal (a./), which articulates both with the frontal and pos- 

terior frontal, and seems to pass down towards the preemaxilla; but I have not 

obtained a satisfactory view of the median superethmoidal, which was probably 
intercalated between the two anterior frontals, nor of the nasal openings, 

although it is unlikely that these parts differed much from what we have found 

in Mesolepis. The base of the cranium displays a powerfully-developed para- 

sphenoid, but I have not yet seen any specimen in which ossification in the 

lateral walls could be determined. 

The hyomandibular (fig. 10, h.m) is an elongated bone, whose direction is 

from above downwards and slightly forwards. Above it shows a large 

flattened “head,” articulated to the side of the cranium below the squamosal; 

below this head the bone is much constricted, and then assuming a cylindrical 

form, it gradually expands again in diameter towards its inferior termination, 

which is situated somewhat above and behind the quadrate articulation. There 

is no evidence of any symplectic. 

A powerful palato-quadrate apparatus (Plate V. figs. 2 and 10) extends 

forwards from the front of the lower part of the hyomandibular towards the 

snout. In my previous paper on the skull of Chetrodus (Amphicentrum), I was 
inclined to consider this as consisting of one piece, though I likewise stated 

that it was not certainly so, and that I had observed what seemed to me to be 

traces of a separate ossification towards its posterior-superior angle. Sub- 

sequent investigation has confirmed the latter view of the case, and has 

brought to light the existence of three elements,—quadrate, pterygoid, and 

mesopterygoid. The pterygoid or palato-pterygoid (pt. figs. 2, 3, and 10), 

which is the largest, has a “body” of an elliptical shape, pointed at both ends, 

and having on this flat lamina or wing (y, fig. 3) projecting upwards along 

the posterior part of its upper margin. Its outer surface is concave, its inner 

or oral surface is gently convex, and bears a patch of tolerably prominent shin- 

ing tubercles, some round, some oval, by which the roof of the mouth is rough- 

ened and armed. Its lower margin is convex, and presents two prominent 

ridges, separated by a groove, but coalescing behind in an acutely V-shaped 

fashion; each of these ridges, the external of which is more prominent than the 
other, is armed with a single row of small tuberculo-conical tooth-like projec- — 

tions, rather distantly placed, and varying much in number and degree of 

prominence in different individuals. With the posterior extremity of the 
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pterygoid is connected a distinct guadrate (qu, figs. 2 and 10) projecting down- 

wards to articulate with the lower jaw ; above which, and extending also along 

the upper margin of the pterygoid, whose posterior projecting wing it overlaps 

internally, is another plate (m.pt. figs. 2 and 10) of a triangular form, broad 

behind and narrowing to an acute angle in front, which seems to be the 

equivalent of the mesopterygoid of other fishes. The obvious resemblance which 

the palato-quadrate apparatus bears to that of the Paleeoniscidée will be noticed 

further on.* 

The mandible is stout and deep, and as regards its constituent elements 

three may be easily recognised,—the dentary, splenial, and angular; the arti- 

cular was doubtless also present, but isnot well defined. The dentary (d, fig 1, 

9, and 10) carries, however, no teeth, its upper margin forming a thin sharp 

edge ; its anterior extremity is pointed, prominent, and excavated above, so as 

to resemble the preemaxillary beak opposed to it. Behind it on the outer sur- 

face of the posterior extremity of the jaw is a well-marked angular (ag, figs. 

1 and 10) resembling that of the Palzoniscide. The splenial element (sp, figs. 

6, 7, 8 and 10), covering the inner as well as folding over the upper aspect of the 

Meckelian cartilage, has its oral surface provided with a patch of enamelled 

‘tubercles similar to those of the palate. Its upper margin shows two ridges 

coalescing posteriorly, and of these the external one is the most prominent, and 

becomes anteriorly gently convex in its contour, while the other, proceeding in 

a straight direction, gets lower down as it passes forwards. The inner ridge 

is also set with a few sharpish dental tubercles, which, however, vary much in 

prominence in different individuals; they are not found at all in the original of 

“M‘Coy’s C. pes-rane, but I fear that this circumstance can hardly be con- 

sidered as constituting a specific mark, as in many specimens of C. granulosus 

from North Staffordshire they are nearly entirely obsolete. 

The contour of the mazilla (figs. 4 and 5, mz fig. 1) is almost identical with 

that of the same bone in Lurynotus, but its lower margin is thin and sharp, 

like the corresponding one of the mandibular dentary element, and shows not 

the slightest trace of teeth of any kind. But on its internal aspect (fig. 4), and 

just above the edentulous margin, there is a narrow band of small thickly-set 

flattened and enamelled tubercles, resembling those which we have found to 

occur in patches upon the inner surface of the pterygoid and splenial bones ; 

this band curving suddenly downwards towards the margin at the junction of 

the posterior and middle thirds of the bone. The premazille (p.mz, fig. 1) 

are, as Professor Youne has described them, a pair of triangular beak-like 

bones, whose oral edges are sharp but edentulous. 

* Here it is, however, necessary to note that I was formerly inclined to consider the bone, which in 
the Palzoniscid head corresponds to that which I have above referred to the mesopterygoid element, to 

be metapterygoid in its nature (Carboniferous Ganoid Fishes, pt. i. Pal. Soc. 1877, p. 18.) 
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The orbit (or.) is placed right over the middle of the mouth; a conspicuous 
sickle-shaped suborbital bounds it below and behind, while another (the so- 
called lachrymal), larger and broader, completes it below and in front ; besides 

which there is evidence of a narrow superorbital chain placed along the outer 

orbital margins of the posterior and anterior frontals, which I rather suspect is 

continued as a circumorbital ring round its entire circumference. The opercular 

bones and branchiostegal rays are extremely similar in form and relations to 

those of Hurynotus. So likewise are the bones of the shoulder-girdle, which 

include well-marked in/fraclaviculars, but the post-temporal seems to be rather 

small. 

Occasional traces of a pretty well ossified internal skeleton may occasionally be 

seen shining through the dense scaly investment in small specimens. They are 

too imperfect to admit of detailed description; but so far as they go they seem to 

indicate that the conditions were pretty similar to what exists in Platysomus. 

Remarks.—The remarkable genus just described betrays a most singular 

resemblance to Hurynotus in the shape of the cranial bones, while in the form 

of the body it is more akin to Platysomus; and in that of the scales we find the 

“ Lepidopleurid ” type carried to an extreme. The dentition is, however, alto- 

gether peculiar, and forms a forcible illustration of the small systematic value 

of the external configuration of these organs; and I also fail to see how, accord- 

ing to Professor Youne, ‘‘ Amphacentrum gives the explanation of the arrange- 
ment” found in Pycnodus.* 

Genus VII. Platysomus, Agassiz, 1835. 

Stromaieus, Blainville, Germar. 

Uropteryx, Agassiz. 

History.—The deep-bodied fishes of the Kupferschiefer were well known to — 

the older German writers in the beginning of last century, such as Knorr and 

WALCHNER, ScHEUCHZER, Myttius, and Wotrart. Paleontology was, however, 

then in its infancy, and these pioneers of modern science, misled by the broad 

rhombic shape of these fishes, were content to consider them as petrified turbots, 

“Rhombus,” or in German, “ Meerbiitt,” “ Platteiss,” “ Scholle”). Specially 

worthy of note is the excellent figure given by WotFrart (“ Historia Naturalis — 
Hassize inferioris,” pt. i. tab. xiii.) of a “ Rhombus major diluvianus” (Platysomus 

rhombus, Agassiz), in which the general form of the body, of the scales, and of — 

the deeply-cleft heterocercal tail, the latter part being certainly very unlike the’ 

caudal fin of a Rhombus, are well brought out. Afterwards they were referred 

by De Bianvite and by Germar to the genus Stromateus, but it was reserved 

for AcAssiz to point out their dissimilarity to all existing forms, and to institute 

* Op. cit. p. 312. lf 
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for them the genus Platysomus, which he placed in the “ Lepidoid” family of 
the order Ganoidei. 

For an account of the subsequent history of this genus,—its transference to 

the Pyenodontidee by Sir Puitie Grey-EcErton, to the Stylodontes (Dapediide) 

by Dr AnprEAS WAGNER, and the position assigned to it by Professor Youne in 

his suborder of “Lepidopleuridz,” I may refer to the introduction to this paper. 

Species.—Under Platysomus AGassiz included the species gibbosus and 

rhombus from the German Kupferschiefer ; striatus, parvus, and macrurus from 

the English Magnesian Limestone ; and parvulus and declivus from the British 

coal formation. Professor Kine has merged P. parvus in P. striatus,* and as to 

the so-called P. macrurus (EHurysomus, Young), we have already discussed its 

affinities, and the circumstance that its peculiar dentition, along with the shape 

of the scales, induced Sir Pairie Grey-EGERTON with AGassiz’s approval, to 

transfer not only it, but the whole genus Platysomus to the family of Pynodonts. 

Neither P. parvulus nor declivus were described by Agassiz, but Professor 

Youne has given a minute description of a fish, which, following Professor 

Wit1aMson, he has referred to the former species, and it is chiefly upon its 

structural features that he has based his account of the cranial osteology of the 

genus.t Platysomus declivus isa MS. name given by AGassiz to a specimen 

from Burntisland, Fifeshire, in the collection of Sir Puitip Grey-Ecerron, and 

published by Morris in his “ Catalogue of British Fossils,” p. 339. I am 

indebted to the kindness of its distinguished owner for an opportunity of 

examining the specimen, and find that it is in reality a distorted example of 

Eurynotus crenatus, av opinion in which Sir Pare also concurs. 

By Miunsrert{ three species were added, viz.,—P. Fuldai, intermedius, and 

Althausii, but two of these have been subsequently cancelled. P. Fuldai has 

been merged by GeErnirz§ in P. macrurus (Eurysomus); and there can be no 

doubt that Messrs Hancock and Howsg|| were correct in referring P. Althausti 

to Dorypierus Hoffmanni, Germar. 

From the Coal Measures of Illinois, two species—P. cércularis and P. 

orbicularis—have been determined by Messrs NEwsBerry and WorrTHEN.‘ 

Messrs Hancock and Atruey ** have also added two well-marked Carboni- 

ferous species to the list, viz..—P. Forstera and P. rotundus, from the Coal 

Measures of Newsham, near Newcastle, and I myself must now add still another 

from the Lower Coal Measures of Derbyshire,— 

Platysomus tenuistriatus, sp. nov., Traquair (? = P. striatus, Young pars). 

* Catalogue of the Organic Remains of the Permian Rocks of Northumberland and Durham, 
1848, p. 15 ; “ Permian Fossils” (Mem. Palzontographical Society, 1850), p. 232. 

+ Op. cit. pp. 302-305, woodcut, fig. 2. + Beitriige zur Petrefactenkunde, v. 1842, pp. 43-47. 

§ Dyas, p. 10. || Qu. Journ. Geol. Soc. xxvi. 1870, p. 627. 
J Geol. Survey of Illinois, vol. iv. p. 347, Pl. III. fig. 1 ; Pl. IV. fig. 2. 

** Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. (4) ix. 1872, p. 252. 
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Usual length about 33 inches. Body deep and rounded; back strongly and 

evenly arched from the occiput to the narrow tail pedicle; ventral contour 
more gently curved from the throat to the commencement of the anal fin, from 

which it then slopes rapidly upwards in a manner corresponding to the down- 

ward direction of the dorsal line opposite. Flank scales, exclusive of the 

articular peg, about 23 times as high as broad; all over the body they are 

marked externally with exceedingly close and delicate strize, vertical to the long 

axis of the fish. Dorsal fin commencing rather behind the highest point of the 
rounded back, acuminate in front, and falling away to a narrow fringe-like 

form behind, anal similar in shape, but about one-sixth part shorter. Pectorals 

small with distinctly articulated rays, ventrals not observable. External bones 

of head for the most part minutely striated; some granulation observable 

upon the parietals and frontals ; operculum very high and narrow, interoper- 

culum very small. 

The above description is principally taken from a specimen in the Museum 

of Practical Geology, labelled Platysomus striatus ;* others are in the collections 

of Messrs E. W. Binney, F.R.S. of Manchester, and J. Warp, F.G.S. of Long- 

ton. All are from the “ Dalemoor Rake” ironstone of Stanton-by-Dale, 

Derbyshire. Its specific distinctions are clear and unmistakeable. From the 

large Permian species gibbosus, rhombus, and striatus, it is obviously dis- 

tinguished by the rounded contour of the back, being especially widely 

removed from P. striatus by the greater anterior acumination of the dorsal and 

anal fins, and the sharp turning forwards of the dorso-ventral bands of scales 

so prominent in that species, being here hardly perceptible. From P. gibbosus 

and rhombus it is equally distinct. As regards the Carboniferous species, the 

want of the dorsal peak and the finer sculpture of the scales at once dis- 

tinguishes it from P. parvulus, while from P. rotundus, the shorter dorsal fin, 

the proportionally broader scales, with their closer and more delicate sculpture, 

are diagnostic marks which strike one at the first glance. P. Forsteri is a large 

species which has not yet been found entire; but the character of the scale 

ornament is rather different from that of P. tenwistriatus, the strize being more 

undulating, usually more or less oblique to the anterior margin even in the 

flank scales, and tending to become abruptly intercalated. 

Geological Position.—The genus Platysomus is characteristic of the Permian — 

and Carboniferous formations, and if we except the remains catalogued by Messrs 4 

Younc and Armstrone as “ P. declivus,” from the Carboniferous Limestone of — F 

Braehead,t which I have not seen, no trace of it has been found below the 

* This is probably the same specimen from Derbyshire, “ in the Jermyn Street collection,” to which — 
Professor Youne refers (op. cit. p. 305), in support of his statement that P. striatus is common to the — 
Carboniferous and Permian formations. <A 

+ Carboniferous Fossils of the West of Scotland, Glasgow, 1871, p. 75. Catalogue of the 
Western Scottish Fossils, ‘ British Association Guide Books,” Glasgow, 1876, p. 64. q 
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horizon of the Millstone grit. P. declivus of Acassiz having turned out to be 

a Eurynotus, the genus must at least be struck out of the list of fishes of the 

Scottish Calciferous Sandstone series, remarkable as these strata for the num- 

ber and variety of their Palwoniscide. 

Structure.—The body is deep, and the general form usually more or less 

rhombic, owing to the pointed snout, and the angulation of the dorsal and 

ventral margins. In P. tenwistriatus the back is, however, gibbously rounded ; 

in P. parvulus (Pl. VI. fig. 5), it forms a high peak in front of the dorsal fin ; 

more commonly, as in P. striatus (Pl. VI. fig. 1), it forms an obtuse angle at 

the commencement of that fin ; the ventral line being more horizontal as far as 

the commencement of the anal, where, forming an obtuse angle, it slopes rapidly 

upwards to the tail pedicle. 

The scales of the body are arranged in nearly vertical bands, which show, 

however, a slight backward and downward obliquity, which increases towards 

the tail; in P. striatus these bands, along the origin of the anal fin, turn for- 

wards at an obtuse angle. In shape the scales (figs. 2, 3, 4) are high and nar- 

row on the flank, but as usual they become proportionally lower towards the 

dorsal, ventral, and caudal aspects. The articular spine is well marked, but 

the internal rib, close to the anterior margin, as in all the genera of the family 

save Hurynotus, varies in strength in different species, beng in some (P. par- 

culus, Forsteri) nearly obsolete. There is a line of small azygous scales, furnished 

in P. parvulus with recurved points, along the dorsal and ventral margins in 

front of the dorsal and anal fins, and along the upper margin of the caudal 

body prolongation they are large and V-shaped, while the sides of the same 

part are clothed with the usual small acutely lozenge-shaped scales, arranged 

in oblique rows, whose direction is from above downwards and forwards. The 

external sculpture of the scales is very characteristic of the genus, and consists 

of fine strize or ridges more or less vertical to the long axis of the body, con- 

sequently tending, on the flank scales, to become parallel with the anterior and 

posterior margins, numerous specific variations occurring, however, in their 

relative coarseness or fineness, straightness or wavyness, while in the marginal 

scales of P. striatus some amount of granulation is also observable. 
The tail pedicle is slender, the caudal fin deeply cleft and heterocercal, 

though not very inequilobate, and the prolongation of the body along the upper 

lobe is comparatively weak. The dorsal fin, commencing at or near the middle 

of the back, is more or less acuminate in front, and extends fringe-like to the 

commencement of the tail pedicle ; the anal is similar in shape and in relative 

position on the ventral aspect of the fish, though its base does not extend quite 

so far forwards. No ventral fins were observed by Acassiz, though he intro- 

duced them hypothetically into his restored figure of the genus (‘‘ Poissons foss.” 
Atlas, vol. ii. Pl. D), and their existence was denied altogether by Professor 
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Younc. Nevertheless, Messrs Hancock and Arruey have expressly recorded 

the presence of small ventrals in P. parvulus; and in a specimen of P. striatus 

in the Edinburgh Museum, traces of a ventral are certainly to be seen ; it is, at 

the same time, at least remarkable that in the immense majority of otherwise 

well-preserved specimens the fins in question are not observable. The pectorals 

are frequently well displayed, and are of moderate size. As regards the constitu- 

tion of the fins, the same type of structure seen in Hurynotus and in the — 

Paleoniscidee is here perpetuated ; the rays are closely set, imbricating in the 

fore part of the fin, divided throughout by transverse articulations, and having 

their external surfaces ganoid and sculptured. Dichotomisation of the rays 

commences towards their extremities in the longer rays on the front of each 

fin, creeping up to the middle in the shorter ones behind. I have not myself 

been able to detect the presence of fulcra. 

In describing the pectoral of P. striatus, AGassiz states that its rays “ ont 

cette apparence cornée que l’on observe dans les nageoires de beaucoup de 

poissons de Solenhofen et qui rend les articulations transversales des rayons 

imperceptibles.” I have, however, very distinctly observed the transverse 

articulations of the pectoral fin’ rays in P. gibbosus, parvulus, and tenui- 

striatus, 

The shoulder girdle (fig. 5) is well developed. The post-temporal element 

(p.t.) is a large plate, somewhat rounded-quadrate in shape, and placed im- 

mediately behind the cranial shield and above the operculum; it is usually 

conspicuous in every specimen of Platysomus, and is, no doubt, the part which, 

in previous descriptions, is usually called “ occipital crest.” The supraclavicular 

(s.c/.) is similar to that of Mesolepis and other genera; so is also the clavicle 

(c/.), although that is also rather more narrow and elongated. A small, though 

very distinct i/raclavicular plate (i.cl.) is attached to the front of the lower — 

extremity of the clavicle, but I have not seen any post-clavicular. 

In the larger and more typical species of the genus, such as P. gibbosus and 

striatus, the bones of the head are seldom clearly decipherable, so that in 

describing the osteology of this part I must follow the example of Professor 

Youne in using for that purpose the small Carboniferous species P. parvulus 

(fig. 5). Professor Youne has given a minute description of the cranial structure _ 
of this species, but after a most careful and prolonged examination of a large 

series of specimens in the collection of Mr Warp, I am unable to make my re- _ 

sults agree with his, or to reconcile them with his restored figure of the head. 

I can find no trace of the large “ supra-occipital ” which Professor Young — 

has represented as intercalated, Teleostean-like, between the parietals, and I~ 

cannot help strongly suspecting that the bone indicated, along with his parietal, — 

appertains to the large post-temporal plate, which occupies a similar position 

above the operculum. The real parietals are small plates (p.), articulating with 
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each other, as usual, in the middle line, and on the posterior part of the outer margin 

of each is a small sguamosal or dermal-pterotic (sg.). In front of the parietals are 

rather short /rontals (7) arching over the region of the eye, while forming the two 

posterior-superior margin of the orbit is, on each side, a somewhat triangular- 

shaped posterior frontal or dermal-sphenotic (p.f) placed in front of the 

squamosal, and external to the anterior part of the outer margin of the parietal, 

and the posterior part of the outer margin of the frontal. Immediately in 

advance of the frontals is a narrow elongated median bone (e.). Its posterior 

extremity is somewhat expanded, and presents, behind, an acute angle project- 

ing, wedge-like, into a slight notch between the anterior extremities of the 

frontals, and on each side an obtuse angle, in front of which the bone tapers 

gradually to a point, passing down towards the extremity of the snout. This 

is, without doubt, the median swperethmoidal, and the homologue of that plate, 

which in the Paleoniscide forms the projection of the snout over the mouth. 

Placed on each side of this ethmoid, and articulating with the anterior extremity 

of the corresponding frontal, is another elongated bone (a,f); this is somewhat 

narrow where its posterior extremity joins the frontal, but suddenly it becomes 

expanded laterally, so as to form a prominent angle, directed outwards in front 

of the orbit, from which it again becomes gradually narrowed to a point an- 

teriorly. On its inner margin, near its posterior or upper extremity, is a deep 

round notch, completed into a foramen (n.) by the adjoining superethmoidal, 

and which foramen is clearly the nasal opening, but placed in a rather different 

position from that which it was supposed to occupy by Professor Younec. This 

bone (a,f:) corresponds in position to the anterior frontal of the Paleeoniscide, 

and the nasal openings occupy in reality exactly the same relative position to 

the orbit as in that family, only the great downward development of the bones 

of the nasal region, and the consequent “ prognathous ” character of the face, 

causes them to assume a position remarkably distant from the extremity of the 

snout. The close correspondence of the arrangement with that which has been 

already described in Mesolepis is also quite apparent. In front of the last 

described bones are evident traces of two others, small and narrow, one on 

each side, which apparently sends back its posterior pointed extremity for a 
little distance between the adjacent superethmoidal and anterior frontal. Their 

_ anterior extremities are never clearly exhibited, nevertheless they seem to pass 

down to the extremity of the snout, and to be there placed between the anterior 
extremities of the maxilla. These may be the premaxille, but as yet I have 

seen no teeth upon them. 

A strong parasphenoid bar is seen extending along the base of the cranium, 
and there are also some traces of ossification in the side walls, but, unfor- 

tunately, too indistinct for description. 

The hyomandibular (hm.) is indicated in one specimen as a slender bone 
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extending from above downwards and slightly forwards, with a flattened and 

somewhat expanded upper extremity, below which it is suddenly constricted, 

whereupon it once more, though very gradually, increases in diameter towards 

its lower extremity, which is, however, not well seen. Placed along its 

posterior margin is the operculum, a high narrow plate, with rounded posterior- 

superior angle and gently curved posterior margin. Below, it overlaps the 

interoperculum (¢.op.) a much smaller plate, whose anterior-inferior angle is 

somewhat produced so as to pass down close to the posterior extremity of the 

mandible. In front of these two bones, and covering the hyomandibular 

extremity, as well as a portion of the cheek, is the preoperculum (p.op.), a plate 

of a somewhat triangular form, whose three margins may be designated as 

posterior, anterior-superior, and anterior-inferior, and its angles as superior, 

inferior, and anterior. The posterior margin, the longest, is gently convex, and 

follows the contour of the anterior margins of the two preceding plates with 

which it is in close apposition ; the anterior-superior margin is in contact with 

the suborbital chain, the anterior-inferior one with the maxilla; the superior and 

inferior angles are acute, the anterior one very obtuse. On its internal surface 

(fig. 8) a fine ridge is seen connecting its superior and inferior angles, which 

corresponds with a slime canal traversing its interior on its way to the mandible, © 

In none of the numerous specimens which I have examined is the palato- 

quadrate apparatus exhibited, a fact which may be accounted for by the heads 

being almost always crushed quite flat, and the parts in question covered up 

by the large external facial plates. ; 

The maxilla (mz.) is of a broad triangular shape. Its inferior margin is gently 

convex, so is likewise the posterior one, which is in contact with the preoper- 

culum ; the superior margin slopes downwards and forwards to the anterior 

extremity. Its external surface is sculptured with fine vertical strive, save on — 

a small area distinctly marked off along the superior margin, deepening towards 

the extremity of the bone and overlapped by the large anterior suborbital. The 

mandible is weak, slender, tapering, and gently curved with upwardly directed 
concavity ; its constituent elements, with the exception of the dentary, are not 

recognisable. From below the interoperculum a set of narrow branchiostegal 

_plates extends on each side between the ravine of the mandible; their exact 

number cannot be determined, though I have counted at least six. 

The orbit (07) is placed high up and far back on the head, its position being 
right above the articulation of the mandible. There is evidence that it is sur- 

rounded in the first place by a complete ring of very narrow osseous plates, 

besides which there are, as in the other members of the family, two outer sub- 
orbital plates (s.o.). One of the latter set, narrow and somewhat curved, lies 

along the posterior-inferior aspect of the orbit, being also in contact with the 

anterior-superior margin of the preoperculum, the other of an oblong shape 
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joins it in front, and is then placed along the upper sloping margin of the 

maxilla, which it overlaps, while internally it is in contact with the outer 

margin of the anterior frontal in front of the orbit. 

So far as they can be deciphered, the heads of the other species of the genus 

seem to agree in their osteology in all essential points with that of P. parvulus, 

as described above. 

The dentition of the true Platysomi is quite unlike that of Hurysomus, Young, 

or of Globulodus, Miinster. We have already seen that Acassiz states that the 

jaws of Platysomus were armed with “petites dents en brosse trés-pointues,” 

and that in P. gibbosus “ ou apercoit quelques petites dents au bord du 

maxillaire,” although he afterwards suspected the identity of Globulodus with 

the present genus. . Professor Youne states that the jaws of P. parvulus are 

“armed with slender conical teeth, those in the lower slightly larger and more 

distant than those in the upper jaw.” Messrs Hancock and Arruey describe 

the dentition of P. rotwndus in the following terms :—“ The mandibular teeth 

are minute, conical, and pointed ; those of the maxillaries are of the same 

character, but more minute ; on the premaxillaries they seem a little larger.” 

And regarding P. Forsteri the same authors proceed to state—‘‘ The mandibular 

teeth are large, conical, stout, and obtusely pointed ; those of the maxille are 

small, conical, and tubercle-like, with wide bases and recurved apices, and are 

disposed without order along the alveolar border.” 
So far as my own observations go, I have only seen the teeth clearly as 

they exist in the maxillary bones of P. Forstert and P. parvulus. As regards 

the former species, I can certainly corroborate the description given by Messrs 

Hancock and Atruey. There the maxillary teeth resemble small tubercles, 

and are irregularly arranged in a narrow band, which passes along the inner 

aspect of the bone just above the lower margin. In Pl. parvulus (Pl. VI. fig. 11) 

the appearances are somewhat different; the teeth being arranged in one row 

on the lower margin of the maxilla. They are nearly equal in size and exces- 

sively minute, requiring a strong lens for their examination; in shape they are 

cylindrical, becoming slightly enlarged towards the apex, when they become 

suddenly and rather obtusely pointed. The expression “slender conical” used 

by Professor Youne in reference to the teeth of this species, would I think tend 

_ to recall the form of tooth prevalent in the Paleeoniscidze, whereas in reality they 

more resemble those of Achmodus ; there is also no very material difference 

between these maxillary teeth of P. parvulus and the mandibular ones of 

Mesolepis. 

Very little has been said as to the endoskeleton of the trunk in the genera 

of Platysomide already examined, the internal bones being always more or less 

obscured and hidden from view by the thick outer covering of scales. Such 

strong glimpses, however, as we do occasionally obtain lead us to suppose that 
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the arrangements did not materially differ from those in Platysomus. In this 

genus the same difficulties are also encountered, but to a less degree, as in 

many specimens from the Magnesian Limestone and Kupferschiefer, the bones 

are to a considerable extent perceptible through the scales, or are here 

and there actually exposed by the removal of patches of scales with the 

counterpart. 

Aaassiz has given a restored figure of the skeleton of Platysomus, which 

may serve as a basis for the following few remarks on the subject. It is hardly 

necessary to begin by pointing out that the osteology of the head and shoulder 

as here delineated is quite erroneous, but for that ample allowance must be 

made, considering the specimens at his disposal, and the enormous amount of 

work he executed in so short a time. More attention must be paid to the parts 

behind. Here the vertebral axis is represented as segmented into distinct 

centra by vertical dotted lines ; above, it gives off a series of short neural arches 

and spines directed obliquely upwards and backwards ; below, a corresponding 

set of hemal ones; while in the abdominal region short ribs are delineated, 

extending hardly more than + of the depth of the abdominal parietes. Above 

the neural spines, and extending from the occiput to the tail, is a lower or 

proximal set of interspinous bones (¢nterapophysaires), the most anterior of 

which are consequently placed far in advance of the dorsal fin, and they are 

also inclined downwards and backwards so as to be placed at right angles to the 

neural spines beneath; they gradually, however, alter their direction, so as 

posteriorly to become more in a direct line with the spines. The dorsal fin 

itself is represented as borne by a second or distal set of short interspinous 

bones (surapophysaires) limited in extent to the length of the fin, whose rays, 

enlarged at their proximal extremities, are articulated to the extremities of 

these supporting ossicles, with which they also correspond in number. The 

anal fin is also represented as supported by two sets of interspinous bones, the 
proximal set commencing with one very large one immediately behind the 
abdominal cavity. 

Now, in the first place, there can be little doubt that the vertebral axis of 

Platysomus was not provided with ossified centra, but consisted of a per- 
sistent notochord. It is so described by HEcKEL, who refers its condition in this 
genus to the same category as that in Paleoniscus and Colacanthus, of which 

he states that they possess in the vertebral axis “durchaus keine Spur von 
Wirbeln, oder auch nur von Halbwirbeln, Hier sind blosse Dornfortsiitze vor- 

handen, die mit einer Art von Gabeln, welche theils die Stelle der Wirbelbégen, 

theils von vereinigten untern Querfortsitzen vertreten, iiber und unter einer 

nackten Riickensaite ansitzen.”* Nor have I myself ever seen any trace of 

* “ Ueber die Wirbelsaule fossiler Ganoiden,” Sitzungsh. der Wiener Acad, 1850, Abth. 2, p. 363. 
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vertebral bodies either in this or in any other genus of the family to which it 

belongs. It is also incorrect to represent the rays of the dorsal and anal fins 

as equal in number to their supporting interspinous bones and articulated to 

their extremities ; the real state of matters being, that as in the Paleoniscide 

their rays are more numerous than the ossicles which carry them, whose ex- 

tremities they also overlap. 

On the other hand it is abundantly and clearly demonstrable that Acassiz 

was perfectly correct in representing the dorsal and anal fins as borne by two 

sets of interspinous bones, of which the proximal set (interapophysaires) 

extends right on to the occiput ; while the distal set, immediately supporting 

the rays, is limited in extent to the length of the fin. I should think it also 

extremely probable that two sets of interspinous bones were also present in the 

case of the anal fin, though in the specimens I have examined the evidence is 

not quite so clear, but I am inclined to doubt the existence of the specially 

large one which in AGassiz’s figure commences the series immediately behind 

the abdominal space. Regarding the presence or absence of ribs I regret that 

I am unable to offer any original observations. 

CONCLUSION. 

From the researches recorded in the preceding pages, it will now be 

abundantly clear that the genera treated of forms a connected series whose 

leading structural features may be summed up as follows :— 

The body, deeply fusiform in Hurynotus, or ovoid as in Benedenius, becomes 

very deep and laterally flattened in most of the genera, and often rhombic in 

its contour. The tail is completely heterocercal and accipenseroid in aspect ; 

the deeply cleft caudal fin is strongly inequilobate in some, less so in others ; 

the dorsal margin of the caudal body prolongation is set with a line of imbri- 

cating V scales, its sides clothed with small scales of an acutely lozenge-shaped 

figure. The scales of the body are arranged in dorso-ventral bands, which in 

the more deeply bodied forms become less oblique and more vertical in their 

direction. The scales are articulated by strong pointed processes of the upper 

margin, and in all save Hurynotus (Benedenius ?) the vertical rib or keel of the 

attached surface is coincident with or close to the anterior margin. The dorsal 

fin is long, and, commencing at or behind the middle of the back extends to 

the tail pedicle, while the anal shows every gradation from the short-based 

triangular shape seen in Hurynotus and Benedenius to one closely simulating 

the dorsal in form and extent (Platysomus). The paired fins are largely de- 

veloped in Hurynotus, but they seem to become relatively smaller as the body 

deepens ; this is especially the case with the ventrals, which are rarely seen in 

Platysomus, and have not yet been detected in Cheirodus. ‘The fins are pro- 
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vided with fulcra (certainly distichous in Hurynotus), their rays are ganoid 

externally, closely set, articulated throughout, and in the fore part of the fin 

their demi-rays imbricate from before backwards. 

The line of the top of the head slopes downwards and forwards at an angle, 

which in some forms (Platysomus) becomes very high, and usually shows a 

slight convexity or rounded angle above and in front of the orbit. The snout 

is pointed and prognathous, and the orbit and nasal openings tend to become 

more and more removed from it in an upward and backward direction. The 

cranial roof is covered with ganoid plates corresponding to those of the 

Paleoniscide. There are two parietals touching each other in the middle line, 

each of which is flanked by a squamosal (dermal-pterotic). Over the orbits 

are two frontals, and on each side a posterior frontal (dermal-sphenotic) forming 

the posterior-superior orbital margin, and an anterior frontal (lateral dermal- 

ethmoidal) forming its anterior-superior boundary. Between the anterior 

frontals is a medium superethmoidal, and the nasal openings are formed each 

by a rounded notch on the outer side of the superethmoidal, completed by a 

similar one on the opposed margin of the adjacent anterior frontal. The hyo- 

mandibular slopes downwards and usually also a little forwards; the osseous 

part of the palato-quadrate apparatus displays, in Cheirodus at least, three bony 

elements, pterygoid, mesopterygoid and quadrate, of which the pterygoid is by 

far the largest. ‘The mandible shows the presence of articular, dentary, angular, 

and splenial pieces, its external aspect being occupied almost entirely by the 

dentary. The maxilla is a more or less triangular Plate, the premaxilla is 

pointed and often beak-like. 

The opercular apparatus consists of an opercular plate, below which is an 

interopercular, often as large as, or even larger than the opercular, while the 

preoperculum placed in front of these covers the hyomandibular as well as also 

a portion of the cheek. The branchiostegal rays take the form of narrow 
imbricating plates, and where, as in Hurynotus and Cheirodus, afavourable view 

has been obtained, a median lozenge-shaped plate is seen connecting the right 

and left series behind the symphysis of the mandible. The orbit is bounded a. 
od 
= 

below and behind by a chain of suborbital plates, besides which there is evi- i 

dence of a narrow circumorbital ring passing round its entire circumference. 

The teeth vary very much in shape in different genera, but so far as yet 

observed never display the acutely conical form characteristic of the Paleeonis- 

cidee. They may be either tubercular or obtuse, with or without constricted 

neck or base, or cylindro-conical, with constricted base more or less marked. 

They are usually present upon the splenial and on the pterygoid, not always 

so upon the dentary of the mandible, the maxillary margin, or upon the 

premaxilla. ; 

The notochord is persistent, but the neural and hzmal arches and spines are 
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ossified. The neural spines are succeeded above by a proximal set of inter- 

spinous bones, which in Platysomus at least extend forwards as far as the 

occiput, above which is a second or distal set supporting the rays of the dorsal 

fin. The arrangements on the hemal aspect are probably essentially similar 

as regards the presence of two sets of interspinous bones. The rays of the 

median fins exceed their supporting ossicles in number, and also overlap their 

extremities. 

This series of forms may, I think, in the present state of science, be taken as 

forming a family, for which the name Platysomide will be appropriate, as the 

genus Platysomus was not only the first known of the group, but in its structure 

the peculiarities characteristic of the series seem to have attained their greatest 

amount of specialisation. Further subdivision of the family may at present 

remain unattempted, for although distinct “subfamilies” seem certainly to be 

represented by the genera Hurynotus, Mesolepis, Cheirodus, and Platysomus, yet 

there is considerable difficulty in dealing with Benedenius and Wardichthys, 

inasmuch as their entire structure is not yet sufficiently known. 

Affinities of the Platysomide. 

It now remains for us to endeavour to ascertain the position of the Platy- 

somidee in the system, or, in other words, to inquire as to the relative amount 

of structural affinity which they betray to other groups of fishes, fossil or recent. 

Opinions of Previous Authors.—We have seen in the introduction to this 

memoir, that various opinions as to the position and classification of the genera 

here ranked as Platysomidee have been maintained by various authors, which 

opinions may now be briefly recapitulated. 

1. Aaassiz originally classed Hurynotus and Platysomus, along with Pale- 

oniscus and Amblypterus, in the Heterocercal division of his family Lepidoidei 

belonging to the order Ganoidei. 

2. GIEBEL classed the above-named forms, along with others, in his group of 

Heterocerci Monopterygii. 

_ 3. Grey-EcErton placed Platysomus in the family Pycnodontide, in which 

he also included Tetragonolepis, at the same time leaving Hwrynotus with Pale- 

oniscus in the Agassizian group of Lepidoidei Heterocerci. 

4. Voer classified Hurynotus and Platysomus along with Palconiscus in the 

subfamily Paleeoniscide of his family Monosticha, in which a second sub- 

family was constituted by the Dapediide. 

5. WAGNER placed Platysomus in his family “ Stylodontes,” in which it was 

associated with Tetragonolepis and Dapedius. . 

6. Youne divided the genera, which in this essay are taken together as 

Platysomide, into four distinct families of Platysomidw, Amphicentride, Eury- 
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somidce, and Mesolepide. These he associated with the Pycnodontide in one 

“ suborder” which he named “ Lepidopleuridz,” and from which he excluded 

Tetragonolepis and Dapedius. 

7. LUTKEN accepted the “ Lepidopleuride,” but divided the series into the 

three groups of Platysomi, Pleurolepide, and Pycnodontide, including in the 

first of these the fishes distributed by Professor Youne in his four families of 

Platysomidz, Amphicentridz, Eurysomidz, and Mesolepide. While admitting 

that the affinity between the Platysomi and Palzonisci is mcontestable, he 

maintained that the former were inseparably allied to the Pycnodonts. 

8. Victor Carus followed LUTKEN in reuniting the Platysomid fishes into 

one family, and in retaining the suborder Lepidopleuride, in which, besides the 

Platysomide, he also included the families of Pycnodontide and Pleurolepide, 

the latter to contain Tetragonolepis, but not Dapedius. 

9. I have myself maintained that the Platysomide are more nearly related 

to the Paleeoniscide than to any other group, and have included both families 

in one suborder with the Chondrosteide, Polyodontide, and Acipenseride. For 

this suborder I have considered the term “ Acipenseroidei” more suitable than 

the Miillerian ‘‘ Chondrostei.” 

10. Professor Core has included Hurynotus along with Palewoniscus, Lepi- 

dotus, Pholidophorus, &c., in the family Lepidotidze, while he has placed Platy- 

somus along with Tetragonolepis and Dapedius in the Dapediide, and retained 

the Pycnodonts as a family by themselves. All these three families are in- 

cluded in his order of Isospondyli. 

The whole question then resolves itself into the following :—In what sort of 

relationship do the Platysomid fishes stand to each of the three families of © 5 

Dapediide, Pycnodontide, and Palzeoniscidee ? 

Relationship to the Dapediide. 

In approaching this question special notice must first be taken of the genus 

Tetragonolepis of Bronn (AGAssiz partim), the peculiar form of whose scales has 

frequently led to its association with the Platysomide, or with the Pycnodontide. 

It is certainly impossible to regard Tetragonolepis as a member of the Pycnodont — 

family, nor can it in any classification be disassociated from Dapedius. On this 

point WAGNER and Cope are undoubtedly right, for the mere fact that the scales 
of Tetragonolepis have their internal rib or keel placed along the anterior 
margin, cannot outweigh the manifest resemblance which it betrays to Dapedius 
in the osteology of the head, in the internal skeleton, and in the form of the 

body and fins. To see that Tetragonolepis has a Dapedioid and not a Pycnodont 

head, one need only look at the beautiful figure of 7. discus given by Sir Pamir 

Grey-Ecerton himself in his paper.on the genus; and as regards the denti- 
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tion, Dr WAGNER, after noticing the absence of the characteristic Pycnodont 

“‘ Vorkiefer ” or premandibular bone, states that the teeth have the same con- 

figuration as in Aichmodus.* 

If therefore Tetragonolepis belongs, not to the Pycnodontide, but to the 

Dapediide (Stylodontes, Wagner), it is to my mind also a step in the wrong 

direction to include Platysomus with it in the same family. 

For the Dapediide (including TYetragonolepis) differ most materially from 

Platysomus and its allies in having a few-rayed semiheterocercal Lepidosteoid 

caudal fin, instead of the many-rayed heterocercal and Acipenseroid one of 

Platysomus ; in the manner in which the rays of the dorsal and anal fins corre- 

spond in number to their supporting interspinous bones ; in the presence of long 

ribs, and of well-ossified hemivertebre (though the notochord is also persistent); 

and in the absence of infraclavicular plates. With these obvious differences in 

the structure of the body is associated, as might be expected, an equally striking 

dissimilarity in the osteology of the head, as may be seen by referring to the 

restored figure of the head of Dapedius which I have constructed (Pl. VI. 

fig. 13), after careful study of the large series of specimens in the collections of 

Lord ENNISKILLEN, of the British Museum, and of the Museum of Practical 

Geology.+ Without entering into any detailed description, it may be sufficient 

to point out that the general features here exhibited are not those of the 

Platysomide, but those of the more modern type of Ganoids exemplified in the 

fossil Lepidotus, Semionotus, &c., and in the recent Lepidosteus and Ama; in 

particular, we may note the completely Teleosteoid aspect of the opercular 

apparatus in which the preoperculum does not extend forwards on the cheek, 

and has associated with it an operculum, suboperculum, and interoperculum, 

arranged quite according to the ordinary pattern. The styliform shape of the 

teeth in some Platysomidz, and the deep form of the body in the Dapediide, 

with the shape of the scales in the special genus Tetragonolepis, seem to me to 

be characters of small importance when placed against the differences in general 

structure, which certainly forbid their association in one “ family,” according to 

* “ Miinchener Gelehrte Anzeigen,” 1860. Dr Waaener here uses Quenstzp?’s name Pleurolepis for 

Tetragonolepis of Bronn, and Tetragonolepis for Aichmodus of Egerton, Mchmodus is distinguished 
from Dapedius, De la Beche, only in having the apices of the teeth simple instead of bifid ; but as Sir 

Puitip Grey-Ecerton has himself pointed out, both forms of tooth may occur in the same specimen, 
and the name 4chmodus is therefore not maintainable. As to the use of “ Plewrolepis,” its priority 

over Tetragonolepis cannot be maintained. It is true that QuENstepT first pointed out that Tetra- 

gonolepis semicinctus, Bronn, was generically distinct from the other species added by Acassiz to the 
same genus, but surely, instead of inventing a new name for the first, and passing Tetragonolepis on to 

the others, he ought to have preserved the original generic name for the original type. 

t The restored figure of the head of “Hchmodus,” given by Professor Youne in his paper “ On the 
Affinities of Platysomus,” is incorrect in at least one important particular, namely, in representing the 

parietals as pushed outwards to a position behind the squamosals by an intruding compound “ supra- 

occipital.” The plate, which he has lettered as “ post-frontal,” seems to me to be only a member of the 

circumorbital ring. 
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the usual conceptions of the limits of such a zoological division. To my mind, 

those differences express a separation of still wider extent than one of mere 

“ family ” importance. 

Relationship of the Platysomide to the Pycnodontide. 

The Pycnodonts form a remarkable and most distinctly characterised family 

of extinct fishes, which range from the Liassic to the Eocene rocks inclusive, 

and whose zoological position is even yet rather problematic in its nature. 

And the Platysomide seem to be still less related to them than even to the 

Dapediidee. 

The Pycnodonts may be said to resemble the Platysomide in the following 

few points :-— 

1. The shape of the body is deep; the dorsal fin extends from near the 

middle of the back to the tail pedicle, and the anal agrees with that of Platy- 

somus at least, in being nearly the counterpart of the dorsal in form and position. 

The contour of the top of the head slopes steeply downwards and forwards, and 

usually shows a slight convexity in front of the orbit, which is placed rather 

high up and far back ; the snout is pointed and “ prognathic ” in aspect. 

2. The scales, sometimes limited to the anterior part of the body, are mostly 

high and narrow, and have their internal rib or keel coincident with the anterior 

margin, and passing up into a strong spine, which articulates with the bevelled- 

off lower extremity of the rib of the scale next above. 

3. The notochord is persistent. 

The differences, on the other hand, are of a very much more important 

character— 

1. The osteology of the head of the Pycnodontidz is not yet in every 

particular satisfactorily elucidated; certain facts are,however, well established, 

which are completely at variance with anything observable in the Platysomide. 

The most salient feature in the Pycnodont head is the altogether peculiar 

construction of the masticatory apparatus. The maxilla is a thin edentulous — 

lamina, which is rarely seen. The long premaxillary bones carry a few styliform 

or chisel-shaped “ incisor ” teeth, behind which the roof of the mouth is occu- 

pied by a long median bone, supposed to be the vomer, or united parasphenoid 

and vomer. The straight sides of this bone slightly converge anteriorly, so 

that it is narrower in front than behind, it is gently convex longitudinally, and 

bears several rows of rounded or oval flattened crushing teeth, there being usually 
five of these rows, one median and two lateral. This bone, with its formidable 

armature, bites below into a longitudinal hollow formed by the apposed right 

and left rami of the very stout mandible, each ramus being provided also with 

several rows of flattened teeth, usually four, and at its symphyseal extremity, 
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also with a peculiar accessory premandibular piece, the “ Vorkiefer” of the 

Germans, which carries a few “ incisors” like the opposed premaxilla. It need 

hardly be said that nothing at all like this remarkable arrangement occurs in 

any one of the Platysomide, not even in Cheirodus, in which the margin at 

least of the maxilla is edentulous, but whose palatal teeth are borne upon the 

moveable pterygoid bones like those of Eurynotus. 

In many other respects the head in the Pycnodonts differs remarkably from 

that in the Platysomidz. For instance, the greater part of the cheek is 

covered by a mosaic of small polygonal plates, as is also the throat between 

the mandible and the lower extremities of the clavicles. Different opinions 

have been expressed as to the number of opercular pieces ; like QuENsTEDT, I 

_ have myself been only able to distinguish one, the operculum, below which are 

only two narrow branchiostegal rays instead of the long series, which in the 

Platysomide extends forwards below the mandible; and from this, as well as 

the appearance of the throat, it seems pretty clear that the external branchial 

cleft or opening was limited below, as in the modern Plectognathi, and did not 

form the long slit seen both in the Platysomide and Paleoniscide. 

2. The clavicle differs in shape at its lower extremity from that of the 

Platysomide, and the infraclavicwar plates are altogether absent. 

3. The vertebral axis is notochordal, but the neural and hemal spines 

spring from well-developed hemivertebre, which in Pycnodus join each other 

by suture above and below on the sides of the chorda. The neural and hemal 

arches are connected with each other by horizontal denticulated articular 

processes, and the spinous processes are very long, the neural ones in front of 

the dorsal fin reaching nearly to the margin of the body. The abdominal 

region is provided with long and well-developed ribs. 

4. The dorsal and anal fins are supported each by only one set of inter- 

spinous bones, and these have their proximal extremities inserted between the 

extremities of the neural and hzmal spines, as in modern fishes. 

5. Fulcra are entirely absent from all the fins, and the rays of the dorsal 

and anal correspond in number to their supporting interspinous bones, to whose 

extremities they are articulated. 

6. The caudal fin is only semiheterocercal, and in those genera in which 

the entire body is covered with scales (Gyrodus, Mesturus), the heterocercy 

is almost completely masked, when the scales are well preserved in the caudal 
region. 

Many genera, mostly founded upon fragmentary remains, have been added 

to the Pycnodontidz, chiefly or only on account of the possession of flattened 

teeth, and in some of these instances, ¢.g., the reptilian Placodus, the reference 

to this family has been subsequently found to be rather wide of the mark. But, 

looking at these forms whose claim to be considered as Pycnodonts is established 
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by a knowledge of the entire fish, no more compact or sharply defined group 

can be found in the whole range of ichthyology. In spite of the persistence of 

the notochord, the whole structure of these fishes evinces a high degree of 

specialisation, and the absence of connecting links with more generalised forms 

renders the systematic position of the family indeed hard to determine, though 

the structure of the internal skeleton seems to indicate that it appertains rather 

to the great Lepidosteoid series of Ganoids than to any other, One thing is 

certain, namely, that the Pycnodontide are widely separated from the 

Platysomidee by an assemblance of characters, upon which the anatomist is 

compelled to place very much greater weight than upon the mere external form 

of the scales.* 

The Suborder “ Lepidopleuride” of Professor Youne. 

We have already seen in the introduction to this paper that Professor 

Youne, unable to include the Platysomidz and Pycnodonts in one “family,” 

proposed, apparently as a sort of compromise, to institute the “suborder” of 

Lepidopleuride, 1 which both should be comprised, and which should be 

equivalent to the suborders Amiade, Lepidosteide, Crossopterygide, 

Lepidosteide, and Acanthodide, in Professor Hux LEy’s system. We may 

now briefly analyse Professor Youne’s definition of the “Lepidopleuride,” with 

the view of coming to some conclusion as to its validity as a suborder of 

Ganoids. 

He states that the Lepidopleuride are,— 

“Ganoids with heterocercal equilobate tails. Body rhomboidal, covered 

with rhombic scales articulated by strong ribs traversing their anterior margin 

internally. Dorsal fin equal to half the length of the trunk. Anal fin also with 

an elongate base. Ventrals when present small. Paired fins non-lobate. 

Branchiostegal rays not taking the forms of broad plates. Notochord 

persistent. Arches well ossified.” 

Some of these characters are obviously inapplicable to many prominent 

members of the assemblage of fishes which Professor YounG here proposes to 

* Besides Acassiz’s “ Poissons Fossiles,” the following works may be consulted in connection with 
the structure of the Pycnodontide :— 

Grey-Ecrrton, Sir Pam. ‘On the Affinities of Platysomus.” Qu. J. Geol. Soc. v. 1849. 
Waener, Dr A. “Beitriige zur Kenntniss der in den lithographischen Schiefern Bayerns abgela- 

gerten urweltlichen Fische.” Abh. Bayer. Ac. vi. 1850. 
Waaner, Dr A. “ Monographie der fossilen Fische aus den lithographischen Schiefern Bayerns,” — 

pt. i Abh, Bayer. Ac. ix. 1861. | 
THIOLLIERE, Victor, “ Poissons Fossiles du Bugey,” pt. i. Paris, 1854, 
Heoxet, J. J. “ Beitrige zur Kenntniss der fossilen Fische Oesterreichs.” Denkschr. Wien. Ac. 

xi, 1856. * 

(JuenstEDT, F, A. “ Handbuch der Petrefactenkunde,” second ed. Tiibingen, 1867. ] 
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bring together. The Pycnodonts are not heterocercal in the same sense as Platy- 

somus, Eurynotus, &c., but are nearly as homocercal as the Salmonide ; nor is 

the tail of Hurynotus, or of Mesolepis “ equilobate.” The anal fin of Hurynotus 

has not an elongate, but a short base, and the ventral fins, both in it and in 

Mesolepis, are of very respectable size. 

Other characters, whatever value they may have in distinguishing families and 

genera, are hardly admissible in the definition of a “suborder” of fishes, being 

merely part of the endless variations and coincidences in external form which 

the process of specialisation brings out in forms which may either be very dis- 

tantly related or closely allied. Such are the deep shape of the body (which 

here cannot be called “ rhomboidal” in every case), the length of the dorsal and 

anal fins, and the small size of the ventrals, even if these peculiarities of the 

two last named fins held good with all the genera, which is not the case. 

Similarly, I cannot look upon the form of the scales as being a character of 

prime importance, though it certainly is of greater value than the depth of the 
body, or the length or size of a fin. 

For, if we compare the scales of Palwoniscus (Pl. VI. fig. 16), or of Eury- 

notus (Pl. III. fig. 3), with those of Platysomus (Pl. VI. figs. 3, 4) and of 

Gyrodus (Pl. VI. figs. 14, 15), it becomes perfectly clear that the so-called 

“scale rib” or “ Lepidopleuron” of the last-named genera is no special or 

isolated phenomenon, but is, after all, nothing more or less than that vertical 

keel which is characteristic of the under surface of the scales in almost all 

rhombiferous Ganoids, and which ordinarily passes up into or ends a little in 

front of the base of the articular spine, besides being bevelled off inferiorly by 

the anterior margin of the little fossette which lodges the spine of the scale next 

below. This keel may be in some cases prominent, in others obsolete, in some 

more or less central, in others placed at or near the anterior margin. Of course 

in the true Pycnodonts these “scale ribs” form very prominent objects from 

the thinness, and in some cases the entire absence of the rest of the scale. But 

for my own part, I cannot understand how the mere marginal position of such a 

_ keel can ever carry with it so great a morphological importance as to entitle it 

to be used as a SUBORDINAL character, especially when contradicted by obvious 

facts of structure, cranial, or otherwise. But it is indeed hardly necessary, at 

the present day, when AGassiz’s system of classification of fishes, according to 

their scales, is a thing of the past, to dwell upon the fact that all attempts to 

found any large groups upon the mere external configuration of these append- 

ages must prove utterly futile. 

Again, the non-lobate nature of the paired fins, and the branchiostegal rays 

not taking the form of broad (jugular) plates, are characters shared also by the 

Amioid and Lepidosteoid Ganoids, and in many of the latter the notochord is 

also persistent, with well-ossified arches. It is here not meant that no 
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characters can be used in the definition of a group except such as are 

altogether absent from every other with which it is compared. For example, it 

is perfectly legitimate in comparing the Acipenseroid and Lepidosteoid 

Ganoids to bring forward the presence of infraclavicular plates in the former 

and their absence in the latter, although these plates are also present in 

Crossopterygii, because the latter are in their turn separated from the 

Acipenseroidei by other important characters, such as the presence of jugular 

plates and the lobation of paired fins. What we require is that the assemblage 

of characters shall be exclusive. And it certainly seems to me that the 

characters assigned by Professor Youne to his Lepidopleuride are, both taken 

individually, and in the aggregate, quite insufficient either to characterise a sub- 

order, or to differentiate the fishes therein included from the Lepidosteide of 

Professor Hux.ey ; while, on the other hand, the wide gulf which exists between 

the Platysomide and Pycnodontide, in certain very essential points of structure, 

is ignored. 

The suborder Lepidopleuridz must, therefore, in my opinion, be abandoned, 

and the affinities of the Platysomidee traced in another direction. 

Affinities of the Platysomide with the Paleoniscide. 

The Platysomide agree with the Paloniscide in the following points :— 

1. The vertebral axis is notochordal; the neural and hzemal spines are short; 

and there are two sets of interspinous bones, proximal and distal, supporting 

the rays of the dorsal and probably also of the anal fin. 

2. The fins are fulcrated. 

3. The rays of the median fins are more numerous than their supporting 

interspinous bones, which they overlap with their proximal extremities ; they 

are closely set, closely jointed, and in the anterior part of each fin the demi- 

rays are closely imbricated. 

4, The caudal fin is completely heterocercal and acipenseroid in aspect, and — 

the upper margin of the body-prolongation is set with a row of pointed imbri-— 

cating V-scales. 

5. The paired fins are similar in structure in both families, though the ventrals _ 

are small in some Platysomidze, and not observed in others. The shoulder 

girdle is composed of the same elements, which in both families have an exceed- 
ingly similar shape, and include well-marked infraclavicular plates. 

6. The osteology of the head is morphologically similar in both. The cranial — 4 

roof bones correspond, plate for plate, both in number and in their relative posi- 

tions to each other, and the nasal opening on each side is situated between the — 

median superethmoidal and the dermal anterior frontal, As in the Palonis- 

cide, the preoperculum extends forwards on the cheek, and the other oper- 
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cular bones, as well as the branchiostegal rays, are extremely alike. The 

hyomandibular is a rod-like bone, without evidence of appended symplectic ; 

the bony palate consists of three elements—pterygoid, mesopterygoid (?), and 

quadrate—similarly related to each other as in the Paleoniscide, and the 

mandible is also identical in its construction. 

7. The scales of Hurynotus are quite conformable in shape to the type 

characteristic of the Paleoniscide, and the dissimilarity observed in the 

other genera of Platysomide is not of so essential a character as has been 

supposed. 

On the other hand, the differences between the two groups, though striking 

enough, are quite insufficient to conceal the close affinity between them. 

1. In the Platysomide the body tends to become deep and short, and to 

assume an ovoid, circular, or rhombic contour. 

2. Though still conformable in essential morphological features to the Pale- 

oniscoid type, the cranial osteology in the Platysomide has undergone a 

remarkable modification characteristic of the family. 

In Palwoniscus, as in the recent Polyodon, the direction of the axis of the 

base of the skull continues forwards that of the vertebral column in pretty 

nearly a straight line. The premaxille are very small, the anterior frontal 

and the median superethmoidal short, and the latter forms a prominence 

over the front of the mouth. The mouth, with its enormously wide gape, is 

itself, as it were, drawn backwards by the great posterior obliquity of the 

hyomandibular, and, coincident with this, the orbit assumes a remarkably 

anterior position close to the snout, and also close above the front part of the 

mouth, the upper margin of the maxilla being consequently suddenly excavated 

or cut away to make room for it. 

In the Platysomide, on the other hand, along with the deepening of the 

body, the line of the base of the skull, assuming a downward and forward slope, 

forms an angle with that of the vertebral axis, the contour of the top of the 

head becoming also more or less steep and inclined. Altering its backward 

obliquity, the hyomandibular has now become, as it were, in pendulum fashion, 

swung forwards, so as to assume either a vertical or a slightly forward as well 

as downward direction, while the bones of the ethmoidal region become 

elongated downwards and forwards. The mouth is thus carried downwards 

and forwards, and becomes less wide than in the Paleeoniscide, and more or 

less “prognathous,” while the nostrils and orbits, remaining behind, appear 

remarkably high up in relation to the mouth and snout, while all that remains 

of the ethmoidal prominence of the Palzeoniscidze is a slight convexity in the 

contour of the head in front of the orbits. The maxilla consequently no longer 

requires to have the front part of its upper margin cut away to accommodate 

the eye, and appears as a simple triangular plate, and a large anterior subor- 
VOL, XXIX, PART I. 5G 
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bital or “ lachrymal” becomes developed to fill up the space between it and the 
anterior frontal. 

This type of skull, which reaches its most extreme development in Platy- 
somus, is strongly marked even in Hurynotus, but not so much so in Benedenius, 

although the Platysomid nature of the last mentioned genus is sufficiently indi- 

cated by the backward position of the orbit and. the vertical direction of the 

hyomandibular bone. 

3. While the Paleoniscidee, with very few exceptions (Gonatodus, Micro- 

conodus), possess acutely conical teeth of different sizes, that form of tooth is 
in the Platysomide either absent or very rarely seen.. But the remarkable 

differences in the external shape of the teeth displayed by the various genera 

of Platysomide themselves amply show that the shape of the teeth is here of 

very little systematic value. 

4, In the majority of Platysomide the scales of the body have the keel of 

the internal surface, which passes above into the articular spine, coincident — 

with, or close to the anterior margin. ‘This is, however, not the case in 

Eurynotus. 

5. The dorsal fin has an elongated base, and the anal fin tends to assume a — 

similar form, though it is short-based in Benedenius and Hurynotus. 

6. The ventral fins are in some Platysomide very small (Platysomus), or 
possibly absent, as in Cheirodus.. 

Weighing these points of resemblance and difference together, it is quite — 

obvious that the latter are of a much more superficial nature than the former ; 

in other words, the Platysomid type is simply a modification of the Palzonis- — 

coid one. The Platysomide are specialised Paleoniscide. 

Stray glimpses of the progress of this specialisation are also, in fact, exhibited | 

to us in contemplating the series of Platysomid genera. Benedenius, though 

in my opinion standing upon the Platysomid side of the boundary, is consider- 

ably more Palzoniscoid in aspect than the rest of the family. The head of 

Eurynotus is decidedly, indeed strongly, Platysomid in structure, but from the 

body it would, in spite of its long dorsal fin, be hard to refuse it a place in the 

Paleeoniscidee. The anal fin in Benedenius and EHurynotus is short-based, like 

that of Hlonichthys; that of Mesolepis has already considerably extended in 

length, while in Cheirodus and Platysomus the anal has become nearly as long — 
as the dorsal. 

The genera of Platysomidee do not, however, form a straight line. Cheir- 

odus branches off in a rather different direction from Platysomus, and itis — 

abundantly evident that, although the relationship of the Platysomid genera to 

each other and to the Paleoniscide favours the doctrine of Evolution, many 

genera haye yet to be discovered before the line of descent can be satisfactorily 

exhibited. i 4 
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_ Final Summary. 

_ Weare now, I think, justified in concluding,— 

} 1. That the Platysomide are specialised forms, which have, if the doctrine of 

descent be true, been derived from the Paleoniscidee. Their structure presents 

us simply with a modification of the Paleeoniscoid type, and wherever the Pale- 

oniscidee are placed in the system, thither the Platysomide must follow.* 

2. The resemblances. between the Platysomidz and the Dapediide and 

Pycnodontidz are mere resemblances of analogy, and not of real affinity. The 

Dapediide are related not to the Palsoniscide or Platysomide, but to the 

other semiheterocercal Ganoids of the Jurassic era (Lepidotus, &c.), and the 

Pycnodonts are highly specialised forms, whose general affinities point in the 

same direction. 

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES. 

Throughout these figures the same letters apply to the same bones. 

p. Parietal. sp. Splenial.. 

sq. Squamosal or dermal-pterotic. op. Operculum. 

J. Frontal. i.op. Interoperculum. 

pf. Posterior frontal or dermal-sphenotic. p.op. Preoperculum. 

af. Anterior frontalordermal-ectoethmoidal. br. Branchiostegal. 

e. Median superethmoidal. s.o. Suborbital. 

p.mex. Premaxilla. st, Supratemporal 

mz. Maxilla. n. Nasal opening. ~ 

pt. Pterygoid. or. Orbit. 

m.pt. Mesopterygoid. pt. Post-temporal. 

hm. Hyomandibular. 4 scl. Supraclavicular. 

ar, Articular. cl. Clavicle. 

ag. Angular. p.cl. Postelavicular. 

d. Dentary. i.cl. Infra-clavicular. 

Prate ILL. 

Fig. 1. Restored figure of Hurynotus erenatus, Ag. From a large suite of specimens in the 

Museum of Science and Art, Edinburgh, and other collections. 

_ Fig. 2. External surface of one of the anterior flank scales of the same species; magnified four 

diameters. Burdiehouse. 

Fig. 3. Internal or attached surface of a similar scale. 

Fig. 4. External surface of a scale from a position further back on the side of the body; mag- 

nified four diameters. West Calder. 

* T have already (Mem. Paleontogr. Soc., 1877) stated my reasons for placing the Palzoniscide 
and consequently also the Platysomide rather in the Acipenseroid than in the Lepidosteoid suborder of 
Ganoids. To reopen this question is, however, beyond the scope of the present essay. 
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. External surface of a scale from the commencement of the tail pedicle; magnified four 

. Internal surface of a similar scale, 

. One of the V-shaped ridge-scales of the tail. 

. Scales from the side of the caudal body-prolongation. 

. Inner aspect of similar scales, 

. Internal surface of maxilla of Zwrynotus crenatus ; magnified two diameters. From 

. Internal surface of maxilla of an Hurynotus (E. fimbriatus ?); natural size. From South 

. Outer, or sculptured surface of the maxilla of an Hurynotus, from a disjointed speci- 

. Internal surface of a similar maxilla; enlarged one-half. From the same locality. 

. Palatal teeth of Hurynotus, showing the worn or “dimpled” aspect, magnified four — 

. Mesolepis scalaris, Young; natural size. From a specimen from Fenton, Staffordshire, 

. External surface of a scale from the flank of Mesolepis scalaris ; magnified two diameters. 

. Internal aspect of a scale from the flank of the type specimen of Mesolepis Wardi, 

. Internal surface of a scale from the same specimen, situated opposite the origin of the 

. Internal surface of another scale situated near the last; magnified three diameters. 

. Sketch of maxilla and mandible of a specimen of Mesolepis, in the collection of Dr 

. Three teeth from the qnasatble of the same specimen; magnified twenty diameters, 

. Mandibular teeth of Mesolepis micropterus, Traq.; magnified eighteen diameters. 

. Restored outline of the head and external cranial bones of Mesolepis. 

. Head of Zurysomus macrurus, Ag. sp.; natural size. From a specimen from Midderidge, 

. Three mandibular teeth in the same specimen; magnified five diameters. 

. Outline of the bones of the head as exhibited in the only known specimen of War- 

. Scales from the lateral line of Wardichthys cyclosoma ; magnified two diameters. 

. Internal surface of a flank scale of Wardichthys; magnified two diameters, 

. Several scales from near the ventral margin of Wardichthys; magnified two 
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diameters. Burdiehouse. 

Burdiehouse. 

Queensferry. 

Oral aspect of a pterygoid bone, found lying on the same slab with the last, and along 

with numerous scales of Zurynotus ; natural size. 

men; natural size. From Loanhead. 

diameters. From the same locality, 

Sketch of the left clavicle of Lurynotus. 

Reduced outline of the specimen of Benedenius Deneensis, figured in Prof. De Koninck’s 

“ Faune de calcaire carbonifére de la Belgique,” pl. ii. 

Pirate IV. 

in the collection of J. Ward, Esq., F.G.S. Longton. 

Young; magnified three diameters. 

anal fin; magnified three diameters. 

Rankin of Carluke ; magnified two diameters. 

in the Museum of Science and Art, Edinburgh. 

dichthys cyclosoma, Traq. 

diameters, 
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. 2, Pterygo-quadrate apparatus of the same species, showing three constituent elements ; 
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PLATE V. 

Fig. 1. Restored figure of Cheirodus granulosus, Young sp. From a suite of specimens from 

North Staffordshire, in the collection of J. Ward, Esq., F.G.S. 

b] 

natural size. North Staffordshire. 

. 3, Pterygoid bone, separate, seen from the oral aspect. North Staffordshire. 

. 4, Maxilla, seen from the internal aspect, showing the supermarginal band of tooth-like 

tubercles. North Staffordshire. 

. Maxilla, seen from the external aspect. 

. Splenial element of mandible, inner or oral aspect. North Staffordshire, 

. The same bone from the outer aspect. 

. The same bone, seen from above. 

. Dentary element of the mandible of a smaller specimen, seen from the outer aspect ; the 

external layer of the bone injured in the middle. Manchester Coal Field. 

. 10. Diagrammatic restoration of the palato-quadrate, mandibular, and opercular arrange- 

ments in Cheirodus, as seen from the inner aspect. 

. 11.- Interoperculum, seen from the inner aspect. Manchester Coal Field. 

. 12. Clavicle, seen from the inner aspect. Manchester Coal Field. 

. 13. External aspect of a flank scale belonging to a very large disjointed specimen; natural 

size. Manchester Coal Field. 

. 14, Inner aspect of a similar scale. 

PrATE: Vial. 

. 1. Restored outline of Platysomus striatus, Ag. 

. 2. Scale from the flank of Platysomus striatus; magnified two diameters. 

. 3. Scale from the flank of Platysomus parvulus, Ag.; magnified two and a-half diameters. 

Fig. 4. Internal surface of a similar scale. 

Fig. 5. Restored outline of Platysomus parvulus, Ag.; the scales of the body omitted. From a 

suite of specimens in the collection of J. Ward, Esq., F.G.S. 

6. Roof bones of the posterior part of the top of the head of Platysomus parvulus, as shown 

in an ironstone cast of their inner surfaces. Fenton, Staffordshire. 

7. Median superethmoidal and anterior frontal bones of the same species; magnified two 

diameters. 

. 8. Preoperculum of Pl. parvulus, internal aspect ; magnified two diameters. 

9, Maxilla of Pl. parvulus ; magnified two diameters. 

10. Branchiostegal ray, detached, of Pl. Forsteri, Hancock and Atthey. 

11. Maxillary teeth of Pl. parvulus ; magnified fifteen diameters. 

12. Restored outline of the bones of the outside of the head and shoulder girdle of 

Paleoniscus Freieslebeni, Ag. 

. 13. Restored outline of the bones of the outside of the head of Dapedius. 

. 14, Scales from the flank of Gyrodus frontatus, Ag.; seen from the inner surface, and 

magnified two diameters. 

. 15, Scales from the caudal region of the same species, also seen from the inner aspect. 

. 16. Scales of Palconiscus Freieslebeni; seen from the inner aspect, and magnified six 

diameters. 
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XI.—The Anatomy of the Northern Beluga (Beluga catodon, Gray; Delphin- 

apterus leucas, Pallas) compared with that of other Whales. By Morrison 

Watson, M.D., F.R.S.E., and Atrrep H. Younc, M.B., &c., of the 

Owens College, Manchester, (Plates VII. and VIII) 

(Read 21st April 1879.) 

During the spring of 1878, owing to the enterprise of Mr Farint, English 

naturalists had the rare opportunity of inspecting three living specimens of the 

northern Beluga or white whale. Descriptive accounts of their capture off the 

coast of Labrador, and likewise of the methods which, successfully carried out, 

ensured their safe transmission to this country, appeared at the time in various 

periodicals.* On the arrival of the whales in England, one was forwarded to the 

Pomona Gardens, Manchester, where it was placed in a large tank for purposes 

of exhibition. Though apparently adapting itself to its new home, the whale 

never appeared to recover from the combined effects of its capture and 
compulsory voyage; but growing rapidly worse, its condition became so 

precarious that it was deemed advisable to send it to Blackpool, in the hope 

that the advantages of a marine aquarium might prove beneficial. Notwith- 

standing every precaution, however, the whale did not reach its destination, 

but succumbed on the way. 

On hearing of its death, Mr Farint, with great courtesy, placed the carcase 

at our disposal. Unfortunately, a misunderstanding arose as to its locality, so 

that an unavoidable delay necessarily ensued, during which the railway 

authorities, naturally anxious to get rid of the rapidly putrefying mass, sent the 

whale to a boiling-down yard, whence it was not rescued until it had to some 

extent been mutilated. 
The body, therefore, when it came into our possession, was neither so 

perfect nor so fresh as was necessary for an investigation of its entire 

anatomy, and on this account a myological description of the specimen could 

not be attempted; consequently our observations, which, so far, have been 

confined to the soft parts, relate chiefly to the visceral anatomy. 

* An interesting account both of this and of a prior attempt to introduce whales into England 
was issued in pamphlet form by Mr H. Laz, F.L.S., &e. 
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The anatomy of Beluga has previously engaged the attention of Dr 

Barctay* in this country, and of Professor Wymant in America. The 

descriptions of both these anatomists are, however, so very incomplete, even 

in respect of the few structures commented upon, that we are enabled, whilst 

supplementing their observations, to record also the result of the investigation 

of several parts hitherto unnoticed, and to complete a detailed account of the 

whole of the viscera. The external characters of the white whale being already 

well known from the description of Drs Barcuay and NEILL, a further reference 

to them is rendered superfluous. 

On such points as it has seemed desirable, our description of the soft parts 

has been supplemented by means of illustrations sketched by one of ourselves 

from recent dissections; these, we trust, will render this memoir of more 

value to future observers. ; 

Dr Barctay’s specimen, a nearly adult male, was shot in the Firth of Forth 

during the year 1815. Prior to this two young Belugas had been cast ashore 

near Thurso ; whilst subsequently but a single instance of its occurrence on the 

British coast is recorded, being that of a specimen which was stranded ou one 

of the Orkney Islands in 1845. 

The Beluga examined by us was a female, which, from its size, and from the 

condition of its epiphysial ossifications, we judged to be three-fourths grown. 

Teeth were present in both the upper and lower jaws. Its dimensions were as — 

follows :— 
FI. IN 

Length from the truncated extremity of the snout (following the 

curvature of the spine) to the notch in the middle line of the tail, 8 74 

Length from snout to blow hole, 0, et 

Breadth of blow hole, 0 24 

Length from snout to eye, 0 9 

From snout to base of pectoral fin, 2 2 

Length of pectoral fin, Oia! 0) 

Breadth of pectoral fin at the baa 0 4 

dj ” broadest part, 0 54 

Breadth of caudal fin, it 8h 

Depth of notch in caudal fin, } 0 Ie 

From junction of pectoral fin with Gaay over joeem to corre- 

sponding part on opposite side, : ; 2 i 

In the course of this paper frequent reference has necessarily been made to 

the writings of previous observers. To avoid the necessity of numerous lengthy 

* “ Account of a Beluga or White Whale,” Memoirs of the Wernerian Natural History Society, 
vol. iii. ; 

+ “ Description of a White Fish or White Whale” (Beluga borealis), Boston Journal of Natural 
History, vol. vii. 
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we subjoin a list of the principal memoirs which have been 

consulted with regard to the soft parts of other cetaceans, In the text, the 

source of all references is specified by stating the page of the article referred 

to along with its numerical designation according to the list here given :— 

I, 

IL. 

CarTE and MAcALisTER: “On the Anatomy of Balenoptera rostrata.” Phil. Trans., 

1868, part i. 

MurieE: “On the Organisation of the Caaing Whale” (Globiocephalus melas), Trans. 

Zool. Soe., vol. vil. 

. Wyman: “ Description of a White Fish or White Whale” (Beluga borealis, Lesson). 

Boston Jour. of Nat. Hist., vol. vii. 

. JAcKson : “ Dissection of a Spermaceti Whale, and three other Cetaceans.” Boston 

Jour, of Nat. Hist. vol. v. 

. Murie: “On Lagenorhynchus albirostris.” Jour. Linn. Soc., Zoology, vol. xi. 

. Maca.isTer: “On some Points in the Anatomy of Globiocephalus Svineval.” Proce. 

Zonal, Soc., 1867. 

. Perrin: “Notes on the Anatomy of Balwnoptera rostrata.” Proc. Zool. Soc., 1870. 

. Barouay and NEILL: “ Account of a Beluga or White Whale.” Memoirs of the 

Wernerian Soc., vol. ii. 

. TurNER: “A Contribution to the Anatomy of the Pilot Whale (Globiocephalus 

Svineval).” Jour. of Anat. and Phys., vol. ii. 

. Morie: “On Risso’s Grampus” (G. Rissoanus), Jour. of Anat. and Phys., vol. v. 

. FiscHer: “On Grampus griseus.” Annal de Science Naturelle (5th Series), 

Tome viil., Zoology, 1869. 

. FLOWER: “On Physalus Antiquorum.” Proc. Zool. Soc., 1865. _ 

ABERNETHY: Phil. Trans., 17796. 

. Gray’s Chinese Repository, 1838. 

. STANNIUS: “Beschreibung der Muskeln des Tummlers.” Miiller’s Archiv. f. 

Anat., 1849. 

. Hunter: “On the Economy and Structure of Whales.” Phil. Trans., 1787. 

. TuRNER: “An Account of the Great Finner Whale (Balenoptera Sibbaldii) 

stranded at Longniddry.” Trans. Roy. Soc. Edin, vol. xxvi. 

. MeckeL: Anatomie Comparée. 

. Maver: “ Uber den bau des Organes der Stimme.” Nova, Acta Acad., Leo-Car., 

1851, vol. xxiii. 

. Recent Memoirs on the Cetacea, by Eschricht, Reinhardt, Lilljeborg. Edited 

by Flower, Ray Soc. 

. OwEN: Anatomy of Vertebrates. 

. Hunter’s “ Essays and Observations.” Edited by Owen, vol. i. 

. GULLIVER: “Notes on a Cetaceous Animal stranded on the North-East Coast of 

Treland.” Proc. Zool. Soc., 1853. 
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XXIV. SANDIFORT: “ Nieuwe verhandelingen, Koninklijk nederlandsche Instit.,” 1831. 

XXV. BurMEISTER: “On the Anatomy of Pontoporia Blainvillit.” Proce. Zool. Soe., 

1867. 

XXVI. FLemine: “ Description of a small-headed Narwhal cast ashore in Zetland.” 

Memoirs of the Wernerian Soc., vol. i. 

XXVITI. Knox: Catalogue of Anatomical Preparations of Whales, Edin., 1838. 

XXVIII. Escuricut: “Die Nordischen Wallthiere.” 1848. 

XXIX. Matm: “Monographie illustrée du Baleinoptére.” Stockholm, 1867. 

XXX. Masor: “ On the Structure of the Brain of the White Whale.” Jour. of Anat, 

and Phys., 1879. 

XXXI. Cuvier: Lecons d’ Anatomie. 

XXXII. Vicg. D’azyr: “ Memoirs sur la voix.” Mem, de Acad. des Sciences, 1779, pi. 

vu. figs. 1, 2, and 3. 

XXXII. TurNER: “Further Observations on the Stomach of Cetacea.” Jour. of Anat. and 

Phys., vol. iii. cai 

XXXIV. Muriz: “On the Anatomy of a Fin Whale” (Physalus antiquorum). Proc. Zool. 

Soc., 1865. 

XXXV. “ Cyclopedia of Anatomy.” Art. Cetacea, vol. i. 

XXXVI. Home: “On the Structure of the different Cavities of the Stomach of the Whale.” 

Phil. Trans., 1807, part i. 

XXXVII, HEDDLE: “On a Whale of the genus Physalus.” Proc. Zool. Soc., 1856, 

XXXVIII. Crisp: “On some Parts of the Anatomy of the Porpoise (Phocena communis).” 

Proc. Zool. Soc., 1864. 

XXXIX. Murig: “ On the Saiga Antelope (Saiga tartarica).” Proc. Zool. Soc., 1870. 

XL. Flower: Trans. Zool. Soc., vi. p. 115. 

XLI. Burmeister: “On a New Cetacean.” Ann. and Mag. of Nat. Hist., 1866, third 

series, vol, xvii. 

DIGESTIVE ORGANS. 

Tongue.—The tongue, from the anterior border of the hyoid bone to the tip, 

measures 9 inches in length and has a uniform breadth of 21 inches. The 

anterior 4 inches of the organ is alone clearly defined from the floor of the 

mouth by means of a well-marked groove which indicates the separation — 

between these parts. Posteriorly this groove disappears, so that the posterior 

half of the tongue forms the floor of the mouth, its upper surface being quite 
continuous with that of the cheek. In form, the tongue reminds one to some ~ 

extent of the sole of a shoe, being flattened from above downward, with its 

anterior extremity uniformly rounded. Its upper surface is flat and smooth 

and its anterior or free margin is provided with numerous flattened foliaceous 
projections of the mucous membrane. The posterior two thirds of the upper 
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surface present numcrous little depressions resembling pin holes, which become 

much larger toward the root of the organ. These openings, which are also 

present in numbers on the region of the cheek, indicate the ducts of numerous 

mucous glands which lie inmediately underneath the mucous membrane. The 

tongue of Beluga does not appear to differ much from that of other toothed 

whales. In Globiocephalus intermedius, according to MACALISTER,* not only the 

tip, but also the margins of the organ are free, whereas in Beluga the latter are 

attached along nearly their whole length. Dr Muriet refers to the presence 

of a distinct froenum in Globiocephalus melas, but this structure is not recog- 

nisable in Beluga. In respect of the very close attachment of the tongue to 

the sides and floor of the mouth, Beluga appears to approach the whalebone 

whales, in which the organ is perfectly immobile, and to differ in various 

degrees from the other toothed species, in nearly all of which greater mobility 

is conferred upon this organ than in the white whale. The presence of fringe- 

like processes of mucous membrane on the margins of the tongue did not escape 

the notice of Professor Wyman{ in Beluga. They appear to be somewhat 

exceptional among the Cetacea. Dr Jacxson,§ however, speaks of the tongue 

of the sperm whale as being provided anteriorly with “numerous fissures and 

granulations,” an arrangement which appears to resemble closely that described 

above in Beluga. Their presence is also recorded by Dr Murie|| in Lageno- 

rhynchus albirostris. 

Salivary Glands.—The presence of these is doubtful. At the same time, it 

is well to state that we detected an apparently glandular body which occupied 

the usual position of the sub-maxillary gland. In size it resembled the gland 

of the same name in the human subject, and what we took to be a duct could 

be traced upward into the muscular substance of the tongue. The unsatisfac- 

tory condition of the parts, however, prevented its termination being clearly 

defined. Maca.isTer 1 searched in vain for any trace of a salivary gland in 

Globiocephalus, but a rudimentary parotid was noticed by him in, Balenoptera 

rostrata.** 

Tonsil and Uvula.—On opening the pharynx no trace of either of these 

structures could be distinguished. Such is also the case according to Muri tt 

and Macatister {{ in Globiocephalus melas. 
Pharynx.—The muscular wall of the pharnyx is separable into three 

distinct constrictors. The superior constrictor consists of two planes of fibres, 

readily separable one from another. These may be distinguished as the 

superficial and the deep. The swper/icial fibres arise in front of the blow hole, 

but, unfortunately, their exact attachment to the bone could not be made out, 

* Tp. 230. ; IL p. 251. + ILL. p. 610. § IV. p. 140. 
Hove pe tia: .. @ VI. p. 480. Pe Lop. 222. t+ ILip. 253. 

tt VI. p. 478. 
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as the pharnyx had been separated from the skull. These fibres pass backward 

on the side of the pharnyx, and become continuous with those of the opposite 

side behind that tube. They intermingle also with the fibres of the stylo- 
pharyngeus. The deeper fibres lie immediately under cover of the mucous 

membrane of the pharynx, and are most easily dissected from the inside of the 

tube. They form a constrictor or sphincter of the spiracle, and surround that 

cavity almost to its external opening. They are aggregated so as to form a 

muscular ring of great strength which surrounds the lower aperture of the 

spiracle. In other words, we have in these last mentioned fibres a means 

whereby the spiracular cavity may be shut off from the pharynx, whilst the 

upper fibres of the muscle may be regarded as being of service in producing 

alterations in the form and capacity of that chamber. 

The Middle Constrictor arises from the posterior border of the thyro-hyal 

bone. The fibres pass backward, and blend behind the pharynx with those of 

the superior and inferior constrictors. 

The Inferior Constrictor arises from the whole length of the superior border 

of the thyroid cartilage, including its posterior horn. It does not take any 

attachment to the cricoid cartilage. The fibres pass backward, and unite with 

those of the opposite side along the middle line posteriorly. A strong median 

raphé, to which the fibres of the constrictor muscles are attached, extends along 
the posterior aspect of the pharynx. 

Stylo-pharyngeus Muscle arises from the base of the stylo-hyal bone. The 

fibres ascend obliquely upward and forward, and blend with those of the 

superior constrictor. It is a strong riband-like muscle, and when in action pulls 
the bag of the pharynx backward. : 

Palato-pharyngeus Muscle.—This muscle, which is described by both Murtz* 

and Macatistert in Gilobiceps, could not be distinguished by us in Beluga. 

The arrangement of the pharyngeal muscles above described closely re-— 

sembles that observed by MacauisTErR{ in Globiocephalus. The deeper layer of 

our superior constrictor evidently corresponds to the constrictor of the posterior 

nares of that author. According to him, in Globiocephalus the middle con- 

strictor arises as in Beluga from the thyro-hyal bone, whilst Dr Murie § found 

it arising from the thyroid cartilage. In Beluga the origin of the inferior con- 

strictor is confined to the thyroid cartilage, which is in accordance with Dr — 

Morie’s observations on G'lobiocephalus. MAcAuisterR, t on the other hand, 

observes that its fibres take an additional attachment to the cricoid cartilage 

in the latter species. Balenoptera rostrata || differs from both in the rudimen- 

tary condition of the superior constrictor. 

(Esophagus. —This tube measures 10 inches in length. Its mucous membrane 

* IL p. 254. + VL p. 480. + VI. p. 479. 
§ IL..p. 254, | I. p. 245. 
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is thrown into well-marked longitudinal ruge. It presented no trace of the 

glandular apertures described by Dr Murie* in Globiocephalus melas, but it is 

possible that the somewhat unsatisfactory state of the part prevented the 
recognition of these in Beluga. 

Stomach—Exaternal appearance.—When this viscus is distended with air and 

its exterior examined, the cesophagus appears to terminate at the junction of 

its first and second compartments, leading to the belief that it communicates 

with both. As we shall presently see, this appearance is deceptive, the ceso- 

phagus terminating in the first compartment, and in it alone. The latter, as in 

several other cetacea, resembles much the paunch ofthe ruminant. It measures 

11 inches in length and 9 inches in greatest breadth. When viewed from below 

it appears to be of an oval form, an appearance which is due to the fact that 

when the parts are in their natural position the first is to some extent over- 

lapped by the second compartment. When the latter is drawn aside the 

paunch is seen to be cordiform rather than oval, its rounded apex projecting 

horizontally backward. The second compartment measures 12 inches in length 

and 44 inches in greatest breadth. It is oval in form, and tapers slightly to its 

posterior extremity which is closely applied to the wall of the cavity on its 

right. The third stomach is not visible externally, and consequently any 

description of the organ based upon the mere examination of its exterior is 

altogether misleading, so far as an accurate determination of the number of 

its cavities is concerned. The fourth stomach is reniform, and when distended 

measures 5 inches in length and 24 in breadth. It is separated externally by 

a well-marked sulcus from the second compartment, which lies to its left. 

The ji/th compartment, 13 inches in length, recalls to mind the form of the 

ruminant abomasum. Its left extremity is the larger, the diameter of its 

cavity diminishing slightly from its commencement to its termination. It 

extends for 9 inches to the right, and then curves upon itself to become con- 

tinuous with the duodenum at the pylorus. 

Interior of Stomach.—When the stomach is opened the cesophagus is seen to 

terminate in the first compartment: the cesophageal opening is of the same dia- 

meter as the rest of the tube. Immediately below, and slightly to the right of 

this aperture, is the orifice by means of which the first communicates with the 

second stomach. Its diameter is rather less than that of the cesophagus. A 

well-marked fold of mucous membrane extends from the inferior margin of the 

oesophageal opening, obliquely backward and to the right, and subsides on the 

superior wall of the second compartment after forming the superior lip of the 

aperture of communication between the first and second stomachs. This fold 

appears to correspond to the posterior lip of the cesophageal groove which in 

*Ll.sp. 256. 
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the ruminant extends from the cesophageal opening to the psalterium ; it is 

so arranged as to form the inferior lip of the cardiac aperture and the superior 

lip of that between the first and second stomachs. The mucous lining of the 

first compartment is thick, and apparently devoid of glands. Its epithelial 

coat is corneous, and thrown into numerous anastomosing ruge, which are 

irregularly disposed, and together present an arrangement not unlike that of 

the cerebral convolutions. This convoluted appearance of the mucous mem- 

brane is most distinctly marked toward the base of the stomach, and dis- 

appears altogether at its apex, the lining membrane in the latter situation 

being uniformly smooth and destitute of ruge. The mucous membrane lining 

the channel of communication between the first and second stomachs is similar 

in character to that just described, but changes abruptly so soon as it enters the 

latter, where it assumes a soft and glandular character. 

The second gastric compartment is provided with two apertures. Of these 

the first is situated on its left wall, an inch and a half from the cesophageal 

orifice, and opens up a communication between the first and second stomachs. 

It is of size sufficient to admit of the passage of two fingers. By means of the 

second opening, which is situated on the right wall of the cavity, three inches 

from its posterior extremity, the second communicates with the third com- 
partment. ‘This orifice is circular in form, and its diameter does not exceed 

half an inch. The mucous membrane of the second cavity is thick, soft, and 

glandular in character. It is thrown into several colossal ruge, the largest of 

which measures one inch in height. They are more pronounced on the inferior 

and left than on the superior and right walls of the cavity, and are soft, glan- 

dular, and non-corneous, differing in these respects from the corresponding 

structures of the first compartment. They follow an irregularly serpentine 

course, giving off numerous secondary folds, the result being a generally con- 

voluted arrangement of the mucous membrane not unlike that which we have 

described in the first stomach, but rather more open in character. 

The third compartment is not recognisable externally. According to Dr 

Morig,* it is to be regarded simply as a canal of communication between the 

~ second and third (our fourth) stomachs. To us, for reasons to be presently stated, 

it appears to form a true subdivision of the stomach, and we shall describe it as 

such. It is situated between second and fourth compartments, and measures 3 

inches in length and 2} in greatest breadth. It is provided with two apertures, 

of which one, already described, is placed upon its left wall one inch behind — 

its anterior cul-de-sac, and communicates with the second stomach; whilst 

the other, situated on the posterior extremity of the cavity, measures 4+ of 

an inch in diameter, and communicates with the compartment on its right. 

The mucous membrane is soft and smooth, resembling in these respects 

* IL p. 258, 
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that of the fourth and fifth stomachs, and differing from that of the first and 

second. 

The interior of the fourth stomach corresponds exactly in form to that of 

its exterior. On its left wall, two inches from its posterior extremity, is the 

opening above described, by means of which this compartment communicates 

with that on its left. The opening into the fifth stomach is circular in form, 

and measures about half an inch in diameter. It is placed in the anterior wall 

of the cavity. The mucous lining is soft, uniformly smooth, and destitute of 

ruge. 

The cavity of the 7/th stomach commences by a blind extremity or cul-de- 

sac, on the posterior wall of which, and two inches from its deepest part, is 

placed the opening by means of which the fourth communicates with the fifth 

stomach. The duodenal extremity of the latter is narrower than any other 

part, and is furnished with a well-marked ring-like pyloric valve, in the centre of 

which is a circular opening one-fourth of an inch in diameter. The diameter of 

this compartment diminishes gradually from its commencement to its termina- 

tion, the latter being marked externally by a slight constriction. Its lining mem- 

brane resembles that of the fourth stomach, being smooth and devoid of ruge. 

None of the openings between the different gastric compartments presents the 

slightest trace of a valve. PrrrRIN* describes the canal-like communication 

between the second and third stomachs of Balwnoptera rostrata as beng 

provided with a valve at each extremity. 

From what has been said, it will be seen that in respect of the number of 

- gastric cavities in Beluga, our observations agree with those of Professor 

Wymay,t and differ from those of Barctay.t The latter author describes and 

figures only four compartments in this species, and an examination of the draw- 

ing which he appends to his description shows conclusively that he failed to 

recognise the third compartment above described. This is less to be wondered 
at, seeing that the cavity referred to is not distinguishable externally from the 

second and fourth, between which it hes. Dr BArctay, however, describes 

correctly the character of the mucous membrane of such compartments as he 

examined. 

An exact comparison of the stomach of Beluga with that of other cetaceans 

_ is, in the present state of our knowledge, well-nigh impossible, by reason of the 

diversity of statement which obtains with regard to the number of compart- 

ments in one and the same species according to different authors. In proof of 

this, we have thought it right to append the following tabular view of the 

_ observations of various anatomists who have examined the stomach of one or 

more species of cetacea :— 

*SVIL.p. 805. Ted ap. 607. { VIIL p. 382. 
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Toothed Whales. 

Grampus, | Delphinus. | Monodon. | Platanista. | Hyperoodon. se "y™- | . Catodon. Phocena. 
cephalus. 

—__ | | | fF es ees 

Sp. Svineval. | Sp. griseus. | Sp. tursio. [Sp.monoceros.|Sp. gangetica.| Sp. bidens. |Sp.cryptodon.} Sp. ? Sp. communis, 
4 Turner, 

5 Jackson. 4 Hunter. 
4 Murie. Sp. ? Sp. ? 3 Huxley. 
2 Gulliver. | 5 Hunter. 5 Turner. 4 Jackson. 

Pontoporia. |Sp. Rissoanus. | 
4 Murie. | | 

5 Jackson. 4 Crisp. 

Whalebone Whales. 

Balenoptera Sibbaldii. Physalus antiquorum. Baleenoptera rostrata. 

at least 4 Turner. 4 Murie. 5 Carte and Macalister. 
5 Hunter. 
4 Perrin. 

The diversity of statement brought out im the foregoing table regarding 

matters of fact is probably explicable on the supposition that different anatomists 

hold different views with regard to what ought to be considered a true gastric 

cavity, some regarding the duodenal dilatation so common among the cetacea 

as a true stomach, whilst others again look upon the third compartment 

described above as merely a communicating passage between the neighbouring 

cavities. 

Among the upholders of the latter view, we may mention the name of Dr | 

JAMES Muniz, who, in his elaborate monograph on Gilobiocephalus, adduces the 

following arguments in its favour. Dr Murre* says:—“ I look upon it (the cavity 

in question) only as a communicating canal, because of its diminutive capacity — 

and diameter; because it is not at all a free chamber, but, strictly speaking, — 

like the end of a bile duct, a tunnel burrowing its whole length betwixt the 

adjoining walls of II. and IV.; because of its smooth mucous membrane, 

showing few or no traces of digestion taking place therein; because the other 

four chambers agree with what obtains in Phoceena, Grampus, and Balenoptera, — 

and the two latter also offer an incipient structure of a similar kind, and corre-— 

sponding in situation; and, lastly, because I regard certain of the so-called 

stomachs of certain Cetaceans (Zyperoodon, for example, with six or seven) as 

* TI, p. 258, 
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only canals between the true digestive chambers, as is shown above.” Dr 

Morie’s opinion upon a subject of this kind is undoubtedly entitled to much 

weight, but we may be excused if we feel compelled to doubt the cogency of 

the arguments adduced in support of it. The diminutive size of what we 

regard as the third stomach in Beluga and Gilobiocephalus does not, it seems 

to us, militate against the view that the cavity ought to be regarded as a true 

stomach, inasmuch as we know that in many animals, ¢.g., birds, the true 

digestive juices are secreted by a glandular patch of extremely limited size as 

compared with the bulk of the stomach as a whole. That the cavity in ques- 
tion is not a free chamber, we are inclined to doubt, at least so far as Beluga is 

concerned ; for, as the preceding description distinctly shows, the cavity is 

prolonged as a cul-de-sac in front of the most anterior of the two openings, by 

means of which it communicates with the neighbouring compartments. Add 

to which that in both Beluga and G'lobiocephalus the apertures of communica- 

tion between the third compartment on the one hand, and the second and fourth 

on the other, are much narrower than the cavity itself, and it appears to us that 

the analogy between the latter and the passage of the bile duct through the 

walls of the intestine is satisfactorily disposed of. Professor TuRNER* observes 

in his description of the stomach of Globiocephalus, that the iucous membrane 

of the third compartment “presented a few faintly-marked folds and gland 

orifices.” The presence of the latter appears to us to be incompatible with 

Dr Murie’s observation of the ‘smooth mucous membrane showing few or no 

traces of digestion taking place therein.” The fact that both Grampus and 

Balenoptera present traces of a similar structure, tends rather to support the 

view that Dr Murie’s so-called passage ought to be regarded as a true stomach, 

inasmuch as it is difficult to understand why, in the case of these different 

cetacea, an elongated passage occupying a definite position with reference to the 

other compartments should be substituted for the simpler arrangement, by 

means of which the first and second or the fourth and fifth compartments com- 

municate with each other, if its function be merely that of a conduit, and not 

_ that of a true digestive cavity. Taking all the facts into consideration, there- 

_ fore, we incline to the view that the third gastric cavity above described ought 

to be regarded as a true digestive organ rather than as a mere passage between 

the neighbouring compartments,—a view in which we are supported by the 

authority of both Dr Jacxsont and Professor Turner,{ founded upon an 

examination of the stomach of Globiocephalus. 

Be this as it may, the table serves to show that in the majority of the 

toothed whales, in accordance with the observations of the greater number of 

anatomists, the stomach is divided into five distinct compartments. In this 

* IX, p. 72. + IV. p. 160. PIOGeon 40) 
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respect, therefore, Beluga agrees with these. The description of the form of 

the stomach in different species is not sufficiently exact to enable us to come 

to any conclusion with regard to the relation in which the latter stand to one 
another; but founding upon Dr Murte’s* observation that the second and 

fourth compartments of the stomach of Risso’s Grampus differ from those of 

Globiocephalus in respect of their more elongated and less globular form in the 

- former, we may state that so far as this organ is concerned, Beluga appears to 

be more closely related to Grampus than to Globiocephalus. | 

In Grampus Rissoanus, however, Dr Murte observes that the opening, by 

means of which the second communicates with the third stomach, is situated 

close to that between the first and second compartments; whereas in Beluga, as 

we have seen, they are separated by an interval equal to two-thirds of the length 

of the second stomach. In this respect Beluga agrees with G'lobiocephalus 

rather than Grampus. 

We have previously directed attention to the presence of a fold of mucous 

membrane, extending between the cesophageal aperture of the first and the 

superior wall of the second compartment of the stomach in Beluga, and 

remarked upon the resemblance which it bears to the superior lip of the 

cesophageal groove of the ruminant stomach. A similar observation has been 

made by Dr Murte in his description of Globiocephalus. Whilst directing 

attention to the presence of this fold, however, we would wish to avoid attri- 

buting to it any physiological significance in tracing an analogy between the 

stomach of the ruminants and that of the cetaceans. Professor TuRNER,t 

founding on his observation that in Globiocephalus the cesophagus communicates 

freely with both the first and second stomachs, is of opinion “that a provision 

would seem to exist in this animal for permitting a process of rumination as far 

as regards the contents of these two compartments, and an additional link is 

established between the ruminant and cetacean stomach.” 

With this opinion we are unable to agree—-Firstly, Because im the rumi- 

nants, in which alone do we know anything positive regarding the process of 

rumination, the food, after passing through the first, is regurgitated from the 

second stomach, and subsequent to undergoing a second process of mastication 

is passed into the zhird stomach, this transference of the bolus being effected by 

means of the cesophageal groove. In the cetacea, on the other hand, at least in 

Beluga and Globiocephalus, the cesophageal groove is incomplete, and is there- 

fore wholly inadequate to perform the function of a canal, by means of which 

the food could be transferred from one compartment of the stomach to another. _ 

It, moreover, differs from the corresponding structure in the ruminant stomach, = 

inasmuch as it terminates in the second compartment of the viscus instead of 

* X. p. 132. + IX. p. 72, 
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the third. On the supposition, therefore, that a process of rumination takes 

place in the cetacea, we are compelled to assume that the food is regurgitated 

from either the first or second compartment, to be afterwards carried back into 

the same,—a process which, if it ever takes place, is essentially different to 

that which occurs in the true ruminants. Secondly, The strictly animal diet 

of the toothed whales may further be advanced as an argument against this 

view, the nature of the food precluding the necessity of a process which, so 

far as positive knowledge goes, is strictly confined to truly herbivorous mam- 

malia. Thirdly, The form and arrangement of the teeth in the zoophagous 

cetacea is such as seems but ill-adapted for carrying out their part in 

the supposed function of rumination. As M. Fiscuer® has well said, when 

discussing this hypothesis :—“ Bon nombre de cétacés (Balein, Ziphius, Gram- 

pus) sont complétement dépourvus de dents ou n’en possedent qua l’extrémité 

du rostre.” 

Intestine.—The gut from pylorus to anus measures 54 feet inlength. At its 

commencement it is wider than elsewhere, its diameter here being double that 

of any other part of the intestine. This dilated portion measures 5 inches in 

length, and receives the previously united hepatic and pancreatic ducts which 

open into it 4 inches from the pylorus, after lying in the wall of the gut for a 

distance of 2 inches. Immediately beyond the duodenal dilatation the gut, 

when flattened, measures 24 inches in breadth, whilst at its rectal extremity 

this measurement diminishes to 14 inch. The intestinal tube, therefore, de- 

creases from its commencement to its termination, but the calibre of its lower 

half is somewhat irregular in consequence of constrictions which occur every 

here and there. There is no trace of any subdivision of the gut into 

small and large intestines, and the czecum is entirely absent. The intestine is 

attached to the superior abdominal wall by a mesentery measuring 9 inches in 

breadth. 
The mucous membrane lining the duodenal dilatation is uniformly smooth 

and destitute of valvulz conniventes. One inch beyond the point of entrance 

of the combined hepatic and pancreatic ducts, however, the valvule begin to 

appear. At first small and faintly marked, they rapidly become valvule and 

form circular valve-like projections, measuring 2 of an inch in depth, attached 

to the entire circumference of the gut. These large folds alternate with others 

of smaller size, which do not extend round the entire gut. The larger valvule 

are found along the upper half of the intestine, but below this they become 

smaller, and are less regularly disposed. In the lower 9 feet of the gut they are 

scarcely recognisable. The mucous membrane beyond the duodenum possesses 

a delicate, soft, and velvety appearance. Beyond the pyloric valve the surface 

PoMLep 307 
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of the mucous membrane presents a cribriform aspect, due to the presence 

of a number of little apertures which are visible to the naked eye. These 

openings, which do not extend farther than 2 inches from the pylorus, ap- 

pear to be the orifices of glands, in all probability corresponding to those of 

Brunner in other mammals, but the somewhat unsatisfactory state of the 

part prevented the recognition of such by means of the microscope. The 

Peyerian patches are eighteen in number. They are large, irregular in form, 

and the long diameter of each coincides with that of the intestine. They are 

mostly situated on the free side of the gut. The largest patches, measuring 

for the most part about 9 inches in length, are found near the duodenal 

extremity of the intestine. Those of the lower half of the gut do not exceed 

2 or 3 inches in length. The largest patch of all, however, measuring 16 

inches in length, and occupying the entire circumference of the intestine, 

terminates at a distance of 11 inches from the anus, beyond which point these 

glands are entirely wanting. The first Peyerian patch is situated 5 feet beyond 

the pyloric valve. 

The intestinal arteries are very regular in their arrangement. They 

inosculate with one another so as to form a series of vascular arches, 

the summits of which abut against the wall of the intestine. From these 

arches numerous branches are given off for the supply of the gut, without 

the intervention of any secondary arcades. The veins are arranged in a similar 

manner. 

The mesenteric lymphatic glands are aggregated so as to form a mass, 

measuring 13 inches in length and 3 inches in breadth, surrounding the 

main trunk of the mesenteric artery. The margins of this mass are irregular 

in consequence of the presence of outlying processes, which for the most 

part are prolonged toward the gut, and accompany the main branches of 

the mesenteric artery. In addition to this glandular mass, isolated lym- 

phatic glands of large size are dispersed here and there between the mesen- 

teric folds of peritoneum. The lymphatic vessels are very numerous, and 

run in bundles from the walls of the gut to the central glandular mass. They 

are richly provided with valves, which entirely prevent the passage of injec- 

tion toward the gut, although it passes with the greatest ease in the opposite 

direction. The neighbouring lymphatic vessels communicate freely with one 

another. 

According to MEcKEL,* in the cetacea the length of the intestine is to 

that of the body as 11 or 12 to 1; but an examination of the accompany- 

ing table will show that, except in the case of the porpoise, this estimate is 

too high :— 

* XVIIL vol. vii. p. 388. 
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Delphinus orca— Sperm Whale— 

8 to 1, Reinhardt. 16} to 1, Jackson. 

* Delphinus delphis— a 

6 to 1, Jackson. et crete 
o 1, Murie. 

Globiocephalus melas— 

9 to 1, Murie. Ziphirrhynchus eryptodon— 

8 to 1, Jackson. 5 to 1, Burmeister. 

*61 to 1, Gulliver. 

Phocena communis— 

11°4 to 1, Cuvier. 

14 to 1, Jackson. 

Globiocephalus (Chinese species)— 

7 to 1, Williams. 

Beluga catodon— 

6 to 1, Wyman. Balenoptera rostrata— 

64 to 1, Barclay. 54 to 1, Perrin. 

64 to 1, W. and Y. 52 to 1, Carte and Macalister. 

The table, moreover, shows that in the majority of the toothed whales the 

intestine relatively to the body is considerably longer than in the whalebone 

whales, only a single species of the former (Zyphiorrhynchus) possessing a rela- 

_ tively shorter alimentary canal than any member of the latter group. 

So far as Beluga is concerned, it appears to occupy an intermediate position 

between the two. 

In respect of the duodenal dilatation, Beluga agrees with nearly all the 

cetacea; and with the other toothed whales, in the absence of a cecum or any 

distinction between the small and large intestines. Peyerian patches similar to 

those described in Beluga have been noticed in Globiocephalus melas,t Grampus 

Rissoanus,{ Balenoptera rostrata,§ Delphinus delphis,|| and Phoceena communis.| 

In all probability more extended investigation will affirm their presence in all 

the species of cetacea. The mesenteric lymphatic glands of Beluga agree with 

those of Globiocephalus in the absence of any cavity in their interior resembling 

that described by ABERNETHY’ in Baleena. 

Liver.—This viscus is of large size and extends from the cesophagus on the 

left to the curve of the fifth gastric compartment on the right. It measures 

16 inches from right to left and 8 inches in greatest breadth from its attached 

to its free margin. The attached margin is thick and rounded, whilst the free 

border is thin and sharp. The anterior surface is closely attached to the 

diaphragm, whilst the posterior is in contact with the second and fifth gastric 

cavities. It presents no trace of subdivision into a right and left lobe. The 

organ is enclosed in a strong fibrous capsule, from the deeper aspect of which 

* This specimen was foetal. ie ep. 200: Lexi p. 133: 
§ I. p. 249. || IV. pp. 157 and 169. q XIII p. 675. 
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septal processes pass inward to the hepatic substance. There is no trace of a 
gall bladder. Neither did we observe any dilatation of the hepatic duct in the 

wall of the intestine similar to that described by Dr Murte* in Globiocephalus. 

The hepatic duct measures 5 inches in length, and is united with the pancreatic 

duct an inch and a half before it reaches the wall of the intestine. The com- 

bined ducts enter the duodenum 4 inches beyond the pylorus. 

In respect of the absence of any trace of subdivision of the liver into a right 

and left lobe, Beluga appears to differ from almost every cetacean in which that 

organ has hitherto been described. That this isnot an exceptional arrangement, 

occurring in only a single specimen of the species, appears to be proved by the 

fact that neither Barctay and NEILL nor WYMAN make any mention of distinct 

hepatic lobes in the specimens which they examined; at the same time, it 

should be observed that variation in the relative sizes of the hepatic lobes in 

different individuals of the same species of cetacea does sometimes occur, as is 

evident from the observations of Jackson and Murie upon Globiocephalus, in 

which, according to the former, the right is two or three times larger than the left 

hepatic lobe, whilst the latter investigator found them to be of the same size. — 

On the other hand, Beluga agrees with all the other cetacea (with the exception 

of Globiocephalus chinensis)t in the absence of a gall bladder, and with the 

majority of the toothed whales,{ in respect of the junction of the hepatic and 

pancreatic ducts previous to their passage through the intestinal wall. In 

Globiocephalus§ and G'rampus || Dr Murte describes the hepatic duct as being 

dilated into a kind of reservoir, where it lies in the wall of the duodenum. No 

such arrangement was distinguishable in Beluga. 

Pancreas.—This organ measures 10 inches in length and 23 in greatest 

breadth. It is somewhat flattened from above downward, and its extremities 

are evenly rounded. It extends from the right side of the apex of the first 

gastric compartment to the pylorus, and is overlapped on its lower surface by 

the second cavity of the stomach. Its surface is distinctly lobulated. The 

duct, as already stated, unites with that of the liver an inch and a half before 

the latter passes through the intestinal wall. 

The pancreas does not present much variety either in respect of form or 

relations in the cetacea. In Beluga it does not appear to differ in either of 

these particulars from what has been noticed in the other toothed whales. 

Spleen.—This organ is small and cake-like. It is situated directly behind 

and in contact with the superior surface of the first gastric compartment, and 

touches the left extremity of the pancreas. It is irregularly rounded, and 

measures about 3 inches in diameter, with an average thickness of 1 inch. 

T. p. 261. { IL p. 261. az ll 

¢ (In Zyphiorrhynchus these ducts open separately into the duodenum.) 
§ IL p. 261. |X. p. 133. 
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In respect of its uniformly smooth surface, the spleen in Beluga differs 

from that of many cetacea, a distinctly lobulated character of that organ 

being noted by several observers in other species. In several, accessory 

spleniculi are found, but of these there is no trace in Beluga. These spleniculi, 

however, appear to be variable within the limits of even the same species. Dr 

JACKSON * describes them as being present in Globiocephalus, whilst Dr Murig,t 

on the other hand, as distinctly affirms their absence. The position of the spleen, 

lying as it does in relation to the superior aspect of the first gastric compart- 

ment, appears to be constant in all forms of the cetacea. 

Hyorp Bone. 

The hyoid bone is composed of the elements usually met with in the cetacea. 

The basi-hyal measures 2+ inches in length and the same in breadth between 

the thyro-hyals. Itis hexagonalinform. The posterior border affords attachment 

to the thyro-hyoid ligament, whilst the anterior articulates with the cerato-hyals. 

Of the two external borders of either side the anterior is occupied by the origin 

of the inter-hyoid muscle, whilst the posterior is continuous with the thyro-hyals. 

The lower surface is slightly convex, and presents a well-marked transverse 

ridge, to which a number of muscles, elsewhere described, are attached, whilst 

the upper surface is slightly concave. 

Thyro-hyals.—Each measures 24 inches in length and 1 inch in breadth 

at the base. Its free extremity is completed by a little cap of cartilage, and a 

plate of the same substance is interposed between the base of the thyro-hyal and 

the basi-hyal. 

Cerato-hyals are entirely cartilagmous, and measure 14 inch in length. 

Each is attached by one extremity through the medium of a capsular ligament 

to the free end of the stylo-hyal, whilst the other end lies in contact with a loose 

cartilaginous segment measuring half an inch in thickness, which separates it 

from the basi-hyal. The cerato-hyal is attached to the segment referred to by 

means of a fibrous capsule. 

Stylo-hyals, measuring 4 inches in length and 1 inch in breadth, are some- 

what flattened. Each is strongly curved towards the middle line, and is carti- 

liginous in its lower half. 

Muscies oF ToNGUE AND Hyorp Bone. 

By the time the subject came into our possession these muscles had to some 

extent been destroyed, partly by injury and partly by decomposition. We are, 

therefore, unable to give so satisfactory a description of them as we could desire. 

At the same time, we may be permitted to state that such observations as are 

here recorded are accurate so far as they go. 

7 IN. p: 163. + IL. See plate xxxiii. fig. 35. 
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Sterno-hyoid Muscle.—Origin cut. The muscle is broad, flat, of great strength, 

and is inserted partly into a well-marked transverse ridge on the lower surface 

of the basi-hyal, but chiefly into the whole length of the thyro-hyal bone. It 

rests by its deeper surface on the sterno-thyroid and thyro-hyoid muscles. 

In Globiocephalus* the muscle is similarly arranged, whilst in Balenoptera 

rostrata t its insertion is limited to the basi-hyal bone. 

Sterno-thyroid Muscle.—Origin cut. It is inserted into an oblique ridge on 

the outer surface of the thyroid cartilage, much as in the human subject. 

In Globiocephalus{ the muscle agrees exactly with this description. In 

Balenoptera rostrata § it is absent. 

Thyro-hyoid Muscle is very strong. It arises from the oblique line above 

mentioned, of the thyroid cartilage. The fibres diverge as they pass forward, and 

are inserted into the whole length of the thyro-hyal as well as into the posterior 

border of the basi-hyal bone. The muscles of opposite sides are in contact at 

their origins, but diverge so as to leave an interval at their insertion. 

In Globiocephalus, MACALISTER || observes that the muscle is inserted into the 

basi-hyal bone alone, whilst in Balewnoptera rostrata I its insertion is confined to 

the thyro-hyal. 

Mylo-hyoid Muscle is broad and powerful. Its fibres arise from the whole 

length of the thyro-hyal bone, and pass forward toward the lower jaw, into which 

in all probability they are inserted. Unfortunately, the insertion had been cut 

before the specimen reached us. Its fibres are not transverse, as described by 

Dr Muriz ** in Globiocephalus, but longitudinal in direction. 

Carte and MacatisTER tt describe the muscles of opposite sides as blending 

along the middle line in Balcenopiera. Such is not the case in Beluga. 

Genio-hyoid Muscle, broad and flat, consists of a single fleshy mass occupying 

the middle line of the lower jaw from the symphysis to the hyoid bone. It 

arises from the transverse ridge on the lower surface of the basi-hyal bone by 

means of a flattened tendon, and passes horizontally forward toward the lower 

jaw. Its insertion was cut, but a comparison of the parts with Dr Murin’s tt 

drawing of those in Globiocephalus leaves little doubt that in Beluga the 

muscle is inserted exactly as in the Bottle-nose. 

Genio-glossus Muscle.—The origin of this muscle was unfortunately divided, 

but the relative position and direction of its fibres appeared to indicate that it 

represented the genial fibres of the genio-hyo-glossus of other mammals, and 

that consequently it arose from the posterior aspect of the symphysis of the 

lower jaw. The fibres pass upward, and radiating as in the human subject are 

inserted into the under surface of the tongue from an inch behind the tip as far 

back as the cartilaginous cerato-hyals. 
* IL p. 268. tL pace, t IL. p. 263. § 
\| VL p. 480. { L. p. 219. ** TT, p, 251. r 
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None of the fibres of this muscle are inserted into the hyoid bone. In this 

respect Beluga differs from G'lobiocephalus, in which, according to Dr Murtz,* 

they are inserted into the cerato-hyal and basi-hyal bones. A similar arrange- 

ment to that above described obtains, according to CARTE and MACALISTER,t in 

Balenoptera rostrata. 

Stylo-glossus Muscle is narrow and riband-like, and arises from the junction 

of the upper and middle thirds of the stylo-hyal bone. It passes obliquely 

forward and downward, and is inserted into the lateral border of the tongue 

opposite the junction of the anterior and middle thirds of that organ. It rests 
upon the superficial surface of the next muscle. 

In Globiocephalus this muscle appears to be much larger than in Beluga, and 

arises from the whole length of the stylo-hyal bone. The identification of this 

muscle with the stylo-glossus, described by Carte and Macatister{ in Balenop- 

tera, is somewhat difficult. These authors describe it as lying superficial to 

all the other lingual muscles ; whereas, in Beluga, it was concealed by the 

mylo-hyoid. As, however, in Balenoptera the last-named muscle appears to be 

narrower than in Beluga, it is not improbable that the difference in relative 

position of the stylo-glossus in the two species may be referable to this fact. 

Upon this hypothesis, the arrangement of the stylo-glossus is essentially the 

same in both. 

Hyo-glossus Muscle arises from the transverse ridge on the lower surface of 

the basi-hyal bone under cover of the genio-hyoid muscle, as well as from the 

whole length of the stylo-hyal, and is inserted into the anterior two-thirds of the 

lateral margin of the tongue. It is placed between the stylo-glossus on the 

outer and the genio-glossus on its inner side. : 

The arrangement of this muscle seems almost identical with that described 

by Stanntus § in the porpoise, and differs from that of Globiocephalus,|| in which 

the muscle consists of ¢wo distinct portions, one of which arises from the stylo- 

hyal bone. In Balwnoptera rostrata the origin of the hyo-glossus is confined to 

the thyro-hyal element. 
Palato-glossus Muscle measures 5 inches in breadth. The fibres pass from 

the palate to the side of the tongue, where they intermix with the other muscles 

of that organ. 

This arrangement is similar to that described by Dr Mure! in Gilobiocephalus. 

A muscle, which is difficult to identify with any of those described by Dr 

Mourie** in Globiocephalus, or by Carte and Macauistertt in Balenoptera, 

arises under cover of the hyo-glossus, from which, however, it is quite distinct 

and easily separable. It is narrow and riband-like, and arises from the free 

extremity of the thyro-hyal bone. It passes forward, crossing the outer side of 

. 252. +1. pe 231. + Lp, 231. § Xa py S 
|| IL. p. 252. § IL p. 254, ** TI, tt 
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the stylo-hyal element, and is inserted into the margin of the palate correspond- 
ing to the junction of the latter with the tongue. 

Inter-hyoideus Muscle arises from the whole length of the anterior border of 

the thyro-hyal, as well as from the outer border of the basi-hyal bone. _ Its fibres 

pass horizontally forward to be inserted into the stylo-hyal bone from end to 

end, as well as into the outer border of the cerato-hyal cartilage. This muscle 

fills wp the interval between the various parts of the hyoid bone, and is concealed 

by the hyo-glossus. 

The muscle does not differ much from that described by Murre* in Globio- 

cephalus, by Stanniust in the porpoise, or by CARTE and MACALISTER{ in 

Balenoptera. The latter authors describe it as divisible into three portions, 

which they name the superficial hyo-ceratic, the deep hyo-ceratic, and the 

kerato-pharyngeus. 

LARYNGEAL AND RESPIRATORY ORGANS. 

Blow Hole.—The blow hole, situated on the top of the head 114 inches 

behind the anterior extremity of the upper jaw, and 2 inches posterior to the 

level of the eye, is crescentic in form, with the concavity directed forward, and 

is considerably narrower than the chamber into which it leads. Its posterior 

lip overlaps the anterior. The thick cuticle of the exterior of the animal 

passes just within these lips, where it gives place to the mucous membrane of 

the nasal chamber. The latter is of a pure white colour, and on the anterior 

wall of the spiracle is raised so as to form two well-marked longitudinal bands, 

extending from the lower or laryngeal aperture obliquely upward and outward 

toward the external orifice of the spiracular cavity. From each of these bands 

others pass more or less horizontally outward, and subside on the lateral walls 

of the chamber. On the spaces between these bands are numerous small 

apertures indicating the ducts of mucous glands. Some of these, of large 

size, are formed by the junction of several smaller ducts, whilst others, and 

these form the majority, correspond to the ducts of isolated glandules. The 

apertures with their associated glands are found in abundance on the anterior 

and lateral walls of the spiracle, but much more sparingly on its posterior wall, 

where they are confined to its lower part. So far as the form and position of 

the blow hole is concerned, Beluga agrees closely with Grampus, G'lobiocephalus, 

and Lagenorhynchus. 

Nasal Sacs—Situated on the anterior wall of the spiracular cavity are the 

openings of the nasal sacs, which are two in number, one on either side of the 

middle line. The upper margin of that of the right side is 3th of an inch, and 

that of the left 14 inches from the margin of the blow hole. Each has a depth 

* II p, 264, Seay fa, t I. p. 235. 
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of 12 inch, and measures 1 inch in diameter at its opening into the spiracle. 

They run obliquely forward and upward, their blind extremities lying between 

the integument and the wall of the skull, and contain a quantity of thick 

mucous-like material. Each is invested by a thick layer of muscular fibres, the 

exact arrangement of which could not be satisfactorily made out, owing to the 

separation of the soft parts from the cranium. 

The number of the nasal sacs in Beluga appears to differ from that of the 

other whales in which these have been accurately described. According to 

HuntTer,* there are two pairs in the porpoise, whilst in G'lobiocephalust and 

Lagenorhynchus{t Dr Muritz describes three pairs, to which in Grampus Rissoanus§ 

a seventh must be added. The position of the nasal sacs in Beluga, projecting 

forward as they do from the anterior wall of the spiracle, and lying underneath 

the integument covering the maxillary bones, justifies us in regarding them as 

homologous with the premaxillary sacs described by Dr Munriz in the species 

above mentioned. It is, however, to be observed, that in respect of the 

diminutive size of these sacs, Beluga differs much from the other forms referred 

to. As already stated, the exact arrangement of the muscles surrounding 

these sacs could not be satisfactorily determined ; but this is the less to be 

regretted in view of the very elaborate description given of them by Dr Muriz 

in other cetacean forms. 

Larynx.—The Cartilages. 

Thyroid.—The alee of the thyroid cartilage join inferiorly at a somewhat 

obtuse angle, forming a broad cartilaginous plate, which measures 2 inches in 

its antero- posterior diameter. Each ala diminishes rapidly to a depth of 4 

an inch at its lateral aspect, and then as suddenly expands in a crescentic 

manner giving rise to the cornua of the thyroid cartilage. Of these the anterior 

(superior) measure 3th of an inch in length, and are curved downwards at their 

extremities, whilst the posterior (inferior), measuring 14 inch in length, are 

curved downwards and forwards; the latter articulate by their extremities 

with the postero-external surface of the cricoid cartilage close to the posterior 

margin of the latter. The anterior margin of the thyroid cartilage affords 

attachment to the thyro-hyoid ligament. 

The cricoid cartilage, as noted by Barciay and NEILL in their specimen, 

is deficient inferiorly, an interval of + of an inch separating its lateral halves. 

Superiorly the cartilage measures 2 inches in depth, and presents a well-marked 

median ridge ; the anterior border is vertical in its upper part, but beyond the 

facets for articulation with the arytenoid cartilages, it slopes rapidly backwards 

and downwards. The flat articular surface for the reception of the arytenoid 

* XVI. p. 335. UL pi245. t V. p. 146, & Xepy 125: 
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cartilage measures 1+ inch in length ; it is flat from above downwards and convex 

from within outwards. The posterior border of the cricoid is deeply notched 

in the middle line superiorly, the notch accommodating a corresponding pro- 

jection of the first tracheal rng. Approaching the inferior extremities of the 

cartilage this border is interrupted by a deep crescentic fissure near the 

posterior extremity of which is the articular depression for the inferior cornua 

of the thyroid cartilage. 

Arytenoid.—These cartilages, elongated and laterally compressed, measure 

41 inches in length. Each presents inferiorly an oblique basal surface 

and gradually tapers to a blunt and rounded apex, from which a spur-like 

process is prolonged obliquely downwards and outwards. The apices and pro- 

cesses of the two cartilages, when covered with mucous membrane, form the 

posterior thickened lip of the superior aperture of the larynx. The flattened 

inner surfaces of the arytenoid cartilages, though closely applied throughout 

their entire length, remain ununited except by fibrous membrane; there is no 

direct union such as Mayver* figures in Monodon monoceros. 

The posterior border of each cartilage is straight as far down as the articular 

surface, below which it curves outwards, downwards, and then inwards towards 

the interior of the larynx, where it recurves upon itself; situated upon this 

border, 34 inches below the apex, is a well-defined tubercle marked on its 

internal aspect by an articular surface, by means of which the arytenoid articu- 

lates with the cricoid. From the tubercle a ridge extends upwards, the lower 

part of which affords attachment by means of a fibrous membrane to the basal 

portion of the epiglottic cartilage. 

The cartilages of Santorini and of Wrisberg are entirely absent. 

The cartilage of the epiglottis, elongated equally with the arytenoids, forms 

about half a cylinder, broadest below, and narrowing gradually towards the 

apex. By its base it is attached anteriorly to the upper border of the thyroid 

cartilage, whilst its postero-superior angles are connected to the ridges before 

referred to of the arytenoid cartilages. The apex of the epiglottic cartilage is 

prolonged outwards and backwards on each side of the middle line, and with 

its mucous covering forms the anterior lip of the superior laryngeal aperture. 

Ligaments of Larynx. 

The thyro-hyoid ligament, broad, flat, and thin, occupies the interspace 

between the hyoid bone and the thyroid cartilage; it is attached along the 

entire length of their adjacent borders. A crico-thyroid ligament extends 

between the anterior border of the cricoid to the posterior border and deep 

* XIX. Taf. lxxxiv. 
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surface of the thyroid cartilage. The posterior cornua of the thyroid are con- 

nected to the cricoid by means of strong capsular ligaments. 

The form of the erico-arytenoid articulation is such as to admit of rotation 

of the arytenoid upon the cricoid cartilage, the effect of rotation inwards being 

to approximate the inferior borders of the arytenoid cartilages in the centre of 

the larynx, thus giving rise to the formation of two distinct channels, such as 

have been described by Dr Muriez in Risso’s Grampus. 

The approximation of the inferior borders of the arytenoid cartilages is 

effected by the contraction of the thyro-arytenoid muscles. 

Muscles of the Larynx. 

Crico-arytenoidet postici are very strong ; they arise from the whole of the 

dorsal surface of the cricoid cartilage, and also from the tips of the posterior 

cornua of the thyroid; the fibres pass obliquely upwards and outwards, to be 

inserted into the outer extremities of the tuberosities of the arytenoid cartilages. 

Thyro-arytenoidei arise from the inferior mesial line of the thyroid cartilage, 

and are inserted into the inferior external angle of the arytenoid cartilage. 

Arytenoideus.—This muscle arises between the superior surfaces of the 

arytenoid cartilages ; it is limited to the basal third of these cartilages. 

Hyo-epiglottic muscles Dr Murise* describes as two in number. In Beluga 

the fibres are coalesced into a single muscular mass arising from the posterior 

borders of the cartilaginous cerato-hyals ; the attachment to the stylo-hyals, 

noted by Murte in Gilobiocephalus, does not exist in Beluga. The muscle is 

inserted into the posterior half of the lower surface of the epiglottic cartilage. 

Crico-thyroid are strong muscles, which arise from the outer surface of the 

cricoid cartilage. They separate as they pass forwards, and are inserted into 

the posterior border of the thyroid cartilage as well as into its posterior cornua. 

With respect to the action of these muscles, the arytenoid and posterior 

crico-arytenoid muscles separate the lower borders of the arytenoid cartilages, 

increasing thereby the size of the rima-glottidis, whilst the thyro-arytenoids act 

in an opposite manner. The hyo-epiglottideus raises the epiglottis, and the 

crico-thyroids approximate the cartilages between which they are placed. The 

presence of the last-named muscles in an animal, which, so far as we are aware, 

is not gifted with voice, shows that they have other and probably no less im- 

portant functions than that with which they are generally credited. 

A comparison of the muscles of the larynx of Beluga with those of other 

whales, shows a close resemblance between them and those of Globiocephalus 

melas,t and a corresponding deviation in both from the arrangement met with 

in Balenoptera rostrata.{ There are, however, two hyo-epiglottic muscles 

* II. p. 263 (Giobiocephalus melas). + IL p. 263. t L pp. 237, 238. 
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both in Globiocephalus melas and in Balenoptera rostrata, but inasmuch as 

in the last named these arise from the body of the hyoid bone, there is a 

difference of origin in the two species. In Beluga, on the other hand, as 

previously described, the two parts are fused into a single muscle. CARTE and 

MACcALISTER* consider that three aryteno-epiglottidean muscles exist in Bale- 

noptera rostrata, whilst in Balenoptera Sibbald, TurRNERt found but one. 

Muriet affirms his inability to distinguish them in G'lobiocephalus melas; in 

Beluga they are certainly absent. 

Exterior of Laryne. 

The free larynx projects upwards from the floor of the pharynx, and 

measures 3} inches in length. Flattened from side to side, and broad at its 

base, it is slightly constricted in the middle, and again expands, both as regards 

its antero-posterior and transverse diameters, at the apex. The epiglottis is 

rather higher than the arytenoid cartilages, in which respect Beluga differs both 

from G'lobiocephalus melas and Lagenorhynchus, in which the reverse is the 

case. The epiglottic section, broader than the arytenoid, is slightly curved 

transversely, so that the latter cartilages are to some extent embraced by the 

former. The posterior segment of the apical portion of the larynx, formed by 

the arytenoid cartilages, presents an emarginate notch similar to that described 

by Muri in Globiocephalus melas. The internal borders of these cartilages are 

in contact along the whole length of the tubular larynx. The upper opening of — 

the latter is broad transversely, and furnished with an anterior and posterior 

thickened lip of mucous membrane, inclosing horn-like processes of the epi- 

glottic and arytenoid cartilages respectively. A linear depression extends 

from base to apex of the lateral aspect of the organ; it indicates the borders 

of the epiglottidean and arytenoid cartilages, whilst another groove marks 

posteriorly the apposition of the arytenoid cartilages. 

Interior of Larynx. 

There is a complete absence of the true vocal cords ; an appearance of such — 

at first sight certainly exists, but upon more accurate examination this simula- — 

tion of them is found to be due to the projection inwards of the sharp inferior — 

borders of the arytenoid cartilages. It is, however, by no means improbable, 

as MrckeEL§ states, and with this view Dr Murte|| coincides, that these sharp — 

edges may serve the purpose of vocal cords in the cetacea. The mucous 

membrane lining the posterior wall of the larynx is thrown into numerous 

longitudinal folds, whilst at the base of the epiglottis it is projected forwards, 

so as to form on each side of the middle line a pouch of size sufficient to admit 

* J, pp. 237,238, +XVILp. 237. tILp.264. §XVIIL p.596. || X.p. 129. 
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the point of the fore finger. This pouch is subdivided into a number of little 

saccules, which communicate freely with one another. It corresponds in posi- 

tion to the ventricles of the larynx in other mammalia, projecting outwards 

behind the cartilage of the epiglottis, and being invested externally by the 

fibres of the thyro-arytenoid muscles ; inferiorly it is concealed by the thyroid 

cartilage. The pouches of opposite sides are separated by a well-defined mesial 

fold of mucous membrane. The sacculated character of the mucous membrane 

just described is not confined to the larynx, but extends to the upper portion 

of the trachea. 

Probably none of the soft parts in the greater number of species of cetacea 

have been more completely examined, or so fully described and figured, as 

those constituting the laryngeal apparatus. Comparing these descriptions* 

and figures with those here given of the corresponding parts in Beluga, it is 

evident that, in respect of general form, the laryngeal cartilages of Beluga 

resemble closely those of the toothed whales taken collectively, whilst among 

these they appear to approximate in character more particularly to those of 

Monodon monoceros. MAyeEr* figures, however, in the latter species, a direct 

union superiorly of the arytenoid cartilages, which is not found in Beluga. 

In the toothed whales both the epiglottidean and arytenoid cartilages are 

prolonged to an almost equal extent (this condition being more especially 

noticeable in the females of different species); they are, moreover, united 

together by fibrous tissue throughout their whole length, and terminate 

superiorly in rounded and expanded apices, so that a free tubular larynx with 

a glottis bounded by thickened lips results. 

To these sectional characteristics Beluga entirely conforms, and in this 

respect differs very strikingly from the group of whalebone whales. The 

latter are distinguished by very characteristic laryngeal features, which, never- 

theless, are distinctly of the cetacean type. A free conical larynx exists, 

much shorter, however, than that of the toothed whales, and with corre- 

spondingly short: epiglottidean and arytenoid cartilages, which do not possess 

expanded apices, and which, moreover, are not united together in the whole 

of their extent. Such union as does exist is limited to the basal portions of 

the cartilages, whilst their upper parts remain free, and hence “ the respiratory 

canals appear undoubtedly to be less completely closed before than in the 

toothed whales.”+ 

Escuricut and Retnnarpr} are of opinion “ that the most essential peculiarity 

in the larynx of whalebone whales, as compared with that of the toothed whales, 

consists in its allowing the mucous membrane of the respiratory canals, by 

means of an opening on its ventral surface, to appear in the form of a sac with 

* XIX. Taf. Ixxxiv. fig. 104, + “Cetacea,” p. 102, Ray Soc., 1866. 2x p. LOl, 
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an exterior covering of a strong layer of muscles.” That the presence of a 

ventral uir-sac in connection with the larynx of whalebone whales is of constant 

occurrence may be correct; certainly in them it attains its greatest development. 

But it is by no means so clear that it can be regarded as a specific character of 

the whalebone group. On the contrary, the existence of a small but analogous 

sac which, as Dr Murie* points out, ‘fills in great part the angle of junction 

between the enlarged epiglottis and the thyroid cartilage, but does not reach the 

posterior border of the latter,” in Risso’s Grampus, shows that the arrangement 

in question is not confined to the whalebone whales. In Beluga, as we have 

seen, the arrangement is similar to that described in Risso’s Grampus, and Dr 

Mourte’st assertion that the above apparent distinction between the whalebone 

and toothed whales is one rather of degree than of kind, is thereby corroborated. 

The truth of this observation is rendered still more apparent by a comparison of 

Dr Murie’s figure of the sac in Risso’s Grampus with that of the same structure 

in the Balenoptera Sibbaldii described by Professor TURNER. f 

Be this as it may, the great difference in the shape and connections of the 

laryngeal cartilages in whalebone whales, as contrasted with those of the toothed 

species, is sufficient to differentiate the two groups. 

Cuvier § affirms the absence both of ventricles and of vocal cords in the 
cetacean larynx, and, so far as the latter are concerned, we agree with his 

observations, notwithstanding Dr Murik’s|| assertion that rudimentary vocal 

cords are present in the larynx of Grampus. At least in Beluga, with the ex- 

ception of the free margins of the arytenoid cartilages, we could not distinguish 

any structure which could functionally represent these cords. With regard to 

the laryngeal ventricles, on the other hand, we must differ from the distinguished 

French anatomist. We have already directed attention to the presence in the 

larynx of Beluga of two pouches which correspond in position to the ventricles 

of other mammals, and that they ought really to be regarded as homologous 

with such seems proved by the following considerations :—Firstly, That their 

relation to the thyroid cartilage aud to the thyro-arytenoid muscles is the same 

in both ; secondly, That in some ruminants, ¢g., Saiga tartarica, as pointed 

out by Dr Murtg, the arrangement of the ventricles is similar to that described 

above in Beluga, these ventricles forming a single pouch which projects down- 

ward and backward into the hollow of the thyroid cartilage. In the ruminants 

referred to, moreover, as in those whales which possess a laryngeal sac, there 

is no trace of any other cavity which can correspond to the laryngeal ventricles, 

Thirdly, That this sac in Beluga is essentially a bilateral structure is shown 

by the presence of the anterior mesial fold in its interior, which, were it de- 

{ XVII. plate viii. fig. 36. * X. p. 127. + X. p. 197 
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veloped to a greater extent, would completely separate the two halves from each 

other, and cause them to communicate by distinct apertures with the interior 

of the larynx in precisely the same manner as the ventricles do in the majority 

of mammals. 

We must either accept this view with regard to the homologies of the 

laryngeal sacs of the toothed whales, or regard them as structures altogether 

confmed to the cetacea, and having no representatives in other mammals. 

The latter alternative we are by no means inclined to accept. Nor will it do 

to regard the sacs as homologous with the subepiglottic ventricle of the horse 

and ass, or with the large air space found in a corresponding position in certain 

of the quadrumana (Mandrill*), for the reason that the latter have no relation 

to the thyro-arytenoid muscles, which, in the animals referred to, maintain 

their normal relation to the ventricles of Morgagni, these ventricles occupy- 

ing their usual position in the laryngeal cavity. A similar argument might be 

advanced with reference to the air sac which in Ateles projects outward between 

the thyroid and cricoid cartilages, and which, therefore, at first sight, presents 

an arrangement not unlike that of the large laryngeal sac of the whalebone 

whales. We are, therefore, by a process of exclusion, compelled to regard the 

laryngeal pouches of the toothed whales as homologous with the ventricles of 

Morgagni. Now, if we imagine these pouches (which communicate freely with 

one another by reason of the deficiency of the mesial septum) of the toothed 

whales to be inflated so that the single sac would project altogether beyond the 

space bounded by the laryngeal cartilages, by means of the interval between 

the cricoid and thyroid cartilages, we should have an arrangement essentially 

similar to that of the laryngeal sac in the whalebone whales. In connection 

with this difference in size and relations of the laryngeal sac in the whalebone, 

as contrasted with the toothed whales, it is interesting to observe the adaptive 

modification of the laryngeal cartilages in the latter. The cricoid cartilage in 

these is deficient inferiorly, and the neck or constricted portion of the enormous 

laryngeal sac is supported by the posterior cornua of the arytenoid cartilages ; 

whereas in the toothed whales the cricoid is either complete or almost complete 

inferiorly, and the arytenoid cartilages are destitute of the peculiar posterior 

cornua which in the whalebone whales appear to supply the place of the 

deficient cricoid. Moreover, in the whalebone group the inferior angle of the 

thyroid cartilage is reduced to a mere tongue-like process, so that a large 

interval exists between its posterior extremity and the first complete tracheal 

ring, which interval permits of the passage outwards of the laryngeal pouch. 

In the toothed whales, on the contrary, the thyroid cartilage is not aborted in 

this manner, and the laryngeal pouch does not extend beyond the cavity of the 

* XXXIL plate vii. figs, 1, 2, and 3. 
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larynx. Lastly, the arrangement of the muscular fibres which lie in relation to 

the laryngeal pouch is essentially similar in the toothed and in the whalebone 

whales. Dr Muniez,* in his article on Risso’s Grampus, arrives at the conclu- 

sion that these fibres belong to the thyro-arytenoid muscles, and the description 

given above of these muscles in Beluga leaves no doubt of the accuracy of 

this opinion. The same author * observes that the thyro-arytenoid muscles 

in Grampus “evidently correspond to those transversely-striped whorled 

muscular fascicles which surround or form the exterior coat of the so-called 

air bag or laryngeal sac both in the Right, the Pike whale, and the Razor-back.” 

A reference to Professor TuRNER’st description of these fibres in Balenoptera 

Sibbaldii and to that of CarTE and MacatisTer{ of the same in Balenoptera 

rostrata, shows that in the whalebone whales the muscles of each side sur- 

rounding the laryngeal pouch are attached by one extremity to the angle of the 

thyroid, and by the other to the body of the arytenoid and free border of the 

cricoid cartilage. In other words, we have in them a muscle which corresponds 

exactly to the thyro-arytenoid of other mammals, including the toothed whales. 

The cricoid attachment of the muscle appears to militate against this interpre- 

tation, but as neither TURNER nor CARTE and MACALISTER refer to a lateral 

crico-arytenoid, it seems by no means improbable that these cricoidal fibres 

may represent the crico-arytenoideus-lateralis. 

Now, if we imagine the laryngeal sac above described in Beluga to be ex- 

panded so as to project beyond the larynx opposite the interval between the 

cricoid and thyroid cartilages, accompanied by an adaptive alteration in the 

form of these cartilages, we should have the pouch invested by an almost com- 

plete layer of circular muscular fibres similar to that described by Sanp1irort,§ 

Escuricut and REINHARDT,|| TURNER, and CARTE and MACALISTER} in different 

species of whalebone whales. 

Taking then into consideration—1st, The essentially bilateral character of ; 

the laryngeal sac of the toothed whales ; 2d, The relation in which it stands to 

the thyroid cartilage and to the thyro-arytenoid muscles,—we come to the con- 

clusion that the relatively small pouches of the toothed whales are homologous 

with the ventricles of Morgagni of other mammals, and that the enormous — 

laryngeal sac of the whalebone whales must be equally regarded as their 

morphological equivalent. 

The comparative shortness and non-union apically of the epiglottidean 

and arytenoid cartilages has been already referred to as characteristic of the 

whalebone whales. A still more interesting modification of the arytenoid 

cartilages in that group appears to be consequent upon the condition of the 

* X. p. 129. + XVIL p. 238. t L p. 238, 
§ XXIV. p. 246. || XX. p. 101. q XVIL p. 238. 
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cricoid cartilage, which, less differentiated than usual from the succeeding 

tracheal rings to which it is united, is like them deficient ventrally. The 

interspace thus left is occupied by a membrane continuous with that which 

fills up the interval left by reason of a similar incompleteness of the anterior 

tracheal rings. The arytenoid cartilages are prolonged backwards and down- 

wards to form posterior horns, which, reaching the lower part of the larynx, 

turn inwards and approach each other, leaving but a slight interval between 

their extremities. This interval in the recent state is occupied by a ligamentous 

band which connects the two posterior.horns. Thus a distinct arch is formed, 

which, taking the place of the deficient ventral portion of the cricoid, apparently 

compensates for its loss. 

So far as we can ascertain, the cricoid is never so incomplete ventrally in 

the toothed whales ; on the contrary, it usually forms a distinct ring. In some 

species, however, ey., Beluga, Phocena communis, the ring is not quite 

perfect, although almost so. In no species of toothed whale yet described are 

the arytenoids prolonged into posterior cornua, as in the whalebone whales. 

To summarise, in respect of the larynx Beluga conforms to the characteristics 

of the toothed whales in general; at the same time, possessing as it does a 

small laryngeal sac and a cricoid cartilage ventrally incomplete, it manifests a 

tendency toward the possession of that form of larynx met with in the group 

of whalebone whales. 

Trachea.—The windpipe, from the posterior border of the cricoid cartilage 

to the point of bifurcation into its terminal bronchi, measures 6 inches in length. 

Somewhat flattened from above downwards, its greatest diameter is transverse, 

and measures 2 inches. Of the cartilaginous rings forming part of its wall there 

are fifteen, seven of which are situated in front of an accessory bronchus to be 

presently described. The rings, as a rule, are complete, and entirely surround 

the trachea ; there is consequently an absence of the so-calied membranous 

portion of the trachea usually met with in other mammals. The three anterior 

rings, however, form an exception to the general rule, their ventral segments 

being deficient ; the corresponding portion of the tracheal wall just behind the 

cricoid cartilage is therefore entirely membranous. 

Bronchi.—The bronchi are three in number, of which two correspond to 

those commonly resulting from the bifurcation of the trachea ; whilst the third 

(azygos) is given off from the trachea about 21 inches in front of the bifurcation. 

This accessory bronchus passes to the right lung, and enters its inner surface 

4 inches in front of the entrance of the principal or terminal bronchus. It is 

the smallest of the bronchi, measuring when flattened only # of an inch in 

breadth. Of the principal bronchi, the right measures 4 inches in length from 
the tracheal bifurcation to the point at which the first intra-pulmonic air-tube 

is given off; whilst the left, between the corresponding points, measures but 
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24 inches. Each is flattened from above downwards, and measures 14 inch 

in breadth. They enter the mediastinal surfaces of the respective lungs about 

one-third nearer the apex than the base, and somewhat nearer the dorsal than 

the ventral margin of the latter. As in the trachea, so in the bronchi, the 

cartilaginous rings are complete. The mucous membrane lining the air- 

passages is thrown into longitudinal folds, as in the majority of the larger 

mammalia. 

Lungs.—Each lung measures 18 inches in length from base to apex, and 

presents three uniformly smooth surfaces. Neither of the lungs shows the 

slightest trace of any tendency to lobar subdivision. The surfaces of the lung 

are parietal, mediastinal, and diaphragmatic—names which sufficiently indicate. - 

their relative positions and connections with surrounding parts. <A thick and 

rounded superior border, as well as a thin and sharp inferior margin, are 

noticeable. Each principal bronchus enters the inner or mediastinal surface 

of the corresponding lung, as previously described; the single or accessory 

bronchus reaches the inner surface of the right lung, and enters its substance 

midway between the point of entrance of the principal bronchus and the apex. 

Upon the left side the principal bronchus, after entering the lung, furnishes 

a large offset, which runs forward towards the apex, whilst the main tube 

continues backward to the base of the organ, lying close to its mediastinal 

surface and superior border. Erom these primary tubes secondary branches 

pass off in all directions, except towards the inner surface of the lung. The 

subdivision of the bronchial tubes within the lung does not take place dicho- 

tomously, as in Balenoptera Sibbaldui,* but is quite irregular. The carti- 

laginous elements of the intra-pulmonic bronchi are in the form of complete 
rings, even where the latter do net exceed -/;th of an inch in diameter. This 

recalls to mind the similar arrangement met with in the lungs of the Dugong.t 

Water injected into the main bronchus of the right lung does not distend 

the apex of this organ, which, indeed, can only be effected when the fluid is 

introduced through the medium of the accessory bronchus. From this circum- 

stance, it appears that in Beluga the communication between the principal and 

accessory bronchi of the right lung is not so free as Hunter { affirms it to be 

in other species. This relation, however, according to JAcKson,§ is not so 

common as HUNTER imagined. 

The pleural membrane covering the lung is thick and leathery, but we could 

not distinguish any subjacent elastic coat such as is found in many of the larger 

mammals, 

Lying in close relation to the inferior border of each lung, and near the 
junction of its diaphragmatic and inner surfaces, is a large lymphatic gland, 

* XVII. p. 235. ¢ XXI. vol. iii, p. 580. { XVI. p. 334, § IV. 149. 
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similar to that described by Dr Muriz* as occupying a corresponding position 

in Globiocephalus melas. On the right side the gland measures 5 inches in 

length, and lies superficial to a second gland of equal size, which rests against 

the inner surface of the lung, and occupies the space between the ventral or 

inferior border and the hilum of the organ. On the left side there is but a 

single lymphatic gland, which corresponds in position to the most superficial 

of the two glands noted on the right side ; it is, however, not so large by one- 

- half. Numerous vessels radiate outwards from these glands as from a centre, 

and run upon the outer surfaces of the lung. Their exact nature could not be 

determined, but in all probability both sanguiferous and lymphatic vessels 

- were present, as described by Dr Muriet in Giobiocephalus melas. The 

lymphatic glands are invested superficially by pleural membrane prolonged 

from the surface of the lung. The glands of opposite sides are almost in 

contact, the interspace being occupied by pleural membrane, an arrangement 

which gives rise to the bridge-like appearance figured by Dr Murte.t 

Wyman { noted in his Beluga a free communication between the different 

parts of each lung. This, as we have pointed out, did not exist in our speci- 

men. Barcray and NeEr1x§ assert the osseous character of the intra-pulmonic 

bronchial rings. Probably, however, they were cartilaginous and not bony. 

‘With these exceptions—the pulmonary organs of Beluga, so far as they are 

described by the above-named observers, presented characters identical with 

those we have noted in the text. Both as regards their shape and unilobular 

character, the lungs of Beluga agree with those of almost every other cetacean. 

Among the toothed whales, Globiocephalus melas || and Risso’s Grampus4 are 

described as possessing a more or less well-defined antero-inferior pulmonic lobe. 

BURMEISTER** notes two unequal parts in the right lung of Hpiodon cryptodon 

(Gray); whilst Dr Wiiamstt asserts the existence in the Chinese Gilobiceps 

of two lobes in each lung. This lobulated condition has not, so far as we are 

aware, been described in any other toothed whale, nor in any member of the 

whalebone group. The large glandular bodies situated at the “ post-ventral” 

margins of the lungs in Beluga appear to have been first fully described by 

Hounter.tt Dr Moris notes their presence in Risso’s Grampus? and in 

Globiocephalus melas;t they exist, moreover, in Delphinus tursio;{tt also in 

GULLIVER’S, §§ WILLIAMS’, |||| and Jackson’s 11 whales.*** 
In respect of their arrangement in the various species of Cetacea, the trachea 

and bronchi present but few variations from that described above in Beluga. So 

constant, indeed, is this arrangement of the respiratory channels in the different 

* II. 265. + IL. p. 266. + IIL p. 610. § VIL p. 388. 
|| II. p. 265. |X. p. 131. ** XLLI. p. 96. tt XIV. p. 412. 

tt XXIL p. 107. §§ XXIIL p. 63. {||| XIV. p. 412. TT IV. p. 164. 
*** The specimens examined by both Guriiver and Jackson belonged to the genus Globiocephalus, 
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members of the group, that we find certain observers™ affirming that the only 

exception is formed by the Greenland Right whale (Balena mysticetus), in 

which, as SANpiForT?t first pointed out, the observation being subsequently 

corroborated by Escuricurt and Rertnuarpt,{ the trachea presents the 

peculiarity of “being only bifurcated into two bronchi, that branch, which 

in other cetaceans (and several land mammals) issues from the trachea before 

its bifurcation into those two bronchi, not being found here.” There are, how- 

ever, among the cetacea two other exceptions to what, in respect of the sub- 

divisions of the trachea, may be called the usual arrangement. We refer to 

Pontoporia Blainvillii, in which Dr H. Burmeister § describes and figures a 

trachea which, previous to its bifurcation, gives off two accessory bronchi which 

pass, one to the right and the other to the left lung. A similar arangement has 

been described in Monodon monoceros.|| Another interesting but less remarkable 

deviation from the usual arrangement was found by CArTE and MAcAtIsTEr 1 in 

Balenoptera rostrata. Were the three-fold bronchial arrangement exists, but 

the accessory bronchus, instead of coming from the trachea prior to its bifurca- 

tion, is given off further back than usual, and thus becomes an offset of the 

right principal bronchus. Balenoptera thus presents an arrangement inter- 

mediate between that of the exceptional Greenland Right whale and that met 

with in the majority of the cetacea. Beluga, then, in respect of the respiratory 

organs, agrees with the greater number of cetaceans, and differs only in the 

relatively greater length of the trachea. JIrregularity of the posterior tracheal 

rings, and incompleteness of those situated next the larynx, are met with in 

most cetaceans. The annular form of the intra-pulmonic bronchial cartilages 

is likewise common throughout the order. 

CIRCULATORY ORGANS. 

Heart.—The heart is broad, and, as usual in cetaceans, is somewhat 

flattened from above downwards. Its length from base to apex corresponds — 

to its basal breadth, the measurement in each case being 6 inches. The 

auricles are capacious, and possess large appendages. Internally, the walls 

of the auricles are for the most part quite smooth; each appendix, on the | 

contrary, is provided with numerous well-developed trabecule carnea. 

These consist of fleshy bands, which, attached to the walls of the heart 

by their extremities, are free in the middle. They are not arranged in — 

the regular, pectinate manner so common in the mammalian heart, but 

cross one another in all directions—those of the left side being more 

regularly disposed than are those of the right. The cavity of the right 

* IL p. 265; XVIL p. 236, + XXIV. p. 245. t XX. p. 103. 
§ XXV. p. 484. || XXVI. p. 139. GL p. 243, 
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auricle presents but two caval openings. Whether these were provided with 

valves or the reverse could not be ascertained, as the heart had unfortu- 

nately been damaged before coming into our possession. Instead of a single 

opening of the coronary sinus we distinguish two. They are placed close 

together in the usual position of that sinus, and are the orifices of two large 

veins, the trunks of which are situated in the right auriculo-ventricular and 

right ventricular grooves respectively. Neither of these openings presents the 

slightest trace of a Thebesian or coronary valve. It thus appears that in our 

specimen a coronary sinus, properly so called, does not exist ; but whether this is 

to be regarded as the normal arrangement of the cardiac veins in Beluga catodon, 

or merely as an individual peculiarity of exceptional character, can only be 

decided by more extended investigation. The cavity of the right ventricle 

presents no feature worthy of note, except the large size of the columne 

carneee and musculi papillares. The right auriculo-ventricular valve consists 

of three cusps, which are arranged in the usual manner. It presents no trace 

of the remarkable perforation observed by Murie* in Gilobiocephalus melas. 

In the left ventricle the papillary muscles and fleshy columns are of enormous 

size, the latter inter-crossing in all directions. The valves do not present any 

deviation from the arrangement usually found in the mammalian heart. 

The Aorta arches over the root of the left lung. In addition to the 

coronary arteries for the supply of the heart, the arch of the aorta 

furnishes two innominate trunks, these E 

being derived from its transverse portion. 

Each innominate artery measures 2 inches, 

and terminates by dividing into a common 

carotid for the supply of the head and 

neck, and a subclavian which is distributed 

to the flipper. The common carotid runs 

a short course of about half an inch, and 

then divides into two trunks of equal size, 

both of which run forward towards the 

head. Doubtless these represent the ex- 

ternal and internal carotids, Their exact ona - sersk |, 
a Beluga, —Semi-diagramatic view of the aortic arch and 

distribution could not be traced, owing to hi its branches, reduced. 

the state of the parts. This was also the case with several large branches 

which, springing from the subclavian, passed to the parts about the scapula. 

With reference to such points in the anatomy of the circulatory system as 
are noted in previously described Reluge, we find that the account given by 

Wyman,t of the heart and aorta with its branches, agrees in the main with 

* II. p. 266, + IIL p. 608. 
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ours. This observer, however, notes a slightly notched condition of the cardiac 

apex which did not exist in our specimen. He makes no reference to the 

coronary sinus or to the openings of the cardiac veins, on which points 

Barciay and NEILu* are equally silent. The latter, indeed, do not appear to 

have examined the heart specially, and give no account whatever of the aorta 

and its branches. 

Cetaceans in general agree with Beluga in possessing a heart characterised by 

its flattened character and capacious auricles. In no species is the substi- 

tution of two venous orifices in the place of a coronary sinus described ; it 

may therefore in all probability be regarded as exceptional in Beluga. 

Dr Jacxsont affirms the existence of a single coronary opening, unprovided 

with any valve, in the spermaceti whale; TurNeR{ notes the presence of 

a coronary sinus, and the absence of any Thebesian valve, in the foetus of 

Balenoptera Sibbaldii; and Burmeister § speaks of the single orifice of the 

nutritive vein in Ziphiorrhynchus cryptodon (Epiodon cryptodon, Gray). 

But, though no remarkable differences are to be found in the hearts of 

the different cetaceans, quite the reverse holds good with respect to the aorta 

and its branches, the differences in arrangement of these vessels being mani- 

fold. In most cetaceans the aorta is large at its commencement, but suddenly 

contracts in the arch—a condition first noticed by Jackson || in Phocena 

globiceps. ‘The number of branches (exclusive of the coronary arteries) given 

off from the arch varies, as does also the arrangement of these. In Beluga 

two innominates, each dividing into a common carotid and a subclavian, are 

the only branches. Amongst the toothed whales two innominate trunks ~ 

seem to be the rule; but in most cases an additional branch, such as a 

deep intercostal or superior thoracic branch, is also to be found springing 

from the arch. In Delphinus phoceena’ the left posterior thoracic occasion- 

ally springs from the arch; usually, however, the latter agrees with that of 

Beluga in simply giving off two innominates. According to Cuvier and 

MECKEL, in the porpoise each of these divides into a common carotid, sub- 

clavian, and vertebral, whilst Srannius,** RATHKE,** Barkow,** and TuRNER** 

maintain that no common carotid exists, and that the external and internal. 

carotid arteries arise separately from the innominate. In Globiocephalus 

Svineval, TurNER 4 describes and figures two innominates and a left posterior 

thoracic as springing from the aortic arch, the external and internal carotids, 

together with the subclavian of each side arising directly from the trunk of 

the innominate artery. <A similar arrangement is noted by Murrett in 
Risso’s Grampus (Grampus Rissoanus). = 

* VIII. p. 380. i; p. 147, + XVII. p. 227, § XLI. p. 96. 
|| IV. p. 164. q IX. p. 66. ** Quoted by Turner, IX. p. 66. ff X. p. 133. 
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The whalebone whales, in the matter of the aortic branches, resemble more 

closely of the arrangement met with in man. CaArTE and MACALISTER,* 

Turner,t Kwnox,t Escuricut,§ and Matm || all affirm the existence of a 

right innominate (which divides simply into a common carotid and a sub- 

clavian), as well as a left carotid and left subclavian, the three branches 

arising directly from the arch of the aorta. 

Contrasting Beluga with the two sections, it is seen to agree with the 

toothed whales in so far as regards the existence of two innominate trunks, but 

to differ from them in the absence of additional branches from the arch, and in 

the more regular distribution of the innominates by means of a subclavian and 

a common carotid—the latter apparently not existing in other toothed whales, 

with the doubtful exception of Delphinus phocena. From the whalebone 

whales it only differs in the fact that the common carotid and subclavian 

arteries on the left side do not come directly from the aorta, but from a left 

innominate trunk. Beluga, therefore, presents an arrangement which may 

be regarded as intermediate between the two sections. 

BRAIN AND ORGANS OF SENSE. 

Brain.—This organ we did not examine, as the state of the parts precluded 

the possibility of obtaining an accurate and reliable description of its structure. 

Fortunately, we possess a means of supplementing this deficiency in our own 

observations, in an excellent paper with accompanying drawings, by Dr HEr- 

BERT MaJor,‘ published in the last number of the “Journal of Anatomy and 

Physiology.” In it, in addition to the results of an elaborate investigation 

into its microscopic structure, with which we are not here immediately con- 

cerned, will be found the following description, by Professor Turner, of the 

cerebral convolutions in Beluga, drawn up from an examination of a photo- 

graph of the left hemisphere :— 

“A well-marked Sylvian fissure was present on the outer surface of the 

hemisphere. The convolutions were arranged around this fissure in four suc- 

cessive tiers, separated from each other by three well-defined fissures which 

extended generally in the antero-posterior direction. On the inner surface of 

the hemisphere the convolutions presented considerable complexity, but they 

were obviously arranged in relation to the direction of the corpus callosum, and 

extended in the antero-posterior direction from the frontal end of the cerebrum 

backwards and downwards. There was evidence of a division of the convoluted 

mass into three successive tiers by intermediate furrows extending antero- 

posteriorly above the corpus callosum and the convolutions of the middle tier 

*Lp. 245. . + XVII p. 229. p.e.4'008 
§ XXVIII. p. 104. || XXIX. q| XXX. p. 128. 
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were in greater mass than those of either the upper or the lower tier. The 
convolutions of the two lower tiers reached the temporo-sphenoidal part of the 

hemisphere, while those of the upper tier did not extend so far down, but 

stopped at the occipital end of the cerebrum. The convolutionary arrangement, 

as above indicated, presented the closest similarity in both hemispheres.” 

Eye.—tThe eye is small, and is situated 9 inches behind the extremity of the 

muzzle. 

Ear.—According to WyMAN,* the external auditory opening is “ of a size 

sufficient to admit a bristle, and surrounded by a very slight elevation of the - 

integument.” According to Barciay,t no trace of an auditory opening is 

distinguishable. 

URINARY ORGANS. 

Kidney and Ureter.—The kidney has the form of an elongated flattened — 

cake, measuring 9 inches in length, with an average breadth of 34 inches. Its 

anterior extremity is rounded, whilst its posterior extremity is more pointed in 

form. The organ is enclosed in a stout fibrous capsule, upon opening which — 

the kidney is seen to be composed of a number of distinct and easily separable 

lobules. Each of these has an average diameter of one-fourth of an inch, 

and is polygonal in form, so that the adjacent lobules, when in situ, are 

accurately applied to one another, only a delicate prolongation of the external 

capsule intervening, and forming a complete investment to each of them. 

The lobules are over 400 in number. Each in itself forms a complete renal 

organ, and is provided with a separate duct. The ducts, uniting with one 

another, finally give rise to the ureter. The renal blood-vessels enter the kid- 

ney close to its anterior extremity, whilst the ureter, formed as above described, 

and presenting no trace of a dilated portion or pelvis, passes off from the pos- 

terior extremity of the organ. The ureter is wide, and its walls are thin. It 

enters the bladder a short distance behind the neck, after traversing obliquely 

the coats of the viscus. oo 
Bladder is small in size, and regularly pyriform. It measures 3 inches from 

base to apex. Its superior surface is entirely covered by peritoneum. 

Urethra measures 3 inches in length, and is closely attached to the lowe 

wall of the vagina. It opens into the vulva immediately behind the clitoris. 

The urinary organs of Beluga differ but little from those of other cetacea. As 

observed by GuLLiver,{t TurNER,§ and Murte|| in G'lobiocephalus, and by CARTE 

and MACALISTER | in Balenoptera rostrata, the renal vessels enter the kidney 

close to the anterior, whilst the ureter passes off from the posterior extremity of 

* TIL p. 610. + VIIL p. 394. + XXIUL p eome 
§ IX. p. 75. - || IL p. 284, q I. p. 251, 
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the organ. The same arrangement holds good in Beluga. In Lagenorhynchus * 

Dr Morte noticed the coalescence of several of the renal lobules in contra-dis- 

tinction to the isolated character of these in Globiceps and other species. But 

such was not the case in Beluga. Asa rule, the urinary bladder seems to be 

of small size in the cetacea, the only exception being that of Zyphiorrynchus, in 

which, according to BURMEISTER,* it is of large size. In respect of the size and 

form of this viscus, Beluga agrees with the majority of the cetacea. 
: 

FEMALE GENERATIVE ORGANS. 

Vulva.—The vulva is represented by an elliptical fissure 5 inches in length, 

the posterior extremity of which is situated three-fourths of an inch in front of 

the anus. The integument surrounding the former is smooth and elevated, so 

as to form two well-marked lateral pads representing the labia majora. Lying 

in the anterior commissure of the vulva, and to some extent concealed by the 

labia majora, are two well-defined folds of mucous membrane—the labia minora. 

Each measures 1 inch in length, and together they enclose an elliptical space 

in which lies the clitoris. The nymphe are quite continuous with one another 

behind the clitoris, and form a prepuce for that body ; whilst in front of it they 

are lost in the anterior commissure of the vulva, where they become continuous 

with the inner surfaces of the labia majora. The body of the clitoris, measur- 

ing one-fourth of an inch in length, is conical in form, and somewhat flattened 

from side to side. The nymphe unite with it and with each other along its 

posterior border. 

The external genital organs do not appear to vary much in female 

cetaceans. Alike in the toothed and in the whalebone whales, there is a well- 

developed clitoris, together with labia majora and minora. With regard 

to the latter, Dr Munir { states that in Globiocephalus they form ‘“ two promi- 

nent folds of mucous membrane, each an inch in length, which lie within the 

anterior pudendal commissure, and slightly converge as they pass backwards.” 

This arrangement appears to indicate an approach to that described above in 

Beluga, in which the labia minora unite with one another behind the clitoris to 

form the prepuce. In Balenoptera Sibbaldii, Professor TuRNER § observed that 

the labia minora “ passed backward external to the meatus urinarius ;” whereas 

in Beluga they become continuous with one another in front of that orifice. 

Vagina.—The vagina measures 8 inches in length and 25 in breadth when 

flattened. Its superior or dorsal surface is invested by peritoneum to within 

two inches of its posterior extremity, at which spot the serous membrane is 

reflected to the rectum. The inferior or ventral surface is also covered by peri- 

toneum as far back as opposite the vesical extremities of the ureters, whence it is 

> V.-p.'149. + XLL p. 97. eK spi 285: § XVIL p. 201, 
VOL. XXIX. PART I, 58 
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reflected to the superior wall of the bladder. The diameter of the vagina is 
uniform except at its uterine extremity, where it suddenly contracts to a breadth 

of an inch and a quarter, this contraction indicating externally the position of 

the os uteri in the interior. On slitting open the tube its mucous membrane is 

seen to be thick and of a milk-white colour, and to present different characters 

at different parts of the canal. Corresponding to its posterior fourth the lining 

membrane of thevagina is thrown into a number of longitudinally arranged colossal 

fleshy columns, which, in the second fourth of the canal are replaced by a series 

of very minute folds lying parallel to one another and to the long axis of the 

tube. In the anterior half of the vagina these ruge are, as it were, doubled 

upon themselves at regular intervals, so giving rise to a series of circular valve- 

like folds, the free margins of which present a fringed or puckered appearance, 

and project into the lumen of the canal. Of these circular folds we counted 
eight. The most anterior of them is of larger size than the others, and closely 

surrounds the os uteri. 

The condition of the vaginal mucous membrane above described appears to 

be constant in cetaceans. The number of transverse folds, however, varies in 

different species. HunTER describes two in the porpoise, and states that in 

some species there are as many as nine.* Dr Muriet counted four in Gilobio- — 
cephalus. Both Dr Murte { and Professor TurNER § remark upon the similarity 

in appearance of these folds in Globiocephalus to the margins of the os uteri. 

The same observation holds good of Beluga. 

Uterus and Fallopian Tubes.—The uterus lies between the widely expanded ~ 

peritoneal folds, forming the broad ligament. The corpus uteri measures only 

2 inches in length, its junction with the vagina being clearly indicated externally 

by the constriction before referred to. The os uteri, of very small size, is 

surrounded by the most anterior of the valve-like vaginal folds already referred 

to. Each of the anterior angles of the uterus is prolonged into the correspond- 

ing uterine cornu. The latter, 6 inches in length and 3 of an inch in breadth, 

is flattened from above downward, and diminishing in size at the extremity to 

the thickness of a crow quill, becomes continuous with the Fallopian tube. 

This tube measures 3 inches in length, and continues of uniform diameter as 

far as its extremity, where it suddenly expands into a wide peritoneal infun- 

dibulum, altogether destitute of fimbriz. Connected with each cornu uteri, 

and lying between the layers of the broad ligament, is a number of well-marked 

fibrous cords, which apparently represent the partially obliterated organ of 

tosenmiiller. The mucous membrane of the corpus uteri, as well as of the 

cornua, is thrown into longitudinal folds, which diminish in size toward the 

abdominal opening of the Fallopian tube. A large number of blood-vessels 

* XVI. p. 348. + II. see plate xxxviii. fig. 74. t II. 285, § IX. p. 76. 
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pass forward between the edges of the broad ligament, to be distributed to the 

uterine horns. 

In certain cetaceans there appears to be no separation between the uterus 

and vagina, the difficulty of deciding where the one ends and the other begins 

being attributable to the absence of an os uteri. This condition has been 

noticed by JAckson* in the sperm whale, and by Hountert in Hyperoodon. 

The latter author says {—“ From the last projecting part” (7.¢., the highest of 

the transverse vaginal folds above described) “‘the passage is continued up to 

the opening of the two horns, and the inner surface of this last part is thrown 

into longitudinal rugee, which are continued into the horns. Whether this last 

part is to be reckoned common uterus or vagina, and that the last valvular part 

is to be considered as os tince, I do not know; but from its having the longi- 

tudinal rugz, I am inclined to think it is uterus, this structure appearing to 

be intended for distinction.” There is no doubt of the correctness of HUNTER’s 

conclusions when the uterus of either Globiocephalus or of Beluga, in both of 

which there is a clearly defined os uteri, is examined. At the same time that a 

transverse fold similar to those found in the vagina may occur in the body of 

the uterus itself, is proved by Dr Murin’s§ observation on Gilobiocephalus, and 

justifies the difficulty which even Jonn HunTER experienced in fixing the limit 

between the two organs. The corpus uteri, when it can be clearly defined, is 

uniformly of small size in the cetacea. 

The Fallopian tubes in Beluga resemble closely those of Myperoodon. 

Hunter || describes them in the latter as being remarkably small close to the 

uterus, but expanding gradually to their abdominal extremities, so that they 

resemble a French horn,—a description, the accuracy of which is shown by the 

accompanying drawing of the female organs in Beluga. Dr Murie 4 refers to 

the presence of fimbriz at the extremity of the Fallopian tube in Gilobdio- 

cephalus. Beluga is destitute of such. 

Ovary —Of large size, and of an elongated oval form, the ovary measures 

24 inches in length and ? of an inch in breadth. It presents the appearance 

of being rolled upon itself round its transverse axis, the convex surface of the 

organ being directed upward and lying in contact with the superior layer of the 

ligamentum latum uteri. Its surface is thrown into five or six parallel longi- 

tudinal ridges which extend from end to end of the organ. A number of 

Opaque fibrous cords radiate outward from the outer extremity of the ovary, 

lying between the layers of the broad ligament of the uterus. The exact nature 

of these is open to discussion. In addition to them, another series of obliterated 

tubules, before referred to, pass off from the anterior border of the organ, and 

* IV. p. 145. + XXII. p. 112. t XVI. p. 348, 
§ IL p. 285. || XVI p. 349. q IL. p. 285. 
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are lost in the neivhbourhood of the Fallopian tube. They are doubtless to be 

considered as representing the parovarium, or organ of Rosenmiiller. No 
trace of Gaertner’s canals could be made out. The surface of the ovary pre- 

sented no appearance of either Graafian follicles or of ova. 

The ovary of Beluga differs from that of Globiocephalus in its more elongated 
form, and in the presence of the superficial longitudinal ridges above referred 

to. This character, so far as we can ascertain, has not been noticed in any other 

cetacean with the exception of the sperm whale, in which, according to Dr 

J ACKSON,* the surface is “ somewhat fissured.” Dr Muriet describes the ovary 

in Globiocephalus as being arched over by a pavilion derived from the broad 

ligament of the uterus and the Fallopian tube. We could not distinguish this 

arrangement in Beluga. | 

Chioris is formed by the junction of two crura, one of which is attached 

to each of the rudimentary pelvic bones. The latter are small, cylindrical in 

form, and measure 24 inches in length and 4 of an inch in transverse section. 

They are placed one on either side of the vagina at a depth of 3 inches from 

the surface, the anterior extremity of each in the natural position of the animal 

being directed obliquely downward and forward, whilst the posterior extremity 

looks upward and backward. The crus clitoridis, attached to the posterior half — 

of the corresponding pelvic bone, is of large size, and covered by the fibres of 

a well-developed erector clitoridis. It unites with its fellow to form the body of 

the clitoris already described. In addition to the erector clitoridis, there were 

several other muscles attached to the pelvic bone which, so far as the state of 

the parts enabled us to observe, appeared closely to resemble those described 

by Dr Murtet in Globiocephalus. We may therefore refer to the excellent 

monograph of that author, with its accompanying illustrations, for a more exact 

account of the muscles in this region than the somewhat unsatisfactory condi- 

tion of the parts in Beluga permitted us to draw up. 

Pelvic peritoneum almost completely envelopes the rectum to within 2 incha 

from the anal orifice, whence it is reflected to the vagina, the superior wall of 

which it invests to a corresponding extent. The inferior wall of the vagina is. 

likewise covered by the serous membrane as far back as the base of the bladder. 

It may then be traced along the superior surface of that viscus from which it 

is reflected to the anterior abdominal wall, the whole of the lower surface of the 

bladder being thus devoid of peritoneal investment. The broad ligament of the 
uterus is arranged in the usual manner, and attaches the viscus to the lateral 

abdominal wall. Posterior to the ovary the peritoneum of the ligamentum — 

latum is thick and leathery, but towards the free margin of the latter it is thin 

and transparent. 4 

+ TY. 146. + II. p. 285. II. p. 288. Pp P 
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Mamma.*—The mammary gland, as usual in cetacea, lies alongside of the 

vulva; it measures 3 inches in length. The nipple is of small size, and is 

concealed in a slight depression of the integument 14 inch from the margin of 

the genital fissure. 

In respect of this gland Beluga does not differ from other cetacea. In 

Risso’s Grampus Dr Muriet describes the erector clitoridis muscle as being 

functionally a compressor of the mammary gland; but in Beluga this muscle 

lies altogether on a deeper plane than the gland, and in close contact with the 

crus clitoridis, and cannot therefore act in the manner indicated. 

MALE GENERATIVE ORGANS. 

These we have not ourselves had an opportunity of examining. With the 

view, however, of rendering the anatomical description of Beluga as complete 

as possible, we venture to transcribe the following observations by Dr Barcuay { 

upon the male genitals :--- 

“The testicles we found within the abdomen, of an oblong shape, and lying 

close by the sides of the intestine, near its extremity. They were 4 inches in 

length, and the same in circumference. The penis was conical; at the apex 

13 inch in circumference, but 4 in circumference towards the base, near to 

which it exhibited a sigmoid flexure, owing to two very powerful muscles that 

seemed to have performed the office of retractors. Through its whole extent it 

was solt and flexible, without either a bone or a cartilage.” 

This description, incomplete as it is, seems to show that in respect of the 

male organs Beluga does not differ materially from Globiocephalus,, Lageno- 

rhynchus,|| and the other toothed whales. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS. 

In the present imperfect state of our knowlege of cetacean anatomy, it is 

impossible to arrive at any definite conclusion with regard to the relation in 

which Beluga stands to other genera. At the same time, a reference to the 

comparative observations contained in the foregoing pages serves to show that, 

so far as the soft parts are concerned, Beluga in many respects presents a close 

resemblance to Grampus and to Globiocephalus, whilst it differs from both in 

several minor particulars. From an examination of the skeleton, Professor 

* According to Frowsr, the male mammary glands of cetacea were first discovered in Beluga by 
Patias.—P. Z. 8. i. 865. 

+ X. p. 122. t VIII p. 384. § IV. p. 164. {| V. p. 149. 
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FLowER* concludes that “the Narwhal and the Beluga appear to separate them- 

selves from all the rest by certain well-marked structural conditions, especially 
in the characters of the cervical vertebrae. As these two animals are in almost 

every part of their skeleton nearly identical,” Professor FLOWER is disposed “to 
unite the two genera into a distinct subfamily, placing it next to the Platanis- 

tide.” Unfortunately, such information as we possess regarding the soft parts 

of the Narwhal is of too imperfect a character to admit of the comparison being 

followed out. If, however, the number and arrangement of the nasal sacs, as 

forming an element in the determination of the affinities of different cetaceans, 

is deserving of the importance attributed to them by some writers, those of 

Beluga certainly seem to associate that genus with Monodon, and to separate it 

from the other genera above named. It should, however, be noted that the 

subdivision of the trachea into four bronchi in Monodon is widely different 

from that which obtains in Beluga and in every other toothed whale of which 

we have any knowledge, with the single exception of Pontoporia. In view of | 

the scantiness of the information at our disposal regarding the anatomy of 

Monodon, we deem it inexpedient to pursue the comparison further at present, 
and shall leave the determination of the exact affinities of Beluga to be decided 
by future observers. 

* Trans. Zool. Soc., vol. vi. p. 115. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES. 

Puate VIL. 

Figure 1. Internal female organs of generation, } natural size. v. vagina; wu. uterus; ¢.w. cu. 

cornua uteri; ft. f¢. Fallopian tubes; «0.0.0. their abdominal openings ; 0. ovary ; 

r. rectum. 

Figure 2. Vagina and uterus laid open, $ natural size. o0.w. os uteri; vf. folds of vaginal 

mucous membrane. 

Figure 3. External female organs of generation, } natural size. . clitoris; /.m. labia minora ; 

n. nipple; v. orifice of vagina; a. anus. 

Figure 4. Stomach laid open. The figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 indicate the different cavities; w. ceso- 

phagus; d. duodenum; /. liver; Ad. hepatic duct; p.d. pancreatic duct. 

Figure 5. Exterior of stomach. The figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 indicate the gastric compartments ; 

@. cesophagus; d@. duodenum ; J. liver; p.p. pancreas. 

Figure 6. Spleen, about $ natural size. 

Figure 7. Kidney, ¢ natural size. 

PuatE VIII. 

Figure 1. Tongue and larynx. J. larynx; 7. tongue. 

Figure 2. Deep muscles of tongue and hyoid bone. Gg. genio-glossus; St.g. stylo-glossus ; 

ffy.g. hyo-glossus; My.hy. mylo-hyoideus; Th.dy. thyro-hyoideus; C.th. crico-thyroideus; 

St.th. sterno-thyroideus ; /.h. interhyoideus ; *. muscle described on page 411 of the text. 

Figure 3. Superficial muscles of tongue and hyoid bone. G\hy. genio-hyoideus; My.hy. mylo- 

hyoideus ; S¢.ry. sterno-hyoideus. 

Figure 4. Hyoid bone and laryngeal cartilages seen from below, about + natural size. Bh. 

basi-hyal; 7’. thyro-hyal; Ch. cerato-hyal; Sth. stylo-hyal; 7. thyroid cartilage ; 

C.C. cricoid cartilage. 

Figure 5. Blow-hole and nasal sacs seen from within, } natural size. B&B. blow-hole; W.S. WS. 

nasal sacs. 

Figure 6. Laryngeal cartilages, lateral view. -A. arytenoid cartilage; ZL. cartilage of epiglottis ; 

T. thyroid cartilage seen in section; C. cricoid cartilage. 

Figure 7. Trachea and lungs. 7. trachea; Z.Z. lungs; L.G. pulmonic lymphatic glands. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

The geographical area embraced in the present memoir forms a well-marked 

basin traversed along its centre by the estuary of the Forth. It is bounded on 

the north by the chain of the Ochil Hills, on the south by the range of the 

Pentland and Lammermuir uplands. Towards the west it joins along a low 

watershed the basin of the Clyde, while eastwards it dips under the waters of 

the North Sea. Within this defined space the Carboniferous rocks occupy 
what may be described as one great synclinal trough, varied by innumerable 

smaller synclines and anticlines. Save where cut out by powerful dislocations, 

their lower members rise up along the margins of the basin, while their highest 

portions cover a smaller area in the centre. The older formations forming the 

northern and southern boundaries of the area belong chiefly to the Lower Old 

Red Sandstone, in the Lammermuir district to the Lower Silurian. The 

Carboniferous rocks everywhere rest upon them unconformably. 

Within the region thus limited the Carboniferous system in its Scottish 
type is admirably displayed in numerous natural and artificial sections. Every 

great group of strata can be satisfactorily examined, and thus a thorough 

knowledge can be obtained of the detailed stratigraphy. One of the most 

noteworthy features in the geological structure of this part of Scotland is the 

abundance and variety of the volcanic rocks associated with the older half of 

the Carboniferous system. For a protracted geological period the site of the 

present basin of the Firth of Forth was occupied by numerous volcanic vents, 

emitting showers of tuff and streams of lava, which were duly interstratified 

_ with the contemporaneous sediments. A record has thus been preserved of a 

remarkable phase of paleeozoic volcanic activity. Affording means of compari- 

son with Tertiary and modern volcanic phenomena, down even into many points 

of minute detail, it enables us to decide whether volcanic action was essentially 

different in early geological times from its present conditions. Traces of the 

influence of WERNER’s doctrines regarding the modern and abnormal character 

of volcanic action may be detected even yet in modern geological literature. 

It has seemed to me that a useful end might be served by subjecting the well- 

developed volcanic series in the Carboniferous system of the Forth district to 

rigid scrutiny in the field and detailed study with the microscope. The results 

of this investigation I now lay before the Society. 

From the number and variety of the natural sections near Edinburgh the 

igneous rocks of this region have been the subject of numerous observations from 

the early days of geology down to the present time. The mere enumeration of 

the titles of the various publications on the subject would form a long list. As I 
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shall have occasion elsewhere to refer to these various papers, it will be 

sufficient at present to point out that the igneous rocks of the Edinburgh 

district have afforded materials for some well-known researches in theoretical 

and structural geology, and to allude to a few of the more important descrip- 

tions of them. These rocks formed the subject of some of Hutron’s early 
observations, and furnished him with the facts from which he established the 

igneous origin of ‘whinstone.”* They supplied PLayrarr with numerous 

apt illustrations in support of HuTron’s views, and he seems to have made 

himself thoroughly familiar with them.t In the hands of Sir James Hatt they 

formed the groundwork of those remarkable experiments on the fusion of 

whinstone which may be said to have laid the foundation of experimental 

geology.{ In the controversies of the Neptunian and Plutonian schools these 

rocks were frequently appealed to by each side in confirmation of their respec- 

tive dogmas. The appointment in 1804 of JAmeEson to the Chair of Natural 

History in the Edinburgh University gave increased impetus to the study of 

the igneous rocks of this region. Though he did not himself publish much 

regarding them, we know that he was constantly in the habit of conducting 

-his class to the hills, ravines, and quarries of the neighbourhood, and that the 

views which he taught were imbibed and extended by his pupils.§ Among 

the early writers the names of ALLAN,|| Townson,{ and Lord GREENOCK,** 

deserve especial mention. 
The first broad general sketch of the igneous rocks of the basin of the Forth 

was that given by Hay CunnincHam in his valuable Essay on the Geology 

of the Lothians.tt He separates these rocks into two series, the Felspathic, 

including porphyry and clinkstone, and the Augitic or Trap rocks. To these 

he adds Trap-tufa, and considers it identical in origin with modern volcanic 
tuff. It is the eruptive character of the igneous rocks on which he specially 

dwells, showing by numerous sections the effects which the protrusion of the 

molten masses have had upon the surrounding rocks. He does not attempt to 

separate the intrusive from the interbedded sheets, nor to form a chronological 

arrangement of the whole. 

Still more important was the sketch given by Mactaren, in his classic 

“Geology of Fife and the Lothians,” tf} a work far in advance of its time. The 

* Hutton’s “ Theory of the Earth,” vol. i. p. 155, e¢ seq. 
7 Playfair’s “ Illustrations of the Huttonian Theory,” § 255, et seq. 
Tt See “Trans. Roy. Soc. Edin.” (1805), vol. v. p. 43. 
§ See “Mem. Wern. Soc.” ii. 178, 618; iii. 225; “Edin. Phil. Journ.” i. 138, 352 ; xv. 386. 
|| “Trans, Roy. Soc. Edin.” (1811), vi. p. 405. 
{ “Tracts and Observations in Natural History and Physiology,” 8vo, Lond. 1799. 
** “Trans, Roy. Soc. Edin.” (1833), xiii. p. 39, 107. 
Tt “Mem. Wern. Soc.” vii. p. 1. Published separately, 1838. 
tf Small 8vo, Edin. 1838, first partly published as articles in the Scotsman newspaper. 
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author clearly recognises that many of the igneous rocks were thrown out con- 

temporaneously with the strata among which they occur. He constantly seeks 

for analogies among modern volcanic phenomena, and presents the igneous 

rocks of the Lothians not as so many petrographical varieties, but as monu- 

ments of different phases of volcanic action previous to the formation of the 

Coal-measures. His detailed descriptions refer chiefly to Arthur Seat and the 

Pentland Hills, to which alone the work was originally intended to refer. 

They may be cited as models of exact and luminous research. The portions 
referring to the rest of the basin of the Forth do not profess to be more than a 
mere sketch of the subject. 

The first chronological grouping of all the intercalated sheets of igneous 

rock in the region was that made by myself for the Geological Survey. The 
general order of succession of the strata was carefully worked out, and the 
horizon of each sheet of volcanic rock could thus be definitely fixed. In the 

memoirs illustrative of Sheets 32, 33, and 34 the general structure of the country 

from Linlithgow to Berwick-on-Tweed was traced, and the part taken by the 
igneous rocks was there described. 

Since the appearance of the maps and memoirs of the Survey, prolonged 

study of igneous rocks in other parts of Britain and abroad has given me 

further insight into the history of volcanic action in this district of 

Scotland. The application of microscopical examination has opened up a— 
new field of inquiry, giving new methods of mineralogical analysis and com- 

parison, and new aids in the investigation of ancient volcanic processes. I 

propose therefore, in the present memoir, to offer to the Society a general view _ 

of the volcanic phenomena associated with the Carboniferous rocks in the basin 

of the Forth, derived on the one hand from a study of the rocks in the field, 

and on the other from an examination and comparison of them under the 

microscope. ‘iQ 

The subject thus divides itself naturally into two parts,—I1st, The larger 

relations of the rocks to each other and to the associated stratified formations, 

including the geological structure of the masses, their chronology and the 

succession of events of which they are memorials; 2d, The minute and 

internal composition and relations of the rocks, chiefly as revealed by the 

microscope. The former subdivision may be termed Stratigraphical, the 

second Petrographical. 
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I, STRATIGRAPHY. 

A. THE CARBONIFEROUS STRATA OF THE BASIN OF THE FIRTH OF ForTH. 

The Carboniferous system of Central Scotland consists of the following 

subdivisions :— 

Upper red sandstones, nearly devoid of coal-seams. 
Coal-measures.. | PP é , y al-see 

Coal-bearing sandstones, shales, &c. (upper or Flat coals). 

Millstone Grit. Thick white and reddish sandstones and grits. 

Sandstones, shales, &c., with coal seams and three thin 
seams of encrinal limestone. 

Sandstones, shales, &c., with numerous seams of coal and 
ironstone (lower or Edge coals). 

(. Thick encrinal limestones, with some seams of coal. 

Carboniferous Limestone 
Series. 

White sandstones, oil-shales, some thin coals, and lime- 
stone (Burdie House). 

Red and grey sandstones and cornstones (Upper Old Red 
Sandstone) resting unconformably on Lower Old Red 
Sandstone. 

Calciferous Sandstone 
Series. 

At the outset it deserves to be kept in view that not only the basin of the 

Forth but the whole of central Scotland had already, long before the Carboni- 

ferous period, been the scene of some of the most stupendous volcanic eruptions 

which have been chronicled among the rocks of Great Britain. During the time 

of the Lower Old Red Sandstone the wide lake or inland sea which extended 

between the base of the Highland mountains and the Southern uplands was 
marked by two long lines of volcanic vents, from which prodigious volumes of 

lava and ashes were emitted. Even now, in spite of all denudation and dis- 

location, more than 5000 feet of volcanic material can be measured at the 

northern end of the Pentland Hills without reaching the top. In the Ochil 

Hills a depth of more than 6000 feet of similar rocks can be seen, and yet 
the bottom is not reached. Full details regarding these volcanic masses will 

be given in the second part of my Memoir on the Old Red Sandstone of 

Western Europe. In the meantime it is evident, that in tracing the history of 

the Carboniferous volcanoes, we must regard them as the diminished successors 

of an earlier series in the same region. That earlier series, however, seems to 

have been entirely closed long before the oldest of the Carboniferous eruptions. 

The two volcanic groups of rock are separated by a strong unconformability 

and extensive denudation, doubtless indicative of an interval of protracted 

duration. 

VOL. XXIX. PART I. 5X 
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In looking at the chronological distribution of the volcanic masses, we find 
that the true interbedded, as distinguished from the intrusive sheets, belong 

entirely to the two lower subdivisions of the Carboniferous system. They 
begin about the top of the red sandstone series which forms the base of the 

system, and continue at intervals till towards the top of the Carboniferous 

Limestone series, when they entirely cease. No truly interbedded lava or 

volcanic tuff has been found in either the Millstone Grit or the Coal-measures. 

Yet both these subdivisions have been invaded by extensive intrusive sheets. 

The date of the intrusion cannot be satisfactorily settled. It is evident, how- 

ever, that between the volcanic action, represented respectively by the older 

and the later Carboniferous formations, an enormous interval must have 

elapsed. This question will be discussed in a subsequent part of the present 

paper. 

The circumstances under which the older half of the Carboniferous system — 

of central Scotland was accumulated require to be kept in mind when we 

attempt to follow the history of the contemporaneous volcanic phenomena of 

the region. At the beginning of the Carboniferous period, the conditions — 

under which the Old Red Sandstone had been accumulated still in part con-— 

tinued. The great lacustrine basin in which the 20,000 feet of Lower Old Red 

Sandstone had been deposited had been in great measure effaced. But com- 

paratively shallow areas of fresh or brackish water occupied its site. Its” 

conglomerates and sandstones had been uplifted and fractured. Its vast ranges 

of volcanic material, after being deeply buried under sediment, had been once — 

more laid bare, and now extended as ridges of land, separating the pools and 

lagoons which they supplied with sand and silt. We know little as yet of the 

flora which at the close of the long Old Red Sandstone period covered these — 

ridges. It probably closely resembled that which, succeeding it, has been — 

preserved in the sandstones and shales of the upper group of the Calciferous 

sandstones. Of the fishes, however, which frequented the waters, some 

knowledge has been gathered from the well-known sandstone of Dura Den. 

With many characteristic changes and differences, these fishes retain much of 
the peculiar type of the older divisions of the Old Red Sandstone. Though 

the strata in which they lie pass insensibly into and are intimately bound up— 

with the overlying Carboniferous beds, the fossils themselves have an unmis-_ 

takable Old Red Sandstone facies. ¢ 
The red sandstones at the base of the Carboniferous system are almost — 

everywhere unfossiliferous. Beyond Cockburnspath they have yielded a few 
scales of Holoptychius and other forms like those of Dura Den. Elsewhere 

their barren monotonous character contrasts them with the dark shales and | 

white sandstones of the overlying group of rocks. That they were laid down | 

on a very uneven floor is shown by the way in which they are overlapped by 
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succeeding strata. Thus at the south end of the Pentland Hills they attain a 
thickness of upwards of 1000 feet, but only three miles towards the south they 

have entirely disappeared, and the Lower Old Red Sandstone is directly 

covered by the Carboniferous Limestone. 

With the close of the epoch in which these red deposits were accumulated 

a great change took place in the geography of the Forth basin. Concen- 

tration of the water in the enclosed lagoons, and precipitation of iron-oxide 

amid the gathering sand and silt no longer prevailed. The sheets of water 

became more continuous, and were liable at intervals to irruptions of the sea. 

A more copious rainfall, at the same time, may perhaps be inferred from the 

thick zones of white sandstone, occasional bands of fine conglomerate, and 

abundant seams of shale. The constantly varying aspect of the strata must 

at least indicate much more varied climate and conditions of denudation and 

deposition than are presented to us by the monotonous barren red sandstones. 

The muddy floor of the shallow water must, in many places, have supported 

a luxuriant growth of vegetation, which is preserved in the occasional seams 

and streaks of coal. Numerous epiphytic ferns grew on the suberial stems 

and branches of the lycopodiaceous trees. Large conifere clothed the higher 

grounds, from which the streams brought down copious supplies of sediment, 

and whence a flood now and then transported huge prostrate trunks of pine. 

It was during this condition of things, distinct from that which then 

prevailed in the rest of Scotland, that the Carboniferous volcanoes began 

their activity. The basin of the Firth of Forth was gradually dotted over 

with little volcanic cones, and here and there with long volcanic ridges 
formed by the confluence of lavas and showers of tuff. The whole area was 

all the while undergoing a process of slow subsidence. Cone after cone, 

more or less effaced by the waters which closed over it, was carried down 

and buried under the growing accumulation of sediment. But new vents 

of eruption opened elsewhere, throwing out for a time their dust or 

lava-streams, and then lapsing into quiescence as they slowly sank into the 

lagoon. 
The occasional presence of the sea over some portions of the area is well 

shown by the occurrence of thin bands of limestone or shale, containing such 

fossils as Orthoceras, Bellerophon, and Discina. Yet the general estuarine or 

fresh-water character of the accumulations seems satisfactorily established, 

not only by the absence of undoubtedly marine forms from most of the strata, 

but by the abundance of ostracod crustacea (Leperditia), forming sometimes 

thick lenticular seams of limestone, such as might have been formed in 

distinct limited hollows, by the numerous scales, teeth, bones, and coprolites of 

small ganoids, and by the crowded remains of terrestrial vegetation, often 
admirably preserved among the shales. 
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There can be little doubt that the Calciferous Sandstone series of the Forth 

basin is a mingled estuarine and marine equivalent of the Lower Limestone 

shale, and even perhaps of the lower parts of the Carboniferous Limestone 

of England. The fossils in the marine bands just referred to make this point — 

tolerably clear. But even the red sandstone group: below can be shown from 

evidence, elsewhere obtainable in Scotland, to be coeval with a Carboniferous 

Limestone fauna outside the present Scottish area. The abundant: fauna of 

the Carboniferous Limestone did not suddenly start into existence. It seems 

to have spread over the area of England before it had advanced into that of 

Scotland. It never, indeed, occupied the latter region so long, and so econ- 

tinuously, as it did the English and Irish tracts. Before it spread up towards 

the Highlands, it had been borne northward in excessive overflows of the sea, 

but did not succeed in establishing itself until the close of the Calciferous 

Sandstone series. At that time, a general subsidence of central Scotland 

appears to have taken place. A clear but shallow sea covered most of the 

ground between the chain of the Ochil and Lammermuir hills. At this 

epoch, the thick lower limestones were formed, which can now be traced 

continuously over so large an area. But that the sea did not obtain prolonged - 

possession of the area is shown by the intercalation of sandstones, shales, and _ 

coal-seams among the limestones, and by the thick mass of similar strata 

under which the limestones were buried. The coal-seams, with their root- 

charged under-clays, point to the submergence of many successive terrestrial, — 

or at least swampy surfaces, which had appeared over the site of the buried 

crinoid and coral limestones. | 

These changes of physical geography were accompanied in some places by 

abundant and continuous volcanic action. But the number of actual vents had 

decreased, Large tracts remained unvisited by any volcanic outbreak. Where 

the eruptions began most copiously they continued longest. Thus, in the south ; 

of Fife, they lingered on until the thick limestones and a considerable depth of 

been even more profusely poured out, they appeared intermittently, and on @ 

gradually waning scale, until after all the lower coals had been laid down. . 

action would appear to have ceased everywhere in the region of the Forth 

Basin, Not a trace of any interbedded volcanic rock has yet been met with in — 

the Millstone Grit or in the Coal-measures. So far as appears, therefore, the — 

outpouring of lava and ashes was entirely confined to the first half of the 

Carboniferous period. Nevertheless, the numerous intrusive masses of dolerite — 

which traverse even the uppermost parts of the Coal-measures show that | 

volcanic activity recommenced at some subsequent period. I shall be able | 

in the present memoir to adduce new evidence regarding the nature of these 

# 

’ 
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much later eruptions. In the east of Fife they have been accompanied by 

large sheets of tuff which repose unconformably on the upper Coal-measures 

and the Carboniferous Limestone series, spreading over faulted and much 

denuded ground. They must thus either be post-Carboniferous, or at least 

faust be separated from the highest remaining portion of the Carboniferous 

rocks by an enormous interval of time. Though I believe them to be post- 

Carboniferous, some probably of Permian, others possibly of Miocene date, I 

have judged it best to include them in the present communication. The Coal- 

measures, save where covered by these later volcanic sheets, have nothing 
overlying them but the drifts and other superficial accumulations. 

B. Vo.ucanic DISTRICTS. 

Notwithstanding the limited extent of the Basin of the Firth of Forth, 

_ the sporadic character of its volcanic phenomena is singularly striking. Six 

districts can still be traced, each marked by its own independent eruptions, 

which differed from those of the neighbouring tracts not only in time, but 

even in petrographical character. These districts may be distinguished by 

the following topographical names:—1, Edinburgh; 2. East Lothian or 

Haddingtonshire; 3. West Lothian or Linlithgowshire; 4. Stirlingshire; 5, 

West Fife; 6. East Fife. (See Plate IX.) 
1, Edinburgh District.—The interbedded volcanic masses of this district 

are confined to the near neighbourhood of Edinburgh, where they form the 

well-known eminences of Arthur Seat, Calton Hill, and Craiglockhart Hill. 

They consist both of lavas and tuffs, in beds varying from 10 to 50 feet or 

more in thickness. Their eruption began about the close of the red sandstone. 

group, at the base of the Carboniferous system in Scotland, for their higher 

beds are intercalated with and covered by the lower portion of the white 

sandstone and dark shale group of the Calciferous Sandstones. This epoch was 

one of great volcanic activity over the southern half of Scotland. During its 

continuance there were erupted the lavas and tuffs of the Garlton Hills in 

Haddingtonshire, those which range along the southern flank of the Silurian 

uplands from near Dunse in Berwickshire, by Kelso, Rubers Law, Langholm, 

Birrenswark, and the Annan, to the mouth of the Nith at the foot of Criffel, 

To the same period of volcanic activity must be assigned the older parts 

of the great sheets of lava and tuff which extend through the north of Ayr- 

shire, Renfrewshire, and Dumbartonshire, by the Kilpatrick and Campsie Fells 

to Stirling. 

Throughout most of these volcanic tracts the lavas were chiefly the so-called 

“porphyrites,” and the tuffs were dull-red or greenish rocks derived from the 
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destruction of these lavas. In the Edinburgh district, the first lavas erupted 
were anamesites and basalts, and the tuffs were formed of their debris. In 

the latter half of the volcanic period the lavas became “ porphyrites.” 

It is deserving of notice that the volcanic mass of Arthur Seat lies in the 

line of the older volcanic ridge of the Pentland Hills, and at a distance of 

scarcely two miles from the great vent of the Braid Hills. The long interval 

which separated these Lower Carboniferous volcanoes from those of the Lower 

Old Red Sandstone still left a weak part near the ancient vent. Through that 

line of weakness the volcano of Arthur Seat broke out. At a subsequent 

time, perhaps in the Permian period, another volcanic orifice was opened near, 

but not quite upon, the same site. From this last opening the upper and 

newer rocks of Arthur Seat were ejected.* 

Owing to the fact that the line of junction between the red sandstones and 

the overlying upper group of the Calciferous Sandstones is almost everywhere 

obscured by faults, it is difficult to determine the number of distinct volcanoes 

in the Edinburgh district. Arthur Seat and Calton Hill no doubt form parts 

of the ejectamenta of the same vent. I formerly suggested that this vent 

may be represented by the neck of basalt forming the Castle Rock of Edin- 

burgh. But there may have been another orifice further east, somewhere on 

the south side of Arthur Seat. I am now disposed to regard the tuff and 

anamesite of Craiglockhart Hill as the products of a separate vent which lay 

in the near neighbourhood of that locality, probably a little to the west. 

Far to the south-west, on the borders of Lanarkshire, an isolated volcanic 

cone poured forth basaltic sheets and slight showers of tuff which now form a 

band, running for several miles, as a boundary between the two groups of the 

Calciferous Sandstones. 

In Plate X. a series of vertical sections is given to show the nature and ~ 

position of the interbedded volcanic sheets in the Lothians and Fife. From 

these sections it will be observed that in the Edinburgh district, where — 

there is a maximum depth of about 500 feet of volcanic rocks, these lie near 

the base of the Carboniferous series. They occur at Arthur Seat, where the 
first eruption produced a stream of lava (Long Row), followed after an 

interval by greenish tuffs and volcanic breccias. Beautifully columnar as 

wellas amorphous basalts overlie those fragmental strata, followed by sheets of — 

dark dull-red “ porphyrite,” which form the remainder of the volcanic series. 

In the adjacent Calton Hill, the porphyrite beds are more split up with layers 

of tuff and breccia. (See fig. 24.) 

Allusion must be made here to the intrusive sheets and veins which occur 

* Descriptions of the geological structure of Arthur Seat will be found in Maclaren’s “ Geology 
of Fife and the Lothians,” and in the “Geological Survey Memoir of Sheet 32, Scotland.” Mr Jupp 
has offered an explanation of one part of the history of the hill (Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc., vol. Xxxi. p. 
131), which I believe to be quite untenable. It will be referred to elsewhere, 

te) 
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in the Edinburgh district. These rocks, though they did not reach the surface, 

must be regarded as subterranean portions of the volcanic series. Besides the 

sheets and veins at Arthur Seat, numerous smaller portions occur near Loch- 

end, and underlying the city of Edinburgh. To the west an irregular belt of 

large sheets runs from the Water of Leith northwards into Fife. 

2. East Lothian District—This forms a very distinctly defined area of 

about 65 square miles. It includes the Garlton Hills, with a few outstanding 

eminences to the south of these heights, and most of the coast from near Dirleton 

to Dunbar. As shown in the fifth column (Plate X.), the volcanic masses, 
filling up most of the interval between the red sandstones and the base of the 

Carboniferous Limestone, must attain a thickness of possibly 1500 feet, though, 

owing to the paucity of sections, only an approximate estimate can be made. 

At the base of this thick pile of material lies a deep series of red and green 

tuff, resting upon red and white sandstones and red marls. These frag- 

mental accumulations are admirably shown along the coast to the west of 

Dunbar, and on both sides of North Berwick. Abundantly interstratified in 

some parts of the tuff are seams of sandstone, blue and green shale, cement- 

stone and limestone. One thick band of limestone may be traced from near 

Tynningham House to Whittingham—a distance of about four miles; another 

patch appears near Rockville House; and a third at Rhodes, near North 

Berwick. 

No fossils have been noticed in these limestones. The calcareous matter, 

together sometimes with silica, appears to have been supplied, at least in part, 

by springs, which may be looked upon as having formed part of the volcanic 

phenomena of the district. Parts of the limestone are vesicular, and contain a 

decayed zeolite, scattered crystals of pyrite, and cavities lined with dog-tooth 

Spar. Some portions give out a strongly foetid odour when freshly broken. 

After the cessation of the showers of ash and bombs, lava began to flow, 

and continued to do so with apparently little intermission until the mass 

of the Garlton Hills had accumulated. No thick zones of tuff, nor inter- 

stratified layers of sedimentary rock, can anywhere be seen, separating the 

successive lava-beds, though it must be owned that the sections of the rocks 

are few and unsatisfactory. The earliest lavas were dark red, strongly augitic 

porphyrites. But the remaining, and much the larger portion, were dull-red, 

purple, pink, grey, brown, yellow, and even white fine-grained porphyrites, and 

“claystones.” 

One of the most interesting features in this district is the occurrence of 

numerous old volcanic orifices round the margin of the area. On the coast, 
both to the west and east of North Berwick, they may be seen in the form of 
necks of agglomerate, basalt, or porphyrite. North Berwick Law is a conspicu- 
ous example, and the Bass Rock is probably another. A beautiful instance 
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occurs on the headland of St Baldred’s Cradle (fig. 6), and several may be 3 
observed near Dunbar.* Again, on the south side of the volcanic sheets, a con- 

spicuous neck rises in Traprain Law. As no necks appear among the hills to 

the south, nor among the red sandstone to the east, it is evident that the cones 

from which the volcanic mass of East Lothian was poured out formed a con- 

nected group in the shallow water at the northern base of the heights of 

Lammermuir. The lava and tuff occupy nearly the whole of the interval 

between the red sandstone group and the base of the Carboniferous Limestone 

series. Volcanic action was thus prolonged in East Lothian for a protracted 

period after it had died out in the Edinburgh district. 

3. West Lothian District.—It is remarkable that while on the east side of 

Arthur Seat and the Pentland Hills not a single volcanic eruption, so far as 

we know, took place on the Mid-Lothian area during the whole of the Carboni- 

ferous period, the ground to the westward continued to be dotted with active 

vents throughout the deposition of the Calciferous Sandstones and Carboniferous 

Limestone series. The oldest eruptions of which any trace can be seen pro- 

ceeded from small cones, chiefly of tuff. Towards the close of the Calciferous 

Sandstone period the volcanic activity increased. At the same time, the cones 

extended northwards into Fife. Some of them were of comparatively large 4 

size. The Binns Hill of Linlithgowshire, for example, which still forms a _ 

prominent elevation, rising to a height of 170 feet above its base, consists of a j 

mass of fine green tuff, at least 350 feet thick, the vent being now filled up witha 

plug of basalt, which forms the summit of the hill. South-westwards from Binns 
the volcanic cones were grouped more closely together, and continued to throw _ 

out both showers of tuff and streams of basaltic lavas. These volcanic materials — 

were interstratified with the ordinary sandstones, shales, and other strata of the * . 

Lower Carboniferous groups. The Burdie House limestone and Houston coal- 

seam may be traced among them. We can also detect some of the lower q 

thick calcareous zones of the Carboniferous Limestone series, charged with 

corals, crinoids, and other characterstic fossils. But along one special tract the 

volcanic sheets so increased in bulk that at last a great bank of lava stretched 

continuously between Linlithgow and Bathgate, and prevented the deposition — 

of a considerable portion of the coal-bearmg section of the Limestone 

series, which is consequently not represented there, its place being taken by — 

volcanic rocks. The general depression, however, that led to the formation — 

of the thin upper limestones seems to have been accompanied here by a 

cessation of volcanic action, The latest interbedded lavas and tuffs lie almost 

immediately below the Calmy Limestone. Volcanic interstratifications die 

out there, and save in the form of intrusive masses to be immediately 

referred to, never reappear in any later formation in this district. 

4 
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* See “Memoir on East Lothian,” Geol. Survey Memoirs, chap. v. 
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The thickness of strata in a section through the most volcanic part of the 

heights south of Linlithgow is about 2200 feet. It will probably not be an over- 

estimate to place the proportion of lava and tuff in that section at 2000 feet. 

Besides the necks and associated portions of igneous matter, the Linlithgow 

district presents numerous examples of intrusive igneous rocks belonging to an 

epoch long posterior to that of the Carboniferous volcanoes. They occur in 

two ferms,—1st, As large sheets intruded into the Millstone Grit and Coal- 

measures; 2d, As dykes running in a general east and west direction through 

all the other rocks, aqueous and igneous, including even some of the large 

intrusive sheets. ‘The dykes form a portion of that vast series which traverses 

Scotland and the north of England, and, as I have elsewhere shown, may with 

probability be referred to the Miocene period. ‘They therefore do not belong 

to the subject of the present memoir. The intrusive sheets of later date than 

the Coal-measures are, as I have said, probably younger than any part of the 

Carboniferous system, if, indeed, some of them are not overflows from the 

Tertiary dykes. As they present, however, some interesting features bearing 

on the subterranean action of igneous matter, I shall include references to 

_ them in the sequel. 

4. Stirlingshire District.—A relation may be traced between this district and 

that of Linlithgowshire, somewhat similar to what has already been stated to 

subsist between the Edinburgh and East Lothian volcanic areas. The 

Stirlingshire ground embraces a small part of the eastern prolongation of 

the Campsie Fells, which like the Garlton Hills consist chiefly of various 

“ porphyrites” and tuffs of later date than the red sandstones at the base of the 

Carboniferous system. There can be little doubt that the two latter areas were 

contemporaneously the scene of the same conditions of volcanic activity. The 

distance between them is about forty-five miles. Yet, while from these two 

centres the same kind of volcanic rocks were being copiously ejected, in the 

intermediate volcanic district of West Lothian all the lavas were of basaltic 

types, while the tuffs presented the usual characters associated with these 

pyroxenic rocks. Not a single sheet or dyke of porphyrite has been met 

with in any part of that district, with the trifling exceptions at Calton Hill 

and Arthur Seat. 

The voleanic history of the Stirlingshire district is sharply divided off into 

two periods. First comes the great pile of lava and tuff of the Campsie 

Fells. These immediately to the north of Kilsyth are seen lying conformably 
upon the upper part of the red sandstone group of the Calciferous Sandstone 
series. But except at the bottom they seem to be nearly without inter- 
stratifications of sandstones or other ordinary sedimentary strata. Their lower 
portions consist of slagey porphyrite-lava and thick beds of fine-grained stratified 
tuff, with some bands of red, green, and grey clays, and cementstone, and a 
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zone of white sandstone. The united depth of this igneous and aqueous series 

is at least 400 feet. It is succeeded above by about 600 feet of porphyrite in 

admirably well-defined beds or flows, which are separated as a rule, not by 

intercalations of tuff, but by the slagey vesicular surfaces between the successive 

sheets.* Mr B. N. Peacu, in the course of the Geological Survey of this district, 

ascertained that while the volcanic masses attam a depth of about 1000 feet at 

Kilsyth, and swell out to far more than that thickness as they are followed 

westwards, they thin away rapidly eastward until about a mile north of Stirling, 

or 13 miles from Kilsyth, they disappear altogether, and the Calciferous Sand- 

stone series closes up without any igneous intercalation. Nothing could show 

more strikingly the remarkably local character of the volcanic phenomena with 

which we are here concerned. 

The second part of the volcanic history of the Stirlingshire district is 

represented by the numerous thick sheets of dolerite and other pyroxenic 

rocks which extend from the neighbourhood of Kilsyth, round the base of the © 

Campsie Fells to beyond Stirling. These masses have been intruded among 

the Carboniferous Limestone series of strata, probably at a time before the 

consolidation and disturbance of these strata, seeing that they have been faulted 

and bent together with them.t They belong to an extensive belt of intruded 

matter which, keepmg not far from the base of the Carboniferous Limestone 

series, extends to near the east end of the long county of Fife, and forms in its 

course the prominent eminences of the Cleish, Lomond, and Ceres Hills. We 

cannot be quite sure of the dates of these masses, some of them no doubt 

belong to the voleanic phenomena of the Carboniferous period, but some may 

be post-Carboniferous and even Tertiary. 

5. West of Fife District—F¥or the sake of convenience, the volcanic rocks 

of the county of Fife (leaving out of account at present the intrusive 

sheets) may be grouped in two districts, separated from each other by the 

Dysart and Leven coal-fields, in which hardly any volcanic rocks occur. 

In the west of Fife we are presented with almost a counterpart of the 

features of West Lothian. From about the time of the Burdie House Limestone, _ 

until a considerable part of the upper or coal-bearing part of the Carboniferous 

Limestone series had been deposited, volcanic eruptions continued to take place 

tuff remain there among the surrounding strata, to mark the sites of some of 

the vents. Another and more extensive group lay about six or eight miles 

eastward in the neighbourhood of Burntisland. In this interesting little areawe 

meet with a series of tuffs and lavas occupying nearly the whole of the inter 

* B. N. Pxacu, in Explanation to Sheet 31, “Geo. Surv. Scotland,” p. 15. 

+ B. N. Praon, op. cit. p. 45. 
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between the Burdie House Limestone and the lower calcareous bands of the 

Carboniferous Limestone series. The interstratification of these volcanic 

materials with the estuarine beds, coal-seams, and marine limestone, can be 

admirably studied along the coast between Burntisland and Kinghorn. I 

hardly know any other section where the characters of true lava-streams are 

more strikingly displayed than in the two miles of shore between Pettycur and 

Seafield Tower. The hills around Burntisland likewise furnish similarly 

instructive examples of volcanic necks filled with agglomerate and basalt ; also 

of intrusive sheets, and the effects of dislocation. 

It will be observed that in the Saline and Burntisland tracts, voleanic action 

was conteniporaneous with that in West Lothian, and ceased nearly about the 

' same time, probably rather earlier. The thickest pile of volcanic rock in this 

district is that which lies between Burntisland and Kirkcaldy. It consists, 

like the bank south of Linlithgow, almost wholly of successive sheets of basaltic 

lavas, and must have a total thickness of upwards of 1500 feet. Yet, in spite of 

this considerable mass of igneous matter, its emission was confined within a 

limited area. The Burntisland lavas stretch southward, the island of Inchkeith 

being probably a part of the same group; but they did not reach the 

_ Edinburgh district, which as we have seen was wholly free from volcanic 

disturbance, except during the early period of the Arthur Seat eruptions.* 

6. East of Fife District—In some respects this is one of the most important 

volcanic areas in the basin of the Firth of Forth; for it contains an extra- 

ordinary number of volcanic vents, many of which have been admirably laid 

bare along the coast. It extends from the neighbourhood of Leven north-east- 

wards to St Andrews—a distance of 15 miles, with an average breadth of about 6 

miles. In this tract, somewhere about fifty distinct orifices of eruption filled 

with tuff and agglomerate may be observed, besides many masses of dolerite 

and basalt, some of which may likewise mark the position of active vents. 

Many of the details to be given in a succeeding part of this paper regarding 

volcanic necks have been derived from a study of those in this interesting 
district. 

Next to the number of the vents, the feature which most attracts notice in 

the east of Fife is the almost total absence of any interbedded volcanic rocks. 

The necks are hardly ever connected with any surrounding interstratified beds 

of tuff, such as are so abundant in the other districts. They rise indifferently 

through many various portions of the Carboniferous formations. In the eastern 

parishes they pierce some of the lower portions of the Calciferous Sandstone 

series ; in the west they rise through the Coal-measures, 

¥ A small outlier of tuff among the sandstones on the shore to the east of Cramond may be an 
exception to the statement in the text ; but this mass might belong to some isolated cone between the 
West Lothian and Fife districts, 
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In the attempt to ascertain the geological horizon of these volcanic rocks, 

as we are deprived of the assistance which interbedded sheets afford, we must be 

content to be able to fix certain limits of time within which the eruptions must 

have occurred. From St Andrews to Elie a chain of vents may be traced, 
having the same general characters, and piercing alike the Calciferous Sandstones 

and the older part of the Carboniferous Limestone series. That these vents must 

in many cases be long posterior to the rocks among which they rise, is indicated 

by some curious and interesting kinds of evidence. They are often replete 

with angular fragments of shale, sandstone, and limestone, of precisely the same 

mineral characters as the surrounding strata, and containing the same organic 

remains in an identical state of fossilization. It is clear that the rocks must have 

had very much their present lithological aspect before the vents were opened 

through them. Again, the vents may often be observed to rise among much 

contorted strata, as for example along the crest of a sharp anticlinal arch, or 

across a synclinal basin. The Carboniferous rocks must thus have been 

considerably plicated before the time of the volcanic eruptions. In the next 

place, the vents often occur on lines of dislocation without being affected 

thereby. They must be posterior, however, not only to these dislocations, but 

also to much subsequent denudation, inasmuch as they overspread the rocks on 

each side of a fault without displacement. Hence we conclude with confidence, - 

that the great period of volcanic activity in the East of Fife must have been 

posterior to most, if not all, of the Carboniferous period. 

In the neighbourhood of Largo, further important evidence is presented, 

confirming and extending this conclusion. The highest member of the upper 

Coal-measures, consisting of various red sandstones, with red and purple clays, 

shales, thin coals, and ironstones, is prolonged from the Fife coal-field ina 

tongue, which extends eastward beyond the village of Lower Largo. It is 

well displayed on the shore, where every bed may be followed in succession 

along the beach for a space of nearly two miles. Two volcanic necks, presenting | 

the same features as those which pierce the older portions of the Carboniferous 

system to the east, rise through these red rocks. We are thus carried not only 

beyond the time of the Carboniferous Limestone, but to the close of the very 

latest stage of the Carboniferous period in central Scotland. Connected with — 

these and other vents farther north, there isa large area of tuff which has been 

thrown out upon the faulted and greatly denuded Carboniferous rocks. It may 

be traced passing from the red upper Coal-measures across the large fa t 

which here separates that formation from the Carboniferous Limestone, and 

extending inland athwart different horizons of the latter series. Outlying 

fragmentary cakes of it may be seen resting on the upturned edges of the sand- 

stones, shales, and coal-seams, even at a distance of some miles towards the 

north-west, proving that the fragmentary materials discharged from 

‘ 
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vents spread over a considerable area. The subjoined section (fig 1), may serve 

as an illustration of the relation between this sheet of bedded tuff and the 

underlying rocks. 

Fig. 1.—Section in brooks between Bonnytown and Baldastard, Largo. 
a, Sandstone shales and coals of Carboniferous limestone series ; 6, Unconformable tuff. 

No proof could be more satisfactory that volcanic action was abundant in 

the east of Fife long after the formation of the latest member of the Scottish 

Carboniferous system. It is not impossible that some of the detached vents in 

other parts of the basin of the Firth of Forth may belong to as late a period. 

I have already suggested that this is probably the date of the later part of 

Arthur Seat. Some years ago I described a somewhat similar series of vents 

which pierce the Coal-measures of Ayrshire, and are connected with truly inter- 

bedded volcanic sheets in the overlying Permian sandstone series.* The Fife 

volcanoes may with much probability be referred to the same period. 

Were there no other evidence to fix the epoch of volcanic activity in the 

east of Fife, it would be most logical to exclude the volcanic rocks of that 

district from the list of those belonging to the Carboniferous period. But to 

the north of Largo, and still more distinctly to the north-east of Leven, sections 

occur to show the contemporaneous outpouring of volcanic rocks in the 

Carboniferous Limestone period. The Leven section, seen in a ravine a little 

to the north-east of the town, is specially important. It presents a succession 

of red and green fine sandy tuffs, interstratified with fire-clays and sandstones, 

and containing a zone of basalt in the centre. These rocks lie not far from the 

top of the Carboniferous Limestone series. They prove that at least in one part 

of the district, volcanic action manifested itself long before the latest Carboni- 

ferous or Permian outbreak. It is quite pussible, therefore, that some of these 

vents, the relations of which to the surrounding rocks are not such as to prove 

them to be of the latest date, may belong to some part of the time occupied 
by the deposition of the Carboniferous Limestone. I have not been able to 

discover any satisfactory means of discriminating them. I believe that if such 

older vents exist at all, they can form but a small minority among those which, 

on the grounds already stated, may be assigned to a much later period. But I 

have glady availed myself of this uncertainty, to include in this memoir an 

account of the east of Fife volcanic rocks, as they illustrate the phenomena of 

vents more fully than those of any other district in Scotland. 

* “ Geological Magazine,” vol. iii, p. 243. 
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Taking the history of volcanic action as a whole within the basin of the 

Firth of Forth during the Carboniferous period, we can recognise two 

distinct types in the occurrence of the rocks,—I1st, Successive streams of 
porphyrite lavas were poured out until their united mass attained a thickness 

of sometimes more than a thousand feet. Comparatively little tuff was ejected 

over these areas, except here and there, in the earlier stages of eruption. 
The lavas now form continuous sheets covering wide spaces of country, 

and rising into conspicuous ranges of hills. This is undoubtedly the pre- 

valent type of the volcanic accumulations in the Carboniferous system in 

Scotland. The Campsie Fells in the Stirlingshire district, already described, 

are only the north-eastern extremity of the extensive volcanic plateaux 

of Dumbartonshire, Renfrewshire, and Ayrshire. The Garlton Hills, in the 

East Lothian, form a small detached area of the same character, and belonging 

to the same period ; while only about 18 miles to the south-east, on the other side 

of the Lammermuir uplands, the great volcanic zone of Berwickshire begins 

with the same kind of rocks, and swells out towards the south-west into the 

ranges of Roxburgh and Dumfries. 2d, The other type is almost confined to 

the basin of the Firth of Forth. It consists in the protrusion of numerous 

detached masses of tuff, and of various augitic lavas never united into wide 

plateaux or extensive hill-ranges, but all pointing to local and sporadic action. 

The four districts in the Forth basin where this type is exhibited may, indeed, 

be viewed broadly as only one area lying between the two districts of the 

Campsie and Garlton Hills, which so characteristically exemplify the first type. 

The local and independent character of the volcanic activity of the second 

type may be connected here with another feature, which cannot fail to strike 

the most casual observer. While the great hollow of central Scotland, between 

the Old Red Sandstone hills on the north, and the Silurian and the Old Red 

Sandstone heights on the south side, continued for fully a half of the Carboni- 
ferous period to be the scene of extraordinary volcanic activity, the eruptions, 

so far as we can judge, were always confined to the valley. It might be 

contended that possibly many sheets of tuff or of lava may have been stripped 

off the bounding hills on either side. But the fact remains, that even were it 

so, these volcanic materials were erupted from orifices in the valley, and not on 

the hills. In no case have I ever met with true volcanic necks on the hills on 

either side of the great central valley.* Denudation could not have removed 

* In the valley of the Nith and its tributary the Carron Water, among the high grounds of 
Dumfrieshire, necks belonging to the Permian series of voleanoes occur, At the head of Lauderdale, 
Myr B, N. Pzacn has observed a small neck coming through the Upper Old Red conglomerate, and 
possibly connected with the volcanic action in which the Berwickshire and Roxburghshire porphyrites 
were erupted. But in these cases the orifices have been opened in deep valleys among the hills. 
[Since this was written, Mr Pracu has met with a number of volcanic necks of Lower Carboniferous 
age in valleys of the Silurian uplands of Roxburghshire, extending to a distance of at least 10 miles 
from the edge of the lava-sheets. ] 
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them ; their absence makes it certain that the numerous volcanic vents were 

confined to the low grounds. 

C. STRUCTURE OF THE VOLCANIC MASSES. 

The volcanic rocks associated with the Carboniferous formations in the 

Basin of the Firth of Forth may be conveniently grouped into four sub-divisions 

according to their mode of occurrence with reference to the surrounding strata. 

Ist, Necks, that is, masses of volcanic material occupying the space of former 

yents or orifices out of which the volcanic eruptions proceeded. 2d, Intrusive 

Sheets, Dykes, and Veins. These are portions of lava which never succeeded in 

forcing their way to the surface, but after penetrating some way upward, were 

arrested in their progress, and consolidated among the rocks. 3d, Interbedded 

or Contemporaneous Lavas, that is, masses of molten rock which were emitted 

at the surface, flowed out there in streams, and consolidated into sheets that lie 

conformably among the strata with which they are geologically contempor- 

aneous. 4th, 7ugs, which occur in large stratified masses, or in small beds, 

either interstratified with ordinary sedimentary deposits, or accompanying sheets 

of lava. 

1. Volcanic Necks. 

General Characters.—A volcanic neck is a pipe or funnel which has been 

blown out of the earth’s crust, and has been filled up with the solid materials 

ejected by the first or subsequent explosions. Viewed geologically, it may be 

regarded as a column of extraneous material usually in the main of volcanic 

origin, which descends from the surface to an unknown depth beneath. 

Unless disturbed by posterior subterranean movements, this column may 

be considered to be vertical, though any tilt subsequently affecting the rocks 

of the locality may have given it an inclination to one side. In the basin of 

the Firth of Forth there has been comparatively little displacement of this 

kind. 

In their external aspect the necks form conspicuous features among the 

volcanic districts in which they occur. In the great majority of cases they rise 

as isolated cones or dome-shaped hills, circular or elliptical in outline, and for 
the most part with smooth grassy slopes. Where a dyke or boss of a hard 
rock, such as basalt, occurs in them, it usually stands out as a crag or knoll. 
Where the whole neck consists of an enduring rock of that kind, it forms 
a bolder, more abrupt eminence. Largo Law (fig. 2) may be taken as a 
singularly perfect example of the cone-shaped neck. Traprain Law and North 
Berwick Law illustrate the contour assumed when the rock is of a more 
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enduring kind. One notable exception to the rule that necks form eminences 

at the surface, is furnished by the remarkable vent which occupies a wide 

Fig. 2.—View of Largo Law from the east (the crag on the left, at the base of the cone, is a 
portion of a basalt-stream). 

basin-shaped depression among the Campsie Fells. Yet, beyond its margin 

there occur some conspicuous examples of the usual prominent type, such as 

the Meikle Binn and Dungoil. Though not by any means the largest or most 

perfect of the vents in the basin of the Firth of Forth, the Binn of Burntisland 

presents in detail some of the most strikingly volcanic aspects of scenery 

anywhere to be seen in that region (fig. 14). Consisting of a duil green granular 

volcanic tuff, it rises abruptly out of the Lower Carboniferous formations to a 

height of 631 feet above the sea. Its southern slope has been so extensively 

denuded, that it presents steep craggy slopes and rugged precipices, which 

descend from the very summit of the cone to the plain below—a vertical 

distance of nearly 500 feet. Here and there the action of atmospheric waste 

has hollowed out huge crater-like chasms in the crumbling tuff. Standing in 

one of these it is not difficult to realise what must have been the aspect of the 

interior of these ancient Carboniferous volcanic cones, for the scene at once 

reminds one of the crater-walls of a modern or not long extinct volcano. The 

dull green tuff rises around in verdureless crumbling sheets of naked rock, 

roughened by the innumerable blocks of lava, which form so conspicuous an 

élement in the composition of the mass, Ribs or veins of columnar basalt may 

be seen shooting up the declivities, and standing out prominently as black 

shattered walls. The frosts and rains of successive centuries have restored to 

the tuff its original loose gravelly character. It disintegrates rapidly, and rolls 

down the slopes in long grey lines of volcanic sand, precisely as it no doubt 

did at the time of its ejection, when it fell on the outer and inner declivities of 

the original cone. 

The shape of the vents is on the whole circular or oval; but is subject to 

considerable irregularity. The admirable coast-sections in the east of Fife, 

between Largo and St Monans, as well as those of the shores of Haddington- 
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shire, expose many ground-plans of the vents, and permit these irregularities 

to be closely examined. The accompanying figure (fig. 3), exhibits some charac- 

Fig, 3.—Ground plan of volcanic vents. 

teristic forms of vents. Some of the eccentricities of outline no doubt arose 

from the irregular way in % 

which the rocks through 

which an orifice was drilled 

yielded: to the forces of 

explosion. This is often 

well shown by the veins 

and nests of tuff or ag- 

glomerate which have been 

forced into the rents or 

sinuosities of the orifices. 

In other cases, however, 

it is probable that what e 

appears now as. one SO 

voleanic neck, was the i 

S 

Fig 4.—Plan of volcanic necks at Kellie Law, east of Fife. 1, Kellie Law 
result of a shifting of the (tuff) ; 2, Carnbee Law (tuff); 3, 4, 5, small tuff necks; BB, basalt 

actual funnel of discharge, dykes and sheets; cc, coal-seams; 7, limestone; /, fault. The arrows 
mark the dip of the strata through which the necks have been drilled. 

so that the neck really represents several closely adjacent vents. The 
necks at Kellie Law (fig. 4) show this arrangement very 
clearly. The Law itself (1) probably consists of two 
contiguous vents, while a third (2) forms a smaller cone 
immediately to the east. This slight lateral displace- 
ment of the vent has been noticed at many Tertiary 
and recent volcanic orifices. In the island or peninsula 
of Volcanello, for example, I observed three craters 
indicative of successive shiftings of the vent, the most 
perfect crater marking the latest and diminishing phase 

Fig. 5.—Plan of the craters in 
Voleanello, Lipari Islands. 

of the volcanic activity. The cones at Kellie Law may point to a similar 
series of events: 
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The size of necks varies from only a few yards up to more than a mile 

in diameter. In the east of Fife, so remarkable for the number and perfect 

preservation of these features of volcanic action, one of the smallest and most 

completely exposed necks occurs on the shore at Newark Castle, near St 

Monans. It measures only 60 yards in length by about 37 yards in breadth. 

A ground-plan of it is given in fig. 11, p. 468. Some remarkably small 

necks may also be seen on the Haddingtonshire coast, particularly in the 

neighbourhood of Dunbar. One of the largest in central Scotland is that 

already referred to as occurring among the Campsie Hills between Fintry 

and Lennoxtown. It is upwards of a mile broad, and is surrounded by other 

minor necks, several of which form prominent hills. 

Materials filling Necks.—These consist of (1) non-volcanic, and (2) volcanic 

rocks. 

1. In some minor necks the vent las been entirely or in great part filled 

with angular debris of the ordinary rocks of the neighbourhood. In the 

western neck on the Largo shore, for example, which rises through the red 

rocks of the upper Coal-measures, the material consists largely of fragments of red 

sandstone, clay, and shale. Some small necks, exposed in the ironstone workings 

near Carluke, were found to be filled with debris of black shale and ironstone. 

At Burntisland fragments of the well-marked cyprid limestone and _ shale 

abound. Between Elie and St Monans the tuffs are sometimes almost wholly 

composed of debris of black shale and encrinal limestone. At Niddry, in Lin- 

‘lithgowshire, large blocks, several yards in length, and consisting of different 

layers of shale and cement-stone, may be seen imbedded at all angles in the tuff. 

Where in these minor vents we encounter only the debris of non-volcanic 

rocks, we may infer that the volcanic action was limited to the explosion of 

steam whereby the rocks were dislocated, and an orifice communicating with 

the surface was drilled through them. No true volcanic rock in these cases 

appeared, but the pipes were filled up to perhaps not far from the surface by 

the falling back of the shattered debris. A little greater intensity or farther 

prolongation of the volcanic action would bring the column of lava up the 

funnel, and allow its upper part to be blown out as dust and lapilli ; while still 

more vigorous activity would be marked by the rise of the lava into rents of 

the cone or its actual outflow at the surface. Every gradation in this scale of 

progress may be detected among the Carboniferous volcanoes of this region. 

But though large cones might be built up by the long-continued emission 

of volcanic products, the first stage in these, as in the minor vents, must always 

have consisted in the perforation of the solid crust by explosion, and the 

consequent production of debris from the disrupted rocks. We may therefore 

expect that underneath the pile of thoroughly volcanic ejections traces of the 

first explosion must exist. I have been much struck with the fact that in the 
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east of Fife such traces may frequently be found here and there on the outside 

of the vents. At Largo, and again between Elie and St Monans, I have 

observed that in the ground-plan exposed upon the shore the mass of material 

adhering to the wall of a neck often consists largely or even wholly of debris of 

sandstone, shale, and limestone, while the central and chief mass is made up 

of green tuff or agglomerate, with occasional pieces of the surrounding stratified 

rocks scattered through it. It seems probable, therefore, that the sections of 

these Fife necks, now exposed by the present beach, do not lie far below the 

original crater-bottoms. 

Some light might be expected to be thrown upon the phenomena in an 

active volcanic chimney by the condition of the fragments of recognisable 

sedimentary rocks imbedded in the ejected debris which has filled up the 

orifice. But the assistance from this source is neither so full nor so reliable as 

could be wished. In a great many cases indeed the fragments of shale, sand- 

stone, and other sedimentary strata are so unchanged that they cannot on a 

fresh fracture be distinguished from the parent beds at a short distance from 

the vent. The spirifers, lingule, crinoids, cyprid-cases, ganoid scales, and 

other fossils, are often as fresh and perfect in the fragments of rock imbedded 

in tuff as they are in the rock 7m stu. In some cases, however, distinct, and 

occasionally even extreme, metamorphism may be detected, varying in intensity 

from mere induration to the production of a crystalline texture. The amount 

of alteration has depended not merely upon the heat of the volcanic vent, but 

also in great measure upon the susceptibility of the fragments to undergo 

change. 

My friend Dr HEppDLE endeavoured to estimate the temperature to which frag- 

ments of shale, &c., in tuff-necks of the Fife coast had been subjected. He found 

that the bituminous shales had lost all their illuminants, and of organic matter 

had retained only some black carbonaceous particles ; that the encrinal lime- 

stones had become granular and crystalline ; that the sandstones presented 

themselves as quartzite, and that black carbonaceous clays showed every stage 

of a passage into Lydian-stone. He inferred from the slight depth to which 

the alteration had penetrated the larger calcareous fragments, that the heat to 

which they had been exposed must have been but of short continuance. As 

the result of his experiments, he concluded that the temperature at which the 

fragments were finally ejected from the volcanic vents probably lay between 

660° and 900° Fahr.* 
It may be perhaps legitimate to infer that while the fragments which fell 

back into the volcanic funnel, or which were detached from the sides of the 

vent, after having been exposed for some time to intense heat under con- 

siderable pressure, would suffer more or less metamorphism, those on the other 

* “Trans. Roy. Soc. Edin.” xxviii. p. 487. 
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hand, which were discharged by the eriform explosions from the cool upper 

crust, on the first outburst of a vent, would not exhibit any trace of such a 

change. Where, therefore, we meet with a neck full of fragments of unaltered 

stratified rocks, we may suppose it to have been that of a short-lived volcano ; 

where, on the other hand, the fragments are few and much altered, we may 
infer that they mark the site of a vent which continued longer active. 

2. The volcanic rocks of the necks consist occasionally of (a) some form of 

lava, but more usually of (4) fragmentary materials, with or without veins and 

pipes of lava. 

(z) In various parts of the Basin of the Firth of Forth occur circular or 

oval bosses of basalt, dolerite, or porphyrite, which exactly resemble in contour 

the typical necks of tuff, and occur among interstratified rocks in such a manner 

as to suggest that they mark the sites of volcanic vents. Traprain Law and 

North Berwick Law are conspicuous examples. Each of these eminences rises 

in the midst of tuffs and lavas, and may not improbably be a portion of the lava 

column which rose in a volcanic pipe. A smaller but very perfect example 

Fig. 6.—Section of Porphyrite neck, in sandstones, Shore of Haddingtonshire. 

oF 

(fig. 6) occurs on the shore to the east of North Berwick Law.* The Castle — 

rock of Edinburgh may be another. In these cases we probably see a deeper 

part of the pipe than that in which fragmentary materials accumulated. 

(>) In the great majority of cases the necks are filled with fragmentary 

volcanic detritus. Sometimes this material consists of a coarse utterly 

unstratified mass or agglomerate of different lava blocks, angular and sub- 

angular, varying in size up to a diameter of a yard or more. The later 

agglomerate of Arthur Seat may be taken as an illustration of the coarsest 

variety. In other cases it is a breccia of small angular and subangular lava 

fragments. Most frequently it is a more or less compact or gravelly tuff, com- 

posed of a fine comminuted paste of volcanic dust and sand, full of rounded and 

subangular blocks and bombs of basalt, porphyrite, or other form of lava. In 

the east of Fife some of the necks contain a remarkable compact volcani¢ 

sandstone, composed of the usual detritus, but weathering into spheroidal crusts 

so as externally to be readily mistaken for some form of basalt rock. There 

can be little doubt that this variety of rock was originally a volcanic mud. 

The lithological details of the tuffs, however, will be given ina later part of this 
memoir. q 

* See “ Geology of East Lothian,” Geological Survey Memoir, p. 40. 
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It is to be observed that the tuff in the necks of each district partakes of 

the nature of the lava emitted in that district. In the East Lothian and 

Stirlingshire areas, for example, where the lavas were the so-called porphyrites, 

the tuff consists of the debris of these rocks. Elsewhere among basaltic lavas, 

the tuffs have a characteristic dirty green colour, and in this as well as in other 

respects show that they have been derived from these rocks. The ejected 

fragments contained in the tuffs bear the same relation to the surrounding 

lavas. In those cases where, as in so many of the vents of the east of Fife, no 

lava flowed out at the surface, we can yet tell from the character of the 

abundant ejected fragments what was the nature of the molten rock which 
ascended the volcanic chimney, and produced by its ebullition the abundant 

showers of tuff. 

The lava blocks in the tuffs and agglomerates are usually rounded or sub- 

angular. Pear-shaped blocks or flattened discs or hollow spherical balls are 

hardly ever to be observed, though I have noticed a few examples in the 

tuffs of Dunbar and Elie. A frequent character of the blocks is that of © 

roughly rounded, highly amygdaloidal pieces of lava, the cellular structure 

being specially developed in the interior, and the cells on the outside being 

often much drawn out round the circumference of the mass. Blocks of this 

kind, two or three feet in diameter, may be seen at some of the Elie vents. 

They were probably torn from the cavernous, partially consolidated, or at least 

rather viscous, top of a lava column. Most of the stones, however, suggest 

that they were produced by the explosion of already crusted lava, and were 

somewhat rounded by attrition in their ascent and descent. The vents filled 
with such materials must have been the scene of prolonged and intermittent 

activity ; successive paroxysms resulting in the clearing out of the hardened 
lava column in the throat of the volcano, and in the rise of fresh lava, with 

abundant ejection of dust and lapilli. Corroborative evidence that the 
intervals of explosion were separated by long periods of quiescence is fur- 

_hished by the fragments of wood to be afterwards referred to, and likewise by 

the numerous pieces of stratified tuff frequently to be noticed imbedded with 

the other debris in a neck. These angular blocks of older tuff resemble in 

‘general petrographical character parts of the tuff among which they are 

imbedded. There can be little doubt that they are portions of the volcanic 

debris which solidified inside the crater, and which was blown out in fragments 

by subsequent explosions. In a modern volcano a considerable amount of 

Stratified tuff may be formed inside the crater. The ashes and stones thrown 
out during a period of activity fall not only on the outer slopes of the cone, 
but on the steep inner declivities of the crater, where they arrange themselves 
in beds which dip at high angles towards the crater bottom. This feature is 
well seen in some of the extinct cones in the Neapolitan district. At Astroni, 
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for example, great sheets of well-bedded trachytic tuff lie on the inner slopes of 

the crater. (See fig. 9.) 

One of the most curious and puzzling features in the contents of the tuff 

necks is the occurrence there of crystals and fragments of minerals, often of - 

considerable size, which do not bear evidence of having been formed in situ, 

but rather of having been ejected with the other detritus. Dr HEpp.e has 

noticed this fact, and has described some of the minerals which occur in this 

way. The following list comprises the species which he and I have noticed 

chiefly in the vents of the East of Fife :— 

Hornblende, in rounded fragments of a glassy black cleavable variety. 

Augite, sometimes in small crystals, elsewhere in rounded fragments of an augitic 
glass. 

Orthoclase (Sanidine), abundant in worn twin crystals in the tuffs of the East of Fife. 

Biotite, 

Pyrope, in the tuffs (and more rarely in the basalts) of Elie. 

Nigrine, common in some of the dykes, more rarely in the tuffs of Elie. 

Saponite, Delessite, and other decomposition products. 

Semi-opal, one specimen found in later tuff of Arthur Seat. 

Asphalt, abundant at Kincraig, near Elie. 

Fragments of wood, with structure well preserved, may be included here. 

In his paper on the Felspars, Dr HEDDLE has described from the neck of 

tuff at Kinkell, near St Andrews, large twin crystals of a glassy orthoclase, — 

which are invariably much worn, and preserve only rudely the form of crystals. 

He justly remarks that they have no connection with drusy cavity, exfiltration 

vein, or with any other mineral, and look as if a portion of their substance had 
been dissolved away. Internally, however, they are quite fresh and brilliant in 

lustre, though sometimes much fissured.* 
The tuffs at Elie are full of similar crystals. I obtained from one of the 

necks east of that village, a specimen which measures 4 inches in length, 35 

in breadth, and 23 in thickness, and weighs about 2 lbs. It is, however, a well- 

striated felspar. From the same tuff I procured an orthoclase twin in the 

Carlsbad form. All the felspar pieces, though fresh and brilliant internally, 

have the same rounded and abraded external appearance. 

The fragments of hornblende form a characteristic feature in several of the 

Elie dykes (to be afterwards described), and in the neighbourhood of these 

intrusive rocks occur more sparingly in the tuff. It is a glossy-black cleavable 

mineral, in rounded pieces of all sizes, up to that of a small egg. Dr HEDDLE 

obtained a cleavage angle of 124° 19’, and found on analysis that the mineral 

was hornblende.t 

Augite occurs sparingly in two forms among the necks. Some years ago, I 

* Trans. Roy. Soc. Edin. vol. xxvii. p, 223. { Op. cit. xxviii. 522, 
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obtained small crystals from the red upper tuff of Arthur Seat, recalling in 

their general appearance those of Somma. Lumps of an augitic glass have been 

found by Dr HEDDLE, sometimes as large as a pigeon’s egg, in two of the dykes 

at Elie, and in the tuff at the Kinkell neck, near St Andrews. He observed the 

same substance at the Giant’s Causeway, both in the basalt, and scattered through 

one of the interstratified beds of red bole. I recently found much larger rounded 

masses of a similar augitic glass, but with a distinct trace of cleavage, in a 

volcanic vent of Upper Old Red Sandstone age, at John o’ Groat’s House.* 

Biotite is not a rare mineral in some of the tuffs. It may be obtained in 

the stratified tuffs of Dunbar, in plates nearly an inch broad; but the largest 

specimen I have obtained is one from the same Elie vent which yielded the 

large felspar fragment. It measures 2}x 2x4 inches. These mica tables, like 

the other minerals, are abraded specimens. 

That these various minerals were ejected as fragments, and have not been 

formed in situ, is the conclusion forced upon the observer who examines care- 

fully their mode of occurrence. Some of them were carried up to the surface 

by liquid volcanic mud, and appear in dykes like plums ina cake. But even 

there they present the same evidence of attrition. They assuredly have not 

been formed in the dykes any more than in the surrounding tuff. In both 

cases they are extraneous objects which have been accidently involved in the 

volcanic rocks. Dr HrppLE remarks that the occurrence of the worn pieces 

of orthoclase in the tuff is an enigma to him. I have been as unable to frame 

any satisfactory explanation of it. 

Arrangement of Materials in Necks of Tuff and Agglomerate.—It might 

have been thought that in the throat of a volcano, if in any circumstances, loose 

materials should have taken an utterly indefinite amorphous aggregation. And 

this is usually the case where these materials are coarse and the vent small. 

Oblong blocks are found stuck on end, while small and large are all mixed 

confusedly together. But in the numerous cases where the tuff is more gravelly 

in texture traces of stratification may usually be observed. Layers of coarse 

and fine material succeed each other, as they are seen to do among the ordinary 

interstratified tuffs. The stratification is usually at high angles of inclination, 

often vertical. So distinctly do the lines of deposit appear amid the confused 

and jumbled masses, that an observer may be tempted to explain the problem 

by supposing the tuff to belong, not to a neck, but to an interbedded deposit 

which has somehow been broken up by dislocations. That the stratification, 

however, belongs to the original volcanic vents themselves, is made exceedingly 

clear by some of the coast-sections in the East of Fife. On both sides of Elie 

examples occur in which a distinct circular disposition of the bedding can be 

traced corresponding to the general form of the neck. The accompanying 

* Op. cit. xxviii. p, 481, e¢ seq. 
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eround plan represents this structure as seen in the neck which forms the 

headland at the harbour. Alternations of coarse and fine tuff with bands of 

coarse agglomerate, dipping at angles of 60° and 
upwards, may be traced round about half of the 

circle. The incomplete part may have been 

destroyed by the formation of another contiguous 

neck immediately to the east. To the west of 

Earlsferry another large, but also imperfect, circle 

may be traced in one of the shore necks. A 

Fig, 7.—Ground-plan of Voleanic Neck, Quarter of a mile further west rises the great 
Bhe Harbour, showing circular deposition cliff-line of Kincraig, where a large neck has been ] 
_'T, Tuff of the neck, the arrows showing Cut open into a range of precipices 200 feet high, 

its Inward ip, BB, Dkes, 8. Smad" as well as by a tide-washed platform more than 
has beenyopaned. half a mile long. The inward dip and high angles’ 
of the tuff are admirably laid bare along that portion of the coast line. The 

section in which almost every bed can be seen, and where, therefore, there is 

no need for hypothetical restoration, is as shown in fig. 8. 

s 
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Fig. 8.—Section across the great vent of Kincraig, Elie, on a true scale, vertical and horizontal, 
of six inches to a mile. 

1, Sandstones, shale, &c., of Lower Carboniferous age, plunging down toward the neck T ; B, columnar basalt. 

I have already referred to the frequently abundant pieces of stratified tuff, 

found as ejected blocks in vents filled with tuff, and to the derivation of these 

blocks from tuff originally deposited within the crater. There can, I think, be 

little hesitation in regarding the stratification of these Fife vents as exhibitions of 

this same operation. The general dip inwards from the outer rim of the vent 
strikingly recalls that of some modern volcanoes. By way of illustration, I give 

here a section of part of the outer rim of the crater of the Island of Volcano, 

sketched by myself in ascending the 
mountain from the north side (fig. 9). 
The crater wall at this point consists 
of two distinct parts,—an older tuff 
(a), which may have been in great 

measure cleared out of the crater 

before the ejection of this newer 
tuff (>). The latter lies on the 

outer slope of the cone at the usual angle of 30°. It folds over the crest 

Fig. 9.—Section of part of crater rim, Island of Volcano. 
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of the rim, and dips down to the flat tuff-covered crater bottom, at an angle 

of 37°. These are its natural angles of repose. 

Applying modern analogies of this kind, I have been led to conclude that 

the stratification so conspicuous in the tuff of the Carboniferous vents through- 

out central Scotland belongs to the interior of the crater and the upper part of 

the volcanic funnel. These stratified tuffs, on this view of their origin, must be 

regarded as remains of the beds of dust and stones which gathered within the 

crater and volcanic orifice, and which, on the cessation of volcanic action, some- 

times remained in their original position, or were dislocated, and slipped down 

into the cavity beneath. That the tuffs consolidated on slopes, perhaps quite 

as steep as those of Volcano, is now and then indicated by an interesting 

structure. The larger stones imbedded in the layers of tuff may be observed 

to have on their fronts in one direction a small heap of coarse gravelly debris, 

while fine tuff is heaped up against their opposite side. This arrangement 

doubtless points to deposit on a slope of loose debris, from which the larger 

blocks protruded so as to arrest the smaller stones, and allow the fine dust to 

gather behind. 

The frequent evidence of great disturbance in the bedding of the tuff within 

the vents may be connected with some kind of collapse, subsidence, or shrinkage 

of the materials in the funnel below. That a movement of this nature did take 

place is shown by the remarkable bending down of the strata round the 

margins of the vents, as will be described in the sequel. 

Dykes, Pipes, and Cakes of Lava in Necks of Tuff and Agglomerate.—The minor 

vents for the most part contain only fragmentary materials ; but those of larger 

size usually present masses of lava in some characteristic forms. In not a few 

cases the lava has risen in the central pipe and hardened there into a column of 

solid rock. Subsequent denudation, by removing most of the cone, has left the 

top of this broad column projecting as a round knoll upon the hill top. 

Arthur Seat presents a good example of this structure. Where the denuda- 
‘tion has not proceeded so far, we may still meet with a remnant of the cake of 

lava which sometimes overflowed the bottom of acrater. The summit of Largo 

Law affords indications of this arrangement. That cone of tuff is capped with 

basalt, evidently the product of successive streams, which welling out irregularly 

covered the crater bottom with hummocks and hollows. The knolls are beauti- 

fully columnar, and sometimes show a divergent arrangement of the prisms. 

But the most frequent form assumed by the lava in the necks is that of veins 

or dykes running as wall-like bands through the tuff or agglomerate. Many 

admirable examples might be cited; the most striking and accessible being 

those of the Fife coast. The shores between Largo and St Monans abound 

with them. These intruded masses vary in breadth from mere threadlike 
veins up to dykes several yards in breadth, which sometimes expand into large 
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irregular lumps. They generally consist of some form of basalt (including all 

the fine varieties of dolerite) ; now and then, as at Ruddon Point, near Elie, they 

are amygdaloidal; and it may be observed among them, as among dykes in 

general, that where the amygdaloidal texture is developed, it is apt to occur 

most markedly in the central part of the vein, the amygdules running there in 

one or more lines parallel with the general trend of the mass. 

That the basalt of these veins and dykes was sometimes injected in an 
extremely liquid condition is shown by its frequently exceedingly close 
homogeneous texture. Within the neck on the shore to the west of Largo, — 

the basalt assumes in places an almost flinty texture, which here and there 

passes into a thin external varnish of tachylite. A farther indication of the 

liquidity of the original rock seems to be furnished by the great number of 
included extraneous fragments here and there to be observed in the basalt. 

But besides basalt other materials may more rarely be detected assuming ~ 

the form of dykes or veins within the necks. Thus, at the Largo neck just 
referred to, strings of an exceedingly horny quartz-felsite accompany the 

basalt,—a remarkable conjunction of acid and basic rock within the same 

volcanic chimney. To the east of Elie some dykes which stand out promi- 

nently on the beach consist of an extremely compact volcanic mudstone stuck 

full of worn twin crystals of orthoclase and pieces of hornblende and biotite. 

So like is this rock to one of the decomposing basalts, that its true fragmental 

nature may easily escape notice, and it might be classed confidently as a some- 

what decayed basalt. A considerable amount of a similar fine compact mud- 

stone is to be seen round the edges of some of the Elie vents. 

A columnar arrangement may often be observed among the basalt dykes. 

When the vein or dyke is vertical the columns of course seem piled in 

horizontal layers one above the other. The exposed side of the dyke then 
reveals a wall of rock, seemingly built up of hexagonal or polygonal, neatly 

fitting blocks of masonry, as may be seen on the Binn of Burntisland. An 

inclination of the dyke from the vertical throws up the columns to a pro- 

portional departure from the horizontal. Sometimes a beautiful fan-shaped 

erouping of the prisms has taken place. Of this structure the Rock and 

Spindle, near St Andrews, presents a familiar example. . Much more 

striking, however, though much less known, is the magnificent basalt mass of 

Kincraig, to the west of Elie, where the columns sweep from summit to base 

of the cliff, a height of fully 150 feet, like the Orgues d’Expailly, near Le Puy 
in Auvergne (fig. 10). ™ 

The veins or dykes seldom run far, and usually present a more or less a 

tortuous course. No better example of these characters can be cited than that 

of the veins on the south front of the Binn of Burntisland (fig. 14). These — 

vary in breadth from 5 or 6 feet to scarcely so many'inches. They bifurcate, anc ; 
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_ rapidly disappear in the tuff, one of them ascending tortuously to near the top 

of the cliff. They at once recall the appearance of the well-known dykes in 

the great crater wall of Somma, 

e 

Fig. 10.—Columnar basalt in vent at Kincraig, Fife. 

That many of these dykes served as lines of escape for the basalt to the 
outer slopes of the cone is highly probable, though denudation has usually 

oyed the proofs of such an outflow. In some of the Fife necks a distinct 
tion of the dykes from the centre of the neck is still traceable. This 

acture is most marked on the south cone of Largo Law, where a number of 

d ribs of basalt project from the slopes of the hill. Their general trend is 
h that if prolonged they would meet somewhere in the centre of the cone. 

the south-east side of the hill a minor eminence, termed the Craig Rock, 

nds out prominently. It is oblong in shape, and like the dykes, points 
towards the centre of the cone. It consists of a compact columnar basalt, the 

| columns converging from the sides towards the top of the ridge. It looks like 
| the fragment of a lava-current which flowed down a gully on the outer slope of 

the cone. (B/ in fig. 13.) 
; The veins of basalt are not confined to the necks, but may be seen running 

| across the surrounding rocks. The shore at St Monans furnishes some 
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instructive examples of this character. As the veins thin away from the main 

mass of basalt, they become more close-grained and lighter in colour ; and ; 

when they enter dark shales or other carbonaceous rocks, they pass into that 

peculiar white earthy clay-like variety known as “ white-rock ” or “ white-trap.” 

Junction of the Necks with the surrounding Rocks.—In a modern volcano no 

opportunity is afforded of examining the effects which have been produced upon 

the rocks through which the volcanic vent has been opened, except now and 

then among the detached fragments ejected. But in the Basin of the Firth of 

Forth a numerous series of coast sections lays bare this relation in the most 

satisfactory manner. The superincumbent cones have been swept away, and 

we can exainine, as it were, the very roots of the old volcanoes. The margin 

of a neck or volcanic vent is thus found to be almost always sharply defined. 

The rocks through which the vent has been drilled have often been ‘cut across, 

as if a huge auger had been sunk through them. This is well displayed in the 

beautifully perfect neck already cited at Newark Castle, near St Monans 
(fig. 11). The strata through which this neck 

rises consist of shales, sandstones, thin coal, 

and encrinal limestones, dipping in a westerly 

direction at angles ranging from 25° to 60°. 
At the south end of the neck they are as 
sharply truncated as if by a fault. Elsewhere 

they are much jumbled, slender vein-like por 

tions of the tuff being insmuated among the 
projecting portions. A large vertical bed of 

sandstone, 24 yards long by 7 yards broad, 

stands up as a sinuous reef on the east side of 

the vent/(s, fig.11). It is a portion of some of the 

surrounding strata, but is entirely surrounde i 

gtig, Ul Piano! volcan nee ae with agglomerate, so far as can be seen at the 
agglomerate on beach near St Monans. ‘4 

me Hioticcdt-Arath tidiistiig’eimouee off sane surface. Here and there the shales have been 

stone (s), and piercing sandstones and shales excessively crumpled, and at the north end 
with beds of limestone (/,/,), and a thin seam ‘ v ae 

of coal (c); B, basalt “white trap” dyke. have been invaded by a vein of basalt which, | 

Tho seatowe eHonigie iaiot ieee where it runs through them, assumes the — 

usual clay-like character. As shown in the drawing (fig. 11), the strata have 

been blown out, and their place has been occupied by a corresponding mass — 

of volcanic agglomerate. They have undergone comparatively little alteration. — 

In some places they have been hardened, but their usual texture and structut 

remain unaffected. . 

In other instances the boundary-line between the neck and the surroundin 

rocks is less sharply marked. Not infrequently the latter, as laid bare on beach- — 

sections, protrude in tongues and irregular projections into the neck, while the — 
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tuff or agglomerate runs in veins and dykes, or fills up indentations in the 

boundary walls. This structure is illustrated by fig. 12, which represents a 

Fig. 12.—Ground-plan of Tuff-neck, shore east of Dunbar. 

(The surrounding rocks are sandstones, which are much hardened round the vent 
in the zone marked by the short diverged lines. See ‘Geology of East Lothian,” 
Mem. Geol. Survey.) 

ground-plan of a neck in the East Lothian district. In some cases, as already 

stated, particularly in the east of Fife, injections of a kind of volcanic mudstone 

have filled up rents in the surrounding rocks, so as to look like true lava dykes 

or veins. 

In the great majority of the shore-sections, a remarkable change of dip is 

observable among the strata round the edge of each vent. No matter what 

may be the normal dip of the locality, the beds are bent sharply down towards 

the wall of the neck, and are frequently placed on end. The structure 

(shown in figs. 6 and 8) is precisely the reverse of what might have been 

anticipated, and can hardly be due to the upward volcanic explosions. It is 

usually associated with considerable metamorphism in the disturbed strata. 

Shales are converted into porcellanite or various jaspery rocks, according to 

their composition. Sandstones pass into a distinct quartz-rock, with its 

characteristic lustrous fracture. It is common to find the vents surrounded by 

a ring of this altered sandstone, which from its hardness and vertical or highly 

inclined bedding, stands up prominently on the beach (as in fig. 12), and serves 

to mark the position of the necks from a distance. 

I have not been able to find an altogether satisfactory explanation of the 
inward dip of the strata round the vents. Taking it in connection with the 

metamorphism, I am inclined to believe that it took place after the long- 

continued volcanic action which had hardened the rocks round the volcanic 

pipe had ceased, and as the result of some kind of subsidence within the vent. 
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The outpouring of so much tuff and lava as escaped from many of the volcanoes 

would doubtless often give rise to cavities underneath them, and on the decay 

of volcanic energy there might be a tendency in the solid or cavernous column 
filling up the funnel, to settle down by mere gravitation. So firmly, however, 

did much of it cohere to the sides of the pipe, that if it sank at all, it could 

hardly fail to drag down a portion of these sides. So general is this evidence 

of downward movement in all the volcanic districts of Scotland where the 

necks have been adequately exposed, that the structure may be suspected to be 

normal to all old volcanic vents. It has been observed among the shore- 

sections of the volcanoes, of the Auckland district, New Zealand. Mr C. 

HEAPHY, in an interesting paper upon that district, gives a drawing of a crater 

and lava-stream abutting on the edge of a cliff where the strata bend down 

towards the point of eruption, as in the numerous cases in Scotland.* 

Evidence suppled by the Tuff-necks regarding Suberial Volcanic Action.— 

From the stratigraphical data furnished by the Basin of the Firth of Forth, itis 

certain that this region, during a great part of the Carboniferous period, existed 

as a wide shallow lagoon, sometimes overspread with sea-water deep enough to 

allow of the growth of corals, crinoids, and brachiopods ; at other times shoaled 

to such an extent with sand and mud as to be covered with wide jungles of a 
lepidodendroid and calamitoid vegetation. As volcanic action went on inter- 

ruptedly during a vast section of that period, the vents must sometimes have 

been submarine, but may at other intervals have been subeerial. Indeed, we 

may suppose that the same vent might begin as a subaqueous orifice and 

continue to eject volcanic materials, until as these rose above the level of the 

water, the vent became subeerial. I have not been able to determine which — | 

were submarine vents ; but some interesting evidence may be collected to show 

that many actually rose up as insular cones of tuff above the surrounding — 

lagoon. 

The structure of the tuff in many necks suggests subzerial rather than sub- 

aqueous stratification. The way in which the stones, large and small, are 

_ grouped together in lenticular seams may be paralleled in the slopes of 

many a modern volcano. Another indication of this mode of origin is supplied 

by the traces of wood to be met with in the larger tuff-necks. The vents of — 

Fife and Linlithgowshire contain these traces sometimes in great abundance. 

The specimens are always angular fragments, the largest I have observed being 

a portion of a stem about 2 feet long and 6 inches broad, in the neck below St 

Monans church. They are frequently encrusted with calcite. In a neck to the 

west of Largo Law I found many pieces with the glossy fracture and clear 
ligneous structure shown by sticks of well-made wood charcoal. In another 

neck at St Magdalens, near Linlithgow, the wood fragments occur as numerous 

* Quarterly Journ. Geol. Soc, 1860, p. 245. 
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black chips. So far as can be ascertained from the slices already prepared for 

the microscope, the wood is always coniferous. These woody fragments have not 

been found in the interstratified tuffs nor in the associated strata. They are speci- 

ally characteristic of the necks. The trees from which they are derived grew, 

I believe, on the volcanic cones, which as dry insular spots would support a 

different vegetation from the club-mosses and reeds of the surrounding swamps. 

As the fragments occur in the tuffs which, on the grounds already stated, may 
be held to have been deposited within the crater, they seem to point to 

intervals of volcanic quiescence when the dormant or extinct craters were filled 

with a terrestrial flora, as Vesuvius was between the years 1500 and 1631, when 

no eruptions took place. Some of the cones, such as Largo Law, the Saline 

Hill, and the Binn of Burntisland, no. doubt rose several hundred feet above the 

water. Clothed with dark pine woods, they must have formed a notable feature 

in the otherwise monotonous scenery of central Scotland during the Carboni- 

ferous period. 

Relation of the visible Necks to the position of the original Volcanic Cones and 

the surrounding Sheets of Lava and Tuf—F¥rom the facts above detailed, it is 

evident that in most cases the necks represent, as it were, the mere denuded 

stumps of the volcanoes. In some cases, indeed, denudation has not advanced 

so far as to lay bare the cones, which still consequently lie buried under 

subsequent accumulations. There must be many concealed cones of this kind 

in the region. In a few examples the progress of denudation has reached such 

a point that the cone can be partially made out amidst its surrounding masses 

of tuff. One of the most interesting of these is Largo Law, of which an outline 

has been given in fig. 2. The accompanying section (fig. 13) represents what 
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Fig. 13.—Section across Largo Law. 

1, 1, Lower Carboniferous strata ; ¢, Tuff of cones; ¢’, Tuff of plain beyond the cones; BB, Basalt ascending 

vents and sending out veins ; B’, Basalt which has probably flowed out at the surface. (See p. 467.) The dotted 
lines are suggestive of the original outline of the hill. 

appears to me to be the structure of this hill. There are two conjoined cones, 

each of which was probably successively the vent of the volcano. The southern 

and rather lower eminence, as already mentioned, is traversed by rib-like dykes 

of basalt, which point towards its top, where there is a bed of the same rock 
underlying a capping of tuff. On its eastern declivity lies the basait coulée, 
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described on page 467. The higher cone is surmounted by a cake of basalt 

which, as I have above suggested, may have solidified at the bottom of the 

latest crater. Of course all trace of the crater has disappeared, but the general 

conical form of the volcanic mass remains. The upper dotted lines in the figure 

are inserted merely to indicate hypothetically how the volcano may originally 

have stood. On the west side, the sheets of tuff which were thrown out over 

the surrounding country have been almost entirely removed, but on the east 
and south they still cover an extensive area. (See fig. 1.) 

Another excellent example of the connection between a conical neck and 

the surrounding masses of tuff and lava which proceeded from it is presented 

by the Binn of Burntisland, to which I have already alluded. A section across 

that eminence gives the geological structure represented in fig. 14. The dip of 
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Fig. 14.—Section across the Binn of Burntisland. 

1, Sandstones ; 2, Limestone (Burdiehouse) ; 3, Shales, &c. ; b, b, Interstratified basalts ; ¢, ¢, Bedded tuff, &c.; 

T, Tuff of the great neck of Burntisland; B, Basalt veins. 

the rocks away from the volcanic pipe at this locality has been produced long 

after the volcanic phenomena had ceased. The arch here shown is really the 

prolongation and final disappearance of the great anticlinal fold of which the 

Pentland Hills and Arthur Seat form the axis on the opposite side of the Firth. 

But if we restore the rocks to a horizontal, or approximately horizontal position, 

we find the Binn of Burntisland rising among them in two or perhaps more 

necks, which doubtless mark one of the centres of volcanic activity in that 

district. A series of smaller neck-like eminences runs for two miles westward. 

Another remarkable instance of the connection of a volcanic pipe with the 

materials ejected from it over the surrounding country is furnished by Saline 

Hill in the west of Fife. That eminence rises to a height of 1178 feet above 

the sea, out of a band of tuff which can be traced across the country for fully 

three miles. Numerous sections in the water-courses show that this tuff is 

regularly interbedded in the Carboniferous Limestone series, so that the 

relative geological date of its eruption can be precisely fixed. On the south 

of Saline Hill, coal and ironstone, worked under the tuff, prove that this portion — 

of the mass belongs to the general sheet of loose ashes and dust, extending 
outwards from the original cone over the lagoon in which the Carboniferous 

Limestone series of strata was being deposited. But the central portion of the 

hill is ocewpied by the volcanic pipe. A section across the eminence from 

north-west to south-east would probably show the structure represented 1 
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fig. 15. Immediately tu the east of the Saline Hill lies another eminence, known 

as the Knock Hill, which marks the site of another eruptive vent. A coal- 

Fig. 15.—Section across the Saline Hills, Fife. 

The thick parallel black lines mark the position of seams of coal and ironstone, some of which are worked under Saline 

Hill. TT, Tuff of the necks ; ¢, Tuff at a little distance from the cone, interstratified with the ordinary sedimentary 

beds ; B, Basalt. The larger eminence is Saline Hill, the lower is Knock Hill. 

seam (the Little Parrot or Gas Coal) is worked along its southern base, and is 

found to plunge down steeply towards the volcanic rocks. This seam, however, 

is not the same as that worked under the Saline Hill, but lies some 600 feet 

below it. Probably the whole of the Knock Hill occupies the place of a 
former vent. 

Many additional examples might be cited of partially uncovered volcanic 

cones still surrounded by their ejectamenta. Probably in most cases the upper 

loose portion of a cone would be washed down as the general subsidence of the 

region brought it within reach of the water. Hence the crater would disappear, 

and only such rounded cones would remain as those which have been exposed 

once more to view by the removal of the overlying Carboniferous formations. 

The subjoined diagram (fig. 16) may serve to show the stages in the gradual 
re-emergence of these buried cones. 

Fig. 16.—Diagram to illustrate how volcanic necks may be concealed and exposed. 

1, Tuff and basalt neck, still buried under the succeeding sedimentary accumulations; 
2, Tuff and basalt eone partially uncovered and denuded. 

Final Stages of Volcanic Activity in the Tuff-necks.—After the explosions 

‘ceased by which the vents were opened and the cones of debris were heaped 
up, heated vapours would in many cases, as in modern volcanoes, continue for 

a long while to ascend in the vents. The experiments of DAUBREE on the 

effects of water and vapour upon silicates under great pressure and at a low 

red heat, have shown how great may be the litholugical changes thereby 

superinduced. It is inconceivable, therefore, that the mass of tuff and lava 
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lying deep within a volcanic vent, and thoroughly permeated with constantly 

ascending heated vapours, should escape some kind of change. I am inclined 

io attribute to this cause the frequent conversion of the sandstones round 

the walls of the vents into quartz-rock. The most remarkable example 

of metamorphism within the vent itself, which I have observed in the Basin 

of the Firth of Forth, occurs in the great vent of the Campsie Hills.* That 

remarkable volcanic orifice has been filled up with materials, some of which 

present the usual characters of coarse agglomerate, but with a more decidedly 

crystalline matrix. This crystalline texture increases here and there to such a 

degree that the rock assumes the aspect of some of the lavas of the district. 

Yet its original fragmental character is indicated not only by its gradual passage 

into unmistakable agglomerate, but still more by the occurrence in it of 

numerous blocks of sandstone more or less completely converted into quartzite. 

This local and unequal re-crystallization of the volcanic debris of the neck is 

the kind of metamorphism to be looked for as the result of the prolonged ascent 

of superheated steam under some pressure within the pipe of a volcano. I 

may add, that in this same neck numerous veins of a yellow or pink felsitic rock 

may be seen traversing the agglomerate, and extending also into the surround- 

ing bedded porphyrite-lavas. The frequent highly silicated composition of the 

veins in the vents of the porphyrite regions is a remarkable and not very 

intelligible fact. 

2. Intrusive Sheets and Dykes. 

Throughout the Basin of the Firth of Forth, every division of the Carboni- 

ferous system has been invaded by intrusive sheets or dykes of crystalline 

igneous rocks. These masses may sometimes have been connected with the 

surface by vents or cracks up which a portion of the molten material rose. In 

most cases, however, they ought probably to be regarded as hypogene mani- 

festations of volcanic action,—portions of lava which, unable to reach the 

surface, were forced between the bedding, joints, and faults of the strata. It 

will be shown in a later part of this Essay that they possess crystalline 

characters which serve to distinguish them from the superficial lava-streams or 

interbedded sheets. 

General Characters.—The petrography of these rocks will be more particularly 

discussed in the second part of this paper. They consist almost entirely of rocks 

to which the names diabase, dolerite, and basalt may be applied. Occasionally 

they are of a felsitic nature. They include all the more crystalline and granitoid 

rocks of the region, though occasionally they present the ordinary close-grained 

black aspect of basalt. Their texture may be observed to bear some relation to 

* See Explanation to Sheet 31, ‘ Geological Survey of Scotland,” par. 21 (1878), mapped by Mr 
KR. L. Jack, 
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their mass, so far at least as that where they occur in beds only two or three 

feet or yards in thickness, they are almost invariably closer-grained. A cellular 

or amygdaloidal texture is hardly to be observed among them, and never where 

they are largely crystalline or granitoid. Differences of texture, however, may 

often be observed within short distances in the same mass, and likewise con- 

siderable varieties in colour and composition. As a rule, the most finely 

crystalline portions are those along the junction with the stratified rocks, the 

most crystalline occurring in the central parts of the mass. A diminution in 

the size of the crystalline constituents may be traced not only at the base, but 

also at the top of a sheet, or at any intermediate portion which has come in 

contact with a large mass of the surrounding rock. Salisbury Crags may be cited 

as a good example; another, and in some respects better, illustration is supplied 

by the intrusive sheet at Hound Point (fig. 17), to the east of South Queensferry, 

where some layers of shale have been involved in the igneous rock, which 

= 

Fig. 17. 
Hound Point, Linlithgowshire. 

becomes remarkably close-grained along the junction.* This change in texture 

and absence of cellular structure form a well-marked distinction between these 

sheets and those which have flowed out at the surface as true lava-streams. 

Another characteristic of the intrusive sheets is the alteration they produce 

among the strata through which they have made their way, whether these lie 

above or below them. The strata are sometimes crumpled up in such a way as 

to indicate considerable pressure. They are occasionally broken into fragments, 

though this may have been due rather to the effects of gaseous explosions than 

to the actual protrusion of melted rock. But the most frequent change 

superinduced upon them is an induration which varies greatly in amount even 

along the edge of the same intrusive sheet. Sandstones are hardened into 

quartz-rock, breaking with a smooth clear glistening fracture. Shales pass into 

,,.a kind of porcellante, jasper or Lydian-stone. Coals are converted into a soft 

sooty substance, sometimes into anthracite. These alterations, and the 

remarkable changes of texture experienced by the invading dolerites, will 

be again referred to in Part IT. 

Further evidence of the truly intrusive nature of these sheets is to be 

* See Hay Cunnineuam’s “ Essay,” p. 66, and plate ix., and “Geol. Survey Memoir on Geology 
Edinburgh,” p. 114. 
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found in the manner in which they catch up and completely enclose portions 

of the underlying or overlying strata. The well-known examples on 

Salisbury Crags (fig. 18) are paralleled by scores of other instances in different 
parts of the region. The subjoined woodcut (fig. 
19) represents the way in which an intrusive sheet 

of a pale much altered rock involves shales in the 

Edinburgh district. 

Moreover, the sheets do not always remain on the © 

same horizon; that is, between the same strata. They 

may be observed to steal across or break through the 

beds so as to lie successively between different layers. 

No more instructive example of this relation could be ~ 

cited than that of the intrusive rock which has been 

Fig, 18.—Intrusive dolerite sheet laid open in the Dodhead Limestone Quarry, near 
enclosing and sending threads into ‘ ‘ ; 

portions of shale, Salisbury Crags, Burntisland. As shown in the accompanying figure 

Hainbangh. (fig. 20) this rock breaks through the limestone and 

then spreads out among the overlying shales, across which it passes obliquely. 

But when we trace the larger intrusive sheets this transgressive character is seen 
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Fig. 19.—Intrusive sheet enveloping shales. Bed of Linhouse Water. 
“Geol. Survey Memoir of Edinburgh District,” p. 115. 
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Fig. 20.—Intrusive sheet invading limestone and shale, Dodhead One near Burntisland. 

to be sometimes manifested on a great scale. Thus, along the important be 

of intrusive rocks that runs from Kilsyth to Stirling, the Hurlet limestone hes 
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in one place below, in another above, the invading mass, but in the intervening 

ground has been engulphed in it. Similar evidence of the widely separate 

horizons occupied by different parts of the same intrusive sheet is supplied at 

Kilsyth, where the intrusive sheet lies about 70 or 80 fathoms below the Index 

Limestone, while at Croy, in the same neighbourhood, it actually passes above 

that seam.* 
The thickness of the intrusive sheets varies within tolerably wide limits. 

They here and there dwindle down to an inch or less in thickness, running 

away as threads from some thicker mass. But they more usually form masses 

of considerable depth. The rock of Salisbury Crags, for example, is fully 150 

feet thick at its maximum. That of Corstorphine Hill is probably about 350 

feet. The great sheet which runs among the lower limestones from Kilsyth by 

Denny to Stirling has been bored through to a depth of 276 feet, but as the 

bore started on the rock, and not on overlying strata, some addition may need 

to be made to that thickness. 

Area and Horizons —Taking first the area of surface occupied by intrusive 

sheets apart from their geological horizons, we observe that the Falkirk and 

Stirlingshire coal-field is girdled with a great ring of these sheets. Beginning 

at the Abbey Craig, near Stirling, we may trace this ring as a continuous belt 

of high ground from Stirling to the River Carron. Thence it splits up into 

minor masses in different portions of the. Carboniferous system, and doubtless 

belonging to different periods of volcanic disturbances, but yet sweeping as a 

whole across the north-eastern part of the Clyde coal-field, and then circling 
round into Stirlingshire and Linlithgowshire. There are no visible masses to 

fill up the portion of the ring back to Abbey Craig. But through the high 
grounds of Linlithgowshire a number of minor intrusive sheets form an east- 

ward prolongation of the ring, taking in the masses near Edinburgh, and then 

bending northwards into Fife. In the latter county the intrusive masses 

acquire their greatest development. A nearly continuous belt of them runs 

from the Cult Hill near Saline on the west, to near St Andrews on the east, a 

distance of about thirty-five miles. This remarkable band is connected with 

a less extensive one, which extends from Torryburn on the west, to near Kirk- 

caldy on the east. It is remarkable that to the east of the axis of the Pentland 

Hills hardly any trace is to be seen of intrusive sheets. 

If now we examine the geological position of the strata invaded by these 

intrusive masses, we find that by far the larger proportion forms part of the 

Carboniferous Limestone series. The belt between Stirling and Kilsyth keeps 
among the lower parts of that series. On the same general horizon are the great 

sheets of dolerite which stretch through Fife in the chain of the Cult, Cleish, 

and Lomond Hills on the one side, and in the eminences from Torryburn to 

* Explanation of Sheet 31, “ Geological Survey of Scotland,” §§ 43 and 83. 
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Kinghorn on the other. In Linlithgowshire and Edinburghshire, as well as in 

the south of Fife, they traverse the Calciferous Sandstone groups. If the 

horizon of the sheets furnished any reliable clue to their age, it might be 

inferred that they were intruded during the earlier portion of the Carboniferous 

period. But on closer examination it will be observed, that the same intrusive 

mass sometimes extends from the lower into the upper parts of the Carboniferous 

groups. ‘Thus, in the west of Linlithgowshire, a large protrusion which lies 

upon the upper limestones, crosses most of the Millstone Grit, and reaches up 

almost as high as the Coal-measures. Again, in Fife, to the east of Loch Leven, 

a spur of the great Lomond sheet crosses the Carboniferous limestone, dis- 

regards a large fault, and advances southward into the coal-field of Kinglassie. 

In Stirlingshire and Lanarkshire, numerous large dolerite sheets have invaded 

the Millstone Grit and Coal-measures, including even the upper red sandstones, 

which form the top of the Carboniferous system in this region. 

Relation of the Intrusive Sheets to the Volcanic Centres.—Some light might 

be expected to be thrown on the age of the intrusive sheets by the manner in 

which they are related to the various centres of volcanic activity, but a satis- 

factory connection can hardly be established between them. Where the 

intrusive sheets reach their greatest development there are few, sometimes no 
trace, of volcanic pipes, with their associated beds of tuff and streams of lava. 

On the other hand, in those tracts where volcanic orifices must have been active 

for long periods, intrusive sheets, when they occur at all, are commonly small 

and unimportant. In the case of a hill like Arthur Seat, where the lowest 

igneous rocks are intrusive sheets, and where the higher and larger mass 

consists of lavas and tuffs, erupted at the surface, we might speculate on the 

probability that the lower sheets of molten rock had been injected between the — 

planes of the strata, either during some of the preliminary hypogene efforts, 

before direct communication had been established with the surface, or subse- 

quently towards the close of the volcano’s history, when that communication 

had become choked up. But in the case of the volcanic hills to the north of 

Burntisland, the intrusive sheets lie not below but above the interbedded 

lavas and tuffs, through which they come as irregularly as through ordinary 

sedimentary rocks. The most direct connection between volcanic pipes and 

large doleritic and basaltic sheets is to be seen in the east of Fife. To the 

north-east of Largo, for example, a plateau of this nature runs for a distance of 

four miles, with a breadth of about one mile. Round its margin are scattered 

upwards of a dozen small volcanic vents filled with tuff, and some of them 

partially with basalt. Its external characters exactly resemble those of many 

of the true intrusive sheets further west. But as no rock is found lying above 

it, it cannot certainly be affirmed to be itself an intrusive mass, though its 

internal structure, as revealed by the microscope, so entirely agrees with that of 

Se a 
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intrusive sheets, and differs from that of interbedded masses, that we may 
regard it as having been once covered by rocks under which it was injected. 

Since, however, isolated portions of columnar basalt occur in this and some of 

the neighbouring masses, we have probably to do with phenomena both of a 

hypogene and superficial character. These basalts may have flowed out at the 

surface from one or more of the surrounding vents, though the main sheets of 

dolerite were intrusive. This association of intrusive and interbedded masses 

round the same volcanic centre would be precisely analogous to that at Arthur 

Seat. The microscope furnishes a satisfactory means of discriminating between 

many of the intrusive and interbedded igneous rocks, as will be explained in the 

sequel. 

Age of the Intrusive Sheets.—As the great epoch of volcanic activity in the 

Basin of the Firth of Forth extended from an early part of the Calciferous 

Sandstone period to near the close of the Carboniferous Limestone, it is probable 

that a large number of the intrusive sheets belong to some portion of that 

protracted series of volcanic eruptions. But some of them are certainly later 

than the latest known member of the Scottish Carboniferous system. These 
acquire a fresh interest and importance when viewed in connection with the 

evidence already given in this memoir regarding post-Carboniferous, or at least 

very late Carboniferous, volcanic action in Fife. For it is manifest that the 

phenomena were not confined to one small area. These late intrusive sheets 

cover a large area in Linlithgowshire and Lanarkshire. They reappear in 

Ayrshire, where the Coal-measures are likewise pierced with volcanic vents, and 

overspread with sheets of lava, tuff, and sandstone of Permian age. It is quite 

possible also, as I have already remarked, that some of the volcanic necks 

between the east of Fife and the heart of Ayrshire may belong to this late 

period. The later agglomerate of Arthur Seat has so exactly the character of 

some of the Permian necks of Ayrshire, that I suggested some years ago the 

probability of its being of the same age. More recently I have observed on 

Largo Law and others of the latest necks in the east of Fife, agglomerate 

precisely of the Arthur Seat type, which is coarser and redder, with more of 
the debris of the surrounding rocks, and less of the dirty-green diabasic matrix 

than the ordinary agglomerate of the older Carboniferous necks. 

I have referred to the sheets of dolerite and basalt which in the east of Fife 
spread over considerable areas of the surface, and stand in evident relationship 

with the volcanic necks around them. In no material respect do they differ 

from the sheets which invade and overspread the upper Coal-measures in the 
great coal-field. In both cases they overlie the Carboniferous strata, and are not 

themselves covered by any later formation except glacial drift and other post- 
Tertiary deposits. All therefore that can be affirmed regarding them is that 
they are later than the youngest part of the Scottish Carboniferous system 
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which they overspread unconformably. As a provisional arrangement, I would 

class them as probably of Permian date. That some, at least, are older than 

the Tertiary volcanic period is established by the fact, pointed out by me many 

years ago, that they are traversed by the great series of east-and-west Miocene 

dykes, though others in Stirlingshire may possibly be parts of an outflow from 

these dykes. For the reason, however, above given in regard to including the 

younger volcanic necks of Fife in this paper, I do not exclude these latest sheets. 

Dykes.—Excluding the east-and-west Miocene dykes, there are comparatively 

few dykes in the Basin of the Forth save in connection with the volcanic necks, 

as already described. Among the red sandstones on which the city of Edin- 

burgh is built, a number of dykes have been cut in draining, well-sinking, and 

other operations. Among the streams of the same neighbourhood an occa- 

sional dyke or vein may be seen traversing and involving the shales or sand- — 

stones. But the contact-phenomena do not call for any special remark in 

addition to what has been already said in reference to the intrusive sheets. 

Some of the curious features of internal structure presented by the dykes 

will be described in the Second Part of this Paper. 

3. Bedded Lavas and Tuffs. 

The minor cones in the region discharged in most cases only showers of tuff. 

Hence it is common to meet with beds of stratified tuff intercalated among the 

ordinary Carboniferous strata, without any other volcanic accompaniment. 

Numerous examples occur in Linlithgowshire and the western part of Edin-— 

burghshire, as well as in Fife. The tuff of these solitary bedsis seldom coarse- 

grained. It usually consists of a fine dirty-green granular debris, derived from 

the trituration of the pyroxenic lavas of the period, and mixed with fragments 

of sandstone, shale, limestone, and other stratified rocks. It is often seamed 

with layers of ordinary sedimentary matter, probably indicating that its eruption 

did not occur at once, but was prolonged, with occasional pauses. The 

gradation of the upper part of the tuff into the overlying strata is often 

insensible, shewing that while the showers of tuff grew feebler, the usual sedi- 

ment of the lagoon imperceptibly regained possession of the bottom. 

From some of the larger or at least more close-set vents tuff continued to 
be thrown out for a long period, without the appearance of lava. The thick 
tuffs of Dunbar and North Berwick mark the earliest eruptions of the East 

Lothian district. The Saline vents threw out only tuff to a depth of several 
hundred feet. The numerous vents in the east of Fife likewise produced 

chiefly tuff, although lava certainly rose in many of them, if it did not actually 

escape at the surface in those wide sheets already noticed. 
Lava-cones, answering to the solitary tuff-cones, do not appear to have 

existed, The lavas never occur without tuffs, except here and there where a 
il 

4 
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number of successive flows lie piled one above another without visible trace of 

intercalated fragmentary layers (fig. 21). This, so far as can be observed, is 

Fig. 21. —Section of four successive porphyrite lavas. 

East Linton, Haddingtonshire. 

the case in the Garlton Hills, though more numerous exposures might show 

thin interstratified tuff bands. In the Campsie Hills. also a considerable 

thickness of superposed lava-beds occurs without the intervention of any 

prominent tuff layer. These, however, are exceptional cases in this region, and 

they belong, as I have already pointed out, to a type of volcanic action which 

attained a great development during the time of the Calciferous Sandstones in 

the western and south-eastern parts of Scotland. 

Leaving out of account the Campsie and East Lothian districts, in the other 

large accumulations of volcanic material, lavas and tuffs are interstratified with 

each other as well as with the ordinary sedimentary strata of the Carboniferous 

system. Perhaps the most complete and interesting example of this association 

is to be found on the coast between Burntisland and Kirkcaldy. The total 

thickness of rock in that section may be computed to be about 2000 feet. Of 

this amount it will probably be a fair estimate to say that the igneous materials 

constitute four-fifths or 1600 feet. The lavas vary in character from a black 

compact columnar basalt to a dirty green cellular or slaggy anamesite. They 

may average about 15 or 20 feet in thickness. Columnar and amorphous beds 

often succeed each other without any tuff. But along the junctions of the 

separate flows, layers of red clay, like the bole between the basalts of the Giant’s 

Causeway, may frequently be noticed. The characteristic slaggy aspect of the 

upper parts of these ancient coulées is sometimes remarkably striking. It 

may be instructively contrasted with the close-grain of the upper and under 

margins of intrusive sheets. 

Throughout the Basin of the Firth of Forth the basaltic lavas forming 

interbedded sheets, present external distinctions which serve to mark 

them off from the intrusive sheets. They are never so largely crystalline, nor 

spread out as such thick sheets; are frequently slaggy, amygdaloidal, fine- 

grained, and porphyritic ; often decompose into a dull dirty-green fine-grained 

rock ; and where they form a thick mass, are composed of different beds, of 

varying texture. The microscope confirms and extends these distinctions. 

The number of intercalations of tuff in the admirable coast-section between 

Burntisland and Kinghorn is very great. Besides thicker well-marked bands, 

VOL. XXIX. PART I. 6 H 
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interstratified with the basalt beds, innumerable thin layers occur among the 

associated zones of sedimentary strata. The character of these tuff seams may 

be inferred from the following details of less than two feet of rock at Pettycur 

Point :— 

Tit A ‘ : ; ; : é 4 1°5 inch, 

Limestone, ; : , ’ , : ‘ 0:2 

Taft, -< . . , : : ; : Oa 

Shale, . F : : 3 aa : 025% 

ote : ; : : a; ' 7 Onl ren 

Shale and tuff, ’ ; Lede ; i : 1 O)E we 

Shale, . ; : J ; : ty Shap: 02-4; 

Limestone, : ; : . ‘ : Ieee 

Shale full of volcanic bet, : ; : : ,) SO toe 

Shaly limestone, : ; ; ‘ : : Ct aie 

Laminated tuffaceous limestone, . . s PiU wa 
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Granular tuff, F ‘ ; 5 0G \. 
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Laminated limestone, ‘ : OL 
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Tuffaceous shale, ; : : : : ; ri 

Limestone, J : : : : : , OA oaee 

Shaly tuff, ; ; ) f ; ; L DREAD as 

Laminated limestone, . 2 . ; ; ; Cus. 

Toutt. os “e ? . : t ; 1 Ape 
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basalt. Now and then a sharp discharge of larger stones would take place, as 

in the case of the block described by me some years ago as having fallen 2 

crushed down a still soft bed of coal.* . 
These volcanic eruptions, however, did not sociale interfere with the 

larger physical changes in progress over the whole region. Thus the depron on 

“Geol. Magazine,” vol. i. p. 22. 
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which led to the spread of a marine and limestone-making fauna over much 

- of central Scotland affected also this volcanic district. The limestones extended 

over the submerged lavas and tuffs, which, however, in spite of the subsidence, 

continued for some time to be poured forth until the volcanic activity at last 

ceased, and the whole area went down beneath a deep mass of Carboniferous 

deposits. 
Numerous illustrations might be taken from Linlithgowshire showing a 

similar volcanic progress contemporary with ordinary quiet sedimentation. 

Two examples may suffice, one presenting intercalations of tuff, the other 

associated bands of lava. In fig. 22, we observe at the base a black shale (1) 

of the usual type. It is covered by a bed of nodular 

bluish grey tuff (2) containing black shale fragments. 
_ A second black shale (3) is succeeded by a second 

thin band of pale yellowish fine tuff (4). Black shale 

(5) again supervenes, containing rounded fragments of 

tuff, perhaps ejected lapilli, and passing up into a layer 

of tuff (6). Itis evident that we have here a continuous 

deposit of black shale which was three times inter- 
rupted by showers of volcanic dust and stones. At Fig. 22.—Section in old quarry, 

the close of the third interruption, the deposition of ee eee aio 

the shale was renewed and continued, with sufficient °° 

slowness to permit of the segregation of thin seams and nodules of clay iron- 

stone round the decomposing organic remains of the muddy bottom (7). A 

fourth volcanic interlude now took place, and the floor of the water was once 

more covered with tuff (8). But the old conditions of deposit were immediately 

afterwards resumed (9); the muddy bottom was abundantly peopled with ostra- 

cod crustaceans, while many fishes, whose coprolites have been left in the mud, 

haunted the locality. At last, however, a much more serious volcanic 

explosion took place. A coarse agglomeratic tuff (10), with blocks sometimes 

nearly a foot in diameter, was then thrown out, and overspread the lagoon.* 

A second example from Linlithgowshire (fig. 23) brings before us a 

volcanic episode of another form in the history of the Carboniferous Lime- 

stone. At the bottom of the section a pale amygdaloidal, somewhat altered 

basalt-rock (A) marks the upper surface of one of the submarine lavas 
of that period. Directly over it comes a bed of limestone (B) fifteen feet 

thick, the lower layers of which are made up of a dense growth of the 

thin-stemmed coral Lithostrotion irregulare. The next stratum is a band 

of dark shale (C) about two feet thick, followed by about the same thickness 

of an impure limestone with shale seams (D). The conditions for coral and 

crinoid growth were evidently not favourable, for this argillaceous limestone 

* See “Geological Survey Memoir of Edinburgh,” p. 45. 
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was eventually arrested first by the deposit of a dark mud, now to be seen in 

the form of three or four inches of a black pyritous shale (E), and next by 

the inroad of a large quantity of dark sandy mud 

ee’: and drift vegetation, which has been preserved as a 
‘sandy shale (F), containing Calamites, Producti, ganoid 

scales, and other traces of the life of the time. Finally, 
a great sheet of lava, represented by the uppermost 

amygdaloid (G), overspread the area, and sealed up 
these records of Palaeozoic history.* 

A final example may be cited of the regular alter- 

nation of lavas and tuffs with each other, and with — 

ordinary sedimentary accumulations. The well-known — 
Calton Hill of Edinburgh consists of the succession 

of rocks shown in the subjoined section (fig. 24). The 

great mass of the hill is made up of beds of porphyrite, 

Fig, 23.—Section in Wardlaw representing true superficial lava-currents (Nos. 1, 

Quarry, Linlithgowshire, § 5, 7, 9, 11, 18, 15). With these are intercalated bands © 
of nodular tuff, and occasional seams of shale and sandstone, more or less 

charged with volcanic detritus (Nos. 2, 4, 6, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14). The whole 

Fig. 24.—Section of Calton Hill, Edinburgh. 

of this thoroughly volcanic series of rocks passes conformably under the 

Calciferous sandstones and shales shown at the right hand of the diagram. 

As the interstratified lavas and tuffs were laid down in sheets at the surface, 

they necessarily behave like the ordinary sedimentary strata, and have under- 

gone with them the curvatures and fractures which have affected this region 

since Carboniferous times. Notwithstanding their volcanic nature, they can be 

traced and mapped precisely as if they had been limestones or sandstones, 

This perfect conformability with the associated stratified rocks is strikingly 

seen in the case of the great sheets of lava which, as I have already said, lie 
imbedded in the heart of the Borrowstounness coal-field. The overlying strata 

having been removed from their surface for some distance, and the ground 

having been broken by faults, these volcanic rocks might at first be taken for 

irregular intrusive bosses, but their true character is that shown in fig 25, 

* See “ Geol. Surv. Mem., Geology of Edinburgh,” p. 58. 
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where by a succession of faults, with a throw in the same direction, the upper 

basalts of Bonnytoun Hill are gradually brought down to the level of the 

sea. 
BONNYTOUN HILL, 

LINLITHCOW 

LOCH. 

STINE. FIRTH OF FORTH, 

x, 
c & 

Fig. 25.—Section from Linlithgow Loch to the Firth of Forth. 

Among the ancient volcanic phenomena of the Basin of the Firth of Forth, 

mention may, in conclusion, be made of the evidence for the former existence 

of thermal springs and saline sublimations or incrustations. Among the tuffs of 

North Berwick a fetid limestone has been quarried, which bears indications of 

having been deposited by springs, probably in connection with the volcanic action 

of the district. The rock has the peculiar carious wavy structure with minute 

mamillated interstices so common among sinters. It contains minute grains of 

iron-bisulphide and flakes of white kaolin, which probably represent decayed 

prisms or tufts of natrolite. The lower limestones of Bathgate furnish abundant 

laminz of silica interleaved with calcareous matter, the whole probably due to 

the action of siliceous and calcareous springs. Some portions of the limestone 

are full of cellular spaces, lined with calcedony.* In a recent communica- 

tion to this Society, I described the discovery of a saline water among the 
volcanic rocks to the west of Linlithgow. A bore was sunk to a depth of 420 

feet without reaching the bottom of these rocks. The water that rose from 

it was found to contain as much as 140 grains of chloride of sodium in the 

gallon. Jt is not improbable, as I have suggested, that this salt was originally 
produced by incrustations on the Carboniferous lavas immediately after their 

eruption, as has happened so often in recent times at Vesuvius, and that it was 

then buried under the succeeding showers of tuff and streams of lava.+ 

* “Geol. Survey Memoirs,” op. cit. p. 49, et seq. 

+ “Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin.” vol. ix. p. 367. 

[Parr II. 
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Part IJ.—PETROGRAPHY. 

In the following section of this Memoir I propose to offer a sketch of the 

general results of a somewhat extended investigation of the characters revealed 

by the microscope in the various igneous rocks of the Basin of the Firth of 

Forth. A few of the more accessible rocks of the region have been micro- 

scopically examined and described by several observers, more especially by Mr 
ALLPORT, in whose interesting communication on British Carboniferous 

dolerites an account in particular is given of some of the igneous masses round 

Edinburgh.* But no attempt has yet been made to compare the minute 

structure of the volcanic rocks as a whole, and in connection with the history 

of volcanic action in the region, and to determine the leading types of 

composition and arrangement. 

During the last twelve years I have devoted much time to the study of the 

microscopic characters of the crystalline rocks of Scotland. One portion of this 
inquiry has embraced an examination of the volcanic rocks described in the 

foregoing part of the present Memoir. I have had thin sections prepared of 

about 350 rocks from all parts of the region, illustrating every variety of 

composition and texture encountered by me in the field.t These sections 

present a most instructive picture of the original diversities of the volcanic 

masses, as well as of the alterations which their internal structure has subse- 
quently undergone. The details which they furnish are full of interest, and I 

hope to publish them elsewhere. But a resumé of the chief results as yet 

arrived at in the course of the investigation may appropriately find a place as a 

sequel to the stratigraphical narrative in the preceding pages. ; | 

“ the purpose of petrographical classification, as well as of stratigraphical _ 

detaif, voleanic rocks may be arranged in two great leading subdivisions. 

I. The Crystalline, embracing all which have been erupted to the surface or 

intruded below in a molten condition ; and II. The Fragmental, including all 

which have been thrown out in a fragmentary form. The former may be termed 
briefly the Lavas, and the latter the Tuffs. > | 

I. THE CRYSTALLINE Rocks or LAVAS. 

Looked at in their petrographical aspect as they occur among the Carboni- — 

ferous formations of the Basin of the Firth of Forth, the Crystalline rocks or 

Lavas may be arranged into four chief groups—1st, Augite-felspar Rocks, — 

* “Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc.” vol. xxx. p. 529. 7 

+ These sections have been excellently prepared, in the petrographical laboratory of the Geologie 

Survey of Scotland, by A. Macconocure and R. Luny. 

> 

2. 
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embracing all the basalts, anamesites, dolerites, and diabases, and thus by far 

the most abundant rocks in the region ; 2d, Olivine-augite-serpentine Rocks, 

hitherto observed only in two localities ; 3d, Felspar-magnetite Rocks, consist- 

ing of the “ porphyrites,” which played so important a part among the earlier 

eruptions of the Carboniferous period; 4th, Felsitic Rocks, consisting of a 
few intrusive veins or dykes. 

A. Augite-Felspar Rocks. 

These crystalline masses play a chief part in the igneous phenomena of 

central Scotland. They present three recognisable types of structure, which 

however pass by insensible gradations into each other,—1st, The Diabases or 
granitoid type ; 2d, The Dolerites ; 3d, The Basalts. 

J. THe DIABASES OR GRANITOID TyPE. (Plate XI. figs. 1 and 2). 

1. General External Characters—The rocks embraced in this group are 

thoroughly crystalline in structure, and usually remarkably coarse in texture. 

Some of their individual crystals measure occasionally an inch in length. 
They vary in colour partly with the tint and proportion of the felspar, and 

partly with the degree of alteration which they have undergone. Some 

varieties have a mottled pink hue, from the flesh-coloured felspar ; most are 

more or less distinctly greenish, from the decay of their magnesian silicates, 

and consequent diffusion of saponite, delessite, or other secondary product. 

They are never amygdaloidal, nor ever porphyritic, though here and there 

erystals considerably larger than those of the general mass may be observed. 

They always occur as intrusive masses, generally in sheets or amorphous bosses. 

They have manifestly been intruded at some depth from the surface among the 

Carboniferous rocks, and have never flowed above ground in lava-streams. 

Examples of this type are found among the hills to the west of Edinburgh. 

Lindsay’s Craig near Kirkliston, Crossall Hill near Dalmeny, Muckraw near 

Torphichen, Auchensteary near Kilsyth, Croy, and the Carron Water above 

Denny, may be cited as localities where it is well displayed. But most of the 
coarsely crystalline intrusive sheets throughout the Lothians show the characters 
of this type more or less distinctly. 

2. Microscopic Characters.—The structure is essentially crystalline. In 

many slices no trace of any ground mass can be made out between the 

separate crystals. Here and there a small proportion of a dull, minutely 

granular or microfelsitic substance may be detected between crossed Nicols. 

Most of the rocks, however, have been considerably altered, and many alteration- 

products appear between the still recognisable original crystals. It is possible 
that there may have been at first in some of the varieties a glassy or felsitic 
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magma, which is no longer recognisable. The chief component minerals are 

orthoclase, plagioclase, augite, titaniferous iron, and apatite. The general 

aspect of these rocks is represented in figs. 1 and 2, Plate XI. 

The felspars usually constitute the main mass of the rock; but sometimes 
the augite is nearly equally abundant. Next in amount comes the iron. The 

proportion of the apatite varies within wide limits, being sometimes limited to 

infrequent stout prisms, at other times diffused in abundant minute needles. 
The orthoclase, in the more typical examples, occurs to the almost total 

exclusion of any triclinic felspar. It is always somewhat kaolinised, but fresh 

portions may often be observed. It occurs macled in the Carlsbad form, and — 
often shows its characteristic divergent herring-bone lineation from the plane 

of twinning. The alteration has resulted in the production of a finely granular 

substance, which between crossed Nicols appears dusted over with bright and 

coloured points, representing, doubtless, the silicic acid of the original felspar. 

The orthoclase prisms are frequently crowded with minute needles and larger 

hexagonal prisms of apatite, either promiscuously through the whole felspar, or 

directed from the exterior towards the centre, which may remain comparatively 
clear. In the more decomposed rocks the orthoclase has acquired a yellowish 

hue from diffused limonite. 

The triclinic felspar, in the coarser and more typical varieties, is prokal 

never labradorite. It differs from the characteristic labradorite of the dolerites — 

and basalts in being less finely striated, and much more liable to decomposition, _ 

It often presents a milky appearance, which under a high power is resolved 
into a fine kaolinised substance. So generally is it decomposed, that though 

the external form of its prisms may remain distinctly marked off from the 

surrounding ingredients of the rock, no unaltered portions may remain, or if they 

occur they lie in small insular spaces amidst the surrounding granular kaolin. In — 

proportion as the orthoclase diminishes, the triclinic felspar appears to increase. 

In the less largely crystalline varieties, however, it ceases to present itself as the — 

milky, kaolinised albite-like mineral, but takes the usual water-clear well — 

striated form of the labradorite, so characteristic of the typical dolerites and — 

basalts of the region. 

Augite is certainly the most conspicuous mineral under the microscope. — 

This arises not only from its abundance in most of the rocks, but from its 

frequently and remarkably undecomposed aspect. Its freshness even in the 

presence of zeolites, “ viridite,” and other proofs of considerable alteration, is — 
not a little singular. It is found in definite crystals of the usual eight-sided 
forms met with among igneous rocks ; though the prisms are usually imperfect _ 

and are sometimes twinned, good cleavage angles of 876’ are common. The 

augite may sometimes be observed enclosing prisms of the milky or finely 

granular triclinic felspars, which shoot through it and are wrapped round by it, 
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showing that the augite has crystallised later than the felspar. Asa rule the 

augite is tolerably free of extraneous substances, It is usually much cleaved 

‘and cracked, with occasional cavities either empty or filled with some decom- 

position product. Its most frequent endomorphs are needles and distinct 

hexagonal prisms of apatite. Thin rhomboidal plates of titaniferous iron are 

also occasionally to be noticed. The colour of the augite varies from a pale 

port-wine tint to a pale greenish brown in the fresh state. Here and there, 

even in the comparatively unchanged mineral, layers of a dirty green or brown 

\ 

decomposed substance, may be noticed in the internal cavities, or coating with 

a thin film the sides of the minute fissures. This is doubtless a product of 

decomposition of the augite itself. Every stage may be followed, from the first 

appearance of change until all trace of recognisable augite has disappeared, its 

place being taken by a mass of opaque brown and green amorphous earthy 

matter. In some varieties of rock the augite almost disappears. This may be 

observed in portions of the intrusive sheet west of Denny, where the rock 

consists mainly of or'thoclase. 

Olivine has not been certainly detected by me in any rocks of this type. 

Its presence may indeed be suspected from the serpentine so frequently 

to be noticed among the ingredients. But in no case have I ever observed 

any definite boundaries to the serpentine enclosures such as to indicate the 

outlines of olivine crystals. This is the more remarkable, as in many of the 

dolerites of the region which are quite as much altered as the rocks now under 

description, the olivine, though entirely serpentinised, still shows very distinctly 

the original outline of its crystals and granules. If any olivine ever existed in 

these coarsely crystalline intrusive rocks it must, I think, have been in very 

small quantity, and probably in granular indefinite aggregates rather than in 

homogeneous defined crystals. 

Titaniferous iron is always present, and often in most interesting forms. 

Its fragmentary rhombohedra are scattered abundantly throughout the sub- 

stance of the rock, sometimes enclosed in the augite and felspar, but usually 

independent. It frequently assumes the form of thin rhombohedral plates, 

which may now and then be observed to lie apart but parallel with each other, 

in obedience to original crystallographic force. There is a tendency not seldom 

to be observed, in these detached plates, to build themselves together into the 

framework of a crystal. Beautifully perfect skeleton rhombohedra of this 

kind may be seen in the rock of Crossall Hill, near Dalmeny (see fig. 26). 

Viewed by transmitted light, no structure can be made out in the individual 

crystals or lamelle, though here and there they may be seen associated 

_ with the peculiar milky white /ewcoxene which sometimes, indeed, as DE La 

VALLEE Poussin and Renarp have shown in the case of the Belgian plutonic 

rocks, replaces the opaque iron in part or the whole of a crystalline face. 
VOL. XXIX. PART I. 6K 
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When, however, reflected light is employed, the velvet-black colour of the 
titaniferous iron, its semi-metallic lustre, small con- 

choidal fracture, and cleavage lines can be admirably 

seen. By this means also we ascertain that many 

apparently homogeneous masses of titaniferous iron 

have cavernous centres, more or less completely 

filled with pyrite. Amorphous particles of the same 

iron oxide also occur. Possibly these may conceal 

some magnetite. But the latter mineral has not been 

identified in any determinable crystalline forms among’ 

these rocks. 

Ween eee ee Apatite is probably never wholly absent, though 

of titaniferous iron, Crossall Hill, its proportions vary within remarkably wide limits. 

Dalmeny (magnified 20 diameters). Tn such very coarsely crystalline rocks as that of 
Crossall Hill, it occurs in colourless but somewhat dusty stout hexagonal 

prisms, sometimes 2°5 millimetres in diameter. It may there be seen shooting 

across from an augite into a felspar crystal without fracture, whence we may 

infer that at least in these portions of the rock there could have been but little 

motion of the mass at the time of crystallisation of the minerals. In other 

varieties of rock, such as that of Ratho, the apatite is crowded in the form of 

minute and perfectly clear hairs through the felspar. 

In one or two examples quartz appears as an original constituent, in the 

form of small blebs. This is well shown in the case of the remarkable sheet of 

intrusive rock which has invaded the Carboniferous Limestone series in tlie 

valley of the Carron Water above Denny. The quartz appears there as occa- 

sional clear particles between the abundant kaolinised felspars, decayed 

titaniferous iron, and sparse, much altered augite. It contains numerous fluid 

cavities and small microlites. In most cases however, quartz, when present, is 

full of clouded impurities, contains no fluid cavities, and is aggregated in 

forms characteristic of this mineral as a secondary product. 

As the rocks of the type now being described have all undergone more or 

less alteration, secondary products abound in them. Many of these form con- 

spicuous features in the large veins and cavities to be seen in the quarry or 

natural section. Calcite, prehnite, pectolite, analcime, have long been known 

from these masses, and fine specimens, particularly of pectolite, have been 

obtained from Ratho and Corstorphine. Examined under the microscope, 

nearly every slice exhibits more or less of the amorphous brown and green 

earthy substance already referred to. This may be seen investing the augite 

and penetrating its fissures. But it also occurs diffused through rocks im 

which this mineral still remains fresh. It is not, therefore, produced by all 

varieties of augite, and is no doubt in a large number of instances due to the 
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decay of some other minerals. Where it abounds the titaniferous ore is usually 

greatly oxidised, streaks and diffused grains or blotches of hematite, but more 

frequently of limonite, being abundant. 

Serpentine or some serpentinous product is a frequent constituent of the 

rocks. It occurs of a pale apple-green colour ranging to dirty brownish 

green, is sometimes finely fibrous in tufted or plumose forms, and shows the 

characteristic aggregate polarization. In some rocks, that of Corstorphine for 

example, it occupies interspaces comparable in size to those of some of the 

original minerals. It might in such cases represent former olivine, but, as I have 

already stated, I have never detected it in rocks of this type retaining any 

outward crystalline form. It may sometimes be noticed in threads running 

through fissures, both of the augite and felspar. But the visible change of 

augite into serpentine is not common in any of the rocks which I have 

examined. 

Besides the serpentine there occurs, sometimes in considerable quantity, a 

green translucent substance, occupying spaces between crystals, filling up 

cavities in the crystals themselves, and spreading in frequent filaments through 

minute fissures of this rock. In some instances it assumes beautifully fibrous, 

crested, and vermicular forms. Probably delessite and saponite are both 

included in these green alterations. According to the recent analyses of 

Dr HEpDDLE, the green hydrous minerals of these volcanic rocks do not comprise 

chlorite, which he says is distinctively a mineral of the crystalline schists. 

Plates of brown biotite appear in the more altered rocks, and minute prisms 

of hornblende occur under similar conditions. I have never cbserved any 

epidote. Pyrite is rarely altogether absent. 

Calcedony in minute amygdules and strings is not infrequent among the 

more decayed varieties of rock, but crystalline quartz is the usual form in 

which the free silica has been deposited among the interstices of the rock. 

These quartz patches are distinguished from the original blebs of that mineral 

by the characters above specified, more particularly by the amount of impurities 

they contain, the absence of fluid cavities, and by the minutely flecked or 

aggregated structure which they present between crossed Nicols. 

Arranged in the order of durability, the essential mineral constituents of 

these rocks would stand as follows :—The apatite remains singularly fresh, even 

in the midst of thoroughly kaolinized felspar. The quartz, where it occurs, is of 

course also unimpaired. Augite and titaniferous iron are about equally well 

preserved ; where the one shows signs of alteration the other is usually also 

affected. The felspars have been almost invariably attacked, every stage being 

observable from the pellucid crystal to the dull granular kaolin. The green and 

brown decomposition products may represent in part minerals no longer 
recognisable. 
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From the description now given it will be seen that the largely crystalline 

intrusive sheets in the Basin of the Firth of Forth possess characters which do 

not admit of their being classed without some qualification in any established 

petrographical genus. From the dolerites they are marked off by the frequent 

preponderance of orthoclase and the presence of free quartz. From normal 

diabase they are also distinguished by their proportion of orthoclase, though 

undoubtedly they approach most closely to this rock, and I have retained this 

name as a generic designation for them. In many respects they remind one of 

augite-andesite. They show a similar mixture of monoclinic and _ triclinic 

felspars with augite, and a sparing quantity of free quartz. In judging of their 

relations to other rocks we must remember that they are always intrusive 

sheets, that in many cases they have caught up, and seem actually to have 

dissolved into their substance portions of the rocks through which they have 

been injected, and that as a fact they show very considerable differences of 

composition even within short spaces inthe same mass. The proportions of the 

felspars, the relative abundance of the titaniferous iron and augite, the size and 

number of the cavities filled with alteration-products, all vary greatly from point 

to point. 

Bearing these gradations in mind, we cannot be surprised to find that no 

line of demarcation can be drawn between the coarsely-crystalline orthoclase- 

bearing diabases and the dolerites to be immediately described. Varieties of 

rock occur which, according to the feature in their composition most kept im _ 

view, might be referred to either group. 

IJ. Tue Douerires. (Plate XI. Fig. 3.) 

Under this title I have since the year 1867 classed the dark crystalline- 

granular augitic sheets by which the Carboniferous rocks of central Scotland 

have been invaded, and which were previously embraced under the term 

“ oreenstone.”* Though the word “ dolerite” has been restricted by German 
petrographers to rocks of Tertiary and post-Tertiary date, I was unable to- 

discover any difference between those associated with the Carboniferous rocks 

and those which in the Inner Hebrides are certainly of Tertiary age. The - 

opportunities for a comparison between them were many and favourable. I 

traced the probable connection of the numerous east and west “ trap-dykes” 
which traverse Scotland, with the great Miocene lava-plateaux of the Inner 
Hebrides, and showed that these dykes, cutting as they do through all the 

known paleozoic and secondary rocks, including parts of the Tertiary volcanic 

sheets, and even across the latest faults of the country, were almost certainly of 

* Sheet 14, “ Geological Survey, Scotland, Dec. 1868,” an] Explanation of same. 
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Tertiary age. They consist of undoubted and typical dolerite. They run 

across some of the great igneous sheets in the Coal-measures, and can there be 

admirably compared with the older rock. After examining them over a wide 
area in the field, and having had many slices cut from both series of rocks for 

microscopic investigation, I could never distinguish between them except by 

reference to their respective labels. Accordingly, I gave up this term green- 

stone in favour of dolerite, and this change has been adopted in all the 

subsequent publications of the Geological Survey in Scotland. 

My friend, Professor Z1IRKEL, who visited me in Ayrshire, and went over 

some of the evidence on the ground, came to the conclusion that no difference 

was to be made out by the microscope between the Carboniferous igneous rocks 

and those of Tertiary date.* Mr Aiport has come to the same conclusion.t 

But while no recognisable distinction can be drawn between Carboniferous 

and Tertiary dolerites, I have been led to discover that a definite line of 

demarcation can be drawn between the intrusive dolerites and the augitic lavas 
which have been erupted at the surface. On a former page (ante, p. 481) I have 

referred to some of the broad external features of difference. But the micro- 

scope helps still further to discriminate them, and furnishes a valuable assistance 

in this respect to the labours of the geologist in the field. So reliable indeed 

are the microscopic tests, that I believe it is possible, in most cases at least, to 

affirm, even from the small portion of rock placed under the microscope, 

whether the parent mass consolidated beneath ground or at the surface. 

Chemically there is probably, as a rule, little or no difference between the 

intrusive and interbedded sheets. Their differences lie in structure and 

texture, and point to the opposite conditions under which the rocks acquired 

solidity. While the intrusive sheets are conspicuously crystalline dolerites, the 

interbedded are essentially basalts of varying degrees of compactness. I 

would, therefore, restrict the term dolerite to the one, and basalt to the other 

petrographical group. 

1. General External Characters and Mode of Occurrence.—In fresh 

undecayed specimens the texture of dolerite is markedly crystalline, passing 

into crystalline-granular. The component minerals can usually be distinguished 

either with the naked eye or a lens, the triclinic felspar appearing in clear 

glassy finely-striated prisms in the dark green or black base of augite and 

titaniferous iron. Hence the rock commonly presents a dark-grey speckled 

appearance. Where alteration has made progress, brown tints prevail on the 

outer crust, and the rock crumbles into a brown or even yellow sand, as its iron 

is converted into limonite. 

An intrusive sheet is hardly ever amygdaloidal; when amygdules do 

* “ Mikroskopische Beschaffenheit der Mineralien und Gesteine,” 1873, p. 291. 
t “Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc.” wt supra. 

VOL. XXIX PART I. 61 
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appear they are small in size and limited in their range through the rock. It 

is distinguished by a peculiar uniformity of texture, seldom showing any large 

porphyritic crystals, such as frequently occur in the basalts. In some rare 

cases it may be columnar, but the columns are large and rude when compared 

with those of the basalts. The edges of a sheet where it approaches the 

contiguous strata present a much finer grain than the central portions. Small 

veins of this compact variety may occasionally be found penetrating the 

adjoining rocks, which are usually much indurated, both above and below 

intrusive sheets. 

Rocks presenting these characters abound in this region; the great sheets 

traversing the Lanarkshire and Stirlingshire coal-field, those in the heart of Fife, 

and many of those in the West of Mid-Lothian may be taken as illustrations. 

2. Microscopic Characters.—As above remarked, no sharp line can be 

drawn between these rocks and the diabases already described. The dolerites, — 

however, seldom contain any orthoclase or any original quartz, and are never 

so coarse in texture. They show a remarkably crystalline structure under 

the microscope. In many varieties no distinct trace of any glassy ground-mass 

can be detected. In others this substance appears as a clear pale yellow or 

green limpid glass, crowded with dark trichites, and. sometimes with minute 

green transparent microlites and needles of apatite. 

The felspar is triclinic, and appears in clear colourless striated prisms some- 
times half an inch long. It is probably labradorite ; it can at least be easily 

distinguished from the milky translucent variety so common among the 

diabases. It sometimes contains minute glass enclosures, and is often studded 

with apatite needles, or crossed by stouter prisms of that mineral. Small dark 

grains, which may be titaniferous iron or magnetite, may likewise be observed. 

Not infrequently a remarkable finely fibrous, transparent, or translucent 

substance may be observed encrusting the felspar. It resembles the occurrence ; 

of a zeolite. Occasionally a detached portion of augite may be detected entirely 

enclosed in the clear felspar. But there can be no doubt that the latter 

mineral was the first to crystallise into definite prisms. Traces of orthoclase 
are comparatively infrequent, but a clear or a kaolinized prism twinning in the 

vertical axis may now and then be detected. 

The augite occurs in large well-defined crystals, in irregular kernels, and 
rarely in minute granules. In most of the dolerites, particularly in the coarser 

varieties, it presents a fractured or flawed structure as in the diabases, and not — 

uncommonly it might be supposed to have been penetrated across its figures 

by intrusive prisms of felspar. Beautiful examples of this relation of the two — 

minerals may be noticed in the dolerites of the Falkirk and Slamannan coal-field. 
Examination with polarised light, however, shows that the apparent dislocations 
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parts of one crystal with wedges of felspar between them, are then found to 

polarise on the same plane, and in short to belong to one undisturbed crystal 

which formed round and enclosed the already completed network of triclinic 

felspar prisms. Hence in one part of a slide we have one of these prisms 

completely enveloped in an augite crystal, while in an adjoining portion of the 

same preparation the augite seems to be completely enclosed within the felspar. 
There can be no doubt that, as above remarked, on the whole the felspar took 

crystalline form first. This is admirably shown in the contact-phenomena to 

which I shall afterwards refer. At the same time, there are occasionally 

indications that minute granules of augite in the original molten rock did form 

definite crystals before the crystallisation of the felspar was completed. 

There is one distinctive feature between the mode of occurrence of the 

augite in the dolerites and in the interbedded anamesites and basalts which I 

have found to hold good, with few exceptions. While in the intrusive sheets 

the augite occurs either in well-marked crystals or in large crystalline 

irregularly-shaped portions, in the superficial lava-beds it is commonly present 

in abundant small granules and in sparse definite crystals. The granulated 

form has never been noticed by me in the dolerites, save in a few cases where 

the rock may have been almost superficial, or where it has been rapidly chilled 

by contact with the rocks through which it has been intruded. This point 

will be further described in the section treating of the interbedded basalt- 

rocks. 
' Apatite is present in most of the rocks, though extremely variable in 

amount. It assumes the form of fine needles and of stouter hexagonal prisms, 
but never attains the size it reaches in the diabases. 

The opaque ferruginous mineral seems to be chiefly titaniferous iron. 

Distinct rhombohedral forms in thin lamellze may often be noticed, and not 

infrequently with the same tendency to build themselves into crystallographic 
forms, which I have already noticed. But minute grains showing octohedral 

faces occasionally reveal the presence of magnetite. 

Olivine is rarely recognisable, even as a serpentinous pseudomorph, and 
never in the freshly erystalline state. There is no greater contrast between the 

dolerites and the basalts than the part which this mineral plays in them respec- 

tively. In some dolerites small serpentine enclosures retain what are probably 
the outlines of former olivine grains and crystals. But these are small in size, 

and very vaguely characterised when contrasted with those which remain to 

be described in the basalt group. 

Some of the more salient characters of the dolerites are represented in fig. 3, 

Plate XI., which shows the structure of a portion of the rock of Dalmahoy 
Hill, Edinburgh. 

The alteration of the dolerites has produced results closely similar to those 
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above described as occurring in the diabases. The triclinic felspar, though 

often singularly unchanged, may be detected passing into the granular kaolinised 

condition. The augite, as in the diabases, remains on the whole less affected 

than the felspar. It may, however, be observed with a surrounding border 

sometimes of an opaque black, sometimes of a dirty brown substance, which 

graduates inward into the still fresh augite. In other instances the external 

decomposed coating consists of serpentine, and strings of the same mineral may 

be traced along the fissures of the augite. The decomposition into serpentine 

may also be observed to have occasionally begun in the centre, while the 

surrounding part of the augite still remains tolerably fresh. Much diffused green 

matter, the so-called ‘viridite,’ may represent both olivine and augite. 

Leucoxene occurs under the same conditions as in the diabases. Hematite 

and limonite have often replaced the original iron oxides. Pyrite is almost 

always present in minute grains. Calcite, various zeolites, quartz, and 

calcedony fill up the pores and cavities of the rocks, and often run in 

veins through them. 

Phenomena of Contact.—It is well known that an intrusive crystalline rock 

assumes a Close texture along its junction with the rocks through which it has 

been thrust, and that these in turn commonly show more or less induration. I 
have examined a large number of microscopic sections taken both from the 
igneous and aqueous rocks, and will state here the general results of the 

investigation. 

Tracing the variations of an intrusive dolerite outwards in the direction of 

the rocks which it has invaded, we perceive change first in the augite. The 
large crystals and kernels of that mineral grow smaller until they pass into a 

granulated form like that characteristic of basalts. The large plates and amor- 

phous patches of titaniferous iron or magnetite give place to minute particles, 
which tend to group themselves into long club-shaped bodies. The labradorite 
continues but little affected, except that its prisms, though as defined, are not — 
quite so large. The interstitial glassy ground-mass remains in much the same 
condition and relative amount as in the centre of the rock. In figs. 11 and 12 

of Plate XII., I have drawn the structure of two interesting examples of contact 

phenomena. 

Along the line of contact with a sandstone or other granular rock, the 

dolerite becomes exceedingly close-grained. Its felspar crystals are still quite 
distinct even up to the edge of the stratified rock, but are fewer in relative — 

number, and still smaller in size, though an occasional prism two or three — 
millimetres in length may occur. They retain also their sharpness of outline, 
and their comparative freedom from enclosures of any kind. They tend to 

range themselves parallel with the surface of the sandstone. The augite exists 

as a finely granular pale green substance, which might at first be taken for a 
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glass, but it gives the characteristic action of augite with polarised light. It is 

intimately mixed through the clear glass of the ground-mass, which it far 

exceeds in quantity. The iron oxides now appear asa fine granular dust, which 

is frequently aggregated into the elongated club-shaped objects just referred to, 

as if round some inner pellucid or translucent microlite. In patches throughout 

the field, however, the oxides take the form of a geometrically perfect network 

of interlacing rods. This beautiful structure, described and figured by ZIRKEL 

and others,* is never to be seen in any of the dolerites, except close to the line 

of contact with the surrounding rocks. It occurs also in some of the dykes. 

(See Plate XII, fig. 12). 
I have not succeeded in detecting any microlites in the sandstones at the 

edge of a dolerite sheet, though I have had many slices prepared for the 

purpose. The sandstones, so far as my observations go, do not offer any proofs 

of alteration capable of satisfactory elucidation by the microscope. 

Where dolerite has invaded sandstone there is usually a tolerably sharp line 

of demarcation between the two rocks. It is seldom easy to procure a hand- 

specimen showing the actual contact, for the stone is apt to break along the 

junction-line. Where, however, the rock traversed by the igneous mass is 

argillaceous shale, we may find a thorough welding of the two substances into 

each other. In such cases the dolerite at the actual contact shows a still further 

degree of diminution in its component particles. It becomes a dark opaque 

rock, which in thin slices under the microscope is found to be formed of a 

mottled or curdled segregation of exceedingly minute black grains and hairs in 

a clear glassy matrix, in which the augite and felspar are not individualised. 

But even in this tachylite-like rock perfectly formed and very sharply defined 

crystals of triclinic felspar may be observed ranging themselves as usual parallel 

to the bounding surfaces of the rock. These characters are well seen in the 

contact of the intrusive sheet of dolerite with shale and sandstone at Hound 

Point, described on p. 475. 

Another instructive example is furnished by the small threads which pro- 

ceed from the dolerite of Salisbury Crags, and traverse enclosed fragments of 

shale. Some of these miniature dykes are not more than 3th of an inch in 

diameter, and may therefore easily be included, together with part of the sur- 

rounding rock, in the field of the microscope. The dolerite in these ramifications 

assumes an exceedingly fine texture. The felspar is the only mineral dis- 

tinctly formed into definite crystals. It occurs in prisms, sometimes /th of an 

inch long, and therefore readily recognisable by the naked eye. These prisms 

are perfectly shaped, contain abundant twin lamelle, and show enclosures of the 

iron of the base. They had been already completely formed at the time of 

injection ; for occasionally they may be observed projecting beyond the wall of 

* Op. cit. p. 273 ; Vogelsang’s “ Krystalliten.” 
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the vein into the adjacent shale or sandstone, and they have ranged themselves 

parallel to the sides of the vein.* The black ground, from which these large 
well-defined crystals stand out prominently, consists of a devitrified glass, 

rendered dark by the multitude of its enclosed black opaque microlites. These 

are very minute grains and rudely feathered rods, with a tendency to group 

themselves here and there into forms like portions of the rhombohedral 

skeletons of titaniferous iron already described. Numerous green serpentinous 

eranules may mark the position of the original augite. There is no trace of 

olivine. 

So thoroughly fused and liquid has the dolerite been at the time of its. 

injection, that little threads of it, less than $5 of an inch in diameter, consisting 

of the same dark base, with well-defined felspars, may be seen isolated within the 

surrounding sedimentary rock. Minute grains and rounded portions of the 

latter may also be noticed in the marginal parts of the dolerite. 

With regard to the change superinduced upon stratified rocks in the 

examples now under description, it is not easy to speak precisely, because the 

altered portions are completely enclosed within the mass of dolerite, and we 

cannot tell whence they were derived. They have acquired externally a per- 

cellanite aspect, and show numerous shining granules of quartz. Under the 

microscope this altered rock, which is pale grey or white, has a milky trans- 

lucent finely granular or dusty base, reminding one of the base of a felsite. 

It contains thin layers of quartz pebbles, which are also scattered promiscuously 

through the more compact portions. I have not succeeded in detecting any — 

microlites in this rock, save that here and there, close to its junction with the 

igneous threads and veins, it sometimes contains exceedingly minute cubes and 

irregular grains of a black opaque mineral. The quartz grains contain cavities, 

but are not clear, owing to the presence of many fine fissures and enclosed — 

greenish matter. They may be seen projecting into the dolerite, which has 

moulded itself to them, and has sometimes detached and completely enveloped 

them. 
It is evident that specimens taken from the edge of an intrusive sheet, where — 

the rock has rapidly chilled and solidified, represent to us an earlier stage in 

* The infusibility of the felspar has been well shown in some recent experiments on the rocks of 
the neighbourhood of Edinburgh, At my request, Dr R. S. Marsprn has subjected some of these 
rocks to fusion at the laboratory of the University of Edinburgh, and I have had microscopic sections 
prepared of the products obtained, The basalt of Lion’s Haunch is peculiarly instructive. Its large - 
labradorite crystals have resisted the intense white heat which, continued for four hours, has reduced — 
the rest of the minerals to a perfect glass. We can thus well understand how large definite crystals of 
felspar should have appeared in dykes and veins while the rock was still thoroughly liquid. The 
glass obtained from the Lion’s Haunch rock is of a honey-yellow, and contains translucent tufted — 
microlites. The iron forms beautiful dendritic films in the cracks. Altogether, the glass presents a 
strong resemblance to the peculiar substance found in some of the tuffs of the vents to be afterwards — 
described. I am at present engaged in a series of experiments on the fusion of volcanic rocks and 

artificial slags, and hope to communicate the results in a future paper to the Society. 

iv 
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the history of the whole mass than specimens taken from its central portions. 

In fact, a series of samples collected at short intervals from the outer contact 

to the inner mass shows, as it were, the successive stages in the consolidation 

of the molten rock. 

From the observations just described, it appears that the triclinic felspars 

began to assume the shape of large definite crystals before any of the other 

minerals. These felspars already existed when the molten mass forced its way 

among the shales, for they can be seen lying with their long axes parallel to the 

surface of shale, precisely as, in the well known fluid structures, they behave 

round a large crystal imbedded in the heart of a rock. But most of the felspar 

remains still undividualised, together with the other constituents, in a dark 

glassy tachyliticmagma. <A few feet from where the consolidation was not so 

rapid, we perceive that the iron oxides grouped themselves into incipient 

crystalline forms and skeleton crystals ; the felspar crystals formed abundantly, 

though small in size, and the augite was left as a finely granular green trans- 

parent substance. Still further towards the interior of the mass the normal 

character of the dolerite is gradually assumed. 

One of the most constant kinds of alteration is that which affects dolerites 

and basalts where they have been intruded among carbonaceous shales or 

coals. A thin slice of the “‘ white trap” from one of these junctions shows a 
dull white or pale yellowish granular translucent ground-mass, with a few small 

and decayed felspar prisms seattered through it. The absence of the usual 

green colouring matter and of the dark iron oxides is very marked under the 

microscope. The latter minerals seem to have been usually converted into 

siderite and limonite. The augite no doubt existed originally only in the 

minutely granulated form, but it cannot now be distinguished in the general 

kaolinised base. 

III. Tue Basaurs. (Plate XI. figs. 4 and 5.) 

Under this title I include all those rocks of the augite-felspar series which 
have a compact or finely granular base, through which the component crystals 

of triclinic felspar (probably always labradorite) augite, olivine, and magnetite 

are crowded. This base consists partly of a clear or pale-brown glass ground- 

mass, and partly of minutely granulated augite, and microlites probably of the 

felspar. It varies much in amount, sometimes almost disappearing; at other 

times occupying by far the largest bulk of the rock, and with only a few 

scattered crystals of the usual minerals, as in some of the most compact homo- 
geneous basalts. 

The more distinctly crystalline varieties are anamesites. The great majority 

are, however, true basalts. Though there is no essential distinction between 
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these two varieties, the term anamesite may be retained as a convenient 

synonym for those coarser basalts, where the felspar in well-defined crystals 

plays a leading part. 

1. General External Characters and Mode of Occurrence.—The basalts are 

broadly distinguished from the dolerites by their greater closeness of texture, 

darker colour, tendency to assume a regular columnar form, frequent slagey 

and amygdaloidal character, and their association with tuffs as interbedded 

sheets in the Carboniferous system. The more compact varieties break with a 

splintery conchoidal fracture, are iron-black on the fresh surface, and appear to 

consist of a homogeneous dull substance, in which only here and there a few 

shining crystalline facettes canbe seen. From this extreme graduations can be 

traced to a distinctly porphyritic texture, where the same dark base is crowded 

with crystals, among which prisms of labradorite, and augite and grains of | 

olivine can be seen with the naked eye. The beautiful anamesite of Craiglock- 

hart Hill, near Edinburgh, contains well-formed crystals of augite of the usual 

form, sometimes half an inch long, and crystals of serpentised olivine nearly as 

large. 

The action of the weather, however, has greatly altered the external aspect 

of the basalts. In some cases, especially where columnar, they weather — 

spheroidally, but instead of the thick coating of decayed shells so common 

among the dolerites, they may be found with merely a thin yellow crust, below 

which the rock appears fresh and black. Where they are amorphous, and 

especially where amygdaloidal, they decompose with a very characteristic dirty 

green aspect. Alternations of these two modes of weathering may be observed 

even in the same cliff, as at King Alexander’s Crag, near Burntisland, where 

the bedding of the basalts can be descried even from a distance by means of 

the difference. 

The basalts occur chiefly as interbedded sheets. With the exception of the — 

porphyrites, all the lavas poured out at the surface in the Basin of the Firth 

of Forth during the Carboniferous period were basalts. The hills between 

Bathgate and Linlithgow, those of Burntisland in Fife, and of the neighbour-— 

hood of Edinburgh, offer good examples. 
But the basalts assume also an intrusive form. So far as I have observed, 

they have never been thrust in great sheets among previously formed rocks ; at 

least the rock so thrust has not consolidated in the form of basalt. They oa 

of the Firth of Forth. P 
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(1.) The more distinctly crystalline basalts or anamesites are well illustrated 

by the rocks of Craiglockhart Hill (see fig. 4, Plate XI.), and the Long Row, 

near Edinburgh. When a thin section of one of these rocks is placed under 

the microscope, the first mineral to arrest attention is the abundant and fresh 

triclinic felspar. It forms the predominating ingredient, occurring in prisms 

with perhaps an average thickness of 002 inch, and a length of about -03 to 05 

inch. Occasional large porphyritic crystals ‘1 inch and upwards in length may 

be seen. This mineral has frequently enclosed globular grains of augite, and 

minute octohedra or irregular particles of magnetite. With a high power it 
may be seen to be sometimes full of fine clear glassy spicules. Beautiful fluid 

structure is shown by the arrangement of the thin felspar prisms round some of 

the larger included crystals. 

The augite comes next in abundance to the felspar ; indeed, it sometimes 

equals if it does not actually exceed it inquantity. This mineral is likewise well 

preserved. It occurs in two distinct forms :—1st, As minute granules without 

crystalline contours, but with the rounded drop-like form so characteristic of many 
basalts. This is the predominant condition. 2d, As large admirably definite 
prisms of the customary forms. ‘These, as previously stated, are sometimes half 

an inch long, and can be seen projecting from some of the weathered faces of the 

rock at Craiglockhart Hill. The zonal growth structure is beautifully displayed 
by some of these augites. I have observed in a few instances, that though the 
external form is sharply defined by a continuous band of the mineral, the 

interior presents a granulated appearance, as if it consisted merely of a congeries 

of the augite granules. In the Craiglockhart rock some of the augites may be 
seen nearly unflawed, while others immediately adjacent are entirely granulated. 

The latter portions, however, polarise uniformly as a whole, and not according 

to the individual granules. Small crystals of felspar, grains of magnetite, and 

portions of the ground-mass may be observed between the granules, which are 
of larger size than the average of those in the ground-mass. 

The olivine is almost always readily apparent. In some of the rocks it 

appears in crystals easily seen with the naked eye, some of them indeed, as at 

Craiglockhart, reaching a length of more than 4 inch. I have never observed 

it in small grains like the augite. It occurs in two conditions—(a) In sharply 

defined crystals, with easily measurable angles. When in this form, it contains 

few or no endomorphs, and has been able to resist alteration better than in the 

other form. Some of its central portions may be found still clear, and showing 

the proper reaction with polarised light. But its borders are altered into a pale 

greyish or greenish white substance which also traverses the centre along 

fissures. This substance polarises like serpentine, and is doubtless a serpen- 

tinous alteration-product. (6) In the usual, somewhat rounded, ill-defined 

erystals and grains. In this condition the olivine is often full of magnetite 
VOL. XXIX. PART I. 6N 
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grains and crystals, and is generally completely altered into a yellowish-green ser- 

pentinous substance. This is the ordinary mode of occurrence of the mineral. 

The magnetite occurs in octohedra, averaging perhaps ‘001 inch in diameter, 

also in many larger and irregular aggregations. Some of the latter, however, 

may be titaniferous iron. Apatite appears rarely in slender needles. 

Between these recognisable minerals there lies a minutely granular base, 

which can be resolved by a high power chiefly into augite, with here and there 

traces of a dusty devitrified substance. But it cannot be called a glassy ground- 

mass. The proportion in which it occurs to the rest of the constituents is so small 

that the crystalline granular character of the rock remains conspicuous. 

(2.) The true basalts vary greatly in details, but agree in the following 

general characters. The triclinic felspar occurs in minute prisms (perhaps on 

an average ‘0005 of an inch thick and ‘005 of an inch long) seldom in large © 

porphyritic crystals. The augite appears in its two forms, but while the 

granulated condition is always present, the larger definitely shaped crystals are — 

often absent. The olivine, always in serpentinous pseudomorphs retaining the 

rude contour of the original mineral, frequently lies in large porphyritic 

crystals. Magnetite forms a conspicuous feature, though its proportional amount 

is subject to great variations. The structure of the rock is always minutely 

granular, the granules consisting of augite; but between them, and in the 

wedge-shaped angles between the felspar prisms, a clear glass with pellucid — 

spicules may sometimes be observed. (See fig. 5, Plate XI.) 

The felspar is on the whole the predominant mineral, but this chief part is 
not infrequently taken by the granular augite. As in the dolerites, the felspar 

encloses globules of augite often less than ‘0001 of an inch in diameter, also 

specks of magnetite. In fresh specimens it remains exceedingly clear and quite 

unchanged. It is always well striated. In some rocks its minute prisms are — 

arranged in the most perfect fluid structure along the faces of the large 

olivines and augites. A good example of this arrangement is supplied by a — 

very compact basalt on the shore to the west of Pettycur. | 

The augite granules average perhaps about ‘001 of an inch in diameter. 

On applying a high power to their examination they are often seen to have 

imperfect crystalline outlines. That they are crystalline bodies, and not mere 

vlass, is shown by their behaviour under polarised light. In some basalts— 

those of Kirkton, near Bathgate, for example—they appear as it were curdled — 

found in rings, the external outlines of which are rudely those of augite — 

prisms, while the interior is occupied by a confused mass of augite granules, — 

magnetite, and the general ground-mass of the rock. The colour of the — 
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granulated augite, under a low power, appears as a pale port-wine tint ; but in 

thin slices, and with a high power, it is a pale brown or yellow, though the 

pink hue is not always lost even there. Perfect crystals of this mineral occur 

in some basalts; the most remarkable example in this respect with which I 

have met is from one of the dykes on the shore at St Monans, where, through a 

granular augitic base, regular prisms often twinned, are dispersed in great 

abundance, and admirably fresh. If minute petrographical subdivisions of the 

basalts were desirable, we might arrange in one series those where the felspar 

is greatly preponderant, and in another those where granular augite is the 

leading mineral. 
The olivine varies much in quantity. In some basalts it appears only in 

occasional rare and small pieces ; but usually it is discernible in every thin slice, 

and in some it forms a notable object even to the naked eye. It is always 
more or less converted into the usual green serpentinous substance. In certain 

basalts, especially in that of Mid Tartraven, Linlithgowshire, the olivine is 
occasionally so crowded with magnetite that this mineral forms by much the 

largest proportion of a crystal. The external form of the olivine remains 

distinct, however, and the altered serpentinous pseudomorph seems to bind the 

opaque octohedra together. In some of the Fife olivines the outer border is 

converted into a deep orange-yellow transparent strongly dichroic substance. 

The magnetic iron appears in two forms. In the great majority of the 

basalts it assumes its usual form of minute octohedra, the shining triangular 

faces of which are well brought out by reflected light. But in some peculiar 

basalts the iron exists as minute thin lamelle, which recall those of the 

diabases and coarse dolerites. From the angles obtained, however, and from the 

absence of the usual white porcelain-like accompaniment of titaniferous iron, 

I infer that these thin plates are magnetite. Basalts with this character 

occur at Pettycur in Fife, and also on the island of Inchkeith. Apatite is not 
recognisable. 

The alteration of the basalts has always begun by the conversion of the 

olivine. Where much of this mineral is present, the decay of the rock pro- 

duces the greenish hue so common among the interbedded sheets. The other 

minerals resist weathering for a long time, but the felspar is eventually kaolinised, 

the augite passes into a dark brown earthy substance, sometimes into serpen- 

tine, and the magnetite is oxidized into hematite, or more usually limonite. 

It will be seen that in general arrangement of structure, these Carboniferous 

basalts of central Scotland exactly correspond with felspar basalts described by 

ZiRKEL from Germany, Faroe, Iceland, and the United States,* as well as with 

those of Tertiary age collected by him in Scotland. The endeavour to establish 

* See his Basalt-Gesteine, 1870, and ‘‘ Report of Geol. Explor., 40th Parallel, Microseopical 
Petrography ” (vol. vi.), p. 229. Washington, 1876. 
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a petrographical distinction between the older and younger basalts breaks down 

completely when the rocks of the Basin of the Firth of Forth are brought in | 

evidence. Jn their behaviour in the field, and quite as much in their structure 

under the microscope, they cannot be discriminated from these of Tertiary date. 

The specimen from Strathblane which was described by ZIRKEL as a good 

example of an abundant type of true basalt, is an intrusive boss among the 

Carboniferous rocks, and is almost certainly of lower Carboniferous age. 

TV. SERPENTINE-OLIVINE ROCKS. 

Pikrite. (Plate XI. fig. 6.) 

As an appendix to the normal dolerites and basalts, I insert here an account 
of a very remarkable and beautiful rock of rare occurrence in the Basin of the 

Firth of Forth. It is intimately associated with these rocks, and has evidently 

proceeded from some of the same vents. I know it as yet from only two 

localities—Blackburn, near Bathgate, and the island of Inchcolm. It appears 

to agree most closely with some of the rocks from the Fichtelgebirge, 
described by GUMBEL under the name of “ Pikrite.” 

1. General External Characters and Mode of Occurrence.—The variety from 

Blackburn occurs in that interesting belt of ground which runs southward 

through the Linlithgow and Bathgate Hills into the county of Mid-Lothian. This 

tract contains the records of a prolonged volcanic activity, during which lavas 

and tuffs were thrown out to a united depth of many hundred feet. The earliest 

eruptions began before the commencement of the deposition of the Carboniferous 

limestone series, and continued until the greater part of that series had been 

formed. As I have already stated, the lavas consist of basalts and amygdaloidal 

anamesites, the basalts being often singularly fresh, while the more coarsely 

crystalline rocks, especially where amygdaloidal, are often much decomposed. 

The volcanic ridge descends somewhat abruptly into the low grounds at its 

southern end. This arises apparently from several causes. A large fault witha — 

downthrow to the south strikes eastward from the Bathgate coal-field, and skirts 

the southern base of the hills. The volcanic rocks are thus thrown down on the 

south side. Besides this, as the vents of eruption seem to have lain to the north, 

the accumulated sheets of lava and tuff no doubt thinned away in a southerly 

direction. Moreover, a vast amount of sandy and gravelly drift and of underlying — 

boulder clay has been laid down over the lower grounds. That the volcanic rocks, 

however, continue southward is proved by numerous bores which have been sunk 

through the drifts in search of coal. They rise to the surface near the village of 

Blackburn, and after another interruption from the depth of glacial detritus 

are seen in the channel of the River Almond, whence they may be traced — 

southwards for about two miles further. The sections in that stream, as well . 
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as in the Briech Water, instructively show how rapidly the volcanic sheets 

diminish southwards. Of the vast mass of basalt and tuff intercalated 

between the lower limestones, most of that to the east of Bathgate has dis- 

appeared. It is the upper or later portion of the volcanic series, lying above 

the Main Limestone, which is prolonged southwards into Mid-Lothian, its 

position being indicated by the thin limestones between which it is intercalated. 

At Blackburn one of the old lavas of a very peculiar kind has been quarried 

for many years as a material termed “lakestone,” employed for the construction 

of the soles of ovens, owing to its capability of withstanding the effects of 

considerable heat. The rock is seen only at the quarry itself. It is there 

_found to present a beautifully ice-worn upper surface, lying under a mass of 

stiff dark boulder-clay. In the channel of the Almond Water, immediately 

below the rock, some shaly sandstones and shales occur, with a thin seam of 

crinoidal limestone lying upon a few inches of coal. These strata dip towards 

the north-west at 25°, and the volcanic sheet has a similar inclination. It is 

evidently a bed intercalated in the limestone series. Its precise stratigraphical 

relations are made clear by a section in the Skolie Burn, less than two miles 

further south. A rock of a similar character, and quarried for the same 

purpose, is there exposed under a group of calcareous shales and thin lime- 

stone. Its upper part is in some places a fine slaggy amygdaloid. The strata 

lying directly upon it are of a peculiar green felspathic sandstone or shale, con- 

taining detached fragments of the amygdaloid, and likewise Lingula and other 

mollusca. It is clear that the rock is not an intrusive sheet, but is a true lava- 

bed, which was erupted and solidified at the surface during the accumulation of 

the older part of the Carboniferous Limestone series of West Lothian. 

I am thus particular regarding the geological relations of this rock, because 

it stands at present as a nearly unique example of a very interesting variety 

of these Carboniferous lavas, and likewise offers a striking petrographical 

difference between the upper and under part of the same bed, such as I have 

not been able to discover anywhere else. 

The rock is best displayed at the Blackburn Quarry. Looked at from a 

short distance, it appears to be one of the rudely jointed, somewhat decomposed 

brown or dirty-green doleritic or diabasic rocks of the district, with a tendency 

to weather out into spheroids. Examined more closely, the upper portion is 

seen to bear out this first impression, though evidently to present more decided 
traces of serpentisation than is usually to be observed. A specimen taken 

from the lower body of the stone would be termed a highly serpentinous 

diabase, nearly approaching a serpentine in outward aspect. Veins of serpen- 

tine and chrysotile, sometimes six inches thick and often streaked with calcite, 

run in vertical divisions through the whole rock. There is no line of demarca- 
tion to be drawn between the higher and lower parts of the rock. They cannot 

VOL. XXIX. PART I. 60 
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indeed be discriminated except by actual fracture and inspection, the whole 

mass appearing as one and indivisible. The upper part is too hard to be 

worked with profit, and is therefore thrown aside, but the workmen cannot fix 

any line below which the stone becomes valuable, except by the ease with 

which it yields to their tools. 

A few hand-specimens, selected from various parts of the upper harder 

band, give the following characters :—Finely crystalline base of a dirty, blackish 

green colour, and a tolerably homogeneous but dull texture, showing many ill- 

defined greenish white points, apparently of decayed felspar, with minute 

facettes, some of which are pyrite ; fracture, splintery ; hardness, 3 to 4. 

The variety from Inchcolm was brought to my notice by one of my students 

in the University, Mr Ernest Apy, who landing on the island, and being struck 

with the external aspect of the rock, took specimens, and sliced them for the 

microscope. It occurs in beds, under which lie some hardened sandstone, 

limestone, and shale. It seems to be an intrusive mass, as are those of the 

adjacent islands and the neighbouring coast of Fife. It is rather coarsely 

crystalline-granular. Even to the naked eye its honey-yellow grains of olivine, 

dark glancing crystals of augite, occasional plates of glistening brown biotite, 

and serpentinous interstitial matter, are quite apparent. But under the micro- 

scope it becomes an object of surpassing beauty. 

2. Microscopic Characters.—The lower portion of the Blackburn rock con- 

sists chiefly of serpentine. This mineral occurs in (1) irregular patches, the 
edges of which are sometimes sharply defined against the other ingredients, — 

while elsewhere they seem entangled among the latter ; (2) in more definite — 

forms, which are almost certainly those of former olivine ; (3) in tufts and 

fibrous streaks ; and (4) in veins of true chrysotile. Between the abundant — 

portions of serpentine traces of a pale mineral full of serpentinous veins, which 

behaves like olivine in polarised light, are probably the last recognisable 
remnants of that mineral, which at first appears to have constituted the main 

part of the rock. Large, much-flawed crystals of a pale brown to claret — 

coloured mineral are scattered through the serpentine, and are enclosed in the — 
less altered olivine. These answer to augite in general behaviour with polar- 
ised light, but I have been unable to obtain any satisfactory cleavage angles. 
Numerous needles and fine prisms of apatite are crowded into some parts of 

the rock, Abundant iron black particles of titaniferous iron or magnetite 

occur, and a little pyrites. A few prisms of triclinic felspar also occur. There — 

is no distinct ground-mass separate from the general base of serpentine. 
The upper portion of the Blackburn rock presents a marked contrast in its 

minute structure. It contains among its constituents a feeble quantity of a dis- 

tinct glass which occurs occasionally in large interspaces, and then shows a dusty _ 
character, resolvable with a high power into exceedingly minute dark globules. 
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The most abundant mineral is a colourless and tolerably fresh triclinic felspar. 

Next in amount isa pale yellowish transparent mineral in very small prisms, which 

seems to be augite, but of an unusual form. Some of these prisms, not exceed- 

ing ‘0005 of an inch in diameter, may be seen enclosed in the altered olivine. The 

latter mineral can be recognised in the form of crystals, from about ‘03 to ‘10 

of an inch in length, completely serpentinised. They consist mainly of a pale 

delicate apple-green clouded and fibrous substance, which is bordered and 

traversed by strings of a bright grass green, sometimes of rich yellowish brown. 

But these olivines occur in much smaller quantity than in the lower part of the 

rock. Titaniferous iron or magnetite likewise appears as in that lower part, but 

also in less abundance. Apatite may be detected occasionally. (See fig. 6, 

Plate XI.) 

Without at present entering further into the detailed structure of this 

beautiful and interesting rock, the facts just stated show that in the lower half 

there is a preponderance of the heavy olivine, augite, and iron, while in the 

upper half the lighter felspar predominates. As I have said, it is quite 

impossible to draw any line between the two portions of the rock thus 

differently constituted. It is one indivisible mass, in which the lower part, 

a serpentine (representing olivine), shades up into the higher part, rich in 

felspar. In this case there has evidently been a separation of the ingredients 

according to their respective gravities, during the period when the mass was 

still in a molten condition, as ScroPeE pointed out in modern lavas. The fluidity 

of the rock must have been such as to allow of this segregation even after the 

lava had moved some way along the surface. 

The Inchcolm rock is considerably fresher than that of Blackburn. 

Examined under the microscope, it is seen to be by far the most beautiful rock 

in the Basin of the Firth of Forth. The olivine, its most abundant mineral, is 

still in large measure quite undecomposed, though frequently presenting the 

usual external crust and transverse wavy threads of green serpentine. Large 

pieces of fresh olivine give the characteristic reaction with polarised light. 

Next in quantity comes the augite, which is likewise singularly fresh. It 

has in thin slices a pale claret colour, and gives cleavage angles of 87° 

and 93°. It occurs in large well-defined prisms of the usual forms, often 

enclosing grains and crystals of olivine. A milky felspar, full of fissures, 

filled with decomposition products, but still showing traces of twin lamellation, 

occupies a very subordinate place in the rock. Long scales of rich brown 

biotite occur here and there; also a few plates and grains of probably titani- 

ferous iron. One of the most conspicuous ingredients is a rich emerald-green 

to grass-green product of decomposition, which fills up interstices, and running 
im veins and irregular streaks or tufts through the rock, gives a singularly 
bright tone to the field of the microscope. Other pale or colourless aggregates, 
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sometimes distinctly fibrous, likewise occur. These various decomposition 

products give between crossed Nicols sometimes the reaction of serpentine, 

sometimes the pale milky blue tint and aggregate polarisation so often found 

in chlorite. Zeolitic fibrous tufts occur in some of the cavities. I have not 

observed any apatite. 

B. Felspar-Magnetite Rocks. 

Tue Porpuynrites. (Plate XII. figs. 7 and 8.) 

Under this title I provisionally group those Carboniferous volcanic rocks 
which in the Basin of the Firth of Forth have been mapped as “ felstones,” 

“porphyrites,” and “claystones.” They present very great varieties of external 

aspect, but possess certain common characters which suffice to enable the 

field-geologist to distinguish them from the basalt series. Occupying a definite 

place in the Carboniferous system in Scotland, they belong entirely to the 

great volcanic epoch at the beginning of the Carboniferous period. They form 

the thick-terraced masses which range through the north of Ayrshire, Renfrew- 

shire, and Dumbartonshire to the Forth at Stirling. They partially appear at 

Edinburgh, in the Calton Hill and Arthur Seat, but on a much more extended 

scale in the Garlton Hills of Haddingtonshire. Similar rocks in Berwickshire, 

Roxburgh, and Dumfries spread over wide areas at the base of the Calciferous 

Sandstones. They are thus the oldest and most generally distributed of the 

volcanic rocks associated with the Carboniferous system in Scotland. In most 

essential characters they agree with the lavas so copiously erupted in central 

Scotland during the time of the Lower Old Red Sandstone, with which in 

another memoir I shall again discuss them. They thus belong essentially to 

an older as well as a more vigorous volcanic type than the basalts. Even 

the thickest and most extensive series of basalt eruptions, such as those of 

the Burntisland and Linlithgowshire districts, are of trifling amount when 

compared with the enormous sheets of bedded porphyrite in the Campsie and 

Ayrshire Hills. 

The porphyrites always occur as contemporaneous or interbedded sheets, save 

in those comparatively infrequent cases where they have filled up the volcanic 

funnels, and now appear in necks. 

1. General External Characters.—A “porphyrite” is marked by a dull 

close-grained porphyry base, through which are usually scattered crystals of a 
triclinic, less commonly an orthoclase, felspar. The base is usually of some shade 

of red or brown, varying from a dark chocolate or purple tint to pale yellow or 

nearly white, greenish and bluish shades being less common. It is frequently — 
amygdaloidal. As arule, the porphyrites are somewhat altered, fresh specimens 

being in many cases unobtainable, or only with much difficulty. The weather- — 
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ing has particularly attacked the iron oxide in the rocks, hence the frequent 

red, brown, and yellow tints. 

An important feature of the porphyrites as compared with the basalts is 

their comparative lightness. Their average specific gravity is about 2°6 to 2°7, 

while that of the basalts is about 2°9, a difference which is appreciable even 

when specimens are held in the hand, Some intermediate varieties, however, 

helping to connect the porphyrites with the basalts, are not always easily dis- 

tinguished by external tests. 

2. Microscopic Characters.—The distinguishing mark of the porphyrites 

under the microscope is the character of their ground-mass. It appears as a 

clear, colourless substance through which vaguely defined prisms of triclinic 

felspar are crowded. Between crossed Nicols it presents a characteristic 

mottled structure, the light and dark parts shading off insensibly into each 

other. As the slide is rotated the mottling wanders over it, every portion 

becoming successively light and dark (see Plate XII. figs. 7 and 8). This 

continues to be the case even with a high power. In a very few cases only 

have I noticed small interspaces which remained persistently dark. Colourless 

hairs or fine rods are not infrequent ; and occasionally minute pale yellow or 

nearly colourless globules, which polarise like the globular augite of the basalts, 

may be observed. 

This clear anisotropic ground-mass can scarcely be anything else than a 

felspar. It blends so insensibly with the felspar prisms, that where the defined 

forms of these prisms cease it is impossible to separate their substance from 

the surrounding mass. This is the case with most of the Garlton Hill 

porphyrites. In some cases the prisms are well striated, and stand out more 

definitely. I have attempted to delineate the structure in the drawings above 

referred to. 

The felspars chiefly occur in these vaguely outlined forms. But in many 

porphyrites they appear also as large porphyritic crystals with exceedingly 

sharply marked boundaries. In the majority of cases they are triclinic, and 

probably labradorite. Now and then clear twins of orthoclase are to be 

observed. Among the Garlton Hills the larger felspars are occasionally 

crowded with enclosures, sometimes promiscuously diffused through the 

crystal, at other times in lines along the planes of twinning. The most 

abundant enclosures are minute globules of augite, not infrequently elongated 

into rod-like bodies. In one or two cases I have noticed numerous perfectly 

black opaque globules. These may be augite crowded with magnetite dust. 

Taking the clear ground-mass as felspar, and including with it the recognis- 

able felspar crystals, we find that perhaps about nine-tenths of the substance 

of one of the most typical porphyrites is felspathic. Next in abundance 

is magnetite, which occurs in recognisable octohedra, not infrequently 
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imperfect, and in irregular shred-like particles. Its crystals are often extremely 
minute ; in some of the rocks of the Garlton Hills they are on an average less. 

than ‘001 of an inch in diameter. In these microscopic grains, however, we 

can easily see with reflected light the glancing triangular faces of the octohedra, 

and the sub-conchoidal fracture of the broken grains. 

Augite is frequently, but not always, present. When recognisable, its most 
common form is that of minute globules, like those of the basalts, but of still 

smaller dimensions, enclosed in the felspars and in the clear ground-mass. 

Larger irregularly defined fragments, of a pale yellow tint in thick sections, 

which polarise like the augite globules, are probably also augite. 

At the base of the lavas of the Garlton Hills certain rocks occur which 

present the same peculiar anisotropic ground-mass, but in much smaller 

quantity. The triclinic felspars are numerous, fresh, and well striated. Augite 
abounds in large crystals, as well as in smaller globular forms. Magnetite or 

titaniferous iron appears, but has commonly suffered oxidation. Pseudomorphs 

of serpentine and black ferruginous opaque matter replacing olivine (7?) like- 

wise occur. These rocks evidently form a connecting group between the 

anamesites and porphyrites. 

The most characteristic Carboniferous porphyrites in the Baia of the 

Firth of Forth are those of East Lothian. They have been laid open in — 

numerous quarries, as well as natural sections, on the Garlton Hills. The 

Calton Hill and Arthur Seat porphyrites are much decayed, but still show 

the characteristic ground-mass. The Campsie Fells contain many varieties of 

porphyrite, but these lie chiefly beyond the region embraced by the present — 

Memoir. 

In the progress of alteration the porphyrites undergo some characteristic 

changes. Their felspar suffers the usual kaolinisation. Their ferruginous 
constituent is oxidised into hematite, but more usually limonite, and they con- _ 

sequently weather into reddish-brown and yellow clays. 

C. Felspar (Orthoclase) Rocks. 

THE FeusiTes. (Plate XII. fig. 9.) 

Very few rocks of this class are included among the Carboniferous volcanic 

masses of the Basin of the Firth of Forth. Some examples occur among the 

necks of the Campsie Fells, and in the western neck on the shore at Largo. 7 

1. General External Characters and Modes of Occurrence.—Under the term 

felsites, I group certain rocks varying in colour from a pale grey through shades 

of yellow to a deep red, usually compact in texture; in fresh fracture some- 

times quite flinty, but mostly decayed, and presenting a more or less kaolinised © 
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granular aspect ; seldom porphyritic, but generally containing distinct blebs of 

quartz readily perceptible by the naked eye. They are all intrusive masses, 

and are confined to the necks or their vicinity. They occur as veins or dykes, 

sometimes in large neck-like masses. 

2. Microscopic Characters.—Under the microscope these rocks show a 

characteristic finely granular felsitic ground-mass, through which are scattered 

erains or irregular pieces of quartz and crystals of orthoclase (see Plate XII. 

fig. 9). One of the most interesting varieties is that already referred to as 
occurring in veins, together with basalts, in the vent on the shore to the west of 

Largo. It is exceedingly flinty in texture, and looks so like altered shale that 

I at first regarded it as such. Its extreme hardness causes it to stand out 

prominently on the beach, where its enduring surface acquires in places a kind of 

polish from the friction of sand particles across it. Seen with a low power under 

the microscope, it shows a curious reticulated structure, which, in some respects 

resembling the normal structure of perlite, is marked by numerous narrow 

bands running through the rock and often intersecting each other. These bands 

differ from the rest of the ground-mass in being clearer and less thickly granular. 

In the interspaces between them the ground-mass thickens into cloudy patches 

with traces of a fluid structure of the perlitic kind. The orthoclase crystals and 

quartz, however, are found indiscriminately in the bands and in the interspaces 

or crossing from the one to the other. The orthoclase occurs in Carlsbad twins, 

averaging from 35 to y$o of an inch in length. The quartz is not definitely 

crystallised, but has taken the form of rounded blebs, sometimes with the drop- 

like form so often to be noticed in felsites. Its granules are distinctly visible 

to the naked eye, and are crowded thickly through the rock. They abound 

in cavities. 

An interesting feature in this rock is its occurrence in one of the necks of 

the East of Fife where, with this exception, basalt is the only form of lava now 

to be seen. Throughout the great plateau of Lower Carboniferous porphyrites, 

extending from the Campsie Fells into Ayrshire, large bosses as well as veins 

of a yellow quartz-felsite are not uncommon. Yet no rock of this kind seem 

ever to have been erupted to the surface. Again, in the Lower Old Red Sand- 

stones, while the outflows of lavas are thoroughly basic porphyrites, large 

intrusions of siliceous felsites have taken place at and round the necks, but 
never at the surface. At the Pentland Hills, however, during Lower Old Red 

Sandstone times, great showers of felsitic tuff were ejected. It would appear 

that, even at volcanoes giving out basic lavas and tuff, there has frequently 

been an uprise of extremely acid lavas in and around the vents. 
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Lr THE FRAGMENTAL Riocks of DLurnrs, 

(Plate XII. fig. 10.) 

From the nature of their origin the fragmental volcanic products cannot, 

like the crystalline rocks, be grouped into very definite petrographical sub- 

divisions. They are not chemical mixtures, but mere mechanical aggregates, 

liable to constant variation in the characters and proportions of their con- 

stituents. Thus on the large scale we may encounter one of these masses 

presenting the greatest contrast in the composition even of two adjacent 

portions ; and even when examined with the microscope, similar extreme 

diversity and variety may be traced. 

1. General External Characters and Modes of Occurrence.—In the first 

place, it is to be observed that the fragmental rocks have two distinct modes of 

occurrence, in each of which they present special petrographical characters. 

They occur (a) fillimg up volcanic vents, and (6) interstratified with bedded 
lavas or with strata of an ordinary sedimentary kind. 

(2) In Volcanic Vents.—By far the coarsest and most tumultuously assorted 

varieties occur in this position, Large subangular or somewhat rounded blocks 

of sandstone, limestone, or other stratified rock, according to the nature of the 

surrounding strata, are commingled with abundant blocks of dolerite, basalt, or 

some other variety of igneous rock in an earthy and gravelly paste of the same 

materials still further comminuted. These agglomerates are for the most part 

quite unstratified, though sometimes traces of a rude bedding may be dis- 

cerned among them, the layers standing on end or at high angles in the 

manner already described (ante, p. 463). The agglomerate of Arthur Seat is a 

well known and excellent example. In some cases the stones are remarkably 

angular, giving the rock the character of a breccia, though this variety is much 

less frequent than the preceding. The fragmental detritus in the vents is often — 

a dull, dirty-green gravel, partially cemented in an incoherent paste of the same 

composition. The small stones of the gravel consist chiefly of varieties of dolerite 

or basalt, usually much decayed. Larger blocks of the same rocks, as well as 

of sandstones, limestones, shales, &c., are scattered abundantly through the 

mass. ‘This is the general character of the tuff filling up the vents in Fife. In 

districts where the lavas erupted have been porphyrites, the voleanic agglome- 

rates and tuffs consist of the debris of these rocks. Fragments of older tuff 
may constantly be detected among the materials in the vents. The probable 

meaning of this fact has been already stated (ante, p. 461). 
(>) In Interstratified Sheets.—The showers of dust, sand, and lapilli ojoctalll 

from volcanic vents falling upon lakes, rivers, or the sea, sink to the bottom of 

the water, where they accumulate in layers, more or less mixed with the 

ordinary sand, mud, or other deposit. In proportion, therefore, to the vigour 
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and length of the eruption and to the proximity of the vent will be the thick- 

ness of the layer of tuff and its freedom from extraneous materials. But as we 

recede from the centre of disturbance we find the volcanic debris to be more and 

more commingled with ordinary sediment until at last it comes to be no longer 

traceable in the usual sand or silt of the district. Hence, in dealing with the 

bedded tuffs of the Carboniferous system in the region of the Forth we are 

constantly presented with varying mixtures of fine volcanic debris and ordinary 

mechanical sediment. The reality and nature of this commingling can best be 

seen when the non-volcanic material is limestone, as may be instructively 

observed among the Kirkton Quarries to the east of Bathgate, and on the Fife 

coast between Pettycur and Kirkcaldy. (See ante, p. 482.) 
The bedded tuffs vary according to the nature of the lavas with which they 

are associated. In the porphyrite districts they are dull red or greenish rocks, 

made up of fine porphyrite debris, mixed with ordinary sand and clay. In the 

doleritic and basaltic region they are almost invariably of a characteristic 

blackish-green to sage-green tint, rarely dull yellow or red; and are well strati- 

fied, the layers being marked off by lines of lapilli, consisting of greenish decayed 

varieties of basalt rocks. Their layers vary from mere lamin, scarcely thicker 

than writing-paper, up to thick beds piled over each other to a depth of several 

hundred feet. Organic remains are frequently to be met with in these tufts. 

Thus at the east quarry, Kirkton, we may observe well-preserved fronds of 

Sphenopteris and Pecopteris, with stems of Lepidodendron and Calamites ; at the 

west quarry, Productus longispinus, crinoid stems, and other marine organisms ; 

at St Anthony’s Chapel, Arthur Seat, scales of Rhizodus, and other fish 

remains. 

2. Microscopic Characters.—The fragmental rocks do not yield such satis- 

factory results as the crystalline masses to investigation with the microscope. 

In thin slices, with a low magnifying power, they are seen to present the same 

twofold composition as on the large scale to the naked eye, viz., enclosing 

paste and enclosed fragments. 

a, The Paste.—I have never yet succeeded in obtaining any definite structure 

in the matrix of the tuffs. It is a dull, finely granular amorphous substance, 

which under a high power is resolvable into shapeless grains and shreds, 

often greenish, sometimes colourless, and sometimes black and opaque. There 
can be no doubt that these particles are merely the more thoroughly com- 

minuted debris of the same materials as constitute the distinct lapilli. In 

no case have I found any microlites such as are met with in some modern 

volcanic tuffs and ashes. If any such ever existed, they have disappeared in 

the general oxidation and alteration of the matrix of the rock. The tufts, 
being commonly porous incoherent masses, have suffered more from the 

influence of percolating water than the solid basalts. Probably we never see 
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any of them now in their original condition; so that the diffused red, brown, and 

green matter of their base may represent microlites and crystals of some 

of the constituent minerals of the lavas. 

Where the tuffs occur as beds or lamine, interstratified with sedimentary 

rocks, the paste necessarily becomes mixed with the sand, mud, or limestone 

which may have been gathering in the floor over which the volcanic eruptions 

took place. Many good specimens showing this intermixture under the micro- 

scope may be gathered from the Bathgate and Pettycur localities already 

referred to. 

b. The Lapillii—These consist chiefly of rounded or subangular fragments 

of the lavas of the district in which the tuff lies. In Fife and the Lothians 

among the districts of basalt and dolerite, fragments of these rocks may be 

detected abundantly in the tuffs. Many of them do not differ in any respect 

from the substance of the solid rock as we see it now in sheets or in dykes at the 

surface. They seem to have been derived from the breaking up of already consoli- 

dated lava. This, so far as I have been able to observe, appears to be true also of 

the whole of the lapilli generally. It is rare to meet with one which has its cells 

drawn out round its circumference in such a manner as to point to its having 

been ejected from a molten mass and having acquired its globular form from 

rapid gyration in the air during itsascent. On the other hand, every section of 

tuff will furnish examples of cellular lapilli, in which the cells have been cut 

across by the external surfaces of the fragments. These lapilli are merely 

portions of vesicular or pumiceous lava, and may have been ejected by 

explosions that disrupted the hardened frothy crust of a rock, the lower por- 

tions of which were still molten and in ebullition underneath. So extremely 

cellular are many of the lapilli, that where they fell into water they must have 

floated for some time before becoming water-logged. ‘The vesicles are filled 

with calcite, delessite, or some other product of decomposition. 

One of the most generally diffused constituents of the tuff seems to be 

peculiar to them. In its present condition it is a serpentine or serpentinous 

substance, varying in colour from a bright grass-green or celadon-green to pale 

or honey-yellow, transparent and structureless in thin slices, looking at first like — 

a green glass (see Plate XII. fig. 10). It is almost invariably cellular, some- 

times so extremely so that the vesicles form three-fourths of the mass. The 

cavities are sometimes perfectly circular, and vary from less than ;,45 to more 

than yo of an inch in diameter. More usually they are elongated, and 

occasionally have been drawn out to such an extent that they appear as 

exceedingly thin parallel lines, giving the substance a laminated aspect. In — 

some rare instances the elongation has taken place round the external parts of 

the lapilli, the inner cells remaining circular. But in almost all cases the vesicles _ 

have been broken across by the external surfaces of the lapilli. They appear 
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usually empty in the preparations; but calcite occasionally remains in 

them 

Besides the abundant cells, this substance frequently contains prisms of a 

triclinic felspar, and sometimes slender needles, which may be apatite. I have 

also observed round and subangular granules of quartz, containing abundant 

liquid cavities. This quartz is probably an accidental constituent caught up 

in the original melted rock, and not properly belonging to its composition. 

Scattered rod-like and granular black opaque microlites are sometimes 

observable. Very minute black grains may likewise be noticed, more par- 
ticularly round the circumference of the cells.* 

Viewed with ordinary light this green or yellowish transparent glass-like 

base of the lapilli at once suggests Palagonite. Between crossed Nicol prisms it 

is resolved into the pale bluish grey or neutral-tinted finely fibrous appearance, 

with occasional bright chromatic polarisation so characteristic of serpentine. 

There can be no doubt that this serpentine or serpentinous substance must 

have been originally a glass, in the most thoroughly melted condition, and that 

it was kept in brisk ebullition by the passage of vapour through it. It has 

no counterpart among the lavas erupted at the surface. The nearest analogy 

is to be found in the Blackburn ‘‘pikrite” already described; but there is 

nothing in that rock like the minutely and abundantly cellular structure of 

the lapilli in the tuffs. These fragments occur chiefly in the tuff of vents ; 

they abound in the necks of the Fife coast, sometimes to such an extent as 

nearly to constitute the entire mass of the tuff, as at Kilmundy Hill, near 

Burntisland. They may be observed in the later agglomerates of Arthur Seat, 

at St Magdalene’s, Linlithgow, &c. They occur less frequently in the inter- 

stratified sheets of tuff, as among some of the beds at Pettycur and Kinghorn. 

I regard them as having been derived from the explosion of a rock which con- 

tained little felspar, but probably consisted mainly of olivine and augite, and 

which remained for a long while simmering, as it were, at the bottom of some 

of the volcanic vents. I have pointed out, in the case of the remarkable 

Blackburn rock, that a segregation of its materials had taken place, the heavy 

olivine remaining chiefly below. Something of the same kind may be supposed 

to have occurred in the volcanic funnels. After long fusion the lighter minerals, 

notably the felspar, may have come chiefly to the top, whence they might be 

discharged at successive volcanic eructations. Eventually the lower and 

* Since the above description was written, I have had an opportunity of examining the artificially 
fused products of some of the basalts and dolerites from the neighbourhood of Edinburgh (ante, p. 498, note). 
The resemblance of this altered serpentinous cellular substance, so abundant in some of the volcanic 

vents, to the glass obtained by fusing such a basalt as that of the Lion’s Haunch, is so remarkable as at 
once to suggest an original similarity of condition. This glass, artificially obtained from some rocks like 
that of the Lion’s Haunch, where the felspar resists fusion, must consist mainly of olivine and augite 
with diffused magnetic iron, and, as I have already said, it contains tufted microlites not unlike those 
of the tuff-lapilli. 
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heaver portions would be similarly ejected before the next great explosion, 
bringing up fresh streams of lava from below. 

One of the most common constituents of the tuffs is quartz, in the form of 

rounded and subangular grains. When I first observed these enclosures I 

naturally supposed them to be merely the grains of sand that might have been 

in suspension in the water or moving along the floor over which the volcanic 
detritus settled. This may be partly their origin. But I am now convinced 

that they were directly ejected from the volcanic orifices in great quantity, 

for I find them in greater or less abundance in the tuff of all the vents. They 

are singularly uniform in character, consisting of water-clear quartz, free of 
enclosures, except abundant liquid-cavities, which may often be observed in 

lines across the diameter of the quartz-grain. These particles of quartz are 

manifestly derived from the destruction of some highly silicated rock. I have 

tried to account for their presence, on the supposition that they are due to the 

thorough trituration of quartzose sandstone. But this hardly accounts for their 
complete isolation from each other, for the want of any crust such as so fre- 
quently surrounds the quartz-grains of sandstones, and for the absence of 

fragments of sandstones which had escaped disintegration, and of pieces of 

shale and such other stratified rocks as could hardly fail to be present. As I 

have just mentioned, these separate quartz-grains are sometimes found within 

the solid substance of the serpentine lapilli. They must have been enclosed in 

the original olivine-rock while it was still molten. 

Among the tuffs must be included some rocks, to which the name of volcanic 

mudstone may be applied. They are dull, dirty-green rocks, with a matrix 

varying from a fine impalpable hardened mud to a finely granular tuff, and 
containing lapilli and frequently fragments of shale, sandstone, limestone, &c. 

They occur at the margin of vents, wrapping round the projecting portions of 

the walls, and showing by wavy lines of flow distinct traces of having been in a 

pasty condition. To the east of Elie they rise through the tuff of the vents as 

dykes, which from their hardness rival basalt in their prominence above the 
surrounding softer tuff. One of these rocks is of an exceedingly close-grained 
texture, scarcely at first to be distinguished from a dull basalt, for which it has 

been mistaken. It has been already referred to as containing abundant pieces of 
a black cleavable hornblende and worn twin crystals of orthoclase. When the 

included fragments are carefully removed, their smooth surfaces leave a clean, 

sharp caston the fine-grained mudstone. Examined with the microscope, the 
rock is found to consist of a dark-brown or greenish amorphous granular matrix | 

crowded with small granules of quartz, with numerous minute lapilli of basalt 
rocks. It contains also occasional fragments of hornblende and plates of © 
biotite. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES. 

Piate IX. Map of the Volcanic Districts in the Basin of the Firth of Forth. 

Pirate X, Vertical Section of the Lower Part of the Carboniferous System in the Basin of the 
Firth of Forth, showing the succession of Volcanic Eruptions. 

PiatE XI. Microscopic Structure of the Volcanic Rocks of the Basin of the Firth of Forth. 

Fig. 1. Diabase, Crossall Hill, Linlithgowshire——The felspar is chiefly orthoclase in Carls- 
bad twins, with the “herring-bone structure” described on p. 488. The augite occurs 
in large crystals and aggregations of crystals of a delicate claret colour. Some large 
crystals and a portion of a remarkable compound crystal of titaniferous iron are 
shown. The long white rod and the numerous colourless hexagonal sections are apatite. 
A few brown fibrous plates of biotite appear. (20 diameters.) See p. 487 e¢ seq. 

Fig. 2. Diabase, Corstorphine Hill, Edinburgh.—The augite is conspicuous in the centre of 
the field, surrounded by a turbid milky felspar. The opaque titaniferous iron appears 
to shade off into a whitish dull translucent substance (leucoxene). Patches of 
bright green decomposition products, sometimes with tufted fibrous structure, fill up 
some of the interstices. (20 diameters.) See p. 487 e7 seq. 

lo 

im 2 e. 3. Dolerite, Dalmahoy Hill, Edinburgh.—An intrusive rock, showing abundant large 

clear prisms of a triclinic felspar, numerous large but rather ill-defined crystals of 
pale brownish pink augite, which has sometimes enclosed the felspar prisms. The 
titaniferous iron occurs in smaller forms than in the coarser diabases. Between the 
various minerals a considerable proportion of a ground-mass is interposed, which is 
in large measure devitrified by the appearance of microlites, and which now encloses a 
good deal of green decomposition-products in tufts, threads, and streaks. It is likewise 
traversed by clear needles of apatite, and marked by brown spots of limonitic dis- 
coloration. (20 diameters.) See p. 493. 

Fig. 4. Anamesite, Craiglockhart Hill, Edinburgh.—This section is placed beside fig. 3 
to show the distinction between intrusive and bedded rocks of the dolerite type. It 
shows a crystalline admixture of clear labradorite prisms, with abundant granular augite, 
through which are scattered a few large, well-formed crystals of the latter mineral, 
with crystals of olivine, usually serpentinised. One large well-defined olivine, with 
its green transverse decomposed portions and the central still comparatively fresh 
kernels, forms a prominent feature in the drawing. The iron is in very minute forms, 
and appears to be chiefly magnetite. (20 diameters.) See p. 501 et seg. 

Fig. 5. Basalt, Kirkton East Quarry, Bathgate——This section represents the structure of a 
typical interbedded basalt of the district. The rock evidently consists of an intimate 
mixture of minute prisms of labradorite and granular augite, between which clear 
interstices appear filled with a glassy ground-mass. A few well-defined usually 
compound crystals of augite are interspersed, but are not so abundant or conspicuous 
as the olivines, which are almost invariably converted into green serpentine. Octo- 
hedra of magnetite are tolerably uniformly dispersed through the rock. The minutely 
granular condition of the augite in this rock and in fig. 4 may be contrasted with that 
of the intrusive rocks Nos. 1, 2, and 3. (20 diameters.) See p. 501 et seq. 

VOL. XXIX, PART I. 6k 
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Fig. 6. Pikrite, Blackburn, Bathgate—This rock consists mainly of serpentine of very 
varied texture and colour, containing numerous tolerably well-marked forms of the 
original olivine, and occasionally reticulated portions in which the distinct polarisa- 
tion of the latter mineral may still be detected. The augite occurs in large admirably 
fresh well-defined crystals of a fine claret colour in thin slices. It often encloses 
erystals of olivine. A few fragments of magnetite or titaniferous iron are shown 
with here and there traces of their having been oxidised and hydrated into the brown 
hydrous peroxide of iron. (20 diameters.) See p. 504. 

PuaTE XII, 

Fig. 

Fig. 

7. Porphyrite, Pencraig Quarry, Garlton Hills—A rock, consisting mainly of 
triclinic felspar, in small ill-defined prisms, with abundant grains, shreds, and crystals 
of magnetite and occasional augite. Traces of the oxidation and hydration of the 
iron are seen in the brown spots. (20 diameters.) See p. 508. 

. 8. Same as fig. 7, seen between crossed Nicol prisms. The ground-mass interposed 
between the felspar crystals now appears clouded, being partly quite dark and partly 
admitting a milky blue light. (20 diameters.) 

..9. Felsite, Volcanic Neck, Shore at Largo, Fife—A finely granular felsitic ground- 
mass, with a kind of perlitic structure. In certain portions of the rock between the 
wavy lines of closer aggregation in the ground-mass, clear crystals of samidine and 
granules of quartz, with fluid cavities, are enclosed. (20 diameters.) See p. 510, 

.10, Tuff, Kilmundy Hill, Burntisland.—An ageregate of irregular fragments of different 
lavas. The largest of these here shown consists of a bright green serpentinous 
substance, exceedingly cellular, and containing occasional plagioclase crystals and 
microlites (see p. 513). Between the lapilli much brown opaque decomposed matter 
is diffused. 

11. Veins of Dolerite traversing altered Shale, Salisbury Crags, Edinburgh.—The 
dolerite is exceedingly close-grained, becoming here and there, especially along the 
edges, quite black and opaque. At the lower portion of the field it is seen to be full of 
microlites of titaniferous iron or magnetite. It encloses numerous perfectly formed 
prisms of triclinic felspar. The shale consists of a porcellanised base, with clear 
round granules of quartz. See p. 497. 

. 12. Dolerite from edge of sheet near contact with sandstone, Gartness, Airdrie— 
The large prisms of triclinic felspar and patches of titaniferous iron are the most con- 
spicuous features. No augite appears, its place being probably taken by some of the 
abundantly diffused green decomposition products, The remarkable forms originally 
assumed by the iron, and preserved in those parts of rock which have been rapidly 
congealed, are shown in this drawing. See p. 496 e¢ seg. 
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( 519 ) 

XIU.—On Minding’s System of Forces. By Professor CHRYSTAL. 

(Received January 3, 1880. Read January 5, 1880.) 

Minpine has proved a remarkable theorem concerning a variable system of 

forces defined as follows :—the points of application of the different forces and 

their magnitudes are given, while the directions are such that a pencil of rays 

through any given point parallel to them moves as a rigid body. 

Besides Muinp1ne’s original investigation, several others have been given 

since. The last of these, due to Professor Tart, rests on purely quaternion 

methods, and is so elegant and concise that I was led to reinvestigate the 

whole subject by ordinary methods in the hope that the analysis might have 

some points of interest. Two methods of arriving at Minp1ne’s result are 

given, and a variety of other conclusions are arrived at by means of the second 

method, sufficient to indicate the course of a full investigation of the complex 

formed by the central axes, and of the congruency formed by the single 

resultants of MINDING’s system. 

First Method. 

The components of force and couple are found in terms of the RopRIGUES 

co-ordinates Awv, which determines the position of the rigid pencil representing 

the direction of the forces. Let the rigid pencil be referred to moving rect- 

angular axes O€, On, OG fixed relatively to itself, which again are referred to 

the fixed axes Ox, Oy, Oz, by the system of direction cosines 

ae Uz 

é dy [Sl = tA 

7 | Xy be 

C As [2B Pla 

We shall have occasion to use the well-known relations between these 

clirection cosines, and also their rational values in terms of RODRIGUES’ co- 

ordinates. These last are (see Satmon, “ Lessons on Higher Algebra,” art. 44) 

as follows :— 

14+—p?—v’, = 2(Aw +0), 2(Av — 2) 

2(Ap—v), 1+p?—)?—r?, 2(uv +d) 

2(\v + p), 2(pv—h), 1+r?—N—p? 

+ 1424+ p24+r 
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If X be the component of any force parallel to Oz, and &¢ those parallel 

to O€ On OZ, we have 

X=, E+Agn +3, and so on. 

In choosing the two sets of axes we have nine constants at our disposal. 

Let them be so chosen that 

Lc=p 2n=0 26=0 

S4r=0 Say=0_— sez —0 

2yz=0 B2ny=pg 2z=0 

Sa@=0°, 2y=0,,, =G=p 

With this understanding we get for the components of resultant force, and 

couple at O. 

P=ph, , Q=Ppy » R=pyr, , 

L=pgv,—php,;, M=phd, , N= —pgh, ; 

and for the equations to the single resultant when it exists, 

Spy —Y1 + Jv2—hpz=0 
LV, — Zy +hrd,=0 

Yr — py —G_=9. 

Multiplying by A, », v, and adding we get 

(Xyv2— Aor )9 + (Ag — aes) =0, 

In terms of Ap this becomes 

(gt+h)\=(g—h)pr. 

Multiplying the equations in (2) by zyz and adding we get 

(Gra —hps)t@+hrygy— gr z=9, 

which in terms of \wv becomes by the help of (4) 

(hy —gzd)h + (gz +hyd)v +2(g+h)xr=0. 

Similarly from the first of (2) by the help of (4) 

(y+) + (2—dAy)\v +2(g+h)r=0. 

The equations (4) (5) (6) determine \ywv when xyz are given. 

(1) 

(2) 

(4) 

Solving (5) and (6) for » and », and then eliminating by means of (4), we get 

{(g—Myz + 2(hy? + g2°)d—(g—h)y2r,* 
+4(9?—h*)r\4 (a—g)z—(a@t+h)yr} 4 (a—h)y t+ (a@+g)er} =0. 
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This arranged according to powers of A, gives 

\(g—h)2y222 

—MA(g—h) (hy? +92 + (9 +hy(e+ gu +h)j yx 
+72 { (hy? + 927)? + 2(9? —?) (hy? — 92") — (9g —h)’y?2? + 2(9° — h?)aP(2? —y")} 
+ 4(g—h) thy? +92 + (g+h\(e—-g)(#—h)s yz 
+0°(g—hyy?x? 

= On” , ; , ‘ (7) 

Thus through a given point there pass in general four lines of the system. 

The lines of single resultant, therefore, form a congruency of the fourth order. 

It will be seen, however, that 

2 a2 
either 2=0and B— go = aE a es : ‘ ; ; (8) 

ae 2 
or een aga a | ; ‘ : . : (9) 

makes the biquadratic (7) indeterminate inasmuch as either of these assumptions 

causes all the coefficients to vanish. 

Hence we conclude that every line of the congruency intersects both these 

conics. 

This may be farther verified by observing the values of Ay» given by (5) 
and (6). When we put z=0 we get alternatively 

Ma OR Ree em eo oy (00) 
(g+h)(@—h) | 

or 
Ska 

a 

Eo ecg eID 8 ave wap vi (11) 
iA hy | 

(11) in conjunction with (4) gives 

xn y? 

(Ae Fay aa 

that is so far as the second case is concerned all the rays that cut the plane of 

ay pass through the focal conic in that plane. 

Next, if we put y=0 we get alternatively 

P= 

ya Oy = Or Cee re es ae 1 

ee ae SS ae 

4 exh eae =o 5 : ‘ : (13) 

) 
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(18) along with (4) gives 

fie gm 
. TG a ae =1, 

and we find as the condition that the dw» in (11) and (138) be the same 

al Be ae 

Pe vs ee =? 

which is obviously’ satisfied by any pair of points on the two focal conics. The 

system of rays is, therefore, doubly infinite. 

Returning to the alternatives in (10) and (12), we shall find them included 

in the general case. 

Consider all the points in the plane of xy not lying on the conic (8) or the 

axis of &. For them z=0 and the biquadratic has two roots =0, and two =o. 

The former case, nse (5) and the last of (2), gives \=0 p=O0, whence 

=0 =r 
ry 

sae Ze igen sian) Aeunseep ie ea 
The latter gives h = © p=o ee ie 

wo g+h” 

whence =O ais 

bp Woxmath : 
Me eg ‘ (15) 

In both these cases, therefore, we get rays lying in the plane xy and passing 

through points 7==tg on the axis of 4, 7.¢., passing through the vertices of the 

focal conic in the plane of xz. 

Similarly, we may shew that all rays passing through points in the plane of 

xz not lying on the focal conic, lie wholly on that plane and pass through the 

vertices of the focal conic in the plane of zy. 

We get, therefore, no addition to the rays intersecting the two conics. 

An examination of the rays passing through points on the axis of a, for 

which y=0 and z=0, so that (7) is apparently indeterminate, leads also to 

nothing new, for we get the axis of x itself and rays in the planes of xy and xz 
passing through the points v= +g= +h. 

Hence we are led to our original conclusion, that the single resultants in 

MINDING’s system consists solely of the congruency of lines intersecting the two 

focal conics (8) and (9). 
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Second Method. 

Formule connecting the co-ordinates of the foot of the perpendicular on a 

central axis or single resultant. 

MR-—N 
if g= ee = Giz Agthr,.rg . E ‘ (1) 

7 = SO = GIy pg thy. ps ; ; (2) 

= S&C, = Op, . Vo + hr. 3 ; (3) 

in terms of former notation, the equation to the central axis is 

gl ANE a 
Ay hy My? 

and it is easy to see that €)¢ are the co-ordinates of the foot of the perpen- 
dicular from the origin upon it. 

If p denotes the length of this perpendicular, we get by squaring (1) (2) (3) 

and adding, 
P= Op, Phy -. ; ‘ ; ; (5) 

If the central axis be a line of action of a single resultant, we have as we 

saw before 
Ip; = hv, : : : : : : (6) 

Using (6) we get at once from (5) (2) (3) 

PHP Py th’, 4 

IN=F by» Ma th’ry . vs 

GL=G by - Pg thr, vs 
whence 

Pt+GV7tVE=gipyth . : (7) 

The equations (5) and (7) form the basis of the following discussion ; (5) holds 
for all central axes, and is the onefold relation that determines the complex 

which they form; (5) and (7) taken together give the twofold relation which 

determines the congruency of single resultants. 

In what follows we shall replace the equations (5) and (7) by 

PHP AY +9 ey +h’ (8) 

Pt+PEt Git VCH=fr~t+y' pth,’ . ; (9) 

The formule thus found will be more symmetrical, and MINDING’s case is 

obtained by putting f=0. 



Complex-cone. 

Complex 
cylinder. 

Complex conic. 

Equatorial 
surface. 
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On the Complex of Central Axes. 

From the equation 

pay t+ Ppp thy? 

we get at once for the locus of all the rays passing through a given point abe 

P'(a—ay +9 (y—b)' + (z—ey 
= (bz —cy)? + (cv—az)’ + (ay—ba)’ , . , (0) 

a cone of the second degree. The complex is, therefore, of the second order. 

As a particular case of this we see that all the rays of the complex parallel 

to a given line (/mn) lie on the right circular cylinder where radius is 

SPE +9?m? + hn’ . 

The locus of the feet of the perpendiculars on the generators of the com- 

plex-cone is the curve of the fourth degree, common to (10), and the 

sphere 

P=antby+cez.  . : : ; 

In the case of the complex cylinder this locus is, of course, a circle. 

Since any plane through the vertex of the complex-cone cuts it in two 

generators, we see that through every point of a given plane there pass two 

rays of the complex. Hence all the rays in a given plane envelop a conic. 

If we consider all the conics in planes parallel to a given plane, the complex 

conics generate PLUcKER’s equatorial surface. 

Let the equation to one of the planes be 

lat+uyt+tnz=p . : ‘ | tiay 

Putting E=2—a n=y = C=z—¢, 

we have from (10) 

A&’+ Br’? +Cl— 2Dnl—2ElZE— 2F&#=0, . fi (TS) 

and lE+myn+nl=0, . ; , : : .* (ae 

where A=r—#—/f’, &. D=yz, &c. 

The resulting envelope is given by the equation of the fourth degree 

A—F —E / |=0 

—F B—D m 

—E —D me! a hig : ; : . (15) 

Ll sm nm 0 
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or (D?— BC) 7? + (E’ — CA) m’ +(F’— AB) n’ 

—2(AD + EF) mn — 2(BE+ FD) ni — 2(CF + DE) m=0 

If we consider the conics corresponding to all the planes that pass through Meridian 
L a pee surface. 

a given line, we get a surface which PLicker calls the meridian surface of the 

conic. 
It is obvious that this surface is the envelope of the complex-cones whose 

vertices lie on the given line. 

Let the equations to the given line be 

la+ny+nze+p=0 

let+my+nzt+p'=0. 

It is easily seen that the equation to the envelope will be (15), with 

P7—Pl’, P’n—Pim’, P’x—Pn’ written in place of ln, 

where P-= le + my + nz—p 

P=la+my+n'c—p' . 

So that, putting a=mn'—mn, w=p'l—pl’, and so on; 

U=yy— Bz V=az—yx W=62-ay, 

and noticing that 

D?— BO= 7 (974+) —-Vy-9P2—-Ph?—-r'v=S—1°2" say, 

and AD +EF=—(f?2-72)yz, 

we get for the equation to the meridian surface 

(S—ar?)(o+U)?+ &e. +2(f2—22)y2(o + V)(o+W)+ &. =0 . (16) 

this equation is apparently of the sixth degree; but the terms of the sixth 

degree are equal to 

r(2U +yV +2W)?, 

and those of the fifth to 

27°(wx+py+oz)(aU +yV+2W), 

which vanish identically, so that the degree is really the fourth. 

EKaploration of the Complex by central radii. 

From what we have already proved it follows that through any point of a ae 
intersect a given line there pass in general two rays parallel to a given plane. given line. 
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This affords us convenient means for exploring the complex by cna 

radii through the centre. 

We shall in the first place investigate the rays passing through any radius 

and perpendicular to it. 

If p be the distance of any point on the radius (/mn) from the centre, the 

direction cosines of the two rays are given by 

(Pf )2+ (p—g?u2+(2—H*=0, (17) 
Dd + mp + nv =" (18) 

The most important question is whether the pair of rays is real for all 

points of the radius. If /? g? h? be all positive and different from zero, it is 

clear that no ray can pass through the centre; and, if they are all finite, no 

ray can be at an infinite distance from the centre. 

In other words, there must in general be maxima and minima values of p. 

The finding of such when the conditions are as in (17) and (18) leads, as is well 
known, to the following results— 

12 m2 n? 

pape + pag t 
=) ; : : # (19) 

Eee ua ie 
MELE: age aetna . > (20) 

(19) gives the maxima and minima values of p?, and (20) gives the direc- 

tion cosines of the corresponding rays, which, as may be easily verified, are at 

right angles to each other. 

It is easy to see, moreover, that the roots of (19) are always real and 

positive, for if /? g* h? be in order of magnitude they clearly include the roots 

in their intervals. 

Another method leads to interesting results. 

If 6 be the angle between the rays whose direction cosines are given by 

(17) and (18) when p is assigned, then we get very easily 

— 2) = {Pp — 9) (p?— hi) + 2p? —h*) (? —f*) + 020? —f) (0? —9") 
tan = GDP G+ Emap I) 

Hence if p,? and p,” be the roots of the equation (19), in order that @ may be 

areal angle p* must be between p,” and p,?. When p*=p,? or =p,”, 02=0; and 

when p?=} (p,2+p,2), => x: The last of these results is a particular case of 
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the theorem, obviously true from (8), that, if p, p. p; be the perpendiculars from 

the centre on three rays whose directions are mutually at right angles, then 

Prt pe tpra=f72t+g2+h?=const. . . (22) 

and if p, and p, be the perpendiculars on two rays perpendicular to each other, 

and to a fixed line, then 

p17 + po” =const. 

(Inserted May 1, 1880.) 

[The results of (19), (20), and (22) shew the close analogy of the properties 

of the complex with those of a quadric surface. Taking this point of view, and 

starting from (17) and (18), we are led to many interesting results, among 

which the following is noteworthy. 

The perpendicular rays at any point of the radius (mn) make equal angles 

with the extreme double rays; and, if #0 be the angle they make with the 

extreme ray whose distance from the origin is p, , then 

p” = p,” cos 70 + p,” sin 70, : : : (23) 

which of course contains, as particular cases, some of the results already 

obtained. This formula has an interesting resemblance to Hamitton’s elegant 

relation, connecting the shortest distance from any ray of a congruency to any 

consecutive ray with the shortest distances corresponding to the virtual foci of 

that ray. See Satmon, “ Geometry of Three Dimensions,” 3d edition, p. 567. ] 

As the result of the above discussion we have the following. 

The surface of the fourth degree 

2rt=(g2 +h?) + (+S %)y2+(f2+g%) . . ~— (28) 

is the locus of points at which the two rays perpendicular to the central radius 

are perpendicular to each other. 

The surface 
2 2 

apt pop t woe = 9, ae gs) | (Oa 

which is the reciprocal of the wave surface, is the locus of points at which the 

two rays perpendicular to the central radius coincide, and the space between 

its two sheets is the solid locus of the feet of perpendiculars on the rays of the 

complex. 

This elegant theorem is due to Tair. 

We might adopt a more general method of exploration by supposing the 

rays through the exploring radius to be parallel to a fixed plane. The results 
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thus obtained are very interesting, but we pass over them, simply remarking 

that in this case the equatorial surface corresponding to the given plane plays 

the part of (24). 

On the Congruency formed by the lines of Single Resultants. 

We might regard the congruency of single resultants as the rays common 

to the complexes of the second and fourth order determined by the relations 

(5) and (7). 
A simpler method will suffice to deduce Minpine’s theorem for the case 

Fs: 

Let (yz) be any point on the ray passing through (adc), we have 

4 = —- &c. where d’?=(a#—a)?+ (y—b)?+(z—c?’), 

Nae eal peioneere 
1 ayy +bp,+en,’ 

én being co-ordinates of the foot of the perpendicular, 

and 7 — p? = (ad, + bu, + 6r,)? where 7?=a7+6?+0?. 

also &e., 

Hence equations (8) and (9) give us 

SY + py? + hiv? = pt + f7(a—y r/7? — p?)? 

+ &. 

+ &e. 

ptt (SA? + Gm? + h?v,”) (7? — p*) 

+ f2a2 +9? + hc? 

—2(f7ar, + 92bp, + h?ev,)(ad, + bp, + €7;) 

II 

p'+7°p—p*+ &e. — &e., 

whence 

SPP Mt P =P ne + AE Pyne 
+2( 70d, + Php +1?er1)(@y + 0p, +O)=H=PPC + PV +N... (25) 

From (8) we get 

PV AG ey try + (Gr, + bp, +e, =7". : ; (26) 

The common Equations, (25) and (26), represent quadric cones having their common 
congruency is 

of the fourth vertex at (abc). These have in general four generators in common. Hence 

through the point (abc) there pass in general four rays of the congruency. 
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All the rays must cut the plane of yz, let us therefore put a=0, and con- 

sider where the rays through (0dc) cut the plane of zy. Putting z=0, and Minding's 
Theorem 

substituting for \,y7,, 7° being now b’+c’, we find that, if we restrict ourselves whe /=°. 

to Minp1N@’s case by putting f=0, (25) and (26) become 

—(P7VP+V0)\7—-(7P+V)ey+gi(y—by+hie=0, . (27) 

and —rxv?—Cy +P(y—bYt+VC=0. : ‘ ' (28) 

(27) and (28) intersects in the points in which the rays through (Odc) cut yz. 

But, if we multiply (28) by g’, and subtract (27) from it, we get 

Ae -M\eLhg ee =0. . 9. . (29) 

Hence, if c be not =0, all the points in which rays cut zy lie on the conic 

a Bret. 
ri — |) Pola . . . (30) 

Similarly, if b be not =0, all the points in which rays cut xz lie on the conic 

reese oe , (31) 

It will be found that the cases c=0, 6=0 lead only to particular cases of 
the general theorem. 

Hence the congruency is identical with the doubly infinite system of rays the congru- 
ency is of the 

that intersect the focal conics of the ellipsoid fourth class. 

ge y” 7g ca 1 4 

+h LE hz at Gray. cy e ° ° (32) 

it is, therefore, of the fourth class. 

Returning to the more general case, if we denote /’€? + 9’n’ + WC? by gq’, (8) 
and (9) may be written 

(PP I+ grt (—Wy=0 2 6. (88) 

(p§ + g'— Sry + (p? +g — Gur’ + (pi tg —AApy=0. 2. (34) 
Whence 

AV=P{ ptt gy —(P+M)p +97} (9? —h) 

by =P 4 &e. } 

Cid oa ghd ll ie : (35) 
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Hence for the locus of the feet of the perpendicular (&7Z) on a ray of the 

congruency common to the two complexes (8) and (9) we have the equation 

LE {et+ (PE +g +PO)—(G + hp +g} (Gh) ] 

+[n{&. JF + [@{&. |} 

which is apparently of the twelfth degree. 

Through a point at an infinite distance in the direction (/mm) four rays of 

the congruency in general pass. From what has been seen already the perpen- 

diculars on these four are each equal to 

SPP + 9m +n « 

0, (36) 

The locus of the feet of the perpendiculars on the rays of the first complex, 

~ (8) or (33), which are parallel to a given plane is 

fri ye (p° =F?) (nt —nn)' + (p°—g?)(nE— Ib)? + (p? 12) (lq —mé)? =. (37) 
The corresponding locus for the second complex, (9) or (34), is 

{ptt (PE + gy + H°C!) —F 4} (me — nn)’ 
+ &e. + &e. =) (88) 

Perpendiculars The locus of the feet of the perpendiculars on the rays of the common 

toogiven congruency which are parallel to the given plane is the intersection of these two 
plane. 

Perpendiculars 
on rays passin 
through a 
given line, 

surfaces, a curve, therefore, of the twenty-fourth degree. 

: The locus of the feet of perpendiculars on the rays that pass through a 

given line may be found by substituting in (37) and (38) 

U(p’—a—byn—cl) — (E—a) { (E—a) + m(y—8) + u(Z—c)} 
for and so on. ml—nNn , 

An endless variety of similar results might easily be given, but we have 

already sufficiently exemplified the fertility of the methods employed. 

: ’ , (Added May 1, 1880.) 

Since the above paper was written, I have seen the second part of the 

German translation of Somorr’s “ Mechanics.” I find there a discussion of 

Minpine’s System of Forces in which Ropricuss’ co-ordinates are used. A 

proof of Minpine’s theorem is also given somewhat resembling the second of 
those given above. Somorr, however, looks at the matter almost entirely 

from the statical point of view, and, as I think that many parts of the foregoing 

paper have still an interest of their own, I have allowed the whole to stand 

with a slight addition on page 9. 
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XIV.—On the Action of Sulphide of Potassium upon Chloroform. By W.W. J. 

Nicot, M.A. Communicated by Professor Crum Brown. 

(Received 23d January 1880. Read 2d February 1880.) 

In the “Journal fiir praktische Chemie,” [2] 6, 99, Pranxucn states that 

“when one adds chloroform to an alcoholic solution of sulphide of potassium 

a reaction takes place often with explosive violence, and by repeated extrac- 

tion of the mass with absolute alcohol one obtains a compound which 

crystallises from alcohol in long prisms, and may be considered as a double 

salt of sulphide of potassium and sulphoform.” 

On searching for some record of the discovery of sulphoform (H,C,S,), I 

found in the “ Journal de Pharmacie,” xxiii. 12, that BoucHARDAT claimed to 

have prepared sulphoform by the action of iodoform on red sulphide of mercury, 

and, after describing its properties, stated that he had not confirmed his results 

by an elementary analysis, and that it appeared to him “ that the body so formed 

retained a certain proportion of iodine the same as chloriodoform, so that the 

name sulphiodoform would be more suitable than that of sulphoform.” 

As a great deal of uncertainty seemed to surround this point, I thought that 

it might be interesting to repeat the experiments of Prankucu, and if possible 

to obtain some accurate knowledge of the products of the action of sulphide of 

potassium on chloroform. 

I therefore prepared a quantity of alcoholic sulphide of potassium by dissolv- 

ing caustic potash in alcohol, dividing the solution into two parts, saturating the 

one with sulphuretted hydrogen, and then adding the remainder. On mixing 

a few drops of chloroform in a test-tube with a little of the sulphide of potas- 

sium thus prepared, and gently warming, a reaction took place with such violence 

that the contents of the test-tube were projected to some distance.. On repeat- 

ing the experiment, taking care to add the chloroform in very small portions at 

a time, the solution boiled violently from the energy of the reaction, and a 

quantity of chloride of potassium separated out, reminding me of the action of 

chloroform on alcoholic caustic potash, where chloride and formiate of potas- 

sium are produced ; and I began to hope that one of the products of this reac- 

tion might be thioformic acid (a body analogous to KEKUL#’s thiacetic acid, 

where one of the atoms of oxygen in the group COOH. is replaced by sulphur), 

regarding which very little, if anything, is known ; the only notices of thioformic 

acid that I could find being as follows :— 

Limpricut, in the “ Annalender Chemie und Pharmacie,” xcvii. 361, states 

that during the preparation of formic acid by passing dry sulphuretted 
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hydrogen over dry formiate of lead at a temperature over 100° C., small 

needle-shaped crystals separated out from the formic acid. These he believed 

to be thioformic acid (HCOSH), though in favour of this supposition he could 

only bring forward the sulphur analyses. 

I, Il. Theory for (HCOSH),. 

51:2 per cent. _ 52:5 per cent. 51°6 per cent. 

He made several unsuccessful attempts to determine the carbon and hydrogen ; 

finding 4 to 7 per cent. too much carbon, and 1°5 to 3 per cent. too much hydrogen. 

Again, in the “Journal of the Chemical Society,” xv. 278, W. J. Hurst states 

that he repeated the experiments of Limpricut with chiefly negative results. 

He also obtained crystals in the way described by Limpricut, which on 

analysis gave results differing both from Limpricut’s numbers and from those 

for theory. 
Theory (HCOSH). L II. III. 

C 19:3 27°9 29°2 28°2 

H 3°2 4:7 4°8 5:2 

Ss 51°6 58:7 52°8 56°7 

O 25°9 

100°0 

Horst assigns no formula to the body he thus obtained, but states positively 

that “it cannot be thioformic acid.” 

I then treated the solution obtained by the action of chloroform on sulphide 
of potassium with mercuric oxide to remove excess of sulphide if any, and if 

thioformic acid were present to form formic acid by the replacement of sulphur 

by oxygen; on filtering off the clear liquid and adding acetate of lead a white 

precipitate was formed which was sparingly soluble in water: this was washed, 

dried, and the lead estimated as sulphate giving— 

69°8 per cent. lead. Theory 1 eee \ Pb. 69°8 per cent. lead. 

I then prepared a large quantity of sulphide of potassium in the manner 

mentioned above, and placed a little of the alcoholic solution in a flask fitted 

with an upright condenser ; on warming the contents of the flask to about 50°C., 

and adding small portions of pure chloroform, the reaction took place with such 

a disengagement of heat that although the flask was cooled in water a portion 

of the alcohol passed off in vapour smelling strongly of mercaptan or some 

analogous compound ; at the same time chloride of potassium separated out as 

in the former experiment. When the further addition of chloroform produced 

no action, the whole was digested for several hours ina water bath, the chloride 

of potassium was then filtered off, and the clear solution distilled. The greater 
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part came over below 85° C., and smelt strongly of mercaptan, while the last 

portion consisted of water containing a few oily globules of a dark orange 

colour and a characteristic odour. 

The dark brown residue in the flask was treated with boiling absolute 

alcohol and filtered. The solution on cooling deposited a number of fine needle- 

shaped crystals, which were washed with alcohol till perfectly white, then dried; 

and on examination they were found to contain carbon, sulphur, hydrogen, and 

potassium. An analysis of the crystals gave the following result :— 

Potassium, : : 39°01 39'2 

Sulphur, : : 32'2 

On calculating the percentages of potassium and sulphur for thioformiate of 

potassium, we find potassium 39:09 per cent., sulphur 31:9 per cent. The 

potassium was estimated by converting the salt into sulphate by treating it 

with sulphuric acid. The sulphur was precipitated as barium sulphate after 

oxidation with nitric acid and chlorate of potassium. 

The solution in absolute alcohol was evaporated to a small bulk and allowed 

to cool, when a second crop of crystals was obtained, which, however, did not 

become colourless when washed with alcohol. With a view to recrystallisation 

they were boiled with ordinary proof spirit, when it was found that though 

soluble in absolute alcohol they did not dissolve in the spirit, but melted, and 

formed a distinct layer below the liquid. On treatment with successive 

quantities of spirit, the oily liquid became colourless, and on cooling solidified 

to an opaque white mass which was dissolved in water. The solution behaved 

with nitrate of silver like hyposulphite of sodium, forming a white precipitate 

which, slowly at the ordinary temperature, but rapidly on warming, became 

yellow, then brown, and ultimately black, owing to the production of sulphide 

of silver. The solution when acidified with nitric acid remained clear in the 

cold, but on warming became milky from separation of sulphur, and smelt of 

formic acid. Another portion, after acidifying in the cold with nitric acid, gave 

a white precipitate with acetate of lead. The whole was then precipitated as 
lead salt, and the lead estimated as sulphate. 

I. MUP 

64:09 64:19 per cent. of lead. 

The lead salt giving the above percentage of lead was boiled with a large 

quantity of water and allowed to crystallise (the undissolved part turned black 

on continued boiling), crystals soon formed, and on analysis gave— 

1G lis Theory for HOS | Pb. 

63:3 62°9 63:03 of lead. 
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An attempt was then made to obtain the free acid. A quantity of the lead 

salt was suspended in water, and sulphuretted hydrogen passed in in excess on 

filtering off the sulphide of lead and allowing the clear solution to remain 

exposed to the air till no sulphuretted hydrogen remained in solution. The 

liquid was found to be strongly acid, and contained scarcely a trace of HCOSH. 

While at the same time a large quantity of formic acid was present, recognised 

by odour and its reducing action on mercuric chloride and nitrate of silver. 

This method having failed to give the free acid, the barium salt was prepared 
by treating a mixture of barium carbonate and the lead salt suspended in water 

with excess of sulphuretted hydrogen ; the solution was evaporated in presence 

of excess of barium carbonate, filtered, and alcohol added. White pearly scales 

separated, which were dried and found to contain 

53'1 per cent. Ba. Theory, 52°9 per cent. Ba. 

From this it appears probable that when the thioformiate of lead is decomposed 

by H.,S, the thioformic acid decomposes with the formation of formic acid ; but 

if the thioformic acid is set free in the presence of a base, then decomposition 

does not take place. 

There remains only for me to give the probable formule for this reaction, 

which lead to the production of thioformiate of potassium when sulphide of 

potassium and chloroform act on one another. After the reaction was over, 

and chloroform was in excess, it was noticed that the solution was strongly 

alkaline, and contained sulphide or sulphydrate of potassium. In order to 

determine which of these two salts was present, a little iodide of ethyl was 

mixed with the liquid and mercaptan was formed; it was also found that 

alcoholic sulphydrate of potassium would not act on chloroform, while even a 

very dilute solution of sulphide of potassium acted at once. Any explanation, 

then, of the reaction must account for the residual sulphydrate. The following 

give the probable explanation :— 

HCCl, + 2K,S = 3KCl + HCSSK, this HCSSK comes in contact with 
water, HCSSK + H,O=HCOSK + HS, and H,S+K,S=2KHS. 



XV.—A New Method of Investigating Relations between Functions of the 

Roots of an Equation and its Coefficients. By J. Douctas HamittTon 

Dickson, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of St Peter’s College, Cambridge. 

(Received January 6, Read January 19, 1880.) 

n.n—1 

m2” 

degree, NEwTon’s rule for a superior limit to the number of its imaginary roots 

depends upon the changes of sign in the series of functions—called, by SYLVESTER, 

Quadratic Elements— 

I. If aa" +n. ba" "+ cx" +..,.=0 be a rational equation of the nth 

GC: P=a¢, c= bd, 2. 

n+ 1 in number. 

It is a matter of some interest to know the relations in which the quadratic 

elements stand to the roots of the equation. The following method exhibits 

this relationship, and leads to others of a higher class. 

For simplicity, consider the biquadratic equation 

azt+4bz? + 6cx2?+4dx+e=0, 

whose roots area, 8, y, 6; and P,, P,, .... are the sums of the roots one at 

a time, two at atime..... [This system of notation, viz. a, b, ¢,....; 

a, B,y,....; Py, Py,....; will be continued for equations of higher degrees. | 

It is a known result that, for example, 

ee. L, M,N ee Beale 

P,g,7rTiP, Q,R Pp, 7\P, Q 

and also 7 (L+mM+nN , /P+mQ+nR 

pLt+ qM4+7r7N , pP+ cara 

and the theorem may be continued to any extent. 
The symbol 

cal 1 ’ 1 , 1 ’ 1 | 

1,1,1,1] B+ty+6,a+y+8,a+B+5,a+6+y 

= 24 feel 1 ’ 1 }=2Z{(a—)?}, 

1,1] Bt+y+6,a+y+6 
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and also’ = | Py y, 223238, —SPero 

0? 

that is 48(b?—ac)=a?.2{(a—B)*} . ae 

Again, the symbol 

pee | Btyt+8 , atyt8 , at B+6 , a+ Pty | 
1,1,1,1] Byt+fd+y8, ay+ad+y6, aB+ad+B5 , aB+ay+ By 

= ie B+y +8 , aty+68 Wee y+é, y 

1 | By+Bd+y8 , ay+ad+ yd yo fe. 

and also = ES , 3P, | = 4P} — 9P,P, 

ree 

2 

that is ~  -144(c? — bd) = a?. 2{ (a— B)*(y + 8—y8)} é . 2) 

Likewise, 

la, 8s¥50 AeA eiba mien kt puede are 

1,4;1, 1) Byer rio ane creer 

an eee De eae ay +ad + yd Pie 2{(a—f)? i ae SP 
An ’ ays ? 

and also a 3P, , 4P, | = 3P;- 8P,P, 

(seb os P, 

that is 48 (d?—ce) =a?. 2{(a—B)? yd - j : . to 

The last result might have been obtained from that for b’—ac by consider- 

: ie aes eee ; ; : bens, 
ing the roots |» By’ § in which case it would have appeared in the form 

3 { (ay3— By8)'} 
In an equation of the fifth degree the results are similar. 

[For an equation of the mth degree, we have always n*(x —1)(?—ac) 

=a’. (a—)"t]. 
As an example from the fifth degree, take the following case. 

The symbol 

a € | 

rita 
yo+yet+ Se , aytad+acetyityetSe,..-. cee pees Fi 

By8-+Bye+ Ade-+ Be. 5 ab + ore-tabett ys | ssa 
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=> {(a—f)’ | yotyet+de, y+ Ste |} 

yoe 5 yo+ yet de 

and also = | 38P, , 4P,| =6P3;—12P,P, 

SP 5 p23 

that is 600 (d’—ce) =a’ {(a—B)’ (yo+ ye + Se—y + 5+. yde)} . 

The results for the equation of the fifth degree are 

100 (0? —ac) =a’.> {(a—B)’} 

600 (c? —bd) =a’. 2 {(a—B)’ (Qi QQ} 
600 (d’ — ce) =a’. 2 {(a—B)’(Q;—Q,Qs)} 
100 (e’ —df) =a’. 2 {(a—B)’(Q; — Q,Q,)} 

=~7.2%(a—6).yoe; , since Q,=—0, (5), 

where Q,,, is interpreted to be the sum of the products m at a time of all the 

roots of the given equation, other than those in the squared difference of roots 

with which it is associated, and Q,=1. 
: : n.nm—1 

Hence each quadratic element consists of —j-5— terms: and each term con- 

sists of two factors ;—the one being the square of the difference of a pair of 

roots, and the other a function of all the remaining roots. 

Let the symbol of roots (4) last discussed be denoted by (3), 3 being the 

dimensions of the second line of the second matrix ; then in an equation of the 

mth degree 

J (m) = 71 cg (eee oe 

n—m+1.P,.,, »—m.P,, 

and if 
ean tees M—M+t1 

‘4 Lge SS he 0 ; 

™m fe 

Pra et a” 

s 

iP, Sy? 

nm—m ¢ 

Pa+i=YnFi wet 

we have 
; s—rt 

J (m) =v’.n—m,.m—z ° 

Thus, when 2=6, the successive /’s have the numerical factors 180, 1800, 

3600, 1800, 180. 
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In reducing the second factor of one of the terms under a >,—take an 

example from equation (2),—the process was as follows :— 

1. Subtract the first column from the second,—thus, all terms in the second 

column which contain neither a nor 8 are removed, and what remains 

contains a—£ as a factor. 

2. Now divide the second column by a—8. It is thus reduced one degree 

lower than the first, and does not contain 8, but only terms which when 

multiplied by 8 and subtracted from the first column leave those original 

terms of the first column which do not contain £. 

Hence such a factor as that considered is always (1) divisible by a—8; and 

(2) after the above two operations contains neither a nor B. 

This process is general, and gives for an equation of the mth degree 

a* f(m) =v?.n—m.m.(s? —7t) = a?. 24 (a— B)?(Q2in-1 — Qn-2Qm)} —-- (6). 

If the roots of the equation are all real, the functions f/(m) are all positive. 

For; the expression Q?,,_;—Q,,-2Q,, contains only real roots, therefore (as it 

may be written, changing the notation) 

NM— NN mm 

P?,.-1—Pn-2P, is w fortiori positive if Le pele EST) | Soe pier 

is positive ; but this is, d@ wn facteur pres f(m—1) for an equation of the (7 —2)th 

degree with all its roots real. Thus, finally Q?,,_1:—-Q,-2Q, is positive if f(1), 

or f(r) is positive in an equation of the rth degree, 7 being one of the numbers 

n,n—2,n—4,... a according as 7 is ae But in such a case f(1) and 

J(r) are positive. Hence f(m) is positive always, when the roots are real. 

Hence NewtTon’s quadratic elements are always positive when the roots of 

the equation are real. 
This supplies the desideratum mentioned by SyLvEsTER, “Proc. Lond. Math. 

Soc.” vol. i. p. 13, note. 

II. The results thus obtained may be condensed as follows :— 

We may write 

hegre ey 1 ; i : 1 ; 1 | 

bed B+ty +8 , aty +8 , a+ B+8 , a+ Bty 
By+Bd+y5, ayt+ad+y5 , aB+ad5+ 85 , aB+ay+ By 

| Bys ; ayd ‘ ad ; aBy 

={(a—8) | 1 1 |} =2 {(a—B)? | 
B+yt8d , atyt+6 | 

By+Bd+y5 , ay+ad+y6 8 ,yts 

Byd ? ays | Oo , 8 
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Pp 2P, ,3P,,4P,|, 
£27 3P) oP B 

and also = 

that is 

(en eg ego ey 

awe, ¢,@,u8¢\=0">(a—f8)?) 1°, ° 0 |}. 

Aie., (6, 6. 0a y+6, 1 

v5 ,yt+d 

0, 76 

‘ 4.3 ; : : 
Hence the following =) 6 results for biquadratic—the first three being 

NeEwtTon’s quadratic elements— 

48(b’—ac)=a@> {(a—fB)| 1 , iY = {(a—B)}, 
a | y+ 

y+8, 1 |} =e2{(a—f)ly+3—y9)}, 
oe) ,yt+d 

144(?—bd) =aS {(a—f) 

yS ,y+8|} =w2 {(a—B)’7'8} , 48(d’— ce) =a’2 {(a— 8B)’ 

2", v9 | 

and, 

1 , 0 |} =a*3 {(a—B)(y+8)}, —48(be—ad) =a°E {(a—B)? 
ys 2 ) 

16(bd — ae) =a {(a—B)’ 

, 

BE es ty te ae 
7) Oy 

The equation of the fifth degree gives similarly, the co = )10 results 

ee Ge eae 

=o Oe Cd, Cd 

Big. OoO,¢, @&é¢ 

=a {(a—B)’ 1 : 0 ar 

yt d+e , 1 | 

yotyet+de, yt d+y | 

yoe , yot yet de 

0 ’ ye | 

and that of the sixth degree the co = is results 
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1,-5,10,-—10,5,-1 

-6b, c,d, ef, g=@3{(a-By ! ; 0 + (7). 
Bla, Mba gs ait i, ytotet+é 1 | 

yo+yetyo+5e+864 6 , yto+tet+l . 

de + ydE+yeb+5e6 — ,yd+yet+yS+de+86+ eb | 
roel , yOetydl+rye6+ bel | 

0 ; de | 

III. To extend this method, I write, for example, the symbol— 

a, Boa lo 1 5) 1 ’ 1 p) LL 

a,B-,¥,8 | Br yt+8\, at ytd 5 e+ P40 [at ery 
1,1 ,1,1 |By+Bd+y6 , ay+ad+yd , aB+ad+ 86 , aB + ay + By 

Bys ; ayd ; ad . aBy 

understanding by it that only three horizontal lines from the second (the square) 

matrix are to be used at once. The resulting determinants are respectively 

equal to 

C53 oy 1 : 1 J 1 i 

a,B,y | Bt y+8 , aty +8 , a+ Bt+d 

1,1 ,1 | By+Bd+y6, aytad+yd ,aB+ ad+ £8 

Bys ; ayd : ad 

a 

== {(a—B)*(a—y)"(B—y)’. 

This also is equal to 

| PP, —2P,; PjPs=3P, 5 Pybs— 42, eae 

| P, ? 22 ) 3P, ) 4P, | 

| 4P, ? 3Py ) oP, ) li 

where those three columns alone are to be considered at one time, which cor- 

respond to the three lines considered at first. This may be written 

1P, , 2P,, 3P,, 4P,, 0 
iP, gee Py, Py 

-, PY Se SP,, 4P, 
) “up APSR, 4 BP, 9 Py 
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Hence the four equations— 

atd {(a—B)?(a—y)*(B—y)? O|}=|—46, 12¢, —12d, 4e , Pali 

aU a, —4b,° 4x46¢, — 4d, @ 

1 ., ~4b, 12c,—12d, 4e 

3) Dee = 19. We. Ae 

or, more symmetrically, 

+—- + — + 

ame Bo OG5 Obey 6 gait. (8) 

Lia, so, de, d.,. 

as. b. 36, 3a ie 

—4|., a,3b,3c,d 

az {(a—B)(a—y)(B—y)’ 

the signs and numerical multipliers of each column and line on the right hand 

side being written respectively above and to the left of them. 

Write these four equations, for a moment, thus— 

Aa’ + BB’ + Cy’? + D&=A, 
Aa’ + BR’ + Cy’ +De=A, 

Aa +BB +Cy + Dd =A, 

A +B +C +D =A,, 

multiply them respectively by 42 , 6c , 4d , e , and add: then 

—a(Aa‘ + BB + Cy* + DS’) = J P= "40 SS Ge. = 4d, é | 

pAb Be PAG SY 4e, | 
a, — 4b, 6c, — 4d é | 

Pa AD Ie 190 Ae 

| oe 4a, —120, 12c, —4d 

that is “2 {(a—B)(a—y)(B—y)y’st}=| 12¢, -12d, 4e, , 

— 4b, 6c, — 4d, e 

— 40, 12¢,-12d, 4e 

—- + — + 

= 436, 0d 6, ot". : (9), 

[sD oC O,.. 

4\. 6, 3¢, 3d., € 

—4; a, 3b,3c,d 

thus completing the set of five equations for a biquadratic. 
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IV. It is noticed in what has gone before that, of the two matrices employed 

in any symbol of roots, the one refers more particularly to powers (and their 

sums) of roots, while the other refers to products of roots. Hence, using the 

principle of multiplication of matrices, I write, for example, the equation 

eos oe 1 : 1 : 1 ; ai 

a,p,y a B+tyt8S ,at+ty+8 ,a+B+8 ,at+B+y iF} 

a’ ,B’,y , 8 | By+Pdt+ys, ay+ad+y6 , a8+ad+4+ Bd , aB+ay+By 

a Rapp CVE. Sw On” ga og eh BOR wee ae cen, | 
L dae 

=| 83P;—s,P.+5,P;— s)P, , 83P,—sP3+5,.P, , 5;3P;—s.P, , s3P,|, 

s,P, —s,P, + s)P3 , SP, =s PP, +P. Sr sik: 5 Se 

| $P, — sP2 , $P2—sPs , 4P3—%P, , Py 

Py , SP» » SPs » SPs 

14 Py ncaa] oa ae jideeat 

—where s,—s,1P,+5,.P;— ...+5P,=0,and s,=sum of mth powers of 

the roots of the equation, except when 2=0, in which case s, is the same as the 

suffix of the P with which it is associated—in the symbolical form 

Syl es 

AY 22.185. Soe Ses. Soll Wenn teen ele ele Om 

3) SeSica tee | Pe pera eas 

FAN 2 Si: RES orate | Boy ie ; 

1/3 Sic Us EP Oe 

Q) PL i eS 

Example : take, in the case of a biquadratic, 

pl 

(7 (OPS 8, S55 Sey Sos 82, S15 Soll bay —Ee, Ps, —Pil .. ae 

AL Sig Gig Ba 5 Si ee eee ee 

3|2 1S. 5815 80y- 5+ 9+ 9s Py c= Ease 5 

ae 5 ae | eae er 

=| s.P,—s;P.+ 5,P;—5;P, , 56P,—8,P,+5,P, , S65Ps—s5Ps , s6Pa|. (11’). 

8,P,—8,P_+ 5.P3—5,P, , 5.P2.—5;P3+5.P, , 54Ps—53P4 , Ps 

s,P,—s,P,+ 5 Ps , %&P,—5,P3+5 Py, :P3s—4Py , 52P, 
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The left hand side of this equation, in terms of the roots, is 

=> tla 56" , ¥ i a Sek died Pewldy's 

@ SB POR ye ye ns 5 4 

a’, B, y' | By+Bo+y6 , 
Bys oe OE 8 

= La’ B'y?(a? ~ B’) (a? — y’) (2 —y’). (a % B) (a— Y) (8 a Y) hy 0 

C5. 

OF'O4 

OF0 

for instance, the equation got by omitting the line | A | is, after slight simplifica- 

tion, 

© {a3 B%_°5?(a2— B?) (a? —y)(B?—yy*) (a— B)(a—y)(B—y)} =PsPi |8 » 85» S|— Py? |s6 5 $5 583] (12), 
$4 , §3 , 82 nein 

Sos Sid Says Sq a0 

and that got by omitting the line | F is | 

2 { a'p*y'd"(a’ — B’)(a’—y")(B’ —y’)(a—B)(a—y)(B—y)} = Pil se, 95, Sa], 
Sz, 83 , Se 

Cry Sra 

or 2 {a—B)"(a—y)'(B—y).(at B)(aty)(B+y)} =| S65 85» S (13). 
84, 83 , So 

So ) sy )’ 4 

This last one is easily verified ; for, the determinant 

SG, ay polo, B 7 Oo 
a,B,y,8)a,B,y,8 
Tagua AR ce i 

=2 (7 —B.a—y. B’—7)(a—B.a—y.B—y)}- 

V. We may combine matrices of other forms. For example, in a biquad- 
ratic— 

a8 ,ay,ad, By, BS, 6 

“| Oia pie aie SP 
yo, Ba 5 By , a0 5 ay , of 

aByd , aByd , aByd , aByd , aBys , aByd 

uy ,| =86Pi—P;P, 

VOL. XXIX. PART II. 6 Y 
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and also = {(aB —ay)(yi—fS).aByd; : ‘ (14), 

which appears to reduce to, —P,2 {(a—f)’yd}. This, however, containing only 
‘ ; 6.5 

6 terms, is but part of the true sum, which contains fee = is terms. 

On expansion, we find 

= {(aB—ay)(y8— 88); = — 22 {(a—B)y8; — 2 (aB—7)"5 

the 15 terms being, a set of six terms in = {(a—)?y6} twice over, and a set of 
three squares in > {(aB—y-y6)*}. 

Now, Bs ys Ks Ae agp: rele > {(a — B)*y8} 

i ihe Sol bys, ays , od , ay 

=P,P,—16P, and also ‘i P,, 4P, 

Ps 

Hence, dividing by P, (which, but for symmetry, might have been left out from 

the first), we have 

(a8 —y8)' + (ay — 88)° + (a3 — By)’ =P}—2P,P, —4P,P, 
36c2 — 32bd — 4ae = 

a a : (15). 

Cor. 1. Hence, from results in IT., 

40°X {(a8 — yd) = 144( — bd) + 16(bd — ae) 

=a'2 {(a—B)(y +8)" 
verifying the above equation. 

Cor, 2. One of MActaurin’s conditions for imaginary roots is 

P? <2P,P, +4P,P, 

or, in (a’, Be’, 6 ay AY, 9. 020d 4+ Aale oe CM 

VI. The results arrived at may, in the case of a sextic, be written in the 

following forms : * 

* T have to thank Professor Cayituy for valuable suggestions, in accordance with which the nota- 
tion on the left hand sides of these equations was made to harmonise with that on the right hand sides. 

This will be seen more fully in the next section. 
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the first set of equations is, . 

2 (Caf) . | 1 , [y], [v8], [yee], Lydel] , 

the second set is, 

S{2(a8y).|1,[8] [Se], [Set], . 
abi Lig [8] , [Se] , [Sel] , 

the third set is, 

> {C(aBys). A kc Sle ere ees te 

oy te eh eC I 55. 

wid eh Baste Lies APS LG ote 

Cine i Uebel wale ist eG, 

similarly for the fourth set; and the 

of C(aBydet) :—where such a symbol 

* (par) =(p-9)(p-r)"(g-7/. 

d-, 1+, ly, [yd] . [yde] ; [dee 

or 

Leese slo aoe lsmloec| 

Or 

1,—5,10,-—10,5,-1 

0 ;=—6 b, On; Cad; g\; 

Gla, eg tae ad ,é, f 

ea 
=—6|b, 5c, 10d, 10e, 5/, 9); 
G1a,00, 10¢., 10d -5¢,/ 

t+- + —- + -— + 
P= — O10, 06 Od, 10¢, bf, 9 , . |; 

1\a,5b,10c,10d, 5e,/, . 
Gilece Ok lees Pris! 

= 5a, ov, Oe 10d be af | 

$+- + - + = + = 
Boe MO LOG. Wofogie (Gig, xia 

NG oO OC NORE HOS © fio msn Fa ine 

Gl. 5; 6, 10d, 10¢,. 5f, -9.5°. 
apis OO LOG CAL st bGi5, afer’ « 

Ole ae aoe 06> LO LOE Abe od, 

CMe nsGte able LOC AO: bets 70 

fifth set, which is the known value 

as [de] stands for d¢+6f+«¢, and 

APPLICATION TO STURM’S FUNCTIONS. 

VII. The first set of equations for a sextic is 

2i(a—B)|\1,[y],[y8],Lyse], [v6], - 
5 bs byl els [ysell sy ael] 

., write respectively 7—a,x—B,. For a, B,.. 

a P,,2P,,3P5,4P,,5P,,6P, | (17). 
| 6P,,5P,,4P,,3P,,2P,, P; 

.. then we have 

(a—f)’=(e@—-a—a#+ BY =(a—B)’ 
and P, becomes 

=62-P, 

6(ax+b) , 
a r) 

w-ata—B+u—y+e—6+2-€+2-C 

(18), 

* This is the &function of Professor SYLVESTER. 
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P, becomes (w—a)(w— B)+(w—a)(v—y)+ ...15 terms 

= 1527’°-5P,2+P, 

= , ler ee & PaBeh yeleer | Re TTSS eee as 3 . 

P, becomes (x —a)(w@—f)(w—y) + (w—a)(wx— B(w—8) + ... 20 terms 

202°—10P,2° + 4P,7—P, 
20 (ax? + 3622+ 38cex+d : ; ; ; : (20), 

a 

so that, in general, we should find, instead of each P, all the terms of the sextic 

up to and including the term corresponding to the P in question, each term 

multiplied by the Binomial coefficient of its place in the expansion of the power 

the index of which is the same as the suffix of P; and the whole multiplied by 

the Binomial coefficient of the sixth power corresponding to the P considered, 

and divided by a. 

The process is general, and, mutatis mutandis, is suitable for an equation of 

any degree. 

Now, let such an expression as az’ + 3ba’ + 3cx +d be denoted by the symbol 

(d). Thus, the sextic in question would be (g)=0. Such a symbol implies 

Binomial coefficients. The Jetter will also, from its place in the alphabet, indi- 

cate the degree of the expression (or equation). This notation harmonises with 

that employed before, when.x was zero. 

Hence, writing (y) for v-—y+2—8+a2—e+2—© (ys) for (vx—y)(w—8) + ..., 
and so on, 

1 5105 10" baal 
w {(a—B)| 1, (y) » (79), (e) » (v8eb) , } =6@),(0),(@),(&), FP)» ee 

-> 1, (y) » (78), (y8e) , (ySel)! (a), (0), (6) (2), (2) (FP) 

(0) , 5(c) , 10(d) , 10(¢) , 5(f) , ye (21). 
(a) , 5(0), 10(c) , 10(d), 5(@)_ (Ff) 6 

For example, 

wd {(a—B)'(a—y)(#— 8) + (2—y)(@—¢) + (%@—7),(@—€) + (@—8)(@—€) + 
(w— 8)(v—£) + (w@—e)(v—8) I}, 

(2) , (2) 
(a) , (d) 

ax+b , au*+4ba’ + 6ca’?+4dxr+e|. 

a@ , x°+4+3ba°+3ca+d 

= 360 

060 
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Again, 

aS {(a— B)'(v—y)(w —8)(w—e)(w— Y} =86 | (0) , (9) 
(a) (fF) 

= 6’a’x the second of Sturm’s functions . ’ (22); 

the whole series of Sturm’s functions being F’(z), F,(x), F3(#),... . where 

6} (2) is the first derived function of F’(z), and the coefficient of the highest 
power of x in F(z) is unity. 

In like manner the second set of equations for a sextic gives rise to 

6 | (0) , 5(c) , LO(d) , 10(e) , 57) 5)» - |(28). 
1 |(a) ,5(b), 10) ,10(d), 5(e) ,(f) , » 
6]. .(@) 5) 10d), 10) ,5(f), ) 
6] .,(@ ,5() ,10(¢) ,10(d) ,5() , (f) 

a*{ C(aBy). (ON (Ger (O66 hig’ arly ne | — 

he Oe gilded: (eb )igiye 

1 , (©) , (8) , (def) 

Hence, for example, 

w'B\ 2aBy).(e—8) (e—2)(a—O} =6°| (0) , 5(c) , 10(d), (24), 
ay, o(O) > 10fe), 

» (4), 5(¢), (9) 
|. > 42), 50), (7) 

which may be written = 63 {A'(S)—A(g)}, 

where A’=5(c).A—(b).B and A= 5 {(b)?—(a)(o} 
A =50).A—(9.B B=10{6)() —(@(@)}, 

whence (a)A’= (bd) A— 5? {(b)? — (a) (0) }?.. 

Therefore we may write 

a®{....}=6| OM OD ga_sioyr—qoy.B 

Also (2) =a 

(b)’— (4) (¢)=0'—ae 
(0) (c)— (a) (d) = oe + (bc—ad) 
(b) (@)—(@ (@) =3(0? —ac)a’ + 8(bc—ad)x + (bd—ae) 
(0) (e) — ies 4(b° —ac)x’ + 6(be—ad)x’ + 4(bd —ae)a + (be—a/) , 

&e. 

A= JC0) nae 
10(bce—ad) ~ 

| QL+ 5b—a 5(0*—ac) \ ’ , (25), 

(OS) 
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and 

10(be—ad) ) 
, 7 7 ( BT aaa (FESR | 

@S1(s.). HSE |b, be S..@ 5 Be —S, ). OG 
a, 5b i a, 5b | 

where a = ) = Sturm’s first function, 

g,- N=) = STurRM’s second function, 

bles By}T that is,. i ee x Sturm’s third function « Cer 

AN 

It may be shown directly that | 4, 5¢| is the proper multiplier of 8, in finding 
a, 5b 

S;. For the sextic in question, Srurm’s second function is. 

(b)(f)—(a)(9) _ 5 (U2 —ae)a*-++10(be — ad)x? ++ 10(bd — ae)? + 5 (be — af \w-+bf—ag 
a? a a ? 

and if we assume 8,=Q,.S,—S, where Q.=pa2+q, we find 

Qo = fax+5b— a oa} 
Te eats 

a, 5d 

which agrees with the former result. 

(, may be put in a more suggestive form, thus, 

Q:= 75 ap Fr {5 (ax + b).5(? — ac) —10a[2(b? —ac)a + (be—ad)]} 
a, db 

=r sar 150) | () , 5 | —(@) | @), 10(A) |} 
: Bb (4) , 5(b) (a) , 10(¢) 

= me =| (b) , B(e) , 10(d) (28). 

a, (a), 5(d) , 10(¢) 

- » (@) , BCD) 

The third set of equations for a sextic is, 

=e a 

a’,|8|0| =6 |), 5(@), 10() , 10) , (Ff) ,) » - » » | 29), 
211) Lia), dG), 20); 20d) wale) 30) 5 see 

12} 6]. , (B),5(c) ,10(@), 10%) , 5(/) , @), 
0/3) 1 So) SO) O(c) 7 L0(d) ,-5(e) 4° 

4} 6). , . , W ,5(c) , 10(d), 10) , 5(f), @) 
51 ol. . , (@ 8) ,10(c) , 10d) , 5(e) , (/) 
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where the dash over S and P indicates that y-a, w—8, .... have been sub- 

stituted fora, 6; ... : 

Hence, after eedhuetiouts similar to those of former cases, 

*S{L(aBy8). (@—e)(@—L)} =6"| (0) , 5(C) , 10(d), 10(e) , (7), - | (30). 
(a) , 5(0) , 10(c) , 10(@) , 5(e) 

, (0), 5(e) , 10(d) , 10(2) , 
, (a), 5(B) , 10(c) , 10(@) , 

Soa mele (b) , 5(c) , 10(d) , (9) 

Les 24 @ 5 5(), 100) , (f) 
Let us consider Srurm’s functions generally. We may write the following 

equations :— 

S.= Q5:— 

= Q.S.—S, ° * * « (31), 

Si=Q;S;—8, &e. 

where each Q is of the first degree in «; and since S§,_, is two dimensions less 

than S,, we can determine the coefficients in the value of Q. Let 

Sy Sn e See see Lk 

pa ea eo Se oe ee : . 32), 

EEN CG ee oe 

on eliminating the coefficients in Q,_,, after substituting in 

Se= Qi-1Sp-1— Sa . : - : (31), 

we have 

re uo aaa Sina ; a 1 = SE, CEO u . (83), 

eT Sgt) 9) Seal 9) Set 

R. yySesths Seta 

and 

Q,31=— mo 2 ama ‘ “ < = : (34). 

FU RGy ee Sey 

ee 

For the purpose of reducing s,, and presenting it as a function of a, b,.... g, 

it will be convenient to put 

7 , uv 
ee Sigh Sean Z= Sait p Oro &e. . : (35), 

ie 

Si gS Sz 

2 

Si 5) Sy 
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whence, 

1s 

u 
u “ms 

oe om ee S a Sp2 =a tig teas teas tio, ty-2 
k-1 5-2] | ¢ t. t, t” eo t” R-1°k=2 

k—-29 Cx—2 k-29 Ux—2),| Yeo » Y—2 , ” i 
: é Sz_25 Spay Spo» Sx_2 

Sp_o) Sp—al: |Se-2's Spa} |Srne » Spao / 

, ) ty-9 » bios ti» 

5) a) ’ Sr-2 ’ f u 

» Sp-2 Seo» Seg 
ti-2 5) a 

7 Ww 

Sr-2 5 Sz-2| [Sr—2 » Sk—2 

and, finally, on replacing the ?’s by the s’s and reducing, we have 

“ 

1 By i! ail © gil 8G he) Se 2a 
Spa | Se -3 9 Se » Ses » Si-3 » Sz-3 

Sp—1 Sp—2 s. < ee so" 

Sz-2 9 Sz—2 » Se-2 » Sz-3 > Sz-2 
, w mw 

» Sz—3 9 Sz—a > Sz-3 > Sx_3 
/ mn, ” 

» Sk-2 5 Se—2 » Se—2 » Se—2 
yd u” 

> > Sz_2 » Sz_2 5 Sk—2 

The process of reduction is general, and may be continued to any extent. 

As an example, and to return to the third set of equations for the sextic. 

$= 1 a BD. yi HOG 9). LOG, a ? 

&. 553/15 5e|,|6,10d|,|b, 10e|,|b, |: 
piasoll) a,10c| |a@,10d| \a, 4 

a 5b ~~ £0E Gand 

5. | bay Mae bi 08) o\ibg. 108 |, |b 5 BF 

a, 5b a,10c|>|a@,10d|>\|a, 5e 

: : 5 WO 6, 10d|,|6,10e 

a, Sot ta, 106} a, 0d 

which reduces to 

sje | bE Des 1070), 102, By Gz : (37). 

a? , 8335 
a,6b,10¢ ,10d, be, f 

vp Oy Ge 40d; 10, bf 

fy (2, Bb, 10¢ , 100, De 

es beglte $56 , LOO a0 

phe © 4 opp , We pig 
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VIII. The investigation shows that, for example, S, is proportional to 

(1234)a’ + (1235)a’ + (1236)z + (1237) (38), 

where (1235) is the determinant formed from the Ist, 2d, 3d, and 5th columns 

of the matrix, 

5; 5¢, 100; 106, Sf, ¢,. . 

@,.00,, 10e , 10d =-45e PUP; 

-» U, Se, 10d, 106°, bf, g 

. , (ey bbi, Oct 1d »,. 5e— f 

and in like manner for (1234), &c. :—the remaining factor in S,, being inde- 

pendent of z. In other words, S, is proportional to the determinant, 

: : ; ; ai aia ge atl d (39). 

’ ’ ? ) 1 ae es 

CI 1) ee) ? 1 es . ? 

b206. piOd,, IOerewbe Big: 

@,005, 80c. Od oe: fF 

By pac. 10d 10e.) 5k og 

a ok DUN, LOG. 10d joe. OF 

Note.—The signs of the constituents in the last four lines of the 2d, 4th, and 6th columns of this 

determinant are minus (see e.g., (7) or (8) ; but attention has been paid to this in equations (40). This 

has been done for simplicity of writing. 

This determinant is equal to another formed from it in the following manner :— 

Let C, , e.g., represent the 7th column ; write. 

instead of C, , C,a°+ C,a°+ Cya*+ Cyr? + Ca? + Cr+, | 

instead of C, , 6C,a°+ 5C,2*+ 4C2° + 8C,2° + 2C,0 +C, | 
instead of C, , 15C,2*+10C,2° + 6C,2° + 3C,2 + C, tn (40) 
instead of C, , 20C,2°+10C,2°+4C,2 + C, : 
instead of C, , 15C,2’°+ 5C,x + C, | 
instead of C, , 6C,a7+ C, J 

and leave the first column as it is. 

This determinant will be found to reduce at once, to one of the fourth order, 

by the loss of its 1st, 2d, and 3d lines, and its 4th, 5th, and 6th columns; and 

thus 8; is proportional to 
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b , ba + 5c , 15bx® + 25ca +10d , ba’ + Sex’ +10dx* + 10eu’ + 5fa?+gx| (41). 

a, 6ax+5b , 15ax’?+ 25ba+10c , ax’ + 5bx? + 10cx* + 10dx’ + Sex’ + fa 

= by, dba + 5e , bu’ + 5ca* +10dax’?+10ex? + 5fx +9 

Pan as dax+ 5b, ax? + 5ba*+10cx’ + 10da’ + 5en +f 

To reduce this, subtract the 3d line multiplied by x from the 1st; and the 

4th line multiplied by x from the 2d; then, add the 2d line multiplied by x 

to the 1st; and the 4th line multiplied by x to the 3d; and finally, intro- 

ducing the factors independent of «— 

Gg, =. 1 lb) (e408), Ina ees 

LI (a), 5) , 10(0) , 
- » (4%), 5(¢), (9) 

(z), 5(6), (/) 

which agrees with the result obtained before. 

I shall write this last result in the form 

S3= mame a Ad Sly 969 Nd oe alain 
to 

the A’ always being function of x, and having all its last column zeros except 

the two lowest constituents, which are respectively (9) , (f). 

Let also those functions—called after their discoverer SYLVESTER, Sylvester's 

functions—be shortly expressed thus, e.g., 

{(a—B)’(a—yv)’(B—y)’(a—8) (c—e) (x—C)} by the symbol 2, . (44), 

the suffix indicating the number of roots which enter into the squared product 

of differences under the 2. Then the results arrived at may be collected in the 

form, 

> =6 4 S,=-42 

Ai Ai 
23=6 — Si= AP 

eae (45) oe (46) 
= =e: Bi As 

PF oe 6° ae S, aa a Na 

_gp At Ai As 
Bye Binge a fs) 



OF THE ROOTS OF AN EQUATION AND ITS COEFFICIENTS. 

in which the law of succession is obvious. Hence 

>= 6.5) =6' 55 

2,= eae S; ze : ps 

5. OMS, =6 4-8, 

3, =o MM 8, =; hes, 

_ AAS Ss 2 PsPs. 
ays ey eee PsP 

p= (a—B), p= 3 {(a—B)*(a—y)"(B—y}} 5 Ge. 

6 

where 

503 

(47), 

These results agree with SYLVEsTER’s, and lead to the same conclusion, viz., 

that the number of imaginary roots depends on the number of variations of signs 

of the functions (e.g., the sextic), 

bore Anny AN, Ae, Ais, has 

and the values of these functions beginning with A, are respectively proportional 

tO Po, Ps, Ps5 Ps» De- 

The form A’, (42), for successive Sturm’s functions is interesting, and -I 

believe new; as also the form (39). 
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XVI—On the Phenomena of Variegation and Cell-Multiplication in a Species 

of Enteromorpha. By P. Geppss, F.R.S.E., Demonstrator of Vegetable 

Histology in the University of Edinburgh. (Plate XIII.) 

(Received 4th April. Read 17th May 1880,) 

In the autumn of 1877 I found on stones in a sea-water aquarium in 

Professor Hux ey’s laboratory at South Kensington, the curious little Alga 

which forms the subject of the present paper. I have ever since kept speci- 

mens growing, carried them with me to various places in Britain and on the 

Continent, and subjected them to frequent examination at all seasons of the 

year. Dr Borner has kindly identified it for me as a species of Enteromorpha. 

Viewed with a lens, the fronds are of a beautiful green, often more or less 

mottled with white. Examination of such specimens with a somewhat higher 

power (say 1 inch) shows among the ordinary green cells others which are 

smaller and colourless, occurring singly or in patches of very variable size. 

Oftener than these variegations of the frond itself, one notices buds, or even 

large branches, which are completely colourless. And the extreme case—of 

large fronds, and indeed whole tufts, almost without any green cells, is not 

wanting. How are these phenomena to be accounted for ? 

The first hypothesis which suggests itself is that here we have an etiolation 

of green cells,—a mere blanching of particular cells or fronds, due to the 

interception of the light by the felt-work of Oscillatoriw, Conferve, &c., by 

which the specimens were always more or less thickly surrounded. But it will 

_ be seen from an inspection of the plate that the colourless cells are oftenest 

apical ; and when a fragment of the very thickest part of this vegetable felt is 

detached and viewed under the simple microscope, colourless shoots are to 

be seen projecting clear above the tangled mass of other Alge, while the 

portion of the frond thus shaded may be of the deepest green. Moreover, 

specimens kept growing for months in a window, exposed to direct sunlight 

for several hours daily, never lost their variegated aspect. A crucial experi- 

ment enabled me finally to exclude the hypothesis of a mere etiolation of 

normally green cells by deficiency of light. A flint covered with an abundant 

crop of the Alga under examination was broken into three pieces, of which one 

was exposed to sunshine for six or seven hours a day, another kept in the 

diffuse light of my workroom, and another placed in darkness. After the lapse 
of three or four weeks no change was appreciable. On the stone exposed to 
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direct sunlight there seemed to be as many colourless cells as ever, though it 
is well known that a few hours in such conditions suffice to develop chlorophyll 
in blanched vegetable cells. Nor did those kept in darkness show any distinct 

increase in the proportion of white cells to green. In fact, when the three 

pieces of flint were again placed together in the same aquarium, an attempt 

to identify them again by examination of the Algze they bore, failed com- 

pletely. 

I do not deny, however, the importance of the action of light, for I have 

found white buds more abundantly in winter than in summer ; but it is evident 

that such an experiment as the foregoing, twice repeated, excludes the hypo- — 

thesis of etiolation. Moreover, the long period over which my observations 

have extended, the many changes of climate and of circumstances to which the 

plants have been exposed, and above all, the fact that the white shoots were 

more abundant the more active and more vigorous the growth, are all 

arguments in favour of the normality of this mode of vegetation. I should, 

however, consider it premature to assign any specific or generic name before 

examining more specimens from other sources; and it may not improbably 

turn out that these phenomena of variegation may occur as a kind of sport in 

many species of Algee. 

The colourless buds, then, demand a closer examination. At one side of 

the frond or filament, and generally midway between two green cells, is often 

to be seen a slight prominence of cellulose enclosing a tiny droplet of colourless 

non-nucleated hyaline protoplasm (figs. la, 11). A farther stage is represented 

in fig. 12, where there are two similar but larger masses, and a farther still 

in fig. 13, where there are three; in sbort, all stages are to be found up to 

a comparatively long row of colourless nucleated cells, such as that represented 

in fig. 14 or 23. The existence of a series of perfect gradations between a 

single minute non-nucleated droplet of clear protoplasm, and a distinct row of 

nucleated and granular cells, shows that the colourless shoot arises in a way 

totally distinct from that by which the ordinary green cells are developed. 

Such transparent cells multiply by transverse division, and have also the 

power of developing chlorophyll. While the majority of the colourless shoots 

are sharply marked off by their colour and general appearance from the green 

part of the frond (figs. 13, 14), others are to be found in which there is a gentle 

eradation from white cells to green (figs. 1b, 15, 24, 28), the development of 

chlorophyll beginning at the base of the shoot, and proceeding upwards. 

Cases in which the colourless cells are irregularly interpolated among the 

green, as has been already said, are not uncommon. Sometimes one finds the 

cells of a green filament separated by the development of one or several colour- 

less cells (figs. 16, 19, 26); sometimes these may multiply greatly, so as to push 

the original green portions of the frond far apart from each other, and so 
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produce such extraordinary forms as those represented in figs, 18 and 19, where 

green shoots are seen as if arising from a colourless frond. 

The co-existence of two distinct kinds of cell being admitted, it is desirable 

next to ascertain the process by which these arise. With the green cells there 

is no difficulty ; their multiplication by transverse division is obvious ; but it is 

by no means easy, without the examination of avast number of specimens, 

to satisfy oneself as to the mode of origin of the colourless cells, or rather 

of that droplet of hyaline protoplasm (fig. 11) from which the colourless cell 

originates. 

The cellulose of an Alga is, as has been known from the time of Ktrzine 

and RABENHORST, no mere structureless investment, but possesses a capsular 

structure, quite similar to that which is so easily seen in Glwocapsa, or to that 

which has been demonstrated in the matrix of hyaline cartilage. This structure 

is shown in figs. 2 and 3, particularly well in the latter. Its origin is obvious ; 

a cell throws out a coat or shell of cellulose, and then divides into two new 

cells ; each develops its own investment of cellulose, and these lie end to end 

within the first. The extremities of these new cells being biconvex, they are 

thus not in complete apposition, but an angular interspace is left, which extends 

ring-fashion round the filament. Any irregularity of form or growth in the cell 

produces a corresponding irregularity in the disposition of the cellulose, and 

thus too in the form of the intercellular space, perhaps suppressing it on one 

side and enlarging it at the other. 

It is not to be expected that these lamine of cellulose should be of precisely 

equal thickness and strength throughout, nor of equal permeability to fluids. 

Where a weak place in the cellulose wall happens to come opposite the inter- 

cellular space, a certain amount of water might easily enter the latter from the 

cell; this water might soften and swell the circumjacent cellulose, and thus 

protuberances of the cellulose, and of the cellulose alone, such as those repre- 

sented at figs. 5, 6, 7,9, and 10, would easily arise. These phenomena are 

most probably to be considered as pathological. 

But if instead of a mere exosmose of water through the wall, we suppose 

the growing protoplasm itself to force a passage through the least resisting 

point in the innermost capsule of cellulose into the intercellular space, we have 

at once a reasonable explanation of the origin of the tiny drops of colourless 

protoplasm already described (fig. 11). Their position, almost invariably evenly 

intercalated between two given cells (fig. 7a), or at one side of the plane 

separating them (fig. 11); and their forms, biconcave and lenticular in the 

first case, hemispherical in the second, are strong proofs of their origin in 

this way. 

The cells at the bottom of the white shoots in figs. 2, 22, 23, 26, &c., are 

obviously each in an intercapsular space, and their protoplasm (which has in 
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some cases developed a nucleus, in others none) sometimes even half surrounds 

the innermost cellulose capsule of the adjacent green cell, and looks almost as 

if it were going to enclose it altogether. Such buds as these we have been 

imagining, arising as they would from the colourless ectoplasm of the green 

cell, would necessarily be themselves colourless. And instances are not wanting 

in vegetable and even in animal histology of the mdependent development of a 

nucleus and nucleolus within a cell. 

It is possible to verify this hypothesis of the origin of the white cells by 

direct observation. Generally the colourless cells seem totally distinct and 

separate from the coloured (figs. 1, 2, 4a, &c.), but occasionally one can see 

with the utmost clearness (figs. 4b, 19, 27) the process of formation of the 

colourless cells by the intrusion of the colourless ectoplasm of the green cell 

into an intercellular space. In fig. 20 are to be seen pseudopodium-like 

processes of colourless protoplasm pressing into soft swellings of the cellulose. 

At figures 19 and 27, the intercellular space is being filled up by a flow of such 

protoplasm from the green cell; while in fig. 44 the formation of a lateral bud 

is going on. 

In this Alga, then, we have simultaneously in progress two distinct modes of 

cell-formation ; first, the ordinary process of vegetative growth by transverse 

fission ; secondly, a process of gemmation tolerably similar to that which takes 

place in Torula. The cells produced by this second process are often to be 

seen dividing transversely (fig. 31), and it is not impossible that they may also 

give rise to new colourless cells by the same process as that by which they 

themselves were produced (figs. 19, 28). 

The Alga in question is also of some interest from the physiological point of 

view. It would be interesting to ascertain how plants so nearly destitute of 

chlorophyll as that represented in the last figure, which possesses only two cells 

capable of decomposing carbonic acid, can possibly live and grow. 

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATE. 

(Figures mostly drawn with Hartnack, Oc. 3, Obj. 7 or 9.) 

Fig. 1. Young growing fronds, showing (a) colourless buds of various sizes; (0) an originally 

colourless shoot of which the cells have almost all developed chlorophyll. 

. A frond bearing a terminal colourless shoot, and showing indistinctly the capsular 

arrangement of the cellulose. 

a 03 i) 

Fig. 3. Young frond treated with weak potash solution, showing very distinctly the capsular 

arrangement of the cellulose. 

Fig. 4. Frond showing (a) young colourless cell devoid of nucleus; (>) another budding off 

from green cell. 

Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. Fronds showing outgrowths and thickenings of the cellulose alone. 
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Figs. 11, 12, 13, 14. Showing colourless shoots of various sizes. 

Fig. 15. 
Fig. 16. 

Colourless shoot acquiring chlorophyll. 

Frond in which colourless cells are irregularly developed among green cells. 

Figs. 17, 18. Fronds in which such irregularly interposed colourless cells have greatly multi- 

Fig. 19. 
Fig. 20. 

plied, so as to push the original green parts of the frond far asunder, and to produce 

the appearance of green shoots arising from a white frond. 

Gemmation of colourless cells from green very clearly shown. 

Shoot in which green cells are sending out colourless processes, probably incipient 

buds. 

Figs. 21, 22, 23. Apical colourless shoots of various sizes. 

Fig. 24. 

Fig. 25. 

Shoot similar to fig. 23, developing chlorophyll. 

Tip of frond of which the two terminal green cells have been carried up by the 

development of a colourless shoot below them. 

. Frond with apical white shoot. 

. Mode of origin of colourless from coloured cells very clearly shown (see 

figs. 4 and 19). 

. Colourless shoot developing chlorophyll, bearing already a lateral colourless bud. 

. Similar lateral colourless bud farther advanced. 

. Showing probable mode of formation of such lateral colourless buds by displacement 

of a cell. 

. Tip of colourless shoot showing its cells in process of division. 

. Frond entirely destitute of chlorophyll save two basal cells. 
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XVII.—On the Disruptive Discharge of Electricity. Part IV. (Plate XIV.) 

By A. Macrartang, M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S.E., and P. M. Prayratr, M.A. 

(Read 6th January 1879 and 19th July 1880). 

The following experiments, in continuation of our research on the 

discharge of electricity, were made in Professor Tart’s Laboratory during the 

College Session 1878-79, and papers briefly describing the results were read 

before the Society on 6th January 1879 and 19th July 1880. 

Discharge of Electricity through a Paraffin in different States. 

By favour of Mr CaLtpEerwoop, Manager of Addiewell Chemical Works, 

we obtained a quantity of a pure paraffin of low melting point. We have 

recorded in Table I. a series of observations which we made to compare its 

electric strength when solid and when liquid with that of air at the 

atmospheric pressure. By the electric strength of a dielectric we mean the 

ratio of the electromotive force required to pass a discharge through the 

dielectric to that required for air under the same conditions, and when the 

length of spark is 5 mm. It is necessary to make the comparison at a fixed 

length of spark, as in the case of the gases the electromotive force is not 

proportional to the length of the spark. In the case of some liquids, we 

found that we could not take measurements for a 5 mm. spark; in such 

cases we make the comparison at the greatest length of spark for which 

observations have been taken. 

A cylindrical glass dish 7 inches in diameter, had a brass screw passed 
through the centre of the bottom, to which one of the 4-inch circular plates 

could be screwed on, as represented in the woodcut. 

The lower plate was connected with the earth by 

attaching a wire to the outside part of the brass 

screw. The upper plate was suspended from the rod 

of an air-pump receiver so as to be parallel to the 

lower plate, and at a distance of 3mm. A sufficient 

quantity of the liquefied paraffin was poured in to fill 

the dish to the height indicated in the woodcut, and it was allowed to solidify 
for twenty-four hours. We were particularly careful to note properly the 

reading for the first spark, as we knew that we could not get a second of 
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the same kind without melting the paraffin again. It will be observed 

from the table that the deflections for the succeeding four sparks are sensibly 

equal. The ratio of the electromotive force for the first discharge to that 

for the succeeding discharges is 3°6. The increased facility is of course due 

to the fact that the first discharge bores a hole through the solid. We 

observed the hole afterwards; it was zigzag as regards direction, and had 

a black surface. The passage of the sparks, and particularly of the first one, 

illuminated the whole cake of paraffin in a very beautiful manner. 

The paraffin was then taken out, and sparks taken for air under the same 

conditions as before. The mean reading for air compared with the reading 

for the solid paraffin gives the electric strength of the former to be five times 

that of the latter. 

Next we liquefied the paraffin and raised it to a pretty high temperature, 

so that it might remain liquid for some time though brought into contact with 

the cold dish and plates, and then poured it in to the same height as before. 

The mean reading gives its electric strength when liquid to be 2'4—scarce 

half of that which it possesses when in the solid state. The further obser- 

vations were taken to see how rapidly the electric strength changed. The 

deflection when the paraffin was quite clear was 230; this increased for the 

next three observations up to 390, when the paraffin was superficially solid; 

but the effect of this spark was to make a rent which allowed the discharge 

to pass more easily afterwards. These results are supported by other two 

sets of observations, which were preliminary in their nature. 

Discharge of Electricity through Olive Oil. 

We thought it of importance to ascertain whether that law of discharge 

holds for olive oil which we had already found to hold for the two dielectrics, 

paraffin oil and oil of turpentine, viz., that the electromotive force plus a con- 

stant is proportional to the distance between the parallel plates forming the 

electrodes. (Trans. Roy. Soc. Edin., vol. xxviii. p. 680). With that view, and 

also for the purpose of comparing its electric strength with that of air, we took 

the series of observations recorded in Table II. We found it possible to con- 

tinue the observations for a distance greater by one millimetre than in the case 

of the other two liquids. When the distance was increased to 6 mm. the 

index moved up pretty steadily to 0 divisions of the scale, when it suddenly 

left the scale on account of the great amount of electricity which then began 

to escape from the insulated wire. In the fourth column we have noted the 

position which the index took up after the passage of the spark and the 
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discharge of the conductors of the Holtz machine, but the deflection to the 

negative side of the original zero (530) was so considerable that we always 

brought the index back to 530 before taking another reading, by touching the 

ball of the electrometer with the hand. We have plotted the results in the 

diagram, Plate XIV. The crosses mark the difference given in the fifth 

column, and the dots with circles mark the differences given by subtracting 

the deflections from the original zero, 530. The first of these is probably the 

proper curve, but whichever of the two we take, we get a straight line having 

a small negative intercept on the axis of ordinates precisely as in the case of 

the other two liquids. The curve, instead of showing a tendency to become 

concave to the axis of abscissz, exhibits a tendency to become convex with 

respect to it, thus differing in a remarkable manner from the curve obtained 

for a gas. The equations to the two curves within the limits of observation are, 

V = 900 s — 30 = 298 s —10 nm C.G. 5S. units, and 

V = 760s —17 = 252 s— 6inC.G.S. units, 

where V denotes the difference of potential, and s the length of the spark in 

centimetres. 

The reading for a 5 mm. spark in air under the same conditions, given as a 

mean by four observations, was 119; hence the electric strength of olive oil is 

3°5. This is less than that for paraffin oil or oil of turpentine (4 and 3-7 

respectively), as we expected from the fact that we were able to continue the 

observations through a slightly greater range of length of spark. 

The difficulty of making these observations was very considerable, as the oil 

had to be freed and kept free of all solid particles (Trans. Roy. Soc. Edin., vol. 

XXVill. p. 673), and the passage of a spark also produced bubbles of gas which had 

to be removed from between the plates before another reading could be taken. 

In the case of each of the three liquids we have examined, the discharge has 

been accompanied with decomposition of the substance. Having finished the 

readings, we took a note of the behaviour of these bubbles. When the plates 

were 11 mm. apart and the upper one charged positively, the bubbles were 

repelled downwards, and when suspended in the liquid, assumed the form of 

prolate spheroids, with the long axis in the direction of the lines of force. 

They discharged the electricity by convection. When the upper plate was 

negative the bubbles appeared to be repelled less strongly. The spark when 

examined by the spectroscope showed red and green with a tinge of violet. 

With the view of ascertaining the effect of condensed gas on the passage of 

the spark, we substituted palladium wires for the platinum wires in the 

instrument described in Trans. Roy. Soc. Edin., vol xxviii. p. 682. We 
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charged these palladium electrodes with hydrogen in the usual manner, took a 

number of sparks between them, then having heated the wires by means of a 

battery of four Bunsen elements, we took sparks again. Our observations do 

not indicate decisively any results, but they point out conclusions which may 

be established by further experiments. 

TABLE I1—Discharge of Electricity through Parafin.—5th December 1878. 

Electrodes, Parallel Plates each four inches in diameter. Length of Spark, ‘3 centimetre. 

Jars on Holtz Machine. 

: Ditterence of Diff. of ; ; 
Dielectric. State of Dielectric. | Deflection, Oe Potentials, Potentiale in Electric 

ie ae nn. C. G. S. Units. Strength. 

Paraffin in lst Spark, 40 510 470 130 5:0 
Solid State. 2d 5, 380 aoe 130 | 

ad. 385 Fac 125 130 
4th ,, 380 aes 130 
Sth "3, 370 — 140 J 

After interval 
| of 10 minutes, 370 ets 140 

Air. a 416 508 92 
417 Ae 91 ¢ 
Log: Skat adn rooeaee 28 140 
410 fi 98 | 

Paraffin in | Quite clear, 260 505 245 
Liquid State. 270 See al Meee P 

290 510 | 2206779 ee = 
288 ar 222 

Beginning to 
| solidify on 

| plates, . . 275 520 245 

Solidified on 
sides of glass 
vessel, . . 200 520 320 

Surface of par- 
affin solidified, 130+ 520 390 

Aftersome time,) 200 515 315 

After some time,) 250 510 260 

* Surface blown up by discharge, 
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TABLE I1.—Discharge of Electricity through Olive Owl.—-29th May 1879. 

Electrodes, Parallel Brass Plates, each four inches in diameter. 

Dielectric. 

Air, 

Olive Oil, 

Length of 
Spark, 

Sh 

a 

a on we 

Deflection, 
N. 

410 
415 
390 
410 

470 
465 
405 
395 
335 
310 
250 
250* 
150 
180 

about 0 

Zero, 
n', 

525 

528 
530 
550 

570 
600 
560 

610 

Observed Mean 
Difference of Difference of 
Potentials, 

nn. 

| 

Potentials. 

1S 

61:5 

150 

237°5 

330 

420 

Mean 
Difference of 
Potentials in 
C. G.S. Units. 

39°7 

20°4 

49°6 

78-4 

109 

139 

No Jars on the Holtz Machine. 

Electric 
Strength. 

1:0 

3°5 

* Electricity escaped from the insulated wire before the discharge took place, 
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XVIIT.—Researches in Thermometry. By Epmunp J. Mitts, D.Sc., F.R.S. 

Communicated by Professor Sir WiLL1AM THomson, D.C.L., F.R.S. 

(Read May 3, 1880.) 

In the course of a series of experiments upon fusion point, as determined 

by the mercurial thermometer, I had occasion to investigate several of the 

properties of that instrument. In the hope that the results of that investiga- 

tion may economise the labour of other experimenters, and aid in its accuracy, 

I have ventured to submit them to the consideration of the Society. The 
memoir comprises the following sections :— 

I. Calibration and the calibration unit. 

IJ. The exposure correction. 

III. The movement of the zero with (a) time, and (8) temperature. 

IV. PoGcenporrr’s correction. 

V. Comparison of the mercurial with the air thermometer. 

VI. Effect of compression. 

I, CALIBRATION AND THE CALIBRATION UNIT. 

Various methods have been proposed for calibrating finished thermometers, 

all agreeing in using a small thread of mercury, say twenty scale divisions long, 

or less, as a calibration unit. I find it a much easier plan to calibrate the 

graduated stem before the bulb is blown on, For this purpose the stem is 

placed in a horizontal position, parallel to a horizontal kathetometer, By 
means of a piece of india-rubber tubing attached to one of its ends, a thread of 

mercury of suitable length can be drawn in at the other end; this also is then 

furnished with a similar piece of tubing. By means of these pieces of tubing 

the mercurial thread can be placed in any desired position. 

According to the ordinary method, one extremity of the thread (say the 

left) is brought to the zero of the scale, and the position of its other extremity 

ascertained. By carefully shifting the thread the left extremity is brought 

exactly to the point where the right previously stood, and a new reading is 

made ; similar determinations are made all along the scale. This process is 

tedious in the extreme, on account of the great precision required at each 

placing of the thread. The following method,* which is equally accurate, 

* Since writing the above I have found evidence that this method was used by Bessex for ascer- 
taining positions (Pogg. Ann, 1xxxii. p. 290), 

VOL, XXIX. PART II, 7E 
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depends upon adjusting the thread so as to have only a slight error, and then 

immediately correcting for this error. It is carried out as illustrated in the 
accompanying section of a thermometer. Suppose the first position of the 

thread to have been, as shown, 0—26°9 on the scale. By sucking a little air 

from the right hand india-rubber tube, or by blowing a little air into the left 

hand tube, the thread is now caused to occupy, say 29°6—54'9 on the scale ; 

that is, it has been placed 2:7 divisions too 

much to the right. The corrected position is 

therefore 26°9—522; and the lengths cor- 

responding to the two positions are 26-9 and 

25°3 successively. In practice the misplacement never need exceed ‘2 or ‘3 

millimetre, a quantity that can be subtracted without introducing any sensible 

inaccuracy. It is advisable, in order to neutralise constant error, to make 

one entire calibration to the right, and one to the left; the mean of these 

should be adopted. 

The degree value of the calibration unit is, of course, ascertained by 

determining how many times it is contained in a scale whose extreme points 

are the melting-point of ice and the boiling-point of water. LaApuacr’s standard 

atmospheric pressure* for 100° C. is 

Ce FS | (eS 80 
oon aon! ee) Ao | 

Fig. 1. 

{760 + 0001492H + 1:946 cos 2\} millimetres ; 

H being the height in metres above sea-level, and \ the latitude. In my own 

experiments, which were performed in London, the temperature corresponding 

to 760 millimetres was found, by the aid of this expression, to be 100°°012. 

On account of the secular diminution in the capacity of the bulb (which 

diminution is much greater at zero than at 100°) the value of the calibration 

unit may undergo a measurable diminution. The following is a comparison of 

five values of 7, taken at a considerable interval of time apart, in the expression 

New unit=z2 old unit. 

Thermometer. 2 3 6 454 C. 

2. ‘99945 ‘99789 1:00013 ‘99986 99997. 

Thus in all the above cases, excepting one, there has been a diminution in the 

value of the unit; but the increase for thermometer 6 lies well within a fair 

allowance tor experimental error.t 

* Mitier, Phil, Trans, (1856), p. 775. 
t A series of measurements of changes in the scale value of the 0° - 100° interval was made by 

Prerre, Ann. Ch. Phys., 1842 (444). 
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It is clear that, for all accurate work, the degree value of the calibration 

unit should from time to time be re-determined. Where this cannot be done, 

as for instance in geographical expeditions (in which thermometers are used 

to determine heights, by boiling-point observations), the results are to a certain 

extent untrustworthy. | 

II. THe Exposure CoRRECTION. 

If the indicating portion of a thermometer be only partially immersed in a 

medium whose temperature it is intended to exhibit, there will be a + correc- 

tion, according as the temperature of the air is below or above that of the 

medium. This is generally determined by placing the bulb of a subordinate 

thermometer half way up the exposed or free portion of the indicating column, 

and then calculating out the value of y in 

y =-0001545(T—2N. 

In this expression y is the correction ; ‘0001545 is the difference between the 

coefficients of cubical expansion of mercury and glass ; T, ¢ are the readings of 

the principal and subordinate thermometers in centigrade degrees ; and N is 

the total number of scale degrees ex- 

posed.* ReEGNAULT, who devised this 

formula, did not verify it by experiment. 

I have therefore instituted a series of Sereen 

trials in which the numerical coefficient 

above specified is regarded as a quantity 

a to be determined. 

The method of operation consisted 

essentially in placing a long and delicate 

thermometer vertically in a current of 

steam, the thermometer being held in 

the same position throughout, but vary- 

ing in the depth of its immersion in the 

medium. The apparatus, of which a 

drawing is given below, consists of a thin 

glass flask holding at a about 1°4 litres 

of boiling water, to which a trace of zinc 

dust is added. From this proceeds a 

piece of hard glass tubing, 1°4 centimetres in diameter, encased in thick 

india-rubber tubing. Through the top of the glass tube passes the long 

Screen 

* Mémoires de V Acad. xxi, p. 225, 
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thermometer submitted to experiment; it is held suspended yertically by 

a wire, and prevented from touching the sides of the tube by a collar of 

cork at 6 and an open lead helix at c. The upper part of the glass tube 

consists of a T-piece, whose lateral portion serves to carry off steam. By 
taking glass tubes of different lengths it is thus easy to obtain data for calcu- 

lating the unknown coefficient z One precaution, however, is necessary 

to be carefully borne in mind, The level of the liquid in the flask must 

not be allowed to vary much, or to descend below the mark a; otherwise 

heated air from the gas flame below is sure to lap round and overheat 

the emerging steam, thereby rendering all the readings useless. In order 

to entirely remove any source of error from overlap, a screen of tinned sheet- 

iron 61 centimetres square was perforated and dropped over the flask nearly as 

far as a; the subordinate thermometer was also screened. In spite of every pre- 

caution, there appears to be in the experiments some source of variation which 

I could not detect ; and as the value of @ is very small, it became necessary to 

take very numerous readings before constant means could be obtained for it. 

Table I. contains the numerical results furnished by thermometer 2. The 

TABLE I. 

N. 2. N. 2. N. 2. 

393°95 to 310 =| (000153773 |, 392-90 to 210 00014414 | 391°85 to 110 00014435 
393°50 ,, 310 00011323 || 392:22 ,, 210 00014377 | 391:00 ,, 110 00014966 
39104 ,, 290 ‘00013067 | 390:00 ,, 190 ‘00013679 | 388:90 ,, 90 00014065 | 
390:00 ,, 290 00013618 | 588:95 ,, 190 00013605 | 39791 ,, 90 | 00014021 | 
392°11 ,, 290 00014551 | 390°97 ,, 190 00014659 | 589°86 ,, 90 00014777 
395°02 ,; 290 00014724 | 393-76 ,, 185 00015171 | 392°50 , 90 00015749 
39425 ,, 295 00015180 | 393:10 ,, 210 00016206 | 391°90 ,, 105 00015655 
BOS 20. OUT 00015901 | 392°02 ,, 210 00014487 | 390°90 ,, 100 00014095 | 
391:30 ,, 250 00015257 | 390:27 ,, 155 00014905 || 389:27 ,, 85 ‘00016062 
391°90 ,, 280 00013677 | 39057 ,, 180 00015584 | 389-27 ,, 80 00016598 
39245 ,, 280 00015670 | 391:28 ,, 180 (00015720 | 390:19 ,, 80 00015720 

| 39500 ,, 280 00013999 | 397°75 ,, 180 ‘00014817 | 392-70 ,, 85 00015055 
39519 ,, 280 00016433 | 394:00 ,, 180 00015861 | 392:90 ,, 80 ‘00015686 
395°40 ,, 280 00015737 | 394-10 ,, 180 00016832 | 393-00 ,, 80 00016013 
395°75 ,, 290 00014182 | 39429 ,, 190 00016504 | 393-07 ,, 90 00016598 
39500 ,, 290 00013284 | 393°85 ,, 190 00013909 | 392°75 ,, 90 00614327 

| 

Means— : 
393-44 to 288:25 | :00014498 | 392°25 ,, 189°37 | 00015014 | 391°75 ,, 90:94! 00015239 

| 

unit length of N is a millimetre (valued at about 0°25 C.). The lengths given 

as read are each the mean of fifteen readings, and the table involves altogether 
2160 readings. 
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From the means of all the results we obtain the equation : 

a ='00014148 + -000000037880N . 

In other terms, for equal increments of exposure, z receives equal increments 

in value. The comparison is— 

N. az Found. x Cale. Diff. 

105°19 00014498 00014546 + 00000048 
202:28 | 15014 14917 — 97 
300°81 15239 15284 + 45 

The probable error of a single determination of the middle tabular co- 

efficient ‘00015014 is (0000063155, or 4:21 per cent. ; of the mean of the sixteen 

determinations, ‘0000015790, or 1:05 per cent. 

Similar experiments, of about the same value, have been made with other 

similar thermometers. The resulting equations are : 

Therm. Equation. 

2) «='00013197 +-000000057030N , 

+ #='00012513 +-000000058727N , 

6 x="'00013427 +:000000058547N . 

The values of y agree first when N has the following values :— 

Therm. N. 

Z 0-0, 

3 166°0 , 

4 2786), 

6 123°2 . 

Thus each thermometer is proved to have its own independent equation for 

exposure correction ; and the general equation to y, the correction is— 

y=(a+BN\(T—A)N. 

For all ordinary purposes, and certainly for short exposures, we may take 

the mean of the above four equations ; and thence, in terms of the centigrade 

scale, 
y = (00013321 + :000000013261N)(T—aN . 

Thus, if we suppose (T—Z) to remain constant, the correction is proportional 

to the square of the length of scale exposed; and the relation between them 
is graphically represented by a parabolic curve. 
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That the coefficient a="0001545 is too large in a particular case was 

noticed by the author of the article “ Schmelzpunkt ” in the Handwiirterbuch 

der Chemie, vii. 368; and he suggested that ‘000185 would be more accurate 

generally. This number does not differ much from one deducible for short 
exposures from my own formula. 

According to Movusson’s hypothesis,* the exposed capillary column of 

mercury is, together with the glass tube containing it, in the same predicament 

as a rod conducting heat applied at one of its extremities. He determines 

the correction as follows :—The thermometer is completely immersed in a 

large bath whose temperature changes very slowly, and a reading taken ; it is 

then, after an interval of say five minutes, raised N° out of the bath; and these 

operations are repeated. The mean of the first readings gives the actual 

temperature T of the liquid ; the mean of the second readings furnishes a lower 

number T’. The difference AT’=T—T?’ is thus known, and yields the constant 

AT’ , 
e=aN—y 

which implies the hypothesis in question. If in any given case a correction 

AT’ has to be made when T’ and N are observed, we have 

AT’=T(aN—e), 

an equation from which, by two observations, a could be calculated if required. 

WULLNER?t gave in the same year a very similar formula ; adding, however, 

an observation of the temperature of the top of the column. Neither of these 

expressions has hitherto been submitted to any extended experimental 

verification. 

It is plain that various expressions may equally well represent small total 

corrections. In this case it seems inaccurate to assume that a vertical 

thermometer, consisting of two materials heated below, and therefore causing 

an upward current of diminishingly warm air at the outer glass surface, is 

merely in the condition of a uniform rod heated at one end, and conducting 

heat in a medium at uniform temperature and free from convection. The 

experimental state of affairs is probably this. With an exposure of medium or 

considerable length, the current of heated air at the thermometer’s surface 

heats the instrument much faster, and higher up, than it could be heated by 

conduction ; the temperature of the middle of the exposed part must therefore 

be a close approximation to the mean temperature required. In the case of a 

short exposed length, conduction may play a more important part then con- 

* Pogy. Ann. cxxxiii, (1868) p, 316, 

+ Lehrbuch der Experimentalphysik, iii, pp. 295-298. 
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vection, and the middle temperature is not improbably too low; yet the error 

will now have but little effect, because the correction for short lengths is 

comparatively small. . 

A complete investigation of the exposure correction would require to take 

into account (1) the law of conduction of a mercury-glass rod, (2) the law of 

thermal access by convection of more or less heated air at the rod’s surface, 

and (3) the law of relation between temperature and the difference between the 

volume expansions of mercury and glass. Lastly, there is the practical diffi- 

culty of ascertaining the temperature of a mercury-glass rod by means of an 

ancillary instrument placed at its edge, and the circumstance that unannealed 

glass is not likely to be isotropic. It is clear from Mouvusson’s investigation 

that, taking conduction into account, we diminish the correction; upward 

convection of warm air must act inthe same way ; and it appears very probable 

that the difference between the coefficients of expansion of mercury and glass 

increases as the temperature (or exposure) increases. These effects are 

embodied in the formula which, taking REGNAULT’s as a basis, I have deduced 

from very numerous experiments, and which therefore includes the convection 

effect. 

Ill. Zero MOVEMENTS. 

The movements in the zero of a thermometer, when the pressure upon it is 

constant, are due primarily to a difference of temperature between some given 

initial state and some state brought about thereafter. 

The bulb of a thermometer consists of glass, that is, of a mixture in various 

proportions of more fusible, less crystalline, basic silicates with less fusible, 

more crystalline acid silicates. During the operations of blowing it becomes 

richer in silica, and hence of a more crystalline nature. The crystalline por- 

tion, in all probability, takes many years to complete its separation—however 

rapid at first—from the amorphous constituents; and this separation should 

be attended with some slight contraction of volume. The mixture is also 

especially sensitive to the influence of temperature, more particularly soon after 

its manufacture; and thus it exhibits—after heating, for example—a “set,” 

the recovery from which is comparatively slow. 

Movements in the zero of a thermometer may be investigated in two ways, 

according as we make (1) time or (2) an immediate temperature disturbance 

the leading feature of our study. 

Movement of the Zero with Time. 

The ascent of the zero of a thermometer kept at the ordinary temperature 

appears to have been observed in some of the earliest instruments, and to have 
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been at that time attributed to faulty designation of the zero, or “ pointing” as 

it is technically termed. 

BELLANI* seems to have been the first to recognise clearly that an ascent 

does habitually occur, and to have proposed the view, substantially identical 

with my own, that it is owing to secular changes in the physical nature of glass. 

Conclusive evidence will be adduced below to prove that atmospheric pressure 

has no share in producing this ascent. 

If we observe at intervals the zero of a thermometer kept at rest at the 

ordinary temperature, the relation between the time and ascent can be repre- 

sented graphically by a line which, within the limits of accidental fluctuation, 

is distinctly continuous and curved. The exact nature of this curve would 

probably be very difficult to determine. It is not identical for any considerable 

length, with the ordinary parabola or hyperbola, as has been sometimes sup- 

posed. If, however, the values of the remainder of the ascent to a given point 

be taken for equal intervals of time, they will be found on the whole to diminish 

by a constant factor. A logarithmic curve with two terms is sufficient to 

represent, within the limits of experimental error, the ascent of a thermometer’s 

zero with time; the second term being such as to be materially required only 

in the earliest stages of the ascent. Thus, taking y to denote the remaining 

ascent, and w successive intervals of time, we have the relation 

y= Aa* + BB’ ; 

where (A+B) represents the total ascent, and a, 8, are constants, 6 being much 

less than a. There is thus no difficulty in establishing for any given thermo- 

meter an equation sufficiently exact for all practical purposes, and probably 

applicable to bulbs of any shape whatever. It is important to illustrate this 

equation. 

JouLE’s Results.—In the “ Memoirs of the Manchester Literary and Philo- 

sophical Society,” xxiii. 292, 293, JoULE gives particulars of nearly twenty-nine 

years’ observations of the zero of a single thermometer, the longest series 

hitherto recorded by any physicist. It is not stated whether the instrument 

was kept during this period at the ordinary temperature only. A smooth 

curve is drawn to represent the observations. One division of the scale corre- 

sponds to ‘043 C. Taking three years as the value of a unit of time, the 

equation is 

y =8'6('81)* + 4:9(-08)* in divisions, 

or ='370('81)? + °211(-08)” in degrees. 

* Cited by Kimrz, Schweigger’s Journal, xl, p, 200, where a historical resumé is given of the entire 

subject to the year 1824. A later exhaustive survey has been written by Eon, Pogg. Ann. xi. p. 276, 

et seq. 
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TABLE II, 

fi y Found. y Cale. 

0 = —— 

‘60 344 ‘374 
1:24 ‘297 "297 
1:32 ‘284 ‘288 
2°93 "202 "198 
3°99 172 159 
5:21 103 120 
7°63 073 073 
9:60 043 052 

Probable error of a single com- 
parison, ; 2 : 010 

In this, as in all cases to be hereafter referred to, the calculated number is 

taken from a graphic curve accurately representing the equation. 

The following results refer to three thermometers, V, V,, DM, observed by 

DespRETZ.* The instruments were constructed in the year 1832; when the 

experiments commenced they were full of air. 

The equations are 

Wy = '300('8941)* + 200(-060)", 
Iv, ='319(-8945) * + 161(-081)", 
You = '242('8670)* + °358(-042)". 

The unit of x is 100 days. 

TABLE III. 

a V Found. | V Calc. is V, Found.| V, Cale. | tn, DM Found.) DM Cale. 

0:00 0:50 — ‘48 — 0 600 — 
0°70 ‘30 300 30 313 1:49 190 198 
0:95 28 297 28 "293 51d 140 E16 
1:28 ‘28 266 ea ‘28 278 || 6:23 120 ‘099 
2:20 21 | 238 S ‘26 ‘260 8:89 080 067 
5°86 13 "155 as oS) “167 10:57 000 053 
5-98 15 | 153 || = ay 164. 
9°60 13 150 3S 13 ‘110 

11:28 08 ‘087 rs) 09 091 
A155 ‘08 086 4 ‘06 088 | 
14:83 08 061 > ‘06 059 || 
18:20 04 039 2 03 042 | 
18°24 03 039 3 03 042 
18°36 ‘04 ‘039 ) 03 ‘O41 
19°39 06 033 a 03 036 
19°58 ‘08 033 77 ‘06 035 

Probable error of a 
single comparison,! ‘014 ae cr SOLON iy ce: one 021 

* Ann. Ch. Phys. lxiv. 316, 317. 
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The above probable errors include the periodical summer depression and 

winter ascent ; doubtless due, as Drspretz first remarked, to the effect of tem- 

perature. Thermometer (DM) appears to have been rather irregular in its 

indications ; (AE) and B, which were examined at the same time with it, gave 
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far too erratic numbers for any attempt at reduction. 

The following experiments on thermometers 20, 50, 101, and 454 were con- 

ducted by myself. All the instruments had cylindrical bulbs; they were all 

vacuous, and had just been heated to 100°, with the exception of 20, which had 

just been opened. The unit of x is 30 days. The equations are— 

Yoo = '214(:7565)* + 260(:008)’, 
Yoo = '159('8300)* + 151(-080)", 
Vo = '144(-88116)* + 046 (4534), 
Yas4= '0545(-8840)* + °116(-112)’. 

Therm. | Therm. 
x | 20 20 

Found. | Cale. 

| 

0:00) 2 jae 
0:30 | 209 | -247 || 0:33 
0:70 | 180 | 185 || 0-93 
173 | 090 | 131 || 167 
2:67 | 139. | 103. || 3:33 
2:87 | 090 | 098 || 6-67 
517 | 090 | -050 || 11-47 
6:87 | 027 | -030 | 

10-47 008 | -011 

Probable error 
of one com-| | 
parison, . |+°020| 

Observations with thermometer 20, before opening, had furnished the following 

equation,— 

TABLE IV. 

Therm, | Therm. Therm. 
50 50 ai 101 

Found. | Cale. Found. 

— — 000; — 
178 | ‘214 1:00 | 134 
146 | 149 200) 106 
“147 | 118 4:00 | :082 
089 | :086 5:00 | :076 
‘047 | 046 | 6:00} :068 
000 | 019 || 17-00.| -073 

17:03 | :009 
(21°08 | ‘021 

015 | 

Therm. 
101 

Cale. 

‘006 

y = '212('73738)" + °256(:0430)", 

the unit of # being 10 days. 

given in Table V. 

A comparison between theory and experiment is 

Therm. 
4 

Found. 

170 
‘067 
‘048 
030 
‘030 
026 
‘000 

Therm. 
454 

Cale. 

‘005 
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TABLE V. 

Therm. 20 Found. 

"468 
"259 
204 
‘161 
168 
021 
050 
003 

Probable error of one comparison, 

Therm. 20 Cale. 

Thermometers 500, 501, and 502 had nearly spherical bulbs, whose mean 

diameters were respectively about 9°16, 10°54, and 11°67 millimetres. 

The observa- were kept, throughout the observations, in an upright position. 
tions themselves commenced very shortly after the customary immersion in 

boiling water. The equations are— 

Yano = 2AT(‘92125)" + 220(-045)", 
Yoon = ‘210(-86875)" + -200(-03838)", 
Yoon = '268(90986)* + °243(-14482)", 

the unit of x being 30 days. 

Therm. 500 
Found, 

511 
‘261 
225 
212 
‘167 
164 
‘147 
140 
133 
110 

10 Ala 
20 032 
21 ‘041 

coowTOVOTE Oo mr Oo 

Probable error of 
one comparison, 

Therm. 500 
Cale. 

O11 
‘278 
226 
202 
183 
166 
151 
137 
125 
114 
104 
040 
036 

006 

TABLE VI. 

Therm. 501 
Found. 

‘467 
2, 
‘205 
‘204 
153 
‘160 
128 
144 
all) 
118 
133 
073 
041 

ale. 

467 
238 
210 
193 
178 
164 
pilot 
139 
128 
118 
109 
047 
044 

011 

Therm. 501 
Cc 

Therm. 502 
Found. 

‘414 
"155 
155 
132 
063 
098 
072 
041 
037 
054 
075 

— 010 
— 010 

Therm. 502 
Cale. 

‘410 
“8g 
157 
135 
lies, 
‘101 
‘087 
‘075 
065 
056 
049 
‘O11 
‘010 

‘017 

They 
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Movement of the Zero with Temperature. 

It has long been known that the immersion of a thermometer into boiling 

water almost invariably lowers the zero. The only consecutive series of obser- 

vations of the effect of temperature that I have been able to find is due to 

Henrici.* His results are readily comprised in the equation 

y=2'100(981)* — 099(1°360)", 

y being the total remaining ascent, and the unit of 2 being 10°C. The starting- 

point of the observations was 50° C.; and depressions were consecutively 
observed at every 10° to 100°. 

TABLE VII. 

Le Zero Observed. Yy. y Cale. 

0 0:00 2:00 -- 
ap —0:10 1:90 1:92 
3 — 0:25 1°75 1°73 
4 — 0:40 1-60 161 
5 — 0:60 1°40 1°45 

Probable error of a single comparison, : 023 

The depression at 100° in HeEnrict’s instrument is by far the largest at present 

recorded. It can easily be shown from the equation that y=0 when w=9°35 ; 

so that the zero in this case would have begun to rise after immersion of the 

bulb in a bath at 143°'5. 

The following numbers were obtained with thermometers 455, 3 and ¢, all 

of which had cylindrical bulbs. The results for thermometer 3 are given in 

terms of its scale, one division of which was equal to 0°:280. The equations 

are— 
Y4en= 2'869( “998 )*? —-143(1:324)? , 

Ys =4'723(1:006 )*—:723(1:1964)’ , 

Ye =1:112( ‘9986)*—-112(1:299)° . 

The values of a unit of x being respectively 13°, 20°, and 38”. 

* Pogg. Ann. |, 251. 
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TABLE VIII, 

a Y455 Found. | Y45, Cale. a yz Found. | y3 Cale. fi. ye Found. | y- Cale. 

0:00 —_ 2°726 0 — 4-000 0:00 — 1:000 
1:05 2°695 2°673 1 3°912 | 3°886 1°35 968 951 
2°61 2°567 2558 2 3°750 | 3°745 2°76 ‘872 878 
3°12 2°353 2°509 3 3567 | 3°570 3°87 "795 “799 
4:05 2°209 2°412 4 3340 | 3°356 5:03 688 686 
5:02 2°264 2°256 
6:00 2092 2°065 
6°71 1-840 1891 
7-67 1590 1584 
8:28 1:397 1:365 
9°15 1:088 ‘944 
9°86 616 ‘554 

Probable error of a 
single compari- 
sion . , oh 0°:057 Be 4a 0°:003 ae ane 0°:007 

The starting-point of the observations with thermometer 455 was 168°'6. 

When in its equation y=0, x=10°61 ; the ascent under the influence of heat is 

thus converted into a depression after 306°°5. Similarly, the starting-point for 

thermometer ¢ was 48°°1. The value of x corresponding to y=0 is in this case 

8'728 ; the ascent is therefore converted into a depression after 379°'8. On the 

other hand, under the influence of a lower range of temperature commencing 
at 40°, the zero of thermometer 3 descends until z=10°828, corresponding to 
256°'7 C, after which it would begin to rise. 

It is evident from these experiments that the zero of an ordinary vacuous mer- 

curial thermometer undergoes three distinct movements under the influence of 

heat. It is at first depressed by the action of temperature varying with each par- 

ticular case, the mean of the numbers actually obtained being at the upper limit 
(48°-+ 143°5 + 168°°6 + 256:7) _ ; =1542. The further application of heat causes the 

= 343°-2, zero to ascend, the effect in this direction being limited to cess) 

after which it again descends. The explanation of these phenomena is probably 

as follows. The first effect of heat on the bulb is ordinary expansion, attended 

with a “set.” The second or further effect is to cause the thin part of the glass 

to become sufficiently plastic to yield to the influence of barometric pressure, 

which causes gradual collapse. In the third or final stage, at which the vapour 

of mercury has a sensible tension, the bulb is enlarged by outward pressure 

due to that cause, and the zero descends. 

If the above view be correct, it would follow that a thermometer open to 
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the air, and kept always in a vertical position, would always exhibit a descend- 

ing zero; the descent in the first stage being due to expansion and set as before, 

but, in the later stages, simply to the weight of mercury acting upon a bulb now 

rendered partially plastic by heat. I cannot find that other investigators have 

left any record of such an experiment. The following trials were made with 

thermometer 20, which had been open for five years, and whose zero had been 

long undisturbed :— 

TABLE IX. 

Zero (Therm, 20). Scale, Depression. 

Before experiment +'262 C. 0-000 
After 50° 134 128 

B 102 —°058 320 
a 150 203 "465 
4 200 360 622 
i 250 547 809 
= 310 ‘494 “756 
i 350 570 832 

The first seven observations were made consecutively on one day, the eighth 

nearly two days later. The temperatures are not corrected. With the excep- 

tion of the seventh number, which comes out a little too low, this experimental 

series is in accordance with theory. 

IV. PoGGENDORFF’s CORRECTION. 

So long ago as 1837* PoacEenporrFF showed that the mercurial thermometer 

requires a correction to the following effect. The instrument is completely 

heated to 100° in order to obtain the upper point. At any other temperature, 

say 50°, the stem is no longer at 100°, and therefore one-half of the original 

distance (0°—100°) does not correspond accurately to 50°, but to a somewhat 

higher temperature. If 8 be the coefficient of cubical expansion of glass, the 
correction is made by multiplying the observed reading ¢ by the fraction 

1+ft_. 
1+f100 

The effect of this correction is by no means inconsiderable. At 300° it amounts 

to nearly 2°+| When, moreover, this correction is employed, the maximum 

difference over the range 0°—100° between the mercurial and air thermometers 

is found to lie, not at 50°, as has been hitherto supposed, but near to 34°,—that 

is, sixteen units nearer to the axis of differences. 

* Pogg. Ann. xii. 472. {+ RecknaceEL, 7bid, exxiii. 130 (1864). 
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V. CoMPARISON OF THE MERCURIAL WITH THE AIR THERMOMETER. 

It has been shown in Sections I., II., and III. that every mercurial thermo- 

meter has its individual peculiarities, so that we cannot construct a table of 

comparison necessarily applicable to more than one mercurial instrument. The 
individuality referred to can be readily understood ; for PrERRE showed long 

since* that the fault lies more in the bulb than in the stem, and it is clear that 

no two bulbs can be blown of similar figure, uniform or equal thickness, and 

identical chemical composition. 
The air thermometer, which was at first tried in these investigations, con- 

sisted of a horizontal horseshoe-shaped glass reservoir, having a capacity of 

about 115 cubic centims. ; it was closed at one end, and communicated at the 

other with a capillary tube, which was bent twice at right angles, and carried a 

stopcock. The reservoir lay in a bath, shortly to be described, in which a 

constant temperature could be maintained, and the 

bulb of the mercurial thermometer stood vertically in ( 

the centre of figure of the reservoir. The drawing 

(fig. 3) shows the arrangement of this apparatus. The 

portion of the capillary tube beyond the stopcock 

communicated with an excellent mercurial air-pump. 

Now the reservoir of such an instrument, if placed 

in ice, should contain a definite proportion of normal 

dry air; and this, if heated and allowed to partially 

escape through the stopcock, should remain less in 

proportion to the rise in temperature. According to this method, the expansion 

is not measured by pressing up a column of mercury, but by pumping out the 

air which is residual at a definite temperature. 

It is unnecessary to give minute details respecting the operations conducted 

with this apparatus, because it proved unsuitable for its purpose. About 

twenty comparisons were made with thermometer 2 before finally abandoning 

the method, and the following points were elicited. 

Tn the first place, the following reduced comparisons were made :— 

Fig. 3. 

eae emote mee Therm. 2.+ 
80:94 ft 04. 115-84 
86:26 At 06 95:33 
91:42 if 09 1277 
97-88 12 08 50:35 

Zero observations to connect, if possible, the above numbers to a common zero, 

* Ann. Ch. Phys. (3) v. 428, et seq. 
+ These numbers have not received PogeENnDORFY’s correction. 
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were soon afterwards undertaken independently, but practically at the above 

temperatures. These gave 

Cubic Centims. fi Be ales ee ue ii 

115°33 5 16 
116-04 5 10 
115-48 4 04 
115-06 4 07 

After keeping for some time at the ordinary temperature, the zero was 114:02 

(probable error of 6 determinations -08), with a tendency to further contraction. 

The probable error of measuring the air was inconsiderable. 

In this instrument, 1° C. corresponds to about ‘3 c.c. It would therefore 

require to have its volume multiplied about ten times in order to be sufficiently 

delicate, especially if we have regard to probable error. It would then be too 

unwieldy to employ; and even were this not the case, its susceptibility to irregular 

zero variation is a fatal defect. 

The method finally adopted was the one ordinarily used, in which the air is 

not allowed to escape, but caused to remain at constant volume, and raise a 

column of mercury above a fixed point by its tension. The air-vessel is usually 

a glass flask; but there is some ground for objecting to a flask, on account of 

its allowing convection in its contents, and so giving rise to unsteady indications. 

I have therefore employed a glass helix. The bath in which this stands is of 

peculiar construction. It consists, as may be seen in fig. 4, of a thin iron pot 

a, placed within a larger one 6, which is equidistant from all parts of it. The 

inner pot is wholly enclosed by pure tin tubing, through which an air supply 

passes from outside the entire apparatus inwards to the bottom, where it bubbles 

up below the helix, and so acts as an excellent stirrer. The temperatures of 

the outer bath are integrated by the air which traverses the tin tubing. If a 

liquid be placed in both pots, a body in the inner pot can only change its tem- 

perature very slowly unless the operator chooses to introduce air, or to introduce 

it at arapid rate. If, while a moderate current of air is passing, the outer pot 

is heated for some time, the inner pot will be heated not quite so much; and 

if the source of heat be now removed, the cold air entering will somewhat cool 

the outer liquid. A time will thus soon arrive when the outer and inner vessels 

are exactly at the same temperature, and therefore in the best possible condi- 

tion for giving a steady heating effect. Using a very strong solution of sodic 

nitrate in both pots, I have succeeded in keeping a delicate mercurial ther- 

mometer almost stationary, for a quarter of an hour, at about 120°. The 

comparisons of the mercurial with the air thermometer were effected in the 

following way. The glass helix already referred to carried at its hinder ex- 
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tremity a capillary tube, which was sealed off at ¢ after the two pots had been 

filled for an hour with finely broken ice. The mercury in the pressure tube 

h, 9, f, was brought to e on a front capillary tube, ¢ being the uppermost division 

of a small scale, or to some contiguous division. Below e the instrument 

dilates considerably, so as to allow of an excess of air being introduced into the 

helix by pressure. At / there is a joint of marine h 

glue; and at g, a lateral tube gives access to the i 

mercury supply, which can be raised or lowered as 

desired, or cut off, or otherwise adjusted, by a clamp 

on the india-rubber tubing through which it flows. 

Between / and y were cemented two standard half 

metre scales constructed for me at Kew, and two 

corrected thermometers ; there were thermometers 

alsoat dandc. The bulb of thermometer 2, which 

was the subject of comparison, occupied the centre 

of figure of the helix ; it was accompanied by a sub- 

ordinate thermometer for the purpose of calculating 

the exposure correction. The openings of the two 

pots were closely screened with tin plates during 

the experiments. 
The readings were made when the principal 

mercurial thermometer was stationary, or almost so, 

Fig. 4, 

some being taking during an ascending, others during a descending phase ; the 

five ancillary thermometers and the pressure were read as nearly as possible at 

the same time. At every “reading” the exactness of contact of the mercury 

with e was secured by suddenly pinching and relaxing the india-rubber tubing 

VOL. XXIX. PART II. 7G 
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near to g, and otherwise adjusting the mercury as was necessary. About ten 

‘“‘readings” on the average were taken to find a “‘ mean reading,” and from this 

a “single comparison” was deduced. Altogether thirty-three “ single compari- 

sons” were made. It was considered advisable to employ two glass helices, 

whose respective capacities were (1) 71°7 cubic centims. and (2) 62:0 cubic 
centims. The correction for the barometer was made at Kew; its readings 

were reduced by ScoumaAcHER’s tables. The calculations, which were made in 

accordance with the well-known formula,* 

ig, v 1+,’ pe 

fe h+ ay Hite — eli ae a 

my) 1+’ piteey | 

a[ i wy Site Thaagt He 

and verified, proved extremely tedious. They were all based on a determina- 

tion of the coefficient of expansion of air, which can of course be readily 

determined by this instrument from observations at 0° and at the boiling-point 
of water. As a mean of four closely accordant determinations, the value 

a= ‘0036772 was adopted. The results obtained by Macnus, REGNAvLT, and 

JOLLY range from ‘0036678 to -0036645, the higher number having much greater 

weight. The use of a coefficient determined with the apparatus actually em- 

ployed in making the thermometer comparisons, destroys a number of small 

errors which might otherwise have an appreciable influence on the numbers 

obtained. The numerical results of the comparisons were plotted out on paper, 
the values of At (=Therm. 2— Air therm.) being taken along the ordinate, of 

therm. 2 along the abscissa. Points 1 and 2 were joined and bisected, 

points 2 and 3 also joined and bisected, &c.; the bisection points were then 

similarly treated, and the new lines thus een again bisected, &c. ; finally, a 

freehand curve was drawn through the points last arrived at. The following 

data were then taken from this curve— 

i 

Therm. 2. At. 

114-00 066 

65°61 123 

31:88 198 

These numbers lead to the equation 

At='012901¢— 0002493777 + 7000001239323, 

which gives At='036 (instead of 000) when ¢=100°. Of the three constants 

on the right hand side, the third, depending on the higher temperatures, is by 

* Wiiner, Lehrbuch der Experimentalphysik, iii. 104. 
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make At=:000 at 100°, the result is 
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I have therefore made in it the alteration necessary to 

At='012901¢— 000249372? + (00000120362. 

The real probable error of a single comparison of calculation with experiment 

is evidently ‘036 x °84=-:030, deduced from the arbitrary condition above referred 

to; the probable error as calculated from all the comparisons below (Table X.) 
is ‘085, a value exceeded by 18 of the actual errors, and not attained by 15 of 

them. 

Series. 

it 
(Air therm, 

TE, 
(Air therm. 

III. 
(Air therm. 

IV. 
(Air therm. 

Mi, 
(Air therm. 

VI. 
(Air therm. 

VII. 
(Air therm. 

WAEET. 
(Air therm. 

IX. 
(Air therm. 

X. 
(Air therm, 2), 

t (Mere. ) 

28°79 
50°54 
76°90 

112°87 
25°12 
48:17 
74°78 
16°73 
30°29 
50°70 
66°80 

| 29:06 
54:50 
67°70 
17°45 
27°10 

/ 55°53 
67:00 
19-25 
28°86 
49°76 
65°61 
17-76 
28°54 
49°95 
65°77 

113°64 
15°88 
2717 
54:19 
74:14 
97-23 

11557 

At Found. At Cale. At poe ~ At 
ale. 

+'267 OS 074 
— ‘036 “1:70 — ‘206 
+:005 064 —'059 
+°226 010 ‘216 
+048 186 —'138 
—'008 ‘176 —'184 
—'120 ‘074 —'194 
+:'156 BIE, 004 
+:297 195 =O 
+103 ‘170 —'067 
+:103 108 —°005 
+:246 "193 053 
+:215 Mae 058 
+°170 103 ‘067 
+°404 155 "249 
+:460 “191 269 
+:141 153 —012 
+104 ‘107 —°003 
+'368 165 203 
+182 193 —011 
+:206 Nfs) 033 
+:123 113 ‘010 
+199 si "042 
+°343 235 ‘108 
+131 rie 2, —'041 
+160 tal 049 
—°086 013 —'099 
+041 147 —'106 
+°283 190 093 
+:342 158 184 
+:053 075 — ‘022 
—'034 003 —'037 
+°191 018 “173 

Actual errors of the above magnitude occur with about equal frequency in 

the work of preceding experimenters, and seem to be naturally incidental 
They depend partly upon the fact (first observed by to such operations. 
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RECKNAGEL, and amply confirmed by myself) that the contents of the air- 

reservoir are continually undergoing diminution by escape of air against the 

mercurial pressure, and can scarcely be depended on for more than a single 

day.* They may also be in part due to the difficulty experienced by air in 

leaving, or being returned to, the reservoir through the capillary tube, which 

is probably nearly always too narrow. ‘The latter fault is capable of easy 

remedy ; but it unfortunately did not occur to me until the experiments were 

complete, and I have since had no leisure to repeat them with the new con- 

dition. 

According to the equation expressing the relation between thermometer 2 

and the air-thermometer, the maximum difference between the two lies at 

34°47, when it amounts to 0°198. The numbers on which this equation is 

based have received PoGGENDORFY’S correction. 

VI. CoMPRESSION. 

The stem of an ordinary thermometer may be regarded, for all practical 

purposes, as incompressible. The bulb, however, is always thin, and has yield- 

ing sides ; it is therefore affected by external pressure. 

The first observation with regard to the compression of the bulb appears to 

have been made by GourDoN, who, according to EcEn,t made the experiment 

of fracturing a thermometer of known positive zero-error. After fracture, the 

zero fell by a measurable amount. Ecen himself repeated this experiment, 

and obtained the following results with spherical bulbs :— 

Thermometer. ap VI. Tx. 

Depression due to 1 atmosphere, , ‘205 080 369 

Relative thickness of the bulbs, . og Peat! i Zo 1:0 

Here the effect evidently tends to be inversely proportional to the thickness 

of the bulb. Four of my own thermometers were opened, and the zero- 

depressions observed were — 

Thermometer. 500. 501. 502. 20. 

Observed depressions, . d *285 199 193 180 

Depressions corrected for the \ 
295 ‘200 “199 ‘5 

pressure of a little air, 

Thermometer 20, which was cylindrical, contained no appreciable quantity of 

air. The other thermometers had spherical bulbs. On the whole, it appears 

* My own experiments were for the most part performed at the rate of a “ series” per day. 

+ Pogg. Ann, xi. p. 283 (1827). 
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that the effect of atmospheric pressure may count for about ‘2 in the zero’s 

ascent. 

Another mode of investigation consists in ascertaining the alteration of the 

zero after immersing the bulb in water boiling under different ordinary 

barometric pressures. I have made a large number of experiments with 

thermometers 2 and 3 in my collection, and have obtained the following 

mean relations :— 

Thermometer. i) 3. 

Approximate value of 1 atmosphere in degrees, 1:31 0:84 

The change of zero due to fluctuation in barometric changes is so slight 

that I do not place much reliance on these numbers, and am not disposed to 

recommend the method. Ecen has also reported* the effect of artificial 

pressure upon a bulb, the bulb in this case lying in the interior of a flexible 

case, to which a tube containing mercury, and capable of adjustment at various 

angles for pressure, was securely attached. The following are his numbers :— 

Mean Elevation on Scale. 
Height of Mercury Ww 

. s 

epee Gh in inches. Found. Calculated. 

O15 26°6 30°9 

The ascent so far is proportional to the pressure. 

It appeared advisable to investigate this law under better conditions and a 

greater range of pressure. Fortunately for this purpose the well-known 

apparatus devised by ANDREWS for studying the effect of pressure upon gases 

is available without alteration for thermometers. All that is necessary is to 

substitute for the gas tube in a duplex apparatus the thermometer which it is 

desired to compress, the readings in the air tube (corrected as prescribed by 

ANDREWS) give the pressure. I am indebted to the kindness of Professor Sir 

WituiAM Tuomson, D.C.L., F.R.S., for a loan of this instrument. 

The thermometer (455) I employed had a cylindrical bulb. Its readings 

were corrected by its calibration table, and the subtraction of the mean scale 

reading before and after compression. The temperature rose only ‘05 during 

the experiments. The first eight numbers given below are the means of four 

closely accordant observations, two of which were made with increasing and 

* Loe, cit. dol, 
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two with decreasing pressure ; the ninth comparison is derived from two 
observations, the tenth from one observation. 

Pressure in Atmospheres. 
= = A = = Therm. 455. 
Observed. Calculated. 

49:4 49°58 5:25 

58:7 58°74 6°22 

68:71 68:10 Tai. 

776 7744 8:20 

87:0 86°79 9:19 

96°3 96:14 10:18 

105°5 105°58 11:18 

1143 114:27 12:10 

124-0 124:28 13:16 

133°6 ipo io 14:16 

Probable error of a single comparison, ‘11. 

The equation 

Pressure = Degrees x 9°444, 

on which the above calculation is founded, is derived from all the above 

experiments, each experiment being “ weighted” with the number of observa- 

tions it included. It is clear, then, that up to about 134 atmospheres the 

ascent of the mercury in a thermometer’s bulb is proportional to the pressure 

applied, and does not at the higher limit show any indication of a change 

of law. 
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XIX.—Preliminary Note on the Compressibility of Glass. 

By J. Y. BucHanan. 

The following experiments were undertaken with a view to determine by 

actual observation the effect produced on solids by hydraulic pressure. 

The instrument was constructed according to my directions by Mr MILNE 

of Milton House, about two years ago, but it is only now that I have been able 

to devote myself to its application to the purposes for which it was designed. 

It consists of a hydraulic pump, which communicates with a steel receiver cap- 

able of holding instruments of considerable size, and also with a second receiver 

of peculiar form. This receiver consists essentially of a steel tube, terminated 

at each end by thick glass tubes fitted tightly. It is tapped at the centre with 

two holes, the one to establish connection with the pump, and the other to 

admit a pressure gauge or manometer. The steel tube may be of any length, 

being limited only by the extent of laboratory accommodation at disposal. The 

tube which I am using at present has a length of a little over six feet, and an 

internal diameter of about three-tenths of an inch. The solid to be experi- 

mented on must be in the form of a rod or wire, and must, at the ends at 

least, be sufficiently small to be able to enter the terminal glass tubes, which 

have a bore of 0:08” and an external diameter of 0°42”. The length of the 

solid is such that when it rests in the steel tube its ends are visible in the glass 

terminations. 

When the joints have all been made tight, the experiment is conducted as 

follows :—A microscope, with micrometer eye-piece, is brought to bear on each 

end of the rod or wire. These microscopes stand on substantial platforms alto- 

gether independent of the hydraulic apparatus. The pressure is now raised to 

the desired height, as indicated by the manometer, and the ends of the rod are 

observed, and their position with reference to the micrometer noted. The 

pressure is then carefully relieved, and a displacement of both ends is seen to 

take place, and its amplitude noted. The sum of the displacements of the 

ends, regard being had to their signs, gives the absolute expansion, in the 

direction of its length, of the glass rod when the pressure at its surface is 

reduced by the observed amount, and consequently also of the compression 

when the process is reversed. As in the case of non-crystalline bodies like 

glass there is no reason why a given pressure should produce a greater effect 

in one direction than in another, we may put the cubical compression at three 
times the linear contraction for the same pressure. 

VOL, XXIX. PART II 7H 
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As yet I have only experimented on glass, and only on one sort, namely, 

that made by Messrs Forp & Co. of Edinburgh. It contains 56°29 per cent. 

of silica, 29°5 per cent. of oxide of lead, 6°52 per cent. potash, 3°36 per cent. 

soda, 3 per cent. alumina, and 1:05 per cent. lime. I have observed its com- 

pressibility up to a pressure of 240 atmospheres, and before proceeding to 

higher pressures I intend to determine the compressibilities of other solids, 
especially metals, at pressures up to 240 atmospheres. The reason for taking this 

course is, that having got two glass tubes to stand this pressure, I am anxious 

to utilise them as far as possible before risking them at higher pressures. 

The pressure in these experiments was measured by a manometer, which 

consists simply of a mercurial thermometer with a stout bulb, which is im- 
mersed in the water under pressure, whilst its stem projects outside. The 

values of the readings of this instrument were determined by comparing it with 

a piezometer containing distilled water. This piezometer had been compared 

with others which had been subjected to the pressure of very considerable and 

measured columns of water on the sounding line. The mean apparent com- 

pressibility of water in glass was thus found to be 0:00004868 ;* or, multiplying 

by one thousand, to reduce the number of figures 0:04868 per atmosphere at 
temperatures from 1° to 4° C. 

The manometer (No. 2) was compared with this piezometer. The tempera- 

ture of the manometer was 12°5° C., while the piezometer was enveloped in ice 
in the receiver. The ice was thus melting under the same pressure as the 

instrument was undergoing, consequently the piezometer was not exposed 

really to precisely the same temperature at each succeeding experiment. For 

our present purpose, the effect of the possible variation in volume due to this 
thermic cause is negligeable, and we assume that the indications of our piezo- 

meter are comparable with those obtained in deep ocean waters. In a future 

communication I hope to return to this point. 

In Table I. we have in the first column the number of observations at each 

approximately identical pressure from which the average values of the mano- 

meter reading under A, and of the piezometer indication under H are com- 

puted. Manometer No. 2, when treated simply as a thermometer, showed at 

atmospheric pressure a rise of one division for a rise of 0°233° C. in tempera- 

ture. Piezometer K, No. 4, was filled with distilled water, and contained 7°74 

cub. centimetres at 0° and atmospheric pressure. It is made of Forp’s glass, 

though not drawn at the same date as the experimental rod. 

* Proc. Royal Society of London, 1876, p. 162. 
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TABLE I.—Comparison of Manometer No. 2 at 12°5° C. with Piezometer K, No. 4, 

in Ice melting under Pressure. 

Apparent 
Number | Pressure in | Contraction of 

Piezometer K, No. 4, contains at atmospheric pressure of Obser-| Divisions of} Water per 
774 cub. cents. of water. vations |Manometer| thousand in 

meaned.| No. 2. Piezometer 
K, No. 4. 

A H 

4 26:08 4:0228 
Temperature of manometer, 12°55° C. a 30°28 46534 

: s ae , iL 36°20 55972 
Piezometer immersed in ice melting under pres- ; ; 

2 5 40:08 61045 
sure represented by A. Probable tempera- 3 50-08 7-6043 
ture varying from —1° to 0° C. . 3 60-20 9:1057 

3 70°08 105163 

Total number of observations ~. , d el ede 

Mean reading of manometer . : : : 43°61 

Mean apparent contraction of water in piezo- 
meter ; F : : : ‘ : 66495 

Dividing the mean apparent contraction of the water in the piezometer by the 

apparent compressibility of water in glass 0:04868, we have for the pressure 

corresponding to a rise of 43°61 divisions on manometer No. 2 at 12°5° C. 

aa Beets 
= 004868 = 0-04868 ’ 

= 156°6 atmospheres. 

But this pressure produces a rise of 43°61 divisions on manometer No. 2. We 

have thus for the value of one division on the manometer 

_ 136-6 
a AST 

3°132. II 

Hence, to convert readings of manometer No. 2 into atmospheres, we have to 

multiply by 3132, the difference of the manometer reading under pressure and 
that at atmospheric pressure. 

In another series of experiments piezometer K, No. 4, was compared with 
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manometer No. 2, both being at a temperature of 12°5° C., and the following 

results were obtained as the mean of nineteen observations :— 

Mean rise of manometer No.2(A) . : . 41°35 divisions. 

Mean apparent contraction per thousand of water 

in piezometer K, No. 4 (H) . ; : Me reiesifer sm. 25 

But from the results in Table I. we have for the pressure in atmospheres 

P=3'132 x A=3°132 x 41°35, 

= 129°5 atmospheres, 

and the apparent compressibility of water in glass at this temperature (12°5° C.) 

in volumes per thousand per atmosphere, is 

H  5:8782 
M= Po 1995 7 

= 0°04539. 

We see, then, that at pressures up to 240 atmospheres the property peculiar 

to water of diminishing in compressibility with rise of temperature is preserved 

unimpaired, and the amount of change corresponds closely with that found at 

low pressures in the experiments of ReEGNAULT and GRASSI. 

In Table IT. the details of the experiments on the effects of pressure on the 

glass rod are given. The length of the rod from point to point was 75:05 inches, 

at the temperature of the laboratory, 13° C. Its diameter was 0:28”, and was 

very uniform. The weight of the rod was 209°5 grammes. ‘The substance of 

the rod was remarkably homogeneous, there being a complete absence of air- 

threads. 

The micrometers used were, at the east end a photographic copy of 

HLARTNACK’S eye-piece micrometer, and at the west end one of Merrz’s. They 

were both compared, and the value of their divisions, as used, determined 

by comparison with a stage micrometer of Smiru & Beck, obligingly lent to me 

by my friend Dr Witttam Ropertson, who had very carefully verified its 

graduation. It was remarkable as a coincidence that the values of the divisions 

turned out to be identical in both, namely, 0000417”. 

Under A we have the manometric pressures, under B and C the micro- 

metric determinations of the expansion at the east and the west end respec- 

tively, and under D the sum B and C, or the total expansion of the rod. It 

will be seen that while the values of D, or the total expansion, are very con- 

cordant in each series, those of B and C individually are not always so, the 
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excess being sometimes at the one end and sometimes at the other. The 

effect of the rise of pressure is to extend the containing tube, and to compress 

_ the contained rod. On the relief of pressure the tube shortens again, and the 

rod recovers its length, and there is necessarily a sliding of the one on the 

other, and it depends entirely on minute local circumstances whether the rod 

finds it easier to return to its original relative position or to another. In some 

experiments made previously to the date of those quoted in Table II., the rod 

had greater freedom of motion longitudinally, and it happened several times 

that it crept bodily to the one end, necessitating the opening of the apparatus to 

replace it in a position suited to observation. Afterwards stops were placed in 

the tube, which, while setting limits to the crawling motion, did not in any way 

interfere with the expansion and contraction. The results of these previous 

experiments are not included in the Table, because they were merely tentative 

in order to learn the details of the kind of experimentation ; and further, be- 

cause in the microscope at the east end the power used was very low, and the 

micrometer insufficiently delicate. 

In the left hand columns the individual experimental data are given. The 

arithmetrical means of the manometric pressures and of the total micrometric 

expansions are taken for-each series. These mean results are then further 

developed on the right hand side of the table. First the temperature is given, 

T. This remains always very constant, as it was the temperature of the room, 

which varied very little. It was further controlled between each experiment 

by the reading of the manometer when the pressure was reduced to that of the 

atmosphere. The pressure in atmospheres (P) is obtained, as explained above, 

by multiplying the manometric pressure (A) by 3°13, 

PSs 3x A, 

The linear compression (F) for pressure (P) is given by multiplying the micro- 

metric expansion by the value of a division, or 0:000417”, 

F=0-000417 x D, 

108 
H=rzo5F. 

H is the linear compression in inches of a rod one million inches long for 

pressure P. 
ET 

K=5 

is the same per atmosphere or the linear compressibility of the glass. 

N=3K 
is the cubical compressibility of the same glass. 

These results are summarised in Table III. 
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TABLE II.—Details of Experiments on the Compression produced on a Glass Rod by 

Pressures up to 240 Atmospheres. 

Series. 

LT, 

III. 

Pressure. 
Reading of 
Manometer 

No. 2. 

Pressure. 
Divisions 
of Mano- 
meter 
No. 2. 

(Ay — Ay) 
A 

20 
Wg) 
21:2 
20°1 
20°1 
19-7 
21°5 
20°7 

20°40 

Expansion in Micrometer 
Divisions. 

East 
End. 

sonesece| ico] 

x 

See Several, 

Bie 
C D 

6 11 

6 lat 

6 12 
5 12 

6 11 

6 10 

5 11 

6 11 

11:13 

10 19 

11 20 

11°5 20°5 

11 20 

10 19°5 

4 20 

5 20 

4:5 19°5 

19°81 

15 26 

14 27 
16 28 

3°5 25°5 

ifAl 26°5 

13 28 

8 Dif 
12 27 
6 28 

13 26 

8 26 

5 28 
12 26 

26°84 

Length of Glass Rod 
Diameter of do. . 
Weight of do. . 
1 Division of Micrometer . 

Date, 3d June 1880 
Temperature (Centigrade) 
Number of observations 
Pressure in atmospheres 
Linear compression . 

Do. per million . 

Do. do. per atmosphere 

Cubical compression, per 
10° per atmosphere 

Date, 3d June 1880 
Temperature (Centigrade) 
Number of observations 
Pressure in atmospheres 
Linear compression . 

Do. per million . 

Do. do. per atmosphere 

Cubical compression, per 
10° per atmosphere 

Date, 4th June 1880 
Temperature (Centigrade) 
Nuwnber of observations 
Pressure in atmospheres 
Linear compression . 

Do. per million . 

Do. do. per atmosphere 

Cubical compression, per 
10° per atmosphere 

H 

K 

75°05 inches. 
0:28, 

209°5 grammes. 
=0°'000417” 

13°5° 

nae 8 
A x 3:13 64 

0:000417D | 0:0047 
loss 

75-05, | 0° 
H : > 0 983 

38K 2:949 

13-7° 

bon 8 
Ax313 |} 118 

0:000417D | 0:00826 

au 110: 75-05 0-0 
H 
Pp 0:942 

3K 2826 

128° 
ee 13 

Ax313 | 158 

0:000417D} 0:01119 

ef: 75-05. | 194 
H 
Pp 0:946 

3K 2838 
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TABLE I1.—continued. 

Pressure, _ |Pressure. Expansion in Manometer 
Reading of [Divisions Divisions. 

Manometer poe Length of Glass Rod : : 75:05 inches. 
Series. No. 2. No. 2 Diameter of do. . : é On285 

ae East West Total. Weight of do. . r : 209°5 grammes. 
End. End. 1 Division of Macrometer . : =0°000417” 

(A, = As) B+O= 
ill iy B C 

69°8 |} 12-4 | 57-4 15 10% 32 Date, 4th June 1880. 
69°8 | 12°6 | 57:2 32 0 32 Temperature (Centigrade) 12°5° 
69°7 | 12°6 | 57-1 27 4 31 Number of observations Ace 8 
69°5 | 12°8 | 56°7 19 13 32 Pressure in atmospheres Ax313 | 177 

Iv, |69°8 | 13:1 | 56-7 19 13 32 Linear compression 0:000417D | 0:01334 
mood | la | 561 20 12 32 10° 

H 
ee 1:002 
12 

3K 3-006 

Do. do. per atmosphere 

Cubical compression, per 
10° per atmosphere 

76°3 | 13:3 | 63-0 27 9 36 Date, 7th June 1880. 
Hore | 138) | 61-7, aly: 18:5 | 35:5 | Temperature (Centigrade) 
76°8 | 13°8 | 63:0 18 18:0 | 36 Number of observations ee 
77:0 | 139 | 63:1 18 18-0 | 36 Pressure in atmospheres Ax sls: WloT 

wy er 0 | 14-0 | 63-0 15 20:0 | 35 Linear compression . 0:000417D| 0:1475 
776 | 14:0 | 63°6 17 19:0 | 36 

A 

P 
F 

H 

K 

N 

Y 12:5" 

Ie 
F 

— 106 
77:0 | 14:0 63:0 16 18-0 34 Do. per million a) ceed i8l 75-OBY 0'1966 

K 

N 

a 

? | 
F 

lal 

K 

N 

10 

77°3 | 14:0 | 63:3 16 18:5 | 34:5 H 
rr | tA | 63-0 16 20:5 | 36-5 | Do. do. per atmosphere Pp 0-998 

77-1 114-1 | 63:0 14 20°5 | 34°5 | Cubical compression, per = SoA 

62-97 35-39 10° per atmosphere 

43:0 | 8:2 | 34:8 {10 8 18 | Date, 7th June 1880. | 
42°9 | 83 | 346 |12 6 18 Temperature (Centigrade) 12-2° 
43:0 | 86 | 34:4 |14°5 3 17:5 | Number of observations ae ia 
43°6 | 87 | 34°9 {14:0 + 18 Pressure in atmospheres Ax313 | 109 

= 43°38 | 8-9 | 34°9 [14:5 3 175 | Linear compression . 0:000417D)} 0:00753 
VI. |43°8 | 8-9 | 34:9 |11°5 5-5(—)| 17-0 aN 10° 

43°8 9:0 | 34°8 111-0 7-0 18 Do. per million . 75-05 100°3 

44:2 | 9-0 | 35:2 |10-5(+)} 8-0 185 H 
44-0 | 9-1 | 34:9 ae ) 9-0(+)} 19 Do. do. per atmosphere Pp 0:924 

439 | 9:2 | 34:7 | 9:0 10:0 19 G@upicalicom : ; i a pression, per 779 
44-0 | 9-2 | 34:8 | 9-5 85 18 10° per atmosphere \ 3K 2-772 

34°81 18-05 

~ (594 | 92 | 502 | 115) 44 | 255 | Date, 7th June 1880. | 
59°38 | 9°3 | 50°5 18 8°5 | 26:5 | Temperature (Centigrade) | T 12°3° 
60°0 | 9°6 | 50-4 16 LE 27 Number of observations “8 10 
59°2 | 9°8 | 49-4 12 15°5 | 27-5 | Pressure in atmospheres | P | Ax3:13 | 157 
60:0 | 9°8 | 50:2 12 15°D | 27°5 | Linear compression. . F |0:000417D| 0:01126 

VII. | 59-9 | 9:9] 500 | 12 14 | 26-0 es 1 
60-4 | 9:9 | 505 | 16 | 11:5 | 27-5 | Do. per million . Ho | 7505 |120° 
60:0 | 10-0 | 50:0 16 12 28-0 
61:0 110-0 | 51-0 1s 125 | 97-5 | Do. do. per atmosphere K = 0:957 

60°8 | 10:0 | 50°8 U 20 27 Cubical compression, per \ N 3K 9-87] 
10° per atmosphere 
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TABLE II.—continued. 

Expansion of Micrometer 
So es sbe Divisions, 
Manometer |°f Mano Length of Glass Rod 75°05 inches. 

Series No. 2. ay East West Diameter of de. : seni 5p 
: E as es Weicht of aye ; ‘5 grammes. 

End. ia bedi 1 Divan of miabronieter —0-000417" 

A,-A B+C= 
eg Be l=. C D 

~~ 172-0 |100] 620 | 7 | 26 | 33 | Date, 7th June 1880. | 
72°8 |10°1 | 62°7 18 16 34 Temperature (Centigrade) | T Aaa 
72°6 |10:2 | 62-4 14 20°5 | 34:5 | Number of observations : i: 7 

VIIL| 71-7 | 10:3 | 61:4 16 17 33 Pressure in atmosphere P | Ax313 | 195 
730 | 10-4 | 62°6 9 25 34 Linear compression . F |0:000417D| 0:0140 
73°0 | 10°7 | 62°3 10°5 23 33°5 oa 106 
73-0 110-9 | 62-1 10 24 34 Do. per million . H 7oRY 187°2 

62-21. 33-7] | Do. per atmosphere . K = 0:961 

Cubical compression, per ; 
10° per atmosphere i al ele — 

Vo°8)\| Li | G8°7, 11 26°5 | 37°5 | Date, 7th June 1880. 
80°6 | 11:2 | 69-4 12 25 37 Temperature (Centigrade) | T 12°8° 
80°5 | 11:2 | 69:3 11 25°5 | 36:5 | Number of observations | ... oi 10 
80°5 | 11:4 | 69-1 12 26 38 Pressure in atmospheres | P | Ax3'13 | 216 
80°8 | 11-4 | 69-4 11 27°5 | 38:5 | Linear compression . F |0:000417 D| 0:01547 

TX, |80°5 | 11°5 | 69:0 20 15°5 | 35:5 ste 106 
80°5 111°6 68:9 13 94 37 Do. per million . H 75-05 05 206°1 

80°5 |11°8 | 68: 2 lg 37 
80-0 111°8 res 7 95-5 36°5 Do. do. per atmosphere K = 0:957 

80°5 |11°8 es 12 25°5 | 37°5 Copier) compression, per \ 7 a sah 

men 37-10 per atmosphere 

88'0 | 12:0 | 76:0 11 29 40 Date, 7th June 1880, 
89:9 1121 | 778 il 29 40 Temperature (Centigrade) | T 129° 
88°9 | 12:2 | 76:7 11 28 39 Number of observations | ... a 6 

X. | 88:5 | 12:2 | 76:3 14 27'5 | 41°5 | Pressures in atmospheres | P | Ax 3-13 | 240 
88°5 |12°3 | 76:2 17 22°5 | 39°5 | Linear compression . F |0:000417D| 0:01671 
88°5 | 12:3 | 76:2 hsb: | 29 40°5 106 

ae ‘ __| Do. per million . H 75-05 222°6 

76°53 40:08 
Do, do. per atmosphere K 4 0-929 

Cubical compression, per ; 
10° per atmosphere \ a oS giles 
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TABLE III.—Summary of Experiments made on the 3d, 4th, and 7th June 1880, 

on the Compression produced on a Glass Rod by Pressures up to 240 

Atmospheres. 

i 38 Z 3 Ag Linear Compression. E 5) 3 a re 2 A : 

2) EE | 52 | 22 | ince, | ye [pemimin| 2858 | 2229 | Bees 
a | ZO HO ax ; Million. | per Atmo. | OF2—q | SQaea | 56Q as 

100Q 
uh P F H K N Q Tess 

R 

1 8 13°5°| 64 0:0047 62°6 0:98 30 0:00047 | 10-0 
6 il 12°2 | 109 0:0075 100 0:92 2°8 44 58 
2 8 ice ay al a 0:0083 110 0:94 2:9 34 4-1 
7 10 12sSe) Loe 0:0113 150 0:96 2°9 42 3 
3 13 NAHSS Wy IUSys) 0:0112 149 0:95 2:9 56 5:0 
4 Sree to Le 0:0133 178 1:00 30 42 oe 
8 7 135) || USI) 0:0140 187 0:96 2°9 33 2°3 
5 10 N25: | U9 0:0148 197 1:00 3°0 46 Syl 
Si oti) 12°8 | 216 0:0155 206 0:96 2°9 58 af 

10 6 12:9 | 240 0:0167 223 0:93 2°8 59 3°5 

0-960 2:92 

Two columns Q and R are added. Q gives the greatest absolute deviation 

from the mean total expansion in any series, R gives the deviation per cent. 

In the observations recorded I made no attempt to subdivide the micro- 

meter divisions further than to estimate a half. As the micrometer readings 

are not affected directly by the pressure, the deviation per cent. should be, as 

it is, less the higher the pressure ; and there is no doubt that the higher the 

pressure is the greater is the accuracy of the observation. The only way in 

which the pressure affects the reading of the micrometer is that when it is 

sufficiently high it produces a microscopic distortion of the tube, which throws 

the point of the rod very slightly out of focus. This is remedied by a slight 

touch of the fine adjustment screw of the microscope. 

The general result of these experiments is that the linear compressibility of 

the glass experimented on is 0°96, and its cubical compressibility 2°92 per 

million. 

GRASSI* gives as the means of his observations at pressures up to ten 

atmospheres—Glass, 2°25; crystal, 2°804 and 2°8584. The agreement between 

the two is very close. 

* Ann. Chim. Phys, (1851) [3], 31, p. 474. 

VOL. XXIX. PART IL. Gel 
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We have then forthe apparent compressibility of water in glass’ at 2°5° C. 
48°68 per million per atmosphere. Adding 2°92 for the compressibility of 

glass, we have for the compressibility of water at 2°5° C. 51°60. Similarly at 

12:5° C. we have 45:39 for the apparent, and 48°31 for the real compressibility. 

GRASSI gives the following values for the true compressibility of water at 

various temperatures :—At 1°5° C.—51'5; at 41°—49°9; mean—50'7.. At 

10°8° C.—48°0; at 13°4°—47'7; mean—47'8. My results agree very closely 

with these. 

Before concluding, I would call attention to a very curious phenomenon, 

which I have never seen noticed, namely, the peculiar noise which accompanies 

the relief of pressure in a mixture of ice and water. In comparing the piezo- 

meter K, No. 4, in melting ice with the manometer at 12°5° C., I proceeded 

gradually from lower to higher pressures. When the pressure which was 

relieved was 100 or 120 atmospheres, I thought I noticed a slight noise. On 

raising the pressure higher the noise became more and more distinct, until 

when the pressure relieved was over 200 atmospheres, it was distinctly audible 

at a distance of five or six feet. It resembles the noise produced by bending 

a piece of tin backwards and forwards, and is markedly intensified by accele- 

rating the relief, just as the noise made by blowing off steam is intensified 

by enlarging the outlet. When the relief valve is opened very carefully it 

whispers gently but very distinctly, till the pressure is all down. If opened 

comparatively briskly, but still with great care, the noise is comparatively loud, 

but more rapidly used up. I forbear making any reflections until I have been 

able to study this phenomenon more closely. 

Pieces of clear ice which had been subjected to high pressure in the receiver 

were finely laminated in parallel planes. In each 

plane there was a central patch surrounded near 

the sides of the block by a ring of spherules. 

The annexed figure gives an idea of the arrange- 

ment. ‘The size of the spherules is greatly exag- 

gerated. 

The lamination of ice by pressure in one 

direction is well known. I am not aware that 

its production by pressure in all directions has 

been noticed. 
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XX.—On the Variation with Temperature of the Electrical Resistance of Wires 

of certain Alloys. By Professor J. G. MacGrecor, D.Sc., and C. G. 

Kwott, D.Sc. 

(Read 19th July 1880.) 

The alloys which we used in the following experiments were in the form of 

very thin hard-drawn wires,—the same as those whose thermo-electric proper- 

ties we described in a paper published in the Transactions of this Society 

in 1877.* They were prepared by Messrs. Jonnson and Matruey of Hatton 

Garden, London. In giving their constitution we rely upon the authority of 

the manufacturers, as the quantities we had were too small to admit of our 

having them analysed. 

The thin alloy wires were successively soldered to thick copper wires, by 

means of which they were placed in one of the arms of a Wheatstone’s 

Bridge. The other three arms were composed of resistance coils, made by 

Euiott Broruers, London, and arranged in the dial form. In the bridge itself 

Thomson’s “ dead beat” galvanometer was used as galvanoscope. The thick 

copper wires were so arranged that the alloy wire occupied the central part of 

“ copper vessel, which was full of oil. As the alloy wires were in all cases 

short, the vessel required to be only about 5 inches in diameter. A ther- 

mometer hung so that its bulb was in the oil at the same level as the alloy wire 

and very near it. The vessel contained also a stirrer, and was heated by a 

Bunsen burner. 

We found that by careful heating and stirring we could bring the oil to a 

very nearly permanent state as to temperature. When by these means 

the thermometer had been brought to give for a considerable time the same 

indication, the temperature was read off, and the resistance finally determined 
at the same moment. 

As, by the Wheatstone’s bridge method, resistance can be determined with 

very great accuracy, the chief sources of error in these experiments lay in the 

determination of temperature. To avoid these care must be taken to ensure 

equilibrium of temperature between the wire, oil, and thermometer, and 

accuracy in the thermometer. As our wires were exceedingly thin (one or two 

inches having in all cases a resistance of several ohms) they would undoubtedly 

in a very short time take the same temperature as the oil. As they were 

* Trans. Roy. Soc. Edin., vol. xxviii. (1877), p. 321. 

VOL. XXIX. PART II. (as 
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soldered to thick copper wires, however, there was danger that the heat would 

thus be conducted rapidly away, and their ends thereby rendered cooler than 

their middle parts. To prevent this the alloy was always sunk about five 

inches beneath the surface of the oil, and the oil kept for a considerable time 

at approximately the temperature at which the resistance was to be measured. 

With these precautions, we-considered ourselves justified in assuming that the 

lower ends of the thick copper wires had the same temperature as the oil at 
the moment of measuring the resistance. 

That we might be sure that the thermometer had the same temperature 

as the oil, it was necessary (as it was not possible to keep the oil for very 

long times at permanent temperatures) to use a thermometer with as small a 
bulb as sufficient accuracy in readings would allow. We chose one which 

would easily give accurate readings to one-tenth of a degree Centigrade. 

We determined its errors between the limits of temperature for which we 

used it by comparing it carefully with another thermometer whose errors 

had been determined at Kew. Our temperature limits were about 16° C. 

and 150° C. 

The copper connections were so thick that their resistance and the varia- 

tion of the resistance of those parts of them which were heated could be 

neglected. We satisfied ourselves by special experiments, the details of which 

need not be given, that a thin lamina of the oil which we used had a resistance 

greater than we could measure with the coils at our disposal, and a conductivity 

therefore which might be neglected. 

Having only very small quantities of the alloys we could not determine 

their coefficients of expansion. We are therefore unable to eliminate the 

change of resistance due to the change of dimensions of the wires. If we 

assume the mean coefficient of expansion per degree between 0° and 150° to 

be 00002, then a wire whose resistance at 0° was unity would, through change 

of dimensions alone, be only about ‘997 at 150°. For all alloys whose co- 

efficients of expansion are positive the increase in the specific resistance of the 

alloy is always greater than the increase of the resistance of the wire which is 

measured. But without the coefficient of expansion it cannot be determined. 

In this paper, then, we discuss the variation of the resistance of wires of certain 

alloys. 

Iron-Gold Alloy. 

Table I. gives the results of experiments with the only alloy of iron and gold 

which we had at our disposal. It contained 5 per cent. by mass of iron, or 

approximately 11‘9 per cent. by volume. The first column gives successive 

temperatures, the second the corresponding observed resistances of the wire. 
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TABLE I. 

Resistance. 

Temperature. 

Observed. Calculated. 

168° C. 12°33 12°340 
47-2 12°47 12-471 
65°4 13*55 12°543 

89°3 12:64 12:635 
104:2 12°685 12°689 
118:0 1274: 12:738 
127°6 UB ea LTT 
147°4 12:84 12°836 

These results are found capable of being very accurately represented by the 

following formula, in which R stands for resistance ¢ for temperature. 

R=12°265 + 00456257 — 00000468752. 

The numbers of the third column are calculated by means of this formula, and 

show a satisfactory agreement with those of the second. For a wire therefore 

whose resistance at 0° C. would be unity (7 representing the resistance of such 

wire, and the formula being supposed to hold at 0°), 

r=1+ °00037198¢— -0000003821772?. 

Hence, if & represents the conductivity of such wire, 

k=1—-00037198¢ + :000000520542?. 

With this result we may compare the formula which MaTrHressEN and Voct* 

give for an alloy of the same metals 10°96 per cent. by volume of which is iron. 

They find 

k=1—:000487452 + 000000103462’. 

It will be noticed that their coefficient of ¢ is greater than ours, our co- 

efficient of 7” greater than theirs. This may be partially accounted for by the 

fact that we carried our measurements to much higher temperatures than they. 

The rate of change of resistance with temperature decreases more rapidly at 

high than at low temperatures. We may here give a table of coefficients of the 

corresponding formule for iron and gold. A and B are the coefficients of ¢ and 

t? respectively in the formula : 

kor r=1+At+ Be’. 

* Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. Lond., vol. cliv. (1864), p. 167. 
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Metal. |& or 7. A. B. Limite (C). Observer. 

Tron, k - 00472 + 0000084664 0°- 244° | Lznz.* 
* r + ‘004726 0 low temps. Ep. Becqu@ret. + 
s r + 0041304 + 0000052713 0°- 200° | Arnptsen.t 
. k — 0051182 + 000012915 10°—100° | Marruiessen and Voer.§ 
5 i + 004516 + 000005828 100°- 860° | Benort.|| 

Gold, k — ‘0021341 + 0000030684 18° —284° | Lenz. 
. r + 003397 0 low temps. Ep. Brcqueret. + 
= k — 0036745 + 000008443 10°-100° | Marraressen and von 

Boss. ** 
a r + 003678 + 000000426 100° - 860° | Benort.|| 

It will thus be manifest that the rate of variation of the alloy’s resistance 

with temperature for any ordinary temperature is not intermediate between 

those of its constituents, but is less than either of them. For 

© for our alloy = —-00037198 + 00000104108, 

while according to MATTHIESSEN, VocT and von Bosz, whose temperature limits 

agree more closely with ours than the others’, 

& for iron = —-0051182 + 000025834, 

& for gold= —-0036745 + “000016886. 

The above is true also, whichever of the values given in the table we regard as 
the most exact.tt 

Silver-Platinum Alloy. 

Table II. gives the results of experiments with our only silver-platinum 

alloy. It contained 35 per cent. by mass or about 211 per cent. by volume of 

platinum. 

* Mem. de l’Acad. des Sci, de St. Petersbourg, t. ii. (1833), p. 652. 
+ Comptes Rendus, t. xxii. (1846), p. 416. 

t Pogg. Ann., Bd. civ. (1858), p. 1. 

§ Phil Trans. Roy. Soc. Lond., vol. cliii. (1863), p. 373. 

|| Comptes Rendus, t. Ixxvi, (1873), p. 342. Burnorr has corrected his results for change of 

dimensions. 

{| Mem. de l’Acad, des Sci. de St. Petersbourg, t. iii pt. 1 (1838), p. 451. 
** Phil. Trans., vol. clii. (1862), p. 23. 

tt See ArnpTsEN, Pogg. Ann., Bd. civ. (1858), p. 57. 
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TABLE II. 

Resistance. 

Temperature. 

Observed. Calculated. 

GO" C. 7-170 7165 
38:0 7215 PATE 
50°6 7-245 7:246 
69:0 7:285 7:288 
85:2 B25 7323 

102°7 73575 7:360 
118°7 7:395 7:392 
135-4 7425 7425 
1513 7455 7-455 

These results may be combined in the formula : 

R=7'126 + :00248¢— 00000227, 
whence 

r=1+'000348022 — 000000280662’, 

and 
k=1—:00034802¢ + 000000401782. 

With this we may compare the formula which MATTHIESSEN and Vocr™ give for 

an alloy of the same metals containing 19°65 per cent. by volume of platinum, viz., 

k=1—-00033005¢ + :000000208032?. 

As in the former case, their formula applies only between 10°C and 100°C., and 

the discrepancy, though not great, may be partially due to this circumstance. 

The following table contains the coefficients of corresponding formule for 

platinum and silver whose temperature limits are not very different from our own. 

Metal. kor 7. A. B. Lime (Cy Observer. 

Platinum, | & — ‘0027461 + 0000046494 i = Wee Lenz. 
“5 r + 0032724 0 0° - 200° ARNDTSEN,. 

Silver, k — ‘0036568 + ‘0000058993 0° - 213° Lrnz. 
. r + 0034142 0 0° — 200° ARNDTSEN. 
* k — ‘0038287 + 000009848 10° — 100° MatrHigssEeNn and von 

Bose. 

Again it is clear that the rate of variation of the resistance of the alloy is 
less than that of either of its constituents. 

Silver-Palladium Alloys. 

Table III. contains results of measurements of an alloy, 25 per cent. of which 

by mass and therefore about 23°6 per cent. by volume is palladium. 

* Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. Lond., vol. cliv. (1864), p. 167. 
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TABLE ITI. 

Resistance. 
Temperature. 

Observed. | Calculated. 

TG6SSC: 3°465 3°465 
55:0 3510 SOLE 
74-6 3°535 3°5345 
95:2 3500 3°5585 

1153 3580 35816 
135°4 3°605 3°6043 
1539 3°625 3°625 

From these determinations we deduce the formula : 

R=3°44486 + :001232¢— 00000042’, 
whence 

7r=1+:00035764¢— -000000116127’, 
and 

k=1— 000357642 + 000000244032. 

With the last we may compare MatTrTuiEessEN and Voet’s formula for an alloy 

of the same metals, 23°28 per cent. of whose volume is palladium : 

k=1—:00032391¢ + 000000154217. 

BEnoirT gives the following as the formula for palladium between 100° and 

860° C. 
r= 1+ °002787¢t— 0000006117’. 

Again therefore the alloy’s rate of variation is less than that of either of its 

constituents. 

Table IV. contains the measurements of another alloy of silver and pal- 

ladium, 20 per cent. of which by mass and therefore about 18°85 per cent. by 

volume is palladium. 

TABLE IV. 

Resistance. 
Temperature. 

Observed. Calculated. 

id: 0; 2:033 2:0314 
Bore 2:047 2:0457 
589 2:068 2:0679 
71:0 2:078 2:0780 
90°1 2:092 2:0934 

110°5 2112, 2:1096 
125°3 pp 21211 
136°5 2:129 21257 
146°2 2157 2:1370 
1564 2144 2°1446 
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These measurements may be condensed in the following formula : 

R= 201797 + :000875¢— 0000004177, 
whence 

‘ r=1+°00043361¢— 000000206657’, 
an 

k=1—-00043361¢ + 000000394677’. 

It will be noticed that the resistances corresponding to the lowest three 

temperatures and calculated by the formula do not agree well with those ob- 

served. They are all somewhat less. If the temperature and resistance 

measurements be plotted so as to give a curve, it will be found to be very 

nearly a straight line at the lower temperatures. From about 70° C. down- 

wards the rate of change of resistance is sensibly constant. We have thought 

it better, however, to use a formula of the same form as we have used for the 

other alloys, than to seek slightly greater accuracy in a new form. 

MArruHiessEN and Vocrt have studied no alloy whose composition is nearer 

this one’s than that to which we have already referred. 

The coefficient of ¢is in this case also less than the coefficient of ¢in the 

formula of either of the constituent metals. 

Platinum-Inidium Alloys. 

We have examined four platinum-iridium alloys. Table V. gives the ob- 

servations on one containing 6 per cent. by mass, or about 6°57 per cent. 

by volume of iridium. 

TABLE V. 

Resistance. 

Temperature. 

Observed. Calculated. 

16:07 C. 14945 14°876 
40:0 15:351 15°351 
61:8 IPs eye 15°761 
80:5 16:095 16:095 

100°5 16:465 16°435 
119°8 16°75 16°745 
155-2 17:245 17-270 

From these numbers we deduce the formula, 

R=14'543 + :021125¢—-00002291772?, 
whence 

r=1+:'0014526¢ — :000001575842?, 
and 

k=1—'00145262 + 000003685927, 
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Table VI. contains the results of observations on the alloy, 10 per cent. of 
which by mass or about 10°92 per cent. by volume is iridium. 

TABLE VI. 

Resistance. 

Temperature. 

Observed. Calculated. 

1675+ C. 2147 2°7429 
36:0 2°806 2°8036 
57:8 2°875 2°8720 
73:0 2°918 2:9196 
95:3 2987 2:9890 

112:0 3:040 3:0398 
aly 3°080 30801 
142°8 3°135 3'1360 
1556 eel Ly 5) 31746 

The following formula represents the above results. 

R=2'69 + :003165¢— -0000002927?, 

whence r=1+:0011766¢—-000000108552’, 

and k=1—°0011766¢+ :00000149292’. 

Table VII. contains the measurements made with the alloy containing 15 
per cent. by mass or about 16°29 per cent. by volume of iridium. 

TABLE VII. 

Resistance. 

Temperature. 

Observed. Calculated. 

24:8° C. 20°175 20:1651 
50:6 20:560 20°5649 
70:1 20:855 20°8657 
85:2 21:103 21:0984 

102:0 21-360 2ie357 1 
118°0 21:°594 21:6032 
127:0 PAST 32 21°7416 
140°6 21:950 21:9505 
1549 22:170 22°1700 

The formula for this wire is : 

R=19°7817 + °015475¢— 0000004177’, 

whence r=1+'00078229¢— -0000000210632?, 

and k=1—:00078229¢ + :000000633052?. 
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Table VIII. gives the measurements made with the fourth of these alloys, of 

which 20 per cent. by mass or about 21°61 per cent. by volume is iridium. 

TABLE VIII. 

Resistance. 

Temperature. 

Observed. Calculated. 

16°5° C. 5°756 5°7535 
41:7 5897 58998 
60:0 6:000 6:0043 
76°9 6:095 6:0996 
94:7 6197 611997 
1D 6:290 6:2883 
129°7 6393 63898 
1479 6:487 64871 

This table gives the formula : 

R=5'6563 + :005925¢— 0000020837’, 
whence 

r=1+ -0010475¢— 000000368322’, 
and 

. k=1—-0010475t— 00000141562’. 

With this last formula we may compare that given by Marruressen* for an 

alloy of the same metals 33:4 per cent. of which by mass was iridium, viz.,— 

k=1—:000645392 + 000000599887’. 

It agrees better with the formula of that alloy of ours which contains 15 per 

cent. of iridium than with that of the one containing 20 per cent. 

If we compare the formule for the different platinum-iridium alloys, we find 

that in the case of those containing 6, 10, and 20 per cent. of iridium, there 

seems to be a general dependence of the values of the coefficients upon the con- 

stitution of the alloy. In the formula of the alloy containing most platinum, the 

coefficients both of ¢ and ¢? have the greatest values. In that of the one which 

contains least platinum they are least, and for the intermediate alloy they have 

intermediate values. But neither our alloy containing 15 per cent. of iridium 

nor MATTHIESSEN’S containing 334 per cent. can take places in such a series. 

The relation is therefore probably only apparent. The groups of alloys which 
MATTHIESSEN and VocT have examined show the same peculiarity, as may be 

seen by an inspection of their tablet Usually the rate of change of the resist- 

ance of the alloy increases with the percentage of one of the constituents, 

although exceptions are almost invariable. 

In our observations on the thermo-electric properties of the same alloys of 

* Rep. of Brit. Ass. (1862), p. 137. + Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. Lond., vol. cliv. (1864), p. 167. 
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platinum and iridium as the above, we found that “at low temperatures, the 

greater the percentage of iridium, the higher is the line on the diagram ;” but 

that “when we consider the position of the lines of other alloys of platinum 

and iridium determined by Tart, the above simple relation between the con- 

stitution of the alloy and the position on the diagram, does not seem to hold.” * 

It would thus appear that the thermo-electric properties of these alloys present 

peculiarities with reference to their chemical constitution similar to those of 

their electric conductivity. 

We have given above the formula showing the relation which holds between 

the conductivity and temperature of platinum. It is scarcely necessary to point 

out that for these alloys, as well as those we have considered above, the rate of 

variation of resistance is less than the rate of variation of the resistance of the 

chief constituent. As no observer has yet determined this rate for iridium, the 

conclusion on this point cannot be so general as in the case of the other alloys. 

For purposes of easy reference we give in Table LX. a synopsis of the above 

experiments. It contains the coefficients of the formule used above, which, 

stated generally, are: 
r=1+at—dt’, 

and 
k=1—at+ct’, 

as well as particulars as to the constitution of the alloys to which the coefficients 
refer. 

TABLE IX. 

Percentage Composition. 

Alloy. a. b. C. 
By Volume 

By Mass. (about) 

Tron-Gold, 5 of Fe. | 11-9 ‘of Fe. ‘00037198 00000038217 | :00000052054 
Platinum-Silver, 35 of Pt. | 21-1 of Pt. 00034802 ‘00000028066 | -00000040178 
Palladium-Silver, | 25 of Pd. | 23°6 of Pd. 00035764 00000011612 | :00000024403 

4 Se 20 of Pd. | 18°85 of Pd. ‘00043361 00000020665 | 00000039467 
Platinum-Ividium, | 6 of Ir. 6°57 of I. 0014526 00000157584 | -0000036859 

R +, 10 of Ir. | 10:92 of Ir. 0011766 ‘00000010855 | -0000014929 
is ‘. 15 of Ir. | 16:29 of i. ‘00078229 000000021063 | 00000063305 
7 e 20 of tr, |, 21-61 of Ir. 0010475 00000036832 | 0000014156 

The above experiments were performed in Prof. Tarr’s Laboratory, University 

of Edinburgh, nearly three years ago. Their publication has been delayed 

because of the lack of an opportunity of working up the results. 

Our thanks are due to Prof. Tarr, who furnished us both with the alloy wires 

themselves and the means of studying them. 

* See p. 335 of our paper cited above. 



XXI.—-On the Differential Telephone. By Professor CHRYSTAL. 

(Revised 20th August 1880.) 

PART IL. 

On THE GENERAL THEORY OF THE INSTRUMENT, AND ON ITS APPLICATION TO 

ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS. 

Some time before the telephone was invented, I had occasion to consider 

very closely the problem of the opposition offered to the passage of the electric 

current by an electrolyte, and to seek for new methods of dealing with it. It 

was not difficult to see that the telephone afforded advantages in this kind of 

electrical measurement. As far as regards the measurement of what is 
usually called Electrolytic Polarisation, these advantages are perhaps even 

greater than they might at first sight appear. In the case of what is generally 

called Electrolytic Resistance, they are, however, less than they appear. 

As an instrument for use in resistance measurements, theory and practice 

lead me to believe that the telephone is far inferior to the galvanometer. I 

have found, however, that it can be used with great advantage in the measure- 

ment of coefficients of induction and of capacities. 

The calculations in the earlier part of this paper were made more than two 

years ago; but it was not until this summer that I found leisure to bring them 

to the test of experiment. For an opportunity of so doing I am indebted to 

my colleague Professor Tart, who has put the resources of his laboratory 

at my disposal. I am also much indebted to Sir Wit11AmM TuHomson and 

Professor FLEEMING JENKIN for their kindness in lending me apparatus of 

different kinds. 

In what follows, I select from a considerable number of theoretical 

investigations in my possession mainly those cases which I have tested by 

experiment. 

The telephone indicates directly the variations of an electric current, and 

in this respect its function as a current detector is essentially different from 

all the ordinary electrical indicators. It is necessary, therefore, to work with 

"avarying current. For some purposes, as I shall show later on, it would be 

essential to have a current subject to a simple harmonic variation of known 

frequency ; but for most purposes, any kind of interrupted current will do, 

and since any periodic variation can be represented by a series of simple 

harmonic variations, I shall in all the theory that follows work with a single 

term of such a series. 

VOL. XXIX. PART II. 7M 
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There are two leading null methods in use for measuring resistances, with a 

ealvanometer as indicator,—the differential galvanometer method and 

Wheatstone’s bridge. I discuss the two corresponding methods for the 

telephone ; but it is the former more especially to which I wish to direct 

attention. 

The instrument which takes the place of the differential galvanometer, I 

call a differential telephone. It is simply an ordinary telephone wound double 

like a differential galvanometer. It is essential that this instrument shall stand 

the test of producing no sound when the same current is passed in opposite 

directions through its two coils. My first attempt to make such an instrument 

by winding the wires side by side in the ordinary way failed entirely. It was 

hopeless to attempt to compensate one coil, as is done in the case of a 

differential galvanometer ; for it is obvious from the nature of the telephone 

that there must be null magnetic force all over the core, and throughout the 

ferrotype plate. I found, however, that the desired arrangement could be got 

by twisting up the wires of the telephone together, and then winding the twist 

upon the bobbin. The instruments with which I have worked are constructed 
in this way, and appear by every test I have applied to them to answer their 

purpose perfectly. At all events, any defect, if discovered, will certainly be so 

small as not to affect their use in practice. As an illustration of the complete- 

ness of the compensation and of the delicacy of the instrument, I may mention 

that when the current of three small Le Clanché cells, interrupted by a tuning 

tork, passes through the coils in opposite directions, nothing whatever can be 

heard, although one turn of the line wire outside the instrument restores the 

sound very distinctly, and the current through one coil produces a hum that 

can be heard a long way off. 

One of the simplest applications of the differential telephone is to the 

comparison of coefficients of induction. In order to test this in practice, I 

fitted up the following rough arrangement which I mean to replace by a better, 

after I have settled by experience 

the most convenient disposition of 

the parts. af, yd are two pairs 

of coils mounted on two stems, so 

that they can be placed at any 

distances apart up to 30 cm. or so. 

AB, CD are the terminals of the 

two coils of the differential tele- 

phone, EK is a multiple are in 

one branch of which are Ba, and 

AB, in the other dy and CD; 

the arrangement is such that the current passes in opposite directions round 

Fig. 1. 
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the core in AB and CD, so that when the currents are equal at every instant 

there is silence. 

In the single part of the line there is a battery G, and an interruptor F, 

which was sometimes a microphone attached to a clock, sometimes a tuning 

fork, but oftenest a piece of watch spring attached to the pendulum of a small 

clock which grated over a milled head at the lowest part of each swing, and 

thus made a momentary contact. The last arrangement uses the least current, 

which is an advantage, but it also has the great virtue of being the most power- 

ful noise-producer that I have been able to find. 
The mathematical theory of the above arrangement, which is appended to 

this paper, shows that there can be silence in the differential telephone when, 

and only when, the resistances of both branches of the multiple arc are equal, 

and also their coefficients of self-induction. It is of no consequence what 

induction there is between the two branches. 

When these two conditions are fulfilled there is silence for all frequencies, 

so that it is of no consequence what kind of interruptor we use. 

There are thus two adjustments. If either of the two be not perfect, 

alteration of the other will produce a minimum of sound, but never absolute 

silence. 

This is a simple instance of a principle in telephone measurements, the 

neglect of which has, I believe, hindered the success of many experimenters. 

They have tried to do that with one adjustment which could be done only with 

several. Hughes’ induction balance, as used with the sonometer, is an instance 

in point; severalinstances of multiple adjustment are given below, and the 

general theory of the matter is discussed (see p. 615). 

The mathematical expression for the square of the amplitude of the 

difference of the currents in the two coils, is a fraction whose denominator is 

essentially positive, and whose numerator is 

4n’n'(M—N)’ + (Q—R); 

where M and N are the coefficients of self-induction of the two branches, Q and 

R the resistances, and 7 is the frequency of the harmonic disturbance of the 

current. From this formula it is clear that the differential telephone is more 

sensitive to differences of coefficients of induction than to differences of resist- 

ances. Its proper use, therefore, is to compare induction coefficients, and not 

as a delicate resistance measurer. 

In practice Q and R are first made equal by some of the ordinary methods, 

and then the equality of M and N is adjusted. 

I have found that with 1000 ohms in each branch, the differential telephone 
is sensitive to differences of resistance up to about 1 per cent. only; whereas 
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it is abundantly sensitive to the differences of the induction of the so-called 

inductionless coils of resistance boxes, 2.é., it can deal with induction coefficients 

of the order 0001 earth quadrant.* 

I propose to construct by means of the differential telephone, a scale of 

induction coefficients. This may be done as follows:—Suppose in fig. 1 

that the two coils, 8 and 6, are fixed on the stems. Let v be a small coil of 

arbitrary induction coefficient v, and suppose y to be another coil of the same 

resistance, but wound so as to have very little, say no, induction. a, the fellow 

coil to 8, is placed so that there is no mutual induction between the pair; v is 

put in the branch along with these, and x in the other branch. If the resist- 

ances were equal before, they will still be equal; then y is placed on the stem 

and slid to a position x, where for which there is silence. 

If N be the sum of the individual self-inductions of y and 6 (which is always 

the same), and v, double their coefficient of mutual induction when y is at 2, 

M the constant sum of the individual self-inductions of a and 8, then we have 

M+v=N +»p,. 

v and x are now removed, and a placed on the stem and slid along till there is 
a balance, a mark is made on the stem for this position and lettered 1. 

Then 

M+p,=N +, 

=M+v, 

ie aes 

Now put v and x in as before, and slide down y until there is a balance ; 

then take them out and slide down a till there is again a balance, and mark 

this position 2. 

Then 

M+p,+v=N+y», 

=N+,, 

me me 

pa =2u; 
and so on, 

We thus graduate the stem into parts, each of which corresponds to an 
increase v of the self-induction of the circuit.. Similarly we can graduate the 

other stem. It is then easy to interpolate and get a continuous scale. Lastly, 

we can, by a single observation, reading both stems, find the small difference 

M—N in terms of v. 

* The self-induction coefficients of the primary and secondary of a middling-sized Ruhmkorff's 
coil, when expressed in the same unit, run to from ‘01 to ‘1, and from 50 to 100 respectively. 
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The instrument is now ready for measuring coefficients of self-induction 

that do not exceed twice the coefficient of mutual induction of either pair of 

coils when in close proximity. 

We can now proceed by the process of continual doubling to make standards 

and prolong the scale beyond this limit. Thus we completely solve the problem 

of measuring coefficients of self-induction, and hence, of course, the problem of 

measuring induction coefficients generally. All that remains to be done is to 

get the absolute value of our arbitrary unit v. 

Since the above was written, I have had an instrument constructed for 

giving varying self-induction with constant resistance. It is so devised as to 

give a scale of approximately constant sensibility, and at the same time to have 

a considerable range. I hope to be able soon to lay before the Society a 

description of this instrument, and of some results obtained with it. 

Action of Neighbouring Circuits. 

Another class of experiments of some interest may be made with the 

differential telephone. 

If a conducting body, say a coin or a closed circuit of wire, be placed upon 

one of the pairs of coils, or, better still, between the members of one pair, the 

balance is disturbed. The sensitiveness of the instrument to influences of this 

kind is very great. A penny placed between the coils restores the sound very 

markedly, a half-crown still more so; in fact, a single circlet of thin copper 

wire of the diameter of one’s middle finger, gives a sound which can be heard 

quite distinctly. These effects are analogous to those produced in HUGHES’ 

instrument. & 
I append to this paper the mathematical theory of these experiments, from 

which it appears that a disturbance produced by a neighbouring circuit in one 

branch of the differential telephone cannot be compensated for all frequencies 

of the current variation, by merely adjusting the resistances and induction 

coefficients within the two branches. This is another instance of multiple 

adjustment. 

The effect of a neighbouring circuit on one branch can be compensated by 

adjusting properly a neighbouring circuit to the other branch. If S and T 

denote the resistances, G and H the coefficients of self-induction, and I and J 

the coefficients of mutual induction with the respective branches, then the 

conditions for silence for all disturbances are 
\ G H Q=R, MEN, SJ2=TE, g=7- 

The last of these conditions is that the time constants of the two neighbour- 

ing circuits must be equal, a condition which might easily have been foreseen. 

We shall have other instances of a similar condition. 
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There will be silence for a particular note whose frequency is =a , if 

h—n*v=0, p—n’p=0, 
where 

4=(Q-R)ST, 
p=(M—N)ST+(Q—R)(GT+HS), 

v=(Q—R)GH+(M—N)(GT+ HS) +SJ?-TP , 

p=(M—N)GH+GJ?—HI. 

A balance of this last kind would enable us to determine our arbitrary unit v 

in terms of a resistance, and hence to find its value in absolute C. G. S. units. 

For it will be observed that \ is of the third degree in resistance, while v is 

of the first degree in resistance, and of the second in coefficients of induction ; 

so that the first of the equations expresses a coefficient of induction in terms of 

n, and certain resistances, provided we can determine the ratios of the different 

coefficients, which we can do by means of the differential telephone itself, as we 

have seen. 

This method would, however, require an instrument for producing a pure 

simple harmonic variation of electromotive force. As no apparatus of this 

kind is at present at my command, I have not attempted to test its practi- 

cability. 

Comparison of Two Capacities. 

To test the equality of the capacities of two condensers, we may proceed 

as follows :— 

Let a balance be obtained with the two circuits of the differential telephone 

as usual, then select two parts of the circuit of equal resistance and equal self- 

induction ; or, what comes to the same thing, introduce two equal resistances 

having equal self-induction, say two 1000 coils from a resistance box, one into 

each circuit, and attach the two condensers by thick wires whose resistance 

and self-induction are negligible, so as to include these identical parts of the 

two circuits between them. There will then be silence when, and only when, 

the capacities are equal. 

From preliminary experiments, I believe that there will be no difficulty in 

comparing in this way capacities of the order of a microfarad to the zo g/gpth 

part. 

The application of this arrangement to the study of electrolytic polarisation 

is obvious, but I do not propose to enter on the matter here. 

Comparison of Capacity with Self-Induction. 

The following method allows us to measure capacity in terms of self- 

induction and resistance, or self-induction in terms of capacity and resist- 

ance :— 
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To make the principles involved clearer, I shall suppose that we can obtain 
resistances absolutely without self-induction (a method for applying correction 

for residual induction is given below). 

G H is a multiple arc, one branch contains a condenser of capacity X, and 

has resistance Q”, but no self- 

induction ; the other branch has 

self-induction M’, and resistance Q’. 

The self-induction and resistance 

of the rest of the circuit EABF are 

M and Q; the corresponding quantities for the other circuit EDCF are N 

and R. The necessary and sufficient conditions for silence for all notes are 

Q’=%, R=Q+Q’, 
MEI, pa XO 

Q 

The last condition is simply that the time constant of the two branches of 

GH shall be equal; and we have the interesting result that a condenser and a coil 

can be so combined as to be equivalent jor all disturbances to a simple resist- 

ance. The action of the two is reciprocal; at first the current passes entirely 

into the condenser, then more and more passes through the coil, and at last 

when the current is stationary (wholly or for the moment) it passes entirely 

through the coil. The one acts as a sort of spring or buffer to the other. 

I believe that this method could be made most useful in practical testing, 

and that by means of a small coil with a movable iron core* empirically 
graduated, and a differential telephone capacity or self-induction could be 

measured with even greater ease than resistance. 

Fig. 2. 

General Theory. 

The following general discussion of the theory of the induction currents in 

a system of linear conductors, in one branch of which there is a harmonically 

varying electromotive force, will help to bring out the fundamental principles 
which underlie all the applications that follow. These priciples I believe furnish 

the key to the theory of the telephone, in so far as it is purely electrical; and it 

is on them that we must proceed in forming null methods of electrical measure- 

ment in which the telephone is to be used. 

et ara, £4 Sh x, denote the current strengths at time ¢ in the different 

circuits, and Asinné the varying external electromotive force in the first cir- 

cuit, there being no external electromotive force in any other circuit; then 2, 2,, 

* Strictly speaking, an iron core is inadmissible in measurements with the telephone, because it acts 
as a neighbouring circuit, and introduces disturbances that cannot be compensated in a simple manner. 
I have found, however, in practice that, when the core is made of thin wires well insulated from one 
another, these residual effects are so small as not to interfere with the results, where the utmost nicety 
is not required. 
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JL x,, satisfy a system of linear differential equations with constant 

coeflicients and certain equations of continuity.* 

Elimination from these equations gives for the current in any branch 

(a) +a,D +a,D?....+4,D’)x 

=A(Ay+A,D+....4+A,D")sinnt . é : ot) 

where D stands for = and the a’s and Q’s are functions of the coefficients of 

induction, resistances, and capacities of the circuits. 

Hence 

(Ay HAD +. ...+ AqD?) (ay —a,D-+a,D?-....) Sane, 

(a) + a,D°+ a,D! +....)?—(a,+a,D?+.. ~ PD? 

= | {(Ap —) n+. one »)(a@y — ayn? + tere + (A, —Agn” Joan )a,- agn?+. _ .)n?}. sinnt 

+ {—(Ap—Agn? +... .)(a,— ayn? +...) + Ay—Agn? +....)(ay — ayn? +....)n}cosnt \ 5), 2) 

whence 

— § Apa Agr st. P+, ——— oi 1:3 
a ea, | 2 +n7(a,—a,n* + sd calh sin(nt + €) : - (3) 

In (2) and (8) the letters a are the same for all the 2’s, but the d’s are differ- 
ent for different ~’s. Hence the expression for the difference of two a’s, say 

x,—a#,, takes the same form as the expression (3), the place of \,, 4, &c., being 

taken by the differences of the corresponding coefficients for », and 2,. 

The condition therefore that the current in any branch shall be zero, or 

the conditions that the currents in two assigned branches shall be equal, take 

the form 
Ny Agu + Ant—... .=0 

‘ oath) 
A, —Agn* +Azn*—. ee 40) 

For a given frequency of the simple harmonic variation, therefore, two con- 

ditions are in general necessary and sufficient to secure either that the current 

in any one branch of the system shall be zero, or that the currents in two 

named branches shall be equal. 

If this is to be the case for all frequencies, then all the \’s must vanish ; 

and q conditions must in general be satisfied. It is in general impossible, 

therefore, to get an absolute null method depending on one adjustment only, 

when the telephone is used as an indicutor. 

* It would be easy to work out the general theory with more detail, much in the way that a system 
of conductors is treated when induction is neglected. (See Maxwext’s “Electricity and Magnetism,” or 
article “Electricity,” Encyclopedia Britannica, vol. viii. p. 43). 
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Differential Telephone, with a Neighbouring Circuit to each Branch. 

Let the current, resistance, and coefficient of self-induction be denoted as 

follows :— 

For the line, : ‘ ‘ ee ee een ae 

,, 1st branch of differential telephone, soe pO 

Ape a do. d : : Seer kuN ; 

,, Ist neighbouring circuit, ; ay vot WSs Gis 

Ka ek do. : : : 5 SEE aM 

Farther, let the coefficients of mutual induction of the two neighbouring 

circuits, each with its corresponding branch, be I and J; and that of the coils 

of the differential telephone K. 

If U and V be the potentials, at any time ¢ at the two points UV, then 

we have 

(LD + P)z=Asinnt+ V—U : = Ch) 

(MD+Q)y—KDz+IDu=U—V . ; 7 (2) 

—KDy+(ND+R)z+JDv=U-V : . (3) 

(GD+S)u+IDy=0 . . (4) 

(HD+T)v+JDz=0 . : . (5) 

L=yt+z  . ; . (6) 

Here D is used for shortness instead of =, We may at once replace (1), (2), 

(3), and (6) by the following :— 

{(L+M)D+P+Q}y+ {(L—K)D + P}z+IDu=Asinnt wap Ch) 

{(L—K)D+P}y+ {(L+N)D+P+R}2+JDv=Asinni me) 

There is no difficulty in finding y and z by means of (4), (5), (7), and (8); but 
the expressions are complicated, and I avoid them here. 

VOL. XXIX. PART IL. TN 
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For silence we must have y=z. We can express the mathematical con- 

ditions for this equality without solving the equations. We get, in fact, 

{ @L+M—K)D+2P+Q—gpy }y=Asinns, 

J2D? 4 
| (2L + N—K)D Pa R—-Hpat y= Asinnt . 

Hence we must have 

(A+ D +vD? + pD?)sinnt=0 ; ; (9) 
where 

\=(Q—R)ST, 
=(M—N)ST + (Q—R)(GT+HS), 
y=(Q—R)GH + (M—N)(GT+ HS) +8J2—TE, 
=(M—N)GH+GJ2—HL.. 

Hence the conditions for silence are 

coe . (10) 
p—7’p=0 

If there is to be silence for all frequencies, then we must have 

pret pede en eetie 
which require 

Q=Rk, 
M=N, 
SJ2=TI? , 
GJ?=HI?. 

Case of one Neighbouring Circuit.—If we make T=o, the conditions (10) 
become 

A—n*v=0, p=0 ; : 5 ; » i) 
where 

4=(Q—R)S, »=(M—N)S+(Q—R)G, v= (M—N)G_-L.. 

From these formule we’see that silence may be obtained for given fre- 
quency, but silence for all frequencies is impossible. 

Case of no Neighbouring Circuits.—The conditions reduce to 

M—N=0, Q—R=0, 
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as may be seen by putting S=o and T=2. In this case there is absolute 

silence. The expression for the maximum value of y—z is 

n®#(M—N)? + (Q—R)? 

A, (p—n'py tnx?” 
where 

¢=MN+NL+LM+2KL—K?, 

“x=P(M+N)+Q(N+L)+R(L+M)+2KP, 

b=QR+RP+PQ. 

On account of their complexity I refrain from giving the corresponding 

formule in the general case, but they can be obtained without difficulty. 

COMPARISON OF CAPACITIES. 

Suppose the two circuits of the differential telephone to branch into 

multiple ares AB and CD, and in one of the branches of each of these multiple 

arcs let there be condensers of capacities X and Y respectively. Let the 

current strengths at any moment 

in these branches be y” and 2”, and 

suppose for the present that the 

wires in these branches are short 

and thick, so that their resistance 

Fig. 4. and self-induction may be neglected. 

Let the current strength, resistance, and coefficient of self-induction of the 

other branches of AB and CD bey’, Q’, M’, 2’, R’, N’ respectively, and the 

corresponding quantities for the rest of the two circuits of the telephone 

y, Q, M, and z, R, N respectively. Then A, B, &c., denoting the potentials 

at the respective points, and A, B, &c., their differential coefficients with 

respect to the time, we have the following equations :— 

(MD?+QDy'=A-B=zy’. . . . 

PE rere anes 1 velorwiiatos Het Gay 

(MD?+QD)y—KD2z=E-F—(A—B) .  .  . @) 

(ND? SRD KDy—Eh-F—(CHD), oa of! of. A) 

i ts Me , ; ! fe 3) 

Z2=2/ 42" : IG) 
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From these equations we get 

(M’D?+Q’D) 4 
MD? + QD + y—-KD%-E-F , 

1 /T)2 , MD?+QD+¥ 

7 2 7 a (N'D?+K’D) 5 
ND? + RD + z—-KD%y=E-F. 

i 7 2) 7 = N’D +tRD+5 

The condition y=z gives 

{(M—N)D + (QR), {MD*+QD+ x} JND?+RD +91 

1 ; j ; ; 1 1 7 ; ; , 1 +x/MD +Q LN D?+RD+y}—y{N D+R i MD?+QD+x}=Q. 

Equating to zero coefficients of D, we get 

M—-N=0, Q-R=0, 

MN(x-y)=0, 

(W'R’ + W'Q) (g-4)=0, 

(M’ —N')gy+ QB (g—y)=0, 

nh. Te 

The last four equations require that 

X=Y ,M=N, OEE. 

And conversely, if we attach a condenser by means of very thick electrodes 

to one circuit of a differential telephone, and attempt to balance it by attaching 

similarly a condenser to the other circuit, the capacities of the condensers must 

be equal, the resistance and self-induction included between the armatures 

must be the same on both sides, and the resistance and self-induction of the 

remainder of each circuit must be the same. Here, therefore, five independent 

adjustments are necessary to secure silence in the differential telephone for all 

frequencies of the varying electromotive force. 
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CoMPARISON OF CAPACITY WITH COEFFICIENT OF INDUCTION. 

In last case (fig. 4) let us suppose the branch of AB, which contains the 

condenser, to be removed, and let R and N now stand for the resistance and 

self-induction of the whole of one circuit of the differential telephone. Farther, 

let us suppose that the condenser branch of AB has resistance Q”, and self- 

induction M”. 

The equations of the systems now become 

(MD? +. Q'D)y'=A-B=(M'D?+Q’D+xy,. 1) 

(iD ODw—-E=E (AB), . . .- = @) 

ees ey PL) 

The condition y=7z gives SS Ean | . | gi 

(A+pD +vD?2+pD?)y=0 , Bos(5) 

where A= ae , 

pay +Q'Q"+(Q'+Q"(Q—B) +434. 

v= Q’M" + Q°M’ + (Q—R)(M’+ M”) + (Q’+.Q”)(M—N) , 

p=(M’+M”)(M—N)+M’M" . 

The condition for absolute silence is that these four expressions shall all vanish. 

Using the first of these conditions to modify the second and third, we may 
write the four 

Pee eas, -- © 
M(Q’—-Q)+(Q’+Q)(M-N)=0,.- © -  . @%) 

——eee 

re a ya ea Se 3) 

Let us first take the ideal case where M’”=0; the conditions then reduce to 

hoe . ©’ =’, M=Q7X , M=N. 

This case is only approximately realisable in practice, because the self- 

induction of the so-called inductionless resistance coils, is quite sensible when 
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tested by so delicate an instrument as the differential telephone. Along with 

any resistance Q” we must always introduce a certain residual self-induction M”. 

The general formule (6), (7), (8), and (9), enable us to correct our experi- 

mental results. The following may be conveniently used in place (7), (8), (9), 

to which they are equivalent, 

" Q’-Q' } 
M — 2Q M ) » ° . . . (1.) 

Gag N-M=-GqgM’, .°. . .. @Q) 

we Oe ee 

In practice, however, we may in most cases proceed as follows. Since M” is 

very small compared with M’, (9) gives approximately N=M-+ M”. 

N and Mare adjusted accordingly. Then either X or M’ is adjusted, taking 

Q” always =Q’, until there is approximate silence. Lastly, Q” is increased 

concurrently with residual adjustment of M’ or X, as the case may be, until 

absolute silence is obtained. 

CASE oF MULTIPLE ARC WITH INDUCTION. 

It will be noticed that by equation (9) the coefficients of induction in the 

multiple arc are combined like resistances. An interesting case, which brings 

this out still better, is that where we have in one circuit of the differential 

telephone a multiple arc, each branch of which has induction. This case is 
obtained from last by putting X=o in the conditions derived from (5). We 

thus get 
4(—\/7 

R=Qt+gy 

QM" + QM +(Q—R)(M'+M") +(Q'+ Q”)(M—N)=0, 

N=M+ rinate 

Using the first and last, the second of these gives 

uM 
Q — QO” = 

In other words, the time constants of the two branches of the multiple arc must 

be equal, and the resistances and coefficients of induction of the two circuits of 

the telephone must be equal, the inductions being combined by the same law 

as the resistances. 
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WHEATSTONE’S BRIDGE. 

As an example of the application of the foregoing theory to Wheatstone’s 

bridge, consider the case where all the arms have self-induction and two 
opposite arms have mutual induction. 

Let the current, resistance, and self-induction in the 

branches of the bridge be y,R,K, y,8,L, &c., the current in 

the circuit BD in which the telephone is inserted being 

supposed zero; and let the coefficient of mutual induction 

of AB and DC be X. We have, since B=D, in order that 

there may be silence in the telephone, 

(KD+R)y+XDz=A—B=A—D=(MD+T)z . . (1) 

(LD +8)y=B=0=D—C=(ND+U)z4#XDy Ss QQ) 
Hence 

(KD +R)y= (M+ X)D+Tiz, 

(L—X)D+S}y=(ND+0U)z, 
which gives 

[{(L—X)D+S}{(M—X)D+T}—(KD+R)(ND+U)|smvt=0  . (8) 

The conditions for silence are therefore 

h—vn?=0, |! (4) 
we =0, 

where 
A\=ST—RU, 

p=LT+MS—KU—NR—(S+T)X, { pnt) 

v=LM—KN—(L =P M)X + X?2, 

For absolute silence we must have 

ESS my ale aaa ad ean (5) 

Comparison of two Coefficients of Self-Induction If M=0, N=0, X=0, (6) 

reduce to 

ST—RU=0 , LT—KU=0. 

This case is given by MaxweE tt, “ Electricity and Magnetism,” vol. ii. p. 357. 

Comparison of Coefficients of Mutual with Coefficients of Self-Induction.—If 

L=0 , M=0, (6) reduce to 

KU+NR a0) x — KN 
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If the mutual induction be between the adjacent branches AB and BC, 

and if M=0 , N=0, the conditions for absolute silence reduce to 

LT—KU 
ST—RU=0, X= . 

Comparison of two Capacities.—If we attach condensers of capacities X and 

Y respectively by short thick wires to BC and DC, the conditions for absolute 
silence will be 

ST—RU=0, RX—-TY=0, 

provided the self-inductions of all the four arms of the bridge be negligible. 

Comparison af a Capacity with a Coefficient of Self-Induction.—If a con- 

denser of capacity X be attached to B and C, and if the resistance of its 

attachments be 8’, their self-induction being negligible, and if K=0, M=0, 

N=0, then the conditions for absolute silence are 

Sl =RU=0..8(=8,, S576. 

This is the equivalent of one of the methods given above for the differential 

telephone. 

We may also suppose V’=0 , K=0, L=0 , N=0 ; the conditions for 

absolute silence are then . 

ST—RU=0, XST=M. 

This arrangement is described by MAxwe ut, “ Electricity and Magnetism,” 

vol. ii. p. 377. 

All these arrangements are more or less troublesome on account of the 

imperfection of the correction for induction in ordinary resistance boxes. ‘This 

comes out very remarkably when attempts are made (as some have suggested) 

to employ the telephone instead of a galvanometer in measuring resistances 

with Wheatstone’s bridge. At what the galvanometer indicates as a balance 

even with nothing but coils from resistance boxes in the arms, the telephone 

sounds loudly, and alterations of the resistance up to one per cent. affect the 

sound but little. We are measuring, in fact, the inequalities of the coefficients 

of self-induction of the resistance coils. 

Added during printing.—There is yet another source of disturbance which 

will undoubtedly make itself felt in some cases, viz., the electrostatic capacity 

of the coils used for resistance or induction standards. I reserve the mathe- 

matical discussion of this correction until experiment has settled in what cases 

it will be of practical importance. It is scarcely necessary to point out that 

disturbances of this kind are not a peculiar feature in telephonic measure- 

ments; they appear equally in the older methods of dealing with electro- 

magnetic induction. 
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PART IL. 

ON CERTAIN EXPERIMENTS, MAINLY WITH THE DIFFERENTIAL TELEPHONE. 

The following experiments appear to me to be of interest, because they 

show that the theory of the telephone, in so far as it is purely electrical, comes 

well under recognised principles. In saying this I do not mean to prejudice 

the important acoustical questions that are as yet unsettled, or the difficult 

question as to the exact role of the magnetism of the core. 
I shall assume that there is a disturbing electromotive force, which is a 

simple harmonic function of the time, so that under all circumstances the 

current in the telephone circuit will also be a simple harmonic function of the 

time, of the same period, but in general of different phase. Representing the 

harmonic disturbance of the electromotive force by A sin né, I shall suppose in 

all that follows that A is independent of x. This corresponds practically with 

the case of a microphone-sender, where the variation is really in the resistance 

however.* In the case of the telephone-sender, or a sine-inductor, A is pro- 

portional to m, within certain limits. Neither of these laws, of course, is exact, 

for it must be remembered that magnetisation lags behind magnetising force,*t 

so that in all probability the amount of magnetism developed by rapidly alter- 

nating forces gets less and less as the frequency increases. In the case of a 

telephone-sender and a telephone-receiver this tells twice over. 

I shall further assume that, for a given bobbin, core, and vibrating plate, 

the intensity of the sound is proportional to the square of the amplitude of the 

harmonic variation of the current in the receiving telephone. In the case of the 

differential telephone, the two coils of which may be regarded as exactly alike, 

and similarly placed with regard to the core and plate, the square of the 

amplitude of the algebraic sum of the currents is. taken. 

It is needless to discuss the physical grounds for the above assumptions, for 

in all that follows the question is one merely of greater and less. Besides, the 

experimental basis for such a discussion is wanting, inasmuch as there is, so 

far as I am aware, no definite idea among physicists as to how the ear com- 

pares the intensities of notes of different pitch. 
Experiment 1.—If we use the differential telephone as a receiver, we may 

arrange it three different ways :—I. with only one coil in the circuit, the other 

being open ; II. with two coils in series (aiding each other, of course); III. with 

the two coils in circuit abreast, so as to form a multiple arc. 

Under all circumstances, the sound is louder with III. than with L., but in 

* See Aron, Wied. Ann. N.F., vi. p. 403. 
+ On this subject see two very interesting articles by Lord Rayueien, Phil. Mag., 1869, p. 8, 

and ser. 5, vol, iii. p. 46 (1877). 

VOL. XXIx, PART In 70 
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passing from I. to III. the lower tones are more intensified than the higher. 

When the resistance (R) of the sender and line is small compared with (S), 
that of one of the coils of the receiver, this effect is very remarkable. If the 

current be interrupted by rasping the wire on a file, the effect of III. com- 

pared with I. is most curious from the deep croaking character which the 
sound assumes. 

When the resistance and self-induction of the sender and line are small, the 

sound is louder with III. than with II.; but if either one or other of these be 

large enough, the result is the other way. 

Again, if the resistance and self-induction of the line and sender be small, I. 

is better than IJ.; but if the self-induction of the line be above a certain limit, 

II. is better than I. for all tones; and if the resistance of the line be above a 

certain limit, and its self-induction not too great, then I. will be better than II. 

for some tones, and worse for others. 

Experiment 2,—An ordinary Bell telephone was placed mouth downwards 

on a box on which a clock was ticking, and another telephone used as a 

receiver. When the secondary of a small induction coil with a core, the 

primary being open, was inserted in the line the sound became inaudible. 

It was found, however, that it could be restored by connecting a condenser 

of a certain capacity in multiple arc with the secondary coil, the (inductionless) 
resistance in the condenser branch being equal to that of the coil. 

This is in accordance with what has been shown above, viz., that an arc of 

two branches of equal resistance Q, one having no capacity but induction L, 

the other no induction but a capacity X, is equivalent for all disturbances to a 

resistance @ without induction or capacity, provided XQ?=L. 

Experiment 3.—It was found that under certain circumstances sounds could 

be heard better with a condenser in the line than through a line of the same 

resistance and self-induction without a condenser. In other words, self- 

induction can be compensated by introducing capacity. I mean to return at 

some future time to this experiment, from which I hope to get some important 

results. I may simply mention that the result is quite in accordance with 

theory.* A similar case is that studied by Koniravuscu (see article 

Electricity, ‘‘ Encyclopsedia Britannica,” vol. viii. p. 49), mm his investigations 

on electrolytic resistance. 

Experiment 4.—One coil of the differential telephone was used as a 

receiver ; the sender was an apparatus at a distance for making a momentary 

rasping contact. In point of fact, a small piece of watch spring attached to a 

clock pendulum and rasping on a milled head was frequently used, at other 

times a microphone, Two or three Le Clanché cells furnished the electromo- 

tive force. Sometimes a Bell telephone was used as a sender, and then the 

* The compensation according to theory is exact for one particular note only, 
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discontinuous contact and the battery were absent. The results were in all 

cases much the same, allowance, of course, being made for the difference of the 

general character of the sounds. 

It was found, under the above circumstances, that the sound was greatly 

weakened when the second coil of the differential telephone was closed. Thus, 

when the sound was so loud that it could be heard all over the room, closing 

the second coil deadened it so much that it could scarcely be heard at a 

distance at all. 

Not only is the intensity very much affected, but the quality of the sound 

is greatly altered. The high tones are much more deadened than the low, 

consequently the sound is deepened in character. 

The deadening effect was found, as might be expected, to decrease when 

the second coil was closed through a greater and greater (inductionless) 

resistance. 

Experiment 5.—The arrangements being as before, it was found that 

closing the second coil of the differential telephone through a resistance of 

9 ohms with a considerable self-induction (coefficient=°016 earth-quad. or 

thereby) has less deadening effect than closing it through 9 ohms taken from 

a resistance box, and therefore having very little self-induction. 

Experiment 6.—The effect of closing the coil through a condenser was as 

follows :—When the capacity is very small, the deadening effect is, of course, 

nil; and when it is very great, the result is the same as if the condenser were 

short circuited. It was found that in certain cases, for a given tone, closing 

the neighbouring coil through a certain capacity zncreased the sound, so that 

there was a certain capacity for which the sound was best heard, and better 

heard than when the second coil was open, and therefore idle. 

This experiment succeeds very well when a very faint sound is used, say a 

tick sent by a Bell telephone so as to be scarcely audible when the second 

coil of the receiving differential telephone is open; under these circumstances, 

the increase of the sound by closing the second coil through a condenser of 

proper capacity is very marked. 

Experiment 7.—This is a repetition of GRANT’s experiment* under more 

favourable circumstances. The sending instrument was either a microphone 

or a rasping contact. The secondary coil (resistance 44 ohms, coefficient of 

self-induction ‘2 earth-quad.) of a small induction coil, with a bundle of covered 

iron wires for a core, was inserted in the line, and the receiver was one coil of 

the differential: telephone so often alluded to above (the second coil was left 

open). This arrangement I shall call I.; when the primary (res. ‘3 ohm, 

self-ind. *004) was closed simply, we have arrangement II. ; when the primary 

was closed through a condenser, arrangement ITI. 

* Phil. Mag., May 1880. 
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In passing from I. to II. the intensity of all the tones of a composite sound 

are markedly increased ; but the increase is greater for the high tones, so that 

the quality is somewhat raised. 

When the capacity is very small, it is obvious beforehand that I. and III. 

would coimcide, and when it is very large, II. and III. would be identical. 

For intermediate capacities the effects are as follows :—For a certain capacity, 

in passing from I. to IIL, the high tones alone are increased in loudness, 

so that there is a rather marked raising of the quality; still on passing from 

II. to IIL. there is rather a lowering of the quality. When the capacity 

is greater, the sharpening effect is much greater, and, on account of contrast 

between high tones and low tones, it is more striking in passing from 

IJ. to III. than in passing from I. to III. When the capacity is still farther 

increased, it becomes difficult to distinguish between IT. and ITI. 

Experiment 8.—These results were much more marked when the primary 

coil was closed through the second coil of the differential telephone. On 

introducing a condenser with this arrangement the sound passed from a 

croak, croak, to a loud sharp tsi, tsa¢.* 

THEORY OF THE FOREGOING EXPERIMENTS. 

Experiment 1.—Denoting by &, &, £ the relative intensities (measured as 

above explained) in arrangements I., II., and III. of a note of frequency oath 

we get easily 
1 

{= (LEN FETS” 
Z 4 

& ~ (L+4N)n?+(R+ 28)?’ 

1 
&= S\2 

L+N)n?-+(R+5) 

Where L and R denote the coefficient of self-induction of the line and sender, 

N and § the self-induction and resistance of either coil of the differential tele- 

phone; the coefficient of mutual induction between the two coils is taken 

to be N. 

It is obvious at once that under all circumstances, for all tones, €&, > 1, in 

fact the effect of passing to III. is the same as if we halved the resistance 
of the receiver. 

* Tt is much to be desired that some of the above observations should be repeated by some one 
with a better ear for pitch than mine. I believe that very close accordance between theory and 
experiment would be brought out. I have not pushed either the theory or the experiments so far as I 

might have done, on account of my comparative obtuseness in the matter of pitch, 
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The following table, calculated for R=6, S=14, L+N=:004, will show the 

dependence of the ratio € : & upon n:— 

n 10° 10° 10’ 108 10° to 

& 2-37 | 2-24 | 1-62 | 113 | 1-01 | 1-00 
al 

The condition for & > &, is 

(2N —L)(2N + L)n?+S?—R?> 0. 

For iz > a , " 

(QN -L)@2N+L)n2—R(R+5)>0. 

These formule explains the results above described. 

The following theory includes experiments 4 to 7 :— 

Fig. 5. 

Let the current strength, resistance, and self-induction of the main and 

neighbouring circuits be «RL, ySN respectively, their coefficient and mutual 

induction M, and let there be a condenser of capacity X in the neighbouring 

circuit. 

Then (LD + R)v+MDy=Asinnt , 

MD*2+(ND?+8D+x)v=0 : 

(a+ BD + yD? +8D9)2= A(x + SD +ND?)sinat , 

(a+ BD+yD?+68D?)y= —AMD?sinnt , 
where 
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If A?€ denote the square of the amplitude of 2 , 

AZ 5 ¥ L+Y , 

then 

if 2 

(x — Nn?) +S82n? 

aE BH Be 
2 (2 oss 

~ (ayn?) + (B— one 

Experiment 4.—Here the neighbouring circuit consists simply of the other 

coil of the differential telephone. From the way the coils are wound, we have 

approximately M=N=L. To get the case where there is no condenser, we 
put X=o. We thus get, denoting by G and &, the values when the neigh- 

bouring circuit is open and closed respectively, 

(a x 3) Le +k 
RE Soles 
e L2n?2 alt R2 

Thus the effect of closing the neighbouring coil through an inductionless resist- 

ance is the same as if we increased the self-induction of the main circuit by the 
: R 

fraction q° 

The intensity of all tones is therefore diminished, and more diminished, the 

less the resistance through which the neighbouring coil is closed. 

The higher tones are much more deadened than the lower, so that the 

quality of the sound is flattened. 

The following table shows the theoretical value of : for different frequen- 
1 

cies. If m be the number of vibrations per second, then »=27m, and we have 

roughly, for R=20, S=15, L=-004 (the units being ohms and earth quadrants). 

Name of , Gi 
Note. mM. n, 

C 66 Lye" 1:03 
b 503 107 Po) 
ri 1592 108 4:5 

ev 5033 10° 5S 

Experiment 5.—If the second coil be closed through a resistance having a 

self-induction N’, then we must put N=N’+L, M=L. The above formule, 
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then, lead us to the conclusion that the deadening effect will be less than it 
would have been on introducing the same resistance without induction if 

2RS? 
N'> PLR +28)’ 

i.¢., taking n?=10'(b’), R=20, S=154+9=24, L=-004, 

N’> ‘0085. 

In the actual experiment N’ was > ‘016. 

Experiment 6.—The measure of intensity here is ¢ If we denote the 

values when the neighbouring telephone coil is open, closed simply, and closed 

through a condenser of capacity X (microfarads) respectively by @, &, ¢,, then 

- ligt 
Oa = 7— 25K 4 1X2? 

il wes 
G=>7? Oe 

where g, 7, s, ¢ are obtained from the formule given for the next experiment 

by puttng M=N, and making c=0. 

For a given frequency - , the capacity for which (,=@ is (besides X =0) 

given by 
x —2.(__ NR +LON—M)n 10% 

0 = 24 2RS)+(LN— Em) 

All the quantities bemg measured in C. G. S. units except X, which is 

measured in microfarads. If X< X), then (>, if X>X,, <G; when 

X—o@, of course G=6G. 

For a given value of ni, ¢; is a maximum for a certain value of X ; if we call 

this value X,,, then eh 
1+9X, 2 = 

The following are the values of X, and X,, for 0’, g’”, e’, and 6", for the case :-— 

L=‘01, R=22, N=-‘004, S=15 (ohms and earth-quads.). 

n X, DS 

b’ 10° Sie ILS 

qi” 108 6°85 2-85 
Al 10° "81 39 

ine iLO" 083 041 

The effect of introducing a capacity is therefore as follows :—Every note 
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is increased as the capacity increases from zero. For a certain capacity the 

increase is at its maximum; for a certain capacity still greater there is neither 

increase nor decrease, for still higher capacities the intensity of the tone is 

diminished. As we go down the scale of frequency, the capacity for which a 

particular note is sensibly increased, and that for which it is most increased, 

increases ; so that the capacity which increases a certain low note most will be 

great enough to diminish a high one practically as much as if the condenser 

were short circuited. This explains the main part at least of the phenomena 

observed. 

Experiment— 

Let €,, &, €& denote the values of €, when the neighbouring coil is open, 

closed simply, and closed through a condenser whose capacity is X microfarads. 

Then— 
_1-2pX4+9Xt? 

(1) &3= DD a 

1 q 
(2) = = 7 & a ’ 

where 

p=am'10" , g=(b+ en?)n210-” ; 

r=d+en?, s= (f+ gn?)n?210-” ,t=(h+ hn? +n!)n210-” 

Where again 
a =—N ; i NR?2 ; 

v=S4% g=L(LN—-M?), 

c= N77, h= has; 

a=K?, k=L?8? + N?R?2+2M?RS , 

Leal Bem /=(LN—M?)?. 

If X, denote the value of X for which €,=, , 

Xy ” ” = & , 

then 
__ 2(pr—s) pe grt 

(3) o— "grt > 0 ~Dgs—pi) 
The values of these functions are as follows :-— 

pr—s=M?Ln'10-”’, 

(4) qr—t= M2? {(2L.N—M?)n?—2RS}n'10-”, 

qs—pt=M? {N(LN—M?)n?—S(LS + 2NR)} 2°10°” 

I take the case where 

L=‘2 (earth-quad.), R=70 (ohms), N=-004 (earth-quad.), S=3 (ohms) 
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In point of fact, the coil with which the experiment was most striking had 

ereater constants than these; but as its constants do not happen to be so 

accurately known to me at present, and as the general features of the experi- 

mental results were the same in both cases, I have taken the case whose 

details I know best. 

It will be seen that the functions in (4) are positive in the case considered 

for values of n* down almost to the lower limit of hearing. Hence, throughout 

the range of audibility, X, and X,’ are positive, and X,’ > X,. 

Now we may write 

oe gat 

= (ep TE 

dé; . : 
so that when X=0, or X=00, = is negative. 

ae 
aXot X—gy,X*; 5 

Hence the values 

Xn= Xo— of Xo(Xo—K) » (<K) , 

Kg Xt nl SRG Ka) 9. Xa) i, 

correspond to minimum and maximum values of &, 

These results contain the whole of the mathematical theory. The following 

table is calculated roughly for the above values of L, N, R, S, and will give a 

clear idea of the progression of the different quantities, as we proceed up or 

down the scale of audible notes. &, 

and 100, microfarads respectively.* 
, &; correspond to capacities of 1, 10, 

.pprox. 

ee g, Ss £3 f", o"; X, xX’, Xe, xX, 

Se nekO? +1 de) 14:6 teil ea 10:9 5217 — — = 

e 106 | 2:2 4:5 2-1 21 15 333 375 250 500 — 

is 107 25 60 25 088 82 32°4 35°6 24°9 46°3 

g” {108 025 062 ‘016 090 063 3°16 3°39 2°51 4:27 

& 109 0025 0062 009 0063 0062 316 339 252 ‘427 

bt 7101) 00025 00062 00068 00062 00062 0316 0339 0252 0427 

g#®§ |104; -000025) -000062) -000062); 000062; -000062 00316 00339 00252 00427 

* To avoid all possibility of misconception, I may repeat that the above table is calculated on the 
supposition that the amplitude of the disturbing electromotive force is independent of 7. 
parison for the present purpose goes by horizontal rows. 

If it be desired to compare vertically, and an approximation to the case of a telephone sender be 
contemplated, then the values of €,, €,, &, &c. must be multiplied by the respective values of n?. 

The com- 

Thus 

the values of €,, become 11, 22, 25, 25, 25, 25, 25, those of &, 15, 45, 60, 62, 62, 62, 62; so that the 
quality (i.e, the ratios of (he iatensibies - the tones of different pitch) saad be ‘little altered by 
telephonic transmission in the two cases, if we except very low notes. 
conclusions of Hatmuourz (Telephon und Klangfarbe, Wied. Ann. N. F. v. p. 448). 

The same remark does not apply to the case where a condenser is introduced, a case not con- 
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This agrees with the general 
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It appears, therefore, that simply closing the neighbouring circuit increases 

all the tones of a composite sound. For very low tones the ratio of increase is 

less than for high tones ; but somewhere above U’ this ratio becomes practically 

constant. Hence, the whole effect will be general increase of intensity with a 

certain amount of sharpening in quality. 

If we introduce a condenser, the result will be as follows :— 

If the capacity be below a certain small quantity, the effect will be nil; if 

above a certain very large quantity, the effect will, as might be expected, be 

the same as if we closed the neighbouring circuit simply. 

If we increase the capacity from the lower limit, the effect on a given tone 

will be as follows:—At first its intensity is diminished, and goes down toa 
minimum; then it increases again, and for a certain capacity is unaltered; on 

still further increasing, the intensity rises to what it would be if the neighbour- 

ing circuit were closed simply; then it reaches a maximum, after which it falls 

off again to the value it has when the neighbouring circuit is closed simply. 

As we descend in the scale of audibility, the critical values of the capacity 

increase (ultimately more rapidly than at first). Hence the effect on a com- 

posite sound of increasing the capacity is to lower the tones most affected. 

Thus for a certain small capacity the low tones are comparatively unaffected, 

or even diminished; while the high tones are reinforced, there is then very 

marked sharpening. For a certain greater capacity the higher tones are all 

increased in the same ratio, while certain low tones are increased in a greater 

ratio; there is then flattening, though it may not be so very apparent in certain 

cases, owing to the diminishing of tones lower still. 

The effect of the condenser is therefore partly (but only partly) analogous to 

that of a resonator which reinforces certain tones to the neglect of others. 

The above theory explains the result obtained by Grant, and, as far as my 

judgment goes, the additional results which I observed in my repetition of his 

experiment in a more striking form. 
The discussion of experiment 8 would introduce nothing new after what has 

already been said, I therefore omit it. 

In conclusion, I should like to mention another cause that may have played 

some part in certain of the above experiments. 

Comparing the electrical oscillations to the vibrations of a gross material 

system, it will be observed that I have been discussing above merely forced 

vibrations; but there are also natural or free vibrations. Let us take the 

simple case of a condenser of capacity X, discharging through a circuit of 

templated of course in Hrtmuortz’s theory. It is one of the points of the above investigation to have 
(I hope) made clear the exact nature of this peculiar class of exceptions to the general statement that the 
telephone does not greatly alter the quality of the transmitted sounds. In connection with this matter 
I may refer to an exceedingly interesting little paper by HAcrenBacu, Wied. Ann. N. F, vi. p. 403. 
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resistance R and self-induction L, as was shown long ago by Sir WiLLiAm 

THomson, the discharge will be oscillatory if RaG =. The variation of the 

current is given by 

e-™ sinnt 

h eS ae where M=s7, M=/TxX—Tp- 

If we take the second coil of the differential telephone in experiment 5, 

R=15 (ohms), L=-004 (earth-quad.), X=-3 microfarad, 

: m 1 (R59R405 m=1-9 x 10°, 5-= 5 /8298°105 

= 4585. 

The frequency therefore corresponds to a note well within the limits of 

hearing, and since — is not very small, a number of oscillations would take 

place before the currents were much damped. A note due to a free oscillation 

of this kind might therefore just have been heard in experiment 5. Of course 

the problem is in reality not quite so simple as the above, owing to the 

influence of the neighbouring coil. An exact solution could easily be given if 

there were experimental data that could be relied on to test it. It is simply a 

matter of the roots of a cubic equation. 

I made a somewhat simpler experiment by alternately charging a microfarad 

by means of three Le Clanché cells, and discharging it through a telephone 

whose self-induction was about ‘004 (earth-quad.). The sound of the discharge 

could be heard very well, whether the resistance of the circuit was 25 ohms or 

10,000; but the character of the sound was very different, according as large or 

small resistances were used. The nature of the difference may be approximated 

to by pronouncing the words pop and pink; the former representing the sound 

with large, the latter that with smali resistances. It would appear, therefore, 

that a certain high note is actually heard when the resistance is small, which 

is absent with large resistances. But this question is one for better musical 

ears than mine, and it is, moreover, an acoustical as well as an electrical 

question; for high notes of the kind are heard on simply tapping the ferrotype 

plate of the telephone with a pencil, so that this note might not be due to an 

electrical oscillation at all, but merely a free vibration of the plate exerted by 

the impulse arising from the magnetic action of the momentary current. 

Since the above was written, I have seen the description of an experiment 

by RéntcEN which bears on this subject, the significance of which he clearly 

points out. The current in the primary of an induction coil was interrupted, 

and the sound observed in a telephone inserted in the secondary with or 
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without a condenser. The result was much like that described above. 

“ Nature,” xvu. p. 164. 

Lord Ray eicH has, I believe, made a similar observation on the thud, 

which is heard (without a telephone) when the primary is broken. He found 

its pitch to vary with the capacity of the condenser introduced into the 

secondary. 

The following list of memoirs on subjects related to the contents of the 

above paper may be of some use to English readers. I know some of them 
only through abstracts in WIEDEMANN’s Beiblitter ; but, so far as I am aware, 

there is not sufficient community between the results of any of them with the 

above to call for special mention, although there are of necessity points of 

contact. 

Dv Bots Reymonp, Archiv. f. Physiol., 1877. 
Hetmuotrz, Wied, Ann., N. F. v. p. 448 (1877). 
F. Weser, Abs. Wied. Beibl. iii. p. 291 (1878). 

Lorenz, Wied. Ann, N.F. vii. p. 166 (1879). 
NIEMOLLER, Wied. Ann. N.F. viii. p. 656 (1879). 

Aron, Wied. Ann. N.F. vi. p. 403 (1879). 

Hacensacu, Ibid. p. 407. 

Wiet.ispacu, Abs. Wied. Beibl. iii. p. 650 (1879). 
Hueues, Phil. Mag. vol. viii. p. 50 (1879). 

Lopeg, Phil. Mag. vol. ix. p. 123 (1880). 

Grant, Phil. Mag. vol. ix. p. 352 (1880). 
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PuatE, No. XV, representing the above numerical tables, graphically. 

On the 26th of last month the full year appointed by Government Contract 

for the testing of the new Rock-Thermometers having expired, and they having 

approved themselves at all points, been accepted, and set fairly afloat on a new 

course of observation,—I hasten to announce the event to the Royal Society, 

Edinburgh, who have long had a lively interest both in these instruments and 

in the problems they have been employed upon. 

Those new thermometers, viz., four more or less gigantic and deeply sunk 

in the rock, supplemented by two smaller ones for surface and air temperatures, 

are almost exact counterparts of the former magnificent set, which was so wil- 

fully and calamitously destroyed by a Portuguese madman early one September 

morning in 1876, after having been continuously recorded at the Royal Obser- 

vatory, Edinburgh, ever since 1837. 

Now those earlier thermometers were constructed at that date by Messrs 

Avie & Son of this city, at the expense of the British Association for the 

Advancement of Science, but according to the plans of Professor JAMEs Darp 

VOL. XXIX. PART II. 7 Q 
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Forbes of the Edinburgh University ; and if there was any one thing in Nature 

or Art which that eminent Natural Philosopher understood more intimately 

than another, it was the making of observations upon heat. Every one there- 

fore of that day was perfectly satisfied with his being the sole scientist to give 

the design, and in the then resident member of the Abie firm, viz. Mr JoHn 

Ani, being the mechanical artist to execute it. 

But when, after the lapse of forty years, our calamity of 1876 occurred, and 

leave was after a while, or in 1877, granted by Government to get a new set of 

this species of thermometer made,—both Jamrs Davip Forses and the humbler 

Joun ADIE had long since passed away, and no one had applied meanwhile for 

any more of such colossal instruments. The still continuing firm however of 

AviE & Son bravely undertook the new order ; Mr Ricuarp ADIE occasionally 

came here from his establishment in Liverpool, and I am breaking no con- 

fidences, and doing that firm more good than harm in saying further,—that they 

have now in Edinburgh as foreman, one who, still young and rising, has been 

found equal to the occasion ; who entered into the work with a fine enthusiasm, 

and continued either to perform, or immediately superintend every part of it, 

up to its successful termination,—this person being Mr Toomas WEDDERBURN. 

Now it is said to be a general law of human nature, that the very same 

works or events are intuitively described by different men according to their 

own several parts and responsibilities therein. Wherefore, to obtain a good 

account of the real making of these long thermometers (the longest of them 

several feet longer in the stem than the hall of this Society is high), it was my 

duty, not to try to write the account myself, but to go to the practical artist in 

the matter, viz., Mr WEpDERBURN, and ask him for his account of his own 

doings. 

Accordingly at the end of this paper I have to thank him for enabling me to 

give, after a copy of the contract, and then some comprehensive remarks by Mr 

RicHarD ADIE,—his own, Mr WEDDERBURN’S, account of how every thing was 

done, from the first clearing out of the old bore-hole 3 to 5 inches in diameter 

and 26°5 feet deep in the solid porphyry rock of the Calton Hill, to the final 

placing of the new set of thermometers therein, after two winters of anxious, 

careful testing of the zero points and deciding on the scales. 

All that, together with many naive and very much to the purpose remarks 

on the several practical processes that had to be gone through, should be 

read, when printed, in Mr WeEppERBURN’s own words, which are authorita- 

tive there. But now when his work is over, and the thermometers are in 

regular course of observation at the Royal Observatory, a new class of ques- 

tioners may arise, demanding to be told what it is all for? and why would 

not smaller and cheaper thermometers have answered as well? In which case 

it is I who have to come to the front and try to explain. 
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And yet, in the first portion of my reply, it is not merely I that speak, but 

far more the spirit of that grand scientist of Scotland in the last generation,— 

JAMES Davip Forses. He, in his deep and earnest studies of nature, 

desired to obtain numerical expressions for certain Natural Philosophy 

constants ; such as, given the summer heat, the winter cold, and the daily 

variations on the surface of the ground, together with the physical rock 

below,—at what rate do those temperatures and variations of the same 

travel downwards towards the centre; the results being required accurate to 

the hundredth of a degree Fahr., and a fraction of a day as to time. 

The only mode of correctly ascertaining these data free from very large 

and possibly ruinous disturbances, was then well considered to be, the having 

thermometers large enough to allow of their bulbs being set in the heart of 

the rock, at every required depth, viz. 3, 6, 12, even 24 feet, while their scales 

were on the surface of the ground. 

The necessary expense was therefore most willingly incurred, though in 

the economical days of forty and more years ago; together with the labour of 

observing for many seasons. Not only too the Observatory set of thermo- 

meters, but two other sets like it, one at the Craigleith Quarry, and the other 

at the then Experimental Gardens. And these measures proved successful ; 

for the problem was at length solved by them; in a manner and with a 

completeness too, not only to satisfy Professor Forses himself,—after whose 

passing over a scieutific field, there was little enough left for any one else to 

glean—but to well content the Royal Society, Edinburgh, also. For the 

Society printed the Professor’s noble Memoir on the subject in their 

Transactions for 1845-46 (Vol. X VI.), and crowned it with a prize. 

Soon after the above clenching event, the other two sets of thermometers 

were reported broken ; and the question then came before me, in my official 

capacity at the Royal Observatory,— what shall be done with the one 

remaining set of rock thermometers there ? 

After consulting with Mr ALEXANDER WALLACE, the Assistant-Astronomer, 

who had carried out, under my predecessor, THomMAs HENDERSON’S, supervision, 

all the previous observations for Professor Forses from the first,—I decided 

that they should continue to be observed; largely because I believed them to 

be the best set of rock-thermometers in the world, and also because there is 

still an immense deal connected with the temperature of man’s planetary abode, 

which he has not mastered yet. So the observations were continued without a 

break, and before long another practical use did appear for them ;—thus,— 

The Transit Instrument in the Royal Observatory, Edinburgh, had been 

known to my predecessor to be affected with an annual fluctuation of level 

from East to West, nearly in accordance with the readings of a small thermo- 

meter under the floor of the building ; and there was a belief in the community 
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at large, that that level effect was produced by the afternoon Sun shining on, 

and expanding, the rocky western side of the Calton Hill. Wherefore also, 
said various wise men, “ the rock foundation of the Edinburgh Observatory is 

just about the worst sort of foundation that could possibly have been selected 

for an accurate, meridian, Astronomical Observatory.” 

But on examining the dates and configurations of the curve representing 

each annual progress of the level fluctuations, and comparing them with the 

similar points of the annual temperature curves of the several rock Thermo- 

meters,—I was presently able to demonstrate, that what particular thing or 

matter the heat was acting on to disturb the instrument’s level,—so far from 

being any rock-surface, more than 200, or even only 20, feet off, must be 

within less than 5 feet from the instrument itself. And it has been experi- 

mentally proved since then to depend on the abnormal expansion of the 

mountings of the instrument within its own chamber. While the grand 

porphyry rock of the Calton Hill has at the same time been shown to be fully 

worthy of supporting a much grander and more celebrated Observatory than 

has yet been erected upon it. 

Again, in following years, these rock thermometer observations were 

discussed by Sir WILLIAM THOMSON, and by aid of his suggestive philosophy and 

powerful analysis made to indicate the beginnings of some vast and soul- 

elevating results; such as 

First, the amount of the Earth’s central heat which is still year by year 

escaping through the surface and radiating into space ; and 

Second, setting forth something as to the age of that heat; or the time 

which has elapsed since the whole earth was of a life-forbidding, because light- 

emitting, temperature. Of these high reasonings the Society has already heard 

at various times from that eminent philosopher, and it is hoped will further 
hear from him directly again and again. 

More than thirty years had thus passed by. Our stock of observed 

temperature facts of the Calton Hill was always growing, simply because we 

were an Observatory, and not any other kind of institution, however estimable ; 

and presently a third supplementary useful purpose appeared, quite different 

from any of the former, and fraught with practical applications for the future, 

of no ordinary kind. 

What is so important to both the business and pleasures, the life and the 

glories of this country of ours, as the seasons of summer and winter ; and who 

does not know their intimate dependence on the physical nature of the Sun, 

combined with the grandly ordered angle of the Obliquity of the Ecliptic, the 

rotation of the Earth on its axis, and the whole globe’s envelopment in a most 

composite atmosphere, of permanent gases and watery vapour! But then again 

who does not also know, by even terrific personal experience, that there are 
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occasionally summers in this country avd summers; winters also and winters ; 

though why or wherefore, is still a scientific mystery. 

Taking up then that particular subject, in 1869, by means of our accumu- 

lated years of observation of the rock-thermometers, I tried a simple method 

of eliminating the effects of the ordinary seasons; and then examined closely 

the residual quantities. They might of course be expected to indicate some 

variations with time; and the one all important question for the hopes of 

science was, would it be regular, or irregular ? 

Great therefore was my joy when the result said immediately, for all the 

larger variations, REGULAR! Regular even to a surprising degree, for this was 

the order that came out ;—Every eleven years nearly (and this three times 

over in succession during the limits of our observations, so that there could be 

no mistake about it), a wave of heat had struck the earth’s surface from with- 

out (not from within, as proved by the dates being later and later according to the 

depth of each thermometer) ; and between those most signal eleven year heat 

epochs, there was no other hot wave of a supra-annual order, which could 

compare with what occurred then, for either size or intensity.* Their dates 

were 1846, 1857 and 1868. 

That was the first law of occurrence deduced by the inquiry; and the 

second, approaching to something like a cause, was—that each of those dates 

was found to mark the beginning, the well commenced beginning too, of 

precisely the most intense period of a well-known cyclical habitude of Solar 

activity ;—acting doubtless, both by its increased heat and other radiant 

emanations, though chiefly observable to man by an accompanying optical 

phenomenon, “the Sun-spots.”t And, after that was settled, then came the 

third law of occurrence, viz. that close on either side of the heat wave, or 

more exactly 1:7 year therefrom, came a specially cold trough. Sometimes the 

preceding, Sometimes the following of these cold waves was the severer of the 

two ; but the curious rule of two was always kept up at every successive 

cycle ; and for reasons most probably of terrestrial physics which are exceed- 

ingly interesting, but too long, and far from our subject, to be entered on here. 

Practically confident then that this new mode of treating the accumulated 

observations of our rock thermometers, had helped me to a most important 

* These epochal waves of heat may apparently come to a head at any time in the course of a 
year; but are never so powerful as to destroy altogether the ordinary summer or winter. If therefore 

one, of any cycle, occur just at mid-winter, it merely makes it an unusually mild winter; not a season 

as hot as, or hotter than, an ordinary summer. 

+ These Sun-spots have been proved, by Professor Lanatey and others, to have no power in 

themselves to produce any notable alteration in the quantity of the Sun’s radiant heat practically felt 

by the earth and its atmosphere ; but bear about the same relation to it, that the cinders dropping into 

the ash-pit of a steam engine’s fire-place, do to the amount of mechanical work being performed by the 
engine at the moment; and if the engine itself is not observable by us, it is well to note and reason 

on the number and size of the red-hot cinders, and the rate at which they fall. 
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beginning of a higher Meteorology,—I sent up, in March 1870, a full account 

of the affair, with a copy of all the original observations for thirty-three years to 

the Royal Society, London. Unfortunately that learned Society had not then 

begun to perceive the bearing of Solar physics on variations of terrestrial 

climate, as, through a Committee, it is now professing to do, and is correspond- 

ing about with H.M. Government: so, in their then state of knowledge, they 

summarily extinguished my paper, and buried it out of sight. 

But no matter! For was I not freed thereby to print some of the 

originals of the Manuscripts, which I had fortunately preserved, in the next 

issuing volume of the Edinburgh Astronomical Observations, the thirteenth of 

the series, early in 1872? Of course I was ; and [also took that occasion to go 

further, and announce (see Appendix 4 to this paper), that the next very cold 

period would not take place until 1878°8,—~7.¢., near the end of the year 1878— 

and that the next bot period would occur in 1880! Making thus two distinct 

statements for critical and opposite kinds of weather in this country, and to 

an unheard of distance of time beforehand, to have any ordinary chance of 

success. | 

But having been permitted to live and publish that most crucial, double- 

headed conclusion in 1872, alas! that I had not died thereupon, and simply 

left those numbers behind me, pure, untouched and in all their integrity. For 
then, when those two dates, predicted so many years beforehand by one who 

was no longer in the way of troubling, no longer in rivalry with any one, 

should have come round,—and been found by a new race of scientists to be so 

remarkably close to the subsequently observed leading features of meteorology 

which followed,—better men than I would have rushed into the subject in 

crowds, and a whole new science might have been born in a day. 

But it was ordered that I should not die then and there ; but should live 

on; and after five years, stumble, and spoil everything by one unhappy slip ; 

for this is the dismal version of what ensued. 

Our hopes of future confirmations had been growing continually more 

precise with every additional year,—when suddenly, in the autumn of 1876, 

befell us that ever regretable calamity, of the mad-man climbing in the dawn of 

early morning over the dilapidated Observatory boundary wall, and smashing 

our staff of strength, the whole of our rock thermometers. After that loss, 

I knew no more of the march of earth-temperature, than any one else in the 

community ; and in my ignorance was blown hither and thither by vague sur- 

mises. So that when in 1877, one continental scientist announced that the 

then, and still the last, Sun-spot minimum occured in 1876°8, and another said 

1877°5,—I was wise enough to recoil from the former, but stupid enough to 

believe the latter, and act accordingly. For that latter date being a year earlier 

than what, in 1872, I had hypothetically taken for the next Solar-spot minimum, 
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—I felt obliged, when republishing on the matter in our volume XIV. in 
1877, to say,—that both the coming cold, and the coming hot, seasons before 

alluded to, would each of them arrive a year earlier than previously stated. 

Fatal mistake! For when the thus erroneously amended date for the then 

approaching cold season, or the winter of 1877 and 1878 arrived, and was not 

a cold one; and the similarly amended date 1879 for the following warm 

season, and was not warm ;—how instant every one was then to cry out 

against the error, to be scandalized at it, and to point the finger of scorn, not 

only at me, which would have been excusable enough, but at the whole sub- 

ject of Solar physics, and at the Royal Observatory on the Calton Hill too! 

One prominent patron of Science had even gone so far as to say :—“ There 

is no evidence to show, that there is any more connection between Sun-spots 

and famines, than there is between comets and wars, or planets and the death 

of kings.” 

That was darkness indeed,* and looked then as if it was going on to 

* In Mr Grorce F. Cuampers’ “ Handbook of Astronomy,” 3d edition (Clarendon Press, Oxford), 
there is an immense amount of well-collected, useful information, in the course of the first chapter, on 

the Sun-spots and their influence, first on the magnetism, and then on the Auroras of the weather of 

the earth, as determined by a positive crowd of fiyst-rate and honourable observers, mathematicians, 
astronomers, and physicists. 

Closely following on M. Scuwase’s announcing the periodicity of Sun-spots, there were published 
in 1850 to 1852 a series of almost simultaneous but independent discoveries and demonstrations by 
Professors Lamont of Munich, Gautier of Geneva, Wotr of Zurich, and General Sanrne of London, 

of the close connection between Sun-spots and the earth’s changes of magnetism, so that, not only were 
the periods the same in the whole, but the maxima and minima were conformable also. While still 
more pointedly, when in 1859, a terrestrial magnetic storm of unprecedented magnitude occurred from 

August 28 to September 7, it was shown by Professor Batrour Stewart (“ Philosophical Transactions,” 
1861, p. 423), that this was synonymous with the period of maximum activity of one of the largest 

Sun-spots ever observed. (See a Physical Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism, by J. E. H. Gorpon, 
B.A., 1880, vol. i. p. 197.) 

Whereupon Mr Cuampers quotes the shrewd and far-seeing Manchester scientist, Mr BaxEnpELL, 

as considering,—“ That diversities of solar activity are to be regarded as causing changes in the 

magnetic condition of the Earth, and so producing changes in the directions and velocities of the great 

currents of the atmosphere, and in the distribution of barometric pressure, temperature, and rainfall.” 

And he expressly lays down further on, that “the future progress of meteorology must depend, to a 
much greater extent than has generally been supposed, upon the knowledge we may obtain of the 
nature and extent of the changes which are constantly taking place on the surface of the Sun.” 

Mr Cuampers quotes also Professor Batrour Stewart for proving that a bond of connection 

exists between Sun-spots and these three terrestrial features—magnetic declination, ‘earth currents,” 
and Aurora; also Professor Loomis of America, as having well remarked through long periods, the 

connection between Sun-spots, magnetic declination and Aurora, and given an effective map of them. 
Also M. Pory, for the connection of tropical storms with the maxima of Sun-spots through more 

than a century. 

Also Mr Exvirs of Canada, for connection between Cycles of Sun-spots and rainfall frequency. 

Also the Oxford Observatory, for connection between Sun-spots and the mean direction of the 

wind ; the westerly element increasing with the amount of spots. 
Also Mr Stone, at the time Astronomer Royal at the Cape of Good Hope, and equally M. Ant 

of Cincinnati, but then discussing Munich observations ; for they were each led to a connection between 

Sun-spots and terrestrial temperature. 
Again, since the date of 1872, Mr Norman Looxyer, F.R.S., Dr W. W. Hunter (Statistician 
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dominate every one and every thing. But meanwhile a most ‘unexpected ray of 

light had beamed upon us here in Edinburgh. Urged to it, as Iam happy 

now to confess by my Wife, and having had all along some suspicion of those 

foreign accelerated dates for the Sun-spot minimum, | took to observing 

Sun-spots myself. Only in a rough way and at home; but it was enough! 

For I soon found that the minimum had by no means taken place in 1877°5 ; 

but was delayed until 1879 was begun. And not indeed until 1879°8 was 

there any very decided manifestation of the Solar forces of a new Cycle in 

strenuous action. But at that date one morning, something so signal was wit- 

nessed in the Sun, that I wrote of it the same day to “ Nature,” under the title 

of “Sun-spots in earnest ;” and five months after that, on the strength of a 

certain night observation, wrote of “The Aurora at last.” Since the publi- 

cation too, I have been doubly confirmed as to the Sun-spots from the Royal 

Observatory, Greenwich ; first by the chief Assistant Mr Curistiz, writing to 

“ Nature” after seeing my Sun-spot letter there, and detailing similar observa- 

tions at Greenwich; and second, by the Astronomer Royal, Sir G. B. Arry, in 

his late annual Report, expressly giving the same dates, viz., the beginning of 

1879 for the epoch of the minimum of Sun-spots, and October 1879 as a Jater 

date from which period onwards and ever since, the display of spots has been 

large and generally increasing. The return of the Aurora was also confirmed, 

first by a disturbance of the magnets at Greenwich on the same night,* and 

then after a while by a Canadian observer (Colonel BuLGER) announcing that 

after a long barren interval an Aurora had at last appeared there, on the same 

evening that I had observed it in Edinburgh, and so like it in character that my 

description in “ Nature,” of the Edinburgh phenomenon would have served for 

the Canadian one as well. And now a Scandinavian Professor,t at Bergen 

in Norway, is advertising in “ Nature” (No. 567, vol. xxii. for July 1, 1880) for 

Auroral observers ; because in the next few years he expects Auroras to be so 

much more numerous and intense than they have been for years past. 

General for India), Mr Mernprum of Mauritius Observatory, Professor Stantey Jevons of London 
University, and Professor Dovenas AronrBaLD have written so much both separately and combinedly 

on Sun-spots, Indian rainfalls, and Indian famines, ship assurances in the Tropics, and commercial 

panics, and become so widely approved therein, that I need only allude to them here by name. 

Though it has not been sufficiently brought out yet that Dr W. W. Hunver received, apparently, his 

earliest ideas on the subject somewhere in 1875, from Mr N. Poeson, Government Astronomer at 

Madras, who was then in rather low spirits because he was expecting a famine in the next year; and 

expressly, as he particularly explained, on account of the approach of the period of a minimum of 

Sun-spots; which famine did take place, and with all the disastrous consequences to life in India, 

and purse in Great Britain, which the daily papers have chronicled since, but Mr Pogson saw feelingly 
so long beforehand. 

* The disturbance of the Earth’s Magnetism appears to have been noticed the same night at 
Vienna and also at Lisbon; see ‘‘ Nature,” p. 220, No. 558, vol. xxii. or for July 8, 1880, 

+ Sopuus Tromuoxt, Professor of Mathematics. 

{ Some of these were closer than he was aware of, for on August 11 and 12, summer season 

though it was, the most magnificent of coloured Auroras were witnessed over a large part of England 
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~ So with 1879-0, now sur-abundantly proved to be the real date of that 

typical solar phenomenon, the last minimum of Sun-spots—which serves so 

usefully on this inquiry as a finger-post, or mile-stone of Solar physical energy, 

—TI applied on to that, as an absolute date, our thermometrical differences as 

before ; and behold, the result was almost perfect! For the very acme of the 

cold season came out just as it was experienced by every one in the end of 

1878 and beginning of 1879. And the following warm season is now upon us, 

increasing from day to day, exactly as the whole series of rock-thermometer 

observations long ago taught us, it ought to do at this time. 

Hence we may most certainly accept,—that if that admirable book of 

scientific predictions, the Government’s Nautical Almanac (which publishes 

four years beforehand several thousand minute particulars of the coming 

places of Sun, Moon and Stars), had only been enabled, by high learning and 

physical knowledge, to add thereto in 1876, the true date of the then impend- 

ing minimum of Solar-spots,—the cold season of 1878 and 9,—which the country 

had already been preliminarily and approximately warned about by me in 1872, 

—would have been most exactly spotted in 1877, or a full year and a half 

before it began. In which case Agricultural Science would doubtless have 

bent itself to a new task; and, elaborating some variation of farming for 

1879, suitable to a cold and wet year, might have saved no small portion of 

the hundred and fifty millions of pounds sterling which are said to have been 

lost in that year throughout Great Britain; and largely because the character 

of the season was generally unexpected, and therefore totally unprepared for. 

This then is the last of several insights into Nature, which the first set of 

rock-thermometers, by their forty years of observation, have just brought us in 

view,—not put us altogether into possession, of. For there remain many 

smaller variations of the cyclical quantities to be explained. And in order to 

give a clearer idea of both what has already been accomplished, and what 

remains to be done, I have, with obliging assistance from Mr Bucuan, who 

is Scottish Meteorology personified, and with help from the two assistant 

Astronomers on the Calton Hill, prepared a collection of various observations 

from 1821 to 1880, in Appendix 5; inclusive of course of our own rock ther- 

mometer results in a condensed shape ; and also such Sun-spot dates as I have | 

been able to gather ; those of the immortal discoverer of their periodicity, M. 

ScHWABE, being always preferred wherever they exist, viz., 1826 to 1868. 

A large Plate, No. XV., further represents these quantities graphically; and 

the whole, should it be approved and advocated by this Royal Society, may 

perhaps strengthen the hands of Government in doing for Sun-spots and Solar 

and Scotland, accompanied by the most violent magnetic storm that had been felt for many years 

(see “ Nature,” p. 361, No. 564, vol. 12; Aug. 19, 1880) ; while the Mean Temperature of that month 

turned out higher than for any August (that of 1857 excepted) chronicled by the Meteorological Society 
of Scotland, September too followed, with the same temperature characteristic—P, S., Oct. 1880. 

VOL. XXIX. PART II, ore 
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physics generally, what they have done with universal commendation, for the 
Moon during two centuries ; viz., kept a Royal Observatory continually observ- 

ing it, until at last the said Observatory is able, now very nearly, to predict the 

Lunar places for future years from its own observations, and with all the 

extreme accuracy demanded by the advanced national requirements of the 

present time. 

APPENDIX 

No. I. 

(Contract for the New Rock Thermometers.) 

Estimate by ALEx. ApIE & Son, 50 Princes Street, Edinburgh, for Underground and Standard 

Thermometers to be placed at the Royal Observatory, Edinburgh. 

6th February 1877. 

Six thermometers of the following lengths, including the scales above 

ground:—One 23 feet, one 13 feet, one 6 feet, one 4 feet, one 2 feet, one 1 foot, 

to hang in air-box. These thermometers to have gun-metal scales, with a strip 

of platina half-an-inch wide inlaid in the gun metal to receive the graduations 

and resist oxidation. The bulbs of four of the above thermometers to be cased 

in copper cylinders, and packed therein with fine clay. Iodine to be used for 

colouring the alcohol. The thermometers to be carefully compared weekly and 

daily, with three mercury standards to be, as below, from the time of being 

made until insertion, that is while the temperature permits this being done, . £140 0 O 

The three necessary mercurial standard thermometers above alluded to, 

to be prepared with all necessary attention to high scientific accuracy, finished 

with scales like the first six, to be 16 inches long, and to range from 30° 

to 220°. . : : : : : 2 : 5 . 18" U0 

A pine wood box with luffer-boards, made for free ventilation, fastened to 

the rock with copper fastenings, the door to have a brass lock and hinges; also 

one pine wood box to fit outside the above, to be 7 inches free all round, and to 

be fastened to the rock with copper bolts, the door locked with a brass lock. 

The doors of these two boxes to open outwards only, . : ; : 17,050 

Preparing well of rock in Royal Observatory grounds to receive thermo- 

meters, and filling same after insertion of the thermometers with fine clay, . 21 10, 40 

£196 10 0 

Total amount, One hundred and ninety-six pounds ten shillings, The whole of the 

work to be performed to the satisfaction and approval of the Astronomer Royal for Scotland, 

who is to have the power to vary the specified length of the long thermometers to the extent 

of 30 inches each. All the above work to be maintained in good condition by our firm for the 

space of twelve months. 
(Signed) ALEX, ADIE & Son. 

* The lengths for the five principal thermometers as eventually constructed were, from the surface of the ground 
down to the centre of each bulb, 4/=250 British inches ; ?=125; t?=50; 44=25; 1®=1; while above the surface of the 

ground every thermometer had 30 inches additional of scale length. 
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No; TE 

Supplied by R. Apiz, Esq. 

The Earth Thermometers in the Observatory Grounds, Calton Hill. 

In the XIth volume of the Astronomical Observations made at the Royal Observatory 

1849-54, there is, pp. 225-279, an account of the earth thermometers, with observations from 

1837-54. This paper contains all the information in detail in regard to structure, and correc- 

tion for surface temperatures on the stems of the long tubes. What is there stated applies 

to the thermometers inserted by us on 18th June 1879, in the bore of the rock occupied by 

the first set. 

An accident destroyed the thermometers of 1837; to replace them it was necessary to 

clear the broken stems of the old tubes out of the bore. In doing so, we found the clay placed 

on the surface to have changed, through 42 years’ exposure to rain, into a piece of hard rock, 

which held the glass tubes of the thermometer stems very firmly. After removing the stone 

containing the stems of the tubes, the sand and clay for a depth of six inches was partially 

indurated, when we reached the sand in the state that it had been inserted. 

When the bore had been cleared of the old sand, we found that when empty it acted as 

a perpendicular drain, receiving water from the fissures in the rock which quickly passed away 

with dry weather. 

In the new set of the thermometers, clay on the top of the sand has not been used, as we 

consider it unsafe to bind the tubes therewith; one of the 1837 set having been broken in a 

frosty morning when so bound. The scales of the new set of thermometers are platina, and 

fastened to their respective tubes with platina wire. 

(Signed) Aex. Avie & Son, 37 Hanover Street, 

Sth January 1580. 

No. III. 

Account of the Making and Placing of the New (1877-79) Rock Thermometers at the Royal 

Observatory, Edinburgh, by THoMAS WEDDERBURN, Foreman of the Firm of Apiz & Sons, 

Opticians, Edinburgh. 

On our receiving the order from Professor Prazzi Smytu for the reconstruction of the 

destroyed earth or rock thermometers, it was considered that, in the first place, the hole that 

they were sunk in should be cleared out, and on our clearing off the surface mould we found a 

hard compact substance instead of a “puddle clay” as mentioned in the Observatory Transac- 

tions. The sections of the tubes now being seen, we then found the substance to be about 6 

inches thick in the hard state, and then gradually softening for other 3 inches until it came in 

contact with the sand that filled the hole. As it was wanted to be ascertained if the portions 

of the thermometers underground were the same in construction as what the new thermometers 

were to be, we proceeded to remove the hard mass, with the sections of the tubes, and then the 

sand, until we got down to the 3 feet thermometer bulb, which we removed; then to the 6 feet 

bulb, which was also removed; but on reaching down to the 12 feet bulb it was found to be 

firmly fastened to the side of the hole by the rust of its tin case, so that we had to give up 

hopes of bringing it to the surface. We then proceeded in a rough and ready way, by means 

of a 30 feet pole with 3 feet of 2 inch brass tube attached to it, to remove the rest of the 

contents of the hole, which was found to be 264 feet deep, the opening at surface, 53 to 5 inches: 
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in diameter; the first 12 feet of it was much the same, after which it closes to a hole of about 

3 inches diameter for the remainder of the depth. We may state here that we found some 

obstruction in removing the sand from a copper wire about the 20th of an inch in diameter. 

There having been no evidence of it when opening out the hole, we could only bring it up 

in small portions. On showing these to Professor ALEx. 8. HerscHEeL of Newcastle-on-Tyne, 

he thought them to have been portions of a thermal pile (though no written note of such a 

thing has been found), and from the length of wire brought up it must have reached the 

bottom of the hole. 

In proceeding with the construction of the new thermometers, we had carefully retained 

portions of each tube for the size of bore, and having applied to Mr Forp, of the South Back 

of Canongate, for these extra long tubes, we had them drawn on the 14th of August 1877. 

The first five tubes of 40 feet did not come up to what was expected of them, though for the 

shorter thermometers there were pieces of them that answered. It was then proposed to draw 

tubes of a 100 feet, instead of carrying on the drawing of the 40 feet lengths. Ona 100 feet 

tube being drawn, it was found on careful examination to answer the purpose, 30 feet of it 

being cut from the centre. For the scale tubes we had eighteen drawn of 3 feet each, and after 

carefully callipering them, we found them sufficient to answer the purpose. After the tubes 

were drawn they were laid in their “ gutters,” which were made of 26-inch deals, set at right 

angles, with pieces of cork 3 feet apart for the tubes to rest on, where they remained until 

their insertion in the Royal Observatory grounds. In the drawing of the bulbs of the 

thermometers, we had carefully prepared sketches of each size, so that there was no trouble 

in working them, and we may mention that they were annealed, the glass of them being as near 

as possible the 20th of an inch in thickness. 

In the making of the thermometers our first care was to find if we had got the bulbs of 

the right size, which we did by fixing a piece of the scale tube to each bulb, and then filling 

them with spirit, and testing them in the usual way with the standard, when they were all 

found to be correct for each range of bulb. We then attached each bulb to its own tube, and 

in the shorter thermometers filled them with the spirit in the usual way. With the 12 and 

24 feet tubes we turned the bulb ends uppermost, and poured the spirit in through a small 

filler made of inch glass tube drawn to a fine point, until the bulb was nearly filled. The 

points of the bulbs were then sealed, and the thermometer reversed, and a small portion of 

spirit placed in the expansion bulb at top. Then warm water was applied to the bulb to 

expand the spirit and expel the remaining air; the air passing through the spirit in the 

expansion bulb, and allowing it to descend; when after a few applications of heat and 

cold, we had the satisfaction of seeing them filled. 

Our next care was to regulate them, which was done in a tub of cold water, with the three 

standard thermometers made for the purpose, and having fixed the points as near as possible, we 

then had temporary scales of boxwood made and attached to each. They were then removed to 

Professor P1azzi Smytu’s house, at 15 Royal Terrace, for comparison with the three standards, 

In the work of comparing the thermometers, the bulbs were placed in a tub of water, so that 

they were always covered; the temperature of the water being carefully noted, as well as of 

the atmosphere, each time a reading was taken with the three standards, The readings through 

the winter of 1877 and 1878 were but few, from the mildness of the season and the thermo- 

meters being inside the house. Wherefore, to make more certain of the following winter season, 

the thermometers were removed to the outside of the house, where the final readings were got 

in the spring of 1879. 

The three standard thermometers with which the comparisons of the long thermometers 
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were made are a set that were made in 1867, of very fine tubes, the callipering being almost 
perfect. The points were taken in 1877, when these thermometers were finished; the scales 
of them being of gun metal inlaid with a strip of platina, on which the dividing is done. 
There is also a strong bar of gun metal on the sides of the scales to prevent their bending, 
owing to the unequal expansion of the two metals. 

The final work of placing the thermometers in the hole was done on the 26th of June 

1879. They were removed that morning from the Royal Terrace house to the Royal 

Observatory, where the copper cases were placed on the bulbs, and filled with plaster of Paris. 
In the bottom of each copper case there is a layer of cork, varying in thickness from 3 inches 
downward, cupped to receive the bottom of each bulb; the points of the bulbs being about an 
inch from the bottom of each case. 

The placing of the 250 inch thermometer in the hole was done by having a cross spar at 
the top, having four pulleys, two of the pulleys being close to the tube, and the other two being 
12 inches apart, over which was carried on each side a cord, the one cord being attached to the 

top of the tube, and the other to the copper case. The cord was then passed one on each side 
of the two outside pulleys, and made of sufficient length to reach the ground, when the case 
with the thermometer was placed erect. There was then placed a 3 lb. weight on each side, 
the effect being that when the case with the thermometer was placed against the triangle, and 
the thermometer freed of its tyings, it passed down of its own weight. Fine fresh water sand, 

specially procured for this purpose from an excavation in the Easter Road, was filled in for the 

125 inch, which was passed down by hand, the others being done in the same way. On the 

following day the scales of platina were wired on, and the two wooden cases, or little houses 

for protection from the weather, fastened down with gun-metal bolts. 

THOMAS WEDDERBURN, 

Foreman of Adie & Son. 

PS. (1).—The following articles were taken from the hole :— 

The hard block with the sections of the tubes, the 3-feet bulb with its tin case, the 6-feet 

bulb with its tin case, the remains of the 12-feet bulb tin case, the portions of copper wire, a 

sample of the sand used in filling up the hole, a piece of the supposed thermal-pile wire perfect, 

taken from the transit-house pipe that was supposed to have been once in connection with the 

hole, and is within 3 feet of its mouth. Of this arrangement no records are known to exist; 

and from 1845, downwards, the piece of lead pipe with a short length of the copper wire 

wrapped in cere-cloth, to insulate them, and struck through the east wall of old-transit house, had 

been considered the relics of some experiments once carried on by Professor J. D. ForBEs, but 

not described, or subsequently cared for, by him. TS We 

P.S. (2).—The attachment of the big bulb to its long tube was done in the usual way by 

sealing up the tube at one end, and blowing a small oval bulb, and cutting away the half of 

it, the same being done with the stem of the big bulb, and then the two half bulbs on the 

tubes and stem being melted together by a Bunsen flame. se ' 

ING: “EV: 

The Cyclical Seasons predicted in 1872. 

Extracts from pp. R 105, R 106 of the XI1Ith Vol. of the Edinburgh Astronomical Obser- 

vations, published in the beginning of 1872, (Subsequent additions in parenthesis, thus). 

“ How intimately the well-being of the poor generally, as well as of the agricultural classes 
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depends on those characteristics of weather (viz. cyclical returns at several, or many years’ 

interval), which no scientific Society can at present foretell, and no Ministry prevent in their 

destructive effects to the national revenue when they do come” (has been proved in the 

famine history of the past, and may be repeated in the future, for we find as follows in the 

Edinburgh rock thermometers)— 

“1, The most striking and positive feature of the whole series of observations” (viz. of 

the Rock Thermometers at the Royal Observatory, Edinburgh) “is the great heat wave, which 

occurs every eleven years and a fraction, and nearly coincidently with the beginning of the 

increase of each sun-spot cycle of the same eleven year duration. The last observed occurrences 

of such heat wave, which is very short lived and of a totally different shape from the sun-spot 

curve, were in 18348, 1846°4, 1857-8 and 1868°8 ; whence, allowing for the greater uncertainty in 

the earlier observation, we may expect the next occurrence of the phenomenon in or about 1880-0, 

“ 2. The next largest feature is the extreme cold close on either side of the great heat-wave. 

We may perhaps be justified in concluding that the mimimum temperature of the present cold 

wave was reached in 187171; and that the next similar cold wave (7c. similar in being one or 

other of the two satellites attending on the heat wave, though that of 1871-1 was the follower 

of the 1868°8 heat wave, and that now spoken of as to come in 1878°8, is the preceder of the 

expected heat wave of 1880) will occur in 1878°8, 

“ 3. Between the dates of these two cold waves (1871:1 and 1878'8), there are located, accord- 

ing to all the cycles observed,—3 moderate and nearly equi-distant heat waves, with their two 

intervening and very moderate cold troughs, but their characters are quite unimportant as com- 

pared with what is alluded to under heads 1 and 2.” 

(To the above it may now, or in 1880-9, be added—that the following satellitary cold wave 

after the heat of 1880, should occur in 1882, subject to some uncertainties dependent not 

only on the still inexactly ascertained epochs of several past minima, as well as maxima 

of sun-spots,—but on the total inability of all modern science up to its latest advanced position, 

to predict whether the date of the next maximum of sun-spots will be at a long, a short, or an 

average interval after the last minimum. The variations of those intervals in past cycles having 

amounted to anything within three years; an amount of uncertainty far too great to allow of 

useful agricultural warnings.) 

No. V. 

Scottish Meteorological Data of various kinds, arranged either in simple Annual, or more 

generally in Quadruple Annual Means for Cyclical inquiries, 

TaBLeE I, Simple annual Means chiefly for Scawasn’s Sun-spot curves, and Woxr’s dates of 
max, and min. of Sun-spots. 

TasLE II. Quadruple annual Means of the Rock Thermometers, at Royal Observatory, Edin- 
burgh, from 1837 to 1876. Pages 1 and 2. 

Taste III. Quadruple annual Means of Air Temperature, by Scottish Meteorological Society, 

1856-1880. 
TaBLeE LV, Quadruple annual Sums of Scottish Rainfall, by Scottish Meteorological Society, 

1856-1880. 
TABLE YV. Edinburgh Air Temperature by A. Apis, from 1821 to 1850, in Quadruple Ann. 

Means. 

TaBLe VI. Edinburgh Rainfall, by A. Apis, from 1822 to 1850, in Quadruple Ann. Sums. 

TABLE VII. Quadruple Annual Sums of Rainfall, at Culloden, from 1841 to 1862, to fill the 

gap between the last Rainfalls of A. Apiz and the first of the Scottish Meteoro- 
logical Society. 
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TaBLE I.—Single Annual Means of the Edinburgh Earth-Thermometers, and others; begin with 

the first observations of M. ScHWABE, the discoverer of the Periodicity of the Sun-spots. 

Date. 

1826-50 
1827°50 | 
1828-50 
1829°50 | 

1830°50 
1831°50 
1832°50 
183350 
1834°50 
1834-50 
1836 ‘50 
1837 50 
1838-50 
1839°50 

1840-50 
184150 
184259 
184350 
1844-50 
1845°40 
184650 
1847 ‘50 
184850 
184950 

1850-50 
1851°50 
1852°50 
1853 ‘50 
1854-50 
1855°50 
1856°50 
1857°50 
1858°50 
1859-50 

1860°50 
1861-50 
1862°50 
186350 
1864°50 
186550 
1866°50 
1867°50 
1868°50 
1869°50 

1870-50 
1871°50 
1872°50 
1873°50 
1874:50 
187550 
1876:50 

1877°50 
1878-50 
1879°50 

(See Plate XV.) 

Air 
t, er 25°6 | tp or 12°8| ¢3 or 6°4 | ¢y or 3°2 
british | British | British | British ana 

feet deep feet deep | feet deep | feet deep E ae By 
Therm. Therm, | Therm, | Therm. Alex, Adie. 

che oF, oR: ae on, 

48°7 
47-1 
48°5 
45:2 

ed 46°0 
a 47°5 
ae 47°7 
oe 47:2 
Sa 48°7 
ae 46°8 

&e ne re rs 45°7 
47:26 46°65 46:26 46°08 45-7 
46°94 46°16 45°59 44°81 44:7 
46°69 46°15 45°67 45°33 46:4 

4677 | 46:44 | 46:02 | 45°68 46°7 
46°78 46°48 46°06 45°70 46-6 
46°88 46°81 46°78 46°85 48°0 
4714 46°92 46°49 46:18 47-6 
47°21 47°11 46°83 46°44 46°7 
47-06 46°56 45:97 45°57 46°3 
47°29 47°60 47°76 47°78 49°6 
47-59 47°33 46°88 46°60 47:4 
47°38 | 46:97 | 46°42 | 46:02 47-0 
47:25 46°86 46°61 46°52 46°5 

47:24 | 47:00 | 46°69 | 46-49 47-0 
47°40 47°26 47-02 46°80 ae 
47°55 47°48 47 28 47:05 ab 
47°48 47°03 46°50 46°10 
47°41 47:18 46°92 46°75 
47°30 46°79 46°22 45°78 
47:14 46°67 46°34 46°11 
47°30 47°34 47°42 47°54 $ 
47°86 | 47:98 | 47°71 | 47:34 5 
47°85 47°64 47°26 46°90 3 

o 

47°36 | 46:43 | 45°62 | 45-14 3 
47-12 ie 46°50 | 46:34 5 
47:20 46°30 45-96 a 
47-20 46-74 | 46-67 5 
47-16 46-25 | 45°84 = 
47-08 46°50 | 46-41 = 
47°30 46°65 46:22 2 

47°14 46:18 45°82 | 
47-34 47-31 | 47°37 Z 
47°55 47-11 46°92 s 

g 
47°37 46°54 46-16 a 
47°32 46°52 46°24 cA 
47-36 46°73 46°50 g 
47°28 46°38 46:08 A 
47°38 47°69 46°80 
47-36 46°59 46°41 

46°30 45-96 47-24 

Temp. 
over Scotl. 

by Se. 
Met, Soc. 

— 

°F. 

These numbers are only comparable inter se. 

Selabe | Wolf's Sun Spots, 

Groups of} Dates of. Rainfall in | Rainfall 
Sun-spots. "Edinburgh, | over Scotl., 
Kew Obs. by by Se. 
Wolf's Alex. Adie. | Met. Soc. 

Nos. X 2 Max. Min. 

Year Year, Inches. Inches. 

118 nee 15:27 
161 as 32°59 
225 ae 25:23 
199 1829°5 29°96 

190 te Ea 33°25 
149 foe red 24°53 
84 er = 23°23 
33 ae 1833°8 20°88 
51 cer ato 21°04 

173 ce ae 25°22 . 
272 Ax rhc 33°03 3 
333 1837-2 26°77 5 
282 ere 31:04 3 
162 =a 23°45 S 

3 
152 bor eA 25°50 5 
102 air on 26:22 Ey 
68 ck Mi 16°87 8 
34 Aco car 23°80 ES 
52 dee 1844:0 20°94 a 

114 a ace 26°62 io) 
157 Ane me 31°54 
257 ae 22°77 
330 18486 30°60 
238 an 22°21 

186 ws 
151 a 
125 oa 
91 bed 
67 ws 
79 ds a2 
34 1856°2 33°00 
98 co 80°56 

188 oc8 33°91 
205 37°17 

& 
211 1860°5 SS 37°88 
204 BS aS 45:07 
160 rice 2 45°29 
124 6 a 42-11 

115 nso 3 38°58 
93 ccs Ey 33°91 
45 dco iS 41°41 

15 1867°0 os 38°52 
75 Se "a 43°03 

148 see ° 36°54 

278 1870-9 31°81 
222 abo 37°19 
203 coc 54:15 
133 39°33 
89 a 40°17 
34 a 39°08 
93 1876°8 44°88 

(1877-5) 
Since proved 51°83 
by British 36°28 
Obs. to be 36°43 
1879°0, 
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‘ 

TABLE Il—Quadruple Annual Mean Temperatures for Four several Sub-Annual Epochs. 

(See Plate XV.) 

t, or 24°6 
Date. 

Therm. 

ay 

t, or 12°8} tz or 6°4| ty or 3°2 
ft. deep | ft. deep | ft. deep | ft. deep 

Therm. | Therm. | Therm: 

gay 

46°65 
46°62 

46°55 
46°36 
46°16 
46:07 

46:08 
46°13 
46°16 
46°21 

46°39 
46°44 
46-44 
46°38 

46°41 
46°44 
46°48 
46°48 

46°48 
46°62 
46°31 
47-08 

47°12 
46-99 
46°92 
46°92 

46:97 
47°10 
47°11 
46°97 

46°83 
46°68 
46°56 
46°64 

46°85 
4719 
47°60 
47°74 

47°70 
47°56 
47°33 
47°21 

47°16 
47°09 
46°97 
46°93 

46°95 
46°88 
46°86 
46°82 

Date. 
t, or 25°6 
ft. deep 
Therm, 

t, or 12°8| tz or 6°4 | t, or 5°2 
ft. deep | ft. deep | ft. deep 
Therm. | Therm. | Therm. 

oR. 

46 33 
46°49 
46°49 
46°82 

oR, 

46°52 
46°66 
46°69 
46°99 

oie 

46°83 
46°91 
47°00 
47-15 

46:97 
46°91 
47°02 
46°98 

46°75 
46°66 
46°80 
46°69 

47°22 
47-21 
47°26 
4728 

47°09 
47°32 
47°28 
47-02 

46°82 
47-20 
47°05 
46°60 

47°32 
47°42, 
47°48 
47°43 

46°79 
46°56 
46°50 
46°47 

46°47 
46°10 
46°10 
46°28 

47°25 
47-14 
47-03 
46°92 

46°74 
46°84 
46°92 
46°85 

46°56 
46°74 
46°75 
46°42 

47°06 
47°10 
47°18 
47°25 

46°38 
46°35 
46°22 
46°25 

45°85 
45°95 
45°78 
46°07 

47-01 
46°89 
46°79 
46°68 

46°44 
46°26 
46°34 
46°55 

46°78 
46°72 
46°67 
46°79 

46-22 
45°79 
46°11 
46°30 

46°64 
46°96 
47°42 
47°74 

46°48 
46°98 
47°54 
47°73 

46°85 
47-05 
47°34 
47-67 

48°05 
48°10 
47°71 
47°56 

48°14 
48-06 
47°34 
47°44 

47°88 
48°05 
47:98 
47-77 

47°76 
47°70 
47°64 
47°38 

47°49 
47-42 
47-26 
46°64 

47-21 
4719 
46°90 
46°00 

45°58 
45°20 
45°14 
45°52 

46°18 
45°81 
45°62 
45°80 

47 ‘02 
46°71 
46°43 

46°05 
46°23 
46°50 
46°68 

45°85 
46:03 
46°34 
46°48 

46°68 
46°43 
46°30 
46°38 

46°41 
46°09 
45°96 
46°17 

Date. 
t, or 25°6|t, or 12°8| tz or 6°4| tor 3:2 
ft. deep | ft. deep | ft. deep 
Therm. | Therm. | Therm, 

oR, °F, oot 

47°14 . | 46-60 
47-17 46°79 
47-20 46°85 
47-23 46.69 

47:22 46-44 
47-19 46°31 
47°16 46°25 
47-13 46-06 

47-09 45-96 
47:06 46:27 
47-08 46-50 
47°15 46°89 

47-23 46-93 
47°30 46-76 
47°30 46°65 
47°28 46°44 

47-24 46°33 
47°13 46-24 
47-14 46°18 
47°10 46°34 

47-11 46°81 
47°21 47-25 
47°34 47°31 
47°45 47-48 

47°54 47-26 
47-56 47-03 
47°55 47-11 
47°53 46-66 

47°46 46°63 
47°40 46-66 
47°37 46°54 
47°34 46-59 

47°33 . | 46-62 
47°33 46°58 
47°32 46°52 
47°31 46°82 

47°33 46:80 
47°34 46°78 
47°36 46°73 
47°36 46°56 

47°35 46-48 
47°32 46°42 
47°28 46-38 
4724 46:60 

47°25 46°85 
47°31 46:96 
47°38 47-09 
47°44 46°76 

47°43 46-71 
47-40 46°63 
47°36 46°59 
47°34 46°71 

47°32 46°41 
47°27 46°39 

' 
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TABLE I1].—Mean Temperature of Air of Scottish Country and Town Stations, by the 
Meteorological Society of Scotland. 

QUADRUPLE ANNUAL MEANS FOR QUARTERLY PERIODS. 

Q. Ann. Q. Ann. Q. Ann. Q. Ann. 
Date. Mean Temp. Date. Mean Temp. Date. Mean Temp. Date. Mean Temp. 

of Air. of Air. of Air. of Air. 

CoE nals 38 Sk 
1856 :50 45:7 AS a 
1856°75 45'8 ve on Fe ne roe eae 

1857°0 46-2 1863°0 466 1869-0 46:8 18750 46:2 
1857°25 470 1863°25 46°5 186925 46°6 1875-25 46:4 
1857-50 48:0 1863-50 46°9 1369-50 46'4 187550 46-9 
1857°75 48-1 1863°75 45°6 1869-75 45°6 1875-75 46-7 
1858-0 48-2 1864:0 45°8 1870-0 46°3 1876°0 46°3 
185825 47°8 1864°25 45°9 1870°25 46°5 1876°25 46-2 
1858°50 46°6 1864°50 45°5 1870°50 46-2 1876°50 46°6 
1858-75 47:3 1864-75 45-4 1870°75 46-7 1876°75 46'8 
1859-0 472 18650 45:8 1871°0 46-1 1877°0 46-4 
1859-25 47-2 1865°25 46°6 1871°25 45:9 1877 °25 45°9 
1859°50 46-8 186550 46°9 1871°50 46°4 1877°50 45-7 
1859°75 45°6 1865°75 47°6 1871°75 46:8 1877-75 46-0 
1860°0 451 18660 47:0 1872°0 46-9 1878-0 46°8 
1860°25 44:5 1866-25 46°3 187225 46°8 1878-25 47°6 
1860°50 44:5 1866°50 46°3 1872°50 46°9 1878°50 46°8 
1860°75 452 1866°75 45:9 1872°75 46°2 1878°75 45°3 

1861:0 45°8 1867°0 45°8 1873°0 46:2 1879:0 44-4 
186125 46°3 1867 °25 46-0 187325 46:1 1879°25 43°6 
1861-50 46-9 1867°50 45°8 1873°50 46°4 1879-50 43.9 
1861°75 46°8 1867°75 46:8 1873°75 47-0 1879°75 45:3 

1862:0 466 1868°0 47°3 18740 47 ‘1 1880°0 46°5 
1862-25 46:2 186825 47°8 1874:25 47°3 1880°25 46-7 
186250 46°2 1868°50 47°6 187450 46°5 | ae sa 
1862°75 46°7 1868°75 47°5 1874°75 45-9 | ae 

TabLe 1V.— Rainfall in Inches, of Scottish Country and Town Stations, per the 
Meteorological Society of Scotland. 

QUADRUPLE ANNUAL SUMS FOR QUARTERLY PERIODS. 

. Ann. 8 . Ann. S . Ann. § . Ann. S 
Date: o Rainfall Die: oe Rainfall mate. o Rainfall NES Qe Rainfall. 

Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. 
1856-50 33°00 
1856-75 34:32 .: a eb, ae * = 
18570 32°40 1863°0 43°08 1869-0 37°32 1875°0 41°76 
1857-25 29°64 1863°25 43°44 1869-25 36°96 187525 39°12 
185750 30°60 1863°50 42°12 1869°50 36°48 1875°50 39°12 
1857-75 29°40 1863°75 42-00 1869°75 34°56 1875-75 42:24 

1858-0 29°52 18640 39-24 1870-0 35°04 18760 42°84 
1858°25 31-44 1864-25 37°92 1870-25 33-00 1876-25 49:24 
1858'50 33°84 1864:50 38°64 1870-50 31:80 1876°50 44-88 
1858-75 39°60 1864:75 36°72 1870°75 33°24 1876-75 46°32 
1859°0 38°16 1865-0 35°64 1871°0 84°32 1877:0 48°48 
1859°25 36°60 1865°25 35°16 187125 37°32 1877°25 51°84 
185950 37°20 1865-50 33°96 1871°50 37°20 1877°50 51°84 
1859°75 36°24 1865°75 38°16 1871°75 41-52 1877°75 46-20 

1860-0 38-40 1866-0 38-04 1872-0 44:88 1878-0 44-64 
1860:25 37°68 1866-25 41:40 1872:25 48-72 1878-25 41:52 
1860°50 37-92 1866:50 41-40 187250 54-12 1878°50 36-24 
1860°75 38°64 1866-75 38°52 1872°75 49-20 1878°75 35°76 
1861°0 35°88 1867°0 42-96 18730 43°80 1879°0 36°36 
1861-25 44°04 1867-25 41°88 1873°25 43°44 187925 40-20 
1861°50 45°12 1867 °50 38°52 187350 39°36 1879-50 36°48 
1861°75 44°40 1867°75 42°96 1873°75 38°76 1879°75 37°20 

1862°0 50:28 1868°0 40-56 1874:0 39°12 
186225 44:28 1868°25 39°36 1874°25 38°88 
1862°50 45°24 1868-50 42-96 187450 40°20 
1862°75 45-12 1868°75 38°76 1874°75 40°68 

VOL. XXIX. PART II. is 
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TaBLE V.—Ldinburgh Air Temperatures, observed by Alex. Adie, discussed by Prof. J. D. Forbes, 

in the Transactions of Royal Society, Edinburgh, Vol. xxii., 1860. 

QUARTERLY MEANS, AND ALSO ANNUAL MEANS, SPECIALLY TAKEN AT EVERY QUARTER. 

Date. San Annual. Date. a Annual. Date. oo Annual. Date. Dae Annual. 

1821:00 1829-00 47:2 1837-00 44°6 1844:00 48°6 
ait7A3) 39°6 125 36°9 125 | 36:2 125 | 39°5 
25 95 46°5 25 45:2 25 . 47-9 
375 48°8 875 50:0 B75 476 375 51:2 
“50 47°4 “HO 452 50 45°7 50 46°8 
“625 57°0 “625 53°6 625 55°6 "625 55-2 
‘75 47°8 “75 45°6 ‘75 45-0 “75 45:9 
“875 44-4 *875 40°5 875 43°4 875 41:1 

1822° nae | he 48°7 1830: fee ae 45-4 
: ‘J 38: ee hae oe 456 || 189800] .., | “#8 |] 1900.) | #8 

*875 §2°4 “31D 49°4 25 45:1 25 45'6 

“50 47°8 “BO 46°0 A i 197 : 
wa : a : 375 47:2 375 50:0 
625 551 625 54:2 0) 44-7 “50 46°3 

*875 42°6 875 42°1 75 45:7 75 48-0 

1823-00 45°5 || 1831-00 45°7 Bion eae Sue ees 
“125 35°3 “125 38°6 

. 2% 45°4 25 46°8 
375 49°0 875 48°0 1839:00 46°3 1846-00 48°8 
50 45°3 50 47°5 AU) |) B57 125 43°2 
*625 54°6 625 58°3 25 46:2 5) 499 
“75 46°3 75 48-0 875 49°5 B75, | beard 
875 422 *875 451 *5O 46°3 50 496 

625 56:2 625 59°5 
1824-00 46-7 183200 48°5 “75 46°9 ‘75 48°3 

‘A125 + 3975 125 40°5 875 42°6 “875 49°5 
25 47°4 "25 48°0 . 
B75 50°6 “375 501 
*5O 47 °2 “BO 47°7 : : 
625 57-9 625 56-4 1840: oe a 47-2 1847- wee 9 475 

O15) 47°3 “75 470 25 47:0 “25 46°8 

1825-00 47-5 || 1833-00 47-5 sea by at a con eco 
125 39°8 125 Sy/-V 75 46°7 ‘75 476 

Ae al cae "25 hom ee 875 | 41-5 875 | 44°8 
375 51:3 375 51°9 
“50 482 50 47:2 
*625 59°5 625 55°5 
“75 48:0 (5) 48°2 1841:00 46°7 1848-00 479 
875 42°2 875 43°7 125 | 39°3 “125 | B84 

+25 46°8 37}5) 476 
1826-00 48°5 183400 48-0 B75 | 50-4 B75 | ‘51:5 

"125 39°0 125 41°6 *5O 46°6 *5O 47:0 
25 48°4 “215 48°5 “625 56°0 625 5b°7 
375 53’3 375 51°4 75 46°6 ff) 476 
“BO 48-7 BO 48°7 875 | 40°8 875 | 42°4 
*625 592 625 572 
75 48°] 75 48-2 
875 43°3 875 44°7 1842:00 469 1849-00 46°9 

125 | 39:2 125 | 40°7 
1827°00 47°4 1835-00 47°6 "25 472 "25 46°8 

125 36°5 125 39°4 375 | 516 B75 48°9 
25 46-7 25 47 °4 *5O 48:0 “50 46°5 
B75 50°7 *B75 49°3 ‘625 | 571 625 | 55-4 
“BO 47°1 “BO 46°8 75 47°8 75) 46:0 
625 56:2 *625 56°3 875 44°0 875 41:1 
‘75 48°2 “75 46°6 
875 45:0 875 42°3 

1843-00 47°0 1850:00 46°5 
1828-00 48°3 1836-00 46°7 125 | 38°7 125 | 38°6 

"125 40°8 125 88°3 25 47°2 25 46°7 
"25 48°3 || "25 46°0 375 | 48°3 ‘375 | 51:0 
375 | 511 375 | 49-9 | 50 476 50 47-0 
50 485 || 50 | 45-8 625 | 57-9 625 | 56-1 
625 64 625 53°5 ‘75 47°8 “75 
"75 47°5 “10 45'2 ‘875 45°6 875 42°4 
875 45°6 “875 41°3 | 

| 
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Taste VI.—Edinburgh Rainfalls, observed by Alexander Adie, discussed by Professor J. D. Forbes, 

in the Transactions of Royal Society, Edinburgh, Vol. xxii., 1860. 

QUARTERLY MONTHLY MEANS, AND ALSO ANNUAL MONTHLY MEANS AND ANNUAL 

SUMS, SPECIALLY TAKEN AT EVERY QUARTER. 

Date. oar Annual Date. ee Annual Date. eam Annual Date. eh Annual 

1822-00 1829-00 2-32 | 27-84 || 1836-00 2°47 | 29-64 || 1843-00 1:66 | 19:92 
125 | 2:43 125 | 1-47 ‘125 | 3°16 125 | 1-35 
25 25 2°55 | 30-60 25 2-72 | 32-64 25 1°79 | 21-48 
375 | 1-52 ‘375 | 2°05 375 | 1°53 375 | 2°37 
50 2-18 | 26-16 50 2-49 | 29-88 50 2-75 | 33-00 50 1:98 | 23-76 
625 | 2°72 “625 | 4°35 625 | 3-93 625 | 1-96 
75 2°13 | 25-56 75 2°46 | 29°52 75 2°35 | 28-20 75 2-09 | 25-08 
‘875 | 2°04 ‘875 | 2-11 ‘875 | 2°39 ‘875 | 2°25 

1823-00 2:17 | 26-04 || 1830-00 2:51 | 30-12 || 1837-00 2-47 | 29-64 || 1844-00. ee 177 | 21-24 
125 | 2-25 125 | 1°31 125 | 1:55 i Deaioncce 
25 2°32 | 27°84 25 2°83 | 33-96 25 2°35 | 28-20 375 | 1-09 an 
375 | 1-68 375 | 2-26 375 | 2-00 ay Te eaaes 

625 | 3°31 “625 | 5°63 625 | 3:47 on teuntisce 
75 2-28 | 27-36 15 2-98 | 35-76 75 2°38 | 28-56 875 | 1°70 
*875 | 2:85 ‘875 | 1:88 ‘875 | 1:91 i 

1845-00 1:84 | 22-08 
-| 1824-00 2-13 | 25-56 || 1831-00 2:72 | 32-64 || 1838-00 2-70 | 32°40 125} 1°35 

125 | 1-30 125 | 2-17 ‘125 | 2-15 25 1°82 | 21-84 
25 1:70 | 20-40 25 1:98 | 23-76 25 2°62 | 31-44 375 | 1-91 
375 | 1:07 375 | 1-21 '375 | 3-28 50 2-22 | 26-64 
50 2-07 | 24-84 50 2-04 | 24-48 50 2°59 | 31-08 625 | 2°32 
‘625 | 1°57 625 | 2°67 625 | 3°14 75 2°32 | 27-84 
75 1:94 | 23-28 75 1:78 | 21°36 15 2-44 | 29-28 875 | 3-29 
875 | 4:33 ‘875 | 2-12 ‘875 | 1-78 

1846-00 2°48 | 29-76 
125 | 1-74 

1825-00 2-24 | 26-88 || 1832-00 1:93 | 23-16 || 1839-00 2-01 | 24-12 25 2-95 | 35-40 
‘125 | 0-81 125 | 1-11 125 | 1°56 375 | 2°58 
25 2-25 | 27-00 25 1:74 | 20°88 25 1:92 | 23-04 50 2-63 | 31:56 
‘B75 | 2-24 ‘375 | 1:82 375 | 1-57 625 | 4-18 
50 1:84 | 22-08 50 1:94 | 23-28 50 1:96 | 23-52 25 2°32 | 27-84 
625 | 1-63 625 | 1-90 625 | 2°79 875 | 2-02 
75 1-95 | 23-40 75 2-04 | 24-48 75 2-04 | 24-48 
‘875 | 2°70 ‘875 | 2-92 875 | 1:90 1847-00 2°32, | 27°84 

125 | 0-48 : 
25 1:57 | 18-84 

1826-00 1°64 | 19-68 || 1833-00 2-05 | 24-60 || 1840-00 2:22 | 26-64 375 | 2°60 
125) 1-22 125 | 1-51 125 | 1-91 50 1:90 | 22-80 
25 1-66 | 19-92 25 2-00 | 24-00 25 2-18 | 26-16 625 | 1-18 
375 | 1-02 ‘375 | 1:87 375 | 2:30 75 2°55 | 30-60 
50 1-27 | 15-24 50 1-74 | 20-88 50 2°12 | 25-44 ‘875 | 3°33 
625 | 1-72 625 | 1°69 625 | 2°61 
75 1:78 | 21°36 75 1:84 | 22-08 15 1:94 | 23-28 || 1848-00 2-54 | 30-48 
875 | 1:13 ‘875 | 1:89 ‘875 | 1:67 ‘125 | 3:09 

25 2-65 | 31-80 
375 | 2°57 

1827-00 2-00 | 23-88 || 1834-00 1°58 | 18-96 || 1841-00 1°68 | 20-16 50 2-55 | 30-60 
125 | 3-25 125 | 1-93 125 | 1-16 625 | 1°60 
5 2-26 | 27-12 25 1:90 | 22-80 25 1°87 | 22-44 75 2°18 | 26-16 
'375| 1-88 375 | 0:80 375 | 1:28 ‘875 | 2-94 
50 2-72 | 32-64 50 1:75 | 21-00 50 2-18 | 26-16 
625 | 2°77 625 | 2°96 625 | 3°38 1849-00 2-02 | 24-24 
75 2-22 | 26-64 75 1°76 | 21-12 75 2°36 | 28-32 125} 1:62 
‘875 | 2:96 ‘875 | 1:32 ‘875 | 2:92 25 2-20 | 26-40 

375] 1:92 
50 1°85 | 22-20 

1828-00 2-09 | 25-08 || 1835-00 1°88 | 22°56 |] 1842-00 2-25 | 27-00 625 | 2°30 
125 | 1-29 ‘125 | 1-95 125 | 1-85 75 1°83 | 21-96 
25 2:26 | 26-88 25 1:87 | 22-44 ‘25 1:77 | 21-24 875 | 1:56 
375 | 1°36 375| 1-28 375 | 0:86 
50 2°10 | 25-20 50 2-10 | 25-20 50 1°41 | 16-92 || 1850-00 1:78 | 21-36 
625 | 3-44 625 | 2-93 625 | 1-45 125 | 1-53 
75 2°15 | 25-80 75 2-40 | 28-80 75 1:28 | 15°36 25 | 1:73 | 1:68 | 20-16 
‘875 | 2°33 ‘875 | 2-25 ‘875 | 1-47 50 | 1:89 
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TABLE VII.—Rainfall at Culloden, from Scottish Meteorological Society's 

Journal, July 1873. 

QUADRUPLE ANNUAL SUMS, CHIEFLY TO FILL THE GAP BETWEEN THE LAST OF A. ADIE’S 

OBSERVATIONS, AND THE FIRST OF THE METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY. 

Date. ane Annual. pe Date. ae Annual. zune Date. ae Annual. anual 

1841-00 1848-00 2°14 25°68 || 1855-00 2:07 24°84 

125 119 125 2°26 2 125 1°72 
25 25 2°02 24:24 *25 2°16 25°92 

375 1°64 375 2-08 375 1:26 
“50 2°44 29°28 “50 2°06 24°72 *bO nly fs) 21:00 

625 3°21 625 1°51 625 2°61 

HS 2°59 31:08 ao 2°06 24°72 “75 1:70 20°40 

875 3°70 875 2°40 875 1:39 

1856-00 5 2:09 25:08 

1842-00 2°46 29°52 || 1849-00 1°85 22-20 ie ~~ 2-20 26-40 
125 1:78 125 2:27 375 2:82 
“2b 2:26 27°12 "25 2°21 26°52 d : ; an ; Fs 50 2°18 26°16 
375 106i 8) 375 1°22 +625 3:05 

50 197, 23°64 310) 1:93 23°16 75; 2-14 25-68 

625 2°43 625 2°96 875 1:30 
“75 1°83 21:96 75 1°74 20°88 
875 2°55 875 1°26 1857-00 1°80 91:60 

125 1:37 
*25 : 1°66 19°92 

1843-00 1:95 23°40 || 1850-00 . 1°76 21:12 375 1:47 
125 1:22 125 1°54 BO 1°82 21°84 

“25 1:90 22°80 "25 1°53 18°36 625 2°48 

375 1:60 375 1:28 (3) 1°88 22°56 

“50 1-90 22°80 30) 1°91 2292 875 1:96 
625 2:23 625 2°05 
‘75 2°16 25°92 75 1°89 22°68 || 1858-00 1:99 23°88 

875 2°56 875 2°77 125 1°61 
"25 2:06 24°72 
375 1°91 

1844-00 2:00 | 24-00 || 1851-00 1:82 | 21°84 a Paes 
: , 625 2°75 

125 2°23 125 1°48 75 2°30 2760 

Hg a 98 3 SS 12, 14°88 “BO 10 23°76 M 24 4 F Oe 
625 2:88 625 1:29 Let ag | ae a 

“D0 2°17 26°04 
625 1:90 

| 1845-00 1:95 23°40 || 1852° Be 1°46 17°52 “75 2°00 24:00 
125 155 125 2°32 “875 3°04 
25 1:92 2304 5 1°72 20°64 
“B75 1°54 “375 1:01 1860-00 2°10 25°20 
“50 2°30 27°60 “BO 2°20 26°40 125 1°89 
“625 2°75 625 2°34 "25 2°12 25°44 
70 2°28 27°36 4 “75 1:97 23°44 375 1°56 
875 3°37 875 3°14 “BO 1:79 21°48 

625 1:99 
75 1°72 20°64 

1846-00 258 | 80°36 | 1853-00, wg | 208 | 2499 B0>) agra 
| "195 1°45 1°38 7 ‘ 

25 251 | 30-12 5 pion | neon | eer NO ogee) ee tae 
| B75 2°54 B75 1°47 25 2°35 2820 

“50 2°36 28°32 “BO 1°66 19°92 375 1:68 
625 2°68 625 2°09 “50 962 31°44 

| 865 2°80 

| 1847-00 27 26°04 1854-00 1°55 18°60 || 1862:00 2°73 32°76 

125 0°62 125 0:97 125 1°53 

25 2°00 24-00 25 1°58 18°96 "25 2°15 25°80 

‘B75 2°62 B75 1:41 375 2:17 
“50 1°86 22°32 “BO 1:92 23°04 50 2°06 24°72 

625 1:99 625 2°24 625 2°09 
75 2°27 27 24 ‘75 211 25°32 70 
‘875 2°21 “875 3°07 875 2°43 
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XXIII.—WNote on a Theorem in Geometry of Position. By Professor Tatr. 

(Plate XVI.) 

(Read July 19 ; revised November 13, 1880.) 

In connection with the problem of Map-colouring, I incidentally gave (Proc. 

R.S.E. 1880, p. 502) a theorem which may be stated as follows :— 

If 2n points be joined by 3un lines, so that three lines, and three only, meet 

at each point, these lines can be divided (usually in many different ways) into 

three groups of nu each, such that one of each group ends at each of the points. 

Fig. 1, Plate X VI., shows such an arrangement (drawn at random) with one 

mode of grouping the lines, indicated by the marks O, I, II. 

The difficulty of obtaining a simple proof of this theorem originates in the 

fact that it is not true without limitation. For it fails when an odd number 

of the points forms a group connected by a séngle line only with the rest, as in 

fig. 2; and, though we may enunciate the theorem in a form in which it is 

universally true so far as the literal interpretation of the words is concerned, 

we do not, so far as I can see, thereby facilitate the proof: while we deprive 

the theorem of its full generality. For the projection of a polyhedron cannot 

have a group of points joined to the rest by ¢wo lines only ; and yet the theorem 

is true for such a diagram. The altered form is as follows :— 

The edges of any polyhedron, which has trthedral summits only, can be 

divided into three groups, one from each group ending in each summit. 

But a diagram such as fig. 3, for which the proposition is obviously true, 

ig excluded from this enunciation, unless we agree to apply the term poly- 

hedron to solids such as (for instance) an ordinary cylindrical lens with two 

edges and flat ends. 

HamiLton’s Lcostan Game is a particular application of this theorem, the 

corresponding figure being a projection of a pentagonal dodecahedron. It was 

suggested to him by the remark, in Mr Kirxman’s paper on Polyhedra (Phil. 

Trans. 1858, p. 160), that a clear “circle of edges” of a unique type passed 

through all the summits of this polyhedron. 

In this note I sketch, each very briefly, a number of different ways of 

considering the question. 

1. The simplest mode is to join, two and two, in any way whatever, the 

points of the system, by lines additional to those already drawn, neglecting 

any new intersections which may thus arise. The figure has then an even 
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number of points, with four lines drawn to each ; and can therefore be regarded 

as formed of superposed (not self-cutting) closed circuits, each of which cuts 

another in an even number of points. The new lines must be so grouped that 

in the circuits which contain them they alternate with lines originally in the 

figure. It will be seen in § 2 that this proves the theorem at once by the help 

of those circuits which contain none of the new lines. But the application of 

this method to particular cases is by no means easy; for we may have to try 

several combinations before we obtain a solution of the kind desired. 

2. Assuming, for a moment, the truth of the proposition as given in the 

first statement, it is obvious that the lines of any two of the groups together 

form a closed polygon or polygons, each of an even number of sides: and, 

conversely, when (as just shown) we have such circuits, the proposition is true. 

(The italicised words show at once the reason for the exception to the 

theorem. For if the single joining line be part of a polygon, that cannot be a 

closed one; and, if it be not part of a polygon, there must be at least two 

polygons with an odd number of sides each.) When there are more polygons 

than one, the letterings of the alternate sides of one of them may be inter- 

changed; and we thus get, by combining these separately with the third set of 

n lines, a couple of new solutions. If either of these consist of more polygons 

than one, this process may be again applied, and thus we have two more solu- 

tions. Hence it is always possible to obtain a solution in which two assigned 

sides of one compartment of the diagram shall form parts of the same even- 

sided polygon. (From this consideration, as appears in § 5, we have another 

direct proof of the theorem.) Hence, also, it would appear that, as this break- 

ing into different sets of polygons cannot go on indefinitely, there must always 

be at least one solution which consists of a single polygon: provided, at least, 

that we keep to projections of polyhedra, for the statement is obviously not 

true of diagrams like fig. 3. But on this point I am not yet certain; and I 

pass it by for the present, as it is not of importance to the proposition, though 

it would be of great consequence to the making a perfectly general puzzle on 

the plan of the icosian game. 

3. A glance at the groups of connected figures of Plate XVI. (in which 

the polygon or polygons are bounded by double lines), will show better than 

any words of description the nature of the processes which I have just indicated. 

Fig. 7 has a very large number of solutions, twelve only of which are drawn. 

,, 8 is merely fig. 1 a little distorted. The additional line, which distinguishes it from fig. 7, 
makes it essentially unsymmetrical. 

,, 9 is essentially the same diagram as that of the Icosian Game. 

,, 10 is merely fig. 3; with one additional line, causing one at least of the two-sided compartments 

to be joined to the rest by three lines This at once makes the solution with a single 
polygon possible. 

N.B.—When a figure is symmetrical about any axis, the perversion of any solution is also a solution. 
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4. Or thus: when a set of points are joined so that two, and only two, 

joining lines meet at each point, these lines must obviously form one or more 

closed polygons. Hence, in the case before us, by limiting the selection to two 

out of the three lines drawn to each point, we can always, in many different ways, 

forma polygon or polygons. If the number of sides in each of these is even, 

the main proposition is at once proved ; for the alternate sides of the polygons 

belong to two of the three groups—the unused lines forming the third group. 

Such solutions must evidently be possible in all cases, with the exception of 

that already excluded. ‘This knowledge, however, does not at once help us to 

a practical solution of the problem in any particular case. We must, therefore, 

look at the result more generally. 

If the selection we have made gives more than one polygon, two or other 

even number of them may have an odd number of sides each. Suppose there 

are but two. If these be connected by one line only, we have the excepted 

case above. If they be connected by three, or a larger odd number of lines, 

we may always proceed as is indicated in figs. 6. 6a shows the two odd-sided 

polygons. 60 and 6c show how, neglecting the points C and C’, we form even- 

sided polygons passing through them and including AB and A/D’ respectively. 

Finally, 6d shows the result when the two latter figures are joined. Thus the 

proposition is proved by actually effecting the decomposition into polygons of 

an even number of sides. Hence it is true for any even number of points (the 

excepted case excluded) if it is true for smaller even numbers of points. But 

it is obviously true for two, for four, and for six, points. 

5. Another mode of reaching the same conclusion, is to pass from a case of 

2n points to one of 2n+2 by drawing a new line terminating in any two sides 

of one of the even-sided polygons of the former case (§ 2). That polygon 

remains even-sided, but its sides must be relettered; and then we have one 

or more solutions of the new case. 

In fact, by temporarily suppressing, two by two, points and their joining line 

(always taking care that the figure left shall not belong to the excepted case) 

we can reduce any case, however complex, to the four poimts for which the 

proposition is always true. [Or we may suppress one line, and divide the 

figure into two odd-sided polygons passing respectively through its ends. On 

restoring the line, these two polygons give a solution. | 

6. Practically, in every case, the simplest mode of solution is to begin at 

any point, and go through all (through some, perhaps, more than once) till we 

return to the starting-point. Then treat, as not gone over, all the lines which 

have been gone over an even number of times. This process is very easily 

learned by trial, the only special rule to be attended to being that we must 

never isolate a point. Should two odd-sided polygons be thus obtained, we 

may either begin afresh :—or go over a second time, attending to the above 
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rule, part of the region of the figure in which these two polygons are contained. 

It is easy to see the connection of this method with the idea of a galvanic 

circuit of unit strength circulating (say right-handedly) in each of the poly- 

gons :—and the treating of any new or unused line as a conductor which can, 

when necessary, be split into two traversed by equal and opposite currents. 

It is probable that the known laws of such currents in a network may lead to 

the proof of the existence of a single polygon when the figure is a projection 

of a polyhedron. 

7. Another method is suggested by Mr Kempr’s solution of the map-colour- 

ing problem (Nature, vol. xxi. p. 399). As the number of districts is, necessarily, 

n+2, and the aggregate number of their sides 6, there must always be at least 

one district with fewer than six sides. Now, one side may be erased from a 

district of two or of three sides, and restored again, without altering the nomen- 

clature of the remaining lines. Similarly, either pair of opposite sides of a four- 

sided district may be erased, and afterwards restored. But when we erase any 

two non-adjacent sides of a five-sided district, a condition is thereby imposed 

on the nomenclature of the remaining lines, with which I do not yet see how 

generally to deal. ) 

8. An immediate consequence of the theorem is that, in any network of 

triangles (however many lines meet at a point) the sides of each triangle belong 

one to each of three groups into which the whole set of lines can be divided. 

The theorem itself follows, conversely, if this proposition be independently 

proved. 

9. In No. 494 of the Astronomische Nachrichten, CLAUSEN has a problem 

closely connected with the present subject. It refers to the minimum number 

of separate strokes of a pen by which a given figure consisting of lines can be 

drawn. LisTINnG, in his Vorstudien zur Topologie, has shown how to find this 

minimum number by counting the points at which an odd number of lines meet. 

In our present proposition, if one polygon can be found containing all the 

points, 7¢ and one of the unused lines together form one penstroke, and the 

remaining group of x—1 unused lines forms the rest. If there be two polygons, 

they and one of the unused lines together form one penstroke. And so on. 

10. To apply the result above to the problem of map-colouring, insert a new 

district surrounding each point of the map where more than three boundaries 

meet. Then divide the boundaries, which now meet in threes, into three groups 

as above. (The excepted case obviously cannot arise). Now let O separate 

the colours A and B, or C and D; |, A and C, or B and D; and II, A and D, 

or Band C; and the thing is done. For we may now suppose the inserted 

districts to become smaller, till they vanish. 
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XXIV.—On the Structure and Arrangement of the Soft Parts in‘Euplectella 

aspergillum. By Professor FRANz EILHARD ScHULZE, Graz. Communicated 

by Sir WyviLte Tuomson, V.P.R.S.E. (Plate XVII.) 

(Published by permission of the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury. ) 

Although, from the careful descriptions which have been given by several 

competent naturalists, we may now consider ourselves tolerably well acquainted 

with the structure of the dainty siliceous skeletons of this and several allied 

Hexactinellid Sponges, this is by no means the case with their soft tissues ; 

and the great cause of our imperfect knowledge of these interesting structures 

is that no observer has hitherto succeeded in procuring a really well-preserved 

Sponge of this group. It was with pleasure, therefore, that I accepted the 

offer of the Director of the Challenger Expedition to place some well-preserved 

examples belonging to different genera in my hands for investigation. Of all 

the specimens which have been sent to me, some fragments of Huplectella 

aspergillum in absolute alcohol are much the best preserved, and therefore the 

best suited for thorough examination. I commence with the description of the 

soft parts of this well-known and beautiful form, following the classification 

which has been adopted by Sir WyviLLE TuHomson in his descriptions of the 

species. 

1. ON THE Sort Parts or Euplectella aspergillum (R. OWEN). 

I received in January 1880, from the Challenger Office in Edinburgh, an 

entire specimen of Luplectella aspergillum preserved with its soft parts in 

methylated spirit, and six bottles containing fragments of the same species 

preserved according to different methods, viz. :— 

1. In picric acid. 

2, In solution of acetate of potash, after previous treatment with osmic acid. 

3. In chromic acid. 

4. In glycerine, after previous treatment with nitrate of silver. 

5. In absolute alcohol, after previous colouring with carmine. 

6. In absolute alcohol simply. 

I will commence with a short abstract of previous communications on the 

subject by other naturalists. 

In 1868, after examination of dried fragments, Sir WyviLLe THomMson 

characterised the soft parts of the Hexactinellide, which he supposed to be 
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simple sarcode, as follows: “It is small in quantity, very soft, probably semi- 

fluid, extending in a thin layer over the siliceous needles and over the siliceous 

framework. It appears to contain no trace of the diffused granular horny 

matter with which the more consistent sarcode of the Halichondride is so often 

loaded.”* | 
On the other hand, BowEerBank in the following year (1869) maintained, 

with reference, however, to certain sponges which he erroneously considered 

genuine Hexactinellide, that the soft mass in the Hexactinellidz was in no less 

quantity than in other sponges, and that in Hyalonema the spicules are held 

together by a horny substance.t At the same time Oscar ScumipT, after ex- 

amining spirit specimens of different Hexactinellide, agreed with Sir WYVILLE 

THOMSON as to the consistency and quantity of the sarcode,{ while on the other 

hand Gray,§ in 1872, found two spirit specimens, brought by A. B. MEYER 

from the Philippines, “entirely covered by a thick coat of sarcode, like the 

bark on a Gorgonia, but softer, so that the siliceous fibres are entirely hidden 

from view. No one would suspect that this sponge had such a beautiful lace- 

like structure, but would suppose that it was simply a netted or pierced tube, 

with irregular, circular, thicker hoops. The flesh or sarcode is of a dark-brown 

colour, but is most likely coloured by the action of the spirit.” More complete 

information was given in 1875 by MarsHat1,|| who had an opportunity of 

examining some pieces of a Holtenia and of Euplectella aspergillum, which were 

tolerably well preserved in spirit. He described the most of the soft parts as a 

clear, viscid substance, the sarcodine somewhat consistent only in the neighbour- 

hood of the bundle of needles, and containing here and there some elliptical 

round nuclei, with nuclear corpuscules and numerous fine granules. The latter 

appeared sometimes isolated, sometimes united in rounded masses, and some- 

times aggregated in the immediate neighbourhood of the nuclei. In Huplectella 

the sarcodine is of a greenish colour, but nowhere so transparent and hyaline 

as in many parts of /oltenia; in which, however, the sarcode is also rendered 

turbid by very fine rounded particles. 

Since MarsHa.v’s paper, I am aware of several short notices on the nature of 

the soft parts of Hexactinellide, and especially those of Hup/lectella, which Sir 

WyvILLeE THomson has incidentally interwoven with his preliminary report of 

his great exploring journey, and of which the following are the most important : 

“ In fresh specimens of Huplectella aspergillum the crystal framework is covered, 

and entirely masked bya layer of grey-brown gelatinous matter.1 

* Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., New Series, vol. i. p. 120. 
+ Proc.’ Zool. Soc., 1869, p. 344. 

+ Prodromus of a Sponge-fauna of the Atlantic region, 1870, p. 13. 
§ Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist.; New Series, vol. x. p. 139. 
|| Zeit, fiir Wiss. Zool., Band xxv. p, 142. 

{| The Atlantic, p. 136. 
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Of the specimens of Huplectella from the Challenger collection, preserved in 

so many different ways, those only which were simply preserved fresh in absolute 

alcohol proved suitable for the study of the soft parts. In the specimens which, 

with the adherent sarcode, had been preserved in methylated spirit, as well as 

in the fragments preserved in glycerine after previous treatment with nitrate of 

silver, the soft parts had certainly kept their form and arrangement, but they 

showed little of the detail of structure. In the specimens in picric acid, in the 

specimen preserved in chromic acid, and in that preserved in acetate of potash 

after previous treatment with osmic acid, the soft parts had almost entirely. 

separated from the skeleton, and formed a sediment at the bottom of the vessel. 

In the pieces which had been dyed with carmine, and then preserved in 

absolute aicohol, the soft parts had become so friable as to break in pieces when 

touched. 

The results of my investigations, which I now communicate, are therefore 

almost entirely obtained from the pieces preserved in absolute alcohol, and as 

these pieces were all taken from the side wall of the sponge, I was obliged, in 

order to study the remaining regions of the sponge, and especially the cribriform 

opercular plate, and the end portion which was buried in the mud, to use some 

of the pieces which were not so well preserved, and particularly the large one 

in methylated spirit. 

On the portions which were free from mud and other impurities, the soft 

parts had a pale yellowish-grey colour, and were but scantily developed. They 

consisted of a substance of the consistency of crum of bread, extending between 

the meshes of the framework of siliceous threads and the adherent or free 

siliceous spicules, and the soft matter is traversed by so many passages and 

hollow spaces that it is nowhere compact, but forms rather a delicate meshwork 

of fibres or membranes, This soft substance is most abundant in the tube- 

shaped wall which forms the principal part of the sponge, in the flat thinner 

portion of the tube as well as in the ridges which project from its outer surface, 

and to which the collar-like border of the terminal cribriform plate also 

belongs. 

We see in a well-preserved piece of the tube-wall that the circular apertures 

in the skeleton, which are arranged at pretty equal distances in oblique or 

rather in spiral rows crossing one another, and which mark the angles of 

rhomboidal fields of nearly equal size, correspond also to circular apertures 

about 2 mm. in diameter through the entire wall of the tube, by means of which 

the water surrounding the sponge communicates directly with that contained 

in its inner cavity. 

The margin of these circular wall-openings (as I shall henceforth call them) 

consists of a rather thin ring of membrane, which lies considerably nearer the 

inner than the outer surface of the wall which is nearly 3 mm. thick; so that 
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each opening corresponds with a dimple-like depression on the external surface 

of the sponge. Between each four apertures which bound each rhomboidal 
field, a more or less rounded knob projects, which is separated from the nearest 

similar projection by shallow groove-like depressions, which correspond with 

the oblique connecting grooves of the wall-apertures (Pl. XVII. fig. 1). In 

many places, however, the bosses arranged in oblique series are fused together 

into more or less prominent ridges, sharp along the top and with tolerably 

steep walls,—the so-called “ combs,”—whose form and arrangement is so well 

seen in the macerated skeleton. 

I must, however, draw attention to the fact that the whole external surface 

of the tube, which shows a rather complicated relief, possesses no openings 

visible to the naked eye except these wall-apertures, but is covered by a con- 

tinuous connecting membrane. Every small irregular roundish darker mark 

which we notice in strong light corresponds to a subdermal hollow space which 

shines through this thin membrane (PI. XVII. fig. 1). The inner surface of the 

tube-wall does not appear so uneven. Between transverse annular beams of 

spicules, which project only slightly towards the interior, there are flat groove- 

like depressions, which divide the still less prominent longitudinal beams of 

the siliceous network into square ares of nearly equal size. The are thus 

separated by bounding ledges of different heights show, alternating tolerably 

regularly, either regular gaps perforating the tube, or less regular roundish 

excretory openings of cecal spaces in the wall of the sponge (Pl. XVII. fig. 2). 

Here and there deviations from the regular alternation of the two kinds of areze 

appear in the longitudinal and transverse rows, but these are only isolated, and 

occur usually where one of the longitudinally directed bands of siliceous fibres 

divides towards the broader upper end of the tubes, leading to the formation 

ef a new longitudinal row of ares, by which the symmetry of the structure is 

somewhat disturbed; whilst the ares, furnished with wall-openings, only show 
round the iris-like margin of these central openings a simple circle of small 

roundish excretory pores, of short water-ducts; the areee alternating with these 

show a somewhat important differentiation, as they sometimes contain only one 

or two, rarely three, large round openings of well-marked exhalent canals, 

sometimes a larger number of smaller openings of shorter wall-canals. We 

find that the areze with the larger ducts always lie under a comb, whilst those 

furnished with numerous smaller openings correspond to the boss-like pro- 

jections which are found where there isno comb. We find accordingly the 

areee with the large openings arrayed in oblique rows, which correspond with 

the combs (Pl. XVII. fig. 2). 

The soft parts are feebly developed on the cribriform plate, more or less 

arched, and with large irregular meshes, which closes the upper end of the tube. 

At most the layer of soft matter is developed comparatively thickly here and 
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there externally, while the side and inner surfaces of the siliceous beams, which 

are here particularly strong and thick, are only covered by a thin membrane. 

At the lower extremity of the sponge the soft parts end with the netting of 

the tube-wall. The terminal tuft of long siliceous hairs, which serve to anchor 

the sponge in the ooze, show no appreciable soft parts. 

As in other sponges, we can only obtain a clear idea of the structure of the 

soft parts, and of their relation to the skeleton in Huplectella, by the prepara- 

tion and careful study of thin sections. 

Tinging with different dye-matters is of essential service for defining the 

differentiation of tissues and their peculiar cell-elements. 

To make preparations which answer both purposes I proceeded as 

follows :— 

Pieces from the size of a pea to that of a bean were cut with fine scissors 

from the fragments which had been preserved in absolute alcohol, and freed 

from the excess of alcohol by being laid on blotting paper for a little. They 

were then tinged, some with picro-carmine, some with aloin-carmine, and . 

others with hematoxylin, for which, as a rule, from six to twenty-four hours 

was necessary. After the pieces so dyed had been well washed in distilled 

water, they were laid in alcohol of 52°, then in alcohol of 60°, and by gradual 

concentration were finally brought to absolute alcohol. Out of this they were 

put next day in a mixture of absolute alcohol and xylol, and finally in oil of 

turpentine. Completely drained in this way, they were embedded in paraffin, 

and divided by Leyser’s microtome in different directions into fine sections, 

which, after the paraffin has been removed by warm oil of turpentine, were 

preserved in Canada balsam. 

A good general view of the arrangement of the soft parts is most easily got 

by a fine section of the tube-wall, taken transversely through a comb at a point 

where the inner surface of the wall shows a quadrate area with a large canal 

opening. I have figured such a section (Pl. X VII. fig. 3) ina combination figure, 

2.é., in a drawing as like nature as possible, made up from several preparations, 

fifteen times the natural size. We observe, in the first place, that the whole 

external surface is covered by a delicate membrane, which extends between 

the outer points of the radiating rapier-like six-rayed spines and the floricome- 

hexradiate spicules of BowErBANK * which always lie close to the rapier hilt, in 

such a fashion that it always appears more or less depressed in the middle 

between each group of the four rapier hilts and floricomes which mark the four 

corners of a quadrate area. This membrane, which may be simply called the skin, 

when seen from above (Pl. X VII. fig. 5), is pierced like a sieve with numerous 

round or oval holes of different sizes. These dermal pores are only wanting 

* For shortness I will call the dainty six-rayed stars, composed of six eight-membered structures 
like the cup of a flower, “ floricomes.” 
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where the skin is stretched above between the sword hilts and the floricomes. 

The width of the dermal pores corresponds generally with the stricture of the 

dermal septa which surround them, and it appears, as in other sponges, to alter 

frequently in life. 

The water first passes through the dermal pores into subdermal spaces, 

which are here represented by a wide-meshed lacunar network between the 

external skin anda fenestrated layer of tissue extending in the ua of the 

lateral cross-rays of the radiating rapier-like spines. 

In his “Untersuchung tiber Hexactinelliden,” Marsuauu described and 

figured (fig. 62) as skin a membrane which extends between the lateral cross- 

rays of the rapier-shaped spines in such a way that one quadrate area limited 

by these cross-rays contains a single round hole, which may be called a dermal 

pore. Though I am willing to believe that in young individuals the outer layer 

may, under certain circumstances, contain only such distant and isolated pores, 

certainly in fully developed animals the outer film does not extend between 

_the cross-rays of the rapier hilt, but, as above described, further out between 

the ends of the rapier hilts and the floricomes appended to them. What 

really stretches between the cross-rays of the rapier hilts is not so much a true 

membrane as a very wide-meshed network of delicate threads, from which 

similar bands or cords of tissue proceed not only towards the exterior to be 

connected with the true outer membrane, but also mid-cords in the form of an 

open, very irregular meshwork. They traverse wide lacunar spaces, extending 

from the cross-rays of the rapiers between their long processes, which cor- 

respond with the sword-blade, and here and there, by extension to deep fissures 

and passages, at length acquire the significance of water canals. In fact the 

periphery of this very irregular system of lacunze and canals becomes towards 

the interior a complete system of flagellate chambers (ampullaceous sacs, 

CarTER), which I now proceed to describe. 
Each individual chamber has the form of a sac more or less deep, nearly 

circular in transverse section, with the blind end semicircularly arched, and the 

almost circular opening placed transversely to the long axis of the sac. The 

length is on an average about 100y., but may vary between 60 yp. to 150 p. 

The breadth is usually about 60y., varying, however, between 40 to 80 p. 

Besides accidental flaws, which are frequently caused by the hardening and 

further treatment of the preparation, there are often actual variations in form. 

I will only draw attention here to one of these, which occurs so repeatedly that 

it can hardly be regarded as a mere abnormality. There are sometimes 

chambers which are bisected at the bottom by a larger or smaller constriction, 

while the remaining portion and the aperture remain single. I leave it an open 

question whether or not in such cases we have to deal with an actual process 

of division. 
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The membranous wall, which is usually very delicate and thin, is furnished 

with smooth-edged roundish pores of different sizes, irregularly arranged, and 

varying very much in number. These form an open communication between 

_ the cavities of the chambers and the duct-like spaces surrounding them, which 

as cleft-like diverticula of the inhalent lacunar system, penetrate everywhere 

between the ciliated chambers, and extend even to the oral edges of the 

chambers, where they end in a somewhat tough and solid membrane, which 

hounds and connects laterally the chamber walls (Pl. XVII. fig. 4). Besides this 

membrane there extends beyond the oral edges of the neighbouring chambers, 

which here and there touch one another and partly adhere, numerous flat 

or linear cords of tissue proceeding from the chamber walls, traversing the 

surrounding spaces, and serving to keep the chambers expanded and in 

position. 

The general arrangement of the chambers is best understood by the 

disposition of the exhalent canal system, as they almost all run into it. 

These exhalent passages begin with digitate ceca of 100 to 200 pw. in 

transverse sections, which open terminally or laterally into wide canals. 

These latter open either directly by a round aperture through the inner 

wall of the sponge-tube, or are again united into still larger canals, which 

open with a circular aperture about 3 mm. wide into the large cavity of the 

sponge. 

It is to be observed that in the whole inner surface of this exhalent canal 

system there stretches a network consisting of flat or thread-shaped bands of 

tissue, in which, besides the long five- or six-rayed spicules, numerous free 

starlets appear, which BowerBank called “trifurcate hexradiate stellate 

spicules,” and which, although in lesser number, are also found in the cords of 

tissue which traverse the inhalent lacunar system. I may here incidentally 

remark that the number of pointed secondary rays proceeding from each of the 

six principal rays of these stars need not necessarily be three, but may be four, 

or even five, but the number is always the same at all the six points of one and 

the same star. 

The inner surface of the large excretory canals coming out from the ridges 

is formed of an extended, almost’ membranous, network, which stretches 

between the terminal crosses of the long-stalked five-rayed spicules, which are 

numerous here, and surround the quadrate meshes. 

The structure of each portion of the tube-wall, which projects externally 

between the ridges in the form of flattened bosses, corresponds essentially to 

this structure of the ridges. As a difference it may, however, be noted that 

the exhalent canals, which are here naturally much shorter, are not united into 

one or two larger principal excretory openings, but open directly into a large 

number of pores close to one another in a quadrate area in the inner side of 
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the sponge-tube : this is the cause of the groups already mentioned of smaller 

roundish excretory openings under each external boss, and which may be easily 
distinguished even by the naked eye from the large pores in the area under the 

ridge. 

The portions of the sponge-tube surrounding the wall-openings in the form 

of a flat circular margin differ essentially from the thicker parts, as they have 

no ciliated chambers, and are not traversed by a lacunar system. MARSHALL 

had already conjectured that the wall-openings may act like a sphincter by 

means of a membranous margin supported by a circle of siliceous spicules, and 

that in this way the openings may vary in size. These wall-spaces cannot, 

however, be compared with the oscula of other sponges, as the latter always 

serve as the exhalent openings for the water canal system. The cribriform 

operculum at the upper end of the sponge may be rather considered as 

- representing an oscular region, whilst the round wall-openings in Huplectella 

probably only serve for the free lateral entrance or exit of the surrounding 

water. 

The idea expressed by CLAus* that the Huplectella as a whole may be com- 

pared to a tube-shaped sycon, in which the separate boss-shaped projecting 

thickenings of the wall, as well as their corresponding ridges, may be con- 

sidered as homologous to the radial tubes; the circular wall-openings to the 

intercanals, and finally the upper cribriform opercular plate to the wider oscular 

opening of the sycon, is therefore inadmissible, as we can only possibly compare 

the single sac-shaped ciliated chambers of Huplectella to the single radial tube of 

a sycon, and not an entire system of such chambers with branched excretory 

passages such as we have in each projecting knob or ridge. MaArsHALL had 

already observed this, and, with more special reference to the relations of the 

spaces in the tube-wall of Huplectella, had attempted a more justifiable com- 

parison with a Leuconpersona. 

The whole structure of the cribriform opercular plate indicates that it is an 

oscular region serving as the last passage of exit for the discharged water, 

since the inner and side surfaces of the small lattice-beams are quite flattened, 

as if worn away by the ejected water, while the outer surface only is furnished 

with a small quantity of soft substance containing ciliated chambers, and is 

covered by the same skin which we find on the ridges and bosses of the 

tube-wall. 

After this explanation of the general arrangement of the soft parts of 

Euplectella aspergillum, I will now consider its histological structure more in 

detail. 

Here, as in all sponges which I have closely examined hitherto, we can 
* Ueber Luplectella aspergullum, 1868, 
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distinguish three different layers of tissue corresponding to the layers of the 

germ. 
The whole free external surface of Huplectella, as well as the inner wall and 

the hollow spaces and canals which conduct the water from the external pores 

to the ciliated chambers, are covered by an epithelium composed of a single 

layer of thin flat cells, which, from the developmental observations which I 

have recently made upon Plakina,* I regard as proceeding in this, as in other 

sponges, from the ectoderm of the larva, and I shall therefore simply call it 

ectoderm. 

A like simple layer of epithelium which lines the ciliated chambers them- 

selves, as well as the whole exhalent canal system extending from the mouths 

of the ciliated chambers to the oscular openings, I call endoderm for the same 

reason. Finally, I consider as mesoderm the whole mass of connective tissue 

between these two layers, which represents the stroma of the skeleton and of 

the genital products. 

The Ectoderm.—In most sponges we can only succeed under specially 

favourable circumstances in detecting in the living animals the mits of the 

ectodermal cells, though it is easy to observe them by the use of nitrate of 

silver. I never succeeded in showing the limits of the cells in spirit specimens, 

and consequently I could not expect to see them in this case, since they can be 

brought into view by no known process. Of course, it by no means follows 

that the layer of ectoderm cells is wanting. On the other hand, I find their 

presence indicated, if not by the outlines of the cells, by the characteristic cell- 

nuclei, which, like the neuclei of the ectoderm cells of other sponges, are dis- 

tinguished by their circular form, by their fine refractive nuclear corpuscles, 

and here especially by their minuteness compared with the oval, paler, and 

larger cells of the underlying connective tissue (Pl. XVII. fig. 5). 

Besides, the situation of these small round nuclei, in the uppermost layer, 

directly washed by the water, their partial projection when seen in profile, and 

their tolerably regular distribution, are in support of the view of the existence 

of such a layer of ectoderm cells. . 

The Endoderm.—That part of the epithelial layer termed endoderm, which 

lines the exhalent vessels from the openings of the ciliated chambers to the 

oscular openings of the cribriform operculum, here, as in all other sponges, 

closely resembles the flat ectodermal epithelium, whilst that portion of the 

endoderm which lines the ciliated chambers is of an entirely different 

character. 

Although even the excellent state of preservation of the materials at my 

* Zeit. fiir Wiss. Zool., Band xxxiv. 

VOL. XXIX. PART II. ux 
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disposal was not sufficient to allow me to gain a clear idea of the nature of the 

epithelium of the ciliated chambers, I was able to observe the following facts. 

I could perceive all the cells in the form of aggregated roundish lumps, in the 

centre of which a small spherical nucleus, furnished with a smaller strongly 

refractive nuclear corpuscle (like that which appears in the collar-cells of 

ether sponges), was sharply defined by means of a tinging medium (Pl. X VIL. 

figs. 6 and 7). If, therefore, nothing was to be observed in my preparations 

of the cylindrical form of the cells, of the peculiar collar-like process, of the 

collar, or of the flagellum which appears in the collar-cells of other sponges, 
it by no means follows that they are wanting in the living animal. The 

fact that in this case the cells of the ciliated chambers do not touch each 

other immediately laterally, but lie apart at nearly equal distances, did not 

surprise me, as I had occasionally found the same in other sponges—for 

example, in Spongelia—in pieces which had not been quite sufficiently 

hardened for examination. On the other hand, the peculiar arrangement 

and lateral connection of the cells with each other seemed to me highly 

remarkable. 

Even under a comparatively low magnifying power we can see a reticulate 

arrangement in the ciliated chambers, which has never yet been described in 

any other sponge. The cells, which are arranged in spiral or oblique rows, 

and lie somewhat apart, are connected in such a way by tolerably strong re- 

fractive straight cords, that rhomboidal quadrate meshes are formed which are 

usually of nearly equal size, and only here and there become varied in form and 

arrangement by the pores of the chambers. While usually four such lateral 

connecting cords, forming a straight or oblique cross, proceed to the adjacent 

cells, there are not rarely five or six such processes. I could not find any 

complete explanation of the nature of these connecting cords and their relation 

to the cells; but I believe we must consider them as connecting bridges 
between the viscid cell bodies. 

The Mesoderm.—In contrast to most other siliceous sponges, the scanty 

gelatinous connective tissue of the mesoderm has a semi-fluid colourless funda- 

ment basis, hyaline in itself, but rendered turbid by numerous irregularly 

scattered fine darker particles. The sort of difference which we have in many 
horny and ‘siliceous sponges, between the equally dark granuled boundary of 

the ciliated chambers and the rest of the hyaline masses of connective tissue, is 

not to be observed here, Besides the small round nuclei of the outer epithelium, 

more faintly defined and usually oval-shaped nuclei, at whose narrow end 

we often find a still smaller nuclear mass, may be observed in the cribriform 

layer, as well as in the flat plates and cords of the remaining soft parts. 

I have, therefore, less hesitation in referring these pale oblong nuclei to 
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the cells of the connective substance, as they are tolerably equally distributed 

-in the fundamental basis, and, in conjunction with their scanty protoplasmic 

ares, resemble the cells of connective tissue in other sponges. Besides 

these ordinary corpuscles of the connective tissue, I met with roundish 

balls of strongly refractive spherules, plentiful in some places, scanty in 

others (Pl. XVII. fig. 8), like those described by MArsHatz in the soft parts of 

different Hexactinellide, and especially of Huplectella aspergillum.* I con- 

sider these granular balls, which certainly belong to distinct cells, as accumu- 

lations of reserve nutrition, somewhat comparable in a physiological sense to 

fat or starch. 

The Genital Products.—I found numerous sperm bails of about 50 pw. in 

diameter in the meshes of the connective tissue, between the meshes of the 

ciliated chambers (Pl. XVIL., fig. 6). The fine thread-shaped appendages were 

certainly no longer recognisable on the small sharply-defined, tolerably 

refractive roundish spermatozoa, which were aggregated in clusters in an 

enclosed space; but I have no doubt as to their signification, as they 

coloured deeply with carmine or logwood, like the moving sperm masses of 

the sponges. 

Like most sponges, Huplectella aspergillum is inhabited by different com- 

mensals. While some of these, such as the much talked of crabs of the genera 

Palemon and Aga, live enclosed like prisoners in the large cavity of the sponge, 

and others among the long spicules of the beard, another group are found in the 

soft parts of the tube-wall. From these last I here select for description a 

microscopic hydroid polyp, which appeared so abundantly in the Euplectella 

from Zebu, preserved in absolute alcohol, that one or more hydranths are found 

in almost every microscopic section of the tube-wall. 

It belongs to the group of gymnoblastic hydroids of AttMAN. The simple 

tube-like coenosare of the hydrophyton, which traverses the soft parts of the 

sponge in the form of a long-meshed net, is attached by isolated pointed 

ectoderm processes to the inner surface of a delicate annulated perisarc. tube. 

From this coenosare tube, which is only about 20 uw. wide, more definitely at 

right angles than the branches forming the network of the tube, there spring 

simple club-shaped hydranths, which project without hydrothece freely into the 
inhalent lacune, and therefore towards the exterior, from the zones of ciliated 

chambers. 
Each hydranth has, close beneath the short hemispherical hypostoma, with 

its terminal oral opening, only two opposite annulated comparatively long solid 
tentacles with a terminal knob richly loaded with sting-capsules, and rather 

* Zeitschrift fiir Wissen. Zool., Band xxv. p. 159, and Pl. xiii. fig. 6 Pl. xv. fig. 60. 
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below this a semicircular internal transverse enlargement, with a like thicken- 

ing also with numerous sting-capsules. The remaining portions of the arm are 

quite flat. 

The thread-cells, which, besides appearing in the ectodermal thickening of 

the arms, are also found, though isolated and not yet in a vertical position, in 

the endodermal layer of the ccenosarc, resemble in shape the broad sting- 

capsules of Hydra, although they do not attain to so great a size. 

The endoderm of the ccenosare contains flat cells, but in the hydranth bodies 

it consists of tall clear ciliated cells. As direct processes of the endoderm layer, 

a single row of columns, formed of clear cells, stretch to the terminal knobs of 

the arms. 

Fig. 1. Amphibrachium euplectelle (Schulze), 

The Hydroid in situ, infesting the soft tissues of Zuplectella. x 60. 

A simple layer of very delicate, hyaline, supporting lamellz, are found in 

the outer surface of the arms, as well as in the body of the hydranth. 

Reproductive buds could unfortunately not be observed. 

On account of the number and situation of the arms, I call this commensal 

of Euplectella aspergillum, given sixty times the natural size in the above wood- 

cut, Amphibrachium euplectelle. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XVII. 

. Part of the outer surface of the tube-wall of Huplectella aspergillum, from the Zebu specimen 

preserved in absolute alcohol. Natural size. 

. Part of the inner surface of the tube-wail of the same sponge. Natural size. 

. Transverse section of a ridge, with part of the tube-wall of the same sponge. The section 

corresponds to one of the larger efferent openings of the exhalent canal system. x 16. A 

combination figure. 

. Outer portion of a thin section taken perpendicularly to the outer surface through the side watl 

of aridge. x 150. 

. External view of a small piece of the outer membrane from the side wall of a ridge. x 400. 

. Transverse section of a layer of ciliated chambers with a sperm-sphere. x 400. 

, Part of the wall of a ciliated chamber. x 600. 

. A small portion of the network of the exhalent lacunar system of a ridge. x 610. 
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XXV.—On Minding’s Theorem. By Professor Tarr. 

(Revised June 23, 1880.) 

The following paper contains a short digest of investigations communicated 

to the Society on several occasions during the past, and the present, session. 

The work had been for some months laid aside, but my attention was recalled 

to it by. Professor CurysTAu’s valuable paper, in which he treats MINnDING’s 

Theorem as an example of PLicker’s methods, and also by the help of Rop- 

RIGUES co-ordinates. Iam induced to publish a few of my results in full, as I 

think that a comparison of the analysis employed by CurystaL, with the very 

different analysis employed by myself, may be useful as well as interesting, 

especially from the point of view of the simplicity of the quaternion method. 

Even when the quaternion processes are written out at full length, they are in 

general shorter than the most condensed forms of ordinary analysis ; and there 

can be no doubt that they are much more easily interpretable into the corre- 

sponding geometrical ideas. 

A hastily-written proof of the main theorem, somewhat on the same lines 

as the first of those now given, was printed in the “ Proceedings of the London 

Mathematical Society,” No. 147. But the present version is much simpler ; and 

it is requisite for the intelligibility of the rest of the paper which, I repeat, is 

given mainly for the sake of the quaternion processes involved. 

I commence with a few preliminary transformations. This would be alto- 

gether needless if quaternion methods were at all as familiar to the majority of 

mathematical readers as are the more usual ones. 

1. In what follows we have a good deal of use to make of certain properties 

of linear and vector functions, so that some of the less obvious of them are here 

briefly stated. 

Let a,, ao, &c., B,, Bo, &c., be any two sets of vectors, and let us consider 

the vector 

K=2V Ba. ; : : ‘ : (1) 

If we operate by V.c, where o is any vector whatever, we have 

Vor=V.crVBa 

= 2(aSBo — BSac) 

= PIS? EI an rte G tenn, (2) 

=2Veo , ; ; ‘ (3) 
VOL. XXIX. PART II. VUE 
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if V.¢ be the impure part of the strain 

~=2aSh() . : ° : : (4) 

Hence if ¢ be put (as can always be done) in the normal form 

GSe( ) + Sy(_) + SKC ), 

where 7, 7, & form a rectangular unit system ; we have 

K=2VBa= V(il +jn +40) : ; : (5) 

In the particular case which we shall chiefly require, it will be found that there 

is a certain vector @ such that 

p8=0. 

Hence we may write ¢ in the form 

7Sy(_)+8'S0C ) 

where y, 5 are any two unit vectors perpendicular to each other and to Bethe 

now, we change 

y to ycos9+ésin9 , 

and 6 to —ysind+dcos$ , 

(which are still unit vectors, perpendicular to one another, and to £) 

y becomes y'cos}—s'sind , 

and 5 ‘5 y'sind + 6’cos? . 

These are at right angles to one another if 

28/8’ 
tan 2.9 = Feo 

This always gives real values of 9, corresponding to two definite directions at 

right angles to one another. Hence we may always take 

p=ySy( )+dS8() ' (4’) 

where y and § are as before, and y’ and 6’ are vectors at right angles to one 

another. 
Another point to be borne in mind is that rotation of a rigid system may 
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be expressed by a special linear and vector function, x, which possesses the 

following characteristic properties ; 

SxaxB=SaB , 

(of which a particular case is 

Tya=Ta,) 

and ; VyaxB=xVaB. 
’ 

Also the conjugate of x is its reciprocal, or 

=X 

These premised, we may attack the question. 

2. When any number of forces act on a rigid system; (, at the point a,, 

B, at a, &c., their resultant consists of the single force 

acting at the origin, and the couple 

c=—Vieax : - : < 4 (1) 

If these can be reduced to a single force, the equation of the line in which 

the force acts is evidently 

Weo=> Vaan eo , : (5) 

Now suppose the system of forces to turn about, preserving their mag- 

nitudes, their points of application, and their mutual inclinations, then 

Minpine’s Theorem, proved (in CRELLE’s “Journal,” vols. xiv., xv.) by an 

excessively elaborate process, assigns certain fixed curves in space, each of 

which is intersected by the line (5) in every one of the infinite number of its 

positions. 

3. To prove this, and to find the curves in question, we may proceed as 

follows :— 

Operating on (5) by V.8, it becomes 

pB?—BSBp=4B—-4'B 
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with the notation of (2). Now, however the forces may turn, 

$8 = ZaSBB 

is an absolute constant ; for each scalar factor as S8,6 is unaltered by rotation. 

Let us therefore change the origin, ¢.¢., the value of each a, so as to make 

LTaSBC=0, 

Lels, . ¢8=0 J i ll ee oe (6) 

Thus we see that ¢ may be expressed”in the form given in (4’) above. 

4, Equation (5) is now 

bVBp=Vyy' + V80,, ‘ P : : (5') 

where 0 is the tensor, and £ the versor, of 8. 

The condition that the force shall lie in thefplane of the couple is, of course, 

included in this, and is found by operating by 8.6. Thus 

SS/sy8)S0 2. 2. 

We have here all the data of the problem, and solutions can only differ from 

one another in the. mode of attacking (5’) and (7). The most purely quater- 

nionic mode, so far as Hamitron developed his calculus, seems to be the 

following :— 

Writing (7) in the form 

Sy(o'+ VBy’)=0, 

we have at once 

ty = VBS + BVBy, f: 
whence t6= —VBy' + BVBS’, 

where ¢ is an undetermined scalar. 

By means of these we may put (5’) in the form 

btVBp=V.B(Vy'S +7'SyB+8'S8'B) 

=V.B(V7's —o8) 

where 

w=—ySy( )—5S8( ). 
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Let the tensors of y’ and & be e,, e, respectively, and let B’ be a unit vector 
perpendicular to them, then we may write 

bip=x2B+e,e.8 —oB, . ' (8) 

Operating by («—~)~', and noting that 

we have 

biw—a)"p=—-B-“~,.  .  . (8’) 

Taking the scalar of the product of (8) and (8’) we have 

BSp(o—2) ‘p= —= (#B + e10,6')?—SBah . 
But by (7’) we have 

?=SPoB + e+ &—2¢,e,SBR : : (9) 

so that, finally, 

i 2_ 2) (a— Peg(e@—2) p=-14; 4 a Ct. «CCG 

5. Equation (10), in which 7? is given by (9) in terms of 8, is true for every 

point of every single resultant. But we get an immense simplification by 

assuming for w either of the particular values ¢,? or ¢,”.. For then the right 

hand side of (10) is reduced to negative unity, and the equation represents one 

or other of the focal conics of the system of confocal surfaces 

Sp(a—h) p=—p, 

a point of each of which must therefore lie on the line (8). This is 
Minpine’s Theorem. 

6. A singular form, in which it can be expressed, appears at once from 

equation (5’). For that equation is obviously the condition that the linear and 
vector function 

—bpSB( )+7'Sy(_)+8'S8( ) 

shall denote a pure strain. 

Hence the following problem :—Given a set of rectangular unit vectors, 

which may take any initial position : let two of them, after a homogeneous strain, 
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become given vectors at right angles to one another, find what the third must 

become that the strain may be pure. The locus of the extremity of the third is, 

for every initial position, one of the single resultants of Minp1ne’s system ; 

and therefore passes through each of the fixed conics. 

Thus we see another very remarkable analogy between strains and couples, 

which is in fact suggested at once by the general expression for the impure 

part of a linear and vector function. 

7. The scalar ¢, which was introduced in equations (7’), is shown by (9) to 

be a function of B alone. In this connection it is interesting to study the sur- 
face of the fourth order 

Star — (ei, + 6)72 —2¢,e,TrSB'r=1 , 

ih 
where T=7 8B. 

But this may be left as an exercise. 

Another form of ¢ (by 7’) is Syy’ + S80’. 

Meanwhile (9) shows that for any assumed value of 6 there are but two 
corresponding Minp1ne lines. 

If, on the other hand, p be given there are in general four values of 8. For 

variety we may take a different mode of attacking equations (7) and (5’), which 
contain the whole matter. In what follows 6 will be merged in p. 

8. Operating by V.8 we transform (5’) into 

p+ BSBp= —(ySy'B+46S88’B) ; (5”) 

Squaring both sides we have 

p?+S*Bp=SBaB (11) 

Since £ is a unit vector, this may be taken as the equation of a cyclic cone; 

and every central axis through the point p lies upon it. For we have not yet 

taken account of (7), which is the condition that there shall be no couple. 

To introduce (7), operate on (5”) by S.y’ and by 8.8’. We thus have, by a 
double employment of (7), 

Sy'p + Sy BSBp =SyaB | (12) 
So’p + Sd’ BSBp =Séah 

Next, multiplying (11) by SBaf, and adding to it the squares of (12), we have 

p SBaB—2SBpSBap—Spap= —SBa’B. ; : (13) 
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This is a second cyclic cone, intersecting (11) in the four directions 8. Of course 

it is obvious that (11) and (13) are unaltered by the substitution of p+yf 
for p. 

If we look on B as given, while p is to be found, (11) is the equation of a 

right cylinder, and (13) that of a central surface of the second order. 

9. A curious transformation of these equations may be made by assuming p; 

to be any other point on one of the Minpine lines represented by (11) and 

(13). Introducing the factor —@?(=1) in the terms where 6 does not [{appear, 

and then putting throughout 

Bllai—p,  - . : : , (14) 

(11) becomes 

—p’pitS*ppi=S(pi—p)a(ri—p)  - + eS A) 

As this is symmetrical in p, pi, we should obtain only the same result by 

putting p; for p in (11), and substituting again for B as before. 

From (13) we obtain the corresponding symmetrical result 

(p°—Sppi) Spixpi + (P| —Spp:) Spap = —SppiS(pi—p)a(pi—p) —S(pi—p)@"(pi—p)_- (13’) 

These equations become very much simplified if we assume p and p, to lie 

respectively in any two conjugate planes; specially in the planes of the focal 

conics, so that Sé’p=0, and Sy‘p,=0. 

For if the planes be conjugate we have 

Spap, =0, 
Spa'pi=0, 

and if, besides, they be those of the focal conics, 

Sppi=—SP'pSh'p., 
Spo’p =eiSpap, &c., 

and the equations are 

—ppitS?ppi=SpiapitSpap, . . : (117) 
and 

p’Sprapit piSpap=—Spia'pi—Spw'p. - -  (18°") 

From these we have at once the equations of the two MINDING curves in a 

variety of different ways. Thus, for instance, let 

pi=po 

and eliminate p between the equations. We get the focal conic in the plane of 
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B’, y’. In this way we see that Mrnp1ne lines pass through each point of each 

of the two curves; and by a similar process that every line joining two points, 

one on the one curve the other on the other, is a M1inp1NG line. 

Another process is more instructive. Note that, by the equations of con- 

dition above, we have 

S’pp.= (Fara pi) (Pee — yi 
2 a 

Then our equations become 

SpmpSpep pita eta dq ee 
and 

(p” + ¢3) Sprapi + (pi t+ €1)Spap=0. 

If we eliminate p’ or pj from these equations, the resultant obviously be- 

comes divisible by Spawp or Spiwp1, and we at once obtain the equation of one 

of the focal conics. 

10. In passing it may be well to notice that equation (13) may be written in 

the simpler form 
S.p8paw8 + Spap=SCa’8 . 

Also it is easy to see that if we put 

0=pSBp—(a + p’)8 

SB0=0 , 

we have (11) in the form 

and by the help of this (13) becomes 

& =Spap . 

This gives another elegant mode of attacking the problem. 

11. Another valuable transformation of (5”) is obtained by considering the 

linear and vector function, y suppose, by which 6, y, 5 are derived from the 

system $8’, Uy’, Ud’. For then we have obviously 

p= ay B" + xo'x8" , : ; . . (5°) 

This represents any central axis, and the corresponding form of the MtnpInG 

condition is 

8.7xoa 740 =S8ya4y : ; : (7-5 
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Most of the preceding formulz may be looked upon as results of the elimi- 

nation of the function y from these equations. This forms probably the most 

important feature of such investigations, so far at least as the quaternion 

calculus is concerned. 

I employed the equation (5) as the basis of an investigation, one or two of 

whose results were communicated last session to the Society.* 1 will now give 

the main features of that investigation. 

vit 

12. It is evident from (5”’) that the vector-perpendicular from the origin on 

the central axis parallel to x8’ is expressed by 

T=ya'xX8" . 

But there is an infinite number of values of y for which U7 is a given versor. 

Hence the problem ;—to find the maximum and minimum value of Tr, when 

Uris given—z.e., to jind the surface bounding the region which ts filled with the 

Seet of perpendiculars on central axes. 

We have 

Tr=—S. xBox 8’, 

0=T78.x8'Ur. 

Hence 

0=S8.x6'ax6’, 

0=S.x8'Ur. 

But as Tf’ is constant 

0=S8.x8yB’. 

These three equations give at sight 

(w at ux’ =o Wr, 

where w, w’ are unknown scalars. Operate by 8.x@’ and we have 

—T’;—u=0, 

so that 

St(o +7) '7=0. 

This differs from the equation of FRESNEL’S wave-surface only in having 
. : LY : 

w+7° instead of a+7~° (ie, Tr for i) , and denotes therefore the reciprocal 

* Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin., 1879, p. 200. 
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of that surface. In the statical problem, however, we have 

and thus the corresponding wave-surface has zero for one of its parameters. 

[If this restriction be not imposed, the locus of the point 

ilies xoxB , 

where ¢ is now any given linear and vector function whatever, will be found, 

by a process precisely similar to that just given, to be 

S.(7— $B) ($47) "(7-6 B)=0, 

where ¢ is the conjugate of ¢. This, however, has nothing to do with 

Minp1ne’s Theorem. | 

13. As the reader may not feel secure of results derived by the differentia- 

tion of a vector function operator, it may be well to obtain the result of last. 

section by a more usual process. 

We obviously have by (5”) 

1=78yB +88 

? =o 

SeUr=0. 

Sz 

To make Tz a maximum with these conditions, we have 

or (as in (11 

But also 

SBaB=0 

SBUr=0 

SBB =0 

and, by elimination of 8 and B among these equations, we have as before 

St(atr’) ‘r=0. 

The first of the undifferentiated equations is that of an elliptic cylinder of 

variable magnitude but constant form and position, the second a diametral 

plane, and the third the unit sphere. Obviously there is one maximum and ~ 

one minimum value of Tz. These occur when the variable ellipse given by the 

first and second equation touches the fixed circle given by the second and third. 
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It may do so internally or externally, and consequently the resulting equation 

gives two values of Tz for each value of U7. 

14, This is, in fact, in quaternions identical with the second process em- 
ployed by Professor CurysraL. For, by writing + for p+ Sp in (11) it 

becomes 

7=SpoB , 

and in the same way (13) becomes 

t'—Stat= —SBo’B . 

These, translated into Cartesian scalars, are CHRYSTAL’S equations (8) and 

(9) (Second Method, anté, p. 523). They may be obtained directly by a process 
similar to that in section 8 above. CuHrRysTAL’s first method is, of course, 

included in the solutions afforded by the use of x. 

I may remark, in conclusion, that the process of section 4, leading to an 
equation like (10) above, seems to be the most natural method of applying 

quaternions to questions connected with congruencies. 
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* Flint, Robert, D.D., Professor of Divinity in the University of Edinburgh, Johnstone 

Terrace, Craigmillar Park 

* Forbes, G., M.A., 4 Coates Crescent 

Forlong, Major-Gen. J. G., 11 Douglas Crescent, F.R.G.S., R.A.S., M.A.L, Assoc. C.E., &e. 

Forster, John, Liverpool 

* Fraser, A. Campbell, M.A., LL.D., Professor of Logic and Metaphysics in the University 

of Edinburgh, 20 Chester Street 130 

* Fraser, Thomas R., M.D., F.R.C.P.E., F.R.S., Professor of Materia Medica in the University 

of Edinburgh, 37 Melville Street 

* Galloway, R. K., M.A., Cantab., Examiner in the Univ. of Edin., 47 Great King Street 

Gayner, Charles, M.D., Oxford 

Gamgee, J. Samson, Birmingham 

* Geddes, Patrick, Assistant to the Professor of Botany in the University of Edinburgh, 

and Lecturer on Zoology at Minto House, 81a Princes Street 135 

* Geikie, Archibald, LL.D., F.R.S., F.G.S., President of the Royal Physical Society, 

Professor of Geology in the University of Edinburgh, Director of the Geological 

Survey of Scotland, Sheriff Court Buildings, George IV. Bridge 

* Geikie, James, F.R.S., F.G.S., Geological Survey Office, Edinburgh and Perth 

* Gibson, John, Ph.D., 29 Greenhill Gardens 

* Gifford, Hon. Lord, one of the Senators of the College of Justice, Granton House 

* Gilray, Thomas, M.A., Head English Master in the Academy, Glasgow 140 

* Gilruth, George Ritchie, L.R.C.S.E. and L.R.C.L.E., 9 Union Street 

* Goodsir, Rev. Joseph Taylor, 11 Danube Street 

Gosset, Major-General W. D., R.E., Sandfields, East Sheen, London, 8. W. 
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1867 | * Graham, Andrew, M.D., R.N., 35 Melville Street | 

1880 * Graham, James, 195 Bath Street, Glasgow 145 

1869 * Grant, Principal Sir Alexander, Bart., M.A., LL.D., Principal of the Laer of 

Edinburgh (Vicz-PRESIDENT), 21 Tanticune Crescent 

1851 Grant, The Rev. James, D.D., D.C.L., 15 Palmerston Place 

1875 * Gray, Robert, Secretary to the Royal Physical Society, 13 Inverleith Row 

1880 Gray, Thomas, B.Sc., Demonstrator of Physics, and Instructor in Telegraphy in the 

Imperial College of Engineering, Tokio, Japan 

1872 * Grieve, David, 156 Portsdown Road, Maida Vale, London 150 

1860 | P. |* Guthrie; Frederick, M.A., Ph.D., F.R.S., Professor of Physics, School of Mines, 24 Stanley 

Crescent, Nottinghill, London, W. 

1867 * Haldane, D. R., M.D., President of the Royal College of Physicians, 22 Charlotte Square 

1867 * Hallard, Frederick, Advocate, 61 York Place 

1867 * Hallen, James H. B., Canada 

1833 Hamilton, Alexander, LL.B., W.S., The Elms, Whitehouse Loan 155 

1873 Handyside, P. D., M.D., F.R.C.S.E., College of Surgeons, and 16 Lansdowne Crescent 

1876 | P. |* Hannay, J. Ballantyne, Anderson’s College, Glasgow, Woodbourne, Helensburgh 

1869 Hartley, Sir Charles A., Memb. Inst. Civ. Engineers, .26 Pall Mail, London 

1877 Hartley, Walter Noel, Professor of Chemistry, Royal College of Science for Ireland, Dublin 

1870 * Harvey, Thomas, M.A., LL.D., Rector of the Edinburgh Academy, 32 George Square 160 

1859 * Hay, G. W., of Whitrigg, Devon Lodge, Starcross, Devon 

1855 Hay, James, 3 Links Place, Leith 

1880 | P. |* Haycraft, J. Berry, M.B., B.Sc., Physiological Laboratory, University of Edinburgh 

1875 Hawkshaw, Sir John, Memb. Inst. Civil Engineers, F.R.S., F.G.S., 33 Great George Street 

Westminster 

1870 Heathfield, W. E., 20 King Street, St James, London 165 

1862 * Hector, James, M.D., F.R.S., Director of the Geological Survey, Wellington, N. Z. 

1876 | K. P.|* Heddle, M. Forster, M.D., Professor of Chemistry in the University of St Andrews 

1869 * Henry, Isaac Anderson-, of Woodend, Hay Lodge, Trinity 

1871 Higgins, Charles Hayes, LL.D., Alfred House, Birkenhead 

1859 Hills, John, Bombay neeeose 170 

1879 Hislop, John, Secretary to the Department of Education, Wellington, New Zealand 

128 |) P. Home, David Milne, of Milne Graden, LL.D., F.G.S., President of the Geological Society 

of Edinburgh (Vicz-PresipENT), 10 York Place 

1879 * Hood, Thomas H. Cockburn, F.G.S., Junior Carlton Club, Pall Mall, London 
1869 * Howe, Alexander, W.S., 17 Moray Place 

1872 * Hunter, Captain Charles, Plas Céch, Anglesea, and 17 St George’s Square, London, 8. W. 175 

1864 * Hutchison, Robert (Carlowrie Castle), and 29 Chester Street 

1855 Inglis, Right Hon. John, D.C.L., LL.D., Lord Justice-General of Scotland, and Chancellor 

of the University of Edinburgh, 30 Abercromby Place 

1874 * Irvine, Alex. Forbes, of Drum, Advocate, Sheriff of Argyll, 25 Castle Terrace 

1875 Jack, William, M,A., Professor of Mathematics in the University of Glasgow 

1863 Jameson, William, Surgeon-Major, India 180 

1860 * Jamieson, George A., 58 Melville Street 

1880 Japp, A. H., LL.D., 13 Albion Square, Dalston, London 
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1869 | K. P.| * Jenkin, H. C. Fleeming, F.R.S., Memb. Inst. Civ. Engineers, Professor of Engineering in 

1865 

1869 

1867 

1874 

1877 

1866 

1877 

1878 
1880 
1878 
1875. 
1880 

1868 

1875 

1878 

1870 

1872 

1872 

1863 

1858 

1874 

1861 

1864 

1870 

1871 

1861 

1849 

1855 

1867 

1866 

1871 

1847 

1878 

1878 

1878 

1880 

MLE 

Boe: 

P; 

the University of Edinburgh (Vicz-Presient), 3 Great Stuart Street 

* Jenner, Charles, Easter Duddingston Lodge 

Johnston, John Wilson, M.D., Bengal 185 

* Johnston, T. B., F.R.G.S., 9 Claremont Crescent 

Jones, Francis, Lecturer on Chemistry, Monton Place, Manchester 

* Jolly, William, H.M. Inspector of Schools, Inverness 

* Keiller, Alexander, M.D., F.R.C.P.E., 21 Queen Street 

* King, James, of Campsie, Dean of Faculty of Glasgow University, 12 Claremont Terrace, 

Glasgow 190 

* King, William, M.A., Stewart Villa, Dean 

* King, W. F., Lonend, Trinity, Edinburgh 

* Kintore, the Right Hon. the Earl of, M.A., Cantab., Keith Hall, Inverurie, Aberdeenshire 

* Kirkwood, Anderson, LL.D., 7 Melville Terrace, Stirling 

* Knott, C. G., D.Se., Physical Laboratory, University of Edinburgh 195 

* Laidlay, J. W., of Seacliffe, North Berwick 

*LAmy, John Ramsay, of Dunkenny, Forfarshire, Aytoun Castle, 107 Cromwell Road, 

London, 8. W. 

* Lang, P. R. Scott, M.A., B.Sc., Professor of Mathematics in the University of St Andrews 

* Laurie, Simon S., M.A., Professor of Education in the University of Edinburgh, Nairn 

Lodge, Duddingston 

* Lee, H. Alexander, C.E., Blairhoyle, Stirling 200 

* Lee, the Hon. Lord, one of the Senators of the College of Justice, 26 Charlotte Square 

* Leslie, Hon, G. Waldegrave, Leslie House, Leslie 

* Leslie, James, Memb. Inst. Civil Engineers, 2 Charlotte Square 

* Letts, E. A., Ph.D., F.LC., F.C.S., Professor of Chemistry, Queen’s College, Belfast 

* Lindsay, W. Lauder, M.D., F.L.S., 9 Merchiston Avenue, Edinburgh 205 

* Lindsay, William, Hermitage-Hill House, Leith 

* Lister, Joseph, M.B., F.R.C.S.L., F.R.C.S.E., F.R.S., Professor of Clinical Surgery, 12 Park 

Crescent, Portland Place, London, N.W. 

* Logie, Cosmo Garden, M.D., Surgeon-Major, Royal Horse Guards, 47 Queensborough 

Gardens, Bayswater 

* Lorimer, James, M.A., Advocate, Professor of Public Law in the University of Edinburgh, 

1 Bruntsfield Crescent 

Lowe, W. H., M.D., F.R.C.P.E., Mem. R.C.S. Eng., Wimbledon 210 

Macadam, Stevenson, Ph.D., 11 East Brighton Crescent, Portobello 

* M‘Candlish, John M., W.S., 4 Doune Terrace 

* M‘Culloch, John, 11 Duke Street 

* Macdonald, Angus, M.D., F.R.C.P.E., F.R.C.S.E., 29 Charlotte Square 

Macdonald, W. Macdonald, of St Martin’s, Perth 215 

* MacDougall, Alan, Mem. Inst. Civil Engineers, Hobart House, Dalkeith 

* Macfarlane, Alexander, M.A., D.Sc., 25 Panmure Place 

+ M‘Gowan, George, 24 Seton Place 

MacGregor, J. Gordon, M.A., D.Sc., Professor of Physics in Dalhousie College, Halifax, 

Nova Scotia 
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1879 | 

1869 

1873 

1840 

1877 

1843 

1872 

1853 

1869 

1864 

1869 

1870 

1876 

1872 

1876 

1866 

1877 

1840 

1858 

1880 

1869 

1864 

1866 

1853 

1875 

1841 

1852 

1833 

1878 

1875 

1866 

1843 

1879 

1865 

1870 

1871 

1868 

1866 

1879 

1877 

1861 
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* M‘Grigor, Alexander Bennett, LL.D., 19 Woodside Terrace, Glasgow 220 

* M‘Intosh, William Carmichael, M.D., LL.D., F.R.S., F.L.S., Murthly, Perthshire 

* M‘Kendrick, John G., M.D., F.R.C.P.E., Professor of the Institutes of Medicine in the 

University of Glasgow 

Mackenzie, John, New Club, Princes Street 

* Macfie, Robert A., Dreghorn Castle, Colinton 

Maclagan, Douglas, M.D., F.R.C.P. and F.R.C.S.E., Professor of Medical Jurisprudence in 

the University of Edinburgh (Vicr-Presipent), 28 Heriot Row 225 

* Maclagan, David, C.A., 9 Royal Circus 

Maclagan, General R., Royal Engineers, 37 Lexham Gardens, Kensington, W. 

* Maclagan, R. Craig, M.D., 5 Coates Crescent 

* M‘Lagan, Peter, of Pumpherston, M.P., Linlithgow 

* M‘Laren, John, Q.C., Lord-Advocate of Scotland, 46 Moray Place 230 

* Macleod, George H. B., M.D., Professor of Surgery in the University of Glasgow, 10 

Woodside Crescent, Glasgow 

* Macleod, Rev. Norman, 7 Royal Circus 

* Macmillan, Rev. Hugh, D.D., LL.D., Seafield, Greenock 

* Macmillan, John, M.A., 18 Duncan Street, Drummond Place 

* Macnair, John, 33 Moray Place 235 

* Macnee, Sir Daniel, K.C.B., President of the Royal Scot. Acad., 6 Learmonth Terrace 

M‘Neill, The Right Hon. Sir John, G.C.B., K.L.8., LL.D., Burnhead, Liberton 

* Malcolm, R. B., M.D., F.R.C.P.E., 126 George Street 

Marsden, R. Sydney, D.Sc., A.L.C., F.C.S., Tapton Grove, Sheffield 

Marshall, Henry, M.D., Clifton, Bristol 240 

* Marwick, James David, LLD., Town-Clerk, Glasgow 

* Masson, David, LL.D., Professor of Rhetoric and English Literature in the University of 

Edinburgh, 6 Minto Street 

Mercer, Greme Reid, of Gorthie, Ceylon Civil Service 

* Millar, C. H., of Blaircastle, 5 Palmerston Place 

Miller, John, of Leithen, Memb. Inst. Civil Engineers, 2 Melville Crescent 245 

Miller, Thomas, M.A., LL.D., Rector of Perth Academy, Inchbank House, Perth 

Milne, Admiral Sir Alexander, Bart., G.C.B., Inveresk 

* Milne, John, Trinity Grove, Edinburgh 

* Milroy, John, C.E., 8 Salisbury Road 

* Mitchell, Arthur, M.A., M.D., LL.D., Commissioner in Lunacy, 34 Drummond Place 250 

Mitchell, Joseph, Memb. Inst. Civil Engineers, Viewhill, Inverness 

* Moinet, Francis W., M.D., F.R.C.P.E., 13 Alva Street 

* Moir, John J. A., M.D., F.R.C.P.E., 52 Castle Street 

* Moncreiff, the Right Hon. Lord, of Tullibole, Lord Justice-Clerk, LL.D. (Prestprnt), 15 

Great Stuart Street ; 

* Moncrieff, Rev. William Scott, of Fossaway, Bishop-Wearmouth, Sunderland 955 

* Montgomery, Very Rev. Dean, M.A., D.D., 17 Atholl Crescent 

* Morehead, Charles, M.D., F.R.C.P.L., 11 North Manor Place 

* Morrison, J. B. Brown, of Finderlie and Murie, Perthshire 

* Morrison, Robert Milner, D.Sc., F.1.C., Senior Demonstrator of Chemistry in the University 

of Edinburgh, 13 Douglas Crescent 

* Muir, John, D.C.L., LL.D., 10 Merchiston Avenue 260 
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1873 * Muir, M. M. Pattison, Prelector on Chemistry, Caius College, Cambridge 

1874 | P. |* Muir, Thomas, M.A., High School, Glasgow 

1870 * Munn, David, High School 

1857 Murray, John Ivor, 8 Huntriss Row, Scarborough 

1877 * Murray, John, Challenger Expedition Office, 32 Queen Street 265 

1877 * Napier, John, 23 Portman Square, London ) 

1874 * Napier, James, Maryfield House, Bothwell 

1866 * Nelson, Thomas, St Leonard’s, Dalkeith Road 

1870 | P, |* Nicholson, Henry Alleyne, M.D.,D.Sc., President of the Royal Physical Society, Professor 

of Civil and Natural History in the University of St Andrews 

1880 * Nicol, W. W. J., M.A., 15 Blacket Place 270 

1878 Norris, Richard, M.D., Professor of Physiology, Queen’s College, Birmingham 

1877 Panton, George A., 38 Bennetts Hill, Birmingham 

1837 | P. Parnell, Richard, M.D., 17 Merchiston Avenue 

1863 * Peddie, Alexander, M.D., Vice-President of the Royal College of Physicians, Edinburgh, 

15 Rutland Street 

1868 * Peddie, John Dick, M.P., Architect, 33 Buckingham Terrace 275 

1869 Pender, John, M.P., Manchester 

1849 Pirrie, William, M.D., Professor of Surgery, Marischal College, Aberdeen 

1859 | P. |* Playfair, The Right Hon. Lyon, C.B., M.P., LL.D., F.R.S., 68 Onslow Gardens, London 

1877 Pole, Wm., F.R.S., Mus. Doc., Mem. Inst. Civ. Eng., 31 Parliament St., Westminster, 8. W. 

1874 Powell, Baden Henry Baden-, Forest Department, India | 280) 

1852 Powell, Eyre B., C.S.I1., M.A. Cantab., Victoria Villa, Weston Road, Bath 

1865 * Powrie, James, Reswallie, Forfar 

1880 * Prentice, Charles, Actuary, 8 St Bernard’s Crescent 

1875 Prevost, E. W., Ph.D., Agricultural College, Cirencester 

1849 Primrose, Hon. B. F., C.B., 22 Moray Place 285 

1873 Pritchard, Andrew, 87 St Paul’s Road, Highbury, London 

1880 * Pullar, Robert, St Leonard’s Bank, Perth 

1868 * Raleigh, Samuel, C.A., Park House, Dick Place 

1869 Raven, Rev. Thomas Milville, M.A., The Vicarage, Crakehall, Bedale 

1865 * Redford, Rev. Francis, M.A., The Rectory, Silloth 290 

1836 Rhind, David, Architect, 19 Hill Street 

1875 * Richardson, Ralph, W.S., 38 Heriot Row 

1872 Ricarde-Lever, Major F. Ignacio, Carlton Club, St James’ Street, London 

1877 * Roberton, James, LL.D., Professor of Conveyancing in the University of Glasgow, 1 Park 

Terrace East, Glasgow 

1880 Roberts, D. Lloyd, M.D., F.R.C.P.L., 23 St John Street, Manchester 295 

1879 * Robertson, Major-General A. Cuningham, 86 Great King Street 

1872 * Robertson, D. M. C. L. Argyll, M.D., F,R.C.S.E., 18 Charlotte Square 

1859 * Robertson, George, Memb. Inst. Civil Engineers, 47 Albany Street 

1860 * Robertson, William, M.D., F.R.C.P.E., 28 Albany Street 

1877 | P. | * Robinson, George Carr, F.I.C., Lecturer on Chemistry, Royal Institution, Hull 300 

1862 | P. |* Ronalds, Edmund, LL.D., Bonnington House, Bonnington Road, Edinburgh 

1880 * Ross, Donald, M.A., H.M. Inspector of Schools, Kilmalcolm, by Greenock 



Date of 
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1880 

1852 

1880 

1837 

1869 

1870 

1863 

1864 

1849 

1846 

1880 

1875 

1864 

1872 

1872 

1870 

1871 

1859 

1876 

1868 

1839 

1871 

1863 

1855 

1871 

1880 

1846 

1880 

1866 

1874 

1850 

1844 

1877 

1868 

1848 

1868 

1878 

1866 
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Rowland, L. L., M.A., M.D., President of the Oregon State Medical Society, and Professor 

of Eeeielbags ad oe in Williamette University, Salem, Oregon 

Russell, Alexander James, C.S., 9 Shandwick Place 

* Russell, J. A., M.A., B.Sc., M.B., Woodville, Canaan Lane, Edinburgh 305 

Russell, John Scott, M.A., F.R.S., 5 Westminster Chambers, London 

* Rutherford, Wm., M.D., F.R.C.P.E., F.R.S., Professor of the Institutes of Medicine in 

the University of Edinburgh, 14 Douglas Crescent 

* Sanders, William R., M.D., F.R.C.P.E., Professor of General Pathology in the Uni- 

versity of Edinburgh, 30 Charlotte Square 

* Sanderson, James, Deputy Inspector General of Hospitals, 41 Manor Place 

* Sandford, Rev. D. F., LL.D., 6 Rutland Square 310 

Sang, Edward, C.E., 6 Mollendo Terrace, Secretary to Royal Scottish Society of Arts 

Schmitz, Leonard, LL.D., Belsize Park Gardens, London 

Scott, J. H., M.B., C.M., M.R.C.S., Professor of Anatomy in the University of Otago, 

New Zealand 

Scott, Michael, Memb. Inst. Civil Engineers, 9 Great Queen Street, Westminster, London 

* Sellar, W.Y., M.A., LL.D., Professor of Humanity in the University of Edinburgh, 

15 Buckingham Terrace 315 

* Seton, George, M.A. Oxon., Advocate, 42 Greenhill Gardens 

* Sibbald, John, M.D., Commissioner in Lunacy, 3 St Margaret’s Road, Whitehouse Loan 

* Sime, James, M.A., Craigmount House, Dick Place 

* Simpson, A. R., M.D., F.R.C.P.E., Professor of Midwifery in the University of Edinburgh, 

52 Queen Street 

* Skene, William F., W.S., LL.D., D.C.L., 27 Inverleith Row 320 

* Skinner, William, W.S., Town-Clerk of Edinburgh, 35 George Square 

* Smith, Adam Gillies, C.A. (TrEasuRER), 64 Princes Street 

Smith, David, W.S., 10 Eton Terrace 

* Smith, John, M.D., F.R.C.S.E., 11 Wemyss Place 

* Smith, John Alexander, M.D., F.R.C.P.E., 10 Palmerston Place 325 

Smith, R. M., 4 Bellevue Crescent 

* Smith, Rev. W. Robertson, M.A., Professor of Hebrew, Free Church College, Aberdeen, 

83 Crown Street, Aberdeen 

Smith, W. Robert, M.D., 15 Imperial Square, Cheltenham 

Smyth, Piazzi, PibGsksow of Practical Astronomy, in the University of Edinburgh, and 

Astronomer-Royal for Scotland, 15 Royal Terrace 

Sollas, W. J., M.A. Cantab., Lecturer on Geology in University College, Bristol 330 

* Spence, James, F.R.C.S.E., Professor of Surgery, 21 Ainslie Place 

* Sprague, T. B., M.A., 29 Buckingham Terrace 

Stark, James, M.D., F.R.C.P.E., of Huntfield, Biggar 

Stevenson, David, Memb. Inst. Civil Engineers, 45 Melville Street 

* Stevenson, James, F.R.G.S., 4 Woodside Crescent, Glasgow 335 

Stevenson, John J., Red House, Bayswater Hill, London, W. 

Stevenson, Thomas, Memb. Inst. Civ. Engineers, F.G.S., 17 Heriot Row 

Stewart, Colonel J. H. M. Shaw, Royal Engineers, Madras 

* Stewart, James R., M.A. Oxon., 10 Minto Street 

* Stewart, T. Grainger, M.D., F.R.C.P.E., Professor of the Practice of Physic in the 

University of Edinburgh, 19 Charlotte Square 340 
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1873 

1848 

1877 

1823 

1870 

1848 

1844 

1875 

1872 

1861 

1870 

1846 

1872 

1873 

1843 

1870 

1849 

1876 

1878 

1874 

1874 

1879 

1867 

1861 
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* Stewart, Walter, 22 Torphichen Street 

Stirling, Patrick J., LL.D., Kippendavie House, Dunblane 

* Stirling, Wm., M.D., Se.D., Professor of Institutes of Medicine in the University of Aberdeen 

Stuart, Captain T. D., H.M.LS. 

* Swan, Patrick Don, Provost of Kirkcaldy 345 

Swan, William, LL.D., Emeritus Professor of Natural Philosophy in the University of St 

Andrews 

Swinton, A. Campbell, of Kimmerghame, LL.D., Dunse 

* Syme, James, 10 Buckingham Terrace 

Tait, the Rev. A., LL.D., Canon of Tuam, Moylough Rectory, Ballinasloe, Ireland 

* Tait, P. Guthrie, M.A., Professor of Natural Philosophy in the University of Edinburgh 

(GENERAL SEcRETARY), 38 George Square 350 

* Tatlock, Robert R., City Analyst’s Office, 138 Bath Street, Glasgow 

Taylor, Sir Alexander, M.D., Pau, France 

* Teape, Rev. Charles R., M.A., Ph.D., 15 Findhorn Place 

_|* Tennent, Robert, F.M.S., 23 Buckingham Terrace 

Thomson, Allen, M.D., F.R.C.S.E., F.R.S., Emeritus Professor of Anatomy in the University 

of Glasgow, 66 Palace Garden Terrace, London, W. 355 

* Thomson, Rey. Andrew, D.D., 63 Northumberland Street 

* Thomson, James, LL.D., F.R.S., Professor of Engineering in the University of Glasgow, 

Oakfield House, University Avenue, Glasgow 

Thomson, John Millar, King’s College, London, W.C. 

* Thomson, Murray, M.D., Professor of Chemistry, Thomason College, Roorkee, India 

* Thomson, Spencer G., Actuary, 10 Chester Street 360 

Thomson, Sir C. Wyville, LL.D., F.R.S., Regius Professor of Natural History in the 

University of Edinburgh (Vicn-PrestpEnt), Bonsyde, Linlithgow 

Thomson, Sir William, LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S. (Hon. Vicz-Prestpent), Regius Professor of 

Natural Philosophy in the University of Glasgow, Foreign Associate of the Institute of 

France 

* Thomson, William Burns, F.R.C.P.E., F.R.C.S.E., 1 Ramsay Gardens 

Thomson, William Thomas, Actuary, 27 Royal Terrace 

Thomson, William, Royal Institution, Manchester 365 

Thorburn, Robert Macfie, Uddevalla, Sweden 

* Traquair, R. H., M.D., Keeper of the Natural History Collections in the Museum of Science 

and Art, Edinburgh, 8 Dean Park Crescent 

* Tuke, J. Batty, M.D., F.R.C.P.E., 20 Charlotte Square 

* Turnbull, John, of Abbey St Bathans, W.S., 49 George Square 

* Turnbull, William, Menslaws, Jedburgh 370 

*Turner, William, M.B., F.R.C.S.E., F.R.S., Professor of Anatomy in the University 

of Edinburgh, (Srcrerary), 6 Eton Terrace 

* Underhill, Charles E., B.A., M.B., F.R.C.P.E., F.R.C.S.E., 8 Coates Crescent 

Vincent, Charles Wilson, Royal Institution, Albemarle Street, London 

* Waddell, Peter, 5 Claremont Park, Leith 

Walker, James, W.S., Tunbridge Wells 375 

|* Walker, Robert, M.A., University, Aberdeen 
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1864 * Wallace, William, Ph.D., City Analyst’s Office, 138 Bath Street, Glasgow 

1870 * Watson, James, 45 Charlotte Square 

1866 * Watson, John K., 14 Blackford Road 

1873 | P. |* Watson, Morrison, M.D., F.R.C.P.E., Professor of Anatomy, Owens College, Manchester 380 

18656 * Watson, Patrick Heron, M.D., F.R.C.P.E., F.R.C.S.E., 16 Charlotte Square 

HS O2Z al ee Watson, Rev. Robert Boog, Free Church Manse, Cardross, Dumbartonshire 

1877 Weldon, Walter, F.C.S., Rede Hall, Burstow, Surrey 

1873 Welsh, Major, Bengal Artillery 

1840 Welwood, Allan A. Maconochie, LL.D., of Meadowbank and Garvoch, Kirknewton 385 

1876 White, Rev. Francis Le Grix, M.A., F.R. Hist. 8., F.G.S., Leaming House, Ulleswater, 

Penrith, Cumberland 

1879 * Will, John Charles Ogilvie, M.D., 12 Union Terrace, Aberdeen 

1868 * Williams, W., Principal and Professor of Veterinary Medicine and Surgery, New Veterinary 

College, Gayfield House 

1858 * Williamson, Thomas, M.D., F.R.C.S.E., 28 Charlotte Street, Leith 

1879 * Wilson, Andrew, Ph.D., Lecturer on Zoology and Comparative Anatomy in the Edinburgh 

Medical School, 118 Gilmore Place 390 

1877 | * Wilson, Charles E., M.A., LL.D., H. M. Senior Inspector of Schools, 19 Palmerston Pl. 

1878 * Wilson, Rev. John, M.A., Bannockburn Academy 

1875 Wilson, Daniel, LL.D., Professor of English Literature in the University of Toronto 

1834 Wilson, Isaac, M.D. 

1847 Wilson, John, Professor of Agriculture in the University of Edinburgh 395 

1863 * Wilson, J. G., M.D., F.R.C.S.E., 9 Woodside Crescent, Glasgow 

1873 Wilson, Robert, Engineer, Patricroft, Manchester 

1870 Winzer, John, Chief Surveyor, Civil Service, Ceylon, 7 Dryden Place, Newington, Edinburgh 

1880 Wise, Thomas Alexander, M.D., F.R.C.P.E., Thornton, Beulah Hill, Upper Norwood, 

Surrey 

1864 * Wood, Alexander, M.D., F.R.C.P.E., 12 Strathearn Place 400 

1864 * Wood, Andrew, M.D., F.R.C.S.E., 9 Darnaway Street 

1855 Wright, Thomas, M.D., F.R.S., Cheltenham 

1864 * Wyld, Robert S., LL.D, 19 Inverleith Row 

1861 * Young, James, of Kelly and Dwris, F.R.S., Wemyss Bay, by Greenock 404 
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LIST OF HONORARY FELLOWS 

AT JANUARY 1881. 

His Royal Highness the PRINCE OF WALES. 

FOREIGNERS (LIMITED TO THIRTY-SIX BY LAW X.) 
Elected. 

1864 Robert Wilhelm Bunsen, 

1867 Michel Eugéne Chevreul, 

1858 James D. Dana, 

1877 Alphonse De Candolle, 

1879 Franz Cornelius Donders, 

1855 Jean Baptiste Dumas, 

1877 Carl Gegenbaur, 

1879 Asa Gray, 

1864 Hermann Ludwig Ferdinand Helmholtz, 

1879 Jules Janssen, 

1875 August Kekulé, 

1868 Gustav Robert Kirchhoff, 

1875 Herman Kolbe, 

1864 Albert Kolliker, 

1875 Ernst Eduard Kummer, 

1864 Richard Lepsius, 

1876 Ferdinand de Lesseps, 

1864 Rudolph Leuckart, 

1879 Johann Benedict Listing, 

1875 Joseph Liouville, 

1881 Sven Lovén, 

1876 Carl Ludwig, 

1878 J. N. Madvig, 

1855 Henry Milne-Edwards, 

1864 Theodore Mommsen, 

1881 Simon Newcomb, 

1874 Louis Pasteur, 

1881 Emile Plantamour, 

1864 Karl Theodor von Siebold, 

1881 Johannes Iapetus Smith Steenstrup, 

1878 Otto Wilhelm Struve, 

1855 Bernard Studer, 

1874 Otto Torell, 

1868 Rudolph Virchow, 

1874 Wilhelm Eduard Weber, 

1867 Friedrich Wéhler, 

Total, 36. 

VOL. XXIX, PART II. 

Heidelberg. 

Paris. 

New Haven, Connecticut, United States. 

Geneva. 

Utrecht. 

Paris. 

Heidelberg. 

Harvard University, Cambridge, United States. 

Berlin. , 

Paris. 

Bonn. 

Berlin. 

Leipzig. 

Wurzburg. 

Berlin. 

Berlin. 

Paris. 

Leipzg. 

Gottingen. 

Paris. 

Stockholm. 

Leipzig. 

Copenhagen. 

Paris. 

Berlin. 

Washington. 

Paris. 

Geneva. 

Munich. 

Copenhagen. 

Pulkowa, St Petersburg. 

Berne. 

Lund. 

Berlin. 

Gottingen. 

Do. 
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BRITISH SUBJECTS (LIMITED TO TWENTY BY LAW X.) 

Elected. 

1849 

1835 

1870 

1866 

1865 

1865 

1874 

1881 

1876 

1867 

1845 

1876 

1865 

1881 

1876 

1878 

1864 

1874 

1864 

John Couch Adams, LL.D., F.R.S., Mem. Inst. France, 

Sir George Biddell Airy, K.C.B., M.A., D.C.L., LL.D., F.RB.S., 

Thomas Andrews, M.D., LL.D., F.B.S., 

Thomas Carlyle, LL.D., Ord. Boruss. “ Pour le Mérite,” Pres. Phil. 

Inst. Edin., 

Arthur Cayley, LL.D., F.R.S., Mem. Inst. France, 

Charles Darwin, M.A., F.R.S., Mem. Inst. France, 

John Anthony Froude, LL.D., 

The Hon. Justice Grove, M.A., D.C.L., LL.D., 

Thomas Henry Huxley, D.C.L., LL.D., Sec. R.S., Mem. Inst. 

France, 

James Prescott Joule, LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S., Mem. Inst. France, 

Cambridge. 

Greenwich. 

Belfast (Queen’s College). 

London. 

Cambridge. 

Down, Bromley, Kent. 

London. 

Do. 

Do. 

12 Wardle Road, Sale near 

Manchester. 

Richard Owen, C.B.,M.D., LL.D., D.C.1.., F.R.S., Mem. Inst. France, London. 

Thomas Romney Robinson, D.D., LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S., M.R.LA., Armagh. 

General Sir Edward Sabine, R.A., K.C.B., LL.D., D.C.L., F.B.S., 

Mem. Inst. France, 

The Rev. George Salmon, D.D., D.C.L, LL.D., 

Henry John Stephen Smith, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S., F.C.S., 

Balfour Stewart, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S., 

George Gabriel Stokes, M.A., LL.D., D.C.L., Sec. R.S., 

Mem. Inst. France, 

James Joseph Sylvester, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S., Mem. Inst. France, 

Alfred Tennyson, D.C.L., F.R.S., Poet Laureate, 

Total, 19. 

London. 

Trinity College, Dublin. 

Oxford. 

Manchester. 

Cambridge. 

Baltimore, United States. 

Freshwater, Isle of Wight. 
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LIST OF ORDINARY FELLOWS. 

Elected from July 1879 to November 1880, arranged according to the date of their Election. 

7th July 1879. 

Joun CALDERWOOD, E.1.C. JoHN CHARLES OeiLvin Witt, M.D. 

5th January 1880. 

Tuomas Armstrone Exiior, M.A. 

2d February 1880. 

Professor GEORGE CHRYSTAL, D. Luoyp Roserts, F.R.C.P.L. 

GeorGce Ritcuie GitrutH, L.R.C.S.E. A. H. Japp, LL.D. 

Donaup Ross. 

lst March 1880. 

J. M. THomson. L, L. Rowzanp, M.A., M.D. 

C. G. Kyort, D.Sc. Ropert PuLyar. 

J. A. Russeut, M.A. Professor Ropert Fiint, D.D. 

W. W. J. Nicon, M.A. Der Burex Bircw, M.B., C.M. 

CHARLES PRENTICE, C.A. J. Berry Haycorart, M.B., B.Se. 

5th April 1880. 

Major-General Jonn Barty, R.E. W. J. Sotzas, M.A. 

Henry Drummonp, F.G.S. 

3d May 1880. 

Professor J. H. Scort. JAMES GRAHAM, 

R. Sypney Marspen, D.Sc. 

7th June 1880. 

Wiiiam F. Kine. PaTRICK GEDDES. 

Professor JamMES Gorpon MacGrecor. W. Rosert Suitu, M.D. 
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LIST OF FELLOWS DECEASED, RESIGNED, AND CANCELLED. 

HONORARY FELLOWS (BRITISH) DECEASED. 

From June 1879 to January 1881. 

Winiiam Lassext, F.R.S. Witram Hattowses Mriier, F.R.S. 

Rev. Dr Humpurey Ltoyp. 

HONORARY FELLOWS (FOREIGN) DECEASED. 

From June 1879 to January 1881. 

Hernrich WILHELM Dove. JOHANN von Lamont. 

Professor Benzamin PEIRce. 

ORDINARY FELLOWS DECEASED. 

From November 1878 to Novempsr 1879. 

ALEXANDER J. ADIE. ; Dr James M‘Barn. 

JoHN Biackwoop. Professor James CLerK-Maxwett, F.R.S 

Dr THomas R. CoLLEDGE. Professor Nicou. 

E. W. Datras. Dr Montcomeriz Rorertson. 

Dr J. G. Fiemine. J. F. Roper. 

Epwarp J. JACKSON. Dr Jonny Smita. 

Professor Kenuanp, F.R.S. Sir Water C. TREVELYAN. 

Artur, Marquis of Tweeppate, F.R.S. 

From Novemper 1879 to Novemper 1880. 

TuHomas Key. The Hon. Lorp OrmIDALE. 

Tsaomas Knox. Munco Ponton. 

Maurice Loraran. Dr SHarpry, F.R.S. 

FELLOWS KESIGNED. 

Srsston 1878-79. 

Professor Futuer. Professor Joun Youna, M.D. 

O. G. Minter. 

Durine Session 1879-80. 

Dr A. Bruce BREMNER. Davin MacGipgon. 

Professor J, Bert Perricrew, F.R.S. 
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[ By the Charter of the Society (printed in the Transactions, Vol. VI. p. 5), the Laws cannot 

be altered, except at a Meeting held one month after that at which the Motion for 

alteration shall have been proposed. | 

1's 

THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH shall consist of Ordinary and 

Honorary Fellows. 

i 

Every Ordinary Fellow, within three months after his election, shall pay Two 

Guineas as the fee of admission, and Three Guineas as his contribution for the 

Session in which he has been elected ; and annually at the commencement of every 

Session, Three Guineas into the hands of the Treasurer. This annual contribution 

shall continue for ten years after his admission, and it shall be limited to Two 

Guineas for fifteen years thereafter.* 

ELE. 

All Fellows who shall have paid Twenty-five years’ annual contribution shall 

be exempted from farther payment. 

IV. 

The fees of admission of an Ordinary Non-Resident Fellow shall be £26, 5s., 

payable on his admission ; and in case of any Non-Resident Fellow coming to 

reside at any time in Scotland, he shall, during each year of his residence, pay 

the usual annual contribution of £3, 3s., payable by each Resident Fellow ; but 

after payment of such annual contribution for eight years, he shall be exempt 

* At the Meeting of the Society, on the 5th January 1857, when the reduction of the Contribu- 
tions from £3, 3s., to £2, 2s,, from the 11th to the 25th year of membership, was adopted, it was 
resolved that the existing Members shall share in this reduction, so far as regards their future annual 
Contributions. 

A modification of this rule, in certain cases, was agreed to 3d January 1831. 

Title. 

The fees of Ordi- 
nary Fellows resid- 
ing in Scotland. 

Payment to cease 
after 25 years. 

Fees of Non-Resi- 
dent Ordinary 
Fellows. 
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from any farther payment. In the case of. any Resident Fellow ceasing to reside 

in Scotland, and wishing to continue a Fellow of the Society, it shall be in the 

power of the Council to determine on what terms, in the circumstances of each 

case, the privilege of remaining a Fellow of the Society shall be continued to 

such Fellow while out of Scotland. 

Ne 

Members failing to pay their contributions for three successive years (due 

application having been made to them by the Treasurer) shall be reported to 
the Council, and, if they see fit, shall be declared from that period to be no 

longer Fellows, and the -legal means for recovering such arrears shall be 

employed. 

VI. 

None but Ordinary Fellows shall bear any office in the Society, or vote in 

the choice of Fellows or Office-Bearers, or interfere in the patrimonial interests 

of the Society. 

Ba 

The number of Ordinary Fellows shall be unlimited. 

VAULT, 

The Ordinary Fellows, upon producing an order from the TREASURER, shall 

be cntitled to receive from the Publisher, gratis, the Parts of the Society’s 

Transactions which shall be published subsequent to their admission. 

MB 

Candidates for admission as Ordinary Fellows shall make an application in 

writing, and shall produce along with it a certificate of recommendation to the 

purport below,* signed by at least four Ordinary Fellows, two of whom shall 

certify their recommendation from personal knowledge. This recommendation 

shall be delivered to the Secretary, and by him laid before the Council, and 

shall afterwards be printed in the circulars for three Ordinary Meetings of 

the Society, previous to the day of election, and shall lie upon the table during 

that time. 

* “A B., a gentleman well versed in Science (or Polite Literature, as the case may be), being 
“to our knowledge desirous of becoming a Fellow of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, we hereby 
“ recommend him as deserving of that honour, and as likely to prove a useful and valuable Member.” 
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x 

Honorary Fellows shall not be subject to any contribution. This class shall 

consist of persons eminently distinguished for science or literature. Its number 

shall not exceed Fifty-six, of whom Twenty may be British subjects, and Thirty- 

six may be subjects of foreign states. 

XI. 

Personages of Royal Blood may be elected Honorary Fellows, without regard 

to the limitation of numbers specified in Law X. 

b.GU 

Honorary Fellows may be proposed by the Council, or by a recommenda- 

tion (in the form given below*) subscribed by three Ordinary Fellows ; and in 

case the Council shall decline to bring this recommendation before the Society, 

it shall be competent for the proposers to bring the same before a General 

Meeting. The election shall be by ballot, after the proposal has been commu- 

nicated viva voce from the Chair at one meeting, and printed in the circulars 

for two ordinary meetings of the Society, previous to the day of election. 

SHAE 

The election of Ordinary Fellows shall only take place at the first Ordinary 

Meeting of each month during the Session. The election shall be by ballot, 

and shall be determined by a majority of at least two-thirds of the votes, pro- 

vided Twenty-four Fellows be present and vote. 

XIV. 

The Ordinary Meetings shall be held on the first and third Mondays of 

every month from November to June inclusively. Regular Minutes shall be 

kept of the proceedings, and the Secretaries shall do the duty alternately, or 

according to such agreement as they may find it convenient to make. 

A WWie ewe bye oni ent 5 a ee ee el pe 
for the distinction of being made an Honorary Fellow of this Society, declaring that each of us from 
our own knowledge of his services to (Literature or Science, as the case may be) believe him to be 
worthy of that honour. 

(To be signed by three Ordinary Fellows.) 

To the President and Council of the Royal Society 
of Edinburgh. 

Honorary Fellows, 
British and 
Foreign. 

Royal Personages 

Recommendation 
of Honorary Fcl- 
lows. 

Mode of Election, 

Election of Ordi- 
nary Fellows. 

Ordinary Meet- 
ings. 
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XV. 

The Society shall from time to time publish its Transactions and Proceed- 

ings. For this purpose the Council shall select and arrange the papers which 

they shall deem it expedient to publish in the 7ransactions of the Society, and 

shall superintend the printing of the same. 

The Council shall have power to regulate the private business of the Society. 

At any Meeting of the Council the Chairman shall have a casting as well as a 

deliberative vote. 

XVI. 

The Transactions shall be published in parts or Fasciculi at the close of 

each Session, and the expense shall be defrayed by the Society. 

XVII. 

That there shall be formed a Council, consisting—First, of such gentlemen 

as may have filled the office of President ; and Secondly, of the following to be 

annually elected, viz.—a President, Six Vice-Presidents (two at least of whom 

shall be resident), Twelve Ordinary Fellows as Councillors, a General Secretary, 

Two Secretaries to the Ordinary Meetings, a Treasurer, and a Curator of the 
Museum and Library. 

XVIII. 

Four Councillors shall go out annually, to be taken according to the order 

in which they stand on the list of the Council. 

XIX. 

An Extraordinary Meeting for the Election of Office-Bearers shall be held 

on the fourth Monday of November annually. 

XX. 

Special Meetings of the Society may be called by the Secretary, by direction 

of the Council; or on a requisition signed by six or more Ordinary Fellows. 

Notice of not less than two days must be given of such Meetings. 

XXI. 

The Treasurer shall receive and disburse the money belonging to the Society, 

granting the necessary receipts, and collecting the money when due. 

He shall keep regular accounts of all the cash received and expended, which 

shall be made up and balanced annually ; and at the Extraordinary Meeting in 

November, he shall present the accounts for the preceding year, duly audited. 
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At this Meeting, the Treasurer shall also lay before the Council a list of all 

arrears due above two years, and the Council shall thereupon give such direc- 

tions as they may deem necessary for recovery thereof. 

IT. 

At the Extraordinary Meeting in November, a professional accountant shall Auditor. 

be chosen to audit the Treasurer’s accounts for that year, and to give the neces- 

sary discharge of his intromissions. 

XXIII. 

The General Secretary shall keep Minutes of the Extraordinary Meetings of General Secretary's 

the Society, and of the Meetings of the Council, in two distinct books. He si 

shall, under the direction of the Council, conduct the correspondence of the 

Society, and superimtend its publications. For these purposes he shall, when 

necessary, employ a clerk, to be paid by the Society. 

XXIV. 

The Secretaries to the Ordinary Meetings shall keep a regular Minute-book, secretaries to 

in which a full account of the proceedings of these Meetings shall be entered ; °™™Y “°°™™®* 
they shall specify all the Donations received, and furnish a list of them, and of 

the Donors’ names, to the Curator of the Library and Museum ; they shall like- 

wise furnish the Treasurer with notes of all admissions of Ordinary Fellows. 

They shall assist the General Secretary in superintending the publications, and 

in his absence shall take his duty. 

P.O. ae 

The Curator of the Museum and Library shall have the custody and charge curator of Museum 

of all the Books, Manuscripts, objects of Natural History, Scientific Produc- “* 4" 
tions, and other articles of a similar description belonging to the Society ; he 

shall take an account of these when received, and keep a regular catalogue of 

the whole, which shall lie in the Hall, for the spection of the Fellows. 

XXVI. 

All Articles of the above description shall be open to the inspection of the use of Museum 

Fellows at the Hall of the Society, at such times and under such regulations, ““’ “”""* 
as the Council from time to time shall appoint. 

XXVII. 

A Register shall be kept, in which the names of the Fellows shall be Register Book. 

enrolled at their admission, with the date. 
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THE KEITH, BRISBANE, AND NEILL PRIZES. 

The above Prizes will be awarded by the Council in the following manner :— 

I. KEITH PRIZE. 

The Keir Prize, consisting of a Gold Medal and from £40 to £50 in 

Money, will be awarded in the Session 1881-82, for the “ best communication 

on a scientific subject, communicated, in the first instance, to the Royal Society 

during the Sessions 1879-80 and 1880-81.” Preference will be given to a 

paper containing a discovery. 

Il. MAKDOUGALL-BRISBANE PRIZE. 

This Prize is to be awarded biennially by the Council of the Royal Society 

of Edinburgh to such person, for such purposes, for such objects, and in such 

manner as shall appear to them the most conducive to the promotion of the 

interests of science; with the proviso that the Council shall not be compelled 

to award the Prize unless there shall be some individual engaged in scientific 

pursuit, or some paper written on a scientific subject, or some discovery in 

science made during the biennial period, of sufficient merit or importance in 

the opinion of the Council to be entitled to the Prize. 

1. The Prize, consisting of a Gold Medal and a sum of Money, will be 

awarded at the commencement of the Session 1882-83, for an Essay or Paper 

having reference to any branch of scientific inquiry, whether Material or 

Mental. 

2. Competing Essays to be addressed to the Secretary of the Society, and 

transmitted not later than 1st June 1882. 

3. The Competition is open to all men of science. 
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4. The Essays may be either anonymous or otherwise. In the former case, 

they must be distinguished by mottoes, with corresponding sealed billets super- 

scribed with the same motto, and containing the name of the Author. 

5. The Council impose no restriction as to the length of the Essays, which 

may be, at the discretion of the Council, read at the Ordinary Meetings of the 

Society. They wish also to leave the property and free disposal of the manu- 

scripts to the Authors ; a copy, however, being deposited in the Archives of 

the Society, unless the Paper shall be published in the Transactions. 

6. In awarding the Prize, the Council will also take into consideration any 

scientific papers presented to the Society during the Sessions 1880-81 and 

1881-82, whether they may have been given in with a view to the Prize or not. 

Tif. NEILL PRIZE. 

The Council of the Royal Society of Edinburgh having received the bequest 

of the late Dr Patrick NeErLu of the sum of £500, for the purpose of “the 

interest thereof being applied in furnishing a Medal or other reward every 

second or third year to any distinguished Scottish Naturalist, according as such 

Medal or reward shall be voted by the Council of the said Society,” hereby 

intimate, 

1. The NEILL Prize, consisting of a Gold Medal and a sum of Money, will 

be awarded during the Session 1880-81. 

2. The Prize will be given for a Paper of distinguished merit, on a subject 

of Natural History, by a Scottish Naturalist, which shall have been presented 

to the Society during the three years preceding the 1st May 1880,—or failing 

presentation of a paper sufficiently meritorious, it will be awarded for a work 

or publication by some distinguished Scottish Naturalist, on some branch of 

Natural History, bearing date within five years of the time of award. 

VOL. XXIX> PART Ty. SG 
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AWARDS OF THE KEITH, MAKDOUGALL-BRISBANE, AND NEILL PRIZES, 

FROM 1827 TO 1879. 

I. KEITH PRIZE. 

lst Brennrat Periop, 1827-29.—Dr Brewster, for his papers “on his Discovery of Two New Inmis- 
cible Fluids in the Cavities of certain Minerals,” published in 
the Transactions of the Society. 

2p BrewniaL Pertop, 1829-31.—Dr Brewster, for his paper ‘on a New Analysis of Solar 
Light,” published in the Transactions of the Society. 

3p Brenniat Periop, 1831-33.—TuHomas Grauam, Esq., for his paper “ on the Law of the Diffusion 
of Gases,” published in the Transactions of the Society. 

47H BrenniAu Periop, 1833-—35.—Professor J. D. Forsss, for his paper “ on the Refraction and Polari- 
zation of Heat,” published in the Transactions of the Society. 

5TH Brenniat Periop, 1835-37.—Joun Scorr Russet, Esq.,for his Researches “on Hydrodynamics,” 
published in the Transactions of the Society. 

6TH BrenniaL Periop, 1837-39.—Mr Joun Suaw, for his experiments “on the Development and 
Growth of the Salmon,” published in the Transactions of the 
Society. 

7TH BrpnniaL Periop, 1839—41.—Not awarded. 

87TH BienniAL Periop, 1841-43.—Professor James Davin Forsss, for his Papers “on Glaciers,” 
published in the Proceedings of the Society. 

97TH BipnniAL Pertop, 1843-—45.—Not awarded. 

1078 Brenniat Periop, 1845—-47.—General Sir THomas Brispans, Bart., for the Makerstoun Observa- 
tions on Magnetic Phenomena, made at his expense, and 
published in the Transactions of the Society. 

llvn Brenna Periop, 1847—49.—Not awarded. 

12rH Brenniau Periop, 1849-51.—Professor Kutzanp, for his papers “on General Differentiation, 
including his more recent communication on a process of the 
Differential Calculus, and its application to the solution of 
certain Differential Equations,” published in the Transactions 
of the Society. 

’ 137H Brennrat Periop, 1851-53.—W. J. Macquorn Ranxinz, Esq., for his series of papers “ on the 
Mechanical Action of Heat,” published in the Transactions 

of the Society. 

147 BrenniaL Periop, 1853-55.—Dr Tuomas Anperson, for his papers “on the Crystalline Con- 
stituents of Opium, and on the Products of the Destructive 

Distillation of Animal Substances,” published in the Trans- 
actions of the Society. 

15TH Bisnniat Periop, 1855-57.—Professor Boots, for his Memoir “on the Application of the Theory 
of Probabilities to Questions of the Combination of Testimonies 
and Judgments,” published in the Transactions of the Society. 
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16TH Breynrat Periop, 1857—59.—Not awarded. 

177TH BrenniaL Perron, 1859-61.—Joun Attan Broun, Esq., F.R.S., Director of the Trevandrum 
Observatory, for his papers “on the Horizontal Force of the 
Earth’s Magnetism, on the Correction of the Bifilar Magnet- 
ometer, and on Terrestrial- Magnetism generally,” published in 
the Transactions of the Society, 

18TH BienniaL Periop, 1861—63.—Professor Wini1am THomson, of the University of Glasgow, for his 
Communication ‘fon some Kinematical and Dynamical 
Theorems.” 

197H Brenniat Periop, 1863-65.—Principal Forses, St Andrews, for his “Experimental Inquiry into 
the Laws of Conduction of-Heat in Iron Bars,” published in 
the Transactions of the Society, 

207TH Brenniat Prion, 1865-67.—Professor C. Prazzt Smyrg, for his paper “on Recent Measures at 
the Great Pyramid,” published in the Transactions of the 
Society. 

21st Brenniau Periop, 1867—69.—Professor P. G. Tart, for his paper ‘‘ on the Rotation of a Rigid 
Body about a Fixed Point,” published in the Transactions of 
the Society. 

22p BrenntaL Periop, 1869-71.—Professor CLrerk Maxwe tu, for his paper “on Figures, Frames, 
and Diagrams of Forces,” published in the Transactions of the 
Society. 

23p BrenntaL Psriop, 1871-—73.-—Protessor P. G. Tair for his paper entitled “ First Approximation 
to a Thermo-electric Diagram,” published in the Transactions 
of the Society. 

247H BienniaL Periop, 1873-—75,—Professor Crum Brown, for his Researches “ on the sense of Rota- 
tion, and on the Anatomical Relations of the Semicircular 
Canals of the Internal Ear.” 

257H BrenniaL Periop, 1875-77.—Professor M. Forster Heppxz, for his papers “on the Rhom- 
bohedral Carbonates,” and “on the Felspars of Scotland,” 
published in the Transactions of the Society. 

26TH Brennrat Periop, 1877—79.—Professoy H. C. Firemine Jenxiy, for his paper “on the Appli- 
cation of Graphic Methods to the Determination of the Effi- 
ciency of Machinery,” published in the Transactions of the 
Society; Part II. having appeared in the volume for 1877-78. 

Il. MAKDOUGALL-BRISBANE PRIZE. 

Ist Brennan Periop, 1859.—Sir Roprricx Impry Murcuison, on account of his Contributions to 

the Geology of Scotland. 

2p BrenntaL Pertop, 1860—62.—Witiiam Sevier, M.D., F.R.C.P.E., for his ‘‘ Memoir of the Life 
and Writings of Dr Robert Whytt,” published in the Trans- 
actions of the Society. 

3p BrenniaL Prriop, 1862--64.—JoHn Denis Macponatp, Esq., R.N., F.R.S., Surgeon of H.M.S. 
“Tcarus,” for his paper “ on the Representative Relationships 
of the Fixed and Free Tunicata, regarded as Two Sub-classes 
of equivalent value; with some General Remarks on their 
Morphology,” published in the Transactions of the Society. 

47H BienniaL Periop, 1864—66.—Not awarded. 
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5ru Brenniat Pertop, 1866-68.—Dr ALexanpER Crum Brown and Dr THomas RicHarp Fraser, for 
their conjoint paper “on the Connection between Chemical 
Constitution and Physiological Action,” published in the 
Transactions of the Society. 

6TH BrenniaL Periop, 1868—70.—Not awarded. 

Tra Brenniau Peron, 1870-72.—Gzrorex James ALLMAN, M.D., F.R.S., Emeritus Professor of Natural 
History, for his paper ‘‘on the Homological Relations of the 
Ccelenterata,” published in the Transactions, which forms a 
leading chapter of his Monograph of Gymnoblastic or Tubu- 
larian Hydroids—since published. 

8TH BrenniaL Periop, 1872—74.—Professor Listsr, for his paper “on the Germ Theory of Putrefac- 
tion and the Fermentative Changes,’ communicated to the 
Society 7th April 1873. 

97tH BrenntaL Periop, 1874—-76.—ALExXANDER Bucuan, A.M., for his paper “on the Diurnal Oscillation 
of the Barometer,” published in the Transactions of the Society. 

10TH Breyntat Periop, 1876—78.—Professor ARCHIBALD GEIKIE, for his paper “on the Old Red 
Sandstone of Western Europe,” published in the Transactions 
of the Society. 

Ill. THE NEILL PRIZE. 

1st TRIENNIAL PESOS, 1856-59.—Dr W. Lauper Linpsay, for his paper “ on the Spermogones and 
Pycnides of Filamentous, Fruticulose, and Foliaceous Lichens,” 
published in the Transactions of the Society. 

2p TRIENNIAL PERIOD, 1859-62.—Rosert Kaye Grevitte, LL.D., for his Contributions to Scottish 

Natural History, more especially in the department of Cryp- 
togamic Botany, including his recent papers on Diatomacez. 

3p TRIENNIAL Pertop, 1862-65.—Anprew CromBir Ramsay, F.R.S., Professor of Geology in the 

Government School of Mines, and Local Director of the 
Geological Survey of Great Britain, for his various works and 
Memoirs published during the last five years, in which he 
has applied the large experience acquired by him in the 
Direction of the arduous work of the Geological Survey of 
Great Britain to the elucidation of important questions bear- 
ing on Geological Science. 

47a Tripnniat Pertop, 1865-68.—Dr Wittiam Carmicuart M‘Intos3, for his paper “on the Struc- 
ture of the British Nemerteans, and on some New British 
Annelids,” published in the Transactions of the Society. 

57H TRIENNIAL Periop, 1868—71.—Professor Witt1am Turner, for his papers “on the great Finner 
Whale ; and on the Gravid Uterus, and the Arrangement of 
the Foetal Membranes in the Cetacea,” published in the 
Transactions of the Society. 

67H TRIENNIAL Periop, 1871-74,.—Cuartes WiLL1AM Prac, for his Contributions to Scottish Zoology 
and Geology, and for his recent contributions to Fossil Botany. 

77H TRIENNIAL Periop, 1874—77.—Dr Ramsay H. Traquair, for his paper “on the Structure and 
Affinities of Tristichopterus alatus (Egerton),” published in 
the Transactions of the Society, and also for his contributions 
to the Knowledge of the Structure of Recent and Fossil 
Fishes. 

—————— 



PROCEEDINGS 

OF THE 

STATUTORY GENERAL MEETINGS, 

AND 

LIST OF MEMBERS ELECTED AT THE ORDINARY MEETINGS 

FROM NOVEMBER 1878 TO NOVEMBER 1880. 



STATUTORY MEETINGS. 

NINETY-SEVENTH SESSION. 

Monday, 24th November 1879. 

At a Statutory Meeting, Davip STEVENSON, Esq., in the Chair, the Minutes of last 

General Statutory Meeting of 25th November 1878 were read, approved, and signed. 

The Chairman explained that there was a feeling shared by many of the Fellows, that the 

President now to be elected should belong to the literary side of the Society. 

He also read from the Minutes of Council Dr BALFour’s resignation of the office of General 

Secretary, with the Council’s expressions of regret. 

A Ballot then took place for the new Council. Messrs GEorRGE ROBERTSON and ROBERT 

Cox were appointed Scrutineers. The following Council was elected :— 

The Right Hon. Lorp Moncreirr, President. 

The Right Rev. Bispop CortEritt, 

Principal Sir ALEXANDER GRANT, Bart., 

Davip Mitnz Hong, LL.D., 

Sir C. Wyvitte Taomson, LL.D., 

Professor Douvetas Mactacan, M.D., 

Professor H. C. Firrmine JENKIN, F.R.S. 

Professor Tart, General Secretary. 

Professat TURNER, ‘— 3 

Professor Crum Brown, 

Davin Smitu, Esq., Treasurer. 

ALEXANDER Bucuan, M.A., Curator of Library and Museum. 

Vice-Presidenis. 

; Secretaries to Ordinary Meetings. — 

COUNCILLORS. 

Professor RUTHERFORD. —. Roperr Gray. 

Dr R. M. Ferguson. Dr Wiit1am Rosertson. 

Rev. W. Linpsay ALExANnpgER, D.D. Professor CAMPBELL FRASER. 

Dr Tuomas A. G. Banrour. | Professor GEIKIE. 

J. Y. Bucoanan, M.A. Rey. Dr CazENOVE. 

Rev. THomas Brown. Davin Stevenson, M.I.C.E. 

The TREASURER’s Accounts were submitted and approved. 

Mr Grorce RoBerTson moved the appointment of Mr AvLDJo Jamieson as Auditor, which 

was agreed to. 

Dr Liypsay ALEXANDER and Mr Davin STEVENSON were appointed a Committee to prepare 

for next Ordinary Meeting of the Society an expression of the loss the Society has suffered by 

the resignation of Professor BALFouR. 

Professor TURNER gave notice of the following motions :— 

“That the Honorary Vice-Presidents be in future members of the Council of the Royal Society, and 

that the Laws of the Society be modified to the extent necessary to carry this into effect.” 

“That the Chairrean of the Meetings of the Council should have a casting as well as a deliberative 

vote” 

In accordance with the Laws, these Notices will be inserted in the Billets for the Ordinary 

Meetings till January 5th inclusive, when they will be voted upon. 

The Secretary reported that the number of Ordinary Fellows was 385. 

ee 
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NINETY-EIGHTH SESSION. 

Monday, 22d November 1880. 

At a Statutory Meeting, Professor MAcLAGAN, Vice-President, in the Chair, the Minutes of 

last General Statutory Meeting of 24th November 1879 were read, approved, and signed. 

Dr J. C. OGILviE WILL was admitted to the Society, and signed the Laws. 

The Chairman requested the Rev. THomas Brown and Mr Grorce Forses to act as 

Scrutineeers. 

Before the Ballot the Secretary requested instructions as to ballot papers which had.been 

forwarded to him by post. After an explanation from Dr J. H. Batrour, it was decided. that 

these papers were not admissible. 

The Ballot for the new Council then took place. The following Council was elected :— 

The Right Hon. Lorp Moncretrr, President. 

Principal Sir ALEXaNDER Grant, Bart., 

Davip Mitns Homp, LL.D., 

Sir C. Wyvitts Toomson, LL.D., 

Professor Dovetas Mactagean, M.D., 

Professor H. C. Firemine Jenxin, F.R.S., 

Rev. W,. Linpsay ALExanDeER, D.D., 

Professor Tart, General Secretary. 

Professor TURNER, 

Professor Crum Brown, 

Apam Giuuies Sirs, C.A., Treasurer. 

ALEXANDER Bucuan, M.A., Curator of Library and Museum. 

Vice-Presidents. 

\ Secretaries to Ordinary Meetings. 

COUNCILLORS. 

J. Y. Bucnanan, M.A. Rey. Dr CazENove. 

Rev. THomas Brown. Davin Stevenson, M.I.C.E. 

Ropert GRAY. Professor CHRYSTAL. 

- Dr Witt1am Rosertson. ALEXANDER Fores Ivrinz, of Drum. 

Professor CAMPBELL FRASER. Professor A. Dickson. 

Professor GEIKIE. The Right Rev. Bishop Corrsritt. 

The TREASURER’S Accounts, audited, were submitted. On the motion of Mr Puttar, 

seconded by the Rev. Dr Cazenove, the Accounts were approved. 

Mr JAMIESON was reappointed Auditor. 

It was moved by the Vick-PRESIDENT in the Chair, and carried by acclamation— 

“That the Royal Society desires to record its acknowledgment of the faithful and able manner in 

which Mr Davip Suir has, for the period of seventeen years, discharged the duties of 

Treasurer to the Society : That the Society votes its thanks to Mr Smrru for his long and 

successful services to it as its Treasurer: That an Excerpt from the Minutes recording the 

above resolutions be transmitted by the Secretary to Mr Suita.” 

The SECRETARY reported the number of Ordinary Fellows as 402. 
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The following Public Institutions and Individuals are entitled to receive Copies of 

the Transactions and Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh:— 

ENGLAND, 

London, British Museum. 

Aberdeen, University Library, 

Glasgow, University Library. 

Royal Society. 

Society of Antiquaries. 

Royal Astronomical Society. 

Royal Asiatic Society. 

Society of Arts. 

Athenzum Club. 

Chemical Society. 

Institution of Civil Engineers. 

Royal Geographical Society. 

Geological Society. 

Royal Horticultural Society. 

Hydrographic Office, Admiralty. 

Royal Institution. 

Linnean Society. 

Royal Society of Literature. 

Medico-Chirurgical Society. 

Royal Microscopical Society. 

Museum of Economic Geology. 

Royal Observatory, Greenwich. 

Statistical Society. 

Royal College of Surgeons of England, 

United Service Institution. 

Zoological Society. 

Cambridge Philosophical Society. 

University Library. 

St Andrews, University Library. 

IRELAND, 

Royal Dublin Society. 

Royal Irish Academy. 

Library of Trinity College, Dublin. 

COLONIES, &c. 

Calcutta, Asiatic Society. 

Canada, Library of Geological Survey. 

Cape of Good Hope, The Observatory. 

Melbourne, University Library. 

Toronto, Literary and Historical Society. 

Sydney, University Library. 

Wellington, Royal Society of New South Wales. 

New Zealand Institute. 

CONTINENT OF EUROPE, 

Amsterdam, De Koninklijke Akademie van We- 

tenschappen. 

Basle, Die Schweizerische Naturforschende Gesell- 

schaft. 

Berlin, Konigliche Akademie der Wissenschaften. 

Physicalische Gessellschaft. 

Bern, Allgemeine Schweizerische Gesellschaft fiir 

die gesammten Naturwissenschaften. 

Bologna, Accademia delle Scienze dell’ Istituto. 

Bordeaux, Société des Sciences Physiques et 

Naturelles. 

Brussels, Académie Royale des Sciences, des Let- 

tres et des Beaux-Arts. 

L’ Observatoire Royal. 

La Socidté Scientifique. 

Buda, A Magyar Tudds Tarsasag—Die Ungarische 

Akademie der Wissenschaften, 

Christiania, University Library. 

Historic Society of Lancashire and Cheshire. 

Leeds Philosophical and Literary Society. 

Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society. 

Oxford, Bodleian Library. 

Yorkshire Philosophical Society. 

SCOTLAND. 

Edinburgh, Advocates’ Library. 

University Library. 

College of Physicians. 

Copenhagen, Royal Academy of Sciences. 

Dorpat, University Library. 

Ekatherinebourg, La Société Ouralienne d’Amateurs 

Highland and Agricultural Society. 

Royal Medical Society. 

Royal Physical Society. 

Royal Scottish Society of Arts. 

Royal Botanic Garden. 

des Sciences Naturelles. 

Erlangen, University Library. 
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Frankfurt-am-Main, Senckenbergische Naturfor- 

schende Gesellschaft. 

Geneva, Société de Physique et d’ Histoire 

Naturelle. 

Genoa, Annali del Museo Civico di Storia Naturale. 

Giessen, University Library. 

Gottingen, University Library. 

Graz, Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein fiir Steier- 

mark. 

Haarlem, Société Hollandaise des Sciences 

Eixactes et Naturelles. 

Musée Teyler. 

Halle, Leopoldino - Carolinische 

deutsche Akademie der Naturforscher. 

Helsingfors, Société pro Fauna et Flora Feunica. 

Kaiserliche 

Societas Scientiarum Fennica (Société 

des Sciences de Finlande). 

Java, Bataviaasch Genootschap van Kunsten en 

Wetenschappen. 

... The Observatory. 

Jena, Medicinisch-Naturwissenschaftliche Gesell” 

schaft. 

Kiel, University Library. 

Leipzig, Prof. Wiedemann, Konigliche Siichsische 

Akademie. 

Lille, Société des Sciences. 

Lisbon, Academia Real das Sciencias de Lisboa. 

Louvain, University Library. 

Lund, University Library. 

Lyons, Academie des Sciences, Belles Lettres et 

Arts. 

Musée Guimet. 

Société d’Agriculture. 

Madrid, Real Academia de Ciencias. 

Comision del Mapa Geologico de Espaiia. 

Milan, Reale Istituto Lombardo di Scienze, Lettere, 

ed Arti. 

Modena, Regia Accademia di Scienze, Lettere, ed 

Arti. 

Montpellier, Academie des Sciences et Lettres. 

Moscow, Société Impériale des Naturalistes de 

Moscou. 

Société Impériale des Amis d’Histoire 

Naturelle, d’ Anthropologie et d’Ethno- 

graphie. 

Munich, Koniglich-Bayerische 

Wissenschaften (2 copies). 

Naples, Zoological Station, Dr Anton Dohrn. 

VOL. XXIX, PART II. 

Akademie der 

Neufchatel, Société des Sciences Naturelles. 

Oberpfalz und Regensburg, Historischer Verein. 

Palermo, Giardino 

Botanico. 

Paris, Académie des Sciences de 1’Institut. 

Société d’Agriculture. 

Société de Géographie, 184 Boulevard St 

Germain, 

Société Géologique de France. 

Société d’Encouragement pour I’Industrie 

Signor Agostino Todaro, 

Nationale. 

Dépéot de la Marine. 

Société Mathématique. 

Kcole des Mines. 

Muséum d’ Histoire Naturelle, Jardin des 

Plantes. 

L’Observatoire. 

Ecole Normale Supérieure. 

Ecole Polytechnique. 

Revue Scientifique, et Revue Littéraire et 

Scientifique (M. Alglave). 

Prague, Konigliche Sternwarte. 

Koniglich-Béhmische Gesellschaft der Wis- 

senschaften. 

Rome, Accademia dei Lincei. 

Societ& degli Spettroscopisti Italiani. 

Rotterdam, Bataafsch Genootschap der Proefon- 

dervindelijke Wijsbegeerte. 

St Petersburg, Académie Impériale des Sciences. 

Commission Impériale Archéolo- 

gique. 

L’Observatoire Impérial de Pul- 

kowa. 

Physikalisches Central - Observa- 

torium. 

Stockholm, Kongliga Svenska Vetenskaps-Acade- 

mien. 

Stuttgart, Verein fur Vaterlindische Naturkunde 

za Wirtemberg. 

Turin, Reale Accademia delle Scienze. 

M. Michelotti. 

Upsala, Kongliga Vetenskaps-Societeten. 

Venice, Reale Istituto Veneto di Scienze, Lettere 

ed Arti. 

Vienna, Kaiserliche Akademie der Wissenschaften. 

Novara Commission. Ris 

Oesterreichische Gesellschaft fiir Mete- 

orologie. 

SH 
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Vienna, Geologische Reichsanstalt. 

Zoologisch-Botanischer Verein. 

Wellington, New Zealand Institute. 

Zurich, University Library. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 

Baltimore, Johns Hopkins University. 

Boston, the Bowditch Library. 

American Academy of Arts and Sciences. 

Society of Natural History. 

Cambridge, Mass. U.S., Harvard University. 

Harvard College, Observatory. 

New York, State Library. 

Philadelphia, American Philosophical Society. 

Philadelphia, Academy of Natural Sciences. 

Washington, United States Coast Survey. 

United States Naval Observatory. 

United States Geological Survey of 

the Territories. 

The Smithsonian Institution. 

Yale College, Newhaven, Connecticut. 

SOUTH AMERICA. 

Buenos Ayres, Public Museum, per Dr Burmeister. 

(All the Honorary and Ordinary Fellows of the 

Society are entitled to the Transactions and 

Proceedings. See notice at foot of neat page.) 

The following Institutions and Individuals receive the Proceedings only :— 

ENGLAND, 

London, Geologists’ University College Association. 

Mathematical Society, 22 AlbemarleStreet, 

London, W. 

Institution of Mechanical Engineers, 

Gower Street. 

Meteorological Office, 116 Victoria Street. 

The Meteorological Society, Westminster. 

Editor of the “ Electrician,” 396 Strand. 

Editor of ‘“ Nature,” 29 Bedford Street, 

Strand. 

Birmingham Philosophical Society. 

Cornwall Geological Society. 

Liverpool Literary and Philosophical Society. 

Manchester Geological Society, 36 George Street. 

Newcastle Philosophical Society. 

Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists’ Society. 

Oxford Ashmolean Society, 

Scarborough Philosophical Society. 

Whitby Philosophical Society. 

SCOTLAND. 

Botanical Society of Edinburgh, 

Geological Society of Edinburgh. 

Scottish Meteorological Society. 

Geological Society of Glasgow. 

Philosophical Society of Glasgow. 

COLONIES. 

Adelaide, South Australia, University Library. 

Philosophical Society. 

Canada, Literary and Philosophical Society of 

Quebec. 

Library of the Geological Survey, Canada. 

Halifax, Nova Scotian Institute of Natural Science, 

Hong Kong, China Branch of the Asiatic Society. 

Madras Literary Society. 

Superintendent of Government Farms of 

Madras Presidency. 

Melbourne, Royal Society of Victoria. 

Shanghai, North China Branch of the Asiatic 
Society. 

Sydney, Linnean Society of New South Wales. 

Philosophical Society of New South 

Wales. 

Toronto, The Canadian Institute. 

CONTINENT OF EUROPE. 

Abbé Moigno, Rédacteur des ‘‘ Mondes,” Paris. 

Bonn, Naturhistorischer Verein der Preussischen 

Rheinlande und Westfalens. 

Bern, Naturforschende Gesellschaft. 

Bordeaux, Société de la Géographie Commerciale. 

Brunswick, Verein fiir Naturwissenschaft. 

Cassel, Verein fiir Naturkunde. 
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Catania, Accademia Gioenia di Scienze Naturali. 

Chemnitz, Naturwissenschaftliche Gesellschaft. 

Cherbourg, Société Nationale des Sciences Natu- 

relles, 

Ghent, University Library. 

Graz, Chemisches Institut der K. K. Universitit. 

Hamburg, Verein fiir Naturwissenschaftliche 

Unterhaltung. 

Lausanne, Société Vaudoise des Sciences Natu- 

relles, 

Leipzig, Naturforschende Gesellschaft. 

Lille, Société Géologique du Nord. 

Milan, Societa Crittogamologica Italiana. 

Modena, Societa dei Naturalisti. 

Pisa, Nuovo Cimento. 

Trieste, Societa Adriatica di Scienze Naturali. 

Troms6, The Museum. 
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Utrecht, Provinciaal Genootschap van Kunsten en 

Wetenschappen. 

Zurich, Naturforschende Gesellschaft. 

UNITED STATES. 

California, Academy of Sciences. 

Cincinnati Observatory. 

Cincinnati, Society of Natural History. 

Connecticut, Academy of Arts and Sciences. 

Davenport, Academy of Natural Sciences. 

Massachusetts, Peabody Academy of Science. 

Salem, The Essex Institute. 

St Louis, Academy of Sciences. 

San Francisco, The Lick Observatory. 

Washington, Philosophical Society. 

Wisconsin, Academy of Sciences, Arts, and Letters. 

NOTICE TO FELLOWS. 

All Fellows of the Society who are not in Arrear in their Annual Contributions, are entitled to receive Copies of the 

Transactions and Proceedings of the Society, provided they apply for them within Five Years after Publication. 

Fellows not resident in Edinburgh must apply for their Copies either personally, or by an authorised agent, at the 

Hall of the Society, within Five Years after publication. 
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INDEX TO 

A 

Alloys. Vaviation with Temperature of their Elec- 
trical Resistance, 599. See MacGrecor 

(Professor J. G.) and Kworr (C. G.), D.Sc., 

F.R.S.E. 
Amphicentrum. A genus of the Platysomide, 363. 
Aphrosiderite. A variety of Ripidolite, 68. Analy- 

sis of, 69. 

B 

Bands of Metamorphic Segregation, 7, 9. 

of Dominant Crystalline Action, 9. 

Basalts of Basin of Firth of Forth, 500. 

Beluga. The Anatomy of the Northern Beluga 
(Delphinapterus leucas) compared with that of 

other Whales. By Morrison Watson, M.A., 

and Atrrep H. Youne, M.B., 393. Dimen- 

sions, 394. Digestive Organs, 396. Hyoid 
Bone, 409. Muscles of Tongue and Hyoid 

Bone, 409. Laryngeal and Respiratory Organs, 
412. Circulatory Organs, 424. Brain and 
Organs of Sense, 427. Urinary Organs, 428. 

Generative Organs, 429. 
Benedenius. A genus of the Platysomide, 354. 

Bhreckite, Analysis of, 111. 

Bile. Physiological Actions of Drugs on the Secre- 
tion of Bile, 133. See RutHERForpD (Professor 
Wittram), M.D. 

Biotite. A Mica of Scotland, 15. Analysis of, 19, 
34, 35, 37. Optically either uniaxial or bi- 

axial to a very small extent, 19. Action of 

Fluxes, the Blowpipe, and Acids on, 42. By 
Professor Huppie. 

Births of the Hight Large Towns of Scotland (1866- 

75), 119. See Hayorart (J. Berry). 
Briytu (James), M.A., F.R.S.E. On the Transmis- 

sion of Sound by Loose Electrical Contact, 281. 

Bucuanan (J. Y.), F.R.S.E. Preliminary Note on 
the Compressibility of Glass, 589. 

VOL. XXIX. PART II. 

VOT 24x. 

C 

Carboniferous Volcanic Rocks of the Basin of the 

Firth of Forth, their Structure in the Field 

and under the Microscope, 437. See GErkiE£ 
(Professor). 

Celadonite, Analysis and Specific Gravity of, 102. 
Cell-Multiplication in a Species of Enteromorpha. 

By P. Geppss, F.R.S.E., 555. 
Cheirodus, or Amphicentrum. A genus of Platy- 

somide, 363. 

Chlorites. The Enumerated, 58. Their Specific 
Gravities according to Dana, 59. Penninite, 

60. Ripidolite, 65. Chlorite, 69-75. Chlori- 
toid, 76. Tale-chlorite, 78, Glauconite, 79. 
See Heppte (Professor). 

Chloritic Minerals. Mr J. Currton Warp on Chlo- 
rites, 56. ZrirKEL and Cotta on the occurrence 

of Chlorite, 56, 57. Dana and RosrnsuscH, 

as to non-existence of Chlorite in Diabase, 57. 

Chloritoid. Analysis and Specific Gravity of, 76, 
77. Its Crystals monoclinic, 77. 

Chloroform. The Action of Sulphide of Potassium 
upon Chloroform. By W. W. J. Nicot, M.A., 
531. 

Chlorophaeite, Analysis and Specific Gravity of, 87,88. 

Chloroplatinate of Methyl Tetracoline, 274. 

Curystat (Professor), F.R.S.E. On Minpine’s Sys- 
TEM OF Forogs, 519. First Method of arriving 
at Minding’s Result—when the Components of 

Force and Couple are found in terms of the 

Rodrigues Co-ordinates, 519. Second Method 
—Formule connecting the Co-ordinates of the 

foot of the Perpendicular on a Central Axis or 

Single Resultant, 523. On the Complex of 
Central Axes, 524. Exploration of the Complex 
by Central Radii, 525. On the Congruency 
formed by the Lines of Single Resultants, 528. 

THE DIFFERENTIAL TELEPHONE, 609.—Part I. 

On the General Theory of the Instrument, 

and its Application to Electrical Measure- 

81 

On 
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ments, 609. Action of Neighbouring Circuits, 

613. Comparison of Two Capacities, 614. 
Comparison of Capacity with Self-Induction, 
614. General Theory, 615. Case of one 
Neighbouring Circuit, 618. Case of no Neigh- 
bouring Circuit, 618. Comparison of Capacities, 

619. Comparison of Capacity with Co-efficient 
of Induction, 621. Case of Multiple Are with 
Induction, 622. Wheatstone’s Bridge, 623. 

Comparison of Two Capacities, 624. Compari- 
son of a Capacity with a Co-efficient of Self- 
Induetion, 624. 

Part II.—On certain Experiments, mainly with 
the Differential Telephone, 625. Theory of the 
foregoing Experiments, 628. 

Co-efficients of an Equation, their Relation to the 

Functions of its Roots. By J. Dovaias 
Hamtitton Dickson, M.A., F.R.S.E., 535. 

Compressibility of Glass. By J. Y. Bucuanan, 589. 

Conceptions attain a Maximum in July, 121. Law 
of Capacity of Conceiving, 128. Conception 
and Temperature Numbers by Fourier’s Har- 
monic Analysis, 131. See Hayorarr (J. 
Berry). 

Contemporaneous Plugs of Rents in Igneous Rocks, 9. 

Contemporaneous Veins of Minerals, 3, 4. 

Convolvulin has no Purgative Action unless in 

contact with Bile, 149. 

Crystalline Rocks or Lavas of the Firth of Forth, 

487. 

D 

Davusrée (M.). His Experiments as to Tempera- 
ture requisite for Crystallisation of Silica and 
Felspar, 8. 

Delessite, Analyses and Specific Gravities of, 81-84, 

Delphinapterus leucas. See Beluga. 
Determinants, General Theorems on. By THomas 

Muir, M.A., F.R.S.E., 47. See Murr (Tuomas), 

Diabases or Granitoid Type of Rocks of Firth of 

Forth, 487. 

Dickson (J. Doucuas Hamitton), M.A. F.R.S.E. 

On a New Method of Investigating Relations 
between Functions of the Roots of an Equa- 
tion and its Co-efficients, 535. 

Differential Telephone. See Curystat (Professor), 
Disruptive Discharge of Electricity, Part IV. See 

MacraRLaNgé (ALEXANDER), D.Se., and Puay- 
FAIR (P. M.), M.A., 561. 

Dolerites of Basin of Firth of Forth, 437. 

E 

Elaterin has no Purgative Action unless in con- 
tact with Bile, 149. 

Electrical Contact. On the Transmission of Sound 
by Loose Electrical Contact. By James Buytu, 

M.A., F.R.S.E., 281. 
Electricity. Disruptive Discharge of Electricity, 

Part IV. By A. Macraruang, D.Sc., F.R.S.E., 

and P. M. Puayrarr, M.A., 561. Through a 
Paraffin, 561. Through Olive-Oil, 562. Elec- 
trical Resistance of Wires of certain Alloys, 
599. 

Enteromorpha, 555. See Geppxs (P.), F.R.S.E. 

Equations. A New Method of Investigating Rela- 
tions between Functions of the Roots of an 
Equation and its Co-efficients. By J. Doueias 
Hamitton Dtcxson, M.A., F.R.S.E., 535. 

Euplectella aspergillum, its Structure, and the 

Arrangement of its Soft Parts, 661. See 

Scuuze (Professor Franz EmHArD). 
Hurynotus. A genus of the Platysomide, 348. 

Exfiltrative Veins, 3, 8, 9, 20, 29, 38. 

F 

Felsite Rocks of Basin.of the Firth of Forth, 510, 

Firth of Forth. Its Carboniferous Volcanic Rocks, 
437. See Professor GEIKIE. : 

Fragmental Rocks or Tuffs of the Basin of the Firth 

of Forth, 512. 

G 

Geppes (P.), F.R.S.E. On the Phenomena of 
Variegation and Cell-Multiplication in a Species 
of Enteromorpha, 555. 

GuikiE (Professor), F.R.S.E, On the Carboniferous 
Volcanic Rocks of the Basin of the Firth of 

Forth, their Structure in the Field and under 

the Microscope, 437, 

Part I.—Stratigraphy. A.—Carboniferous Strata 
of the Basin of the Firth of Forth, 441. B.— 

Volcanic Districts, 445. Structure of the Vol- 

canic Masses, 455. 

Part Il.—Petrography. I. The Crystalline Rocks 
or Lavas, 487. A. The Augite-Felspar Rocks, 

487. B. Felspar-Magnetite Rocks, 508. C. 
Felspar (Orthoclase) Rocks, 510, II. The 
Fragmental Rocks or Tuffs, 512. 

Geometry of Position, 657. See Tarr (Professor), 

657. 
Glass, Preliminary Note on the Compressibility of 

Glass. By J. Y. Bucuanan, M.A,, F.R.S.E., 
589. 

Glauconite, Analysis of, 79. 

Goopwin (W. L.) and Rozinson (G. Carr), F.R.S.E, 
On some new Bases of the Leucoline Series, Part 

IL., 265, 273. 

a 
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Haycrart (J. Berry), F.R.S.E. Births of the Eight 
Large Towns of Scotland, 1866-75. Birth-curve 
rises to a Maximum, and then falls once every 
year, 120. Conceptions attain a Maximum 
in July, 121. Elevation of 1° Fahr. causes 
increase of Conceptions of ‘5 per cent., 123. 
Maximum of [Illegitimate Conceptions in 
January, 125. Most Children born 11 months 
after Marriage, 126. Conception follows In- 
semination on an average in three days, 127. 
Law of Capacity dependent on Time of Life, 

Temperature, and Menstrual Rhythm, 128. 

Conception and Temperature Numbers by 

Fourier’s Harmonic Analysis, 131. 
Hepp, Professor, F.R.S.E. On the Mineralogy 

of Scotland. 
Chapter Fifth.—The Micas.—Muscovite, Mar- 

garodite, 10. Black Micas, Phlogopite, 14. 

Lepidomelane, 19. Haughtonite, 21. Altered 
Black Mica, 43. Pihlite, 45. 

Chapter Sixth.—Chloritic Minerals.—Penninite, 

60, including Kammerite, 62. Pseudophite or 

Pyrosclerite, 63, 64. Ripidolite, 65, 66, in- 

cluding Aphrosiderite, 68. Chlorite, 69. 

Chloritoid, 76. Talc-Chlorite, 78. Glauconite, 

79. 
The Saponites.—Delessite, 81. Chlorophzite, 

87. Hullite, 89. Saponite, 91. Celadonite, 

102. 
New Minerals.—Bhreckite, 111. 

See Mineralogy of Scotland. 
Hepatic Stimulants, their Mode of Action, 258. 

Depressants, their Mode of Action, 259. 

Hullite, Analysis of,89. 

Rubislite, 112. 

K 

Kammerite. A Variety of Penninite, 62. Analysis 

of, 63. Optically uniaxial, 63. Elsewhere 

described as Hibbertite, 63. See Heppie 

(Professor). 

Kwort (C. G.), D.Sc, F.R.S.E., and MacGrecor 
(Professor J. G.), D.Sc, F.R.S.E. On the 
Variation with Temperature of the Electrical 

Resistance of Wires of certain Alloys, 599. 

L 

Laneuey (Professor 8. P.). His recent American 
Observations on the Temperature of the Sun’s 
Photospheric Surface, 285. 

Lepidomelane. A Mica of Scotland, 19. Analysis 
of, 21. Slightly biaxial, 21. Scottish Lepido- 
melane, 36. Irish, 36. Action of Fluxes, the 
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Blowpipes, and Acids on, 42. See HeppLE 

(Professor). 
| Lepidopleuride. A proposed Suborder of the 

Platysomide, 384. 
Leucoline Series. New Bases of, Part Il. By G. 

Carr Rosinson, F.R.S.E., and W. L. Goopwiy, 

265. Fractional. Distillation of these Bases, 

267. Examination of various Fractions of 

these Bases, 267, 270. Action of Nitric Acid 

- on these Bases, 272. 

Part III.—Action of Iodide of Methyl on Tetra- 
coline, 274. Action of Methyl on Pentacoline, 

275. Action of Methyl on Hexacoline, 276. 

Action of Methyl on Octacoline, 277. Action 

of Strong Nitric Acid on these Bases, 278. 

Liver, Action of Drugs on, 133. 

M 

MacraRLANE (ALEXANDER), D.Sc, F.R.S.E., and 

Prayrarr (P. M.), M.A. On the Disruptive 
Discharge of Electricity, 561. Discharge of 
Electricity through a Paraffin, 561, 564. Dis- 

charge of Electricity through Olive-Oil, 562,565. 
MacGregor (Professor J. G.), D.Sc, F.R.S.E., 

and Knorr (C. G.), D.Sc, F.R.S.E. On the 
Variation with Temperature of the Electrical 

Resistance of Wires of certain Alloys, 599. 
Tron-Gold Alloy, 600. Silver-Platinum Alloy, 
602. Silver-Palladium Alloy, 603. Platinum- 
Iridium Alloys, 605. 

Margarodite. A Mica of Scotland, 10. Analysis 
of, 10. Its Crystalline System is Ortho- 
rhombic, 11. See Heppux (Professor). 

Mesolepis. A genus of the Platysomide, 355. 
Metalliferous Veins, 9. 
Metamorphic Segregation defined, 7, 9. 

Metamorphosism of Geiss, 6, 8. This Metamor- 
phism in Aberdeenshire has taken place in 

three sets of circumstances, 6. 
Methyl (Iodide of). Its action on the Leucoline 

Series, 274. 

Micas of Scotland. Muscovite, Margarodite, Black 

Micas, Phlogopite, 14. Lepidomelane, 19. 
Haughtonite, 21. Altered Black Mica, Ana- 
lysis of, 43. May be intermediate between 
Voigtite and Jollyite, 45. Pihlite, 45. See 

Hepbie (Professor), 
Mitts (Epmunp J.), F.R.S. Researches in Ther- 

mometry, 567. I. Calibration and the Calibra- 
tion Unit, 567. I. The Exposure Correction, 
569. III. Zero Movements, 573 ; Movement of 

the Zero with Time, 573 ; Movement of the Zero 

with Temperature, 578. IV. Poggendorft’s 

Correction, 580. V. Comparison of the Mer- 
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curial with the Air Thermometer, 581. VI. 

Compression, 586, 
Minding’s System of Forces. By Professor CHRYSTAL, 

519. See Curystat (Professor), 
Minding’s Theorem. By Professor Tarr. Proved by 

Quaternion Methods, 675. See Tarr (Professor). 

Mineralogy of Scotland. Chapter V.—The Micas with 

Description of Haughtonite, 1-46. Chapter VI. 
—Chloritic Minerals, 55-80. The Saponites, 

81-111. Bhreckite, 111. Rubislite, 112. 
Haughtonite, a new Mineral Species. By 

Professor Huppin, 21. Its Occurrence, 21-43. 

Analyses of, 32, 34, 35, 37. Scottish Haughto- 

nite, 35. Foreign Haughtonite, 35. In every 
case where it occurs in Exfiltration Veins Oli- 
goclase is also present, 38. Biaxial, 23, 28, 

42, Orthorhombic in Form, 42. Its Crystals 
disposed in Lengthened, Radiating, fan-shaped 

Arrangements, 42. Action of Fluxes, the 
Blowpipe, and Acids on, 42. 

Murr (Tomas), M.A., F.R.S.E. General Theorems 
on Determinants, 47. Case where the two sets 

of rows, instead of being contiguous, overlap 
each other, 47. II. Reduction of the Order of 

a Determinant, 51. III. Product of a Deter- 

minant and a Polynomial, 53. 
Muscovite. A Mica of Scotland, 1. Analysis of, 1. 

Finest Specimens found in Shetland and Ross- 
shire, 2. Axis in Plane of longer Diagonal, 2. 

See Hepp (Professor). 

N 

Nicou (W. W. J.), M.A., F.R.S.E. On the Action of 
Sulphide of Potassium upon Chloroform, 531. 

12 

Paleoniscus or Benedenius. A genus of the Platy- 
somide, 354. 

Penninite, Analysis and Specific Gravity of, 64. 

Petrography of the Basin of the Firth of Forth, 487. 

Phlogopite, 14. 

Physiological Actions of Drugs on the Secretion of 

Bile. See Rutuerrorp (Professor WILLIAM), 
M.D., 133. 

Physiological Results of Temperature Variations. 

See Haycrart (Jonn Berry), M.B., 119. 
Pihlite. A Mica of Scotland, 45. Analysis of, 

46. Action of Blowpipe on, 46. See HEppLE 
(Professor). 

Platysomide. On the Structure and Affinities of 

Platysomide. By Ramsay H. Traquair, M.D., 

F.R.S.E. Genus I. Eurynotus, 348. Genus II. 
Benedenius, 354. Genus III. Mesolepis, 355. 

Genus IV. Eurysomus, 358. Genus V. 
Wardichthys, 361. Genus VI. Cheirodus, 

363. Genus VII. Platysomus, 368. Affini- 
ties of the Platysomide, 379. Relationship 
to the Dapediide, 380.  Jelationship to 
the Pycnodontide, 382. Lepidopleuride, a 

proposed Suborder, 384. Affinities with the 
Paleoniscide, 386. 

Platysomus. A genus of Platysomide, described, 348, 
368. 

Prayrair (P. M.) and MacrarLaNg (ALEXANDER), 

D.Sc., F.R.S.E. On the Disruptive Discharge 

of Electricity, 561. 
Plectrolepis. A genus of Platysomide, 348. 
Porphyrites of the Basin of the Firth of Forth, 508. 
Position. Note on a Theorem in Geometry of Posi- 

tion, 657. See Tarr (Professor). 
Potassium (Sulphide of). Its Action upon Chloro- 

form. By W. W. J. Nicol, M.A., 53]. 
Pseudophite, a variety of Penninite. Analysis of, 

64. Almost identical with Pyrosclerite, 64. 
Pyrosclerite almost identical with Pseudophite. 

R 

Ripidolite, Analysis of, 65, 66. 

Ropinson (G. Carr), F.R.S.E., and Goopwin (W. 
L.). {On some New Bases of the Leucoline 
Series, Part IL, 265, 273. 

Rock Thermometers at the Royal Observatory, Edin- 

burgh, 637. See Smyru (Professor Prazzi), 
Astronomer-Royal for Scotland. 

Roots of an Equation, their Relation to its Coefti- 
cients. See Dioxson (J. Dovenas Hamitton), 
M.A., 535. 

Rubislite, a New Mineral. Analysis and Specitie 

Gravity of, 113. 

RuruHerFrorD (Professor Wiiu1amM), M.D., F.R.S.E. 

On the Physiological Action of Drugs on the 
Secretion of Bile. Introduction, 133. Methods 

of Experiment adopted by Nasse, Kolliker, 

Miller, Scott, and by Professors Hughes, 

Bennett, Gamgee, and the Author in 1866, 136 ; 

and by Réhrig in 1873, 136, 139. Method of 
Experiment now adopted by the Author, 137. 
Secretion of Bile in a Curarised Fasting Dog, 

141. Composition of Bile in a Fasting Dog, 
143, Secretion of Bile per Kilogramme of 
Body-weight in a Fasting Dog, 143. Action 
of Croton-Oil, 145. Action of Podophyllin, 
147. Action of Aloes, 154. Action of Rhu- 

barb, 157. Action of Senna, 160, Action of 

Colchicum, 161. Action of Magnesium Sul- 
phate, 164. Action of Castor-Oil, 165. Action 

—_— ee 
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of Gamboge, 166. Action of Ammonium 

Chloride, 167. Action of Scammony, 169. 

Action of Euonymin, 170. Action of Ividin, 

173. Action of Leptandrin, 176. Action of 

Sanguinarin, 178. Action of Ipecacuan, 181. 
Action of Colocynth, 185. Action of Jalap, | 

188. Action of Taraxacum, 190. Action of 

Nitro- hydrochloric Acid, 190. Action of 

Sodium and Potassium Tartrate, 193. Action 

of Sodium Phosphate, 195. Action of Sodium 
Sulphate, 196. Action of Potassium Sulphate, 
198. Action of Sodium Bicarbonate, 201. 

Action of Potassium Bicarbonate, 202. Action 

of Iodide of Potassium, 203. Action of 

Physostigma, 204. Action of Atropia, 208. 
Action of Menispermin, 210. Action of 
Baptisin, 212. Action of Phytolaccin, 213. 

Action of Hydrastin, 216. Action of Jug- 
landin, 218. Action of Benzoic Acid and its 

Compounds, 219. Action of Sodium Salicy- 
late, 223. Action of Ammonium Phosphate 

and of Tannic Acid, 224. Action of Acetate 

of Lead, 226. Action of Jaborandi, 228. 

Action of Sulphate of Manganese, 230. Action 

of Morphia, 232. Action of Hyoscyamus, 234. 

Action of Alcohol, 236. Action of Mercurial 

Salts, 237. Summary of Results, 253. Mode 
of Action of Hepatic Stimulants, 258. Hepatic 
Depressants, 259. Concluding Observations, 

260. 

S 

Scouutze (Professor Franz EiHarD). On 
the Structure and Arrangement of the Soft 
Parts in Euplectella aspergillum, 661. The 
Soft Parts, 661. The Ectoderm, 669. The 

Endoderm, 669. The Mesoderm, 670. The 

Genital Products, 671. The Commensals of 

Euplectella, 671. Amphibrachium Euplec- 
tella, 672. 

Scott's Experiments on Bile Secretion, 136. 

Serpentine-olivine Rocks of Basin of Firth of Forth, 
504, 

Smyrx (Professor P1azz1), Astronomer-Royal for Scot- 

land, F.R.S.E. Norticss of the New Rock Ther- 

mometers at the Royal Observatory, Edinburgh, 

and what they are for, 637. The Making and 
Placing of the New Thermometers, 637. The 
Problem with the Old Thermometers, 639. 

Their Next Use in Level Fluctuations, 639. 

Their Employment in Earth-heat History, by 

Sir Witu1am THomson, 640. Their subsequent 
Discovery, in 1870, of the Eleven Year Cycle 

of Supra-annual Waves of Heat and Cold, 641. 

731 

The Published Predictions in 1872, for 1878, 

1879, and 1880, 642. The Spoiled Predictions 

in 1877, under the Influence of Erroneous 

Sun-spot Dates, 643. The Rectified Predic- 

tions in 1879, when the true date of that Sun- 

spot Minimum was ascertained, 644. How to 

obtain Correct Dates of Future Sun-spot 

Minima,—to enable Predictions of Weather to 

be useful to National Agriculture, 645. 

Account of the Making and Placing of the 

New Rock Thermometers, by Messrs R. Apr 

and T. WepprrBurN, 647. The Cyclical 
Seasons of 1879 and 1880, as predicted in 
1872, 650. Scottish Meteorological Data 
from 1821-1880, arranged in Quadruple 

Annual Means for Cyclical Inquiries, 651. 

—— Tue Sonar Spectrum in 1877-78, with some 

Practical Idea of its Probable Temperature of 

Origination, 285. 
Part I.—Of the Instruments employed and the 

Range of Spectrum observed, 285-287. Part I. 
—Of a Temperature Deduction touching the 
Photospheric Surface of the Sun, 287-291. Part 

IIJ.—The whole Solar Spectrum Observations, 
291-336. Part IV.—Accompanying Meteoro- 

logical Journal, 337. Part V.—Numerical 
Steps in Spectroscopy according to Tempera- 
ture, 338-340. Appendix.—Professor Lang- 
ley’s American Observations on the Tempera- 

ture of the Sun’s Photospheric Surface, 285. 

Solar Spectrum in 1877-1878. See SmytxH (Pro- 

fessor). 

Sound. On the Transmission of Sound by Loose 

Electrical Contact, 281. By Professor Biyru, 

E.R.S.E. 
Stromateus. A genus of the Platysomidz, 368. 
Sulphide of Potassium. Its Action upon Chloro- 

form. By W. W. J. Nicon, M.A., 531. 

¥ 

Tair (Professor), F.R.S.E. Note on a Theorem in 
Geometry of Position, 657. The Edges of any 

Polyhedron, which has Trihedral Summits only, 

can be divided into Three Groups, one from each 

Group ending in each Summit, 657. Hamilton’s 

Icosian Game an Application of this Theorem, 
657. A Number of Different Ways of Con- 
sidering the Question, 657. 

—— On Minding’s Theorem, 675. Proved by 
Quaternion Methods, 675. Problem—Given a 

set of rectangular unit vectors, which may take 
any initial position: let two of them, after a 

homogeneous strain, become given vectors at 
right angles to one another: find what the 
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third must become that the strain may be 

pure, 680. To find the surface bounding the 

region which is filled with the feet of perpen- 

diculars on central axes, 683. 

Tale-chlorite, Analysis of, 78. 

Talc-slute of the Highlands, 11. 
Telephone. See Curystat (Professor). 

Temperature Variations. Their Physiological Re- 

sults. By Joun Berry Hayorart, F.R.S.E., 

119. Number of Conceptions and Temperature 

attain a Maximum in July, 121. Elevation of 

1° Fahrenheit causes Increase of Conceptions of 

about *5 per cent., 123. Capacity of Conceiv- 

ing depends on Temperature, 128. Tempera- 

ture and Conception Numbers by Fourier’s 

Harmonic Analysis, 131. 

Therapeutical Research, Methods of, 134. 

Thermometers. Notice of the Completion of the 

New Rock Thermometers at the Royal Obser- 

vatory, Edinburgh, and what they are for. 

By Professor Prazzi Suytu, F.R.S.E., Astro- 

nomer-Royal for Scotland, 637. 

Thermometry. Researches in Thermometry, 567. 

See Minis (Epmunp J.), D.Sc. F.R.S. 

Traquair (Ramsay H.), F.R.S.E. On the Struc- 

ture and Affinities of the Platysomide, 343. 

See Platysomide. 

True Veins of Minerals, 3. 

U 

Uropteryx. A genus of the Platysomid, 368. 

Vv 

Variation with Tenperature of the Electrical Resist- 

ance of Wires of certain Alloys. By Professor 

J. G. MacGreucor, D.Sc., F.R.S.E., and C. G. 
Kwort, D.Sc., F.R.S.E., 599. 

Variegation and Cell-Multiplication in a Species of 

Enteromorpha. By P. Geppgs, F.R.S.E., 555. 

Volcanic Districts of the Basin of the Firth of 

Forth, 445. Structure of the Volcanic Masses, 

455. 

Ww 

Wardichthys. A genus of the Platysomide, 361. 
Watson (Morrison), M.D., F.R.S.E., and Youne 

(Atrrep H.), M.B. On the Anatomy of the 
Northern Beluga (Delphinapterus leucas) com- 
pared with that of other Whales, 393. 

Y 

Youne (Aurrep H.), M.B., and Watson (Morrt- 
son), M.D., F.R.S.E. On the Anatomy of the 
Northern Beluga compared with that of other 
Whales, 393. 
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